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C H A P T E R  I 

P r e l im i n a r y

We the members of the Committee appointed by the Govern

ment of His Highness the Maharaja of Travancore to report on 

the question of providing a new University for the State of 

Travancore by itself, or in association with the adjacent areas, and to 

make enquiries and recommendations in regard thereto, have 

the honour to submit the following Keport.

2. The scope of our enquiry as well as the circumstances in 

which our Committee came to be constituted are set forth in the 

Proceedings of the Government of His Highness the Maharaja 

of Travancore, R. 0. C. No. 276 of 23/Leg. E., dated the 15th April,

1923, and the points of reference are indicated in the following 

paragraphs of the Government Order : —

“ The new Committee will re-examine generally the conclusions 

and the recommendations of its predecessor contained in the 

ad interim Report of the 10th October, 1919, in the light of such 

changes in the conditions within and without Travancore as have taken 

place since it was submitted. It will be advised to do so particularly 

taking into consideration the discussions in the last session of 

the Legislative Council on Mr. T. K. V̂ elu Pillai’s Resolution, as w'ell 

as the debate in the Madras Legislative Council on the University 

Bill. Such a review might reveal the need to modify in some 

cases the findings of the earlier Committee. Government can think 

of one such recommendation from which there will now be a 

general agreement to differ. The University Committee proposed 

that the new University should be of the unitary, residential and 

teaching type, located outside Trivandi'um but on a site near it, 

and that all University work now done in different stations in 

the State should be transferred to and concentrated on that centre.
G. P. T. ?193, ego, J9-1-25. B



The outlook o£ this Committee was also limited by the terras 

of its reference to the area and requirements of Travancore. 

The type of University thus recommended may be good aa 

an ideal. But it lias had to be ^iven up elsewhere in India 

ŵ hen a new University Lad to be planned which has to 

serve a large territory in which there already existed a number 

of colleges scattered over the area, whose claim for continued 

individual life could not well be ignored, and which could not 

be removed to a new locality without great and disproportionate 

sacrifices. There now seems to be, accordingly, a growing disposition 

to accept in such cases the type which would, whenever it is imprac

ticable to remov'e a college from its station, or undesirable to close 

it, allow It to continue in the same place, and develop, it possiUe, 

into an additional University centre, where the provision of adequate 

residential facilities for the students and the staff might create the 

right atmosphere for the growth of really satisfactory academic life 

and traditions. Important changes have taken place in the 

last three years in the academic conditions of the State. The 

second grade colleges at Aiwa ye and Changanacherry have 

come into existence, a Chair in Natural Science has been established 

in H. H. the Maharaja’s College, a big additional building to the 

Training College is nearing completion, and the construction of a 

large hostel for H. H. the Maharaja’s College at Trivandrum has 

been taken in hand. A Government Commercial School has been 

established at Alleppey. In view of the large expenditure incurred 

in the past and present, in the localities where the present colleges 

are situated, by the Government or by private agencies, it would be 

increasingly difficult to view the transfer of all such institutions to 

a common site as a practical proposition, while the idea of such a 

concentration may a fortiori have to be given up, if the new Univer

sity is to embrace the whole area of the Malabar Coast. The 

advantages of a compromise between the competing types of a unitary 

and an affiliating type of University will have, therefore, to be fully 

explored by the Committee even if it recommends that the new 

University does not extend its activities beyond the limits of the 

State.



“ The Committee will have before it the following alternative 

schemes for the University, each of whicii has some advantages over 

the others ;—

(1) A University whose headquarters will be in Trivandrum, 

which would confine its activities to Travancore and have no 

administrative connection with institutions outside the State.

(2) A University started in the first instance at Trivandrum 

on the strength of the resources now existing in T ravancore, but 

keeping its doors open for the incorporation into it of institutions 

of a University standard in the neighbouring State of Cochin and 

the adjacent British Districts of Malabar and Tinnevelly, when such 

institutions spring up and their authorities desire the incorporation 

and also prepared to shift the University offices later on, if neces

sary, to some place within the State, which would be more central 

than Trivandrum for the entire territory embraced by the new 

University.

(3) A University created from the very beginning by the 

conjoined efforts of all these three Governments, whose areas will 

be comprised in a Pan-Kerala University, maintained by contri

butions (of all kinds) made from all the three States, and governed 

by University bodies, on which adequate representation is provided 

to the component areas and institutions.
* *  *

“ His Highness’ Government will await the advice of the 

Committee now appointed before deciding between these alternatives 

or any other alternative that may be put forward by it. They feel, 

however, that, on a point regarding the location of the head offices of 

the University, they should make their position quite explicit even 

at this stage. Even in an All-Kerala University, Travancore will, 

it is believed, always maintain the first place in virtue of the 

number, variety, standard, and size of the institutions of a Univer

sity type that it would contribute. Public opinion in the State has 

been fully alive to this and would not accept any scheme which 

ignores it and seeks to place the centre of the University outside 

Travancore. The Government would, therefore, instruct the 

Committee not to consider any proposal which would run counter



to the idea o£ locating the heac^quarters of the Uaiversity witliin 

the State-

“ His Highness’ Government also request that the Committee 

regard the following points as specifically within the terms of 

reference:—

(1) The location of the head offices of the University, now 

and hereafter, within the State, and proposals as to the several 

institutions which should form part of the University and theil' 

location ;

(2) The ways and means to co-ordinate the resources in men 

and material now existing within the State, so as to create teaching 

and residential centres, {»ro\'idiiig facilities for higher work and 

research ;

(3) The depai-tments in which instruction should be offered, 

the Faculties to be organised and the examinations to be provided 

in the University, on its inauguration, for a few years after it, and 

in successive stages, with a clear indication of the order of priority 

in which they should be opened ;

(4) The additions that must be made for the residential 

accommodation now available in possible University centres for the 

residence of students and teachers both immediately and for some 

years to come;

(5) The immediate and proximate requirements of the 

University within the State, in the matter of buildings, equipment and 

staff, both for the University itself and for its constituent institu

tions, with a clear indication of the additions necessary to bring the 

existing provision under these heads up to the standard, and with 

rough estimates of their probable cost;

(6) The relations of the University to secondary and inter

mediate education ;

(7) Special features to be provided in the University, such as 

facilities for University education of women, the advancement of 

Oriental Studies and University publication ;

(8) The relations that should be established between the Uni

versity and the Colleges or Halls of llesidence or Hostels ;



(9) The safeguards to be devised to prevent any improper 

lowering of the standard of examinations, diplonaas and degrees of 

the University and the means by which their acceptance outside the 

State and by other Universities may be secured ;

(10) The constitution of the chief constituent bodies of the 

University such as the Senate, the Academic body, etc., including 

specific proposals for their composition.

(11) Probable initial and recurring costs of which estimate, 

as accurate as possible in the cu'cumstances, should be furnished.”

3. As originally constituted, our Committee consisted of the 

following members :—

Rao Bahadur K. A. Krishna Aiyangar Esq., B. a ., b . l ..

President.
L. C. Hodgson Esq., M. a.., Director o f Public Instruction.
The Rev. Di-. E. Monteith Macphail, m . a ., D. D ., c . B. e ..

Principal, Christian College, Madras. 
Dr. John Matthai, b. a . ,  b . l . ,  b . l i t . ,  d . sc..

Professor o f Economics, University o f Madras. 
P. K. Narayana Pillai Esq., b . a . ,  b. l .  '

G. Parau'esvaran Pillai Esq., b. a . ,  b . l .  Elected by the
K. Paramesvaran Pillai Esq., b. a . ,  b . l .  Legislative Council. 
T. K. Velu Pillai Esq., b. a . ,  b. l .  /

Rao Bahadur K. V. Rangaswami Aiyangar Esq., m . a ,,

Senior Professor o f History and Economics, H. H. The 
Maharaja's College, Trivandrum, Conv'ener.

Dr. Macphail was unable to join the Committee and resigned 

on baing appointed as the first whole-time Vice-Chancellor of the 

University of Madras, as re-constituted under the University Act o?

1923. His place was filled by the nomination of the Rev. Father 

D. Honore, S. J., b . a ., of the St. Joseph’s College, Trichinopoly. Mr. 

Hodgson’s connection with the Committee terminated in February,

1924, when he left India on leave, preparatory to retirement.

4. Our Committae was constituted on 15th April 1923. The 

Convener assumed charge immediately and commenced the preli

minary work. We held our first meeting on the 28th May, 1923,



as soon as a sufficient amount of material had been collected b}’ the 

Convener. Oiu‘ concluding meeting was held on the 26th December,

1924. In the interval, we have held altogether four sessions, 

namely, from (a) the 28th May to the 4th June, 1923; {b) the 18th 

June to the 24th June, 1923; ((■) the 17th September to the 28fh 

September, 1923; and (c?) the 22nd December to the 26th December,

1924. We sat altogether for 24 days. Besides our meetings 

as a full Committee, four Sub-committees appointed by us held 

meetings. Dr. Matthai, Father Honore and the Convener also met 

for six days and prepared work for two of the Sub-committees.

5. Our Committee was appointed to review mter alia the recom

mendations of the earlier Committee appointed by the Government 

of Travancore by G. 0. No. E. 3983, dated the 23rd November, 

1917, to explore the possibility of starting a separate University for 

Travancore, ‘ suited to local conditions and environment. ’ The 

Committee, after investigating the various aspects of the question, 

submitted an Interim Report on the 10th October 1919. They did 

not pursue the matter any further, after the submission of their 

Interim Report, as the Government informed them that the question 

of reorganisation in the University of Madras, which was being 

taken up by the Senate of that University, might have to be 

examined before any final conclusions were reached. We have not 

only had the advantage of perusing the short Interim Report of 

the earlier Committee, but we have had the opportunity to examine 

the data on which that body based their findings as well as the 

summary of their discussions.

6. The attention of our Committee has been specifically invited 

by the Government to the discussions centering round the University 

Act of 1923 both in the Madras Legislative Council and in the 

Press. We have considered the points brought out in this discus

sion.

7. The Committee’s attention has also been specifically drawn to 

the debate on the Resolution moved in the Travancore Legislative 

Council on the 23rd November, 1922, for ‘ the immediate establish

ment of a teaching and residential University in Travancore’



and to the assurance then given on behalf of the Government that 

the question would be considered by a Committee to be appointed by 

them.

8. We have also read and considered the communication in 

which the Government of Travancore placed their views on the 

probable effects on higher education within the State of the passing 

of the Bill for the re-constitution of the University of Madras, 

which subsequently became an enactment.

9. When the previous University Committee presented their 

Interim Report, the Commission appointed by the Government of 

India to report on the Calcutta University had not published their 

mouumei^tal Report. The position o£ our pvedecessovs ■was in this 

respect somewhat like that of the Government of India, when they 

founded the provincial Universities in 1857, and when they appointed 

the Indian University Commission of 1902, in each case a year before 

important alterations took place in the constitution of the University 

of London, on the model of which the Indian Universities were 

formed. It is, however, a matter for gratification that in many 

important points the conclusions of the Interim Report anticipated 

those of the Calcutta University Commission. Again, between 1917 

and 1919, the Universities of Benares and Mysore were the only new 

Universities, whose organisation and experience were available for 

comparative study with those of the then existing provincial Uni

versities. Since the submission of the Interim Report, however, 

University education in India has made a considerable advance. New 

Universities have been founded at Dacca, Patna, Lucknow, Aligarh, 

Rmgoon, Delhi, Nagpore and Hyderabad (Dakhan). The consti

tutions of the older provincial Universities have also undergone 

important modifications. Our Committee have thus had the advan

tage of the experience of a number of new Universities not all of 

which have bean of the same pattern nor conformed to the models or 

the ideals of the first Indian unitary residential Universities or of 

the still earlier provincial Universities. We have had the further 

benefit of tha exparienca of the re-construction of existing Uni- 

v.Tsities both in India and outside, as the result of the general 

iu".3r^3t created in University matters after the War, The



recommendations of the Calcutta University Commission have been 

subjected to a searching enquiry by different Indian Lniversities 

and Administrations. The Reports of the Madras Government 

Committee appointed in G. 0. No. 1557/Law (Education), dated 

the 25th October, 1921, as well as the Committee of the Senate of 

the University of Madras regarding the applicability of the recom

mendations of the Calcutta Commission to South India were also 

available to us. Through the courtesy of the authorities of some of 

the younger Indian Universities, our Convener has also been 

enabled to collect and place before us valuable data concerning their 

scope, aims, organisation, methods and work.

10. A considerable amount of information had been collected by 

the Convener in the interval between the appointment o£ our 

Committee and our initial meeting. We desired next to receive 

information and guidance from those who W'ere connected with or 

interested in the subject of our enquiry, or who were in a position 

to give advice of value. We made it, therefore, one of our first 

duties to draw up a very detailed Questionnaire, a copy of which is 

printed as an annexure to this Report. Copies of this Questionnaire, 

as well as of shorter lists of questions on specific points, such as the 

education of women, the equipment of the existing collegiate insti* 

tutions in the State and the organisation of Oriental Studies, ŵ ere 

submitted to about 500 persons and associations both within and 

outside Travancore. A general invitation w'as also issued to the 

public through the Travancore Government Gazette and the Press 

to favour us with their views on the point raised in our Question 

naire.

11. The Press, both in and outside Travancore, showed gi’eat 

interest in the University question. The Government favoured the 

Committee with a large collection of representations and articles in 

the Press. The Ernakulam College Magazine arranged for a sym

posium on the Iverala University problem. Copies of the special 

number of the Magazine containing this symposium were supplied to 

the Committee by the courtesy of the Editor. Individual contri

butors to the Pr-ess on the University question also sent cuttings 

containing their views.

8



12. Considerable interest in the University question, as affecting 

both the State and the adjacent areas, was manifested outside 

Travancore as well as within it. This is evidenced by the number of 

letters and memorials addressed to the Government and to the 

Committee by individuals and public bodies as well as by the very 

numerous contributions to the Press. They have related mainly to 

the question of the area to be comprehended in the new University, 

the essential features to be secured by it, the location of its head

quarters, the educational institutions to be brought within it, the 

subjects to be taught in it and the place of the vernaculars, e .g ., 
Malayalam and Tamil, in its schemes of study. We have carefully 

considered the suggestions thus made.

13. The response to the requests for replies to our Question

naires cannot be regarded in any way as unsatisfactory. We received 

a considerable number of answers. Most of them were compre

hensive and thorough, and dealt exhaustively with the aspects of the 

University question, with special regard to the condition of higher 

education in Travancore and the rest of the West Coast. Following 

the example of the Calcutta University Commission, the evidence 

received by us was arranged in the order of the questions contained 

in the Questionnaires, and the evidence thus arranged is submitted 

with this Report,

14. Our first session was devoted to the preparation of the 

Questionnaires and to general discussions, based on such material as 

was available to us, on the character and scope of a University, the 

need for a separate University for Travancore, the type of the 

University to be selected in relation to possible types, the area to be 

served by the new University, the location of the University insti

tutions generally and of its head offices in particular, with special 

reference to the alternative schemes outlined in paragraph 15 of 

G. 0. No. R. 0. C. 276 of 1923/Leg. E., dated the 15th April, 1923, 

the features to be provided in the new University including such 

questions as the place of residence, teaching and research. For the 

detailed consideration of several of these questions, sub-committees 

were appointed, and the reports of these sub-committees were ready 

before the commencement of our second session. During this 

session, we considered the question of visiting Cochin, Malabar and 

Alwaye which had been suggested by many correspondents as a site
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for a Pan-Kerala University. Under the sanction, and with the 

assistance of the Government, and with the hearty co-operation of 

the Government of His Highness the Maharaja of Cochin, we were 

able to make a visit to Ernakulam and to Alwaye and to make a 

local inspection of the sites and buildings of the Union Christian 

College at Alwaye, as well as of the sites which had been indicated 

by some of our correspondents, particularly by the Kev. W. E. S. 

Holland, as very suitable for the location of a Piin-Kerala University 

of a residential and teaching type. Our inspection of Alwaye took 

place on the 23rd June 1923. The next day we conferred with 

Rao Bahadur P. Narayana Menon, b . a . ,  i . s . o . , the Dewan of 

Cochin, and a number of leading gentlemen of Cochin, lx)th official 

and non-official, who had W n  invited by the Dewan to meet us. 

We discussed fully and freely with these rejn-esentatives of Cochin 

important points in our reference, and the chief issues raised by the 

correspondents from Cochin and Malabar in their answers to our 

Questionnaires or in communications to the newspapers. We made 

a special endeavour to ascertain the nature and the extent of the 

co-operation which might be expected by Travancore if it w'as 

ultimately decided that the new University should embrace the 

three areas. A detailed account of this conference is submit

ted with this Report. In the course of this tour, some members 

of our Committee were able to visit the colleges at Changana- 

cherry and Kottayam to inspect their gi-ounds, buildings, equipment 

and hostels, and to confer with their Principals.

15. Our thii’d session was mainly devoted to the preparation and 

discussion of resolutions embodymg our conclusions, in order to pre

pare the way for a Draft Report. In the interval between the second 

and third sessions we had studied the digested evidence. We felt that 

it would be well if the heads of the chief colleges in Travancore, who 

desired to do so, were given the opportunity to meet us. We there

fore issued a general invitation to the Prmcipils of colleges in Tra

vancore. In response to this invitation, three Principals, viz., 
Mr. J. Stephenson, b . s c . .  Principal, H. H. the Maharaja’s 

College, Trivandrum ; the Rev. Father Mathew K. Purakkal, m . a . ,  

Principal, St. Berchman’s College, Changanacherry ; and Miss D. H. 

Watts, B .  A . ,  Lady Principal, H. H. the Maharaja’s College for 

Women, Trivandrum, met us and enabled us to ascertain in detaiil 

their position in regard to a number of importiint issues. We next



visited the chief educational institutions, buildings and sites in Tri* 

van dr urn as well as certain sites in its vicinity, which had been sug

gested either by the last Committee or by various correspondents as 

suitable for the location of either the University centre or its build

ings and histitutions. After the interviews with the Prhicipals and 

the local inspections above referred to, we proceeded to consider the 

draft resolutions which had been prepared for us in the meanwhile 

by a sub-committee specially appointed for the purpose. The rest 

of our thii-d session was devoted to the discussion of the draft 

resolutions and of their disposal. The session ended with a direction 

for the preparation of a Draft Report on the lines indicated in the 

resolutions thus adopted.

16. In our fourth and final session, we retraversed the ground, 

particularly in the light of such fi’esh information as had been 

gathered since our last meeting, and we discussed and settled the 

terms of this Report.

17. We desire to record our obligation to those who hâ 'e assisted 

us in manifold ways and helped our work: to the Registrars of the 

Universities of Madras, Mysore, Dacca, Lucknow, Benares, Delhi 

and Aligarh, for the niformation and assistance courteously furnished 

by them; to the Vice-Chancellors of the Universities of Madras 

(the late Su- K. Srinivasa Aiyangiir, b .  a . ,  b .  l . ) ,  Mysore (Dr. 

Brajeudranath Seal, m .  a . .  Ph. D.), Lucknow (Rai Bahadur Dr. G. 

N. Chakravai’ti, M . a . ,  d .  s c . ,  i .  s .  o . ) ,  and Dacca (Mr. P. J. Hartog, 

0 . I .  E . )  ; to Dr. Gauranganath Banerjee, m .  a . .  Ph. D., 

Secretary of the Post-graduate Council of the University of Ctilcuita, 

for the advice, information and help given to the Convener; to the 

Dewan of Cochin and the gentlemen from Cochin, who conferred 

with us at Ernakulam; to the Government of His Highness the 

Maharaja of Cochin, for the hospitality extended to us during the 

visit of the Committee to Cochin; to the several correspondents and 

witnesses who assisted us with information and advice; to the Heads 

of the vai-ious Departments in the State as well as others outside 

Trav.'mcore, who collected and supplied such data as were requisi

tioned for the Committee; and to the Government of Travancore 

for the prompt attention given by them to all the requests made by 

or on behalf of our Committee, and to the efficient arrangements 

sanctioned by them for the conduct of our work,

11



C H A P T E l i  I I

O r g a n is a t io n  o f  E d u c a t io n  in  t h e  A r e a

A retrospect o£ the course of education in general, and of 

English education particularly, in Travancore as well as in the adjoin

ing areas, is necessary for an adequate perception of the questions 

referred to us. Such a review will also indicate the stages by which 

thei?e questions have been reached, and, in combination with a 

description of the present condition of Univtirsity education in the 

areas show the material and historical bases of our conclusions and 

recommendations.

2. It is not possible to date the beghuiing of vernacular educa

tion in Travancore. It  was long imparted in village schools main

tained by teachers remunerated by the villagers themselves. Reading, 

writing, arithmetic and the elements of astronomy (Jyotisha) 

appear to have formed the principal subjects of instruction. About 

th8 bagmning of the 19th century, there seems to have been a com

plaint of educational neglect in the northern half of the State. In 

many places north of Quilon, the villagers were reported as being 

too poor to pay their school masters. This state of affairs came to the 

notice of Her Highness Rani Gauri Parvati Bai, who was then 

administering the State on behalf of her minor son, the future Maha

raja Sri Swati Tirunal, who reigned from 1004 m . e . to 1022 m . e . 

A remarkable rescript issued by Her Highness to Rajasri Venkata 

Rao, Dewan Peishkar of Quilon, and subsequently Dewan of Travan

core, is still in existence. Its contents show the foresight of this 

gifted queen and her concern for the welfare and the advancement 

of her subjects. After recounting the causes which had led to the 

decline of the village schools Her Highness resolves that the State 

should defray the whole cost of the education of its people, in order 

that there might be no backwardness in the spread of enlightenment 

among them, that, by diffusion of education, they might become better 

subjects and public servants, and that the reputation of the State 

might be advanced thertibv. Each school was to have two teachers



paid from the Treasury, one well versed in Malayalam and astro

nomy, and the other in Tamil and arithmetic. Each of these teachers 

was to receive a monthly salary of fifty fanams (a little over seven 

rupees), a sum which, allowing for the much higher purchasing 

power of money, must be equal to not less than fifty rupees at the 

present day. The Tahsildars and Taluk Accountants (Sampratis) 

were strictly enjoined to visit the schools in their jurisdiction or.ce a 

fortnight and submit reports of their inspections direct to the Huzur. 

This important document bears the date 19th Vaikasi 992 m . e . 

(1817). It is significant that the State should have undertaken 

under the guidance of its queen the burden of elementary education 

of its subjects in the vernaculars just about the time when English 

schools were beginning to be opened in India, and that Travancore 

should owe the first reform of its traditional system of education to 

the mother of the Ruler who was subsequently to endow English 

education in the State. We owe the reference to this rescript of 

the Rani to Mr. P. K. Narayana Pillai, b . a ., b . l ., one of our 

number and to Mr. S. Paramesvara Aiyar, m . a ., b . l ., Secretary to 

the Government.

3. English education began in Travancore much earlier than in 

most parts of British India and before any of the other Native States 

undertook it. The existence of a large and ancient Christian popula

tion within the State attracted to it European missionaries early in 

the 19th century. Seminaries for imparting a Christian training 

and for giving some general education along with it were started 

through their efforts. The first of these was founded at Kotta- 

yam in 1816 and another was founded at Nagercoilin 1819. This 

was the time when David Hare was founding the “Hindu” 

College at Calcutta (1817). At Trivandrum, there was an English 

school named “ Christian David School” as early as 1821. It 

was in this institution that John Roberts, affectionately known in 

later times as the “ Powell of Travancore ” (after the famous 

Principal of the Presidency College at Madras, by whom three of 

the most eminent Dewans of Travancore were trained), was 

appointed after he came to Travancore in 1825. In 1834, His High

ness the Maharaja (Sri Swati Tirunal), who was famous for his 

distinguished and versatile fecholarship nnd munificent patronage of
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literature, music and airt, invited Mr. Roberts “ to establish hiraself 

in the pay and under the auspices of the Travancore Government,” 

permitting him at the same time “ to receive scholars for his own 

private advantage.” An English school was started and it began 

with eight Hindu studlents. The next year His Highness endowed 

twenty free scholarships for Nayar students in this institution, and 

built a new schoolhousie for it upon the site now occupied by the 

Trivandrum District Court. It is noteworthy that it was during 

this year that Lord William Bentick, the Governor-General, 

recorded in a famous Minute that “ the great object of the British 

Government ought to be the promotion of European literature and 

science among the nations of India, and that all the funds appro

priated for the purposes of education would be best employed on 

Enghsh education alone” (March 7, 1835). In 1836, district 

schools were opened by the Government through Mr. Roberts at 

four places, viz. : Kottar, Thiickalay, Kayankulam and Chirayinkil. 

The English school at Trivandrum was made a Jree school and 

styled “His Highness the Raja’s Free School.” The number of 

pupils who might be a(dmitted in it was however limited to eighty. 

Mr. John Roberts continued to be its headmaster till 1855, when he 

retired and was succeieded by his son Charles Roberts who held 

the office till March 1858. The administration of Raja Sir T. 

Madhava Rao, who wias appointed Dewan that year, gave a new 

stimulus to the progress of the Free School. In January 1861 Mr. J . 

Bensley was appointed its headmaster. By 1864 there were over 

500 pupils in the schoiol, and the Government recognised that the 

time had come to levy a small fee from all boys admitted to the 

school.

The popularity of the Free School and of English education was 

due to several causes. A knowledge of English was becoming more 

and more necessary for service both in the State and in the adjoining 

areas. The Dewans of Travancore in the epoch that commenced in 

1857 (the year of the Indian Mutiny and the foundation of the pro

vincial Universities of Calcutta, Bombay and Madras) were among the 

most brilliant products; of the Presidency College at Madras, and were 

filled with a desire tto spread English education in the State. The 

difficulty of communication with Madras attracted to the Free School
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at Trivandrum, almost from the beginning, many bright young men 

from all parts of the West Coast. In its early years the Free School 

counted among its pupils N. Nanu Pillai, who became 

Dewan of Travancore in succession to Sir A. Seshaiah Sastri (1877), 

P. Sankunni Menon, who becanie a Dewan Peishkar and wrote the 

well-known “ History of Travancore,” C. Vedadridasa Mudaliyar, 

who became a Judge of the High Court at Trivandrum, and T. 

Sankunni Menon, who became the Dewan of Cochin and was coeval 

as an administrator with Dewan Sir T. Madhava Rao. The steady 

policy of the two States in encouraging young men who had received 

a proper schooling in English by giving them suitable appointments 

in til e public service led to a vapid ditiusion o£ western education 

within the States, to the adoption of English as practically the official 

language of the central administration, and to such a progressive 

efficiency in their different departments as to make them soon come 

into line with those of the adjoining British areas. It made it also 

possible for the two Governments to depend less on the presidency of 

Madras for their trained officers than they should have otherwise done. 

It was in consequence of this policy of the Government of Travancore 

that opportunities for the study of law and medicuie were also 

provided in the Free School. In 1864, the first batch of students for 

the matriculation examination of the University of Madras was 

presented from it. The same year saw the opening of a law class 

for 25 students in the Free School. Medical students who were 

being trained by the Darbar Physician were also sent to it to receive 

a general education.

4. In 1866, the Free School became a college (with an attached 

high school) under Mr. John Ross, the first of a line of distinguished 

Principals. In those days formal affiliation was not required for 

presenting students for the examinations of the University of Madras. 

Consequently a class of Matriculates was formed in 1866. Its 

members were presented in 1868 for the F. A. examination. In 

1870, a candidate, the late Dewan Bahadur V. Nagam Aiva, “ the 

first whom we can claim as a student entirely trained in the School ” 

(to quote Mr. Ross) qualified for the B. A. degree. Mr. Ross had 

meanwhile been joined in 1869 by Dr. Robert Harvey, first his



assistant and then his successor. In 1875, a law class was formed 

as an integral part of the college to prepare students for the B. L. 

examination of the University of Madras, after a systematic course 

of study. Dr. W. E. Ormsby, a Judge of the Sadar Court of 

Travancore, was appointed the first Professor of Law. In 1877, the 

college received affiliation to the University of Madras for the 

courses leading to degrees in Arts and in Law, the University having 

notified a few months earlier the necessity for such affiliation in 

institutions which presented candidates for its examinations.

5. The college soon outgi’ew its original habitation, A new 

building became a pressing need. Accordingly, in 1873, the main 

block of buildings of the present College of Science was completed, 

and opened in person by His Highness the Maharaja Sri 

Ayilyam Tirunal. In ten years this new building proved insufficient 

for the growing institution. In 1883, the additional building 

now k[iown as the Preparatory School in which the Mathematics and 

Language classes were till recently held had to be constructed. A 

Chemical laboratory was begun in 1887 and completed in 1892. 

In 1904, two wings were added to the main building of the college. 

In 1907, the Physics laboratory was completed and opened by His 

Highness the late Maharaja (Sri Mulam Tirunal), and a department 

of Physics was opened. Extensions were made to the Chemistry 

laboratory in 1920. In 1921, a laboratory for the Industrial Chemist 

was constructed close to the Chemistry block, so as to be equally 

available for the departments of Chemistry, Industries and Geology. 

In 1922, a semi-permaaent building was constructed for the Natural 

Science department. The use of a large ground to the west of the 

Town Hall was also made over to the college.

6. The expansion of the buildings of the Maharaja’s College was 

necessitated by the rapid growth of the institution despite the 

progressive rise in the fees. Till 1883 the subjects taught for the 

degree courses were English, a second language (Sanskrit or Mala- 

yalam or Tamil), Philosophy, History, Mathematics and Law. In 

that year, the University introduced a new science curriculum. To 

meet its needs Mr. H. N. Read, M. A., was appointed Professor of
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Chiemlstry. Mathematics and History, as separate branches of degree 

stuidy, had been discontinued in 188-1 and 1886. They were revived 

as limproved departments in 1890 and 19C0, when Dr. A. C. Mitchell, 

D. fsc., and Mr. R. S. Leppar, m. a., l l .  m., were respectively appoint

ed Professors of these subjects. The Chair in Philosophy, which 

hadl attained a great reputation under two distinguished Professors, 

Dr.. Harvey and his pupil Rai Bahadur P. Sundaram Pillai, M. a., 

waw abolished in 1908. A professorship of Sanskrit and Dravidian 

lanjguages was established in 1910. In 1914, Honours departments 

in English and in History and Economics were opened, and their 

staffF was strengthened by the appointment of additional Professors 

andl assistants. In 1922, a department of Natural Science was 

Insttitated. lu 1024 the several ilepartmeiits otthe college forming 

the Arts and Science Faculties were separated, the former being 

remioved to the new building erected at Taikad.

T . The expenditure on the college naturally mounted up with 

the increase in its strength and with the opening of new branches. 

In 1890, it was only Rs. 44,023. This had grown in 1912, before 

any' Honours chsses were formed and when the strength of the 

colhege stood at 232, to Rs. 81,357. In 1917, when the strength 

of tihe college was 436, and the Honours classes were all at work, 

the expenditure had risen to Rs. 1,12,019. In 1923, when the 

streingth was 837, the gross expenditure was Rs. 1,64,132, but, as 

agaiinst it, she fee income, which had been only Rs. 17.941 m T912, 

had risen to Rs. 72,507. An incidental result of the growth of the 

colleige has been the reduction of the net cost to the Government of 

the (education of a student from Rs. 273-9-11 to Rs. 109-13-2.

8.. The progress described in the preceding paragraphs was made 

possuble by liberal additions to accommodation and staff, and by the 

removal of the high school to the magnificent buildmgs erected for 

it at Vanchiyur. The school thus transferred and renamed the Sri 

Mulia Vilasam Higher Grade Secondary School, Trivandrum, is one 

of tlhe lineal successors of the Free School founded in 1834̂  

the Maharaja’s Colleges of Science and Arts being the others. 

The classes in law, which had been held in and as part of 

the (Collage, had baan removed in 1894 when a Law College was
D
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formed and housed in the School of Arts. A spacious new build

ing for this Law College was completed in 1910.

9. The English education of girls received attention from the 

Government concurrently with that of the boys. The earliest 

efforts in this direction were also due to private enterprise. In 1863, 

the Church Missionary Society’s Zenana Mission was permitted to 

open an English school in the Fort at Trivandrum, in a Sarkar 

building which it still occu])ies. The Holy Angels’ Convent at 

Trivandrum opened a high school in 3880, which was recognised 

for the purpose of the matriculation examination in 1885. In 

1888, it presented four candidates for the matriculation examina

tion, being the first girls’ liigli sehool not only in Travancove but in 

South India to do so. In January 1896, F. A. classes were started 

at the Convent School, but in 3906 they had to be closed for want 

of funds. In 1918, the authorities of the Convent applied for 

permi.=sion to reopen their college classes. A University Commis

sion visited the institution in 1919. Other girls’ (English) schools, 

maintained by private agencies, have come up since then with the 

result that there are now seven more of them working to the matri

culation standard.

10. The State’s direct effort in the extension of the higher educa

tion of women has not been less satisfactory. The Sarkar English 

Girls’ School was founded in 1864. It made very slow progress, 

and obtained recognition from the University of Madras for the pur

pose of matriculation only in 1890. In 1896, four students matri

culated from the school and wished to proceed further. Miss S. B. 

Williams, m. a., the Headmistress of the school, opened F. A. classes 

for these girls and obtained affiliation for the institution as a second 

grade college early in 1897. It then received the name of the 

Maharaja’s College for Girls. Three of the four students persevered 

to the end of the F. A. course and passed the F. A. examination 

in 1899. The high school continued to be the more important 

part of the institution for many years longer, owing to the small 

number of girls who were willing to contiime their studies after 

matriculation. Till 1901 the numbers in the college kept at three 

or four. In 1902, it rose to eight, only to fall back again to five in
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19)10. From 1911 however began an era of sustained progress. A 

seiparate staff was provided for the college in 1915, when its 

stirength was 25. The merger of the college and the high school 

co)ntinued as regards stalf and finance till 1921 when, after the 

sejparation of the school classes, the college was treated as an indepen

dent institution held still in the old but enlarged premises of the 

Sairkar Girls’ School. In 1922, the college was removed to more 

sp>acious grounds and buildings situated amid healthier surround

ings at Taikad so as to afford scope for its further expansion. 

Allong Avith this transfer, the institution was named H. H. the 

Miaharaja’s College for AYonien. Since its migration, the college 

hats grown rapidly. Classes in Sanskrit, Mathematics, Physios and 

Ch\emistry have been opened, affiliation in these subjects having been 

po)ssessed but held in abeyance since 1907. During the last acade- 

miic year the strength of the institution stood at 139.

11. Training classes for women teachers were opened in the 

College for Girls in 1904. They continued to be attached to it till 

19'20, the highest grade of work undertaken being the training of 

unidergraduates for the local Senior Teachers’ Certificate examina

tion. For the last three years, these classes have been absorbed in 

a Government Training School for Women located at Mead’s com- 

poiund in the neighbourhood of the Government High School for 

Giirls.

12. For the training of male teachers the Government of Tra- 

vamcore founded in 1885 a Normal School at Trivandrum. This is 

sig^nificantly the year in which the L. T. degree course was intro- 

du(ced in the University of Madras. It was first located in the com- 

pomnd now occupied by the St. Joseph’s High School. In 1903 ,'it 

wais transferred to Taikad. New and specially designed buildings 

weire built for it in 1910. The Normal School became a Training Col- 

leĝ e almost immediately after the completion of the new__building. 

In 1910, it was affiliated to the University for the L. T. degree course. 

A (qualified Principal was secured in Dr. G. F. Clark, M. a ., Ph. D., 

(G lasgow and Jena). The L. T. class was formally opened on 

the 19th June 1911. A Manual Training section was organised in 

the Normal School in 1909. In 1914, the Instructor was made the 

organizer in Manual Training for the whole State. Successive
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additions have bieen made to the grounds and buildings of the 

Training College;. The annual expenditure of the Training College 

(including the M(odel School) which was Rs. 42,888 in 1911—12 had 

risen to Rs. 1,15„132 in 1921-22. The number of L. T.’s who have 

graduated from tthe institution up to date is 289 of whom 12 are 

women and 82 are teachers from Cochin. Through its Manual 

Training section,, it has been instrumental in introducing that sub

ject in 274 Sarkair schools. Within the year it is anticipated that 

every Governmenit middle school will be provided with a trained 

lustructor in the; subject.

13. English .education in private institutions, both secondary 

and collegiate, liais kept p;iffi with that in depavtmentai schools and 

colleges. The Magercoil Seminary, founded in 1819, developed 

into a high schooal, which presented candidates for the matricula

tion examination! of Madras in 1875. It rose to the rank of a 

second grade colllege in 1893. The Seminary at Kottayam, origi

nally founded by/ the Church Missionary Society in 1816, presented 

candidates for thie matriculation examination of the University of 

Madras in 1867,, and became a second grade college in 1892. New 

colleges have becen founded by private agencies in the last two years. 

The Union Chriastian College haf? been started at Alwaye by the 

conjoint efforts cof certain Christian denominations of Travancore 

and Cochin (e^xcluding the Roman Catholic), who desired to 

co-operate in ediucational work. It beganwork in 1921, with affilia

tion as a secomd grade college, teaching a single group of the 

Intermediate excamination in Arts. In 1922, it received sanction to 

open another greoup of the Intermediate course. In 1923, it was 

raised to the ramk of a first grade college, with affiliation in three 
branches, viz.  ̂ Mathematics, Philosophy and History and Economics 

of the Pass B. A . standard. The college is situated on a site 

belonging to the; Government of Travancore, and is housed partly in 

the old taluk (cutcherry buildings at Alwaye, which have been 

rebuilt by the management. The Government have granted the 

college the free luse of the area and the buildings on condition* that 

the managementt falls in line with other aided colleges in the State in 

regard to a futmre University in the State. The Roman Catholics

♦ A copy of the) Agreemeui; is appended to the Report.
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had a second grade college for women in the Holy Angels’ 

Convent College at Trivandrum, between 1896 and 1906. No 

other Catholic college existed till 1922. Informal proposals to 

raise the Catholic high school at Trivandrum to the rank of a 

second grade college, and formal application for the revival of the 

Convent College were, however, made in the interval. Tn 1922, 

St. Berchman’s English High School at Changanacherry, which had 

been a high school since 1891, received affiliation as a second 

grade college hi Group I I I  of the Intermediate course in June

1922, and the college has shice become almost self-supporting. An 

application made by this institution for affiliation as a first grade 

college has been kept in suspense by the management, pending 

the submission of our Report.

14. It is hardly necessary to give in detail the history of the 

other departments of educational activity within the Stiite. A few 

salient features of theii- advance, however, deserve iTiention. By 1874 

the English schools under Government management were 20 and 

one of them was a girls’ school. They had a total strength of 1,862 

pupils, brought in Rs. 7,332 as fees, and accounted for an aggregate 

expenditure of Rs. 51,610. The fees levied were low, being only a 

rupee a month in the matriculation and the college classes alike. 

Vernacular education had, meanwhile, made considerable progress. 

Towards the close of 1874 there were 28 district schools land 149 

village schools, all under the direct management of the Government, 

as well as 20 aided schools. The aggregate number of pupils 

receiving instruction in these schools was 9,637 and the net 

expenditure to the Government on their account was Rs. 31,508, 

representing nearly three-fourths of the gross expenditure.

15. In 1878 (1053 m . e . )  the English district schools, which 

had till then been under the supervision of the Principal of the 

College at Trivandrum, were placed under a whole-time Inspector of 

Schools. But the progress in English education continued slow 

till 1884 while that in the vernacular was rapid. This was mainly 

owing to the Government’s policy of giving liberal grants-m-aid to 

vernacular schools. The enduring foundations of the wide-spread 

vernacular education, which has been one of the glories of the State, 

were laid during this epoch. In 1884, the Government resolved
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that in future vernacular education should be advanced mainly by 

grants-in-aid to private agencies. The controlling staff was improved, 

a Vernacular Text-Book Committee to compose text-books was 

formed, and even a separate Department of Vernacular Education 

was organised under Mr. Rama Rao. In 1888, the system 

of grants-in-aid was extended to private English schools. This led 

to a corresponding increase in the number of new English schools. 

W hile there w'ere only five aided English schools in 1890 their 

number rose to 22 in 1894. A Superintendent of P]ng)ish District 

Schools was appointed in 1887. An Industrial School of Arts was 

organised in 1889 (1064 m . e .) .  A Sanskrit school was opened at 

Trivandrum in 1889, which subsequently developed into H. H. the 

Maharaja’s Sanskrit College.

16. The years 1895 and 1909 were eventful in the history of 

education in the State. Both are associated with the name of Dr. 

A. Crichton Mitchell. He became Educational Secretary to the Gov

ernment in the former year, and the fi.rst Director of Public Instruc

tion in Travancore in the latter. In 1895, a revised Grant-in-Aid 

Code was promulgated, educational institutions were classified and 

standardised, and the controllhig agencies were revised, enlarged and 

strengthened by the infusion of new blood. The pay of teachers of 

all grades was improved. The total number of educational institu

tions in 1895 was 2,815, and their total strength 1,31,180. Their 

gross receipts and expenditure amounted to Rs. 62,393 and 

Rs. 3,55,851 respectively, the net cost to the Government on 

account of education being slightly under three lakhs. For the year 

1909, when the Directorate was created, the corresponding figures 

were 3,447, 2,05,835 and Rs. 1,56,359 and Rs. 7,41,764 ; and the 

net cost to the Government was approximately six lakhs.

17. The great educational activity which began in 1909 is 

among the principal causes which have contributed to the desire for 

a separate University for the State. The chief measures of the 

period were the promulgation of a new Education Code and a new 

Inspection Code, the revision of the curricula of the English and 

vernacular schools, the introduction of Manual Trainmg, the 

reorganisation of female education, for which an Inspectress of
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Schools had been appointed in 1908, the substitution of the School 

Leaving Certificate scheme for the old matriculation examination 

conducted by the University of Madras, and the foundation of the 

Training College for teachers. Tests of efficiency were imposed on 

all schools demanding recognition and were rigorously enforced. 

The pay of teachers in schools was again revised on generous lines. 

A liberal scheme of scholarships was also sanctioned. Special 

stress was laid upon the possession of high academic quahfications 

for educational employment, particularly in the collegiate and 

secondary departments. In short, education was “ toned up” 

completely. The stimulus and the support for these reforms 

came of course from His Highness the late Maharaja, and the 

Dewan, Dewan Bahadur Sir. P. Rajagopalachari. I t  fell to Dr. 

Mitchell and to his successor Dr. A. W. Bishop, who had both 

been Principals of the college, to see the reforms through. The 

figures for the last decade furnished in the appendix to our Report 

Avill show that the progress has been well sustained in every 

department of educational activity within the State, since this 

eventful epoch in its educational history.

18. The development of education under the Department of 

Public Instruction was accompanied by a concurrent progress in 

the scientific and quasi-educational institutions and organisations of 

the State. It is necessary to take note of them in view of the 

valuable co-operation they can lend to a future University in the 

State.

19. A Government Museum at Trivandrum was opened in 

1855. It was housed in a fine building specially designed by 

Mr. Chisholm and built in 1880. It has continued to receive special 

consideration from the Government. It had for many years a 

whole-time Director, in the person of Mr. Harold Fergusson, f. l. s. 

The Government Observatory, in which Mr. A. Broun, f. r. s., had 

conducted his observations as early as 1834, has been kept up but 

not improved. Its main work has been meteorological. In the 

place of spasmodic work by amateur workers subsidised by the 

Government, a Department of Archaeology was formed in 1909 and 

placed under the direction of the late Mr. T. A. Gopinatha Rao, m.a.,
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forrasrly an Assistant in the Madras Archajological Department. 

His researches and publications have received wide recognition. 

Since his death the place has been filled by archasologists borrowed 

from the Madras Archaiological service. The treasures of ancient 

learning preserved wthin the State were opened to the world when 

a department for the publication of Sanskrit manuscripts ŵas formed 

under an eminent scholar, Mahamahopadhyaya Dr. T. Ganapati 

Sastri, who had for many years presided over the Sanskrit College 

at Trivandrum. This department has obtained a great reputation 

for its discoveries and publications and has published up-to-date 

81 volumes.

20. Consistently with the love for Sanskrit and ancient culture, 

which has been the tradition o! the lloyal House oi Travancore, 

Sanskrit education was atttsnded to very early. The Sanskrit College 

which was founded in 1889 was reorganised in 11)10 (1085), when 

the courses of studies in the college classes were improved and their 

duration was extende<l to five years. It was for long under the 

supervision of two eminent scholars, the late Valiya Koil Tampuran, 

c. s. I., and his distinguished pupil and nephew, the late Professor

A. R. Raja Raja Varma Koil Tampuran, for some years the Principal 

of the Sanskrit College and later Professor of Sanskrit and Dravidian 

Languages and Principal of the Maharaja’s College. An old 

Ayurvedic Patasala, which had been in existence since 1890, was 

made a college in 1921.

21. A People’s Library at Trivandrum, which had been in 

existence since 1849, was taken over by the Government in 1898 

and made the nucleus of the Trivandrum Public Library. A fine 

naw buildin<j was constructed for it in 1902 during the administra-O O
tion of Dewan S. Sankarasubba Aiyar, c. i. e. This institution has 

been steadily maintained in an efficient condition and has grown in 

usefulness and jjopularity. It has acted as a valuable auxiliary to 

the colleges. A Public Lecture Committee was organised, in close 

association with the work of H. H. the Maharaja’s College, in 1887, 

during the administration of Dewan T. Rama Rao, c. i. e. It 

continued its existence till 1922 when it was dissolved, as its func

tions had baen meanwhile taken over by new scientific and pro

pagandist departments like those of Agriculture, Industries and
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Co-oparation. On them has devolved the publicity work, which the 

Public Lecture Committee had pioneered. An Educational Bureau 

was organised in 1910. It was removed in 1914 to the Training 

College and placed under its Principal, Its aim is to enable teachers 

to keep up their knowledge of general and educational subjects by 

offering library facilities to teachers in the State, who are now 

allowed to borrow books from it, the transmission charges being 

borne by the Government. We have attempted to give some idea 

of the financial aspect of the progress of these institutions in the 

tabular statements appended to this Keport.

22. In the adjoining tracts of the West Coast educational pro

gress has not been appreciably lower or less than in Travancore 

except in the higher stages of University education. The educational 

progress of Cochin indicates a healthy emulation with the sister 

State, and the desire to keep abreast of her in moral as in material 

progress.

23. Vernacular education in Cochin, based on the indigenous 

system, had a languid and precarious life between 1818 and 1832. 

In 1833, Proverthy schools were founded at the instance of Colonel 

Munro, the British Resident. In 1835, six taluk vernacular schools 

were established. They struggled on till their abolition in 1890. 

That year a powerful impetus was given to education by the creation' 

of a Department of Vernacular Instruction. In 1892, the Vernacular 

and English Departments of Instruction were amalgamated.

24. English education in Cochin began at Mattancherry in 1818, 

in a grant-in-aid school, started by a Christian missionary. The 

school was closed in 1821. In 1835, another elementary English 

school was established at the same place. It still survives. In 1837, 

three years after the starting of the Raja’s Free School p.t Trivan

drum, English schools were opened at Trichur and at Tripunitura, 

the latter being reserved for the education of the Cochin princes. 

A third English school was opened at Ernakulam in 1845. The 

credit for the further advancement of English education on a large 

scale has been claimed for DewanSankunni^^BOHf^^fea^^nistered 

the affairs of Cochin with success

He had himself been an old pup j^ f^ 'th ^R a ja ’s Free
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Trivandrum. When he became Dewan in 1860, he found that the 

English schools at Ernakulam and Trichur had only about 30 

students each. In 1865, he secured an European headmaster for 

the Sarkar high school at Ernakulam in Mr. A. F. Sealy, with 

whose name is associated “ the progress of English education in the 

State in its earliest stages. ” In 1868, the first batch of candidates 

for the matriculation examination appeared from the school. In 

1870, a commodious building was specially built for it under Mr. 

Sealy’s own supervision. It has been successively enlarged in 1879, 

1898 and 1921. Meanwhile it became a second grade college in 

1875, and under its "next two Principals, gained both in prestige 

and efficiency.

25. The progress of English education in Cochin has since then 

been steady and continuous. This is shown by the fact that in 1922 

956 candidates were presented for the School Leaving Certificate 

examination, of whom 363 had been declared eligible for college 

admission. The corresponding figures for Travancore and Malabar 

are 2,621 and 1078, and 975 and 375 respectively. At the present 

time there are 28 English schools, recognised by the University of 

Madras for the matriculation examination within the State and the 

adjoining enclave of British Cochin, besides two second grade, 

colleges, viz.̂  the Sarkar college at Ernakulam and St. Thomas 

College opened by the Catholic Diocese at Trichur in 1921.

26. The district of Malabar has similarly had a large number of 

English schools. English education in both the Native States has 

been largely the result of Government enterprise. In British Mala

bar progress has been achieved more largely by private effort. In

1923, there were four second grade colleges and 30 high schools 

in Malabar. The Basel Mission College at Calicut, (now known as 

the Malabar Christian College) was founded in 1848. It was recog

nised as a high school in 1879, and as a college in 1909. The 

Brennen College at Tellicherry owes its existence to an endowment 

left by an European Master Attendant. It was opened in 1862 and 

was taken over by the Government in 1872. It became a second 

grade college in 1891. Since 1884, its school departments have 

been made over to the local municipality. The chief college in the 

district is the Victoria College at Palghat, which was started iu 1866
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as a rafe school, and became a second grade college in 1888. It 

was under the municipality between 1884 and 1919 when it was 

taken over by the Madras Government. Its fame and influence are 

due to the late Mr. C. M. Barrow, its headmaster between 1899 and 

1903. Mr. Barrow was also largely responsible for the foundation 

of the Kerala Yid}’asala, which was started by the Maharaja Zamorin 

of Calicut as a school for young Rajas in 1877, and subsequently 

became in 1880 a second grade college open to all classes.

27. Sanskrit education has naturally always received consider

able attention both in Malabar and Cochin where the old indigenous 

methods are still followed in imparting it. Efforts have not been

to bvinp; the Sanskrit Fatasalas into line with tlie work o£ 

the University of Madras. There are now two Sanskrit colleges in 

each of the areas, maintained out of private endowments, which 

enjoy affiliation to the University of Madras for the Oriental Titles 

courses. The ancient Ottunmar Matam, near the Tirunavai temple, 

endowed by the Zamorin Maharaja, in which Nambudiri youths from 

all over Kerala receive a course of education in the traditional Vedic 

lore from the age of 12 to i!5, still continues to serve its traditional 

purpose.

28. Arabic is cultivated more in Malabar than in Cochin or Tra- 

vancore, as almost a third of the population of Malabar consists of 

Moplahs. The Muhammadan college attached to the Jamat Mosque 

at Ponnani, which claims to have been founded more than 600 years 

ago, imparts instruction on traditional Islamic lines to a number of 

Mussalman pupils. In Travancore Muhammadan education has 

latterly received attention. Arabic schools are being founded as the 

demand for them arises. A graduate Inspector of Muhammadan 

Schools has been appointed in Travancore to organise new schools 

and to inspect the old.

29. The education of its girls has been one of the glories of 

Kerala. This is evident as much in Cochin and Malabar as in Tra

vancore. In the two former areas there are now 17 girls’ high 

schools recognised by the University for the matriculation exami

nation,
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30. The scope for collegiate work in Malabar will be evident from 

the circumstance that 1,114 candidates were presented in 1923 for 

the Secondary School Lea\'ing Certificate examination from British 

Malabar of whom 388 were declared eligible for a University course 

of study.

31. In the matter of technical education, the progress which 

has been made has been both small and spasmodic. This is equally 

true of every part of Kerala. The Sri Mula Rama Varma Technical 

Institute, Nagercoil, was opened with a qualified staff as a private 

institution in 1904. It was taken over by the Government in 1906. 

In 1923, its scope was modified and a separate Carpentry and Smi- 

therv school was established at Quilon. A Forest College was opened 

at Quildn in 1920. As there is no need to train more men for 

the Travancore Forest Service for some years to come, orders have 

been issued to close this institution. Four Agricultural schools have 

been maintained by the Agricultural Department in Travancore. 

The Department of Industries in Travancore similarly supervises or 

maintains 35 private aided, and 5 Government Industrial schools. 

A Sarkar School of Commerce under a competent staff was opened 

at Alleppey in 1921. A School of Commerce has been maintained 

at Calicut by the Madras Government, for many years, and it has 

been considered one of the largest institutions of its kind in South 

India. On the 31st December, 1923, it had on its rolls 737 students.

32. A Government m.edical school was in existence in Trivan

drum till 1904 when it was closed. Another m.edical school, under 

the management of the London Mission, has been in existence at 

Neyyoor in South Travancore for nearly half a century. This 

school has been recognised by the Medical Department of Travan

core. The duration of its course of studies extends to five years, 

and its studies include practical work and clinical and hospital 

training. Admission is at present limited to successful candidates 

in the E. S. L. C. examination, who have been declared eligible 

for admission to a University course. The course of studies and 

conditions of work in this school correspond to those of the Govern

ment medical schools in the presidency of Madras which train 

students for the L. M. diploma.
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33. We have come to the conclusion that it will be desir

able not to include the districts of Tinnevelly and South Canara 

in a University to be started for the State, Nevertheless, as 

the Government Order constituting our Committee has referred 

to the possibility of the incorporation of one of the two areas, 

and the inclusion of the other has been suggested by correspondents, 

we have felt it necessary to include in our Report a short sketch of 

educational work in these tracts also.

34. In the district of Tinnevelly, as it was formed before 

some taluks of it were transferred to the district of Ramnad, 

English education received nearly as early a start as in Travancore. 

This was mainly due to the enterprise of the Christian missions as 

well as to the existence of an old port at Tuticorin. The C. M. S. 

College at TinneV(;lly, which has developed from an English school 

maintained by the mission, became a second grade college in 1878. 

The Anglo-Vernacular school started by some Hindu gentlemen of 

Tinnevelly in 1861 for “imparting a superior secular education to 

the boys of the District,” was recognised as a high school in 1867, 

and as a second grade college in 1878, when it received the name 

of the Hindu College. It has recently been given affiliation as 

a first grade college in the History and Economics branch of the

B. A. degree course. A high school for girls has existed at 

Palamcottah under the management of the C. M. S. since 1862. 

A second grade college works in close association with it. In 

1922, the Jesuit Mission of Tinnevelly raised St. Xavier’s High 

School at Palamcottah to the position of a second grade college. 

Since then, the institution has been affiliated in Group I as well as 

in Group I I I  of the Intermediate course. A Sanskrit college has 

been maintained at Kalladakurichi since 1917. The number 

of high schools in the district is 16, and the number of candi

dates sent up for the S. S. L. C. examination of Madras in 1923 

was 763. A point in which it comes nearer the West Coast 

than any other area of the presidency of Madras is the high 

percentage of female literacy.

35. South Canara has at present two first grade colleges 

and a second grade college. All these are situated at Mangalore.
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The oldest o£ these is a Government institution established in 1866. 

St. Aloysiiis’ College was opened by the Jesuits in 1880, for the 

benefit mainly of the large Catholic population ol South Canara. 

It is a first grade college, affiliated in Mathematics, Philosophy 

and History and Economics for the B. A. degree. It offers 

instruction in Latin, French, Sanskrit, Malayalam and Kanarese 

also. For the education of the Catholic girls of the area, a second 

grade college for women was opened in 1921 by the ‘Sisters of the 

Apostolic Carmel.’ It has recently been raised to the rank of a 

finst grade college, and affiliated in Branch V of the B. A. degree 

course. Two Sanskrit colleges maintained by private munificence 

have existed in the district since 1904 and 1911, and both enjoy 

affiliation to the University of Madras for the Oriental Titles 

standard.
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S e c o n d a r v  a n d  U n iv e r s t t v  E d u c a t io n  in  t h e  A r e a

A review of the present condition of secondary and university 

education within the area is necessary for a comprehension of the 

various aspects of the questions which have been referred to us and of 

our views and recommendations in regard to tliem. The justific“.ition 

for a neAV University, whether restricted to Travancore or 

embrucino- the wider area (•ompi’ioed by tlie whole of Kerala, 

is sought inter alia in the f<Hindations already laid for such a 

University, and in tlie evidence which the history of the educational 

progress iu the affords oV volvme and intensity of the

demand for higlier education and of the ]))‘e])uredness of the 

educational institutions in it for organisation as a new University.

'I. The endiiring basis of a University is u sound system of 

secondary eduoiition, which again implies a good scheme of 

elementary education. In the past, university education has suffered 

both in India and in ocher countries through the absence of a 

proper correlation between it and the earlier stages leading to it. 

[’̂ nfortunately, in most of the enquiries undertaken in India into 

the condition of university education, a comprehensive review of the 

whole field, of which university education is a part, has not yet been 

undertaken. The Education Commission of 1882, of which Sir 

W. W. Hunter was the President, was forbidden to trench on questions 

relating to university education. The recommendations of this 

Commission did not include any suggestions for a lUvire effectual 

co-ordination of university education and secondary and primary 

education. The Indian Universities Commission of 1902 was 

restricted to the consideration of higher education. It did not go into 

the question of secondary education except incidentally. It only 

stressed the importance of the bearing of a sound system of secondary 

education as a foundation for university education and laid 

down certain provisions by which the Universities might ensure an 

adequate eflSciency in the secondary schools preparing candidates 

for university institutions. The Report of the Calcutta University
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Commission has illuminating chapters on secondary education in 

Bengal, describing and commenting on secondary education in India 

in general and the ways and means oi' iroproving it. The conditions 

of secondary and elementary education within the state do not 

come within the explicit terms of our reference. Neithei' did they 

form specifically part of the reference to the previous University 

Committee who, however, felt themselves justified in dealing with 

them briefly in paragraphs 23 and 24, and in devoting part of their 

sessions to discussions of the conditions of secondary education 

ill Travancore. A more direct reference was made to reforms in 

secondary education and in elementary education as conditions 

antecedent to the formation of a University in some of the Dissent

ing Minutes appended to the Ke]>ort of the above Committee. 

Paragraph 18 (6) of the G. 0. constituting our Committee lays on 

us the duty of making suggestions on the relations of the University 

lo secondary and intermediate education, and paragraph 11 requirê ; 

us to re-examine generally the conclusions and recommendations of 

the previous C'onunittee. W'e accordingly feel the need to sketch in 

broad outline the features of secondary education in the state and 

make a few recommendations for its improvement in the interests 

of the development of a proper University. When a new University 

is established it w ll become necessary for the Government, in 

(lonsultation with the University, to go into the question of the 

soundness and the strengtli of the pre-university stages of education.

8. It has been observ-ed by tlie Calcutta University Commission 

that, except in the United States of America, Canada and Japan, there 

if! nothing comparable to the eagerness for secondary education 

show’n in certain areas of India as exemplified by the increase of 

19 per cent in the number of secondary schools in India of all grades 

and of 33 per cent in the number of pupils in them during the 

quinquennium preceding their Keport (1!^12-17). The statements 

and graphic representations of the figures contained therein, vvhich 

we append to this chapter of our Eeport, w ll show that the rate of 

progress in secondary edncation in Kerala is even greater than that 

which gave satisfaction to the Sadler Commission. For instance, 

in l9l3, the number of secondary schools in Travancore was 72, in
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1922 it AVU8 105, iiiid ill 1923 it was 180. The number of students 

in all secondary schools in Travancore in 1913 was 14,807, in 1922 

it was 39,128, and in 1923 it ruse to 41,512. In the quiiK^uenniiini 

following 1913, the number of secondary scliools and scholars had 

increased resj)ectively by 30‘o and Go )>er cent, and in the next 

Kluinquennium the increase in these respects was by 9 l‘(> and 69'1 

])2r cent. In 1913, tlie number of students in the three highest 

classes of secondary schools witiiin our state was 4,444. In ten years 

it rose to 9,f)84. In J923, the number was 10,76o. In 1913, the 

aggregate nuiubsr of students in the highest class cf the secondary 

schools, i. c., the potential number for the Matriculation was oidy

1,225. It had ri.seii to 2,008 in 1917, when the first Travancore 

lUiivei-sity CoramiW.tiU Nvas ivppoiutol, and in it was

That is, the number had roughly treliled itself during seven years.

4. During the quincpiennium 1917-22, the number of 

secondary schools in British India rose from 1,584 to 2,040, find 

the number of their students from 5,47,000 to 5,59,258, showiug 

an increase of 29 and 2'2 j)er cent respectively in the number of 

schools and of students. The increase during the same period in 

Travancore in each of these res]iects was by 4(J‘7 and 58'8 per cent. 

In the same period, in the state of Cochin, and in the district of 

British Malabar, the strength of the high schools had increased only 

by 23'4 per cent and 19’2 per cent. The number of students in the 

Matriculation classes in the state of Cochin increased by 54'5 ])ei’ 

cent in the quinquennium ending \vith 1922, and the number of 

such students ui the district of Malabar uicreased in the four years 

ending with 1922-23 by 24'4 per cent. These figures will shoAv 

that the rate of progression in secondary education is thus much 

greater in Kerala than in British India and, within Kerala, it is 

greatest in Travancore.

5. Till 1910, the entrance test for admission to the University 

of Madi'as was its Matriculation examination. This examination, 

though not formally abolished, Avas virtually superseded by the S. S. 

L. C. scheme brought into oj)eration that year. The chief features of 

the old Matriculation test were : (1) its reliance exclusively upon the 

marks of a public examination and its ignoring course marks or



3r,

school marks ; (2) its prescription of a uniform curriculum, without 

any options, which every school had to follow, and a certain number 

of subjects for examination ; (3) the non-specialised character of the 

courses of study which included, besides English and a vernacular or 

a classical or modern European language. Arithmetic, Algebra and 

(ieometry. Physics and Chemistry, the History of England and the 

History of India and Geography ; (4) its conduct by a single body 

which examined an immense number of students, e. g., 7,o08 in 

[)ecember, 1909; (5) the narrowness of the range of subjects included 

in its curricuhnn and the absence of freedom for specialisation ; and

(6) the omission to make the test equally serve tlie purposes of 

admission to the University and to tlie public service, and to technical 

Institutions and vocational or })voJess’ional c'curses. They were tlie 

chief grounds of complaint against the old Matriculation examination. 

In 1910, the S. S. L. 0. scheme was int;roduced in the presidency of 

Madras. The scheme was followed with modifications in the states 

of Travaucore and Cochin. For instance, in Travancore, Indian 

History was given the same weight as English History as an optional 

subject, and Nature Study was substituted for Elementary Science. 

The schemes, which have been in vogue in the two Indian states 

ever since, contained several improvements. They recognised course 

marks for the purpose of moderation of the marks of the final public 

examination, in the light of the entire school record of the 

candidate. They provided for specialisation in the highest form of 

the secondary school. They made provision for a certain number 

of subjects in which there would be instruction but no public 

examination, resulting in a corresponding reduction in the strain of 

the final examination te t̂, They substituted a standard based upon 

average proficiency for the absolute minima prescribed in the old 

Matriculation test.

6. A considerable revenue had been derived by the University of 

Madras from its Matriculation examination which ceased to accrue 

when it gave way to the S. S. L. C. scheme. The areas in which 

the new scheme was introduced were required to compensate the 

University for its loss of incomie. The Government of Madras has 

been paying the University an annual compensation of about
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Rs. 30,000. The states of Cochin and Tra\iiucore have also been 

making contributions which will be saved if a new University is 

started. The amounts paid by Travancore to the University are 

Bet forth in the statement given below r -

AMOUKT P A ID  TO THK U N lV K RSIT Y  OF M ADRAS ON 

ACCOUNT OF S. S. L. C- EXA M IN A T IO N  ETC., BY  

TUE GOVERNM ENT OF TRAVAN CORE .

Vwir.

Number of Amount piiicl to
pupils pre- tl'e I'nivcrRity 

sented for the ‘Jt Madras, 
public t!xa.
mination.

Rs. clis.

(•ross cost.

Its, clis.

Kce income.

Rs. chs.

19)1

1912

1913 

1 9 U  

I'Jl.')

laili

1917

1918

1919

1920

1921

1922

1923

1924

fiKfi 

711) 

721 

832 

1,022 
I ,<19 2 

1,137 

1,358 

1,395 

1,494

1,(!70

2,<i2I 

2,580 

2,837

875 24

939 

1,230 

857 

1,8(U 

2,291 

2,2ti0 

2,;!C)8 

1,657 

l,9 fi0  

2,000 

j 2 ,600 

2,600 

2,600

7,116

7,580

7,1)57

14 I 9 ,126 

11 IP ,402

10,812

10,916

13,669

14,896

15,883

16,991

24,903

24,930

26,061

3 7,991

8 ' 8 ,520

13 , 8,688

2 , 9,984 
i

5 1 12,264

14 I 13,104

5 13,644 

1
15 1 16,30a

16,554 

17,844 

19,992 

31,419 
•

30,825

33,936

14

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7. The nitroduction of the S. S. L. C. course created great 

hopes, but there has been a distinct fall in enthusiasm for the new 

course as compared with the old, since its effects have begun to be 

clearly perceived. It is now' said that a standard based on an 

average proficiency is apt to vary from year to year, and from 

subject to subject, and that a shifting and uncertain standard is 

unsatisfactory. It is alleged that the practice of moderating the public 

examination marks by the school mai-ks has led- to the manipulation
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(jf the .school iiiiii kw. 'J’he wide riiiijfe of olioice ĵ 'iven in the subjects 

o£ exumiiiatiou has been found to be very little availed of in practice 

The inclusion of such subjects, it is said, has only tended to increase 

the cost of the examination. Difficulties have also risen Avhen 

.students who had taken haphazai'd combinations of subjects, mixing 

up general and vocational subjects such tis Indian tlistorv and 

Type-writing, offer themselves for admission to the university 

classes. Complaints have now become common of the poorer (jualit}' 

of the candidates admitted to the university dasses, and Avho iive 

said to be even more unprepared for university Avork than those 

who matriculated under the old system. The heavy failures in the 

Madras intermediate examination have been ascribed to the defective 

material ])VovideL\ fur collegys us iv result of the iutvoductiou of 

the S. S. L. C. scheme. Within the University itself, the feeling 

has grown that the University does not possess a sufficient control 

of the standard of admission to its courses since the reform and that 

it lias lost a considerable revenue. In the presidency of Madras, a 

single board conducts the S. S. L. (’. examination for practically the 

whole area commanded by the University. It is felt that these evils 

inherent in the old Matriculatioii examination, embracing many 

thousands of students, are perjietuated in the new scheme as w'ell. 

Complaints have also been made that the system of specialisation 

has led to lopsidednesses in secondary and university education. The 

want of uniformity in the schemes adopted in Madr-.is, I'ravancore 

and Cochin and the difficulty of moderating the examination 

results on an average basis, have also caused dissatisfaction. It may 

1)6 noted from the appended statements giving the average marks in 

the different subjects in Madras, Travancore and Cochin S. S. L. C. 

examhiations during the past twehv yeai's that the averages are 

generally higher -where the number of candidates is small, 

and that they are higher in the relatively more progressive West 

Coast than in a big presidency embracing areas of different and 

unequal educational levels. As the defects of the S. S. L. C. scheme 

were realised, the University was obliged to tighten its control over 

the admissions, by laying down detailed rules for ‘moderation’ 

and the determinntion of eligibility for admission to the university 

coui’ses. These have added to the complexity of the scheme.



The feeling lias now accordingly become general tliat the substitution 

of the S. S. L. C.'. for the old Matriculation examination has practically 

done not much more than substitute one public examination for 

another, an examination conducted by the departments of education 

for one managed by the University, and a test of admission to the 

University virtually resting upon the results of a public examina

tion for one which was also admittedly based upon examination 

results.

S. A considerable amount of evidence, particularly from persons 

in touch with secondary and intermediate education in South India, 

has l)cen before us. They are full of complaints of the S. S. L. C. 

scheme now in force. Diffcvent \vitnesses emjAiusise one or other of 

the criticisms already detailed. None of the complaints against the 

methods of instruction and examination in the secondary schools, 

which used to be brought up before the advent (;f the S. S. L. C. 

scheme, has a])])arently lost iustification in the existing order, if 

we may judge from the remarks made evevy j-ear in the printed 

rcipaTts of the BoiU'ds of Examiners for the conduct of the S. S. L. C. 

exan.ination both in Travancore and in Madras. In paragraph 24 

of tlieir Iloport, the last Committee condenmed the teaching of 

Scievice in the secondary schools of the state. The reports of the 

Boards of Examiners and the evid(;nce tendered to us appear to 

imply that the teaching of all the other subjects also requires 

impr)ven:ient. Where, as in the Boai-ds of Examiners, specialists who 

are naturally desiious of improvenaent in the standards of tlieir oavti 

subjects, and who are usually engaged in collegiate work, set the 

standiird and furnish the criticism of the methods of teaching, some 

allowance may perhaps have to be made in favour of the schools. 

The conditions of the schools have obviously improved during the 

])ast 'ew yeai’s both within and without the state. In many places 

more substantial school buildings have been provided. The 

pro\"Bions of the Education Codes prescribing the maximum number 

of stadents to be admitted in a class, the equipment necessary for 

the -.caching of every subject inchidirg the Physical and Natural 

Sciences and Geography, ;ind insisting on tlie eniployment of duly 

quaUied and properly trained teachei-s, are strictly enforced. The
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schools are better equipped, in many cases better housed, and usually 

batter staffed than they were a decade ago. It is natural to expect 

that a corresponding improvement should have taken place in the 

quality of work generally done in the schools and of the training 

imparted in them. It is possible to reconcile these signs of progress 

with the criticisms of examiners by seeing in the latter only 

corresponding improvements in tlie ideiils of the examining boards 

and their desire to pitch the stiindards high.

9. In the criticisms of the system of secondary education now 

in vogue in South India, which many of our witnesses have favoured 

us with, we recognise two ty])cs;—

(1) Criticisms which are C(pially applicable to the old order 

superseded in 1910 by the introduction of the S. S. L. C. scheme ; 

and

(2) Criticisms which indicate a sense of disappointment at 

the failure of this scheme to remedy existing defects and to obviate 

new difficulties.

10. Criticisms relathig to the medium of instruction in the 

secondary schools and the medium of examination in the S. S. L. C. 

scheme, the complahits against tlie neglect of physical and 

moral trainhig, the dissatisfaction with the prescription of the 

same kind of training and the same courses of studies for girls as 

for boys, the prescription of an identical test for entrance to the 

public service and to the University ,̂ the neglect of the needs of 

the able student, the adoption of forms of instruction and examina

tion which unduly encourage the cultivation of the memory, the 

absence of opportunities for students to do individual work, espe

cially in the Physical and Natural Sciences, and the imposition of a 

minimum age for the Matriculation, come under the first head.

11. As instances of criticisms of the second kind, the following 

might b3 mentioned. The narrowness of outlook engendered by 

the commencement of specialisation in the Fifth Form, the omission 

by the bulk of the students to study vitsil subjects like Elementary 

Science, Geography and the history of the mother country, the



dominance of the final examination whose needs are allowed to 

determine the whole work of the secondary school, the neglect of the 

subjects which are not included in the scheme for the public 

examination {e.g., History and Geography), the decline of educational 

morale by keeping up the pretence of sound teaching in “ compulsory 

subjects” which suffer neglect because no one will be exam.hied 

therein, the practical loss of the opportunities afforded by the 

large number of options in the S. S. L. C. course and by the 

delibarate choice of the schools which confine their students just to 

those subjects which would secure the adniission of the candidates to 

the university courses, the fluctuating standards determining the 

eligibility of candidates for college admission year after year, the want 

of uniJormity hi the methods ot examination, the absence o¥ improve

ment in the methods of instruction, the complex machinery provided 

for the “Matriculation,” the dual control of college admissions 

wdiich are determined first by the moderated marks of an examining 

board and next by a moderation according to a scheme laid down by 

the Syndicate of the University, and the inability of the schools to 

keep pace with the requirements of the science curricula, as by their 

failure to provide well-equipped laboratories, in which the students 

of the experimental sciences would be able to do individual work. 

Such complaints as that the system of school teaching neglects the 

development of the moral and aesthetic sides of the students are 

equally applicable to every stage of education in the country.

12. It is noteworthy that, while none of these criticisms can be 

regarded as new, they seem to indicate that unanimity has been 

reached in desiring the revival of the Matriculation examination. 

But the abandonment of the S. S. L. C. course, though urged by a 

large number of witnesses including many teachers of experience 

and position, cannot but be-.regarded as a retrogi-ade measure. The 

gravamen of the offence of the S. S. L. C. system appears to be 

that it is approximating more and more to the Matriculation which 

it displaced. Clearly the remedy is not to revive the orighial 

Matriculation if the latter was displaced for good reasons. A 

reform of the S. S. L. C. scheme may satisfy many of its critics. 

Many oi our witnesses, for example, desire only tw'o things, vu.,
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the indication of the subjects which should kte regai'ded as the 

minimum for uistruction and examination, and a widening of the 

scope for ‘ options ’ outside these subjects. There is general agree

ment in our evidence m deprecating an increase in the present age for 

the Matriculation, or any extension hi the duration of the secondary 

school course. Any increase in the quantity of the work to be done 

in the schools will also be resented, even if practicable. The general 

trend of opinion among the educational witnesses is that the existing 

curriculum errs, if at all, on the side of heaviness. What is 

demanded is apparently such a thorough revision of the curricula of 

the secondary schools and the S. S. L. C. examination as might 

reconcile the two aims, after the Avhole question has been subjected 

to Independent enquiry hy 9ueh ft body Gspeciully appointed to deal 

with the questions as we have already suggested.

13. In regard to one or two of the criticisms referred to 

above, we might perhaps state our own position. There is first 

the question of the medium of instruction and examination in 

the secondai'y school and in the S. S. L. C. examination. Manj^ 

of our Avitnesses have advised the substitution of the vernacular 

as the language of instruction in all subjects except English^ 

and of examination in the S. S. L. C. in all such subjects. It is 

hardly necessary to discuss the ])ros and cims of this old question. 

The Calcutta U niversity Commission have cited with approval the 

opinion of some of their witnesses who declared that students who 

had undergone a course of instruction entirely through the medium 

of the vernaculai' shoAved greater menial alertness and capacity than 

students trained through the medium of English. In Travancore 

the experiment of teaching all non-language subjects in the vernacular 

has been carried on for yeai’s in the higher grade vernacular schools 

in which English is only a second language. Their experience is 

decisive on one point, viz., that the standai’d in English has invai’iably 

been loAvered where it has become a mere second language, and that 

the equipment in English possessed by a student of the higner 

classes in a vernaculai’ school is even inferior to that of the 

vernacular possessed by a student of the same age in an English 

secondary school. The reason for this difference is clear. Whether
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the instruction is imparted in the school in the vernacular or not, the 
vernacular is in constant use by the student as the mother tongue, 
-whereas it takes yeai’s £or English to attain the position of a language 
o f  familiar social intercourse. Information about the experience 
o f  the vernacular schools in Travancore in regard to the effect on 
Ithe intelligence of the students and their mental alertness, by 
iteaching them through the medium of the vernacular, has not been 
a\'ailable to us. There are many who think that the substitution of 
if,he vernacular for English in such subjects as Geography or 
Physical Science has proved a mistake. It is the common ambition 
lof students who cun afford it to go to an English secondary school. 
A comparison between the results of the higher grade 
vernacular and English schools might mislead, as it aspumes that 
Ithe students in both classes of schools are roughly of the same level 
(of capacity.

14. Our view of the matter is roughly akin to that of the 
•Calcutta Univeroity Commission. We recognise that a proper 
grounding in the vernacular, the capacity to appreciate the gocKl 
things in vernacular literature as well as to use it effectively in 
writing and in speaking, and the power of appreciation of national 
literature are things to be ensured for every one of our 
students, not only in the secondary school but in the higher stages 
lalso. At the same time, it should not be forgotten that English 
is now the language of civilised life for a great part of the world, 
that it is the official language of the state and of the empire, that 
iit has become a bond of intellectual and cultural fraternity 
ibetween the East and the West, that it has opened to our people 
the treasures of western science, literature and thought, and that 
historically it has brought great benefits to our country and has 
■contributed to the evolution of our national life. As observed by 
the Calcutta Universi;;y Commission, our system of education has to 
Ibe bihngual like that of many other nations of the world, and there 
«liould be no difficulty in frankly recognising this position and 
making simultaneous provision for the cultivation of the mother 
Tiongue and of English. In all the classes below the Fourth Form 
iin Travancore the medium of instruction is the vernacular. In 
Forms IV  and V it is practically so. What is therefore required is
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to provide an improved position for the vernacular as a living tongue 
in tae university courses, and not to make it the sole medium 
of instruction and examination in the secondary school, necessitating 
a sudden change in the medium when collegiate education begins. 
The step taken by the Osmania University* of Hyderabad 
in deliberately using a vernacular, in all stages of instruction 
up to the highest, is not open to us in Kerala. 7 he Osmania 
University has chosen the most elastic form of the chief vernacular of 
India. The claim that the Publication Bureau of that University 
has already added thousands of new words to the vocabulary of 
Urdu cannot be made as easily for any other Indian vernacular 
which is less receptive of foreign influence than Urdu, even if it 
becomes the sole medium oF instruction and examination in an Indian 
University. The cost of providing by translation the requisite new 
literature in every branch of knowledge and of keeping it up-to-date 
will put the scheme out of the pale of practical politics for areas 
situated like ours. Neither should it be forgotten that Urdu, the 
language of the Osmania University, is not one of the vernaculars of 
the bulk of the people of Hyderabad and that it has in the Nizam’s 
dominions, as an official language, a position not very different from 
that of English in Travancore. We are therefore of opinion that, 
both in the pre-university and the university courses, a knowledge 
of the vernacular and the power of adequate expression in the 
vernacular should be ensured for all candidates, but, at the same 
time, English should be the medium both of instruction and examina
tion in the university courses except in regard to languages other 
than English. We would urge that everything should be done to 
ensure for all students in the pre-university courses the provision 
of opportunities to cultivate the mother tongue while providing at 
the same time that English is not neglected. We would "lot 
object, despite the practical difficulties incidental to its introduction, 
to an option being given in the S. S. L. C. examination for a 
candidate to answer non-English papers in the vernacular or in 
English, This permission has already been given by the Senate at 
Madras, but we are not aware that it has been utilised to any 
appreciable extent.

Jlnglish ig a compulsory second language in this University.
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15. The question of the position of English in the school 
curriculum necessitates a reference to the widespread feeling among 
our witnesses that an adequate grounding In that language is not 
secured by the average S. S. L. C. candidate. It has not been possible 
for us to explore the validity of this criticism and the causes of the 
defect. Some of us who are in touch with the standards of English 
both within the state and outside are not satisfied that the standard 
in English in the Travancore S. S. L. C. examination is in any sense 
lower than that in the Madras Presidency. The complaint that a 
candidate who joins a college immediately after- qualifying for 
admission through the S. S. L. C. course is unable to follow class 
lectures appears to confound two things, viz., the inadequacy of the 
entire course of training culminating in the S. S. L. C. examination 
as a preparation for university work and the inadequacy of the 
knowledge of English possessed by the S. S. L. C. candidate. We 
venture to think that a suitable improvement in the courses of study 
leading to the entrance to the University, including the prolongation 
of the course somewhat in the manner that will be sugges"!;ed in a 
later part of our lleport, would rectify the evil if real.

16. An observation which occurs in the evidence of several of 
our witnesses suggests that the dropping of the formal teaching of 
English grammar is responsible for the decline in the standard of 
English in the S. S. L. C. course. Expert opinion elsewhere, e. g.  ̂
as cited by the Sadler Commission, is opposed to this view. We do 
not discuss this point as it must form an important topic among 
those which any committee appointed in the manner suggested (in 
paragraph 12 supra) to revise the courses of studies of secondary 
schools will have to consider.

17. We have to state our position in regard to the age 
of entrance to the university courses. The minimum age of 
Matriculation was prescribed over a decade ago by the University 
of Madras, in conjunction with other Universities, when the 
Regulations were modified in view of the Indian University Act 
of 1904. Since then, however, the pendulum has swung to 
the other side. In the Universities of Bombay, Allahabad apd 
Patna the rule imposing a minimum age has been rescinded, Tfc^
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opinion has been gaining ground in recent years that the fixing of 
nn arbitrary age for Matriculation has an unwholesome effect on the 
able student, while it does not necessarily protect students of feeble 
health. Other Universities such as those of Benares, the Punjab 
and Madras have had in contemplation the abrog;ition of the rule. 
Some months ago, the Senate of the University of Madras modified the 
rule prohibiting Matriculation before the completion of the age of ]5, 
and gave the power to grant exemptions therefrnm to the Syndicate. 
A similar power has been conft-rred by the Government of Madras 
on their Director of Public Instruction witli regard co the S. S. L. C. 
examination. The same power has been taken in Travanccre also 
and has been used in occasional cases to prevent unnecessary 
hardship. The Calcutta University Commission, after reciting the 
history of the age-limit and discussing the evidence before them, 
admitted that “  a considerable number of })romising boys are kept 
back and waste many valuable months in going over for a second or 
even a third time work which they have already done.”  They 
accordingly recommended'that, “ with the approval of the headmaster 
of the school, a candidate whose age is not less than 15 on the first day 
of the month in which the examination is held should be allowed to 
present himself for it.”  They however stated at the same time that 
the abrogation of the rule under the present conditions of education 
w'ould expose teachers to pressure from parents wishing their boys to 
be crammed in examination subjects to the prejudice of their education 
and health. It may be argued that parents have more interest in 
th2ir children than strangers. The facts disclosed by the medical 
inspection of schools, however, point the other way and show that 
instances are numerous of forcing the pace of precocious children in 
schools. The age rule applies to girls as well as to boys. The danger 
of undue strain is even more likely to be encountered in the case of 
our girls than in that of our boys, since the prevalent social conditions 
may compel parents to bring their girls to a definite stage in 
education before they are nubile by the custom of the caste or the 
community. An arbitrary rule is liable to press hard in exceptional 
cases and to evasion. But the absence of a clear understanding on 
the subject might have bad results. Uegular and periodical 
inspection of thp health and physique of students both in boys’ schools 
and in girls’ schools and the wider recognition of the value of such
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ii.ispectioii should create safeguards against the evil, which would 
prove mo*’e efficient and acceptable than inelastic rules made by a 
University or the departments of education.

18. We recognise that the desire of those of our witnesses who have 
uirged an increase in the number of subjects under the compulsory and 
optional groups of the S.S.L.C. scheme is to ensure “  a more generous 
conception of what secondary education should offer, and an awakening 
off the pupils’ mind in directions which the schools under the existing 
conditions generally neglect.”  But the mere addition of optional or 
compulsory subjects may not secure these objects. That can only 
Ixe achieved by a change in the outlook and the methods of school 
nustruction, and a thorough revision of the aims of secondtiry 
education ainl their bearing upon tlie earlier and later stages of 
education. Tt may be possible to attain some unanimity in regard to 
the subjects which are not now taken by students and which, in the 
iiuterests of education, they should be made to study. For instance 
it is well known that Geography has sunk to an insignificant place 
ini school work in spite of its essential value iu education. Similarly 
tine study of living things, whether it be styled Elementary 
S(cience or Nature Study, is equally indispensable. There would 
lilkewise be agreement in recommending that these be brought 
armong the effective s” bjects of the S. S. L. C. course, i. e., the 
suibjects which will be studied and taught properly because they 
wiill be examined in. But a real difficulty will arise in distributing 
thie subjects in a curriculum thus added to in such a m.aimer as not 
to involve either an undue strain upon the pupil or lead to a silent 
reduction iu standards. The prolongation of the school course by 
a year should make it possible to secure the time needed for these 
adlditional subjects Avithout a sacrifice of mental or physical 
efficiency in the student. But the addition of a year to the school 
coiurse would raise contentious question of the age for matriculation 
to which we have already referred.

19. The West Coast of South India has attained a pre-eminence 
airaoiig the provinces and the states of India proper, i. g., excluding 
Biurma, iu the mp.tter of female literacy. This pre-eminence in the 
edlucation of girls is maintained by this area through all grades 
o f  education. For instance, in the year 1912-13 there were in
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Travancore alone, 31 girls in colleges, 1,408 girls in secondary 
e.chools and 55,702 girls in elementary schools. In 1921-22 
the corresponding numbers were 194, 6,861 and 1,28,520. 
During the period, there was only one college for women, 
though the number of secondary and elementary schools for girls 
had increased respactively from 2 to 23, and from 204 to 372. The 
figures for similar progress in the adjacent areas have not been avail
able to us, but it has been stated that the progress there could not 
be markedly inferior to that in Travancore. The demand for higher 
education of girls in Kerala has been well sustained on account of 
the receptivity of the communities from Avhich the school girls come, 
to progressive and modern ideas, and their comparative freedom in 
social intercourse. To a large extent, it is these features that have 
enabled the Governments to allow girls to read in boys’ schools in 
localities where financial reasons preclude the possibility of 
providing separate schools for the sexes. Thus, in Travancore, out 
of 1,408 girls in secondary schools in 1912-13, 172 were in boys’ 
schools. In 1921-22 this number had increased to 2,511. The 
presence of as many as 75,663 girls in elementary schools for boys, 
out of a total number of 1,28,520 girls in such schools, points to a 
condition which will be difficult to parallel outside Kerala.

20. The special needs of girls in education have been provided 
for by the Travancore Government in various ways. All girls’ 
schools are under separate administrative control with an 
Inspectress at the head of the organisation. The curricula for girls’ 
schools were modified sometime ago, in accordance with the views 
and opinions of Indies with considerable experience of the education 
of girls in the country (G. 0 . Dis. llev. E. 989/22, dated the 25th 
November 1922). As far as the pubho examinations are concerned, 
girls and boys have practically the same courses. There are 
of course one or two minor differences. Domestic Economy and 
Hygiene have been taken by a few girls in the S.S.L.C. examination 
year after year as subjects specially appropriate to the sex. 
The majority of the girls appearhig for the examination, however, 
have always selected the same subjects as the boys. This is perhaps 
due to the circumstance that, even apart from an optional subject 
like Domestic Economy having no relevant value in subsequent
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work in a college, the girls (as compared with the boys) 
are obliged to do a certain amount of work that does not 
fall to boys in the same standard, e. g., in music, sewing, etc. The 
imposition of further additional subjects on girls may therefore be 
open to objection. Most girls who desire to ‘matriculate’ apparently 
do so because they ai’e prepared to continue their studies in a 
college, to judge from figures supplied to us by Miss D. H. Watts, 
Principal of the College for Women at Trivandrum. In the 
circumstances, the only method short of ignoring the .special needs 
of the sex in secondary education or of subjecting girls to more 
heavy strain than boys of the same age and grade will l)e to provide 
in the university course scope for studies a])pro})riate to women 
which, begun hi the school, could be cont’iinied in the higher stages. 
This question, however, raises wide issues whicli will be considered 
in a later cha]>ter of our Report.

21. On the question of co-education we have been favoured with 
much valuable advice. The evidence has come from a immber of 
ladies who have had first-hand knowledge as teachers or students 
of the conditions of female education in the state and outside. 
The question has to be viewed both in its relation to the advancement 
of the education of women and to social conditions and aims. There is 
practically unanimity among our witnesses in regarding co-education 
as equally permissible in the elementary school and in the highest 
stages of education, where the classes are bound to be small and the 
instructors are in a position to give individual attention to the pupils 
and to exercise personal supervision over every student. That is to 
say, in small classes in experimental science in the Pass B. A. course 
or in B. A. Honours and post-graduate classes, or in i-esearch 
laboratories and seminars, co-education would be acceptable to our 
witnesses, though, even there, as in medical education, separate 
institutions for the training of women would be welcome if there 
was no difficulty in finding the staff and the money. The difficulties 
of co-education are stated as rising mostly in the intermediate stage 
represented by the higher classes of the secondary school and the 
Intermediate and Pass B. A. classes. For such purposes, our witnesses 
would urge the provision of separate institutions. We accept
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the positions that a further increase in the number o£ secondary 
schools for girls is demanded in a few more centres, and that the 
provision of adequat(i residential accommodation and supervision in 
connection with such schools for girls is equally necessary since they 
have to leave their homes for want of secondary schools for girls 
in or near their own places.

22. There are at present TiiW institutions of university sUxnding 
in Travancore. The corresponding numbers of such institutions 
in the state of Cochin, in British Malabar, in South Canara and in the 
district of Tinnevelly are 2, 4, 3 and 4 respectively. The accom
panying statement gives the names, localisation, grade and strength 
of all these as they stood sit tli& end of the y w  Travancore
had till recently only one Government first grade college, viz., H. 
H. the Maharaja’s College, but, in accordance with G. 0 . N̂ o. R. 0 . 
C. 395 of 23/Legislative E., dated the 9th May, 1924. there are 
now two such colleges, one of which teaches in̂  some departments up 
to the B. A. Honours stiUidard and the other up to the standard 
of the ordhiary degree. Till recently there was no other first grade 
college within Travancore. But iu August, 1.923, the Union Christian 
College at Alwaye, which was founded in 1921, received affiliation 
as a first grade college. In the state of Cochin and in the district 
of Malabar there are yet no first grade colleges. In South Canara, 
St. Aloysius’ College, Mangalore, is of the first grade, and so also 
is St- Anne’s College in the same town. The latter was raised to 
the rank of a second grade college only in 1921, and received affilia
tion as a first grade college for women, giving instruction in a 
single branch of the B. A. degree examination in 1924. A first 
grade college has also recently sprung up in the district of Tinne
velly. Proposals to raise to the first grade a certain number of 
existing second grade colleges are under consideration. Among 
such institutions are mentioned St. Berchmans’ College at Changa- 
nucherry, St. Thomas’ College at Trichur, Victoria College at 
Palgbat, and St, Francis Xavier’s College, Palamcottah, and the 
Government college at Eriiakulam.
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OOLLEOES IN THE AREA WI TH TIIE IK  LO C A LISA TIO N , 

G RAD E AND STRENGTH

Serial
N o. Name o f oollego. Localisation. Grade. Strength.

1 H. H. The Maharaja’a C ollege 'o f 
Arts

TrivantJriiin I 532

•) U. H. The Maharaja’s College of 
Science

1)„.
i

I 672

3 Training Cullego '
i
’ Du.

1
' L .T . 108

4 Law College Dc. li. L. 277

5 U, U .T h e  CoUegs £ or ' 
W om en 1 11 n r .

6 Soott Chriatian Collegj
1
1 Nagerooil 11 207

7 C. M S . College Kottayaui 11 210

8 St. Ber oilman’a College Changanachery II -22

9 Union Christian Oollego Alwayo I l«r>

10 Ernakulani College Eruakulam 11 287

11 St. Thomas’ College |1 Tricliur II 2‘.i4

12 Malabar Christian College Calicut 11 n r

13 Zamorin’s College Do. II 133*

14 Victoria College Palghat 11 154*

15 G-ovoruinent Brenuen College Tellicherry : 11 104

16 St. Aloysius’ College Mangaloro 11 304*

17 St. Anne’s College Do. 11 43*

18 Qovernraent College I Do. II 121*

19 St. Xavier’s College Palamcoltali II 25®

20 C. M. S. Sarah Tucker Do. 11 10*

21 Hindu College j Tinnevelly I 208*

22 C. M. S. College 1 Do. II 50«*

* Tlione figures relate to the year 1923-24-



23. Besides the institutions preparing for the earlier half or for 
the whole of the degree courses, Trivandrum possesses a Law College 
and a Teachers’ College. The facilities afEorded by the Regulations 
passed a few years ago, creating titles in Oriental Learning, 
particularly in Sanskrit, and grantnig the privileges of affiliation to 
institutions preparing candidates therefor, which have been availed of 
outside Travaricore, have already been described hi an earlier part of 
this lleport. There are two Sanskrit colleges in Cochin, two Sanskrit 
colleges in Malabar, and two Sanskrit colleges in South Canara, 
and one Sanskrit college in Tinnevelly. In H. H. the Maharaja’s 
Sanskrit College, Trivaiidruni, the state has long had an institution 
which, in point of stafP, equipment, strength and financial stability, is 
stronger than any of tliese, but it has not established any coiuiection 
with the University of Madras. For many years it has conducted 
its own examinations and awarded diplomas which have been valued 
both within Travancore and outside.

24. An institution which is styled a college, but for which no 
place is yet possible in the University of Madras, is the Government 
Ayurveda College at Trivandrum. If a separate Oriental Depart
ment is organised in a University to be formed on the West Coast, 
and if degrees or diplomas in Oriental Learning, particularly in 
Sanskrit, are to be instituted therein, tlie number of institutions 
claiming the privilege of trainhig and presenting students for the 
examinations leading to such diplomas or degrees, might soon increase 
by the proper organisation and development of the numerous Sanskrit 
Pathasalas which exist hi various parts of Kerala. It is also likely 
that more Ayurveda schools might come within the ambit of the new 
organisation if and when the instruction and the training given in 
such institutions are recognised.
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25. Some reference might next be made to the manner in which 
the various collegiate institutions in the area have come to be 
grouped in different localities. In Travancore, the existing collegiate 
centres are Magercoil in the extreme south, Trivandrum, Changana- 
cherry and Kottayam in the heart of the state, and Alwaye on the
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border oi; Tnivaiicore and Cochin. The only centre besides Trivan
drum hnvhich there is a first grade college in the state is Alwaye- In 
the state of Cochin, the collegiate centres are Ernakulara and Trichur. 
In British Malabar, Palghat, Calicut and Tellicherry have long had 
second grade colleges. In Canara, Mangalore is the only collegiate 
centre, but it is in many respects one of the strongest collegiate 
centres on the West Coast of the presidency. It has now two 
first grade colleges (one of which is exclusively for Avomen) and a 
Government second grade college. Calicut has two second grade 
colleges. This colleges at Ernakulam and Alwaye are close to each 
other, the short distance of 12 miles separating the two towns being 
made still more negligible by the existence of railway communi
cation between them. In the same manner, the distance between 
the colleges at Changanacherry and Kottayam is under 12 miles. As 
there is a good molor road connecting the towns, and conveyances 
])ly regularly for hire on it, they are now less than an hour apart. 
In the same manner it may be stated that, beginning with one 
end of Kerala and proceeding to the other, there are hardly two 
collegiate stsiitions which are more than a few hours’ journey from 
each other. The appended table of approximate tircings and fares 
by the railway, road-motor, or steamboat between the several stations 
will show this. Nagercoil and Trivandrum are getting closer owing 
to the numerous fast conveyances which ply between them for hire 
all through the day and during all parts of the year. The time taken 
to cover the distance between the two towns is under three hours. 
The projected railway extension to Nagercoil will reduce both the 
time required for the journey and its cost. A similar railway 
connection between Alwaye and Kottarakara, which are respectively 
on the Ernakulam-Shoranur and Trivandrum-Tinnevelly lines, is 
being urged. On the main central road, connecting these stations 
(Kottarakara and Alwaye), Changanacherry is but 40 miles from 
Kottarakara, Kottayam is only 12 miles from Changanacherry, 
and Alwaye is about 62 miles from Changanacherry and 50 miles 
from Kottayam. The distance between Kottayam and Ernakulam 
is roughly equal to that between Alwaye and Kottayam. 
The authorities of the Union Christian College at Alwaye find it 
possible to undertake the management of the C. M. S. College at
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Kottayaiii and even tu arrange for inter-collegiate work between the 
two institutions. The distsince between Ernakulam and Trichur by 
railway is only 45 miles, and it is covered in less than three hours. 
The distance between Trichur and Palghat is only 50 miles by 
railway and is covered in 3 hours. Calicut and Palghat on the one 
liand and Calicut and Trichur on the other are separated only by 
distances involving railway journeys of 82 and 73 miles, and 4^ and 
4 hours respectively. Titangalore is more distant as it is about 137 
miles from Calicut and the journey takes 6 hours. Tellicherry is 
north of Calicut. The distance betw'een Tellicherry and Mangalore 
is 95 miles. A map appended to our Report exhibits the distribu
tion ot institutions engaged at present in university and secondary 

education leading to university courses. The districts of South 
Canara and Tinnevelly are not included in this map as we do not 
recommend their inclusion within the purview of a future University 
o f which Traviincore will form a part.

26. 1'he institutions referred to above, with the exception of the 
Sanskrit and Ayurveda colleges at Trivandrum, are now either 
recognised by or affiliated to the University of Madras. Their present 
strength and stability, as well as the level of efficiency to which 
they have attained are in u large measure due to this coimection. 
This aspect has to be stressed. For, in view of w'hat we have to say 
of the difficulties attending the relationship with a University of 
the type which the University of Madras has stood for, it might 
appear that the benefits conferred on the area by the existence of 
this connection are perhaps insufficiently appraised by us.

27. In the appendices \vhich form the enclosure to our Report, 
a large amount of statistical data is collected. They relate to 
collegiate institutions in Travancore and Cochin. It has not been 
possible for us to obtain similar information for Malabar and the 
districts of Tinnevelly and South Canara. The omission of data 
concerning these areas ib not, however, serious since, for the purpose 
of testing the validity of our conclusions and recommendations, the 
material collected in these tables will by itself suffice.



28. i f  the entire area composed of the two states and the two 
West Coast British districts and the district of Tinnevelly be taken 
tofj'ether, it will be found to contain six first grade colleges. Of 
these, only one, the College of Arts at Trivandrum, prepares students 
for Honours degrees, though proposals are under consideration for 
raising one of the departments of the College of Science at Trivan- 
dr urn to the Honours standard. Only one of the six institutions 
is exclusively organised for women, viz., St. Anne’s College, 
Mangalore. But there is a public demand for raising another, viz., 
the College for Women at Trivandrum to the hrst grade- Two of 
the first grade colleges are obviously not open to women, i. e., 
St. Aloysius’ College at Mangalore and the residential UuioJi Christian 
College at Alwtiye. [vi the Maharaja’s Colleges, Trivandvmn, 
co-educational facilities have existed for the last 16 years and a large 
number of women have graduated from them. At present women are 
admitted in the B. A. and the B. A. Honours classes and in Group 
II of the Intermediate course in which the College for Women has 
yet no classes. The colleges at Ernakulam, Nagercoil and Kottayam 
admit women students, but it is doubtful if the Roman Catholic 
colleges at Changanacherry and Trichur will do so.

29. We have already referred to the growth of the education 
of girls in the secondary and elementary stages in Travancore and 
generally throughout the West Coast. The gratifying improvement 
is equally maintained in the higher education of women within the 
state. In the year 1912-13 there were 31 gii-ls studying in the 
college classes and, of this number, 18 were studying along with men 
students and 13 studied in the Intermediate classes in the College for 
Women. In 9 years the number had risen to 194 and this increase 
has been steadily maintained. In 1923, the number of women 
.students receiving collegiate instruction within the state was 
188. A  considerable number of women students is admitted to 
the Ernakulam College. In 1922-23 there were as many 
as 27 girls in it. The restriction of the professions to 
which educated women liave entry in this country has necessitated 
a large number of girls seeking the training that will enable them 
to qualify for teaching or for medicine. We have been
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favoured by Miss D. H. Watts, b . a ., Principal, H. H. the 
Maharaja’s College for Women, Trivandrum, with an analytical 
statement of 300 girls who had passed out of her institution duruag 
recent years showing their destination. Out of this number, 160 
passed the Intermediate or the old F. A. exarniDation, 29 
discontinued their studies in the middle of their course, 11 entered 
for Honours or post-graduate courses, 47 qualified for the B. A. 
degree, 20 joined the Medical College, 75 undertook teaching and 
2 proceeded to England for further studies. The number of 
students who married and left the institution was 45, i. e., only 15 
per cent. This analysis indicated that the main objective of the 
girls w'ho join the colleges is to qualify for the ju’ofession of teaching 
and that the bulk of them are prepared to contiuvie their studies 
if opportunities are afforded them.

30. The courses of studies for the women students, being 
determined by the University, have been identical with tnose for men. 
During the entire period, the number of women students w’ho 
qualified for the L. T. degree from the Training College was only 12.

31. While the advance in the higher education of women might 
compare favourably with the progress made in it in other parts of 
India, it is still backward wdien compared with those of the 
education of men. We, have been favoured by several of our 
witnesses, who have had expert knowledge of the conditions of the 
higher education of women within the area in South India, wMth their 
opinion as to the causes which impede such progress. Some of 
them have pointed out that, in many cases, a girl’s collegiate career 
is directed to qualify for a post with a high salary, and is regarded 
as a financial speculation on the part of her family, and that it has 
not yet come home to parents that the education of girls is as much 
an incident of family self-respect as the education of the boys. The 
slowness with which men teachers in schools and colleges for 
women are replaced by women is cited as another obstacle. The 
courses of studies offered by the colleges are deemed to be 
unattractive to women, since they do not afford scope for the 
selection of subjects useful to them in their after life, particularly for 
such of them as desire a good education without any intention of
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mukluif it serve as a stepping stone to employment. The absence 
of proper residential facilities in connection with colleges for 
women, enabling girls to be sent away from their homes, and the 
failure to provide for such religious and moral training as would 
approximate to what they would receive in their home circle, in the 
hostels for women, are suggested as other possible difficulties. 
The necessity for studying in colleges for men has been 
generally declared to be a real obstacle in the way of women joining 
the B. A. classes in colleges for men. In regard to small classes 
where the attention of the teaclier is ensured for every student 
individually, as in Honours and post-graduate courses, the reluctance 
to study with men students is less conspicuous and the ladies who 
have favoured us with their advice generally do not press at this 
stage for separate colleges for women providing Honours courses 
and post-graduate studies and instruction in experimental sciences. 
But they are unanimous in desiring that the ordinary degree courses 
in all subjects which do not necessitate a provision of expensive 
laboratories should be provided for women in institutions restricted 
to the sex and staffed entirely by them,

32. H. H, the Maharaja’s Colleges at Trivandrum, the 
Government College at Ernakulam and the C. M. S. College at 
Kottayam, provide instruction in all the three groups of the Madras 
‘ Intermediate.’ The colleges at Changanacherry, Alwaye and Telli- 
cherry, and the college for women at Mangalore offer instruction 
only in Group III of the Intermediate. All the other institutions 
offer instruction in Groups I and III. In regard to the B. A. 
degree courses, H. H. the Maharaja’s College at Trivandrum 
(now divided into separate Colleges of Science and Arts) has offered 
instruction in the following branches and subjects:— English, 
Sanskrit, Malayalam, Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Botany 
(including Zoology) and History (including Economics and Politics). 
The college at Alwaye and St. Aloysius’ College at Mangalore 
provide instruction in English, Mathematics, Philosophy and 
History (including Economics and Politics). St. Anne’s College at 
Mangalore and the Hindu College at Tinnevelly teach only one 
branch of the B. A., viz., History (including Politics and Economics) 
besides English.
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S3. The only institutions in Kerala preparing for professional 
degrees are tlie Law College and the Training College at Trivandrum. 
The former prepares students for the Pleadership examination 
conducted by the state, as well as for the B. L. degree examination 
of the University of Madras. In consequence of an understanding 

between the two states of Travancore and Cochin, the Training 
College admits a prescribed number of teachers from the slate of 
Cochin (now seven) to the L. T. class. The Training College has also 
an undergraduate teachers’ section, which provides the training 
required by teachers eligible for the Travancore Teachers’ Certificate 
examination Avhich corresponds to the certificate issued by the 
Teachers’ College at Saidapet, Till quite recently undergraduate 
women teachers were trained in a separate institution at Trivandraai. 
Proposals which Avere made, during the course of our enquiry, have 
received the sanction of the Travancore Government, for raising 
the number of students pre])ared for the L. T, and Teachers’ 
Certificate examinations in the Training College to fifty  in each 
section, to transfer to it the undergraduates’ training institution for 
women, and to reserve ten seats in each class to women teachers. 
The orders of the Government on the subject are due to the 
recognition that the number of teachers annually trained has not 
kept ])ace with the requirements of the schools and to a perception 
'of the value of trained teachers in a sound system of education.

84. It may be worth while to institute a comparison between the 
buildings, equipment and residential accommodation provided by the 
various colleges in the centres where collegiate work is now being 
carried on. Till some years ago, the University of Madras did not 
enforce with stringency the rules requiring that all the students of 
an affiliated institution, who are not living with parents or in 
approved lodgings, should stay in hostels maintained or recognised by 
the colleges. Partly as a result of the absence of this pressure and 
partly of the rapidity with which the strength of the various colleges 
lias gi’own in recent years, the provision of hostel accommodation 
has lagged fa r  behind the need for it. This is more so in the case 
of Government institutions than in the case of the private colleges. 
The Union Christian College at Alwaye was started with the
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deliberate aim of correcting this defect, and of being a fully re.sidential 
college. The appended statement describes the provision made by 
the different institutions in the area for hostel accommodation to 
students. We must say that the centre where the provision is 
conspicuously inadequate is Trivandrum. H. H. the Maharaja’s 
College has had only a small hostel, located in a rented building, 
capable of accommodating at the most only 50 students. The Law 
College has a hostel located in another rented building. The 
Training College has one of an incomplete type which is also 
located in a rented building, but steps are being taken to bring it 
into line with the requirements of the University. It is in a big 
town like Trivandrum that the need for real hostels is greatest. 
I ’ lie Govwmnent ot Trav.iBcore arc doubtless alive to t\ie importance 
and urgency o£ this need. Work of the hostel which has long been 
under construction for H. H. the Maharaja’s College is now being 
pushed through. But even after it is ready, there will still remain 
a considerable demand for hostel accommodation which w ll have to 
be met. The position of the existing colleges in Trivandrum in the 
heart of the town has made it difficult to build generously equipped 
hostels except at disproportionately hea\ y cost. Nevertheless a 
considerable increase in such a provision will have to be made even 
independent of the organisation of a new University, while it must 
necessarily form a condition precedent to such a synthesis.

35. In regard to women students at Trivandrum, a good hostel 
is being maintained for about 30 students, in a rented building, 
and the grounds of the new College for Women are spacious 
enough to allow of the erection of suitable hostels. The Y. W. C. A. 
at Trivandrum has also been maintaining in a rented building a 
good hostel which is largely used by Christian girls. Girls of the 
Roman Catholic community are able to obtain supervised boarding 
in the Holy Angels’ Convent at Trivandrum which has long main
tained such an institution in connection with its high school. 
A similar institution available for Christian men students at 
Trivandrum is the hostel of the London Mission. We are 
emphatically of the opinion that the residential facilities now provided 
in Trivandrum for b<“>tli the sexes are quite inadequate and have to
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be supplemented largely and immediately in the interests of sound 
education. In a later part of our Report we indicate some of the 
ways in which this can be done.

36. In accordance with the conditions imposed on them by their 
affiliation to the University of Madras, the colleges in Kerala are 
obliged to maintain adequate staffs and to report to the University 
any changes in their position, strength and personnel. The staffs 
of these institutions would compare favourably with those of similar 
institutions in any other part of the area controlled by the University 
and the Government colleges may even compare favourably with 
most colleges outside Travaneore. We have included in our 
appendices a statement which shows tlie number of students per 
instructor in each of the colleges in 'I'ravancore as compared with 
that in each of certain specified colleges in the presidency. It will 
show that, taking Travaneore alone, in the last year (1923), there 
were fifty teachers in the two Government colleges teaching 800 
students or one teacher for every 16 students, and there were 
forty-two teachers in the four Missionary colleges teaching 604 
students or one teacher for every 14 students. In the state of Cochin, 
the Government college had a staff of 14 instructors for 237  students 
and the Mission college had 10 instructors for 192 students. In 
the districts of Malabar, Tinnevelly and South Canara, respectively, 
the number of students per teacher comes up on a similar calculation 
to 13, 9 and 11 respectively. Taking the Government colleges in 
the Madras Presidency, outside this area, there were 145 teachers 
teaching 1,526 students, or one teacher to every 11 students. 
There were 450 teachers in the 29 private colleges teaching 6,707 
students or one teacher to every 15 students. Taking all the colleges 
of the Madras Presidency, the proportion of the number of students 
to each instructor works up to 13‘9. Taking the instructors in 
Travaneore as a whole the proportion works up to 15.

37. “  One of the considerations which it will be necessary to 
hold in view in judging the relative efficiency of colleges is the 
number of their teachers in relation to the number of their students ; 
a second is the range of subjects in which they offer tuition ; a third 
is the salary-rate paid to their teachers. Objection has, indeed, 
been raised to the basing of any conclusions upon the ratio between
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the number o£ teachers and the number of students; and it must 
be recognised that the validity of this ratio as a test o f efficiency is 
to some extent affected by the number of subjects over which the 
teaching staff is distributed, and by the rate of salaries paid to them. 
To base a judgment upon such a ratio in the case of an institution 
which offered courses in an immense range of subjects, each taken 
by only one or two students, might be very misleading. In Bengal, 
however, no Arts college offers teaching in any very wide range of 
subjects, and most colleges do not cover anything like the range 
that ought to be dealt with by an institution of unirersity rank. 
For that reason the test by ratio of teachers to students, though 
inadequate unless it is supplemented by other tests, is less misleading 
than it would be elsewhere.” *

38. “  If the primary responsibility of a college is regarded as 
being limited to the provision of the required number of lectures on 
the required number of subjects, to enable large classes of students 
to qualify for admission to examinations, the proportion of teachers 
to students may reasonably be low. If, on the other hand, the 
college is expected to afford to the students individual help and 
tutorial guidance, it will require a large staff however small the 
range of its subjects. The truth is that the test by proportion of 
teachers to students is a rough and one-sided test. When the 
proportion is very low, it is a sure proof of inadequacy ; when it is 
high, other factors must be considered before a judgment is given. 
If in any college there is only one teacher to every 40 or 50 students, 
it is safe to assume that no great variety of choice in subjects is 
offered to the students, that any intimacy of relationship between 
teachers and students must be almost impossible, and that the work 
of the college must be, for the most -part, limited to a routine of 
lecture-instruction. But if there is a proportion of one teacher to 
ev̂ ery 15 or 20 students, it becomes possible for the students to 
receive hidividual attention, though not certain that tney do receive 
it ; it is possible also that a greater variety of choice is offered to 
them. A college with a higher ratio of teachers to students can be 
efficient ; whether it is so or not depends upon other factors. To 
that extent, and with these limitations, the test of proportion can be 
fairly applied, and gives useful guidance. ” *
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39. “ The adequacy o£ a staff,”  as observ'ed by the Calcutta 
University Commission, “ is obviously a thing to be determined 
by a reference to 1,he character of the subjects and to the grade of 
instruction. In the case of an entire institution, a proportion 
between the students and staff cannot be considered independently 
of the number of subjects in which the college is affiliated and the 
grade of the college, ”

40. This Commission recommended that the minimum proportion 
should be fixed from time to time by the University, that every 
college must be required to maintain a staff proportional to the number 
of its students, that the main factor in determining this proportion 
should be the number of students that can be properly looked after 
by a teacher in addition to his lecturing work, that a reasonable 
proportion would be one teacher for every 15 to 20 students, and 
that the proportion of 25 should be fixed, to begin with, which would 
imply that a college of 1,000 students should have forty teachers. 
It would be seen that, judged by the standards indicated above, the 
colleges in Kerala are in a satisfactory position.

41. In another statement we have endeavoured to show the 
average pay of teachers excluding the Principal, as far as we could 
ascertain in the colleges of Travancore, Cochin and of a selected 
number of Government colleges at Madras. It has not been 
possible for us to ascertain the rates of pay obtaining in the aided 
or private institutions outside the two Native States. It will be 
seen that the average pay of an instructor in H. H. the Maharaja’s 
College, Trivandrum, was Rs. 232 per mensem ; in the Union 
Christian College at Alwaye the average pay is Rs. 109’3 ; the 
average salary of a teacher in the Women’s College at Trivandrum 
is nearly as low as that of instructors in all the other second grade 
colleges in the area, though higher than in the Mission college at 
Nagercoil which amounts only to Ks. 72. The average pay of an 
instructor in a Government first grade college in Madras, with 
which the rates of pay in H. H. the Maharaja’s College might be 
compared, amounts to Rs. 237'5, despite the more liberal scales of 
pay given to members of the Indian Educational Service from whose 
ranks the senior men in the Madras Education Department are 
recruited.
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4:2. In Bengal, according to the Report o£ the Calcutta University 
Commission, the average salary paid to a teacher in Government 
Arts colleges in 1917-18, excluding the Principal, was Rs. 256 per 
mensem, while, in the chief colleges at Calcutta and Dacca, the 
average salaries were Rs. 324 and Rs. 296 respectively.* The 
teachers in Government colleges, whether in the state or out
side, enjoy the advantages of a pension to which they do not 
contribute any part of their salary, and in Travancore they have 
also access to a scheme of State Life Insurance ; and the security 
of tenure is usually considerad to be better in a Government insti
tution than in a private college and the conditions of service are also 
generally better in the former.

43. In the matter of buildings, the older institutions and 
the Govennuent colleges in the area are better oft' than 
private institutions which have only been newly started. The 
building of the Mission college at Kagercoil has a floor area of 
9,663 square feet, and cost Rs. 55,000, and the value of the 
seven acres of grounds in which it is situated is estimated at 
about Rs. 75,000. H. H. the Maharaja’s College at Trivandrum 
stands in grounds which measure nearly ten acres, and an adjoining 
plot of a little over 1^ acres is also reserved for the use of the 
college. Its class rooms omitting the recent extensions cover an 
area of over 58,040 square feet. It has no play-ground. The 
compound of the Law College at Trivandrum measures nearly two 
acres.

44. The Training College at Trivandrum is situated in grounds 
which measure nearly ten acres. Quite recently another ten acres 
of land in close proximity to it have been provided as its play
grounds. The instructional buildings of this college, including the 
new building in which the Arts side of H. H. the Maharaja’s College 
is located, measure over 75,000 square feet.

45. The Women’s College at Trivandrum, is situated within a 
few furlongs of H. H. the Maharaja’s College, and is even nearer 
to the Training College. Its grounds measure over 11 acres, and
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the buildings in which its classes are held provide over 50,000 square 
feet of floor area. The total area of the grounds of the four 
Government alleges at Trivandrum is thus about 45 acres. 
Space for expansion exists in the neighbourhood of all these 
institutions. It is difficult to estimate the value of buildings 
constructed at different periods and often built through a number 
of years, but on a valuation we have been advised that it may be 
put down at not less than 17| lakhs of rupees, as Avill be seen from 
the statement appended to Chapter IX.

46. The accommodation described above as available in 
Trivandrum is exclusive of the residential bungalows provided for 
some of the professorial staff and of the new hostel under construction 
for H. H. the Maharaja’s College.

47. The Sanskrit and Ayurveda colleges at Trivandrum are 
located in rented buildings.

48. St. Berchman’s College at Changanacherry stands in 
grounds measuring 3^ acres, but additional grounds measuring 
nearly ten acres were shown to us in which new buildings are being 
erected for the location of science classes, and possibly its future 
B. A., classes. The floor area of the building in which the college 
is now located is, however, only 5,200 square feet and the value of 
the building has been stated as lis. 53,000. The C. M. S. College 
at Kottayam is splendidly situated on a fine site of about ten acres 
and its value has been stated as Ks. 1,47,000. The floor area of 
the building set apart for the college is 12,721 square feet.

49. The Union Christian College at Alwaye was started on a plot 
of Government land and in Government buildings two miles from 
the towai. Its grounds measure about 19 acres. The management 
also secured the lease of an adjoining plot of land containing nine 
acres from the Roman CathoHc Diocese of Cochin. They have also 
acquired some land contiguous to these two plots. The college, 
when the works which were in progress w'hen we inspected it are 
finished, will have a floor area of about 12,000 square feet, 
including the verandahs. The cost of the additions and renovations 
of the old Sarkar buildings in which it was originally started, has 
been given as Es. 28,000. The grounds and buildings were made
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over to the college by an agreement dated the 6th October 19^1. 
In accordance with Clause 6 of the agreement, the college has 
agreed to fall into line with any university development within 
Travancore, and to vacate the grounds and buildings if they are 
required for such a purpose. The buildings of the colleges at 
Ernakulam and Trichur are both spacious, but the figures similar to 
the above have not been available to us.

50. In regard to the equipment of these colleges, the second 
grade colleges at Nagercoil, Kottayam, Ernakulam and Trichur, 
and the second grade college for women at Trivandrum, have 
laboratories recognised as efficient for their needs. H. H. the 
Maharaja’s College at Trivandrum has specially designed labora* 
tories which have been added to from time to time, for the depart
ments of Physics, Chemistry and Botany. Every college has its 
library. A statement appended to this chapter gives the number 
of volumes of the libraries in the different institutions in Travancore 
and Coch'n. It will be noted that H. H. the Maharaja’s College 
and the Training College at Trivandrum lead in this matter, having 
the two largest collection of books in the area, with 17,761 and 
7,893 volumes and that they also have had the largest annual grants 
for the upkeep of the library. It may be mentioned that the 
Training College has another library, viz., the Government 
Educational Bureau, which is housed in the Training College and 
is under the control of the Principal. It has now about 13,000 
volumes. The Law College library can be supplemented by the 
libraries of the Legislative Council, of the Sarkar Vakil’s offices and 
of the High Court of Travancore, which are all located very near 
the Law College and to which members of the Law College staff 
have the necessary access.

51. The Sanskrit and the Ayurveda colleges have libraries 
of their own. A small but valuable collection of Sanskrit 
manuscripts exists at Trivandrum in the office of the Curator for 
the publication of Sanskrit manuscripts. An older and far more 
extensive collection of rare and valuable manuscripts in Sanskrit 
and Malayalam exists in His Highness the Maharaja’s Palace, 
access to which may be obtained by the Command. The Trivandrun^
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Public Library, which is now the property of the Government and 
is managed by a committee on which the colleges ai-e well repre
sented, has over 22,000 volumes, and is largely used by the 
students and staff of the various educatioual institutions in the 
town. In accordance with the scheme of mofussil libraries sanctioned 
in G. 0 . No. 490 of 23/Leg. E., dated the 26th May, 1923, 
it is open to libraries situated within Travancore to obtain on 
loan a certain number of books from the library. The books in 
the Educational Bureau can also be borrowed by any teacher in 
Government or private institutions anywhere in Travancore, free of 
transit charges. Special libraries concerned with the work of those 
institutions exist in the offices of the Director of Industries, the 
Government Museum and the President of the Economic Develop
ment Board. A collection of medical books exists in the General 
Hospital at Trivandrum, and of engineering books in the office of 
the Chief Engineer. Similarly, an up-to-date collection of books 
and reports on Co-operation and on Agriculture is maintained in 
the head offices of these Departments.

52. The varying costs of living for students in hostels, in 
supervised lodgings or messes and in the different hostels and 
centres in the area are given below :

Cost of living in
Centres.

Hostels Supervised
Messes,

lodgings

Outside.

Es. Es. Es.
Nagercoil 
Trivandrum—

18 20 !  18
I

Caste Hindu Hostel 24 12-20 i ••
W om en ’s College Hostel 15 , ,

Training College Hostel 15
Changanacherry H 7
Alwaye 12 11

• •
Ernakulam Hindu Hostel 22 • • 20

„ Christian Hostel 18 .. 17
Trichur i 12 13 11
Calicut 20 •• 20



53. We have merely to state, in considering these figures, that 
allowance has to be made for the variations in the quality of the 
services rendered and of the accommodation and food supplied.

54. The provision for games and physical exercise of both 
students and staff varies in different institutions. At Nagercoil, 
the sports side of the Scott Christian College is said to be well- 
organised, in connection with its hostels, so that most of the 
students participate regularly in some kind of game or other. In 
regard to H. H. the Maharaja’s College at Trivandrum, we have 
been told by Mr. Stephenson that the provision consists of five 
tennis courts, two badminton courts and a volley ball court besides 
grounds on which football is played. A covered gymnasium exists 
with a competent Gymnastic Instructor. Mr. Stephenson deplores 
the inade(]uacy of the provision for games and physical culture in 
this institution. The defect is not easy of remedy in view of the 
present location of the college. We shall advert to a possible 
remedy for it, later in our Report. In its new grounds, the 
Women’s College at Trivandrum has ample provision for games 
and physical recreation. The C. M. S. College at Kottayam has 
small but well laid out grounds for sports, and at Changanacherry 
and at Alwaye there is the opportunity for football in the large 
open spaces around the colleges. The Training College at Trivan
drum has recently been provided in its immediate vicinity with a 
plot of ten acres which after improvement will provide fine play 
grounds for all its games.
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STATEM ENT SHOW ING TH E STATE A VERA GE MAKK IN EACH
SUBJECT FEOM 191.S-1923.

TRAVANCORE.

Subjects. 1913 1914

1

1915
1

1916 1917 ^ 1918

1

1919 1920 1921 1922 1923

1 English 41-8 40-1 38-2 3<l-9 36*6 37-4 40 38 39 39-5 38-93
2 Malayalaiu

Composition ... 43-7 42-1 47-2 41-8 4 4-4 35-5 37 41 40 39 37-36
3 Tamil Com

position • • • 45-6 45-5 39-7 35 37 38 37 37-8
4 English Com

position .. .1 39-4] 39-3 37-5 39 42 43 46 36-8
5 Elementary

Mathematics... 34-(i 25-2 42-1 ,W1 39-8 32 30 32 43 51-0
6 Nature Study... 37-9 37-1 37-5 39-1 37 41-1 43 34 37 37 40-9
7 Algebra 8«-9 31-4 47-3 41-8 76-6 50-1 37 51 39 39 36-58 Geometry 37-1 42-6 39-3 G2-9 64-r> 33-8 41 38
9 Physics 33-8 30-7 27-3 40-4 39-2 41-6 34 34 34 35 36M>

10 Chemistry 359 3S-8 34-2 ;53-i 45-4 40 39 40 38 35-7H
11 Botany . . . 46 54-2 44-6 44 54 43 47 43-4
12 Indian Histoi'y . 39-8 45-6 38-5 43-9 39 -3 34-1 3(> 39 37 37 42-06
13 British History. 55-1 44-3 37-8 38-1 40'5 39-7 39 40 37 33 39-36
14 Malayalam

Optional 43-0 39-7 45-5 40-3 40-1 3.5-9 33 44 42 41 36-5
15 Tamil . . . 50-3 39-3 43-0 37-0 36 3.̂ 41 38 41-2
16 Sanskrit . .. . . . 46-4 44-8 47-1 48-4 42 42 38 32 34-4
17 Latin . • . 15 47-5 36 25 • • • 30 46-8
18 French 33-5 43 34-0 420 34
19 Domestic Eco

nomy
32 a 55 28-3 40 33-6 35-fl 27 28 35 46 36-6

20 Arabic • ■1 . . . 24 49 . . .

STATEM EN T OF AVERA GE M ARKS FOR THE 
SCHOOL FIN A L EXA M IN A TIO N . 

COCHIN STATE.

Subjects.

English
Vernacular Compo- 

sition and Trans
lation ,,, 

Sanskrit Translation... 
Elementary Mathe.

matics 
Algebra and Geometry 
Physics 
Chemistry 
History
Malayalam Text 
Sanskrit Text

19H- 1915 1916 1917
I I 

1918 I 1919 I 1920

11
48

43 
in 
40 
42
44 
53 
401

43'

45
53|

-<2,
40'
401
43|
41
B0|
48;

44'

46 
53

48
42
39
38
42
44
47

*2' 42

43 
17

41
44
39
40
41 

6
45

47:

43
44

48!
40l
38
38
42
49
49

40

45
44

39|
39
37
44 
43
45 
461

1921 1922 1923

43

42
46

37
42
39,
47|
39
46
45|

43

42
45

40 
38 
42'
41 
44 
42) 
47'

41

44
46

37
37
38 
41 
43 
41' 
49
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SKCONDARY SCHOOL-LEAVING CERTIFICATE PUBLIC EXAMINATION. 
_______________S t a t e m e n t  s h o w i n g  t h e  P r e s i d e n c y  A v e k a o e s  ( M a d r a s ) .

Subjects. 1911 1912 I9I3 1914 1915 1916 1917

Group A.
Elementary Mathematics. 
English ...

I ernacular Cuniposition 
and Tmnislaiiuii.

Urdu (Hindustani) ...
Kanarese ...
Tamil ...
Telugii ...
Malayalam ...
Oriya ...

Gitoup C. — Lasuuaueij. 
Classical.

San.skrit ...
Latin ...
Arabic ...
Persian ...

Fureiyn.

French

Indian Vernacnlars.

Urdu (Hindustani)
Kararese
Tamil
Telugu
Malayalam
Oriya

History of England and 
British India ...

Algebra and Geometry ...
Practical Mathematics ...
Trignometry ...
Botany ...
Physics ...
Chemistry ...
Music ...
Agriculture ...
Commerieal Practice and 

Geography ...
Book-keeping and commer

cial Arithmetic ...
Shorthand and Type-wri

ting ...
Pricis-writing and In

dexing ...
Needle-work and Dress

making
Domestic Science ...
Physiology
Phyaiogiaphy ...

1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 I92.S

39 39 30 29 32 42 36 43 42 42 42 4030 35 43 43 31 33 36 34 34 33 34 34

42 54 49 45 41 44 41 45 45 44 46 4441 45 52 47 51 48 46 46 44 53 57 5448 55 47 46 46 46 52 49 48 S9 50 4543 37 47 49 48 42 41 41 41 39 40 4047 42 42 39 43 45 43 44 45 44 48 5148 44 48 50 n 41 40 49 46 41 46 45

411 44 40 33 40 40 40 41 42 44 48 46
4235 14 17 35 i.'i 22 38 38 39 49 4347

46 64 44
58
48 32 34

35
36

45
38

40
44

32
40 60

62
50

45 31 37 23 28 20 20 32 39 41 42 44

38 36 33 33 20 35 32 35 34 33 36 38
4238 34 39 39 47 48 50 48 42 42 4239 38 38 38 37 39 42 43 44 35 39 4337 34 40 43 45 40 36 49 43 39 39 43
4744 42 44 41 42 44 44 45 42 40 4057 46 42 48 37 38 46 55 47 36 44 39

33 36 40 38 31 33 36 36 35 34 35 36
50
30
42
50

48 36 30 59 46 42 54 46 43 47 4160 52 3S 36 32 27 39 41 37 36 3352 42 33 54 43 41 42 44 38 46 4533 37 39 31 48 5b 42 49 *1 45 4714 28 33 32 29 37 44 46 33 4>1 46 44
44
52
32

20 24 30 35 37 41 37 36 40 38 4152 32 52 52 51 57 68 78 51 47 3938 30 29 34 36 44 26 34 61 37 40
38 35 39 40 40 40 44 41 40 44 39 41
33 25 30 33 27 43 44 38 41 47 38 41
39 49 43 28 37 34 33 43 38 36 41 36
27 27 30 34 37 25 35 35 36 43 43 41
••• 77 63 56 75 82 69 84 71 55 47 64...

60
... 72 • •• 63 51 67 67 48 41

... 35 39 30 31 32 33 37 28 32 33... ... ... 44 ... ’ "l1 ••• ...

40
35

4*
56
47 
+1
48 
44

40
48
46
40

55

41
41
44
39 
44
40

34 
54 
33 
52
41
42 
42 
33 
24

39 

38

35

40

6 2
31
37
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MOTOR BUS TIMINGS AND FARES.

s

Fares.
Class

No. Stations. Timings.
I

Rs.a.p.
II

Rs.a.p.
III

Rs.as.p.

i Trivandrum to Nagcrcoil 42 5 A. M., 5 -1 5  A. M., 5 -3 0  A. M., 
5 -4 5  A . M., 7 -1 5  A . M., 7-.'t0 A . M., 
11 A. M., 1 1 -1 5  A. M. 1 1 -3 0  A. M.,
1 1 -4 5  A. M ., 1 2 -1 5  p . M.,
1 2 -3 0  p . M., 1 p . M ., 1 -3 0  p . M., 
a n d  2 P. M. . . . 3 0  0 2 0  0 1 0  0

2 N ^ercoil to Tiivaudrum ♦2 5 A. M., 5 -1 5  A- M. B -30  A. M., 
5 -4 5  A. M. 6 A. M. 7 A. M. 7 - 15 
A. M., 7 -3 0  A. M., 1 0 -4 5  A. M., 11 
A. M., 1 1 -1 5  A. M., 1 1 -4 5  A. M. 
1 2 -3 0  p. M., 1 -3 0  p . M. 1 -45  
p. M., a n d  2 P. M. . . . 3 0  0 2  0  0 I 0 0

3 Nagercoil to Tiunevelly 50 4 A. M., 4 -3 0  A.M ., 5  A . M., C-15 
A. M„ 5 -3 0  A.M. f) A.M., 12 n oon , 
1 2 -30  p. M„ 1 -3 0  P. M., 2 p. M. 

2 -3 0  p. M., a n d  6 p. M. . . . 5 0  0 3 8 0 2 8 0

i Tinnevelly to Nagercoil 5 0 Timings not fixed

5 Trivandrum to Quilon 40 1 2 -3 0  p. M. a n d  1 P. M. . . . 3 0  0 2 0  0 1 0 0

H Quilon to Trivandrum 40 6 A. M. a n d  7 a. m. . . . 3 0  0 2 0  0 1 0  0

7 Ohanganacherry to Kot- 
tayam

12 6 A. M. . . . 1 0  0 0 1 2 0

8 Kottayam to Changana- 
cherry

12 3 -2 0  P. M. . 1 0  0 0  1 2 0

9 Kottayam to Ernakulam • 5 0 Nn service

10 Kottayam to Alwaje 50 No service.

11 Kottarakara to Ohengan- 
noor

29 5 -1 5  A. M.| 11 A. M., 5 p. M. and 
5 -1 5  p. M. . . . 2 0 0 1 0  0

12 Ohengannoor to Kottara- 
kara

29 5 a. m., 5 -1 5  A.M., 1 1 -30  A.M., 
a n d  1 -3 0  P.M. ... 2 0  0 1 0  0

13 Kottarnkara to Erna
kulam via Vaikom

110 2 A. M., 1 0 -3 0  A. M., 11 A. M., 1 0 -3 0  
p. M., 11-.30 P. M. ... 10 0  0

11 ‘ Ernakulam to Kottara
kara

110 Timings not fixed

15 Kottarakara to Alwaye 100 1 A. M. . . . 10 0  0

16 Alway'! to Kottarakara
1

1 0 0 11 A. M. . . . 10 0  0

17

18

Kottaya m to Kot tarakara

Kottarakara to Kotta- 
j yam

50

50

5 -4 5  A. M., 6 A. M., 1 0 -4 0  A. M., 
3 -3 0  P. M., 3 -4 5  P. M. a n d  5 
p. M. ... 

1 -3 0  A. M., 2 A.M., 5 -4 5  A. M., 
11 A. M., 12 n o o n  a n d  5 P. M. ...

1i

5 0  0 

5 0  0

Ten miles by rail, others by water and road.*
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I. TIMINGS OF MOTOK LAUNCHES AND BOATS.

Stations. Departure. Arriral. Stations. Departure. Arriral,

Q llL O N  TO 10 -3 0  A.M. 6 -3 0  P.M . A l l e p p e y 8 -3 0  A .M . 3 -3 0  P .M
A l l e p p e y . 1 1 - 0 A.M. 7 - 0 P.M . T o  Q d il o n 9 -  0 A .M . 4 -3 0  P . M.

1 1 -3 0  A.M. 7 -3 0  P.M. 1 1 -3 0  A. M. 6 -  0  P. M.
8 -3 0  P. M. 4 -3 0  A. M. 1 1 -  0  A. M. 6 -3 0  P. M.
9 . 0  p . m . 5 -3 0  A . M. 8 - 0  p. M. 5 30  A. M.
9 -3 0  p. m . 6 - 0  A . M. 8 -3 0  P. M. 6 -  0  A. M.

10 - 0  p. M. 6 -3 0  A . M. 9 - 0  P. M. 6 -3 0  A . M.
1 0 -3 0  p . m . 7- 0  A. M. 10- 0  P. M. 7. 0  A. M.

A l l e p p e y 10- O a . M. 3 -3 0  P . M. C o c h in  t o 1 1 -  0  A . M. 4 -3 0  P .M .
TO C o c h in 1 0 -3 0  A . M. 4 - 0  P . M. A l l e p p e y 1 1 -3 0  A . M. 6 -  0  P. M.

11 -0  A . M. 4 -3 0  P . M. 9 - 0  P . M. 2  3 0  A . M.
y -0  p . M. 3 -3 0  A . M. 9 -3 0  P . M. 3 -3 0  A . M.
9 -3 0  P. M. 4- 0  A . M . 1 2  M. N. 6 - 0  A . M.

A l l e p p e y 8 -3 0  A. M. ! 1 1 - 0  A . M. K o t t a y a m 3 -3 0  P . M. 5 -3 0  P . M.
TO 1 TO

K o t t a y a m 9 . 0  A . M. 11 -30  A . M. 'A l l e p p e y . 4- 0  P . M . 6 -3 0  P . M.

A l l e p p e y 7 -4 0  A . M. 10-40  A . M. C h a n g a n a 7 - 0  A . M. 10- 0  A . M.
TO 8 -1 0  A . M. 1 1 -1 0  A . M. CHEBHY TO 7 -3 0  A . M. 1 0 -3 0  A . M.

C h a n g a n a - 5 -0  P. M. 8 -  0  P . M. A l l e p p e y . 3 -3 0  p .  M . 6 -3 0  P . M.
CHEHKY 5 -3 0  P . M.

1

8 -3 0  P . M. 4 -  0  P. M. 7 -  0  P . M.

II . FARES.

Stations, Miles. 1st class. 2nd class A. 2nd class B. 3rd class

Quilon to Alleppy 
Alleppey to Kottayam .
Alleppey to Chanpanachcri'y. 
Alleppey to Cochin .

Ks. as. P- Rs. as. P Bs. as. P- Rs. as. p.49 6 4 0 3 0 0 1 8 0 1 0 0
20 0 12 0 0 10 0 • •• . . . . . . 0 7 0
16 0 10 0 0 6 0 . . . *•. 0 4 0
47 1 0 0 0 8 0 . . . . . . 0 4 0

III. RAILW AY FARES (ORDINARY TRA IN .)

Stations

Trivandrum to Kottarakara 
Always to Ernakulara 
Emakulara to Trichnr 
Trichur to Palghat 
Palghat to Calicut 
Calicut to Tellichery 
Tellichery to Mangalore

Miles
I class II class III class

Rs. as. P- Ra. as p. Rs. OS. P-

54 6 8 0 3 4 0 1 0 9
11 1 5 6 0 11 0 0 3 3
45 5 5 0 2 11 0 0 14 0
50 3 14 0 5 0 0 0 15 G
84 9 14 0 4 15 0 1 10 3
43 5 2 0 2 10 0 0 13 3
95 11 3 0 5 10 0 1 13 6
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s t a t e m e n t  re. t h e  n u m b e r  o f  c a n d i d a t e s  p r e s e n t e d
AND DECLARED ELIGIBLE POR A UNIVERSITY COURSE 

OF STUDY FROM TINNEVELLY AND MALABAR.

T i n n e v e l l y D i s t r i c t . M a l a b a r  D i s t r i c t .

Year. No. appeared. X̂ o. declared Year. A'o. appeared. No. declare
eligible. eliyihle.

1 91 8 506 169 1918 875 20 9
1919 611 103 1919 848 160
1920 633 2 7 0 * 1920 934 255
1921 68 4 2 2 3 1921 964 361
1922 67 6 254 1922 9 7 5 3 7 5
1923 763 272 1923 1,114 388

STATEMENT rt. THE NUMBER OF CANDIDATES PRESENTED 
AND DECLARED ELIGIBLE FOR A UNIVERSITY COURSE 

OF STUDY FROM COCHIN-

Year.

1911
1912
1913
1 9 1 4
1915
191 6
191 7

. appeared. No. declared Year. No. appeared. No. declared
eligihle. eligible.

378 74 1918 41 8 176
234 77 1919 487 2 6 4
222 84 1920 7 6 9 278
243 104 1921 89 1 297
292 108 1922 956 3 6 3  •
32 2 202 1923 76 2 3 6 0  •
379 168

* March and October.

COMPL’iT E  HIGH SCHOOLS RECOGNISED BY THE UNIVERSITY
OF MADRAS— 1923.

Division.

Boys. G ikls.

’rt

Departmental or 
under Public 
management.

Non-
Departmental.

Departmental or i 
under Public 

management. 1
Non-

departmental.
rt

i l

¥

<

'C .
-g §= rt 3  i: o  =80

a o

i i  
o S  es Os o  
<  a

'O . 
£  & 
SS  
i o
o ■*

• s i
I I

I  aO <D

I I  ^  tS

o qJ

i t

1 -
P

Travancore .. 17 3 17 1

1

8 46

Cochin .. 2 2 0 . . . ... 9 31

British Malabar., 2 6 2 13 1 6 :io

Tiiinevelly .. ... 1 3 10 1 1 16  i

South Caiiara .. 1 1 1 5 1 1 10

1



DIAGRAM SNOWING TUE NUMDER OF SCMOLARS
IN ENCLI9H HIGH SCHOOLS

TRAVANCOnc.

Reference:—

Infoi-mslV.V.ond VI.
In form V l  

J  Below V I 

^  Below IV



DIAGRAM SHOWING THE PROPORTION
OF SCHOLARS. LITERACY GENEPAtii LITEPACY IN 

CNGLISU BEARTOTHC POPULATION.

f EMI Scholars 
Rsfsrenca-J Literacy in Englisk

fe'jiV.tl Do. General 
Areas of ̂ Vie circles arewoporl'ional^olhe'populaiionper sqemjle.

R e fe r e n c e ......

DIAGRAM SHOWING THE PROPORTION 
OF SCUOLARSIN DirFCR EN T CLASSES

No. jir e se n ie i /o r  E -S 'L-C I.

Scholars o f  iv ,v ,yv i 
Do. o f  VI 

K o.daclerei eJigiWe,

■  Ko. j o m e j l  \he College.
The areas of the circles are proportional 
lo llio  Total slrengtK oTsckolers.

-------------c o c H m .
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HUMBER AND STRENGTH OF ENGLISH SCHOOLS IN TRAVANCORE, 

THE NUMBER OF E. S. L. C. HOLDERS THAT JOINED 

AFFILIATED COLLEGES, ETC,

Year.

Number 
o f  English 
Schools o f 
all grades.

Number o f  
English 
Middle 

Schools up to 
and including 

Form III.

Number of 
incomplete 

High 
Schools.

Number of 
Complete 

High 
Schools.

Total 
strength of 
Scholars in 

all the 
English 
Schools.

Total 
strength o f 
Forms IV , 
V and VI.

1088/13
1089/U
1090/15
1091/16

1093/18
1094/19
1095/20
1096/21
1097/22
1098/23
1099/24

72
76
79
79

94
102
114
149
165
180
188

42
46 
48
47 
52 
54 
58 
68 
99

114
127
130

2
3
3
3
4 
9

12

7
7
7 
6
8

28
27
28 
29 
SO
31
32 
39
43
44 
47 
50

14,807
17,056
18,840
20,646
2'2,"06
24,434
26,931
32.096
37,641
39,123
41,512
43,049

4,444
4,709
4,955
5,420
6,153
6,803
7,272
8,032
9,071
9,684

10,765
12,051

Year.

Total 
strength 
o f Form 

VI.

Number of 
candidates 
presented 

forE  S. L. 
C. Public 
Examina

tion.

Number of 
E. S .L .C . 

holders eligible 
for college 
admission 
granted.

Number of 
E. S. L 0 . 
holders who 

joined an 
aifiliatei 
college.

Number of 
E S. L. C. 

holders that 
joined Tamil 
colleges under 
the Madras 
University.

1088/13 . 1,225 724 334 • ••

1089/14 . 1,473 832 . . . 335
1090/15 . 1,600 1,022 . . . 265
1091/16 . 1,747 1,092 519 363 • ••

1992/17 . 2,008 1,137 458 377 • ••

1093/18 . 2,215 1,358 514 400
1094/19 . 2,183 1,395 588 429 . . a

1095/20 . 2,461 1,494 519 434 . . .

1096/21 . 2,776 1,670 586 508 150
109722 . 2,720 2,621 1,078 805 154
1098/2. .̂ , 3,016 2,580 1,191 • • t

1099,24 , 3,399 2,837 1,189 • ••
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TKAVANCORE STUDENTS IN COLLEGES.ANP OTHER INSTITUTIONS. 

. OUTSIDE TRAVANCORE.

,
1 J

CO lO CO o> o
6 Name of Institution. 1 7 T T

lO T 7 700 1Oi
(N
1

O 1IM
Oi s> Oi 5 5 s Si £ 1 a•i

1 I'residency College, 
Madras . . 7 6 10 12 16 18 5 3 12 11 14

2 Christian College Do, 41 47 69 65 72 91 98 88 88 84 85t
3 Pachaiyappa’s College, 

Madras ... •»• . . . • • « ... 27 9 14 27 16

4 Queen Mai'y’s College, 
Madras ... . . . • •• . . . . . . ... . . . 1 5 6 10 5

6 Law College, Madras... ••• . • . ... • •• 6 8 6 ' 10 8

6 Engineering College, 
Madras ... 13 12 20 26 24 22 2 4 10 4 11

•7 Medical College,
Madras ... 48 39 43 41 38 37 5 11 12 9 12

8 Bishop Heber’s Col
lege, Trichino- 

) ■ polly t  . . . 23 25 13 25 27 22

9 St. Joseph’s College 
Trichinopolly ... . . . ... • » • 101 93 65 95 124

’ lO’ American College, 
Madura ... 11 13 31 14 27 45 87 102 99 139 171

11 St. Aloysius’ College, 
Mangalore ... . . . . . . . • •• 7 12 10 23 35

12 . School of Commerce,
.., Calicut ... 10 17 13 11 11 11 13 20 30 53 56

13 Victoria Technical 
‘ Institute, Bombay,., 1 1 4 8 3 9 6 4 4 7 7

14 ■ Sydenham College of 
• • Commerce, Bombay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 10 22 18 21

N. S . There were 59 students in the Women Christian College, Madras,'for the 5 years 
1918-19 to 1923. In the National College, Trichinopolly, there were 2 students from 1919-23. 
Sri Minakshi College, Chidambaram, has no Travancore students. Information was not 
received-irew-other institutions,-

t  25 Travancore students for September course 193.3-24,



DIAGRAM SMOWING TRAVANCORET STUDENTS  
IN COLLEGES ».OTHER INSTITUTIONS  

OUTSIDE TRAVANCORE. Reference •—

f^ s id c T ic y  C o U e ^ , Madi*as: 

Chn'il'iaTi C o l l e g e ,  D o .

B i s H o p  H c b e f 's  C o l i e ^ ^ * T T t c h i r v o p c l l y -  

S t ,  Jo s e p h ’s C o l le g e ,  D o. 

American CoMetfe , M a d u r a ,  

j PacV'ai/appas CoUe^e > Madras .

Quetn Mark’s C o lle g e  D o. 

St.A\oyslus CoHe^e, Wlantf.alorc.

Law College . M adras.

I Er4^inecring Co^lttfe, Madras.

I M e d ica l C o l l e g e  ,  D o . 

V «dori»T ec)m i'ca i in s U lu t c ,  B o n ib a ^ - 

Sydet\K«m CoUe^e of Cornn>eree, Do.

School of Co"'Tr)crce, Cal»cuk.
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HOSTEL ACCOMMODATION OF STUDENTS O ? DIFFERENT 
COLLEGES IN THE AEEA.

No. Name of College. Year.

1  J
1  S'

IS
6 o 

1 "

l i .

i i i
s  » «

QC ^c  o
P; S oQ — s- c
SS''2
| 2 |

■“  1  .s

P M

| 2  2 8. 'o w a>3 (S
o3 a “ tS

•S'S
taoS'M .

== « o - n

oj 0 *- a

CO S

1  =0 Ei

c  t: $ «  
P C &
^  0 ®

S ■£

1 Union Christian College, 1921.22 63 63 •••
Alwaye ... 1922-23 98 98 . . . •••

1923-24 162 160 ”3 . . . 9 . . .

2 Malabar Christian College, 1921-22 59 17 37 1 4
Calicut ... 1^22-23 94 30 60 . . . 4

1923-24 118 41 65 ” 2 10 . . .

3 Zamorin’s College, Calicut ... 1921-22 90 2.1 46 1 17 1
1922-23 134 32 84 8 8 2
1923-24 132 30 95 . . . 3 4

4 Eranakulam College ... 1921-22 265 97 80 48 40 • ••
1922-23 237 89 87 6 55 • ••
1923-24 279 94 93 4 88

5 Kottayam C. M. S. College ... 1921-22 224 63 66 45 50
1922.23 212 101 88 . . . 23 . . .
1923-24 235 107 46 2 12 68

6 Scott Christian College, 1921-22 124 32 92
Niigercoil . . . 1922-23 175 48 110 17

1923-24 228 48 . . . . . . 180

4 Sarah Tucker College, 1921.22 12 1
1‘alanicottuh* ... 1922-23 8 8 •••1923-24 12 10 2 • •• . . .

8 Brennen College, 1921-22 41 7
1

23 2 9
’rclliehcrry ... 1922-23 109 • • • 93 4 12

1923-24 105 . . . 84 21

9 Victoria College, Palghat . . . 1921-22 199 77
1

115 7
1922-23 186 69 116 1
1923.24 170 66 100 1 1 ” 3 •*t

10 C. M. S. College, 1921-22 37 14 17 6
Tinnevelly . . . 1922-23 53 29 20 . . . 4

1923-24 57 2 0 29
I

* * *

1

The figures for St. Xavier’s College, Palaincottiih, are uot given.
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HOSTEL a c c o m m o d a t i o n  IN THE AVLKX— {concld.)
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INSTITUTIONAL LIBftAlltES.

No. Name of Library.

H. H. the Maha
raja’s College, 
Trivaudrum.

Union Christian 
College, Alwaye.*

No. of volumes 
distributed according 

to subjects.

English Litera
ture and 
languages

History and 
Economics

Philosophy

Mathematics i  
Physics

Malayalam 
Language and 
Literature

I i  -o J ^Is.’s l.gs
|.S a

M g S.2 M^  is a c «
m “ I. o

General Dbrary 

Mathematics 

Physics 

Chemistry 

Natural Science ... 

History 

Language—

Sanskrit 

Malayalam 

Tamil

6,937

812

779

744

347

6,537

937

444

224

17,761

460

400

60

50

190

1,160

Eb.

48,646

Es. Bs.

7,554 2 ,5 9 7

5,000 300 50

• Started in June 1921 and became a first grade college m August 1923.
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INSTITUTIONAL LIBRARIES.—  {dontd.)

Nc. Name of Library.
No. of volumes 

distributfid according 
to subjects.

-  O  ̂ S

tr; ^

i s s
« " £ •S ¥ S

B i l
s -ss

H. H. the Maha- English Prose, Bs. Rs.
raja’s College for Poetry, General • t
Women, Trivan Literature • •• 1,391 5,310 1,404
drum. Ancient, Modern

and Indian His
tory *•1 563

- Logic 772

Malayalam ••• 360

Tamil 226

Sanskrit • •• 270

French ... 150

Latin ' 39

Physics and
Chemistry ••• 85

Mathematics ... 46

3,892

Scott Christian Science 400
College, Nager-
eoil. History ... 750

General Litera
ture ... 3,100 5,444 7,110

4,250

Rs.

IDO

300

St. Bcrcli man’s 
College, Chan- 
ganacherry.

English 684

Reference 9:i

History, Ancient 
and Modem 175

+
Malayalam 133 6,168 450 •••

Sanskrit and 
Latin ... 40

Logic and
Philosophy •.. 25

1,150

• The amount represented the expenditure for 1096 and 1097 only. 
+ There were no separate charuea from the High School till 1093.
J Not for ten years but only from 1921.
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INSTITUTIONAL LIBRARIES.—  (cOlltd.)

No. Name of Library.
No. o f volumes 

distributed according 
to subjects.

C. M. S. College, 
Kottayani.

Training College, 
Trivnndrura

English ... 1,039

Oriental History 
and Literature ... 206

History (Ancient 
and Modem) ,,, 671

Logic and
Philosophy ... 92

Mathematics ... 155

Physical Science ... 233

Biology ... 56

Religious
Literature ... 289

Reference ... 161

2,902

Law College, 
Trivandrum.

7 ,8 9 3

1,736

Bs.

«  " o
W g J.

a.2

5 ,6 7 6

Rs.

2,072

12 ,7 4 3 4,454

n* * ?I& s;
I I I

b.___ .2

Rs.

679
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INSTITUTIONAL LIBRARIES,— (coucld . )

No. Name of Library.
No. of volumes 

distributed according

Err akulam 
College.

10 St. Thomas 
College, Trichur.

to subjects.

English ... 2,126

Physics . .. 412

Chemistry ... 237

Mathematics . .. 370

History ... 1,026

Lof^ic II. 272

Natural
Science ••• 401

Malayalam . . . 227

Sanskrit . . . 113

5,184

■5*s -3 •> 2

§ »■? c S ti -3 'C S
S. S.,

i t s
1 ^ :  ■3 4J

e£

Knglish ... 720

History . .. 139

Logic . .. 32

Malayalam ... 164

Sanskrit . . . 165

Mathematics . . . 151

Physics U7

Chemistry 157

Miscellaneous „ 52

1,727

Ks.

8,000

Es.

bo® g.5
■2 a ag-gs

£

Es.

2,405

5,500 BOO 25
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NUMBER OF TEACHERS AND STUDENTS IN COLLEGES 

IN K E R A L A , 1923,

College. Number o£ 
Teachers.

Number of 
Students.

Number of 
Students per 

Teacher.

Trivandrum Men’s College 

Alwaye Union Christian College 

Changaaacherry St Berchman’s College 

Kottayam C. M. 8. College 

Nagercoil Scott Christian College 

St, Aloyiius’ College, Mangalore 

Trivandrum Women’s College 

Calicut Malabar Chriatiac College 

Calicut lamorin’s College 

Ernaiulim College 

I Mangalore St. Anne’s College 

Manfralo-e Government College 

Palghat Victoria College 

Trichur St. Thomas College 

TjllicJiei^ Government Brennen College

Total

40

11

5

13

13 

24 

10

8

10

14 

8

16

14

10

9

205

678

98

118

213

175

341

122

94

134

237

36

142

186

192

113

2,879

17

9

23-6

16-4

13-5

U-2

12-2

11-8

13*

17

4-5

8-9

13-3

19-2

12-5

li-0
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NUMBER ,O F s t u d e n t s  PER INSTRUCTOR , IN TH E COLLEGES  

OF TH E PRE SID E N C Y ' OF M A D R A S, 1923.
Numter oi 

students per 
Instructor.

Name of College.

First Grade colleges. 

Anantapur Ceded Districts College 

Chidambaram Sri Minakshi College 

Hyderabad Nizam’s College 

Kumbakonam College 

Madras Christian College 

Madras Pachaiyappa’s College 

Madras Presidency College 

Madras Mohammedan College 

Madras Queen Mary’s College 

Madras Women’s Christian College 

Madura American College 

Mangalore St. Aloysius’ College
I

Mannargudi Findlay College , 

Masulipatam Noble College 

Uajamundary Government College 

Trichinopoly St. Joseph’s College 

Trichinopoly S. P. G- College 

Vizianagaram Maharaja’s College 

Trivandrum Maharaja's College 

Alwaye Union Christian College

.. Total 

Second Grade Culleges. 

Bangalore Sacred Heart College 

Bangalore St. Joseph’s College 

Berhampore Kallikota College 

Calicut Malabar Christian College 

Calicut Zamorin’s College 

Cocanadi Pittapur Baja's College

Number of 
.Students.

Number of 
Instructors.

188

1 1 3

2 2 8

4 0 9

8 1 9

9 5 7

m

29

213

1 2 8

4 4 8

341

160

2 3 0

301

1 0 3 7

54B

3 8 1

678

98

7,587

16

55

50

91
134

186

19

9

23

23 

45 

33  

4 9

6

16

11

27

24 

13 

19 

22 

43  

27 

31 

4 0  

11

4 91

6

9

8

10

14

10

12-6

10

17-8

18-2 

29

m

4-9

13-3

11-6

16-6

14 '2

12-3 

121

13-7 

24-1 

20-2 

12 -3

17

9

15-4

2-7

9-1

5-6

11-8

13-4

13-3
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NUMBER OF STUDENTS PEB INSTRUCTOR 

OF THE PRESIDENCY OF MADRAB

IN THE COLLEGES 

,— (contd-)

, Name of College. Number of 
Students.

Number of 
Instructors.

Number of 
Students per 

Instructor.

Second Grade Collegen — {txmXA.) 

Coimbatore Government College
i
' 102 1 10 10-2

Ernakulam College ... 237 14 17

Guntur A. E. L. M. College ... 120 12 10

Madi-as Wesley College ... 148 14 10-6

Madura College ... 195 • 11 17-7

Mangalore 8t. Anne's College ... 36 7 5-1

Maug&loie Government Co\\(?gtt ... 142 16 8-9

Nellore Venkatagiri Kaja’s College ... 109 11 10

Palamcottah 0. M. 8. Sarah Tucker ... 11 6 1-8

Palghat Government Vietoria College ... 186 16 11-6

Parlakimedi Bajaraja’s College • •• 46 9 51

Pudakotta, Maharaja’s College ... 86 10 8-6

Salem College ... 57 7 8-1

Tellicherry Government Brenncn College ••* 113 9 12-6

Tinncvelly C. M. College ... 46 5 9-2

Tinnevelly Hindu College ... 180 16 11 3

Trichinopoly National College ... 138 8 17-3

Trichur St. Thomas College ... 1 9 2 11 17-5

Vaniyambadi Islamiah College ... 12 6 2 *

Vellore E. R. V. College 109 6 18-2

Vizagapatam Mrs. A. V. N. College ... 97 14 7

Total ... 2 ,8 9 7 27 0 10*7

Piv/ensioiuil Colleges. 

Trivandrum Training College
1 ■ ■ ■ ■■■■ 

73 9 0-1

Triva-ndrnm I>aw College 277 9 30-8,

Madras Law College .. 629 9 69-9J

Madras Training College 26 2 13

Madras Medical College •. 433 43 10

Madras Engineering College • • 169 39 4-3
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TAY OF TEACHERS (1923) EXCLUDING THE PRINCII’AL.

College Lowest
Pay

Highest
Pay

No. of in
structors.

Approxi
mate ave
rage fiay.

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Trivandrum Maharaja’s College ... ♦0 750 JO 231-9

Trivandrum Women’s College ... 50 180 10 112-2

Nagercoil Scott Christian College ... 33 150 13 72

Kottayam C. M. 8. College ... 30 165 13 108-2

Alwaye Union Christian College ...
. ^5 200 11 109-3

Emakulam College ... 18 300 11 134-9

Trichur St. Thomas College ... 48 300 10 119-2

Changanacherry St. Berehman’s College ... 40 250 5 108-3

Anantapur Ceded Districts College ... 50 650 19 177-8

Kumbakonam College 50 800 25 204-6

Mangalore Government College ... 50 600 16 131-6

Madi-as Presidency College ... 75 1,550 53 320-4

Bajamundary Government College ... 50 950 22 200-9
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COLLEGIATE STAFF— (1922-23-)

Teachers.

Centre.
Number

of
students.

M . A., 
B. A .

Honours
Ac.

B . A. 
B. Sc., 

&c.

Others. TotaL Number of 
students per 

teacher.

Nagereoil ... 238 5 4 3 12 20

Trivandrum (excluding 
Sanskrit & Ayurveda 
Colleges) ... 1,454 48 18 10 76 19

Trivandrum (including 
Sanskrit & Ayurveda 
Colleges) ... 1,670 49 21 26 96 17

Changanaoherry .. 262 3 1 3 7 37

Kottayam ... 235 3 9 12 20

Alwaye . . . 166 7 . . . 1 8 21

Travanooro ... 2,571 67 35 33 135 19

Ernakulam ... 279 r 6 2 15 19

Trichur ... 260 B 2 3 10 26

Cochin . . . 539 12 8 5 25 22



C H A P T E K IV

T h e  E v o l u t i o n  o f  t h e  U n i v e r s i t y  Q u e s t i o n  

The Movement outside the State

English education in Travancore and in other portions o£ 
Kerab began before any Universities rose in India. The first 
University of the modern type to be founded in India was that of 
Calcutta in 1857. Later in the same year the Universities of 
Madras and Bombay were founded. The creation of the three 
Universities was due to the growing demand in India for English 
education and for bodies having the power to grant degrees. In 1845, 
the Council o£ Education in Bengal had suggested the foundation 
of a University on the model of the University of London. The 
Court of Directors had then turned down the proposal as prematures 
but in 1854, the famous Education Despatch of Viscount Halifax 
accepted the position that the time had come for forming new 
Universities in India on the model of the University of London, and 
that their function should be to hold examinations and award 
diplomas and degrees. The aims of the new bodies are set forth in 
the preamble to the University Acts in 1857, which stated that the 
Universities concerned were founded for “  the better encouragement 
of Her Majesty’ s subjects in the pursuit of a regular and liberal 
course of education, and for the purpose of ascertaining by 
the examination persons who have acquired proficiency in different 
branches of literature, science and art, and of rewarding them by 
academical degi’ees, as evidence of their respective attainments. ”

2. The three provincial Universities started with eight ex-officio 
Fellows and thirty-three other Fellows who were appointed by 
name. It was at the same time provided that the number of 
Fellows should not be less than thirty. The composition of the 
original Senates makes it clear that they were to be bodies of 
‘ ‘ competent advisers on questions relating to higher education,”  In 
1882, the University of Punjab was founded with the same 
aims. The strength of its Senate was, however, not to be less 
than fifty, and the number of elected Fellows was not to exceed the



number of nominated Fellows. The initial Senate of chis new 
Uuiversity consisted of 133 members of whom 14 wei’e appointed 
ex-ojicio. It was also given power to appoint professors and lecturers. 
In 1884, the three older Universities were empowered to confer the 
Honorary Degree of LL. D. In 1887, the University of Allahabad 
was constituted. The preamble of the legislative measure by which it 
Avas created deliberately omitted the provisions which had been 
construed as Hunting the functions of the existing Universities in 
India to examining and conferring degrees. It was, therefore, 
argued that the new University could, if it chose, become a teaching 
University. It fell into line, however, with the older Universities 
and did not develop a teaching side. It started with a Senate 
of not less than fifty members of whom 12 were to hold office as 
ex-officio. Thus by 1887 there were five Universities for the great 
provinces of British India. They were all of the affihating and 
examining type. The colleges scattered over a province were 
brought together under a central organisation which laid down the 
quaUfications for admission to the university courses, prescribed the 
course of studies and the standards for the exam,ination which it 
conducted and on the results of which it awarded degrees. A mild 
supervision over the affiliated colleges was exercised by the 
University which organised also occasional inspections of colleges. 
There was nothing in the system to limit the number of colleges 
which might be affiliated to a University so long as they were all 
situated within its prescribed territorial limits. These were the 
conditions in 1902 Avhen the Indian Universities Commission was 
appointed by Lord Curzoi. There were at the time 78 colleges 
affiliated to the Calcutta Universit}^ 54 to the Madras University, 
11 to the University of Bombay, 30 to the University of Allahabad, 
and 15 to the University of Punjab- In 1907, i. e., five years later 
and after the enactment of the Indian Universities Act of 1904, the 
corresponding numbers were 53, 53, 17, 33 and 24. The 
apparent shrinking in some cases and the slight increase in others 
are largely due to the enforcement of the recommendations of the 
Indian University Commission of 1902 and the provisions of the 
Indian Universities Act of 1904.
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3. The main changes recommended by the Indian Universities 
Commission may be briefly referred to. The administrative bodies 
of the Universities were reorganized so as to secure an'effective 
representation of the teaching element on the governing bodies and 
the election of a number of members of the Senate by the Faculties 
and by the graduates of the Universities; the strength o£ the 
Senates was reduced to manageable dimensions, the number of 
Fellows in the older Universities being restricted to 100 and to a 
smaller specified number in the case of the others. The duration 
of the Fellowship was also limited to five )-ears, Life Fellowships 
were given up, the existing Life Fellows being put apart in a class 
by themselves as Honorary Fellows. A more strict and systematic 
supervision of the colleges by the Universities was introduced, and 
conditions were clearly laid down which had to be complied with 
before the grant of affiliation. An attempt was thus made to secure 
the maintenance of a minimum and uniform standard of efficiency 
in the affiliated colleges. Provisions were introduced for regulating 
the supervision (by the Universities and the colleges) of the conduct 
and residence of students. Power was given to the Universities to 
assume teaching functions and to appoint university lecturers. And 
lastly, due stress was laid on the necessity for collegiate teaching 
for candidates prepared for university examinations, and the grant 
of exemptions to private candidates was restricted in various effective 
ways. Substantial changes were introduced in the curriculum 
and methods of examinations, as a consequence of this revision. It 
was noteworthy that Section 3 of the Act of 1904, in defining the 
powers of the Universities, emphasised their duty to become teaching 
Universities and their obligations in the promotion of learning 
and research. In accordance with the provisions of the new Act, 
regulations were framed by each of the existing Universities giving 
effect to the new policies. But the main contribution of the Act 
of 1904 was the attempt to crcate a control by the University 
over affiliated institutions. The new regulations accordingly 
dealt with the question of affiliation in great detail. Under Section 
19 of the Act, except on the recommendation of the Syndicate 
and by special order of the Senate, no person might lie admitted ap a
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candidate at any university examination other than the Matriculation, 
unless he produced a certificate from a college affiliated to the 
University showing that he had completed the course of instruction 
prescribed by the regulations. It became accordingly essential for every 
institution which desired to present candidates for the examinations 
of a University to be affiliated to it. The privilege itself was to be 
granted only after an elaborate inspection. After affiliation, 
efficiency in the affiliated institutions was to be secured in various 
w'ays. The Act provided “  that every college affiliated to the 
University should submit such reports, returns and other information 
as the Syndicate might require to enable it to judge of its efficiency; 
that the Syndicate should cause a college to be inspected from 
time to time by one or mc're competent persons authorised to act 
on its behalf ; and that the Syndicate might call upon a college so 
inspected to take, within a specified period, such action as appeared 
necessary to maintain its efficiency in respect of those matters 
with regard to which the Syndicate lias to be satisfied when it deals 
with an affiliation in the first instance. ”  The effects of the new 
rules were undoubtedly beneficial to higher education in India, 
though they were persistently derided in certain quarters as 
reactionary and bureaucratic, as stifling higher education and as 
rendering it costly and inaccessible to the poorer classes.

4. The Report of the Calcutta University Commission bears 
testimony to the improvement. “ There can be little doubt,”  it runs, 
“ that considerable improvements have been made in the organi
sation of colleges since the time of the Universities Act, but this 
tightening up of efficiency has scarcely kept pace with the very 
great increase in numbers which has exposed many of the 
weaknesses of the present system.” *

5. In the University of Madras the chief features of the new 
Regulations were the provision of Honours courses, of university 
professorships and readerships, inter-collegiate lectures, student
ships for research students and full rules for the inspection and 
affiliation of colleges. The creation of the Honours courses in

“ Vide Vol. I l l ,  p. 218.
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Madras made provision for the able students whose case was said to 
have been neglectevl in the older system where the need of the 
average student was alone considered,

6. The changes made for efficiency, and brought colleges into more 
intimate contact with the University than before. The introduction 
of a large teaching element in the Senate tended to prevent the 
subordination of educational to other considerations. The position 
of mofussil institutions was improved, but they still remained in a 
condition of virtual inferiority as compared with the colleges situated 
at the headquarters of the University. They did not have access 
to the university library and to the special lectures organised at 
the university centre. The vast area over which the affiliated 
colleges were distributed and the great distances separating them 
from the metropolis of the University and from one another 
led to bad results. The actual conduct of the administration of the 
University came to be carried on almost entirely by those who, by 
their presence in or proximity to the university headquarters, were 
able to take part in its daily administration, A considerable strain 
was imposed on mofussil institutions on account of the time and 
trouble involved in the journey of their representatives to the univer
sity centre particularly during the term time. No discrimination 
was intended or attempted at the start between colleges situated at 
the university centre and those at a distance. But such differentiation 
did creep in gradually. For instance, the benefits of the University 
Library were available only to teachers and students resident at 
Madras. University Professors, though in theory available for 
lectures in mofussil colleges, seldom lectured outside the centre. 
the Boards of Examiners and in the Boards of Studies, the metro
politan element tended to predominate. All this tended to create 
a sense of irritation in the mofussil institutions. The feeling grew 
when some mofussil colleges took full advantage of the provisions 
of the university regulations calling for an improvement in their 
organisation and equipment and worked up to a really high level 
of efficiency, making it difficult to trace in them any signs of 
inferiority to the colleges of Madras.

7 . While these conditions were developing, university policy and 

ideals were generally undergoing a marked change all over India* 
It had been unfortunate that, prior to 1917, when inquests into the
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^Q^itions of higher education in India were undertyken, they began 
flnd ended just before similar inquiries of a comprehensive nature 
^ere commenced elsewhere and resulted in striking improvements. 
The University Acts of 1857 enablins the relations of affiliation to be 
imposed betw'een the University and the colleges, making a college 
merely provide instruction and present candidates for examinations, 
were for instance passed just the year before the University of 
London abandoned this type of affiliation, and opened its examina^ 
tions without reference to the places w'here the examinee was 
educated. Similarly the Report of the Indian University Commission 
of 1902 was iss:ied just a year before the disruption of the federal 
Victoria University, which raised fundamental questions of university 
type and organisation involving the relative merits of the affiliating, 
federal and unitary Universities. The revision of the university 
regulations by the existing Universities was similarly completed before 
1910, when the Final Report of the Royal Commission on the 
University of London, over which Lord Haldane presided, Avas issued. 
It found its echo immediately in India and brought to a head the 
dissatisfaction with the new regulations. Various defects in the 
provisions of the Indian Universities Act of 1904 in leading to its 
failure to secure a really efficient control over the affiliated institutions 
becjmie evident. Instances of such defects are cited by the Calcutta 
University Commission in Volume iii. Chapter xxvii, of their 
Report. The instances cited by them may be parallelled in the 
history of the relations of the University of Madras and its affiliated 
colleges. Inspection Reports of Commissions sent out by the 
Syndicate disclosed the persistency of defects which continued despite 
re[)eated criticisms. The only penalty which the University was 
competent to impose upon a recalcitrant college was the extreme 
one of disaffiliation. There was natural reluctance to apply this 
extreme remedy- The University had only the authority to criticise, 
and not help an affiliated college to secure a grant-in-aid from the 
Government. It ran the risk first of making suggestions which 
could not be carried out, and secondly of causing perpetual irritation 
by such criticisms. It had no power to co-ordinate the resources 
of the affihated colleges, and was therefore unable to effect a 
synthesis which would increase their efficiency without at the same
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time causing any sacrifice of economy. It was geueriilly felt that 
the new regulations had not touched the root causes of the evils in 
existence before 1904, and that the remedy was just that which was 
deprecated by the Indian Universities Commission of 1902, namely, 
the formation of a number of local Universities.

8. Thp feeling of communal unity combined with the new ideals 
of university aims and reconstruction was helped on by this discontent 
to the formation of new Universities. The Hindu and the Muslim 
communities desired to found Ml-India Universities of unitary 
teaching types at Benares and at Aligarh, and local patriotism urged 
the smaller provinces and the Native States to form Universities of 
their own. The movement was strengtKenetl by tlie Government 
of India who issued on the 21st February, 1913, a comprehensive 
Resolution on Educational Policy. In paragraj)h 4 5 of this document, 
the Government discussed the relative merits of the affiliating 
and teaching Universities. “ The day is probably far distant,” 
said they, “ when India will be able to dispense altogether with 
the affiliating Uni\ersity. But it is necessary to restrict the area 
over which the affiliating Universities have control by securing in 
the first instance a separate University for each of the leading 
provinces in India, and secondly to create new local teaching and 
residential Universities within each of the provinces, in harmony 
with the best modern opinion as to the right road to educational 
efficiency. The Government of India have decided to found a 
teaching and residential University at Dacca, and they are prepared 
to sanction, under certain conditions, the establishment of similar 
Universities at Aligarh and Benares and elsewhere as occasion may 
demand. They also contemplate the establishment of Universities 
at Rangoon, Patna and Nagpur. It may be possible hereafter to 
sanction the conversion into local teaching Universities, with power 
to confer degrees upon their own students, of those colleges which 
have shown the capacity to attract students from a distance and 
have attained the requisite standard of efficiency. Only by 
experiment will it be found out what type or types of Universities 
are best suited to the different parts of India.”
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9. In accordance with the generous policy thus laid down, and 
as a result o£ special Committees appointed to advise thereon, new 
Universities were formed at Mysore in 1916, at Patna hi 1917, and 
at Nagpur in 1923. Unitary teaching Universities were founded at 
Benares in 1916, at Aligarh, at Rangoon and at Lucknow, in 1920, 
at Dacca in 1921, and at Delhi in 1922. The Osmsnia University at 
Hyderabad was founded in 1918 by His Exalted Highness the 
Nizam, with the distinct aim of imparting instruction in Urdu. 
The Universities of Mysore and Hyderabad were incorporated 
by legislation and by firman respectively, under the sanction of 
Rulers of Indian States.

10. Meanwhile, the Calcutta University Commission had been 
appointed in 1917. It issued its weighty Report early in 1920. 
The publication of this document set up a movement for voluntary 
reform in every provincial University. The constitutions of 
new Universities and those of the older Universities modified since 
1920 indicate in numerous ways the influence of this Report. 
The following tabular statements regarding Indian Universities, 
taken from the latest Quinquennial Report of 1917-22, give the 
type, dace of foundation, number of scholars and colleges (both arts 
and professional) as well as the exjjcnditure incurred on them by 
various bodies. The progress of the university movement outside 
the State can be gauged by these figures.
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UNIVERSITIES AND ARTS COLLEGES IN INDIA— 1921-1922.

University.
Arts and 

Science.

Calcutta
Bombay
iiladraa
Pun ab
Allahabad
Mysore
Benares 'Hindu
Fatna
Osmania
A ligarh Muslina
Rangoon
Lucknow
Dacca
Delhi

Total

la)

(')

(f)

(*)

40
16
66
29
31
3
3

10
1
2
2
2
1
3

209

Educa
tion.

Entrine-
eringr

Medi
cine.

12

id Colleges or Departm ents for

Law. Com -
marce.

■cl Total.

3 49
1 "i ' i 21
2 M* 73
1 1 1 35
1 1 ... 35

(e) 1 ... 5
5

2 «.* 13
• •• ... 1
1 3

2
( o ’ l W "i 5

1 (t) 3
... ... ... 3

13 5 2
1

253
1

Number o f students reading for Teaching
Staff.

University.
Arts and 
Science.

03
0  bo

V
i s
a '3

Law. 1 V
a gO <D
u  a

o

Total. N o. o f 
tea

chers.
IS S (- &

Calcutta ... 18,613 64 86 1,641 2,64o! 23,044 1,227 19
Bombay ... 0,036 . . . 1,175 740 154 li)4 8,493 460 18
Madras ... (") 11,077 142 194 411 860; 12,653 (») 961 13
Punjab ... 6,168 45 16;i 462 475 90 132 7.372 .501 15
Allahabad ... (rf) 5,.584 !)9 572 19(1 6,445 .512 13
M ysore ... 862 32 1,050 92 11
Benares Hindu ... (/) 1,201 64 156 1,469 103 14
P atna ... 2,075 38 204 .304 2,417 19S 12
Osmania ... 345 . . . 345 30 12
A ligarh  Muslim ... (M 640 . . . 62 702 53 13
Rangoon ... .507 ... . . . .507 61 8
Lucknow  \\\ .380 174 6.5 13 632 .55 W io
Dacca (/) 786 67 177 (l) 1,030 C»i) 86 13
Delhi ;;; 706 . . . . . . 706 48 15

Total .. 61,980
'i

519 803 3,863 5,893 479 326 36,865 4,393 15

w
(i)

w
if}

(*•>fO
O')

(l>

(«•)

Including 15 oriental colleges and one department o f  Economics w ith 341 and 47 students 
respectively.

Excluding teachers o f oriental colleges.
Including one oriental college with 96 students. ,
I n c l u d i n g  four research students in the H istory and 1/conomics departments.
Ih ere  are no separate colleges for  Commerce, but degree classes in Commerce are held in 

one o f  the Arts Colleges. „  ̂  ̂  ̂ ^
Including one oriental college and one college o f theology with 130 and 8 students

Includ^^a^separate faculty of theology with 7 students.
Including one Intermediate college w ith 442 students.

There are no separate colleges for law and comm erce, but classes are held in the University 
college o f Arts and Science.

Excluding com m erce and law  classes.  ̂ x
There are no colleges in the ordinary sense o f the term. The University has its 

teaching departments in various subjects.
Including 7 research students and 154 students o f  the Dacca M edical School w ho took 

their Science course at the University.
Including 8 part-time teachers,

3

5 7
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STATISTICS OF UNIVERSITIES. (1922)

University. Type.*
Date o f 

foundation. Faculties.)

No. of
Teach, 

ing ; 
staff.

No. o f 
students. 

1922.

s  .Hi
SIfO

Calcutta ... Aft. 1857 A. Sc. L. M. Eng. 1,227 23,0*4 2,768

Bombay .. Aff. 1857 A. Se, L. M. 460 8,493 775

Madras ... Aif. 1857 A. Sc. L. M. Eng. 961 12,653 1,176

P unjab ... Aff. 1882 A. Sc. L. M. Ag. 
Com., 0 . 504 7,272 834

Allaliabail ...| Aff. & Teach, 1887 & lUZl Sc. L. M. Oom. 512 6,445 500

Mysore § . . . A ff 1916 A. Sc. 92 1,050 142

Benares 
Hindu ••• Teach. 1916 ( « ) A. Sc. L. Th. 0 . (c ) 103 1,469 152

I’atna ... Aff. 1917 A. Sc. L. Ed. 198 2,417 261

Osmania § ... Teach. 1918 A. L. Th. 30 345

Aligarh
Muslim ... Teach. 1920 A, 3c. L. Th. (<i) 53 702 76

Rangoon Teach. 1920 A. Sc. L. 0 . (e) 64 507 54

Lucknow ... Teach. 1920 A. S a  L. M. Com. 55 632 149

Dacca ... Teach. 1921 (J ) A . Sc. L. 86 1,030(/) 211

Delhi . Teach. 1922 A. Sc. 4S 706

4,393I 66,865 7,098

* A ff=A ffiliating; T each=Teaching.
t  Abbreviationa.— A = A rta ; S c= 9 cien ce ; L — Law; M =M ed!cine; E d=E ducat!on ; E n g =  

Engineering; Ag=sAgriculture; C om =O om m orre; T h = T h eo log y ; 
0 = 0 r ie n ta l Learning.

§ Incorporated by Legislation in an Indian State,

2f- -B.— The teaching ot the Affiliating Universities is carried on by tha staffs o f their con
stituent colleges, but generally the Universities themselves provide instruction in 
certain branches o f higher education as required by the Acc o f 1904.

(a ) The A ct was passed In 1915,
( i )  The A ct was passed in 1920.
(c ) Pure and Applied Science (Engineering^.
(li) There are no Faculties but Departvienti o f Stvdies in different subjects.
(e) There are no Faculties, but Boarda o f Studies in various subjects.
( 0  Including 1B4 students o f  the Dacca Medical School who took their science courSQ 

in the University,
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EXPENDtTURE ON UNIVERSITIES BY PROVINCES IN 1921-22.

Province.

Expenditure from

Government
funds.

Board
funds.

Fees. Other
sources.

Total
expenditure.

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Madras 85,480 3,28,245 54,629 4,68,354

Bombay 07,000 2,40,012 58,172 3,71,784

Bengal 8,65,132 12,65,218 3,87,540 25,17,890

United Provinces . . . 6,84,()'3 2,19,131 22,o9,9S2 1,63,786*

Punjab 2,84,400 3,22,803 6,07,203

Burma 1,73,779 17,575 1,91,354

Bihar aud Orissa ... 64,927 1,08,762 1,07,581 2,81,270

Central Provinces
and Berar . . . • •• ... • * • •••

Assam . . . . . . . . . . . .

North-West Frontier 
Province ... • •• 75 . . . • •t 75

Minor Adm inistrations,,. 2,862 • •• . . . . . . 2,862

Indi^

1

1921-22

1916-17

22,28,253

4,82,637

75

2S

25,08,340

15,97,885

28,67,004

4,71,378

76,04,578

25,51,925

A’. B .— Figures fo r  Univeraities in the Indian States are not included in this statement.

* A llahabad,=R s. 2,82,075; L u ck n ow ,= R s. 12,59,053; H iid u , Ba. 12,5.'5,948; M ualim = 
Bs. 3,66,710.

The large sums expended by Bengal and the United Provinces are eccounted for in the 
form er case by the opening o f the Dacca University and in the latter by the capital p.nd other 
expenditure on the new Universities o f Lucknow, Benares and Aligarh, The Calcutta 
University received from  Government during the year grants amounting approximately to 
Rs. 2,64,000. It received during the quinquennium in grants from  the Government o f 
India and the Bengal Government no less than Rs. 11,78,083, the annual recurring allotment 
being Rs. 2,57,000 (of which Rs. 1,28,000 is for the University and Rs. 1,29,000 for co lleges). 
The Central Government makes a grant of one lakh annually each to the Benares Hindu 
and the Aligarh Muslim Universities, and this is ir.cluded in the table above under Govern
m ent expenditure in the United Provinces. A  grant o f Rs. 75,000 was included in the 1922 
estimates for the Delhi University.



The Movement in Travancore

11. In one sense the question of the institution of a separate 
University for the West Coast is by no means a new one. The Indian 
Education Commission of 1882 hinted of the possibility of Trivandrum 
becoming in course of time the centre of a new University. 
This prediction is an instance of the sagacity and foresight of the 
Rev. Dr. William Miller who was a member of the Commission. 
The point was pressed upon the Indian Universities Commission in 
1902 by a witness who belonged to the professorial staff of H. H. 
the Maharaja’s College.* That body was not however satisfied 
with the proposals for the multiplication of teaching Universities 
at Trivandrum as well as at Bangalore and Trichinopoly. They 
declared that it would be necessary to postpone the creation of 
new Universities until the changes recommended by them in the 
constitution of the existing Universities had been tested by some 
years of experience. The growth of a powerful local feeling in the 
Andhra country gave an impetus to the movement for a separate 
University for the Telugu districts. This proposal was repeatedly 
piessed on the public attention. The agitation culminated in the 
appointment of a large and representative Committee under the 
presidentship of Dewan Bahadur L. A. Govindaraghava Aiyar. 
This Committee reported in favour of a new University for the 
Telugu districts. The question, after being hung up till the reforms 
of the University of Madras had been carried through, has again 
been taken up. A legislative measure to enable the new University 
to be started is said to be in preparation.f

12. Meanwhile when this question was under consideration, 
the rapid growth of education in Travancore and on the West Coast 
generally, and the phenomenal increase in the demand for collegiate 
instruction within the State, coupled with the inability of the colleges 
in Travancore to keep pace with it, clamoured for a suitable remedy. 
As early as 1912, Dr, A. C. Mitchell, in the course of his farewell 
speech as the retiring Director of Public Instruction of Travancore, 
urged the starting of a University for the State. This cry was

* Mr R. S. Lepper, M. A ., l l . m ., Professor of History and Economics.
I The draft Bill has since been published.
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taken up by the Press. In 1914, l^rincipal L. C. Hodgson, in urging 
the starting of Honours courses in H. H. the Maharaja’s College, 
Trivandrum, foreshadowed the need for a new University for the 
State, which had already been urged twelve years earlier before the 
Raleigh Comnussion by his colleague Professor R. S. Lepper. In 
1915, in the course of his address at the convocation of the 
University of Madras, Sir Harold Stuart, thou the first member of the 
Madras Executive Council, suggested the formation of a University 
for the West Coast along with a University each for the Tamil and 
Telugu districts respectively. By 1916, the time was ripe for 
undertaking an investigatioj) of the question. Accordingly, the next 
year, the Travaucore Government issued an order (No. E. 3983, dated 
the 23rd November, 1917) constituting a large and representative 
University Committee for the j)urpose of enquiring into the feasibility 
of a University for Travancore and for suggesting ways and means 
to secure the object- They reviewed the resources available for the 
formation î f a University within the State, the causes tending to 
the development of these resources and the steady and unceasing 
growth of the demand for university education in Travancore, the 
fostering care of the University of Madras under which the cause of 
higher education in the State had been advanced, and the arrival of 
the time Avhen the conditions of the State seemed to justify the 
consideration of the question whether a University adapted to local 
conditions and environment should not be started for Travancore. 
In the course of his eloquent address, in opening the proceedings of 
the Travancore University Committee, on 20th February, 1918, 
Dewan Bahadur M. Krishnan Nair, the Dewan, referred to the need 
for reforms in the existing Universities in India, of which Madras was 
a sample, and to the Resolution of the Government of India dated the 
21st February, 1913, proposing the restriction of the area over which 
affiliating Universities should have jurisdiction, in order that new 
local teaching and residential Universities of the best modern pattern 
might arise in every province. He alluded to the declaration of His 
Excellency Lord Hardinge, the Viceroy, when he laid the foundation 
stone of the BenaresJHindu University on the 3rd February, 1916, 
“  that it was the declared policy of the Government of India to do all
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Within their power and within their means to multiply the number of 
Universities throughout India, as a proof of realising that the greatest 
boon that the Government can give to India is the diffusion of higher 
education through the creation of new Universities. ”  Mr. Krishnan 
Nair referred with satisfaction to the step already taken by 
Mysore in forming a University of her own, and affirmed that 
the forward Native States had to come into line with British 
India in doing what they could for university education, by starting 
Universities of their own. He claimed that the pre-eminence 
of Travancore in the matter of education and the n>agnificent 
record of educational progress which the reign of His Highness 
the Maharaja Sri Mulam Tirunal had witnessed would boLh justify 
the culmination of the activities of so fruitful an epoch in the 
formation of a separate University by and tor the State. As a 
justification for taking up the question, he pleaded that “  so 
overwhelming is the demand for collegiate education that numerous 
Travancore students are now obliged to seek admission outside the 
State, after the local colleges have been filled to overflow,”  
that the growhig demand for pi-ofessional education in British India 
must naturally render it difficult for the authorities of the Medical 
and Engineering Colleges at Madras and the Agricultural College at 
Coimbatore to give admission to the pupils of this State in large 
numbers, and that, in the fulness of time, it would become imperative 
to the Government of Travancore to open institutions in these 
Faculties within the State itself to satisfy the legitimate needs of its 
population. He claimed that the time had arrived when the question 
might be safely considered whether a separate University for 
Travancore should not be estabhshed to crown the edifice of popular 
education reared by the strenuous efforts of past years. Mr. Krishnan 
Nair argued that the homogeneous nature of its population, its past 
history and educational traditions, its special physical and ethnic 
features which made it stand apart from the adjoining districts, all 
combined to indicate the desirability of a University for Travancore 
specially adapted to its own pecuhar requirements. He affirmed 
that a local University alone could achieve these ends and that it 
could secure the object batter than one whose responsibilities wer  ̂
dissipated over a big province.
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13. It is hardly necessary for us to do more than state that, in 
the course of the elaborate enquiry conducted by the TrHvdncore 
University Committee, the records of which have been before us, 
they appear to have found that the claims made by the Dewan were 
justified by the proportion to which the demand for university 
education had grown in the State and might grow in the immediate 
future. In answer to a specific reference, they said in the concluding 
paragraph of their brief Report that “  finally, the Committee 
is of opinion that the present condition of education in the land 
warrants the establishment of a University of the type described 
in the Report. ”  In paragraph 7 of the same document, they 
maintained that “  the number of students and the variety of the 
work o£ a university standard done in the various Institutions in 
the State would justify the establishment of a University in 
Travancore.”  The University recommended by them was one 
belonging to the type familiarly known as the unitary-residential.

14. The conclusions of this Committee mark a definite advance 
in the question of a University for Kerala. It may be noted that 
their recommendation was for the creation of a University in and 
for the State, though they did not say anywhere that other parts 
of Kerala should be out of it. During the admmistration in whose 
tenancy this Report was issued, the State had been obliged to give 
preference to its subjects among applicants for admission to its 
colleges. This policy had been dictated by the inadequacy of the 
collegiate accommodation in the State to meet the demands for 
admission from both subjects of Travancore and from outsiders. 
It was apparently hoped by those who recommended the formation 
of a new University in 1919 that, in a unitary University, located 
on a site with ample scope for the most generous expansion, 
the time would never come when the University would have to be 
closed to those who might claim the right to enter its portals 
by consanguinity, by propinquity, by co-partnerahip in traditions 
and usage, and by allegiance to common customs, ideals, and a 
common language and literature.

15. The Report of 1919 had not been unanimous in regard to 
the main issue. Some of the members who signed it deprecated 
the immediate formation of a University in the State, and criticised
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the idea on various grounds. They urged, for instance, that the 
University would not, to with, have more than 700 students, 
and would be too small for efficiency, that it would have too few 
Faculties, that its cost to the State, considered in proportion to the 
small number of students to be benefited, would prove an unduly 
heavy burden, that the expense of a collegiate course to its students 
would be prohibitive, that the formation of such a University at 
the expense of secondary and vernacular education must prove 
detrimental to the State’s interests, that Travancore had not advanced 
sufficiently for a University to be maintained by it at a proper 
level, that many difficulties would have to be overcom.e before the 
effectuation of the scheme, that the formation of still another 
instrument £or giving higher education of the literary type was hardly 
justified in the present-day ideals of the state’s duty in regard to 
education, that there was no indication of popular demand for a new 
University, that the disabilities accruing to the colleges and students 
in Travancore from their dependence on the University of Madras, 
though admittedly real and numerous, were largely balanced by the 
advantage of the association with a University of such established 
reputation, and that, till the University of Madras, for some 
imaginable reason, decided not to serve the State, the. question should 
not arise. At the same time, they admitted that, i f  and when such a 
contingency became imminent, there would be a real necessity for the 
State to start a University of its own, and that it would be better 
to devote the resources of the State to the extension of several 
branches of education than upon a University, till such an improbable 
happening.

16. While the previous Committee’s recommendations were 
under the consideration of the Government the monumental Report 
of the Calcutta University Commission was published. Immediately 
it became clear that all future lines of university reform would have 
to be largely oriented to the recommendations and findings of this 
expert body. A movement began in the University of Madras, as 
in the other provincial Universities, for voluntary reform in the light 
of the findings of the Commission. The Travancore Government 
accordingly resolved that the question of a local University for the
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State might lie over till they were in a position to know what 
changes were likely to take place in the University of Madras, with 
which institutions had been so long connected and how they 
would operate both immediately and in the future on higher 
education within the State.

17. The process of reform in the University of Madras was 
initiated by a resolution of the Senate adopted on 25th October 1919. 
By it a strong Committee was formed. This Committee, after a 
year of active delibefation, presented a jful] Keport early in 1921. 
The Senate took it up for consideration in March, 1921, and 
formulated its conclusions in a series of important resolutions. 
Among the resolutions so adopted those which are relevant to 
mofussil colleges, situated like those of Travancore, were the 
following ;

Besolution 13— “ That by a system of co-operation between the 
colleges and the University, the teaching resources which exist in the 
city of Madras be organised in such a way as to create a real teaching 
University. ”

Besolution 1 5 — “ That the affiliating functions of the University (in 
regard to mofussil colleges) be regarded as subsidiary and as more or 
less of a temporary order, and that a mode of organisation be adopted 
for the mofussil colleges, which will encourage the gradual rise of new 
university centres by the concentration of resources for higher teaching 
and research at a few points. ”

Besolution 16— “  That if and when the Indian Universities Act is, 
for any reason, taken up for revision, the opportunity be taken to 
redraft the conclusions relating to affiliation and disaffiliation in more 
general terms, and particularly so as to allow affiliation for a 
probationary period. ”

18. The revision proposed by the Senate amounted in substance 
to nothing more than an improvement in the central organisation 
of the University, an enlargement of the aims of the University so 
as to make direct teaching one of its recognised functions and the 
promotion of research an equally important duty, and the expression 
of a desire for such structural alterations in the University as would 
create firstly a teaching Qniversity at Madras and afterwards similar
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university centres at selected stations. From the standpoint o£ the 
State the improvements that would have been avmlable had the 
resolutions of the Senate been brought into effect, would have been 
first its association with a University of a more efficient type than 
any University constituted by the Act of 1904, and secondly, the 
probability of its capital, Trivandrum, being a university centre in 
which some of the higher teaching work comparable to that at 
Madras would ba allowed to be carried. The meagre instalment of 
improvement indicated by these proposals naturally failed to satisfy 
those who desired a new University for the State. Their position 
was strengthened by the comparatively feeble nature of the changes 
outlined. Meanwhile, the question was carried a stage further by the 
acceptance by the Senate of the following resolution moved by Mr. 
C. Eamalinga Keddy, m. a ., reconnnendhig the formation of an 
Andhra University and the creation of similar Universities when the 
time because ripe:

“ That tfie Senate is of opinion that the time has come when the 
increasing demand for liberal education in this Presidency should be met 
by the establishment of more Universities and by the redistribution of 
the territorial area of the existing University so as to provide, as far as 
possible, at least one University for each principal linguistic area within 
the Presidency, and that the establishment of a University for the 
Andtras should be taken in hand without further delay.”

19. The advent of the new constitution for the Madras 
Presidency, involving the appointment of a responsible Ministry 
of Education, thus synchronised with a desire for such reforms 
to b3 inaugurated in the University of Madras as would demonstrate 
the anxiety of those newly placed in power to advance the 
cause of higher education in the presidency. Without loss of tim.e the 
queston of reform was taken up. A Bill was drafted by the 
Hon’ble Sir A. P. Patro, the Minister of Education, and, after 
subm.ssion to the Syndicate and the Senate of the University of 
Madris, it was placed before the Legislative Council on I4th 
Nove:iiber 1922. The claims made for the proposed legislation as 
statec by the Hon’ble the Minister, on the occasion, were as 
fo llovs ;
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“  The main principles underlying the Bill are that the colleges in 
Madras should be constituent parts of the academic body, the University, 
and that Madras should possess a teaching University with power to 
regulate higher education and with the means of becoming a city of 
learning. It is proposed that the existing University should be 
reorganised and that, while continuing all its present functions as an 
examining body for the external students in the Presidency of Madras, 
it should also establish closer relations with the colleges in Madras, giving 
to the authorities of these institutions a larger share in the government 
of the University and seek in other ways to co-ordinate and control the 
higher education in Madras.’ '

20. This frank statemeftt of a desire to concentrate the 
resources of the University at Matbas and to create a synthesis 
involving a difference in level between the ‘constituent’ colleges at 
Madras and the affiliated mofussil colleges naturally alarmed the latter. 
Within the State, the pronouncement, coupled with the provisions of 
the Bill for making this express or virtual discrimination, was 
taken as tantamount to a notice to quit issued to its colleges. It is 
hardly necessary to detail the subsequent history of this legislation. 
The Senate had considered the provisions of the proposed Bill in a 
special meeting held on the 11th August 1922. The attitude of that 
body, or at least of the mofussil element in it, was indicated by the 
success of a resolution recommending the establishment of a teaching 
and residential University at Madras with constituent colleges within 
the limit of that University only “  as soon as arrangements have 
been made for the simultaneous establishment of similar teaching 
and r e s id e n t ia l  Universities at other educational centres within the 
sphere of the University of Madras as constituted prior to the 
commencement of this Act.” This resolution was almost a direct 
challenge to the main principle of the Bill, since it definitely placed 
the claims for mofussil towns to have teaching Universities on a 
level with that of Madras. The opposition of the Senate was 
infructuous. After important modifications in points of detail, the 
Uni versity Bill was passed by the Legislative Council of Madras and 
took its place in the Statute Book as Act V III of 1923. The discussions 
on the Bill in the legislature gave the occasion for valuable statements 
regarding University ideals and construction, with special reference
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to the positions and claims of existing institutions and regions in 
South India. When these discussions were going on, a large and 
representative Committee was appointed by the Government of 
Madras under the chairmanship of Dewan Bahadur Sir R. Venkata- 
ratnam Naidu by G. 0 . No. 1557 (Law, Education), dated 25th 
October, 1921, concurrently with the Committee appointed by the 
Senate, to go into the question of the reorganisation of higher 
education in the presidency in the light of the recommendations of 
the Calcutta University Commission. It continued its work and 
presented a valuable report which was published with G. 0 . No. 239, 
dated I4th February 1923. The opportunity to approacli the 
quastions referred to us in the light of all these documents has 
been of great value.

21. In Travancore, the rapidity with which the University Bill 
was taken throucjh the Madras Legislative Council and the omissiono
t(j take note of the interests of the institutions in the State were 
not viewed with equanimity. It was felt that, while certain interests 
in the presidency were consulted, including even the managen^ents 
of small private colleges, the Government of Travancore, who had 
maintained such a long and cordial association w th  the University, 
were practically ignored in the conferences which preceded the 

^introduction of the Bill. The Government of Travancore placed 
before the Government of Madras, their views on some of the features 
of the Bill as they seemed to affect education within the State in order 
^ a t  the State might not ba adversely affected by the proposals being 
passed as they stood. Among the points made out by them may be 
mentioned the unfairness of the diversion of funds accumulated by the 
co-operation of the institutions of a whole University to the benefit 
of a single centre, the well-founded fear that the institutions in 
jTravancore would be reduced to a position of distinct inferiority as 
compared to the colleges of Madras, to the inadequacy of the aosurance 
offered against such a contingency, the practical ineffectiveness of the 
provisions in the Bill for the development of future Universities, 
the absence of adequate representation of mofussil colleges in the 
university bodies and to the weakness of the bodies themselves 
l^hich would make them unable to safeguard existing interests.
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22. The question was taken in the Legislative Council in 
Travancore, by a resolution moved by one of our members (Mr. T. K. 
Velu Piliai) for the establishment of a teaching and residential 
University in Travancore. The discussions on this resolution, which 
took place on the 22nd and 23rd November, 1922, showed that the 
Council’s attitude was one of sympathy towards the idea. The 
resolution called on the Government to recognise the immediate 
necessity for establishing a teaching and residential University in 
Travancore and requested them to take prompt action to fulfil that 
object. The resolution was withdrawn by the consent of the Cornell 
on an assurance given by the Director of Public Instruction, on 
behalf of the Government, that a Committee would be appointed to 
examine and report on the question. It is in accordance with this 
promise that our Committee was constituted.
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C H A P T E K  V 

N e e d  f o k  a  U n i v e r s i t y

The terras o£ our reference do not require us to formulate our 
opinion on the need for a separate University for the State, either 
by itself or in association with the adjoining areas in one or other of 
the ways outlined in paragraph 15 of the Order constituting our 
Committee. Nevertheless, in the course of our deliberations, the 
point was pressed on our attention that, as a logical issue, the 
question should be faced at the very outset, and that the Committee 
should re-consider and re-affirm, if needed, the verdict of the previous 
Committee in favour of a separate University for the State.

2. The matter was exhaustively discussed in the Legislative 
Council on the 23rd November, 1922, on the occasion of the motion 
of Mr. T. K. Velu Pillai for the immediate establishment of a teaching 
and residential University in Travancore. The question of the desir
ability of the development of local Universities within the area now 
commanded by the University of Madras came also within the range 
of the debate in the Legislative Council at Madras over the Madras 
University Bill. Our attention has been invited by the Government to 
thase discussions. Much valuable light has also been derived from 
the debates in the last few months in other provincial legislatures on 
the occasion of the introduction of the University Bills such as that 
of the Central Provinces. In its general and particular aspects the 
question has arrested much attention. It is thus easier now to 
concentrate the conclusions in regard to it than it was perhaps 
possible five years ago, when the last Committee reported.

3. The last Committee discussed the matter at great length. 
This was natural in view of the specific obligation imposed upon 
them to decide it as a fundamental issue. In their brief Report, they 
recommended the establishment of a University in Travancore and 
justified the proposal on three grounds, viz.  ̂ “ the number of 
students of a University standard, the variety of work of a University 
character, and the present conditions of education generally in the 
land. The last Committee had apparently other grounds of justification 
also for their finding. The Dissenting Memorandum appended to the



Report by Dewan Bahadur A. Govinda Pillai, Kao Bahadur 
A. M. Muthunayagam Pillai and Messrs. E. J. John and John 
Kuriyan, for instance, deals with some other arguments in favour of 
a new University in the State which had apparently been considered 
by the Committee, though their final recommendation did not make 
specific mention of them. Among such arguments the chief are based 
on the disabilities which the students an(J teachers in Travancorc, and 
collegiate institutions generally within the State had been subjected to, 
on account of their connection with a University located about 
600 miles away, and of the type of that University, i. e., as a purely 
examiniiig and degree-awarding body. The difficulties of m.ofussil 
colleges and students are fairly obvious to any one connected with 
their work. It was very properly admitted, in the course of the 
discussion in the last Committee, that several of these difficulties 
arose from the nature of the University of Madras and from 
geographical causes, and that they were not in any sensible measure 
due to the policy of the University or to a desire on its part to 
discriminate in favour of metropolitan as against mofussil insti
tutions. The question of intention having been moved out of the 
range of discussion, it was possible for the last Committee to explore 
exhaustively and with detachment the disadvantages and the benefits 
of the connection between the colleges in Travancore and the 
University of Madras. The impossibility of teachers, whose work 
lay so far away from the university centre, keeping fully in touch 
with the work of the University, particularly on its administrative 
side was stressed. The lack of opportunity to the students and the 
staff of Travancore colleges to derive any benefit from the university 
library and from the lectures deh'vered by the permanent university 
teaching staff or by such university lecturers as taught only at 
Madras was emphasized. The feeble representation of the 
Travancore colleges in the governing bodies of the University was 
considered. Detailed reference was made to the various features of 
the old University of Madras, which must be regarded as due to the 
defective aims and ideals. The suggestion was made that, if a new 
University was formed for the State, there would be scope for avoiding 
such defects. A distinction was made in the discussion between 
the ‘necessity’ for the starting of a Travancore University, and its
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‘desirability.’ The decision of the last Committee that, in their 
opinion, the formation of a University of the type that they 
recommendsd for the State was both desirable and necessary is 
thus of special significance.

4. In the course of the debate in the local Legislative Council on 
the 23rd November, 1922, the ground was covered more extensively, 
and the opportunity was taken to examine some of the objections 
marshalled in the Dissenting Memorandum appended to the Eeport 
of the last Committee, against the formation of a University in 
Travancore. During the interval between the submission of the 
Ileport of 1919 and the discussion in the Legislative Council three 
years later, important changes had taken place, both hi Madras and 
ill Travancore. Thos« naturally received due appraisement in the 
discussion. The principal grounds of the objection to a University 
for the State in 1917-19 were the inutility of another University 
giving facilities for higher education of a purely literary type and 
for the training of recruits to the public service and to the Bar, the 
apprehended costliness of the scheme, a fear that the formation of 
a University for the State would deprive its subjects of the 
occasions for beneficial association with men and things outside 
Travancore, the feeling that there is not sufficient material within 
the State to justify the hope that the University would have self
government, i. e., be administered without the importation of a large 
foreign agency, with the result that, even after its creation, higher 
education in Travancore would be hardly free from external control 
of a different sort. It was also urged that there was no evidence 
of any r3al or genuine public demand within the State for a 
University, to judge from expressions of opinion in the Pressor 
on the platform. It was admitted that there was a persistent 
demand, at successive sessions of the Sri Mulam Popular Assembly, 
in the Legislative Council, and in the newspapers, for the provision 
of more colleges in order to meet the demand for higher education, 
and that Committees had been appointed to consider these matters. 
But it was argued that this was hardly the equivalent to a demand 
for the creation of a new University. It was also held that the 
reform of defects in the existing system of education in the State,
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in various directions, such as in the further extension for the spread 
of primary and secondary education, the introduction of facilities 
for Manual Training, the economic management of educational 
finances, the provision of adequate facilities for higher education by 
the opening of fresh colleges which would restrict the migration of 
students from the State to the Madras Presidency, should precede 
the formation of a new University. Confident hopes were expressed 
that the Madras connection would be lasting, and would suffice for 
all the legitimate needs of higher education of the people of the 
State for many years to come.

5. The objections to the formation of a University detailed above 
are substantially repeated in such remarks against the institution 
of a University on the West Coast at t\ie present time as have 
been made since our Committee was constituted. An explicit 
question on the need for a University in Travancore was not 
included in the Questionnaire which we submitted tq our 
witnesses and for public opinion. But a considerable number of 
those who favoured us with their opinion have answered it either 
directly or by implication. It is noteworthy that the bulk of our 
witnesses would approve of the institution of a new University in 
the Kerala tract.

6. Differences of opinion indeed exist in regard to the type of the 
University, the area which it should serve, the location of its 
headquarters, the Faculties to be provided, the aims and ideals to be 
kept in view, and other matters included in our reference. But on 
the fundamental question, as to whether there should be a separate 
University for the State, either by itself or in conjunction with 
neighbouring areas, there has been practical unanimity.

7. Among the entire body of our evidence, as well as from the 
collection of press-cuttings made by the Convener, it has been possible 
to find only eight out of about 180 expressions of opinion, adverse 
to the idea. Five of them are from the State, one from Cochin and 
one from Palghat. The only newspaper opinion brought to our notice, 
which is definitely on the same side was in a leading article dated 
the 21st July, 1923, is an English newspaper published in Mysore, 
This paper objects to the immediate formation of a University for the
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State on two grounds, viz., the absence of a sufficient number o£ 
Faculties in the existing colleges in Travancore and on the West 
Coast and the necessity for stopping the annual exodus of students 
from Travancore before any scheme of university establishment is 
taken up. The opinions of the seven other witnesses are based on 
one or other of the following grounds : the preferential claim of 
industry and trade on the resources of the state in comparison with 
those of university education; ‘in education, the urgent need is the 
advancement of instruction in technology and applied science rather 
than in subjects of literary or purely scientific character, or in 
professional studies qualifying for the public service’ ; the resources 
of Travancore would not be sufficient to support a well-equipped 
University; and closer association with the University of Madras and 
all the benefits of Universities might be obtained by founding a 
Travancore college within the ten miles radius prescribed by Section
2 (e) of the Madras University Act, rather than by the costlier 
scheme of founding a new University. A witness stressed the old 
argument that the primary duty of the Government is to advance 
elementary and secondary education and not university education, 
and wished to give preference to the development of means of 
communication within the backward areas of the State over the 
establishment of a University.

8. Some of these objections have been answered by the course of 
events in the last quinquennium. Others have also been explicitly 
rebutted in the debate already referred to in the local Council 
on the resolution for the establishment of a University. The public 
opinion in favour of a University, which wss alleged in 1919 as 
wanting, is apparently very much in evidence now, if it is to be 
gathered from the newspapers both within the State and outside, 
from articles in professional journals, and from the answers of our 
correspondents. It was stated in the course of the chief Dissenting 
Memorandum appended to the former Committee’s Report that its 
signatories took pains to consult the views of leading men in 
Travancore ‘who, by reason of their position and education, were 
entitled to speak with some measure of authority on the question,’ 
and that ‘there was a considerable volume of opinion adverse to the
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creation of a local University.’ Unless the representative character 
of the various agencies alluded to above is to ba denied, it must be 
admitted that the evidence now is just the other way. On the 
last occasion the findings on the question were obscured by the 
necessity to which those who objected to a University restricted to 
Travancore were put, of giving an answer in the direct negative to a 
scheme for the institution of a new University, if their objection was 
only to a University restricted to the State. Some of the objections 
now brought up are similarly based on an assumption of a particular 
type of University as that most likely to be provided. In some 
other objections there is the underlying implication that there is 
a necessary conflict between the interests of elementary and higher 
education, and that it is impossible to advance the interests of the 
latter without at the same time depressing those of the former. 
Such a position may be tenable if it could be assumed that the 
State’s resources were barely sufficient for only one of the two, and 
if it could be laid down that the advancement of education in the 
lower stages of education will only be practicable without provision 
for progress in the higher. We shall deal with this question 
by itself.

9. The contention that the development of the resources of the 
State, for which a large outlay is required, should be the first item 
of expenditure before any large scheme for higher education be 
inaugurated implies that the developm.ent of industrial and 
educational progress may be antagonistic and work in opposite 
directions. Higher education is, however, a source of help and aid to 
industries since it helps to conserve the brain power of a nation and 
direct it in the development of economic resources. The magnificent 
contributions paid by business men, for the maintenance and improve
ment of the new Universities in the industrial areas of England 
evidence the appreciation by industrial magnates of a university’s 
service to industry and trade as well as to research and 
discovery, and they would show that industrial advance and 
university education might proceed with equal pace.

10. One of the familiar means suggested (e. g. by Pandit Madan 
Mohan Malaviyya in his Dissenting Minute to the Industrial 
Commission’s Report) for the development of industries is the
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impi'ovement of the teaching of science uiul technology in existing > 
Universities and otlier collegiate institutions (a ) by strengthening 
their stsff and equipment, and (b) by awarding a sufficiently huge 
number of scholarships to encourage the study of science and 
technology in our schools, our colleges and our TJiiii'ersities.”

11. The Indian Industrial Connnission of 1916-18 took the same 
line. Their Report states:

“ It is urgeuthj necessary to prepare for a higher technological 
training which will provide the means whereby the physical science 
students of the colleges affiliated to the Universities may learn to apply 
their knowledge to industrial uses. The simplest way of meeting this 
demand wou\d be to expand the Engineering Colleges into Technological 
institutes by the creation of new departments. At present they are 
chiefly occupied with the training of Civil Engineers. W e have just 
recommended that they should make provision for the h'gher technical 
instruction of mechanical and electrical engineers, and we anticipate 
that industrial expansion will justify the starting of departments of 
general technological chemistry, which, in each college and teaching 
University, will specialise to the extent necessary to meet at any rate 
the more prominent local needs. W e regard it that public opinion will 
demand that these colleges shall be connected with the local Universities 
and that the students shall be able to obtain University degrees. To this 
we think no serious objection can be raised, provided that the terras of 
association leave the colleges free to frame their own courses of study, 
reserving to the Senates of the Universities the right to prescribe 
subjects which shall be selected as qualifying a student to enter a 
University degree.’ ’

l i .  The same position was taken by the Couunittee on 
Technological and Industrial Education appointed by the Government 
of Bombay hi 1921-22 umler the presidency of Sir M. Visvesvarava. 
Their Majority Report affirms :

“  Every one conversant with the conditions in which Indian 
ndustries are now conducted is aware of the lack of competent Indians 

to conduct them. It is necessary to provide facilities for the training 
of Indians who can superintend, direct and manage industrial under
takings. Tlie men required for these duties are now, with few
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exceptions, imported from abroad, and the high salaries that have to he 
paid to them are a serious consideration for new enterprises. These 
conditions seriously retard the development of Indian industries. The 
ultimate remedy is not to be found in sending students abroad to obtain 
their training in foreign countries; this could not provide a sufficient 
number of highly trained men, and such an education is very expensive. 
The present congestion in British and other foreign Universities has 
also incerased the difficulty of securing the admission of Indians to 
them. The remedy must be applied in this country and the men must 
be trained here. W e are satisfied, therefore, that there is need of 
promoting higher technological education in this Presidency.”  *

The Minority Report, after surveying existing facilities for 
higher technological education in the presidency of Bombay, came 
to the following conclusions :

“ W e accordingly recommend the institution of a Faculty of 
Technology in the University of Bombay and the establishment of a 
new College of Technology in the City of Bombay affiliated the*,eto.” +

13. The justification for a University can be based on broader 
grounds. For example, it can be argued as follows (the words are 
Dr. Alfred Marshall's):

“  Good education............stimulates his (workman’s) mental activity,
fosters in him a habit of wise inquisitiveness; it makes him more 
intelligent, more ready, more trustworthy in his ordinary w ork; it 
raises the tone of his life in working hours and out of working 
hours. It is thus an important means towards the production of 
material wealth; at the same time that, regarded as an end in itself, it 
is inferior to none of those which the production of material wealth can 
be made tD subserve.”

The benefit of higher education to the community is thus 
described by Dr. Marshall:

“  For, by this means, many who would have died unknown are 
enabled to get a start needed for bringing out their latent abilities, and 
the economic value of one great industrial genius is sufficient to cover 
the expense of education of a whole town. For one new idea such as 
Bessemer’s chief inventions did as much to enhance productive power as 
the labour of a hundred thousand men. Less direct but not less in 
importance is the aid given to production by medical discoveries such

• Vide Report p. 20. t I^id. p. 100.
Vide “ Principles of Economics,’ 'p . 211.
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as those of Jenner or Pasteur which increase our health and working 
pow er; and again by scientific work, such as that of Mathematics or 
Biology, even though many generations may pass away before it bears 
visible fruit in greater material well-bemg. All that is spent during 
many years in opening the means of higher education to the mass 
would be well paid for if it called out one more Newton or Darwin or 
Shakespeare or Beethoven.” *

14. It is hardly necessary to cite further authorities. They exist 
in abundance. The Government of Travancore have not been 
backward in advancing their material resources. A Department of 
Industries has been created, and an Economic Development Board 
has been constituted to advise the Government on the best way of 
working the natural resources to the best advantage o£ the State. 
Large expenses are being incurred annually upon the promotion of 
agricultural improvements, forest conservancy, the development of 
commerce and industry and the improvement of the means of commu
nication. Exparts have baen entertained in the State’s service for 
directing special industries. Large schemes for development are in 
consideration, such as the Kallar Hydro-Electric Scheme and the 
Cochin Harbour Scheme.

15. The apprehension of the costliness of the scheme to which 
reference was made was l)ased upon the estimate for building an 
entire Uuiversity de novo on a large and extensive site at Aruvikkara, 
some miles from Trivandrum. The estimate itself was prepared, on 
his own initiative, by the secretary of the last Committee, Mr. 
E. Venkatesvara Aiyar, and no opportunity was given to that 
Committee to consider it. Institutions for higher education are 
admitted to be costly. The question of cost is however not relevant 
unless there is an option to do without higher education. As against 
this objection, it has been argued that the formation of a new 
University in Kerala -will bring to it the fees now paid by candidates 
from this area to the University of Madras, and that, by reduction 
of unnecessary duplication in staff and equipment, the new 
University might be able to effect substantial economies. To these 
aspects we shall advert in a later part of our Report.

° Vide “ Principles of Economics,” p. 216.
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IG. The qucetion o£ isolation of the neAŝ  University assumes 
the persistence of existing obstacles which emphasize distance 
and prohibit free intercoi;rse. The objection might lie equally 
against every new Indian University. The Calcutta University 
Commission apparently had this possible risk in view when they 
suggested that certain powers of standardisation, sanction, inquest 
and in(}uiry should be retained in the hands of the GoA'ernment of 
India, and that that body should possess, not only the power of 
granting charters to new Universities, but it should be under an 
obligation to provide a common academic standard in titles, degrees, 
examinations, courses of study and the provision of facilities for 
regular inter-university intercourse. The fruits of these 
recommeudatious have already becoiu'  ̂ visible in the meeting of the 
first Universities Conference at Simla in May 1924.

17. Another objection has been that the (juestion of stiirting the 
University should be preceded by the provision of sufficient 
accommodation for all Travancore students eligible for admission to 
such institutions. We are glad to note that the difficulty of 
accommodation in the existing colleges in Travancore, especially in 
Trivandrum, has been reduced by the division of H. H. the Maharaja’s 
College into two distinct colleges, one teaching Science and the other 
Arts, and providing each with adequate scope for expansion. The 
entire accommodation available in the Maharaja’s College has recently 
l)een set apart exclusively for the Science students. The new 
three-fetoreyed building near the Training College has been 
reserved for an Arts College. It has been stated that, by this 
arrangement, provision for about 800 more students will be found 
in the capital, especially if more laboratory accommodation is 
provided in the College of Science. If it be decided that the Inter- 
mediaie examination should qualify for admission to the University, 
the provision now made might suffice for all Travancore students 
for some years to come. The objection of insufficient accommoda
tion has lost its force since the issue of the Government Order 
K. 0 . C. No. 39o of 23/Leg. E., dated the 9th May, 1924, making 
suitable provision for diminishing the annual exodus of students 
from Travancore.
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18. In the Dissenting Memorandum to the last Committee’s 
Report, to Avhich Ave have already referred, it was said that, should 
the time come when the University of Madras does not desire to 
retain its present connection with our colleges, there would arise a 
valid ground for desiring to build a University for Travancore. It 
is not maintainable, though it has been argued that it is, that the 
Universit}’ of Madras has in express terms given the colleges in 
the State “ a notice to quit.”  But admittedly that body has grown 
to an unwieldy size. This fact has been admitted by the authorities 
of the University of Madras. The present V^ice-Chancellor of the 
University of Madras, Dr. Macphail, said so during the debate in the 
Madms Legislative Council in 1922. “ The w'ork is becoming too 
ki'gc for one body to overtake,” he affirmed, “ it is becomino; too lav<re 
in connection with the conduct of examinations. We know the feeling 
there was with regard to the Matriculation examination which led to 
its being swe2>t away. The Intermediate examination has become 
equfilly unwieldy and, therefore, the sooner we make a l:)eginning of 
having a local University of the type that I have described, the better 
for the education of Southern India.”  Sir P. S. Sivaswami Aiyar, 
K, c. s. I., c. I. K., a former Vice-Chancellor of the same University, 
in an address delivered before the University of Mysore on 24th 
October, 1923, made a similar statement:

“ I had long entertained the conviction that a single University 
for the wliole of the area comprised within the jurisdiction of the Madras 
University was too unwieldy for the purposes of the examining type 
and too inadequate for the purpose of the teaching type. Judging with 
reference to the area of Southern India, the strength of its population 
and the languages spoken by it, and considering the provision for 
vmWersity education in western countries, there could be no question 
as to the desirability, nay, the necessity of having several Universities
in place of one.................................................... The example of Mysore and
the poUcy of the new Madras University Act have set the Travancore 
Government seriously thinking of the formation of a University 
to subserve the needs of the Kerala region. There is reason to hope 
that the University of Travancore may also come into existence in 
the near future.”

It may therefore be said that responsible opinion in the 
University of Madras has come to recognise the need, in the
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interests of its own efficiency, for the formation of actual and 
potential Universities within its present jurisdiction. The Madras 
Senate pas&ed, about three years back, (l5th October 1921), a 
resolution urging the creation of separate Universities on a 
linguistic basis. The resolution rau thus :

“ That the Senate is of opinion that the time has come when the 
increasing demand for liberal education in the Presidency should be 
met by the establishment of more Universities and by the re-distribution 
of territorial area of the existing University so as to provide, as 
far as possible, at least one University for each principal linguistic area 
within the Presidency; and that the establishment of a University for 
the Andhras should be taken in hand without further delay.”

19. Again, the same body had resolved on the 5th March, 1921, 
that the affiliating power of the University should be regarded as 
of a temporary and subsidiary character, and had urged a mode of 
organisation which would allow of the formation of centres which 
would be potential local Universities.

20. The preamble to the Madras University Act itself has 
recognised the same position, since it says :

“ It is desirable, by the concentration and co-ordination of resources 
for higher teaching and research at suitable centres outside the limits 
of the University, to prepare for the institution of new Universities.”

21. Section 51 of the Act is in favour of creating new 
Universities at suitable centres, for it runs thus :

' ‘That the Senate shall, at the end of five years, from the passing o f 
this Act, submit a report to the local Government on the condition of 
affiliated colleges and on the desirability or otherwise of estabhshing 
other Universities outside the limits of the University. The local 
Government shall lay the report before the Legislative Council and 
shall take such action on it as it deems fit.”

22. The speech of the Hon’ble the Minister of Education in 
iatroducing the Bill was also sympathetic to the starting of new 
Universities. He said : “ Mysore separated herself from the Madras 
University, and Travancore may soon have its own University. 
Andhra is seeking to have its own University. Thus the process of 
division and decentralisation has already begun.”  He continued
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that “ the University of Madras as constituted will be only a begin
ning and you will realise that it is wise to begin at a place where 
materials are ready and available for making a beginning for the 
gradual evolution of a teaching University,”  and “ by concentration 
and co-ordination of resources over higher teaching and research 
at suitable centres, other Universities will be established. The 
Andhra University Committee submitted their Keport whi<‘h is under 
the consideration of the Government.”  Further on, he said that 
‘ ‘the funds contributed to the University are placed on a statutory 
basis and an obligation is created for subsidising University 
expansion.”

In seconding the motion for the introduction of the Bill, the 
Hev. Principal W. Meston said:

“ The Bill makes it possible for mofassil colleges to remain as they 
do at present under the guidance of their alma mater, and when the 
time comes, as it were, to set up house for themselves and group 
themselves into local Universities.”

He advocated the reorganisation of the Uriiversity of Madras on 
the ground that it would stimulate local centres to higher university 
activities and lead to the establishment of separate Universities in 
suitable places, for he said : “  The University of Madras will be 
before these local Universities, either as a pattern or as a warning ; 
and, more than that, it will act in the most forcible manner as a lever 
for their own advance. I have before this time said to the Hon’ble 
Minister that, as soon as the University at Madras is established, he 
will not have a moment’s rest till the local Universities are fully 
established. The present measure then provides the only practical 
way in which a series of strong Universities can be set up in this 
presidency and at a minimum of expenditure.”

23. We cannot therefore accept the argument that our present 
connection with the University of Madras may be regarded as 
sufficient and as of a lasting character. It is admitted that a limit is 
imposed in the interests of efficiency by the size of a University no 
less than by the size of a college. The point is now so well recognised 
that we are justified in assuming that the responsible authorities of
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the University o£ Madi'us -would be active sympathisers of a 
movement v̂hic■h would reduce their responsibilities for higher 
education in the distant extremities of the province and furnish an 
assurance of the devolution of their functions and duties on a 
worthy successor.

24. Nor can it be said that the attitude of the Supreme 
Government has been unfavourable to the formation of a new 
University for the area. The policy of the Govenmient of India, since 
the famous pronouncement of Lord Hardinge in 1913, is to limit the 
area of jurisdiction of each University so as to improve its efficiency. 
The attitude of the Calcutta University Commission is somewhat 
more [guarded, though their desire for tlie creation of new 
Universities is clem'. They would su])port such schemes, if 
convincing ground.-  ̂ were shown that there were signs of sufKcient 
culture to afford the necessary atmosphere for the growth of a new 
University in addition to other justifications for it.

25. The question has been advanced a stage further by the 
Lytton Committee. In dealing with the (juestion of the provision 
of higher studies for Indian students in Great Britain and Ireland, 
this body expressed the opinion that its solution is to be sought in 
India itself, in the improvement of its existing Universities and in 
the formation of new Universities. Their printed evidence gives 
many authorifc^tive j)ronouncements of the same chaj’acter. For 
example, it was stated before this Committee by Sir Charles 
Mallet :

“  It is, I believe, in the development of education in India that the 
only permanent solution of our problem lies. Hitherto the tradition 
has been that only men trained in England were qualified for the prizes 
of their profession— in Indian administration, medicine, law. W e have 
readily encouraged Indian students to come here, fit and unfit, ed’ucated 
or uneducated, and have taught them that a smattering at least of 
English education was the best recommendation for professional success. 
Until we frankly abandon that tradition, Indian students will inevitably 
flock here, and probably, as time goes on, in numbers with which British 
institutions will refuse to cope. W e are at present manufacturing the 
difficulties we deplore. May it not be well to consider whether this
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tradition should not be given up and a new tradition substituted, namely, 
that India must and can provide an adequate education even for the 
ablest of her sons? Instead of trying to make good Indians into 
indifferent Englishmen, to super-impose a superficial English training in 
a few years at Oxford or a few years in London at the Bar, might it 
not be possible to develop an Indian type, at least as highly educated 
and as competent— even for administrative purposes— as any hybrid ? 
Such an undertaking would be slow and difficult and costly ; but may 
it not be that the change has to come ? It would mean raising the 
standards of Indian Universities, and of Indian education generally, to 
levels never yet attained. It would mean an Indian Bar and Judicature 
trained, organised and developed on their own lines. It would mean a 
highly trained Medical Service and opportunities for medical and 
industrial training iar in advance of anything yet attempted. It would 
not of course mean, for many years at any rate, less intercourse with 
England or less intellectual stimulus from English sources ; quite the 
reverse. But it would be a natural instead of an unnatural system, and 
its home would be in India, not here. I do not under-rate the difficulties 
involved in adopting such a policy fully and frankly. But I  submit that 
it may prove to be the only final remedy for the difl5culties we find in 
the Indian student problem to-day.” *

A similar opinion was expressed by Sir Theodore Mori son :
“  I beg the Committee to realise that no University can absorb 

more than a limited, and rather small, number of foreign students. A 
University is a corporate body with traditions and a certain characteristic 
tone ; it has a personality which is distinctive, of which it is proud and 
which it desires to retain. This personality would be destroyed or 
distorted by the influx of a large number of strangers, and no University 
will tolerate this transformation. This is as true of Universities in 
India as in England. Neither Aligarh nor Benares, the two Indian 
Universities with the most distinct personality, would consent to be 
swamped by aliens. Either by official regulations or by unofl5cial 
ostracism they would react against the intrusion of strangers who could 
not participate in their aspirations. The English Universities are 
beginning to react against the invasion of Indian students because the 
latter have come to them in numbers greater than they can absorb. A 
similar thing was beginning to happen in France before the war. The 
French Universities were reacting against the invasion of Eussian

* Vide Report, pp. 186-1S7.
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students in spite of the fact that there was, both politically and socially, 
the greatest friendship between France and Russia. If Indian students 
flock to one University either in the United Kingdom or America or 
Germany in numbers greater than that University can comfortably 
absorb, there will be friction and ill-feeling, and no recommendations 
which your Committee make can prevent it. The wise course is to 
limit the number of Indian students in one University and to distribute 
the total number as evenly as possible over all the Universities of the 
United Kingdom. The abject for which ail should work is the 
improvement of the Indian Universities to such a point that there would 
be no need to come to England for undergraduate study.’ ’ *

26. The provincial University in India has no linguistic 
homogeneity such as a new University for Kerala may have. The 
argument for the formation of Universities on a linguistic basis was 
urged by the Hon’ble Sir Narasimheswara Sarma in his speech on the 
Patna University Bill in the Imperial Legislative Council. He said: 
“  In starting this University, the Government seems to be proceeding 
upon the time-honoured territorial basis. There are some who think 
that our educational system should be based on the linguistic basis, 
that people having a genius of their own, that people of the same 
language, should have a University of their own.” This point has 
been pressed since, particularly after the recommendations of the 
Andhra University Committee and the definite recognition by the 
University of Mysore of its standing for the Kannada population of 
the Dakhan and South India. The argument was ursed in the 
debate on the University Resolution in the local Council. Since the 
formation of our Committee, it has re-appeared several times in the 
Press, both on the West Coast and in Madras, as decisive in favour 
of a Pan-Kerala University. It has also been put forward by a 
considerable number of our witnesses.

27. Arguments of a more general kind have been brought 
forward against the formation of a small University, as for example, 
by Piofessor Jadunath Sarkar, of the Ravenshaw College, Cuttack. 
They might be applied against a new Travancore University. It is 
said that, in education as in industry, an increase in mass leads to a 
reduction in the cost of the product, and that a large provincial

* Vide Lyttou Committee Report, pp. 325-36.
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University is cheaper than the small Universities which take its 
place; that the existing provincial Universities have a tradition and a 
reputation; that a new University might not have a sufficient educated 
clientele living within its jurisdiction, to serve as an efficient 
electorate to its bodies and as an educated public; that the tendency 
to isolation and to the depreciation of their degrees and diplomas 
could not be avoided in small Universities and that they would easily 
succumb to unhealthy local influences, leading to deterioration of 
ideals and of examhiation standards. As against these objections, it 
has been argued that efficiency is not always proportionate to or 
dependent on size in university w ork ; that possibilities of 
deterioration, or of the influence of ill-informed public opinion on 
academic standards are not unknown in the history oli even large 
Universities; that the areas to be comprehended in the proposed 
scheme are among the most forward in India in the possession of men 
and women who have achieved university status; that the oldest 
University in India is still young when compared with the other 
Universities of the world; that traditions associated with mere 
examining functions, as in our provincial Universities, are hardly 
such as to balance the advantages of a fresh start with a wider 
outlook and loftier university aims ; that the multiplication of 
universities within India might bring with it (as it has done in the 
recent Universities Conference convened by the Government of India 
at Simla on the 19th May, 1924) devices for inter-university work, 
for the systematic co-operation of universities, for a division of 
labour ainoiigrit them and for iĥ -ir combination for common aims, 
including the fornmiacioii of schemes for ensuring a proper 
equivalence in their examinations, degrees, diplomas and standards 
and in their recognition by universities outside India.

28. It is significant that even Professor Jadunath Sarkar, who 
deprecates the foundation of new universities in India, takes up a 
position which is not hostile lo the formation of universities like 
those proposed. Thus he says :

“ "Where an old federal university has grown unwieldy in the size 
of its constituency, it must be split up, or where a province (like Burma) 
is apt to be neglected by reason of its distance from the seat of its old
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university, it ought to have a provincial university of its own. Here 
the gain in efficiency outweighs the expenditure involved in duplication 
of machinery, but not where Universities are multiplied in the same 
province with a small English-educated population.” *

29. We deal in a later part of our Report with the safeguards 
against the depreciation of the standards of the new University, 
The question of the largeness or smallness of a university is 
necessarily dependent upon the standard taken. In the Reports, 
subnriitted by Mr. C. Ramalinga Keddy and by Mr. T. Denham 
to the Government of Mysore, before the formation of the 
University of Mysore, numerous instances were given of smaller 
universities than the proposed University of Mysore. It will be 
seen from the comparison between the material now available for the 
constitution of a University on the Malabar Coast (whether one 
restricted to Travancore or embracing the wider area of the whole of 
the Kerala tract) and the material available in Mysore w’hen its 
University was formed, that the position of the proposed new' 
University will be stronger than that of Mysore, when it took the 
decisive step of creating a University of its own.

30. There still remains the old and familiar objection to the 
formation of universities depending mainly on contribution from 
the state. This objection is more commonly urged in India than 
in the West in which it is popularly believed to be a recognised 
maxim of state policy. Stated crudely, the objection takes this 
form. It is not right that the funds of the state should be 
devoted to the formation or maintenance of universities and the 
multiplication of agencies for higher education, particularly of a 
purely scientific and humanistic type, and that, in matters educational, 
the state has no obligation except in the provision of universal 
elementary education. An objection of this kind was raised by Rao 
Bahadur M. C. Raja in the Madras Legislature on the occasion of 
the debate on the Madras University Bill. He characterised the 
measure as oligarchical in nature on this very ground. This 
objection was immediately met by Mr. C. Ramalinga Reddy in the 
following words :

* Vide “ Modern Review,” Vol. XXIX, p. 29 e,t. seq.
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“  I  deny that thore is any antithesis between liigher and lower 
education. My friend told us that the effect on the depressed classes of 
a measure of this kind would be deplorable and he said that the true 
friends that the Adi-Dravidas had were the late Dr. Nair and the present 
Mr. Patro. The reply to all these criticisms, viz., the way in which 
the lower education and the depressed classes would be affected, is the 
same. It is the people who have had the advantages of higher education 
that are most strenuously advocating to-day the spread of elementary 
education. If there are any people outside their own ranks who most 
sincerely sympathise with the aspirations of the depressed classes and 
are doing their best to help them to advance a stage higher, again these 
are drawn from the ranks of the highly educated. To think that those 
who receive higher education are enemies of all elementary education or 
of the depressed classes is to misread very profoundly the lesson of history. 
If the late Dr. Nair had not been a doctor of Edinburgh and the 
H on’ble the Minister of Education not a b . a . b . l . of the Madras 
University, I do not think they would have evinced much sympathy 
for the depressed classes.”

31. The Calcutta University Commission, in dealing with the 
objection, quoted with approval the following words of the late Mr. 
Justice K. T. Telang who was a member of the Indian Education 
Commission of 1882 and a Vice-Chancellor of the University of 
Bombay:

“  I  hope that the local Governments concerned will not allow 
themselves to be influenced by the cry that too much is being spent on 
higher education in India. W ith that cry, in the form in which it has 
been raised, I have no sympathy whatever. I unreservedly accept the 
view that without mass-education the country will never be able to 
enjoy to the full the fruits which it has a right to expect from the 
higher education. For that purpose, you must bestow brains, as Mill 
has it, on those who have only hands. And in my judgment the time 
has now come when, with that view, mass-education must be pushed 
onward....On the other hand, I hold an equally strong opinion that, 
without the higher education, mass-education cannot be of much avail, 
even if it can be secured. The argument that, for the money spent on 
giving higher education to one student, you might give primary education 
to more than one hundred is, to my mind, utterly futile and unworthy 
even of a moment’s consideration. ‘ We have nearly all of us,’ says
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Matthew Arnold, ‘ reached the notion that popular education is the 
State’s duty to deal with. Secondary and superior instruction, m?ny of 
us still think, should be left to take care of themselves. ’ After pointing 
out what has been done in European countries on this matter Matthew 
Arnold winds up thus : ‘ la  all these countries the idea of a sound civil 
organisation of modern society has been found to invol ve the idea of an 
organisation of secondary and superior instruction by public authority
or by the State ....... In my opinion, the whole religious, social, political
and industrial advance of the country depends on steady adhesion to 
that enlightened policy, as regards high edu3ation, which has probably 
been the most generally approved portion of British Indian policy in 
the past. This opinion is quite consistent with a desire, which I 
strongly feel, that all private efforts in education, especially the efforts 
put forward by my own countrymen, should receive a fair field and due 
encouragement. But in order that such private effort should be forth
coming in any district, high education must as a general rule have 
been in existence in that district for some time. And therefore I trust 
that no embarrassment will be felt by the local authorities in 
consequence of any a priori idea of the superiority of private enterprise 
over State action— an idea which, however well-founded in many respects, 
is just now, I fear, likely to be set up as a fetish and likely to dominate 
in regions which, in present circumstances, at all events, lie entirely 
beyond its sphere.” *

32. The argument against large expenditure on university 
education appears to derive some support from the historical 
circumstances under which higher education in Great Britain has 
devoloped, viz., without the direct intervention and assistance of 
the state. But even in England this policy has been recently 
changed. The Universities of Oxford and Cambridge, which had so 
long stood outside the range of state control and state aid, are now 
given assistance from public funds, and such help is not now 
regarded with disapproval even in those circles, within the two 
Universities, which are most jealous of the independence of these 
ancient homes of learning,! Just at the time when our last 
Committee presented their Report, the Royal Commission on the 
Universities of Oxford and Cambridge was appointed under the 
chairmanship of Mr. Asquith. This Commission presented a Report
 ̂ * Ftde Report Vol. I, pp. 93-94.

t  Dr. Headlam’s article in the “ Church Quarterly Review ”  for
July 1922.
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in March, 1922, a year before the appointment of our Committee. 
The Report contains an eloquent justifiaition of governmental aid 
to universities and a lucid statement of the value of universities to 
a nation. It is hardly necessary for us to do more than refer to 
some of the chief points made out by the Commission, as they would 
be applicable mutatis mutandis to Indian Universities. They ar^ e  
that, in a university, the opportunity for students of all classes and 
subjects to mix on terms of social equality and close intellectual 
companionship is extremely valuable as a preparation for the 
democratic life of their later years. The frank and friendly relation 
with teachers, who devote so great a part of their time to personal 
instruction, is another valuable element in student life. The associa
tions of a university create an atmosphere favourable to disinterested 
intellectual pursuits. Widespread interests in social questions is 
the outcome of university training. In every way the services of a 
university as a preparation for life now-a-days are much greater 
than at any time of the past. The Commission point out that, in 
the nineteenth century when Matthew Arnold declared that Britain 
had the worst educated middle-class in Europe, the rule was for 
business men to distrust university training, but that an interesting 
development of the twentieth century had been the birth of a belief 
in business circles in the value of hi^h academic training.

3S. “  The more appreciative attitude of the business community 
towards the older Universities to-day, ”  they say,“  is partly due to 
the recent development of science in their midst, partly to the general 
stimulus given to the movement for higher education by the
foundation of the newer Universities in great industrial centres......
But the fundamental reason o f the change is the fact, now tested 
by experience, that the intellectual and moral qualities o f the 
University-trained man often render him peculiarly capable o f dealing 
with big economic and business problems, and with the social and 
human factors which they involve. This development has in the 
last few year? brought business men into closer touch with the senior 
Universities, has induced them to send their sons there in increasing 
numbers, and to look there often for their future assistants and 
partners.” * Continuing, the Commission point out with pride: “ The

• Vide Asquith Commission Report, p. 44.
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success of the ‘ don ’ in active professions during the war went far 
to show how antiquated is the idea that he is not well‘ fitted to 
^ p p le  directly with the problems of the larger world. The value of 
University men in the war was to be found not only in their 
specialised knowledge but in the adaptability, inventiveness and 
suppleness of the well-trained brains. Alike in the field, at 
home and abroad, these qualities were the special gift of the 
Universities, old and new, to the war strength of the nation, as 
they are to its peace strength day by day.’**" The Commission 
proceed to criticise the notion that technical education as such is 
superior to the purely literary or scientific training given in the 
older Universities : “  In considering this new relation between 
science and national development it must be borne in mind that 
technical education does not suffice. In order to get the greatest 
scientific results, even of a practical character, investigations carried 
on with merely technical objects and in a merely utilitarian and 
commercial spirit will not achieve the highest results. The 
disinterested pursuit of scientific investigation affords the surest 
means by which the nation can ultimately command the resources 
of nature.”  f  The point urged by the Commission is now an easy 
commonplace of economists and teachers.§

* Vide Asquith Commission Report, pp. 47-48. t Ibid., p. 45.
§ The late Sir Walter Raleigh, Professor of English Literature, Oxford, 

in an address delivered at the University College, Aberystwyth in Wales, 
condemned the method of testing the value of knowledge by its immediate 
utility. He said :

“  The standard of utility is a false and mischievous standard, invented 
by shortsighted greed, and certain, if it is accepted, to paralyse and kill the 
University that accepts it. It cultivates the branches for profit and neglects 
the root. You cannot apply the teat of utility to knowledge that is living 
and growing. The use of knowledge is often the application to practical 
ends of knowledge that has ceascd to grow. It is the timber, not the 
growing tree, which serves for ships. Some of the conclusions of scientific 
study can be utilised, but who shall say which of them ? How can we be 
free to ask questions of the world if we are told that we must ask no 
question the answer to which is not certain to be immediately profitable to 
us ? We ask the- question beca&se we do not know the answer. The 
answer, if we are so fortunate as to find it, may be disconcerting and strange.
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34. The theoretical justification for general education in all its 
grndes from the lowest to the highest, as a necessity of social life
“  Then we must ask more questions............................................................... The
truth is that there is no considerable kind of human activity, involving 
a wide range and diversity of material, which is not a fit subject 
for university study. The chief danger comes to technical schools when 
they are divorced from those wider ^nd freer forms of intellectual inquiry 
which ai'e the sacred charge of a University. Then they live as annuitants 
upon accumulated capital, applying old discoveries, without criticism, 
without curiosity and, therefore, without intelligence.

“  If you rule out certain investigations because no one at present can 
define any possible utility for them, see the danger that you run. How 
would the great discoverers of old have fared ? How could any one from 
the behaviour of loadstone predict the mariner’s compass ? How would 
Harvey have justified his study of the flow of the blood ? Or that cur\o\\a 
property of amber which, when it is rubbed, attracts small particles to itself 
this surely might seem to be an amusement for a vacant mind, a scientific 
toy. But the toys of yesterday are the engines of to-day ; and the force in 
the amber drives trains and links continents, and makes human speech 
audible at the distance of the earth’s diameter.”

“  The Meaning of a University," pp. 11-13.
“  Technical education ” urges Dr. Alfred Marshall, “  is out-growing its 

mistakes ; and is aiming firstly, at giving a general command over the use 
of eyes and fingers (though there are signs that this work is being taken 
over by general education to which it properly belongs) ; and secondly, at 
imparting artistic skill and knowledge and methods of investigation which 
are useful in particular occupations but are seldom properly acquired in the 
course of practical work. It has, however, to be remembered that every 
advance in the accuracy and veraatility of automatic machinery narrows the 
range of manual work in which command over hand and eye is at a high 
pr-jmium ; and that those faculties which are trained by general education 
in its best forms are ever rising in importance. According to the best 
English opinion, technical education for the higher ranks of industry 
should keep the aim of developing the faculties almost as constantly before 
it as general education does. It should rest on the same basis as a thorough 
general education, but should go on to work ont in detail special branches 
of knowledge for the benefit of particular trades. Our aim should be to add 
the scientific training in which the countries of Western Europe are ahead of 
to that daring and restless energy and those practical instincts which seldom 
flourish unless tiie best years of youth are spent in the workshop ; recollecting 
always that whatever a youth learns for himself, by direct experience in 
well-conducted works, teaches him more and stimulates his mental activity 
more than if it were taught him by a master in a technical school with 
model instruments.” “ Principles of Economics," p. 209.

s
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and as a need of society, has also been argued fully, in view o£ the 
persistence of this error. It has been pointed out, for instance, in 
their “ Social Purpose”  by Professor W. J. Hetherington and 
Professor T. H. Muirhead that some kind of education is the 
condition of the maintenance of not merely the bare physical 
existence, but equally so of the immaterial conditions under -which 
alone civilised life can be sustained :

“ Civilisation and common progress in the arts of life are possible 
only in communities which are both ordered and free; and no community 
can have that quality unless there is a widespread appreciation of the
ends and methods of government and social life.........For good or evil, we
are irrevocably committed to a freedom which is, in principle, universal; 
and such a freedom is far more difficult to maintain than the old. It is 
still, as we shall see, insecure: and the only warrant of its security is

• that men should learn the ends for which their freedom should be used. 
W e can put the matter in the simplest way if we think, not of the 
ends for which freedom exists, but merely of the instrument of freedom. 
That instrument is governm ent; and democratic government at least 
demands an educated people. For government of any sort requires 
authority ; and authority attaches to a decision or decree only when it 
has some definite authentic will behind it. Plainly it is easier to secure 
singleness of aim and action with few rulers than with many. Hence 
a democratic community is sometimes apt to be hesitating in counsel or 
a prey to the danger of inner dissension. Its safety in such a condition 
lies only in an educated community. Men may be reluctant to be 
persuaded of a truth; but it is the only thing of which, in the long run, they 
will be persuaded, or on which they will agree. Unanimity, therefore,—  
or that measure of harmony of mind and will,— which makes possible 
effective common action depends upon the wide diffusion of a sense of 
truth and of the candour which will abide by the truth. It is a product 
of education, and of nothing else. Democracy will stand or fall, will 
become more of a living reality or more of a formal sham, by its
success or failure in the training of educated citizens...................................

“  Education is the citizen’s passport to a useful share in the work 
of the community, and to an intelligent part in its direction ; but it is 
equally his passport to those extra-political activities which are the crown 
of free citizen life. The enjoyment of all the finer creations of the 
human spirit is the prerogative of the educated mind.” *
’  -  -  208-20'.t.
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35. The same point has been pressed by Dr. Masterman in the 
ilhiminating chapter on Democracy and Adult Education contributed 
by him to a volume of Cambridge Essays on Adult Education 
(1920). Speaking of Great Britain, he says :

“ Voluntary organisations have also an important part to play in 
supplementing the more formal instruction provided by public authorities. 
‘Study circles, discussion classes, conferences, courses of lectures and 
activities of less systematic character are in varying ways valuable 
means of education. They may be carried on in adult schools, working 
men’s clubs, or trade union branches; they are, in fact, facilities taken 
to the students in places where they are accustomed to assemble.

“ The education of the whole body of citizens in a more intelligent 
appreciation of their political responsibilities is only one part of the 
work that needs to be done. Until recently, the governing class in 
this country was recruited mainly from our Public Schools and 
Universities. This is no longer the case, and if the connection between 
political and university life is to be re-established, provision must be 
made for the training of those who look forward to a career of public 
service in the sphere of public life. It is not enough to plant institutions 
like Euskin College in juxtaposition to the Universities; the men who 
are preparing themselves for political leadership must be incorporated 
in the actual life of the University, and share, in such measure as they
are willing to do, in its traditions and concerns.............They will have
much to give as well as to ga in ; their presence would help to keep 
University life in touch with the realities of the larger world; and they 
would, in many cases, be quick to respond to whatever is helpful and 
inspiring in the atmosphere of University life.

“ In considering the problem of adult education, attention is naturally 
directed in the first instance to the needs of the class that constitutes 
the great majority of the citizens of this country. But education would 
fail in its most important purpose if it fostered the development of 
class-consciousness. The idea that education is a process finished in 
youth or early manhood is not confined to any class in the community; 
and the kind of adult education that is needed as a stimulus to good 
citizenship has no distinctively class character. The particular subject 
that men and women are studying matters less than the fact that they
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are keeping their minds in healthy exercise, and developing the fellowship 
that grows out of common intellectual interests. One of the strongest 
arguments for leaving the task of providing opportunities for adult 
education to the Universities is that under their aegis men and women 
who differ in their social, industrial and religious status can meet on 
equal terms. Many adults of the upper and middle classes are content 
to live on their intellectual capital, and unless they can be induced to 
recognise that the man who has ceased to learn has ceased to live, they 
may lose the influence that legitimately belongs to them in the political 
life of the nation.” *

36, The truths contained in this passage are clearly applicable to 
the conditions of our areas. With the broadening of the basis 
o f the government, and the opemng of the avenues to public 
employment and to political service to the members of the poorer 
classes, to communities hitherto backward, and to women, and to 
the recognition of the principle of communalism as a modifying 
factor in representative institutions, the provision of adequate 
opportunities for the members of these communities to acquire the 
highest education becomes patent. It has been wisely pointed out 
“ that the development of exaggerated class-consciousness constitutes 
a menace to democracy.” Evidence of such communal or class
consciousness leading to rivalry and even to hostility is unhappily 
not absent in Kerala. The solvent of such feelings is the best 
education that the members of such classes or communities can be 
given. Economic considerations preclude the possibility of equal 
opportunities for education for the rich and the poor where they 
are to be sought away from the home of the bread-winners. This 
is a justifying cause in a general way for the institution of regional 
Universities, with compact territorial limits, in countries getting 
increasingly liberalised in administration and in political ideals but 
with a low level of economic prosperity, “ The problems which 
confront society at the present time,”  says Mr. Albert Mansbridge 
in words which are equally true of India, “ are both complicated and 
elusive. Their solution demands the finest powers of humanity, 
strengthened and fortified by sound learning. Such powers cannot

“ Videw  106- 108.
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be acquired by the people dui’iiig their limited school training. 
The problems can only be appi'eciated and understood by mature 
minds illumined by advanced education. At all times the mission 
of a University is to be an intellectual centre, but this mission is 
specially important in the present age. There are growing up all 
kinds of institutions and activities which can only be kept strong and 
clear in their work if they remain in vital contact with Universities 
as the intellectual repositories of all their experience and knowledge. 
As a result of this contact, by a process of action and reaction, the 
Universities and the institutions of the people, whatever they may 
be, will both become stronger as they realise more fully their true 
place in the community which, when all is said and done, is not a 
congeries o£ divided and unrelated groups, but is one body.” *

37. Thus there is ample justification not only for such things 
as a compulsory and elementary education, but for the state’s 
generous activities in developing every grade of education, including 
the highest. It is not the purpose of the state merely to develop 
institutions which fill the professions. “ The schools are frequently 
admonished,”  say the authors of the work on “ Social Purpose,”  
which has already been quoted, “ that they fail in their duty 
if they do not produce capable commercial men, or experts in 
foreign languages, or scientists, or engineers. And it is quite true 
that, if the schools fail to produce students who were capable of 
entering these and other professions, they would fail in their 
duty. But there is a real suggestio falsi in the criticism. For its 
implication is that the business of the school is to export, as nearly 
as possible, the finished article in all these activities, to equip its 
boys and girls to step at once into some position in the industrial 
world. That implication is thoroughly mischievous. The business 
of the school is simpler and far more difficult. It is to develop 
human personality....,....Non-vocational education is not yet, and 
never should be, a thing of the past. For many pupils— those who 
propose to enter the higher professions— a great part of their 
professional training will consist simply in the severer study of

® Vide ‘ ‘ The Older Universities of England,”  p. 193.
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humane subjects. And in the later education of all students, however 
specialised their technical studies may be, there should be some place 
for the humanities. Life is always more than occupation.” *

38. We do not propose to labour the point further. But a 
reference must be made to argument of another kind which has 
been adduced against state universities to-day, viz., the danger 
of their suffering at the hands of modern democracy. This notion 
that one not infrequently meets with, viz., that democracies are 
antagonistic to higher culture and the instruments for securing it, 
can be easily corrected by an appeal to history. Even a cursory 
study of it must show the vastness of the debt which culture owes 
to democracies, ancient, medieval and modern. It is a perception 
of their practical value in securing this aim that is responsible 
for the phenomenal growth of Universities in modern times, 
particularly in centres of intense democratic life and feeling in 
America, in Australia, in Canada and in industrial England.

39. Later in our Report we refer to the liberal manner in 
which the state, as well as municipal bodies now-a-days subsidise 
Universities in Great Britain and Ireland. The statements that are 
appended to this chapter will convey an idea of the vividness with 
which this responsibility is realised in modern democracies. This is 
hardly surprising since it is a function of democracy to level down 
the barriers perpetuating differences in human levels and to provide 
equal opportunities for every one to attain as a measure of real 
human economy, mental and moral, the utmost stature he is capable 
of reaching. The democratisation of modern universities is not merely 
a question of the alteration of the forms of university government, 
or of their cui’ricula or outlook, as it is of cheapening and of 
increasing their number, so as to place facilities for higher education 
for the poor on a level with those of the opulent. The Calcutta 
University Commission reahsing this duty urge that one of the 
greatest needs of India is more education, widely spread through
out the whole community, and that the “ chief aim of educational 
institutions of India should be to democratise knowledge.”

'   ̂ " Ibid., pp. 213-214.
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40. The oblio'ation in regard to the university education of 
women has been indicated in the following illuminating remark o£ 
Sir P. S. Sivaswami Aiyar which he made during his Convocation 
Address at the University of Mysore :

“ There is a want of accord between the ideals and beliefs of the
educated Indian and those of his womenfolk...........There is no other
way to get rid of this double life than by the education of women, not 
necessarily on identical lines with that for men (except, of course, for 
those who intend to follow the learned professions), but on lines more 
appropriate to the sphere of their duties and functions at home and in 
society.”

41. The higher education of women has on this ground to keep 
pace with the higher education o£ men, lE unequal levels in education 
between the men and the women in the Indian family are not to 
contribute to its instability. As a practical issue, as far as the 
West Coast is concerned, the provision of a new University might 
be justified on the ground that by it alone can the cause of education 
of its women and its less well-to-do classes be ensured. Indian 
parents have made remarkable sacrifices in order to educate their 
sons. On the W est Coast, equally big sacrifices have been made by 
families for the education of their girls. Such efforts would have 
been still greater, if the opportunities for obtaining higher education 
for girls had not been restricted by the need for sending them to 
colleges situated hundreds of miles away from their homes.

42. It is thus possible to justify a growing wish throughout 
India for new universities. The number of Universities has more 
than doubled itself during the short period of seven years between 
1916-1923. In 1915, it was only five in number, and this has 
increased to 15 in the year 1923. In some of the areas comprised 
in the University of Calcutta, smaller Universities have been started, 
of the unitary type at Dacca and Rangoon, and of the affiliating 
type at Patna. The Universities of Lucknow and Nagpur have 
been formed out of the University of Allahabad. Out of the Punjab 
University has sprung the University of Delhi. Mysore cut 
itself away from the Madras University. Active steps are being taken 
for the formation of separate Universities for Ceylon and for the
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Andhra country. A Umversity for Kerala will be in line with this 
movement. The Tamil would presumably have its University
in course of time. There are also proposals for new Universities 
for Baroda, Central India, Rajputana and Agra. The desire for 
self-expression through the aid of self-governing Universities on a 
regional or linguistic basis, suited to local conditions and require
ments, may be said to be almost universal to-day, even in provinces 
or portions of India which are not educationally as developed as 
Travancore or Kerala,

43. Before concluding this stage of our argument, reference is 
necessary to the relevant facts disclosed by a comparison of the 
conditions of education in the area now and at the time when the 
last Committee submitted their Report, and of the similar difference 
between the conditions in which Universities have been started in 
India and the conditions obtaining within the area covered by our 
reference.

4-i. In August 1919 the number of students working for 
degrees of the University of Madras in Travancore colleges was
1,225. Four years later, this number had arisen to 2,179. In 
1919, 13fi students (excluding 55 in the college classes of the 
Trivandrum Sanskrit Co'lege), were reading in them for diplomas. 
This number had risen to 167 in 1923. In 1917-18, only 233 
Travancore students were known to be studying outside the State. 
According to a census made for us, the corresponding number in 
1923 was at least 587. In 1923, as many as 188 women students 
were pursuing their studies for the various degrees within Travancore. 
In the institutions which are not under the University of Madras, 
there has also been, as a reference to the general appendix will 
show, an equally steady progress.

45. Ŵ hen the University of Mysore was founded in 1916, it 
was claimed on behalf of Mysore that it was ready for a university 
on the following grounds :

“ Mysore has a corapacfc territory of about 30,000 square miles, with 
a population almost entirely speaking a single language amounting 
to six miliions. The State has highly developed and modern type of
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Government. Its Government is democratic in its aims. It has 14 
high schools with 5,371 students, two first grade colleges with about 
700 students together, and affiliation in these colleges in one branch of 
the Honours course of Madras, and five branches of the Pass B. A. 
course. It has^Agricultural schools, a Normal School and a School of 
Engineering. It has a college for women. Within the areas to be 
commanded, there are 800 graduates.”

46. The percentage of literacy in Mysore and the density of 
its population were also triumphantly compared with the figures 
available for Canada and Australia. Reference was also made to 
the amount annually expended on its colleges by the State, amounting 
to 1J lakhs a year, and to the buildings of college and university 
in&titutions -which were estimated as worth about 13 lakhs.

47. Travancore taken by itself is in a much stronger position, 
when compared with Mysore in these respects, as our statistical tables 
show. The percentage of literacy and the density of population are 
admittedly greater in Travancore than in Mysore. Its area is even 
more compact, and if the adjacent tracts of Kerala are also brought 
within the new University, its jurisdiction would extend over about 
15,000 square miles and a population of over 8 millions with the 
highest percentage of literacy in India. Within this area, the total 
number of complete high schools in 1923 is 107, of which Travancore 
alone possesses 46 schools with over 10,000 students, in the three 
highest high school Forms, i. e., more than three times the number 
which Mysore claimed as a justification for its starting a University in 
1917. The number of complete high schools in Cochin and in British 
Malabar is 31 and 30 respectively. The number of colleges affiliated 
to the University within the tract would alone equal the number of 
high schools in 1917. The strength of the Maharaja’s 
College, Trivandrum, in 1923-24(839) was greater than the strength 
of all the colleges in the State of Mysjore in 1917. This strength 
has increased by nearly 400, since the bifurcation of the Maha
raja’s College. In the variety of its courses, and in the number 
of subjects in which work of the highest standard, according to 
the curricula of the Madras University, was being done, Kerala 
would be in a far stronger position than Mysore, then or even 
now.
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48. The number of graduates in Mysore in 1917 was estimated 
at about 800, of whom only 23 possessed foreign qualifications ; 
whereas in Travancore alone, last year, there were more than 1,700 
graduates, of whom more than 50 possessed foreign qualifications. 
The estimated value of the collegiate buildings, hostels, etc., in 
Mysore amounted only to about 13 lakhs of rupees and the recurring 
annual expenditure on colleges to Rs. 1,67,000. The Travancore 
Government have spent nearly the same amount in 1098 M. K. upon 
one of its institutions alone (H. H. the Maharaja’s College). The 
Government expenditure on the four colleges in Trivandrum 
amounted to over Rs. 2,70,000, i. e., a lakh of rupees more than 
the expenditure of Mysore in collegiate education in 1917. If the 
expenditure on other institutions, more or lees oi a university 
standard, is also added, the amount spent by Travancore now exceeds 
four lakhs a year, as evident from the statements showing the 
receipts and expenditure of institutions of a more or less university 
standard appended to Chapter IX. The figures do not include the 
expenditure incurred on account of printing and stationery for the 
use of the various institutions, nor do they include the expenditure 
on account of maintenance, additions, rnodifications, etc., incurred by 
the P. W. D. authorities on the buildings belonging to them.

49. A comparison of the educational position of Travancore with 
that of other areas where new Universities have been started might 
also be made. The figures for the Central Provinces and Berar, for 
which a separate University has been recently started by the 
Nagpur University Act of 1923, can be seen from a reference to the 
figures furnished in the statement appended to this chapter. As 
regards the Andhra districts, for which a University is promised in 
the near future, another statement at the end of this chapter gives 
the relevant educational figures. A comparison with figures of a 
similar nature for Travancore and Kerala would reveal the decided 
superiority of these tracts over both the above provinces.

50. In point of linguistic, ethnic and cultural unity, and the 
possession of commcE traditions stretching over centuries, Kerala 

coaid compare with advantage, as has already been pointed out, with 
any other part of India.
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51. The material in students fora new University in Travancore, 
if one was started with the present Intermediate grade and i£ it 
reckoned upon the restriction of the annual migration, would alone 
ba sufficient to bring it at the start to a level which the provincial 
Universities took about thirty years to reach. These are points 
which, from a mere statistical basis, might justify the creation 
of a University whether for Travancore alone or for the whole 
of Kerala and reinforce the verdict of our predecessors on the 
feasibility and desirability of a separate University for Travancore.
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AREA, p o p u l a t i o n ,  LIT E R A C Y  IN ENGLISH A N t) 

GEN ERAL L IT E R A C Y .— 1921.

No. Division.
Area in 

Bq. miles.

Population.

rotal. Males. Females-

Gan jam

Vizagapattaiii

Godavari

Kistna

G untur

Nellore

Total

4,798

ifWlS
2.545

5,907

5,735

7,973

31,526

1.835,562

2,231,874

1,470,863

2,133,314

1,809,574

1,385,553

10,866,740

8,26,644

10,80,146

7,18,924

10,63,186

9,13,088

6,97,380

52,99,368

10,08,918

11,51,728

7,51,939

10,70,128

8,90,486

6,88,173

5,567,372

No. Division.

General Literacy. Literacy in English-

Total. Males. Females. Total. Males. Femal(!S.

1 Ganjam . . 1,17,076 1,09,981 7,095 10,372 10,164 208

2 Vizagapattam . . 1,05,716 90,813 14,903 10,554 15,101 1.4.53

3 Godavari . . 1,10,995 91,415 19,580 15,531 14,485 1,040

4 Kistna , . 1,53,645 1,2.5,184 28,461 17,105 16,053 1,052

5 Guntur . . 1,25,329 •,07,974 17,355 10,943 10,145 798

6 Nellore . . 76,099 Gfi.060 10,639 7,055 6,832 823

Total . . 0,89,460 5,91,427 98,033 78,160 72,780 5,380
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NDkBER OF SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES IN TH 6 ANDllfeA 

DLSTKICTS— 1924.

Sei-ial
No. District.

Number of 
High 

Schools.

Number o f Colleges,

I Grade. * II Grade, t

1 Ganjam 9 2

2 Vizagapattam 13 1 1

3 Kistiia 19 1

4 Guntur 13 ... 1

5 Nellore 8 ... 1

6 God.ava r! Irt 1 1

Total 78t 3 6

* The Firiit Grade Colleges are : (1 ) Maharajah’s College, Vizianagarara
(Vizagapattam).

(2) Noble College, Masulipatara (Kistua).
(3 ) Bajahmandry College (Godavari), 

t The Second Grade Colleges are: (1 ) Kallikota College, Berhampore
(Ganjain).

(2) The Raja’s College, Parlakiinedi
(Ganjara.)

(3) Mrs. A. V, N. College, Vizagapattam
(4) P. R. College, Cocanada (Godavari)- 
(55 V. R. College, Nellore (Nellore).
(6 )  A. E. L. M- College, Guntur

(Guntur).
Out of the 78 High Schools, seven arc Girla’ High Schools.

DISTRIBUTION OF COLLEGE STUDENTS.

Intermediate. B. A. Pass.

1st year. 2nd year. 3rd year. 4 th year.

702 557 218 198
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Central Provinces and Berar, 1921-1922.

Area in square miles ...

Population ... ...

Number of Arts Colleges ...

Number of Professional Colleges 

Students in Arts Colleges 

Students in Professional Colleges 

Number of High Schools for Boys 

Number of High Schools for Girls 

Number of candidates presented for Matric or S. S. L. C.. 

Number of candidates presented for the Intermediate .

99,623

1,39,12,760

4

3

677

294

43

8

916

199

DISTRIBUTIO.V OF STDDENTS IN ARTS COLLEGrrlg.

Intermediate. Degree. Post-graduate.

1st year. 2nd year. 3rd year. 4lh year. 5th year. 6th j ’eir.

223 213 87 136 14 4
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p ;S T IM A T K D  IN COM K FOK 1920-2], 
J. Grouped Institutims.

I

Liverpool

Manch(ater

Kii-mii)ghain

r,eeds

HriMtoI

Equivalent 
nu mber o f 
full time 
students.

2,S5«

1,931

1,827

1,651

9t8

English Group 8,713

Total cost. Incoiue 
per head, from fees 

I per head.

£

89 

79 
72

90 

90

£
29 

32 

25

30 

25

83 29

P arlia- 
mentary 

grants per 
head.

£

19

25

27

2+

24

Local 
taxation 

grants per 
head.

£

7 

3

8 

14 

14

Income 
from  end
owments 

(excluding 
scholar

ships) per 
head.

£
11
15

5

5

<i

University College, 
London

K ing’s College, 
Londou

Edinburgh

Glasgow

Alierdeen

l,95t>

l,56(i

London group 3,522
I

4,305 

3,S2« 

1,6.’,8

Scottish group . . 9,769

U niversity College, 
Aberystwyth . .

University College, 
Cardiff . .

Welsh group . .

1,070

941

2,011

University College, 
Dublin

Queen's University. 
Uelfast

Irish group

1,2.13

1,046

7C

62

32

30

66 31

47

48

55

22

22

19

21

60

59

16

21

59 19

54

(>1

2,339 57

16

18

17

21

19

20

13

13

21

15

14

23

18

S2

25

29

12

9 9

3

4 4

3 8



I I .  Groitps and Aggregate.
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Equivalent 
number o f 
fu ll time 
students.

Estimat
expendit

Total.

ed
ure.

Per
head.

Cost o f 
teachers’ 
salaries 

per head.

Cost o f ad
ministra
tion per 

head.

Incom e 
from  fees 
per hnad.

Parliament
ary grants 
per head.

£ £ £ £ £ £
English group . 8,713 727,098 83 43 8 29 24

London group . 3,522 233,135 G6 35 6 31 20

Scottish group . 9,769 476,584 49 2S 4 21 15

Welsh group . 2,011 119,170 59 30 6 19 18

Irish group . 2,339 134,125 57 32 (i 17 29

Aggregate . 26,354 1,690,112
1

64 34 6 25 20



C H A P T E R  VI  

A im s  o f  t h e  P r o p o s e d  U n i v e r s i t y

Before we approach the question of the type of University 
that we would favour, and the area which the University should serve, 
we feel it important that our position should be made clear in regard 
to the aims which a university should serve. Imperfect or incorrect 
ideas of such aims have done much to injure the development of 
universities all the world over. These aims indeed have to be 
practicable, and have to take account of the actualities which the 
university will have to face and the impossibility of its breaking 
away from facts and antecedents.

2. There is no lack of authoritative opinion behind one or other 
of the aims that a university should serve, A big literature has 
grown up, with the growth of new universities, justifying or criti
cising the special features of each of the new foundations. In the 
historic debate in the Imperial Legislative Council in 1904, and the 
discussions in the Press which preceded and followed it, as well as 
in the evidence tendered to the Indian Universities Commission, the 
ground has been covered exhaustively. The Reports of the Patna 
University Committee and of the Calcutta University Commission 
have also traversed the ground-

3. There are four fundamental points on which there is 
agreement now-a-days in regard to the true functions of a university. 
The University, it has been said, is “  a corporation of learning, 
which exists for the service of the community,”  whose main 
functions are to advance knowledge by teaching, to extend the 
bounds of knowledge by research and to do both by publication ; 
and to create a special atmosphere of disinterested pursuit of 
learning in which both the teachers and the t,‘iught recognise their 
interdependence and mutual help.*

4. This definition recounts the essential features embodied in the 
idea of a university as it has been developed by tradition. They may

*Vide Sadler Commission Report, Vol. Ill, p, 220,



be discovered, as they have been by Dr. Headlaiii, even In the medieval 
conception of universities. According to the late Dr. Rashdall, the 
conditions deen)ed essential in the Middle Ages for the recognition 
of a university are that it shoald be a studium generate, i. e., that it 
should be a place where teachers and taught are brought together 
fi'om all parts and are in constant and living communication with 
one another, that it should be a place of higher education and should 
ix)ssess at least one of the higher faculties, and that the subjects in 
this faculty as well as other subjects must be taught by a consider
able numbar or at least a plurality of masters. Tt is noteworthy 
that the essence of this conception is to be found not in the 
Constitution of the university, not in its power to award distinctions, 
not in the examinations on the strength o£ ^Yhich such ravirks of 
honour are conferred, and not even in the contact of the minds of 
teacher and student, and of student and student, but it is to be 
sought, as Dr. Headlam has argued. In bringing together men who 
have devoted themselves to the pursuit of learning in the daily 
work of the university. The ideal of universities in accord with 
these views is that they should be ‘ living centres ’ for the creation 
and diffusion of learning.

5. The same fundamental ideas have been repeated in different 
forms of words by different authorities. “  According to the accepted 
view of almost all progi’essive societies,”  runs the Report o f the 
Calcutta University Commission, “  a university ought to be a place of 
learning, where a corporation of scholars labour in comradeship 
for the training of men and the advancement and diffusion of 
knowledge.” *

6, The late Sir Asutosh Mookerjee put forward the same idea 
in the Imperial Legislative Council, during the debate preceding 
the passing of the Indian University Act of 19U4. “  We require,”  
said he, “  teachers whose duty it will be not to impart elementary 
instruction for the purposes of university examinations which, after 
all, is only a secondary part in the work of a true University, but 
whose function it will be to extend the bounds of knowledge and to
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guide their students in their attempt to search out the secrets of 
nature.” He then quoted with appreciation the following words of 
Professor Forsyth :

“  A University is a corporation of teachers and students, banded 
together for the pursuit of learning and the inc cease of knowledge 
duly housed and fitly endowed to meet the demands raised and the 
achievement of its purposes.”

7. The tendency to an austere conception of the university which 
would make it exclusively a place for the advancement of learning 
and knowledge has been corrected, particularly in recent times, in 
many notable pronouncements on the true functions of a university. 
Till the 19tl\ century, the most noteworthy duty of a university 
was regarded as teaching. During the last century, the obligations 
of research in a university came to be emphasized. The 20th 
century, with its recognition of the interdependence of knowledge 
and freedom, and its faith in the democratisation of knowledge, 
has brought in the further belief that the university exists for the 
general service of the community. Teaching and research are 
of course inherent in the third function, viz., social service.

8. The full significance of the last function, however, came to be 
realised late. It then led to the acceptance of certain subsidiary 
university aims- For example, the idea of such service implies and 
includes the necessity for the university to adjust itself to the 
progressive movements in the country. It is pei'ha[)s on this ground 
that the Calcutta University Commission urged in their Report :

“ The trend of things in India and elsewhere {viz., the increasing 
importance of industrial energy, applications of science to agriculture, 
extension of responsible government, new demands upon municipal and 
co-operative enterprise, disturbance of the older social traditions) requires 
alertness and many new developments in national education. The 
universities have to play a larger part than fell to them in former days. 
The demand for well-trained men steadily grows, and the universities 
have to prepare their students not only for a limited number of 
professions but for new callings which require scientific knowledge
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and technical prepaiation. Not least., the needs of the schools for 
competent teachers have to be met, and this by the universities to a 
considerable degree. Consequently the outlook of the universities has 
widened; their courses have become more difficult; and the colleges are 
rightly more critical of the quality of the material supplied to them by 
the secondary schools.” *

9. The new requirements of an epoch which is increasingly 
industrial and scientific in its activities and enterprises converge not 
only on the work of the schools but on that of the university also.

10. Similarly, with a backward glance at the failure of the 
provincial Universities in India to attain such ideals, the Patna 
University Committee state in their Report that a modern 
university has two duties— to provide for the career of the scholar and 
to train citizens for the world. Its aim “ should be in the first place to 
discover students of merit, and the net must be cast as widely as 
possible. From this point of view the existence of the various local 
colleges is all to the good, as they will connect all parts of the 
province with the central university.” The University should be so 
constituted as to secure the highest form of teaching and training for 
every student of sufficient promise. For the second aim, one has to 
look in the University for wide and generous influences which prevail 
in such places, no less than to the academic studies pursued there. 
“  The qualities which the present day requires are no doubt a complex 
product, and the home and the school are very largely responsible 
for their evolution. But the college too has a very important 
influence, and the student Avho plays his part well upon its smaller 
stage will probably not be found wanting in the harder trials which 
await him in the world of men... The daily give and take which 
the life of the college and the university requires, and the new 
experiences which meet the student in the societies and on the 
playing fields, will all tend to make him more manly and vigorous 
But'above all he must be brought into daily contact with those 
whom he respects and Avhom he learna to look upon and revere not 
merely as teachers but as men of experience in the great art of life.” f
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11. The same aspect Is thus expressed by the Calcutta University 
Commission :

“  The best thin<r which university life has to offer to a young 
man— daily contact with his ablest contemporaries when these are 
full of intellectual vitality, eagerly pursuing their own special 
interests, and testing their young strength upon the problems of life 
and thought. This is an element in the training of a university 
which not the most admirable lectures or tutorial arrangements 
can replace.” *

12. Applying such general principles to methods, the Royal 
Commission on the University of London pointed out that the 
essentials of university education are :

“  That students should work in constant association with their 
fellow students, of their own and other faculties, and in close contact 
with their teachers ; and that they should pursue their work when 
young and able to devote their whole time to it.”

“ Secondly, university work should differ in its nature and aim from 
that of a secondary school, or a technical, or a purely professional school. 
In the secondary school definite tasks are prescribed, knowledge is 

acquired while the mind is specially receptive, and pupils are mentally 
and morally trained by the orderly exercise of all their activities ; in the 
technical or professional school, theoretical teaching is limited and 
directed by the application of ascertained facts to practical purposes; in 
the university, knowledge is pursued not only for the sake of information 
but always with reference to the attainment of truth.”

“ Thirdly, there should be close association of undergraduate 
and post-graduate work. Proposals which tend to their separation 
are injurious to both. A hard and fast line between the two is 
disadvantageous to the undergraduate, and diminishes the number who 
go on to advanced work. The most distinguished teachers must take 
their part in undergraduate teaching and their spirit should dominate it 
all. The main advantage to the student is the personal influence of men 
of original mind. The main advantage to the teachers is that they 
select their students for advanced work from a wider range, train them 
in their own methods, and are stimulated by association with them.

* Vide Report, Vol. I, p. 396.
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Free intercourse with advanced students is inspiring and encouraging to 
undergraduates. Finally, the influence of the university as a whole 
upon teachers and students, and upon all departments of work within 
it is lost if the higher work is separated from the lower.” *

13. In order that these essentials might be ensured in a 
university, Lord Haldane’s Commission proceeded to indicate a feAV 
conditions necessary for the realisation of the foregoing aims. 
Among them, the first is an adequate previous general education^
i. e., the completion of a sound school course before the commencement 
of a university career ; the second is the homogeneity of the 
university classes ; the third is the provision of facilities by 
propinquity and by residence for the social life of the university ; 
the imrih is that, iiv order to ensure thiit the university 
is able to function properly on the teaching side, it should 
provide its own teaching. In regard to the last condition, the 
Commission deprecated the creation of a nominal professoriate, 
by simply conferring the rank of university teachers on 
instructors in the colleges incorporated in the university. Lastly, 
they recommend as a iifth condition, the guarantee of academic 
autonomy, as implied in the professorial control of teaching and 
examinations, and in the financial self-government within the 
university,

14. The impetus to the movement for new Indian Universities 
has come from the deficiencies of the j)rovincial Universities in 
almost all these respects. When the older Universities of India were 
founded and, for a long time after, they proved eminently suited to 
the conditions of the country, on account of the distinct advantages 
that their type then presented. These have been enuuierated by the 
Calcutta Commission Report:

“ It had the advantage of costing very little, a special merit in a 
poor though vast country. It enabled the University to be super
imposed over the existing colleges without depriving them of their 
individuality and autonomy, and it gave the private colleges freedom 
to work in their own way and with such aid as the fisc was able to give 
them. It produced a large, and on the whole, beneficent variety of 
type in institutions of university grade, which were scattered
throughout the land.” _______________________

• Vide Analysis of the Final Report of the Commissioners on University 
Education in London, pp. viii and ix.
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15. Despite these advantages, their defects soon became apparent. 
The unnecessary and undue emphasis laid upon the conferring of 
degrees, the conduct of examinations and the definitions of curricula 
(in the belief that by controlling examinations and curricula the 
efficiency of the independent instruction might be kept up), and the 
failure to discriminate between the true functions of a college and 
a university, and on the reduction of all the business of the 
university to a common standard and a common routine, so as to 
impose a depressing burden of rigid uniformity in curricula and 
courses, galling to the personality of the teacher and restricting the 
growth of the individuality of the exceptional student, -were some 
of the main defects revealed. The provincial Universities were 
corporations, but they were corporations of administrators, not 
scholars. Wliai, teaching was done was given entirely by the 
collejres. This was on the whole more the result of accident than 
of design. For, Viscount Halifax’s Despatch of 1854, on which the 
provincial Universities of India were formed, not only did not 
prohibit the formation of a University professoriate but it distinctly 
recommended the establishment of a number of University chairs in 
branches of learning for the acqviisition of which, at any rate in an 
advanced degree, facilities did not then exist in other institutions. 
The University legitslation of 1904 was needed to bring about some 
approach to a more real control of the University over its affiliating 
colleges than was furnished by its mere power to lay down standards 
in examinations and curricula. The same Act also provided for the 
growth of an influential academic element in the governing bodies 
of the Universities so as to give them a more distinct orientation 
tow'ards teaching. Further, necessary academic work, such as inter
collegiate work, the provision o£ Honours courses and other facilities 
for the development of exceptional ability and for the formation of 
the back-ground for such work and the improvement of residential 
acconnnodation for students, came with this Act. Nevertheless the 
old provincial Universities of India still remained subject to the 
imputation of being merely examining and degree-awarding bodies.

16. The debate in the Madras Legislative Council, when the 
University Bill wus recently under consideration, gave point to various
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features of this pronounced dissatisfaction. The preamble of the 
Act itself admitted the charge by setting that one of the objects of 
the legislation was to “ create a teaching and residential University.”  
The admission, however, went a step too far, since, in a sense, it 
could be argued against, as was done in the course of the debate 
itself by the present Vice-Chancellor of the University of 
Madras. Dr. Macphail said :

“ When I saw the draft of the Bill, after I came to Madras a month 
ago, I was not altogether favourably impressed by the opening words, 
because, it says that the proposal is to found in Madras a teaching and 
residential university. For the last thirty-five years, I have been fighting 
against the idea that the University of Madras is not a teaching 
university. I hold that, ever since the University of Madras introduced 
the affiliation rules, it began to remove itself from the category of being 
a mere examining body and became a real teaching university, and still 
more so after the constitution of 1906 when the private candidate was
eliminated............................. I think in the course of the debate there has
been some amount of confusion with regard to this phrase ‘teaching 
university.’ To my mind there are three types of teaching 
universities. First of all, there is the type with which I  was most 
familiar when I was young in Scotland and in Germany, what may be 
called the unitary type, where the whole education is in the hands of 
the professoriate of the university. No one is admitted to the 
examinations of the university except those who have passed through 
the classes of the university and that have been taught by the professors
and assistant professors of the university.........................Now, if the
proposal of this Bill were to create a university of that type here, I 
should strongly oppose it, I think that we must not go back upon what 
this university has been. This university has come into existence as 
a university of colleges, and I think that that was the main point in the
letter which Dr. Miller sent out.........One point in his letter was that it
would be of great value to India if Government were to seek to 
preserve the life of the different colleges with the different contributions 
that they are able to make to education. That is the first type.

“  The second type of the teaching university is that which you find 
in Oxford and Cambridge where you have a local university as you 
have in the case of the unitary type, but a local university composed 
of different colleges, and that,...I understand is the kind of teaching
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nniversity which it is proposed to set up now in Madras, not a 
university of the unitary type but a university consisting of different 
colleges each of which will have its own organisation and its own life 
but which will co-operate with the other colleges in trying to give the 
very best possible education to the students that come to it. That type 
of university sometimes has a variety in which the university has 
colleges attached to it throughout the country whose students are 
allowed to sit for its examinations although the colleges do not form 
part of the university proper. Then there is the third type to which 
the present Madras University belongs, where you have a teaching 
university the students of which appear for the examinations of the 
university after they have been taught in the colleges which form 
part of the university but in which the colleges are spread over a wide 
geographical avea.”

17. The same ideas of widening of the traditional Indian 
conception of the U niversity and the necessity to preserve colleges 
as integral parts of the nniversity machinery of teaching are set 
forth in the Report of the Dacca University Committee thus :

“ There are abundant indications that the Government and 
the people have alike come to realise that a university, if it is to satisfy 
in full measure the requirements of the educated classes, must devote 
more than mere examination, must undertaiie more than mere control, 
must offer more than mere mstruction. It must be an institution 
in which a true education could be obtained— the training of the mind, 
Ixjdy and character ; the result ‘not a book but a man.’”

18. In regard to the need for the preservation of the colleges, 
it says:

“ The individuality and variety of the colleges is as much a part of 
the scheme as the completeness and community of the new University 
life. There will be, in a way never before known in India, a healthy 
interaction of the colleges upon each other and a heightening of the 
separate and limited life of each by participation in the larger and 
fuller life of the University. At the same time, while the University is 
to be distinct from and greater than the colleges, it is to be made up of 
them ; and the health and vigour of the whole will depend on the health 
and vigour of the parts.”
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This opinion was offered in regai'd to the unitary university 
recommended at Dacca. The same argument might easily be applied 
to the University’ of Madras to justify the preservation of the 
individuality of the colleges as essential elements in the teaching 
function of the University.

19. It is obvious that once this obligation for the University to 
keep up its teaching side prominently is fully recognised, 
opportunities for a division of the work of teaching between the 
colleges and universities would arise, with a certain irreducible 
amount of over-lapping, such over-lapping being greater in the case 
of a university not restricted to one centre than to a unitary 
university with constituent colleges situated in a single centre. 
Subjects in which colleges are unable to provide instruction, subjects 
which lie on the border line of those which are included in the 
university curricula, subjects whose equipment is so costly as to 
place them beyond the means of colleges, or subjects for which the 
number of students is always small, as well as the creation and the 
direction of central libraries, museums and laboratories with all 
the equipment needed for original investigation will naturally form 
part of the burden which a university will have to undertake in a 
division of work with its colleges.

20. Next to teaching, the obligations of research are those which 
in Indian Universities have until recently been most conspicuously 
neglected. ‘ ‘ It has been one of the greatest defects of the 
Indian universities,”  runs the Report of the Calcutta University 
Commission, “  that, until recent years, this essential function 
has been almost wholly disregarded and, indeed, was practically 
precluded by the constitutions of the universities as they were 
before the Act of 1904.”  The Sadler Commission sounded a 
note of warning against regarding teaching and research as separate 
and distinct functions which might be safely left to different 
bodies, and the danger of the spread of an idea “  that teaching 
is an inferior function, a necessary drudgery which ought to be 
left to second-rate men.”  In measured but emphatic language, they 
oondenuied the doctrine as mischievous. Research is synonymous
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with exploration and every member of a university, whether he be 
a teacher or a student, must be animated by the sph’it of a seeker. 
“ A university is not fulfilling its duty as a centre of research if it 
merely hires a few men to carry on investigation in corners by 
themselves, however handsomely they may be supplied with the 
materials for investigation. It is the spirit of research that is needed, 
and this spirit must be present in all serious work. The student 
must be, in the greater part of his work, a researcher 
in this wide sense— a man using all his powers, especially of
imagination and of insight, to seek out truth............The business
of a university teacher is not to pump knowledge into 
his students but, above all, to show them how to acquire 
knowledge for themselves, how to do ‘ independent work. ’ 
There are two kinds of teaching which may legitimately 
be carried on in a university: teaching whose aim is knowledge 
and understanding, and teaching whose aim is dexterity or mastery 
of a technique. The latter is necessary. But it ought always to 
be subordniated to the former, even in technical subjects.... 
The teacher who has to train the student in practical dexterities 
need not be a great scholar or an ‘ explorer,’ though it is better that 
he should be. But the teacher whose work lies in the field of pure 
knowledge, and whose primary duty is to awaken in the student a 
genuine intellectual curiosity, is in quite a different case. No teacher 
can fulfil this duty un'ess he is himself an explorer, filled with that 
eagerness to discover truth which it is his business somehow to 
communicate to his pupils.” '*' The exploring zeal of the teacher 
might take the form of the discovery of new facts or disclosure of 
new relations between facts. But, in either case, the work is of the 
research kind. A well-constituted university, it was argued, should 
provide reasonable facilities of every kind for this kind of 
permeation of the spirit of exploration with actual teaching. 
The Commission ended this part of their discussion by recom
mending that, in the sphere of research as in the sphere o f under
graduate teaching, there must be a synthesis of university 
and college.

* Fide Report Vol. IV, pp. 276-278.
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21. We have quoted this weighty pronouncemerit of the 
Calcutta University Commission, since we feel that it would not be 
easy to express better the obligation that lies upon new universities 
in India to advance in this direction. A chief ground for seceding 
from an unprogressive university ot a purely mechaniail and 
examining type might be the opportunity that the separation might 
afford of founding a university with higher ideals. Another 
justification might lie in the facilities that it might afford a 
university ŵ ith a restricted territorial jurisdiction, to conserve 
some of its activities for the investigation of problems which are of 
local importance, and for exploration of questions for which special 
advantages are presented by the area. It has been nrged that there 
is a great deal of work of a special kind, winch a university 
established in Travancore or in Kerala might do, and which other 
universities are not likely to undertake, and that this will be 
done if there is a recognition of something like a division of 
labour between universities. Several ■ of our correspondents 
have also emphasized in their evidence the need for research 
into the local problems of Kerala. It has been argued that not only 
would research work as applied to local conditions become 
obligatory in the wider branches of study (e, g., Botany or Zoology) 
but also in such comparatively unworked fields as the South Indian 
Languages and Indian Philosophy. The Haldane Commission and 
the Sadler Commission, as we have already pointed out, entered a 
strong plea for the preservation of the unity of undergraduate and 
post-graduate teaching, and the association in such work of men who 
are actually engaged in research work, so that their spirit might 
dominate the whole of the university. Failure to keep to this ideal 
as well as the convenient excuse of financial econonjy have resulted 
in understaffing, both in point of quality and quantity in colleges 
and universities, and deficient equipment resulting in inferior 
laboratories and libraries. So far as we have been able to judge, we 
feel that one respect in which the funds of a Kerala University will 
require to be expended liberally, for several years to come, would 
be such an increase of facilities for research, and such an improve
ment of the collegiate and university staff as will bring about an 
adequate provision of a number of teachers who have done research
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work and are animated by its spirit. A statement exhibiting the 
independent work done by teachers in this State, as well as in Cochin, 
and their academic qualificatimis is given in the appendix volume and 
shows that the number o£ them who have till now done such work 
is not large. The conditions of college-teaching have been such as 
largely to preclude teachers from doing research work* If this be 
so, it is the conditions that require amendment. Whatever be the 
cause, the establishment of a sound tradition for the new University, 
and the creation of a proper atmosphere of investigation as well as 
of learning, recjuire that in it the fullest facilities should exist for 
the recruitment of a competent staff which w ôuld take its part both 
in teaching and in research, and for the men so engaged conducting 
their investigations regularly and as a part of their normal work. 
We would accordingly urge that it should be regarded as one of the 
fundamental objects of the new University to make suitable provision 
for higher teaching and research, as far as funds permit.

22. The intimate, constant and living association of teacher and 
teacher, of teacher and student, and of student and student, is 
essential to the growth of a proper university spirit. This is the 
traditional Indian ideal o£ a guru and chela, as exhibited in the 
(jurukula in which the student spends his entire scholastic life. 
The needs of economy as well as efficiency demand that the 
university centre should provide for a limited number of students 
who can engage themselves in the highest work and might form a 
corps de elite of the student body. Provision should also exist there 
for the ordinary instruction of a considerable number of students 
coming from a wide area. From the figures available it is possible 
to anticipate that, with even a University restricted to Travancore, 
its centre might have to provide for the residence of a very large 
number of students made up of both the above classes. In the 
older Universities of England, the need for the proper housing 
and supervision of the students who come to the universities has 
led to the provision of residential accommodation for them not only 
in colleges and halls but in approved lodgings capable of inspection, 
supervision and control.* It can hardly be said that adequate

* More halls of residence and other residential facilities are still a 
great desideratum in the newer Universities of England. Vide Report of 
the Conference of the Universities of Great Britain for 1923,
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provHsion of the kind exists in any Indian university town. Even 
with residence strinjrently enforced on all the students, it will take 
many years for private enterprise to overcome its shyness in 
providing rented accommodation. Apart from the merits or possible 
disadvantages of the residential system, one of the immediate duties 
of a new University in the State would be the provision on a 
considerable scale of facilities for the residence in hostels or halls, 
either maintained by the University or by the colleges, of all 
students who do not live under proper control or with their families. 
In the case of women students, this provision will be even more 
urgent than in the case of men, since it is impossible to 
contemplate licensed or approved lodgings for the former. We 
revert to this subject in a later part o£ our Report, but we should 
not omit to draw here pointc-d attention to a feature, viz., the 
striking inadequacy of such residential provision in almost all 
collegiate centres in the State and particularly nt Trivandrum, as 
the figures given in the statement appended to Chaptsr III will 
disclose.

23. Though not to the same extent, this defegt is now 
characteristic of every collegiate station rtdth the exception of 
Alwaye where the college has now the fullest residential provision. 
Whether a university fully residential comes into baing in the near 
future or not, the correction of this glaring defect is an obligation 
which cannot well be overlooked much longer by those who are 
responsible f^r higher education in the State.

24. It is hardly necessary to dilate on the other aims of a 
university. These might suggest themselves in any university 
formed 'with the major aims we have already indicated. The Calcutta 
University Commission have laid down that university training at its 
best should imply that students are placed under the parsonal 
guidance of teachers of ability and standing in their subjectsi that 
both students and teachers are helped by the existence of generously- 
equipped laboratories and libraries, that the largest degree of freedom 
of teaching and of study consistent with the harmony of work exist 
both in teaching and in study, and that teachers are not over
burdened with work and have the leisure which would afford them
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opportunities for investigation in their subjects. This is the accepted 
ideal of a university to-day and it is approved by most of our 
correspondents. It is true that some of them are of opinion that it 
is not unattainable in a University confined to Travancore, but they 
admit that it would be more attainable in a University which would 
include the wider area. There are again correspondents to whom it 
is obvious that the best that the University can give is possible 
only if its numbers are neither too small nor too large, since the 
distinctive results of a good university education can come from 
a living and daily association of a sufficient variety of thought? 
teaching and personality.
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CHAPTER VII  

U n i v e r s i t y  T y p e s

The type to which the new University should conform in 
organisation and methods is intimately bound up both with its 
fundamental aims and with the area to be comprehended by it. 
The evolution of certain typas is rendered possible by the presence 
or by the absence of certain circumstances which have gradually 
come into existence during the course of many years. Consequently, 
the selection of a type depends largely on the previous academic 
history of the areii w'hich the new University is to serve. In 
the course of our discussions we have often felt the difficulty of 
separating the questions relating to the type, area, and location of 
the new University. We were obliged, in considering each of the 
three subjects, to proceed on certain implications involving the 
other two. Our Report will give indications of this difficulty of 
keeping the three apart.

2. Ambiguity may be reduced by attempting at the outset to 
give soma precision to the terms used. Difficulties arise from the 
use of such terms as “ affiliating,” “ federal” and “ unitary,”  which, 
notwithstanding the frequency with which they oxur in the 
literature of universities, are used in different senses. ( I )  The 
provincial Universities of India are commonly spoken of as though 
they are of the “ affiliating’ ' type. “ Affiliation’’ is also used to 
denote the kind of connection established between the older 
universities of England and other universities which are recognised 
by the former for the purpose of receiving certain concessions. 
The re la tion sh ip  between an affiliated colloge and its university in 
India is hardly the same as that between tlie Madras University 
and the University of Oxford with which it is connected by 
“ a ffilia tion .”  (2) Still greater vagueness exists in the use of the 
ex p re ss io n  “ federal typ3.”  The expression “ federal university”  is 
u n d erstood  to mean nothing more than an affiliating university. 
There is authority for this. The Report of the Patna University 
C om m ittee  refers to the pro\'incial Universities created by tlie



Act of 1857 as federal Universities.* In the Resolution 
o f the Government of India issued in 1913 the expression 
“ federal university” was used “ on the other hand, in the strict 
sense of several colleges of approximately equal standing separated 
by ni) excessive distance or marked local Individuality grouped 
together as a University.”  The University of Mysore is frequently 
referred to as a “ federal University.”  But the last Quinquennial 
Report on Education in India (1922) classes it under affiliating 
universities, The Calcutta University Commission have used the 
term “ federal”  somewhat diiferently. None of these quite brings 
out the recognised implications of the term “ federal”  in Political 
Science, such as equality of status and of rights among the 
component parts. (3) The words “ unitary university”  have been 
used to denote a university which is not only centred in one 
locality but deals directly Avith its students, without the intervention 
of colleges. (4 ) Further attempts have Iteen made to ascribe to 
one or other of these types certain characteristics as distinctive. 
The commonest of such assumptions is that which attributes to 
the unitary university alone the advantages of complete residence 
and direct teaching. The Resolution of the Government of India 
of 1913 (paragraph 45) distinguishes between affiliating and 
teaching universities, and accordingly implies that an affiliating 
university cannot be a teaching university. This opinion has 
been repeatedly oritioised, as in the extract from the speech of 
Dr. Macphail, which we have already had occasion to cite.f

3. A unitary university in the sense indicated above may extend 
over a town or a distance of a feŵ  miles round a town. But for 
retaining its affiliating functions and its connection with the 
mofussil colleges, the University of Madras after the passing of the 
Act of 1923 might belong to this class. Within the same locality 
a unitary university might either function directly without the 
intervention of colleges or halls, or might be a university of 
colleges. The first we would prefer to call a unisary uni-collegiate 
university. I f the equality of the colleges was recognised,
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and if the colleges were given the right of not merely association 
with the university but of an influential part in its government, 
then the multi-collegiate unitary university might be regarded as 
also coming under the head of a federal university-

4. The essential difference between the federal type and the 
purely affiliating university we take to be this. In the latter 
representation in the governing bodies of the university might be 
given to affiliated institutions, but it will not be given as of right 
and by any recognition of the equal right of all the colleges to obtain 
such representation, irrespective of their size, location, history, 
influence and efficiency. In the federal type the essential features 
are first the recognition of the ec^uality of all the constituent 
institutions for representation in its governing bodies, and 
secondly the recognition of the right of every college to obtain such 
representiition. The equal right of every constituent institution to 
be represented in the governing bodies of the university might not 
necessarily carry with it the right to send an equal number of 
representatives, or to have an equal voice in the government of the 
university. These will depend upon their relative strength and 
importance. The equality which we have in mind is not absolute 
equality, but might be termed ‘ projiortional equality,’ In the 
federal type, three sub-types are recognised, viz., the centralised 
or unitary, the semi-centralised and the decentralised. The 
multi-collegiate unitary and the centralised federal types largely 
approximate to one another, the essential difference being that the 
individuality of the component elements is better stressed in the 
former than in the latter. The semi-centralised federal type would 
be represented by a university like that of Mysore, where a group 
of colleges doing a particular kind of work is res<-ricted to one centre, 
and another group doing a different kind of work to another centre, 
the two places being separated by a not inconsiderable distance. In 
such a case it is usually the practice to hold the different functions 
of the university, such as the Convocation, the meetings of the 
Syndicate, etc., in the t\vo centres alternately. In the University 
of Mysore, the governing bodies are made largely of the
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representatives of the colleges located in Mysore and in Bangalore. 
The towns are only 86 miles apart. The University Council, which 
corresponds to the Madras Syndicate, meets alternately in Mysore 
and in Bangalore, but the University head offices are situated in 
Mysore. The University Students’ Union has halls of assembly in 
both the towns. Inter-collegiate debates are held sometimes in 
Mysore and sometimes in Bangalore. In either case they are open 
to students of both the university centres. For devices like these, 
to reconcile the claims of riA'al centres, a parallel can be cited from 
New Zealand. One of the large towns there became the 
head-quarters of the University, but the country was divided 
into university districts, and district councils for holding the 
Coiivocatioiis of the Uulversvty and transacting the business relating 
thereto were constituted for each area and the claims of the 
constituent colleges in diffei'ent parts of the country to university 
rank were thus recognised-

5. The Government of India laid down in 1913 an easy distance 
between its centres as one of the distinguishing marks of the federal 
university. To us this feature does not appear quite essential in 
a distinction between the federal and affiliating types. It is quite 
possible to have an affiliating university confined to a single centre, 
if the university bodies do not grant the right of representation 
to the various institutions but merely recognise them as being 
under their supervision and control, as preparing candidates for 

I their examinations and privileged to send up students to courses of 
lectures organised by the university. The decentralised federal 
type can be distinguibhed from the semi-centralised by the 
component institutions being spread out over a wide area, and by no 
single centre in the university .attaining a pre-eminence over the 
others. The future Kerala University may be of such a tyjie if 
first grade colleges be started at Ernakulam, Trichur, Calicut and 
Nagercoil, if the University head-quarters are located in only one 
town and, if, at the same time, none of the university centres be 
allowed anything like a position of virtual supremacy over the 
others.
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6. We now procee<3 to consider the relative suitability of these 
types to the conditions o£ Travancore and of Kerala. We begin 
with the unitary type. It is now generally acknowledged as the ideal 
for a university. It is simple. It can satisfy easily and directly 
such important requirements as economy in effort and money* 
efficiency and the promotion of a corporate spirit. It has acquired 
great prestige as some of the greatest universities of the world have 
been of this type. It is naturally popular. It is claimed that it will 
afford more facilities for the moulding of character and for the growth 
of a proper intimacy between teachers and students than any other. 
Massing of resources, of course, makes for economy. This is 
particularly needed in higher academic work where there is always 
the danger that the highest standards of achievement may not be 
attained if the institutions fritter away their energies and resources 
in needless and wasteful competition. The concentration of post
graduate instruction and the agencies and instruments of research 
at a single spot has usually been recommended even in affiliating 
universities like that of Madras. The Calcutta University 
Commission, too, recommended the gathering of all the resources for 
higher work in the University at Calcutta. The reformed Madras 
University has in the same way aimed at a grouping of its resources 
for higher work at Madras, while retaining its affiliating functions, 
and has shown, by the appointment of appropriate committees, its 
preparedness to recognise new university centres in selected localities 
in the mofussil. Of course, these centres must be those in which a 
considerable degree of concentration has already been attained, 
and they must be such as can be regarded as the seats of potential 
universities. The ideals of residence and teaching are again believed 
to be easier of attainment in a centralised unitary University 
than in one of any other kind. Thus naturally the unitary type 
has gathered much support. This is evident from the opinion Ave 

have been favoured with. The previous Committee unanimously 
recommended this type for Travancore.

7. Notwithstanding this apparent unanimity in favour of the 
unitary type, whose manifest advantages we do not ignore, we feel 
bound to call attention to §ome of its limitations. It is noteworthy
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that, while a movement towards unitary universities began in India 
from the time when the failure of the University Act of 1904 to 
achieve everything that was claimed for it became apparent, there 
is a tendency now to move in the other direction. It is difficult to 
say whether and how far this change of outlook is due to a 
disappointment with the newer unitary Universities of India. The 
fact remains and is not without significance that among recent 
Universities in India those of Mysore, Patna and Nagpur are not of 
this type, and that their organisers deliberately turned their faces 
away from it,

8. This change in the attitude towards the unitary university has 
been attributed to the detection of certain defects inherent in it. 
The first of these is the tendency to excessive growth making the 
university too large for efficiency. There are even now instances 
of such universities where students are literally counted by 
thousands. This is to be deprecated because, if all the advantages 
of individual attention to the students and personal contact are to be 
ensured, it is important that no university should exceed a certain size. 
Since the close of the Middle Ages at least, the older universities 
of England have not exceeded such manageable dimensions. 
But for this circumstance it would perhaps have been difficult for 
them to have preserved their reputation for efficiency. This point 
came up before the Lytton Committee. Several of their witnesses, in 
explaining the disinclination which is becoming more and more 
pronounced in these universities to admit an increasing number of 
Indian students, argued that these bodies were corporations of 
learning, that like all corporations they resented an increase in their 
number such as might result in a dilution of the influence and the 
rights of their members, and that they naturally feared a weakening 
of their efficiency and corporate spirit if hundreds of outsiders, to 
whom their ideals and traditions might be foreign, were to be 
admitted to membership. The objections to the admission of more 
Indian students in the British universities is thus attributed to 
other grounds than prejudice against Indians. Even in regard to 
candidates for admission who have such things in their favour as 
the possession of a common heritage, common language, common
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political traditions and common political allegiance, tbe same 
difficulty is said to be arising. On the other hand, if the require
ments of efficiency (necessitating the provision of small classes and 
an adequate increase in the number of instructors) are to be satisfied 
in an over-grown unitary university of an uni-collegiate type, it can 
be done only by the sacrifice of one of its chief merits, viz., economy. 
With a multiplicity of small classes under different instructors, 
pursuing a common work, there will be the risk of differences 
in standards and uneven levels in teaching and examination. 
Where a class is of an unwieldy size effective lecturing becomes 
impossible, and monotony, inattention and the impossibility of 
personal relations between teachers and students result. Where 
large numbers are admitted to a university but ure distributed 
in a number of small classes or groups, uneven lev̂ els, or what is 
worse, a uniform ‘ prescribed ’ level, the domination of rigid and 
inelastic programmes of work and other restrictions on freedom of 
teaching must be equally inevitable. Some large unitary universities 
have been able to overcome these evils, to some extent, by the 
development of corporate life in colleges which are happily the 
heirs to centuries of healthy traditions of individual life and to large 
material endowments. The creation of such collegiate life in Kej'ala 
is not likely to be easy. In point of age, wealth, outlook, and 
traditions of autonomy, the existing colleges in this area are very 
different from those of the older universities of England. But 
reliance must be placed on the colleges it a university founded in 
Kerala is to be of the unitary type and is to become at the same time 
efficient. The usual number of students in unitary universities 
which are efficient can be surpassed even by a university restricted 
to Travancore. If the wider area of Kerala is to be comprehended 
by the University, and if it is to be also unitary in character, such 
a large number of students Avill have to be brought together in a 
single centre as must severely try the strength of a new university. 
It is not unlikely that such a concentration might even raise 
the cost of living to the poorer members of the University, with 
the result that it might become, as several old universities have 
become, available only to the well-to-do classes. There is a third 
possible alternative to be considered. Two members of the Patna.
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University Committee (Messrs. Russell and Jackson) urged that the 
University should undertake only post-graduate teaching and 
research and that “ it would be best to apply the highest educational 
machinery to a small number” of students alone, so as to create 
“ a small and select University, a corps de' elite," where a few Indian 
students will be carefully trained in small classes for the higher 
kinds of work now done in the Indian Universities. This ideal 
would have been reached if the post-graduate side of the University 
of Calcutta had been separated from the University and formed 
into a research University. The Patna University Committee 
would not agree to this suggestion. Assuming that students 
in such a select University would receive first rate instruction and 
training, t\\ey ’Wou\d do so at a heavy expeiise. Higher work in a 
university is costly. A well-endowed institution, like the Indian 
Research Institute at Bangalore, can afford to ignore considerations 
of cost. But the ordinary universities which are not endowed in so 
munificent a manner or which are maintained by grants from the 
state cannot afford to overlook such considerations. Finance is the 
rock on which universities both new and old founder. On grounds 
of practical exigencies and of economy, it has therefore been found 
necessary to combine in the same university, the superior grades of 
instruction and examination and the higher grades of work with 
lower grades of work so as to finance the former from the income 
of the latter. This is what is happening in the provincial 
Universities of India, and particularly in the University of Calcutta. 
There a great edifice of post-graduate work has been erected on the 
foundations of the income from the Matriculation and other 
examinations, as well as contributions from the secondary schools. 
When these sources of income to the University dried up for a 
while the stability of its post-graduate side was endangered. We 
refer to this aspect since, as a practical proposition, the cctmbination 
in the same university of both the higher and lower kinds of work 
can alone ensure financial stability.

9. The need for maintaining the intimate association of 
undei’graduate and posc-gruduate work can be estabHshed also ou 
other and higher grounds. The Haldane Commission have dealt with
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this matter fully. They had to consider the proposals that the 
bulk of undergraduates of the Univarsity of London should be 
distributed over a large number of centres most of which were 
limited to instruntion in one or two Faculties, and that the 
teaching of the University Professors in the more central colleges 
should be organised with primary reference to the needs of advanced 
students only. The Commission were emphatic that inasmuch 
as the proposals attempted a separation between the higher work 
of the University from undergraduate work, they were open to 
grave objection. They condemned the suggestion of the Council 
of External Students in London for the creation of a series of 
insti tutes for research and higher learning to which the best students 
should pass after graduation from the ordinary colleges. Neither 
of these proposals,” state the Commission, “ commends itself to us 
as a desirable policy, and both of them appear to invite a 
ha If-conscious admission that the great majority of students who 
at present take the bachelor’s degree of London University do not 
receive a university education at all.”  The Commission deprecated 
the divorce of teaching from research, and recounted the 
advantages to undergraduates cf real professorial teaching. Their 
pronouncement is worth quoting in fu ll:

“ Teaching will, of course, predominate in the earlier work, and 
research will predominate in the advanced w ork ; but it is in the 
best interests of the University that the most distinguished of its 
professors should take part in the teaching of the undergraduates from 
the beginning of their university career. It is only by coming into 
contact with the junior students that a teacher can direct their minds 
to his own conception of his subject, and train them in his own methods, 
and hence obtain the double advantage of selecting the best men for 
research, and getting the best work out of them. Again, it is the 
personal influence of the man doing original work in his subject which 
inspires belief in it, awakens enthusiasm, gains disciples. His 
personality is the selective power by which those who are fittest for his 
special work are voluntarily enlisted in its service, and his individual 
influence is reproduced and extended by the spirit which actuates his 
staff. Neither is it the few alone who gain ; all honest students gain
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inestimably from association with teachers who show them something of 
the worliing of the thought of independent and original minds. ‘ Any one,’ 
says Helmholtz, ‘ who has once come into contact with one or more 
men of the first rank must have had his whole mental standard altered
for the rest of his life.’ ....... If it is thus to be desired that the highest
university teachers should take their part in undergraduate work, and 
that their spirit should dominate it all, it follows for the same reasons 
that they should not be deprived of the best of their students when they 
reach the stage of post-graduate work. This work should not be 
separated from the rest of the work of tha University, and conducted by
different teachers in separate institutions...................................................
W e do not think it would be possible to get the best men for University 
Professorships if they were in any way restricted from doing the 
highest work, or prevented from spreading their net wide to catch 
the best students. ” *

10. The advantaoe of bringing together the junior and advanced 
students was also pressed by the Commission, which proceeded to 
stress the undesirability of the University maintaining special 
research institutes not engaged in ordinary undergraduate teaching. 
The opinion of the Calcutta University Commission is in accord 
with these dicta. In India also this has been the common feelinff in 
academic circles. For instance, when a proposal was made some 
years ago to organise at Delhi a Central Research Institute, which 
would take over from the provincial Universities their higher work 
and confine its attention to research, it was turned down with 
unanimity by the Indian Universities to which it was referred for 
opinion. As already pointad out earlier in this Report, the Patna 
University Committee condemned the idea of a select university. 
Their jondemnatiou was, however, based on the importance of 
size to a teaching and residential university.

“  Experience shows that the fullest intellectual life is usually secured 
in societies where the numbers are not too limited, and that the character 
which marks an educated man is only developed in contact with variety
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of thought, variety of teaching and, above all, variety of personality. For 
such matters as the organisation of games and societies it is essential 
that there should be plenty of material from which to draw, and 
perhaps more important than these considerations is the undoubted fact 
that, in so small a community as that contemplated by Messrs. Russell 
and Jackson, there would be none of that healthy compecition among 
colleges, a competition, be it remembered, whose effects aie by no 
means confined to the playing field. There would also be little of that 
feeling of pride which comes of membership of a great institution. 
Thus some of the most important elements of a modern university 
would be lost. Excellent teaching no doubt there would be, but even 
this would mean the sacrifice of the interests of the many to the good of 
a very small minority, whilst the expenditure on the fortunate few 
would be proportionately great.” *

11. The fear that the Uni\-ersity of Madras might hereafter 
develop this kin 1 of differentiation has been among the causes of the 
opposition to die recent provincial University Act. The possibility 
of the post-graduate side of the University of Calcutta becoming 
independent of the rest of the University -w'as not improbably one 
of the causes of the severe criticism to which the scheme was 
subjected in certain quarters. A scheme for a select university of 
the kind is hardly likely to commend itself to those who have it in 
their power to decide how the public funds should be most profitably 
used in the interests of the state.

12. Like the previous Committee, we hava anxiously considered 
the suitability of a unitary uni-collegiate University for Travancore. 
The verdict of our predecessors was in its favour. Many of our 
correspondents are also impressed by the prestige of the type. Our 
conclusion in this matter is not identical. We feel the force of the 
contention that, if such a university is to be started outside 
Trivandrum on a new site, the initial capital expenditure on 
buildings alone (for all University purposes) will be ordinarily beyond 
the capacity of a single Native State. It is not unlikely that what 
was at the back of the mind of som<i of the correspondents who 
have objected to the creation of a new University for the State is the
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fear that only a university on this expensive model could be 
recommended. Buildiugs are necessary for a university. Equipment 
and men to do its work:, the highest and best work as Avell as 
the common work, are even more essential. Instances are not 
wanting of the expenditure of vast sums on brick and mortar, which 
has exhausted the resources of a university and left its magnificent 
halls, laboratories and lecture-rooms to a generation of ill-paid, 
discontented and not always well-qualified instructors. We shall 
revert to this question at some length and deal with it in some 
detail in the part of the Report which treats of the question of the 
site of the new University. For the purpose of the present 
argument, it is enough if we state our view that the schemes for the 
creation o? an entnely new University at Alwaye are obviously 
open to the same criticisms as the recommendations of our 
predecessors to found the new University at Aruvikkarai.

13. Others like us have had to face this problem of choosing 
between what might be in ideal conditions the best and what is 
immediately practicable. In British India, education has become a 
‘transferred’ subject and has come under the control of elected 
r^.presentatives of the people. Political progress in Travancore and 
Cochin is giving a large measure of financial control to legislatures 
with non-official majorities. No University serving either State can 
therefore continue without full and continued popular support. 
This it will lose if it ignores the claims of all but one locality. 
Colleges cannot be expected to uproot themselves from the soil in 
which they have grown and from the surroundings over which they 
have exercised an useful and appreciated influence. Their forcible 
extinction might provoke dissatisfaction not only in the institutions 
concerned but in the localities which they have served. The 
students to whom these institutions have been open will be obliged 
to migrate to a distant university centre, and such enforced 
movements might accentuate popular discontent.

14. There is of course the plea that, even if a University, say 
o f a different type {e. g. the federal) were provided for the whole o f 
Kerala, it might still become necessary, in the interests of economy,
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to concentr ite the higher work in one or two selected centres and 
that, instead o f being forced into a single centre as in the uni-collegiate 
universit}% students might still have to be distributed among a few 
centres far from their homes ; and that, once a student has had to 
leave his home, it wou’.d be a mutter oP indifference to him whether 
he moves a hundred miles or four hundred. It is admittedly difficult 
to satisfy local sentiment fully in any system of grouping and 
selection, but the dissatisfaction due to migration may often be 
conditioned by the distance to be traversed by the emigrant student. 
Indisposition to send students away from their own places would be 
most pronounced if they were young, or were girls. It is possible 
that migration might be less unacceptable to poor students than to 
attluent, provided a sufficienlly large and generously-plauned scheme 
of scholarships exists, which would give a chance to merit combined 
with poverty. For these reasons, there is always a disinclination to 
extinguish mofussil colleges. There is also another and a higher 
ground for their retention which has been emphasized by the 
Calcutta University Commission. A mofussil college often performs 
an important service to the community by acting as a centre for the 
radiation of light and culture in the area. The extinction of such an 
institution will not only cause disappointment and even resentment in 
the district, but deprive it of its only means for intellectual progress. 
This argument has been urged by some of our witnesses too. We 
attach weight to the plea. Kerala comprehends some undeveloped 
educational parts which now have access at least to some proximate 
colleges, but which ■would be deprived of that benefit should all 
collegiate work be concentrated at one spot* In a society organised 
like that of Kerala, with an apparent homogeneity side by side with 
well-marked historical fissures, it is argued that complaints of unfair 
discrimination will arise if one locality is chosen for complete 
academic concentration. There is also the possibility that, when 
students who represent different groups and traditional rivalries are 
brought together at a single centre, class and sectional jealousies 
may result. I f  they spring up, the attainment of the best academic 
life and traditions in a university must be sensibly impeded. 
Political difficulties in the way of an absolute concentration are not
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less important should the whole of Kerala be the field for the new 
University. It is possible that even those who do not admit it now 
may subsequently concede that, in virtue of the advance already 
made in it, Travancore will have at the outset, and probably will 
continue long to have, some pre-eminence in a Kerala University. 
But admissions like this would not be inconsistent with, and would 
not weaken the reluctance to see, all the existing centres of collegiate 
work in the area extinguished in favour of a fresh start at a new 
centre in Travancore. In our Conference at Ernakukm with 
representatives from Cochin we were indeed assured that the 
concentration would be acceptable to the sister State, provided 
Alwaje was the centre chosen. In support o f this position we were 
told that, as thevft were no ftrst grade colleges in Malabar and Cochin, 
there would be no justification for those areas to be aggrieved, if 
academic concentration was made at a single centre, and that one so 
conveniently within their reach as Alwaye is. The advocates of this 
scheme did not indeed overlook the effects of their proposal on the 
existing colleges in Trivandrum, but they did not appear to 
anticipate the reluctance in Travancore to face the loss. At the 
Ernakulam Conference, this question was put to the Cochin members 
present. “  Should you not make Travancore suffer as little as 
possible?”  And the answers to it were : “ In the interests of the 
future and of the common good, Travancore must agree to suffer, ”  
and, “ being the predominant partner, Travancore must take the 
predominant share in the suffering. ”
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15. Our evidence is clear in regard to the possible effects in 
Travancore of carrying out this proposal. It shows that the transfer 
partially or wholly of the resources now existing in Trivandrum to 
a new centre like Alwaye would be widely resented within the State.

16. To this difficulty of creating a unitary University for 
Kerala, which would be accepted by Travancore and be equally 
welcome to the other areas concerned, is perhaps due that a number 
of correspondents suggest a compromise between the unitary and 
affiliating types. In the “  evidence-in-chief”  tendered on behalf of 
the Cochin representatives, during the Conference with them, this



suggestion was referred to and criticised on the ground that it was 
likely to injure both types. It was also argued that, in such a 
compromise, the teaching section of the University must give much 
of its time and attention to the control of colleges and would 
therefore not have sufficient leisure for its own Ipgitimate occupation; 
that the only way of finding out the capacity and progress of the 
alFiliated institutions would then be by formal examinations ; that 
dependence on such tests would perpetuate the subordination of 
teaching to examination, and react badly on the efficiency and the 
morale of teaching ; and that, in the circumstances, the proper 
solution would be to form local universities, from time to time, in 
promising centres, after first starting the University for Kerala at 
Alwaye. It would be seen that the chief objection to a University 
of the unitary type in Kerala are not met by these criticisms. It is 
possible to regard them as an admission that it is impossible to 
find any means of ensuring a satisfactory relationship between the 
University and its colleges.

17. To this view we demur. We consider that it is possible to 
find a type in which the disabilities of each can be reduced, and a 
balance of advantage ensured to those who accept it.

18. We have aheady observed that it is not advisable that the 
new University be of the unitary uni-collegiate type. We find that 
this conclusion is endorsed by some of the arguments which have 
been adduced against a unitary University in Kerala.

19. The first o f these relates to one of the powerful educational 
interests iu Kerala, e., the Roman Catholic Church. At present 
two of their Indian episcopates, viz., Changanacherry and Trichur, 
maintain colleges out of diocesan funds. It is said that it is not 
possible for a diocese to expend any of its money on institutions 
located outside its own territorial limits. The teaching of the 
Church emphasizes the prime importance of the education of the 
Catholic young in colleges maintained by the denomination. We 
are unable to say how far this difficulty can be met by the foundation 
of a Catholic college or hall at the university centre, as haa 
been done at Madras recently by the institution of the Loyola 
College, by one of the universal CathoUc orders, like the Carmelites
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or the Society of Jesus, founding such a college or hall, to which 
substantial aid may be given by every one of the Catholic dioceses 
in Kerala. We merely state the difficulty as put to us by those 
who could claim to speak for nearly a million Roman Catholics in 
Kerala.

20. Another of the disadvantages of the unitary university is 
the probability of its destroying a useful variety of type in colleges. 
It is obvious that different kinds of colleges, working in different 
places, can stimulate one another, and that the merger of all 
colleges into one form or their reduction to an even pattern cannot 
offer as much scope for progress as a variety of college types,

21. But we are hardly prepared to recommend that any 
University to be started in Kerala should be of the affiliating type. 
This pattern is that to which the provincial Universities of India have 
approximated most closely. Their history shows that, in every 
instance, such a university had largely come into existence in India 
owuig to two causes, viz.  ̂ the largeness of the area to be served by 
the university and its educationally undeveloped character. No one 
can deny that to the affiliating type is due the credit for the great 
spread of higher education throughout India at such a small cost. 
Nor can it be forgotten that latterly it has come in for 
much adverse criticism, particularly since 1902.* It had assumed 
the conduct of examinations and the prescription of curricula as its

* Dr. Brajendranath Seal, the present Vice-Chancellor of the Mysore 
University, has brought out this aspect of the affiliating type, in his evidence, 
before the Indian University Commission of 1902, in the following 
passage :—

“ Our Indian Universities correspond very nearly to the type of the 
Victoria University, which also requires attendance on prescribed courses of 
academic study in colleges of the University, such colleges being s i t uat e i n 
different towns, wherever adequate and efficient teaching may be provided 
through college professors. Our fundamental difEerence is that our Indian 
collages and college professors have no constitutional status in the governing 
body of the University, and are so far extraneous and adventitious agencies 
whereas the constitution of the Victoria University contemplates its being 
a federation of colleges, and the governing and teaching bodies of the 
colleges are represented in the governing body of the University. London 
also teaches through affiliated colleges and recognised professors, but the 
colleges must be situated within prescribed limits, and the professors are 
admitted to a share in the University management.”
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chief functions. It had also acted on the belief that reasonable 
efficiency of teaching in the colleges could ba ensured by merely 
regulating the courses of study and examinations. It had left the 
training of students to self-contained colleges, some of which 
undoubtedly subordinated this duty to examination coaching. 
Compulsory uniformity in courses of study and in examination 
standards also limited the opportunities for the exercise of the 
individuality of the teacher and the student, as well as the scope 
for the rise of the able student to his full mental stature in a 
suitable environment of freedom. Centralisation of administration 
in an affiliating university often leads to perceptible weakening of 
the sense of responsibility in colleges. These are some of the 
principal charges brought against the affiliating systxim. It has also 
been pointed out that the rapid growth in the number of colleges 
within each of our affihating universities, and the way in which the 
institutions were scattered over vast areas, has made it difficult 
for them to exercise real supervision, and that, in consequence, 
the desire to control the mofussii colleges has outrun their capacity 
to do so effectively. Spasmodic attempts by the Syndicates to keep 
up the level of the affihated colleges by calling for periodical 
reports and returns by issuing instructions and admonitions, and by 
appointing committees of inspection tended to irritate and not to 
improve the colleges. The Syndicate in a university had no effective 
power to enforce on a recalcitrant and deficient college, conformity 
to its directions, by threatening the revocation of affiliation. The 
power to grant and revoke affiliation was vested in the provincial 
Government. Each case of the grantor the withdrawal of affiliation 
had first to be recommended by the Senate which met infrequently. 
In practice, therefore, withdrawal of affiliation as a punishment was 
practically never exercised. The power to grant conditional affiliation 
did not exist. When a college failed to work up to a proper level of 
efficiency, the only course open to the university was to offer to apply 
the extreme punishment of disaffiliation. No power of suspension 
or of imposing any milder penalty existed. It is not surprising that, 
when the penalty was extreme and was often so disproportionate to 
the offence, it came to be seldom used. A sense of immunity from 
the consequence of any disobedience to university mandates tended
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to "row. In Commissions of Inspections of Colleges, as well as in 
the controlling bodies, the standards were often set by the needs of the 
weaker colleges. Just as the system depressed the able student, so, 
ns a conse({uence of l)asing college standards upon averages, it tended 
to pull down the better colleges to the level of the less efficient. 
The evil was real. It has been said that it was perhaps due less to 
the affiliating system as such than t(. the existence of a weak 
executive with a wide area to control, and it has l>een rejoined that 
a weak executive is an invariable growth ii; the affiliating system. 
In a small and compact area like that of Kerala, with not more than 
15,000 square miles, and about 8 million people, efficient supervision 
and control must be easier than in ii large j)rovince. They might 
be much greater it the controlling agencies of the university uro 
representative, responsible and efficient.

22. It has been laid as a charge against the affiliating system 
that it multiplied colleges of different levels of strength, capacity 
and efficiency and even of different tyjjes, many of which had been 
hastily raised and had in consequence to drag on a languid 
existence, having exhausted their strength in merely coming to 
Ufe. As against this charge, it is argued that a university is 
after all a corporation of learning, that it is not impossible tliat a 
number of its most successful and learned teachers may be found 
even in weak colleges, and that a healthy variety of types in 
colleges is by itself not at all a matter for regret. I ’he real 
danger in the affiliating system, it is urged, is the domin.'ition of 
the university by a few colleges situated at the capital, which may 
or may not be among the best colleges, and which, if below the 
stiindard, might infect the other colleges Avith their lower ideals and 
impair their efficiency. On the assiunption that such evils are 
inherent in the system of affiliation several correctives have been 
suggested and applied. The Indian University Act of 1904 indicated 
some of them. This piece of legislation undoubtedly increased 
efficiency all round in the provincial Universities, but it was unable 
to change their conditions radically. In the case of the Calcutta 
University, the evils which persisted despite the Act of 1904 were 
considered to have become so grave as to necessitate, in 1917, the 
(Appointment of a special state Commission. The increase of the

T
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teaching element in tho odutrolling bodios of the uuiversiticB and 
the right o£ election to the Senate granted to the Faculties und the 
graduates had failed to raise th(! staiidarils and bring the university 
bodies into closer touch with tho outside pubhc. In some provmcial 
Universities, the undertaking of direct teaching functions and tho 
appointment of a few University Professors had also failed to 
correct inherent defects. The attempts made there to create at the 
head-(iuarters of the univei*sity limited facilities for post-^aduate 
and ad\anceil work, by or through the agency of University 
Professors, apj)oar to have caused irritation in the affiliated colleges, 
Avithout at the saine time creating an atmos])here of uYiiversity 
teachiu*  ̂at the metropolis. It was feared that the provision of 
these adv^mtaf/es in the cii])ital alone would tend to reduce the 
up-oountry colleges to a position of relative hiferiority, and to draw 
away their .students to the colleges in the metropolis. 'Attempts 
have latterl}' been made to reduce mofussil dissatisfaction whenever 
academic concentration has beĉ n effected at the university centres, 
by giving the affiliated colleges a Coinlcil of theii’ own among 
the governing bodies o f the university. The powers and ftrtictions 
hitherto assigned to such Councils have however lieen of sitbordinate 
and advisory character. The new Councils of affiliated institirtioiis 
have had neither real power nor responsibility, and their •usefiilneas 
has not yet been demonstrated. It is arguable that, if a better 
position was given to the Councils of Affiliated Colleges, and if 
such Councils were statutory bodies of the university, with 
definite powers of consultation, advice, initiative and exemtion, the 
position of the mofussil colleges might have been improved and 
their dissatisfaction reduced. But to do all this would have 
been tantamount to (inverting an affiliating university into 
something very different, namely, a federal university. This will 
l)e evident if the essential difference between the affiliating a(nd 
the federal types is understood. The Calcutta Univel^ity 
Commission indicate it in the following passage :

“ Others appear to prefer a federal basis, which would imply that 
the governing bodies of the University would mainly consist of 
representatives from all the colleges included in the federation. The 
[vdvantage claimed for the affiliating system is that it renderspossible a
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complete control over the teaching work in those cases when the 
colleges are too weak to be trusted. The advantage of the federal as 
distinct from the affiliating system is that it would give to the colleges 
a real voice in the design of their own curricula, and a share of 
responsibility for the determination of university policy. The exclusion 
of nearly all the mofussil colleges from these educative privileges 
is a feature of the existing system to which our attention has been 
repeatedly directed; and we feel it to be highly desirable that this 
disability should if possible be removed, especially in the case of the 
stronger and better equipped colleges.” *

23. A refcreiicc to the history of the reliitioii o£ affiliated 
colleges to the central bodies in tlie various proviuciiil Universities 
shows that this complete control is more appurent than real. An 
we said earlier there have not been many instances of Syndicate,s 
having really been able to exercise any Ijcneficial compulsion 
over colleges which were ill-equippod, ill-staffed, iil-hoiised and 
ill-managed. There have on the other hand been cases in w'hich 
successive Inspection Conunissions have reported the persistence of 
the same defects in ccrtain affiliated colleges which had been pointed 
out by their predecessors for instantaneous rectification, and which 
still remained unremedied in spite of advic*e, admonition and threats 
from the Syndicates.

24. Notwithstanding the recognition of its many defects, the 
affiliating type is again becoming popular in India. The last 
Quinquennial Report on the Progress of Education in India 
recognises this change of attitude and seeks to account for it as 
follows:

“ India is a land of large distances and small towns. The number of 
centres at which there is a sufficient student population to attend and, 
what is even more important, a sufficient number of educated persons 
to administer a university, is very limited. Although the growth 
of unitary teaching universities has been such a marked and such a 
satisfactory feature of the development of higher education during the 
past five years, there will always be in India a need for universities 
of the.affiliating type.” t

* Vidfi Ueport, Vol. IV, pp. 343-341. t Vide Vol. I, p. 04.
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25, There are i i i i in y  persons wlio now hold that the affiliating 
tjpe will probably again i)e that to which new universities in India 
will lean when they an- organised in areas which are largo 
and which are not sufficiently develo]>ed educationally, Thu 
forecast cannot ap])ly to Iverala. Taken as a Avhole, this area 
cannot be considered to be educationally backward. It a 
new affiliating university is founded in it, it Avould be difficult 
to show how the position of a college in Kerala, which comes under 
the new University, will bo better than it now is when it is under 
the University of Madras. We submitted a (juestion on this point 
to our witnesses. Most of thciu have held that the advantages of 
the connection Avith such a ncAv University will not be greater than 
those Avhich its connection with the existing University brings. In 
the opinion of several witnesses, association with the older University 
would, on the other hand, undoubtedly bring greater prestige to the 
existing colleges. 13ut there are some Avitnesses who have maintiiiued 
that, even without an express right of jjarticijmtion in the direction 
of the Universit}', the affiliated colleges, even in an affiliating 
University comprising Kerala alone, must obtain a lai’ger share in 
the government of the I'niversity than they now do as members of 
the Madras University. They have stressed justly the educutive 
value of such self-goverinnent as an attraction, and pleaded for an 
affiliating University for Kerala. Other advantages v/hich might, 
in their view, appeal to the colleges in Kerala joining such a 
Univei*sity would be the relative contiguity of the university centre 
to all colleges, and the possibility of a whole people who now share 
in a cultural unity being brought together. Among further benefits 
which the advocates of such a University of Kerala claim for it are 
the basing of the University on a connnon language and comnuinity 
of custom and social usage, the stimulus likely to be given to local 
effort and to the development of the vernacular and Sanskrit, and a 
climate congenial to the students as AVell as cheapness of living. 
These advantages should, in their opinion, weigh in favour of the 
colleges of Kerala electing to belong to a I'niversity located in the 
iu*ea, in ])i*eferi!uce to the continuancc; of the connection -with the 
University of Madras even without n chimge in the type of the 
university.
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2G. It must be admitted that some of these advantages must be 
available to the colleges, whatever Ixj the type of university which 
is founded in Kerala. The argument that local patriotism will help 
by founding colleges might be used in favour of both. In a compact 
area, efficient university control should be both more possible and 
likely, but A\hether this would be deemed an attraction by the 
institutions concerned or not will largely depend on their ideals and 
their efficiency.

27. We feel that neither a unitary uni-collegiate university nor 
a university of the simple affiliating kind could Avell Ui reconunended. 
The alternative which remains is tlie suggested com[)romise. A 
meeting ground between the two leaditig ideals is generally believed 
to l)e contained in the federal type, as ah'eady described. 
Under a federal scheme, all the colleges in the university 
wil) be on a footing of equality. They will be equal in the matter 
of rights, but in representation, size, income and similar factors 
must also have a bearing. Under this system, a college at Calicut 
or Ernakulam, if smaller than a college at Trivandrum, will not have 
the same number of representatives in the university bodies. Their 
position would Ix; analogous to that of tlio institutions in the Dacca 
University. There each college takes a share, though not necessarily 
an equal share, in the management of the University. Whether in 
education or in politics, the federal ty ĵe will be obviously regarded 
as not a perfect type, but in both it will be recognised as more likely 
to serve the purposes of government, either a looser or more 
centralised type. In university organisation, there are two main 
practical considerations, viz,, the attainment of efficiency and the 
securing of economy in initial and recurring costs. Both these may 
be more easily ensured in a federal type than in either the unitary 
or the affiliating. A further advantage, which a federal university 
would bring, is the reduction of friction in the government of the 
university from a single centre. To many colleges even the name 
‘ federal ’ misrht be attractive. It is a Ijetter word than ‘ affiliatin«r.' 
as it would not convey any imputation or even implication of 
inferiority. A federal university would allow of sufficient elasticity 
in o-rowth, and it would not stifle a healthy vai'iety of collegiatc;
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types. It would neither repi'ess Tiiofussil institutions nor promote 
a life of limited or inferior freedom. The iissocitition as of right 
of the various constituent institutions with the university must 
infuse in them a sense of respousibility. It may help to raise them 
to the stiuidard of the better colleges situated hi the heart of the 
univei’Bity. An evil said to be inherent in the affiliutinjr university, 
viz., of the weaker collej '̂es setting tlie standard, can, it is believed, be 
avoided in the federal. In the latter, power and responsibility will 
not be separated. In it university centres would arise by a natural 
division of labour between colleffcs. Overlapping and unhealthy 
competition betAveen colleges will be minimised, if not entirely 
removed. In course of thne, such university centres, properly 
developed, may bccoine new uuiversitics. The Uô k* expressed by 
Sir H. Shai'p, of seeing in the fulness of time a series of localised 
universities of a unitary tyj«! all over India, would then be fulfilled, 
E’rom its nature, a unitary university is ])ermauent; a federal 
university is not. The former is satisfactory (jnly if it is founded 
in an area in Avhich there have bc*en no colleges at all, or where the 
university comes into existence as the result of educational progress 
or the break ujj of an existing federal university. To form such 
a university in a tract in which the j)rinciple of affiliation has long 
prevailed is not easy. It may not even be as satisfactory as 
forming unitary universities by the fission of a federal university. 
In the former case, the affiliated institutions, Avhich develo]> into 
unitary universities, may not have had the opportunity for 
continued participation, as oj rvjht, in the government of the 
university. They would therefore not have acquired the requisite 
experience, which the institutions similarly sitiuated and forming 
an incorporated unitary university might bi-ing, if they are taken 
from a federal luiivcrsity. Considerations of interstatid right 
might have less force against a federal university than against a 
unitary or an affiliating university. If the Kerala University is 
therefore federal, it would not become liable to the charge of doing 
away with the traditions of college autonomy or of running 
counter to local sentiment. Such a university may also promote 
concentration, by consent, of the resources in staff and equipment, at 
selected centres, for carrying on the higher work of the University.
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It would 1)0 jtossiblc within tlie boiiiuls of u letloral university to 
form more than one healthy university centre in which all tho 
aiKantagcs oi‘ associatt^d work between l?'acnlties, and between 
stndents engaged in both the higher anti lower grades of university 
Work, can be created, and full opportunities also found for collegiate 
and university teaching and residence. It A vill Ix? remembered that 
these are the chief advantages claimed for a unitiiry miiversit}’ . 
They might be secured in a I'oderal university quite as readily and 
without creating any galling sense of inferiority and of loss erf 
autonomy in the colleges. Any tendency which might persist in a 
federal university for the weakei' colleges to lower the standards 
can be easily checked, since the representation of tlie colleges in the 
university Ixjclies Avill be in proportion to their strength. The 
governing bodies of the federal university will also be in a stronger 
position than those of an affiliating university. Lt cannot be denied 
that these are very important advantages to look for in a univer
sity formed to serve the A vho le  of Kerala. A position of permanent 
snbol'dination may l)e unacceptable to Cochin and Malabar, 
were they to become partners in an affiliating university started m 
Tt*avancdre. But they cannot escape such a status if that type is 
chosen and perpetuated. On the other hand, in a federal scheine 
in which they liecome, so to speak, e<|t;al partners, this will be 
avoided. The evils of the affiliating system are more pronounced 
the wider the area over which a university has jurisdiction. -An 
affiliating Keralfi University will be even less satisfactor}’ than an 
affiliating University of Travancore. On the other hand, in a 
federal Scheme, the advantages are likely to be greater w'hen the 
university is neither too small (as when it is restricted to a single 
sbrte) nor too Lu-ge, (as when it embraces a whole Indian provineei). 
The compactness of the ai’ea of a Kerala University, along with -the 
various other contingent advantages, clearly points to federal type 
as the one pre-eminently suited to the conditions of the tract.

28. In recommending federal type we have in view’ two models: 
one in which the constituent colleges are all loaited in the same 
centre, and the other in which the colleges are grouped together in 
H few selected centres. We consider the first of these the
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moi'e desirrtblo. But we f>re unable on the evidence before us to 
come to any satisfactory conclusion regarding the feasibility o f such 
a university if the whole of Kerala is accepted. If, after due 
consideration, tliis type were found impracticable for a Pan-Kerala 
University, we would recommend that Travancore, Cochin and 
Malabar should each have a recognised university centre at which 
the constituent colleges of Arts and Science should be concentrated. 
If the University, however, is confined to Travancore, we think 
that the colleges composing the University should all be located in 
the same place. The following resolutions, which we arrived nt 
summarise our recommendations on the subject:

18 4

All the constituent Colleges of Arts and Science in the 
Pan-Kerala area should be located in the same centre. Failing this, 
the constituent colleges of Arts and Science in each of the areas of 
Travancore, Cochin and Malabar, shoul^^be located in not more 
than one centre within that area.

r . .The constituent Technical and Professional colleges of the 
Pan-Kerala University should be located as /a r  < i s W e  in the 
centre or centres where the constituent colleges of Arts and Science 
are situated.

29. The centres we have suggested should be chosen after 
careful consideration of the relative claims of the different collegiate 
stations, and in such a manner as to prevent unhealthy rivalry and 
undue over-lapping, and so as to ensure the fullest economy of 
special aptitude or advantages. The federal system would secure, 
in a proper degree, the freedom so essential to the growth of the 
sound academic life and traditions. The experts of the London 
University Commission and Dr. Frederick Paulsen are agreed in 
condemning any system under which the university imposes galling 
restrictions of uniform and unvarying standards in courses, curricula 
and teaching. The danger of such encroachments on academic 
liberty will be much less in a federal than in a centralised university 
of the unitary type, or in an absolutely decentralised university 
of the pattern of the older provincial universities of India. The 
sense of responsibility and the sense of freedom go together. Roth



will be induced by the federal system. “  liespoiisibility,”  Dr. Paulsen 
has justly said, i “  is the correlate of freedom; the less of external 
compulsion there is, the more imperative is the duty of self-control.”  
The combination of academic freedom with a due sense of what one 
owes to the university appears to us to be more easy of attainment 
in a university of the type that we recommend for the whole area, 
than in any other types.

30. Since arriving at our conclusions on the type of university 
for the Kerala country, we have had occasion to notice the recent 
developments in the scheme fora university for the Telugu districts. 
The Andhra University Committee had recommended a unitary 
typ« of university, but this was not acceptable to the leaders of the 
Andhradesa. They held that the proposed Andhra University 
should comprise all the Telugu districts, that Honours courses 
and research work should be provided in constituent colleges,
that constituent and afHliated colleges should exist over the w'hole 
area, that particular Ijranches of study should be developed in 
different centres and^that affiliated colleges should not undertake 
work above the standard of the Pass B. A. course. These views 
were set out in a recent Conference held at Vizagapatam. It is 
understood tliat a Bill embodying these features is being prepared 
by the Madras Government.
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C H A P T E R  V I I I  

A r e a  o f  t h e  U n iv e k s i t y

The areji and the location of the head-quarters o£ the new 
University are two subjects on which there have been pronounced 
differences of opinion. The previous Committee were not precluded 
from considering a Travancore University which might in course 
of tim.e serve the adjacent areas also. But they preferred to 
recommend a unitary University to be established at Aruvikkarai 
near Trivandrum. In the Dissenting Memorandum of four of their 
members, it was however argued that a Travancore University 
would not be as satisfactory as one embracing the whole of Kerala. 
In the G. 0 . constitutmg our Committee certain alternatives have 
been specified, having regard to territory, population and location^ 
and we have been asked to examine them along with other possible 
schemes. The only restriction imposed on us concerns the location 
of the offices of the University, in regard to which the Government 
have definitely stated that they are not prepared to consider a site 
outside Travancore.

2. In view of their importance, prominence was given in our 
Questionnaire to these alternatives. It is due to the difficulty of the 
questions, as well as to the strongly opposed opinion in regard to 
every one of them, that we should first endeavour to indicate their 
different aspects before formulating our own conclusions and 
recommendations.

'6. The last Committee recommended a unitary University to be 
formed on a site of about two thousand acres at Aruvikkarai near 
Trivandrum. The choice of this site was supported by reference to 
ita moderate cost, its situation within easy reach of Trivandrum, its 
healthy character, facilities in it for building rapidly and cheaply 
and its extent, which would make it easy for the University to 
become fully residential. Our predecessors, like several of our 
witnesses, would not agree to an extension of the jurisdiction of the 
University beyond the limits of Travancore. The advocacy of a 
unitary type of university is generally coupled, in our evidence, 
with that for a Umited jurisdiction. The latter is justified mainly



on the ground of the administrative convenience of having a compact 
area under a single state, with a comparatively high level of education* 
“  The new University,”  it is said, “  would be less subject to 
internal friction in its daily administration, and less liable to the 
growth of disruptive forces, if it does not extend its activities beyond 
one political unit.” The previous Committee had maintained that, 
as at the time when they reported there was only one first grade 
college within Travancore, and that a State college situated at the 
capital, the opposition of vested interests to the concentration of all 
university work on a single spot need not be apprehended, if the 
site chosen was not far away from Trivandrum. Several of our 
witnesses claim that these conditions are still practically unchanged. 
In Malabar, Travaucore and Cochin, there are now only three first 
grade colleges, and of these only one, i. e., the Union Christian 
College at Alwaye, is outside Trivandrum. This institution was 
made a first grade college only after our Committee was formed. 
A University restricted to Travancore might not therefore, it is said, 
find it difficult to overcome the defects incidental to concentration 
of all real university teaching at a single centre, since there are 
now no vested interests comparable in magnitude to those of the 
Government of Travancore- In regard to the Union Christian 
College, it may also be contended that, by the terms of the deed 
giving it Government buildings and lands, this institution is bound 
to fall into line with the State if and when a university is started. 

J t  is further argued that the only demand of a sufficiently persistent 
*nd  diversified character for a university has been from Travancore; 
that there has not apparently been the same desire for the creation 
of a new University either in Malabar or in Cochin, while in the 
case of the district of Tinnevelly, (the inclusion of which also we 
have been asked to consider), there is practically no evidence 
whatever of a similar demand ; that a demand for first grade colleges 
may be held to precede logically one for a university, and to be the 
normal indication of a desire for the formation of a university ; 
that the raising of the Hindu College at Tinnevelly to the first 
grade is still very recent, having been effected only after we closed 
our third session ; and that, in Cochin, the desire for one or two 
first grade colleges was evinced even later. It is true that there has
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been an agitation for a long time for a first grade college for 
Malabar, but it was only recently that a Committee was appointeil 
to consider the question of raising the status of the Victoria College 
at Palghat to the first grade. This proposal has already come in 
for criticism in the West Coast Press, on the ground that Palghat 
is not centrally situated in Malabar, though it has admittedly the 
strongest second grade college in the district and is one of the most 
advanced educational divisions of the West Coast.

4. The above enumeration does not exhaust the reasons adduced 
for restricting the University to Travancore. There are two further 
arguments to be considered. The first of these deals with the 
question of probabilities, and the second with that of academic 
efficiency. It is argued that, if a University is started by Travancore, 
whether it embraces a wider area or not, the collegiate institutions 
within the State will still have a virtual pre-eminence in the 
University owing to their number, variety, strength, age and 
efficiency, and that the bulk of the expenditure of the new 
University will also have to be met by or in Travancore. It is 
mauitained that the association of the adjacent areas with a 
University started in Travancore will do little to reduce the 
commitments of the State on account of the University, or 
materially add to its financial strength. The second argument lays 
emphasis upon the necessity of having a university of a proper 
size, neither too big nor too small for efficient management. This 
argument is enforced by appeals to the figures of the number 
of non-Travancoreans at present studying in Travancore colleges, 
and that of Travancore students who are now pursuing their 
studies in institutions outside the state. A reference to the figures 
in Statement No. IV  printed in our volume of appendices shows 
that in recent years the number of students from Cochin and 
Malabar, ia the non-technical institutions in Travancore has been 
practically negligible, while the number of Travancoreans attending 
colleges outside the State has shown, year by year, a large and 
continued increase. It is accordingly argued that the formation of 
a University in Travancore might attract the emigrant students, and 
that the addition of such a contingent of returning Travancoreans
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to the existing large number of students within the State will bring 
up the aggregate strength o£ the colleges in the new University to 
a level which can be regarded as more than adequate for efficient 
university work. If Travancore undertakes to serve a wider area 
an<l if, at the same time, it also encourages academic concentration 
in a single centre, the unitary University so created, it is feared, will 
become unmanageable in size and steadily less efficient, and that the 
inclusion of the adjacent areas will loAver the standards of work in 
the luiiversity, and as a consequence, its prestige.

5. Progress in recent years in Travancore, particularly in the 
direction oi an extension of political rights and the creation of 
responsible government, might give point to a further argument in 
favour of keeping the University for Travancore alone. As the 
Travancore Legislative Council must vote the necessarj  ̂ funds, some 
disinclination to spend large sums of money raised in the State on 
the higher education of the adjacent areas, may not be unnatucal. 
This disinclination may become pronounced, if the cost per head of 
higher education in Travancore rose, as it may^ after the incorporation 
of areas, not quite so advanced educationally as Travancore.

6. The idea of limiting the University to the State has been 
assailed by several of our witnesses. The formation of a University 
for Travancore alone, leaving the adjacent portions o f Kerala to 
shift for themselves, will, they argue, be unneighbourly and generate 
feelings of bitterness. The irritation in Cochin and Malabar might 
take the form of even a refusal to co-operate with the University of 
Travancore, should it be willing later on, to throw its doors open to 
them. Those responsible for higher education in Cochin and Malabar 
may then prefer to continue their connection with the University of 
Madras, or may even start Cochin and Malabar colleges as 
constituent institutions within its ten-mile radius. Unless 
Travancore indicates its preparedness from the outset to admit the 
whole of Kerala, on terms reconcilable to the self-respect of Cochin 
and Malabar, it is probable that the new Universit)' will not get the 
chance of ever serving the wider area. Other objections have also 
been advanced against a University confined to Travancore. Among 
them are : (1) the possibility of the outlook of a university restricted
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to a single state becoming parochial and narrow ; (2) the chances 
of the subordination of the University to the administration of the 
State and of its easily succumbing to unhealthy local influences and 
yielding to popular clamour in favour of low examination standards ; 
(3) its want of prestige owing to the smallness of its jurisdiction ; 
and (4 ) its liability to be strangled, even in the initial yea'*s, by 
financial difficulties, because of the inability of a single state to bear 
the cost of so expensive an institution as a university. These 
criticisms have not gone unanswered. It is retorted that, in a 
university, size is not a necessary condition of efficiency or reputation; 
that its prestige Is essentially a result of time and the careful 
nurture of traditions of high ideals and sound work; that, in the West, 
small universities have had no difficulty in becoming famous ; that, 
on the other hand, there are, both in the West and in the East, many 
instances of universities which serve vast areas and millions of 
people, but are decidedly inferior to numerous smaller universities, 
both in efficiency and in prestige ; and that the assumption of 
financial weakness as inherent in a small university overlooks the 
circumstance that in such a body the expenditure will be less than 
in a large university. It is pointed out that, in regard to the 
proposed University, the relevant point for consideration is whether 
a town like Trivandrum, in which very large sums of money have 
already been expended on institutions o f a university character, is 
or is rot fit to have a University, and, particularly, if by having one, 
the university institutions already existing in the town can be more 
efficiently co-ordinated than at present, and at a not much greater 
cost. It is affirmed that the financial position and outlook of 
Travancore are not by any means unsatisfactory. The anticipated 
subordination of the University to the Government of the State, 
presumes that such a servile relation is a necessary incident of a 
small university in a small state. Large universities can be and 
have been departmentalised. There are, on the other hand, many 
instances of small universities which have maintained their 
autonomy and self-respect even in small states. It is also pointed 
out that the arguments against a university restricted to a single 
state proceed upon two assumptions, both of which require to be
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first proved, and neither of which is easy to establish. The first is 
that the temptation and the opportunity to encroach on the liberty 
of a university is greater in a small state than in a large one and 
that it is greater in an Indian state than in British India, and the 
second that there is something baneful in the association per se of a 
university and a state. We recognise that there may be some force 
in the second of the above pleas. From the general trend of this 
Report, it will be clear that we believe firmly in the necessity of 
internal freedom to the university, in order that it may have, from 
the outset, the assurance of the fullest measure of individual and 
collective liberty to pursue its own ideals in the manner most 
conducive to their attainment. At the same time, we would be 
guilty of ignoring certain prominent features, in the history of Indian 
Universities, if we allowed to go unchallenged the implication that 
even a legitimate degree of control or supervision by a Government 
cannot inure, under an^ circumstances, to the benefit of a university. 
Despite some mistakes, it has been largely through the association of 
the State with the Universities of India, that an efficient and orderly 
administration has been built up for them, and that higher education 
has been spread so extensively, with so much economy of resources, 
and in such a short period, throughout India. It would be as idle 
as it would be unfair, therefore, to ignore the good that has come 
out of such association, in order to exaggerate any of its untoward 
and incidental consequences.

7. A university might be a costly affair. One whose resources 
are enlarged by the expansion of its jurisdiction, without a 
simultaneous and corresponding increase in its expenditure on the 
lower grades of work, might have a better chance of competing 
successfully Avith older and successful foundations, than another 
whose jurisdiction is limited /o r  ever to a single State. The co-opera
tion of Travancore, Cochin and Malabar, might well be believed 
to be capable of increasing the resources of the new University. 
This inference would be valid, if it can also be assumed that it 
would lead J.rs( to substantial financial contributions from each of 
the partners to the scheme, and secondly to an agreement to develop 
the higher work of the University in one centre or a limited number
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centres, where such work has already been successfully pursued. 
The question, therefore, huicres largely on the nature of the financial 
help Avhich the new University might rely upon getting from Cochin 
and Malabar. What these contributions may amount to may become 
clear, if, as we hope and recommend, the Government of Travancore, 
enter intx) pour par hr s with those responsible for the administration 
of the adjacent areas, in order that they might ascertain the character 
and extent of the support which the scheme fora Kerabi University 
might count on receiving. It is not right, we venture to think, to 
condemn a University restricted to Travancore, on this ground, and 
at the same time treat the nature and the dimension of the 
contributions to ))e made by Cochin and Malabar as mere niatters c»f 
detail to be settled later on by negotiation. Such a procedure or 
course of reasoning can be valid only if there is the certainty that the 
contributions made AviII be both adequate and constant. We have 
alreiidy said that the parochial outlook of a university is not a 
necessary deduction from its limited jurisdiction, and that such a 
criticism cannot hold against a Travancore University, unless it can 
be shown that those who will be responsible for the administration 
of the University hereafter will necessarily be lees broad-minded 
and less desirous of promoting high academic ideals than if they are 
brought into association with the people of Cochin and Malabar.

8. The plea for the extension of the jurisdiction of the University 
beyond the State is based upon the beli ef that support of both the 
sister state and of the Madras Government might be more naturally 
ex pected for it in securing wider recognition for its degrees than 
would be possible if the University was restricted to Travancore. 
The underlying assumptions of this argument are two, viz.  ̂ that the 
function of the University is to train recruits for the public services, 
and that the main attraction of a university career is its fulfilling 
this function, and secondly tliat Governments, as far as possible, 
must recruit to their servi(;es, only from candidates who have qualified 
themselves in a university situated within their own territorial 
limits.

9. Most of the other arguments iigainsta Travancore University, 
appear to rest on the belief in the relative superiority of an 
All-Kerala University and its more attractive character. It is argued
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that the whole of Kerala forms a single ethnic, geographical, cultural 
and linguistic unit, and is better marked in every way in its features 
chan any other Indian area ; that Malayalam is the language of the 
tract, not being found outside it and forming the Bother tongue of 
nine persons in ten among its inhabitants ; that the character of the 
area and the physical barriers which separate it from the adjacent 
districts have created distinctive insfitutions ; that its abundant and 
natural communications have, it the same time, restrained tendencies 
to disruption and tended to the soc’al homogeneity, and that its 
isolation from the rest of India is as cons[>icuous as its cultural unity. 
These are the grounds on which it is said that any attempt 
“ to divide up what nature and history have tended to imite ”  
would be unwise, and run counter to such natural and 
reasonable sentiment. The educational progress in different parts 
of Kerala has been relatively more uniform than similar advance in 
other provinces of India. It is also urged that a university has a 
duty to promote the language, the culture and the higher intellectual 
and moral interest of the area in which it functions and that this 
alone would justify its formation on a linguistic basis.

10. In some of the evidence l)cfore us, it is argued that “ in tht̂  
course of centuries, Kerala has become not only a geographic unit, 
but a linguistic and social unit, and that a common culture and 
common traditions have been built up on the foundations of a 
common language and perhaps of a common race that “  the 
similarities’ in food, dress and social customs and in the structure of 
society are striking; ”  that “ Malayalam language and literature are 
the common inheritance of all parts of Kerala that “  standards 
of literary taste and appreciation are uniform within the area 
that “ many organisations of a religious or communal character have 
sprung up in Kerala which have crossed the political boundaries of 
its units that “ the consciousness of the unity is even more 
important than the fact of the unity;”  that “ in the construction 
of the new University such a valuable spiritual asset should not be 
ignored or made light of, since such a body might be one of the best 
means of cherishing the feeling and intensifying i t a n d  lastly 
that “ a Kerala University Avould not merely become the custodian of
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whatever is characteristic in the history and culture of the West 
Coast, but it might supply the intellectual motive forces required 
for the further development of that culture and its progressive 
interpretation. ”

11. These are the main grounds on which several of our 
witnesses have pressed for a Pan-Kerala trend to the new University 
from its birth. We have considered the arguments brought forward 
in favour of this proposition as well as the criticisms of it. We 
recognise that there is undoubtedly a sense in which there is a duty 
on a university to emphasize what is best in the culture of the area 
and of the people who are served by it. But it is equally evident to 
us that the proper function of a university is less to stress points of 
cultural differences than to evolve a spirit of receptivity, welcoming 
all that is best in other cultures. For instance, it can be asked 
whether, as against the plea for a local University to promote and 
accentuate the cultural features of Kerala, there are not the higher 
ideals implied in such an institution as the Viswabharati of 
Dr. Rabindranath Tagore. A University, whether for this area or any 
other, should therefore attempt to realise both aims. It should not 
be forgetful of its obligation to either ideal. It is undeniable that, 
while in some respects, sectional differences are perhaps more 
numerous in Kerala than in any part of India, owing to the cleavages 
due to social stratification, to religious and ethnic differences, to 
historical causes and to competing political allegiances, there is 
nevertheless sufficient homogeneity among its people to justify its 
being treated as a distinct cultural unit. That this is so is in a large 
measure due to the great educational work w'hich has been carried on 
within Kerala during the past half a century. The consequent pre
eminence Avhich its population has attained in the matter of general 
cultivation might justify the hope of the combination of the different 
sections of its peoples for common ends. Harmony is essential for 
sound administration no less in a university than in a state. It 
would undoubtedly be a good augury for the future of a Kerala 
University if such mutual helpfulness among its members might be 
postulated from the moment of its birth. A tendency towards such 
co-operation has already been evinced ir common plans for associated
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endeavour between Cochin and Travancore, As instances, one 
might recall the common postal service between the two States, and 
their co-operation in the development of the Cochin Harbour. In 
plans for the development of railway communication and transport, 
and the opening up of the whole area generally as well as in schemes 
for industrial development, it is not unlikely that this spirit of 
association which has already borne good fruit will be continued. 
The multiplication of universities running on the same lines and 
doing the identical kind of work, without any well thought out 
scheme for a division of labour between them and for the prevention 
of overlapping, has been deprecated both in India and in the West. 
Despite the increase in the present and prospective number of Indian 
Universities, the improvement of the languages and the culture o£ 
the Malayalam people awaits still the advent of a University formed 
on the West Coast, whether it be restricted to Travancore, or extended 
so as to serve the wider area which would recognise this work as 
its own. A local University might be in a better position to fulfil 
this duty if it embraced the whole of Kerala than if it were 
restricted to a part of it. Practical exigencies have made the 
University of Madras look for workers in this area to enable it to 
discharge its functions in regard to Malayalam. A University 
located in Travancore wiU similarly find that, despite its nominal 
restriction to a single state, in practice it will have to seek in Cochin 
and Malabar members for its administrative and academic bodies. 
There will thus be sufficient justification for bringing the ideals into 
accord with the actual administration by incorporating all the parts 
of Kerala in a common University. The variety of outlook and of 
institutional life, which might arise more easily in the wider area 
than in a single state might even ensure a larger degree of freedom 
for the new University in its daily work and at the same time bring 
with it the opportunity for such constant and friendly intercourse 
between prominent persons in the three sub-areas of Kerala as might 
promote the growth of a healthy identity of interests and feelings.

12. These are attractive features in a scheme for an All-Kerala 
University. They will not, however, justify us in overlooking the 
objections which are urged against it, mainly on the grounds of the
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unfeasibility of the immediate realisation of the scheme, and of some 
of its incidental features. The harmonious co-ordination of three 
adjoining areas, with traditions of rivalry and conflict of interests, 
mijrht, it is urged, be easier to desire than to create. The embers of 
dormant rivalry might be fanned into flame by such opportunities as 
might be afforded by a new institution filled with many enthusiastic 
workers. The division of powers and duties among the three 
Governments might lead to misunderstanding and wrangling. If the 
University can only be started by interstatal negotiation, there is the 
possibility that its foundation might be indefinitely delayed. 
Disputes may arise in regard to the superior position assigned in its 
governing bodies to one or other of the areas, particularly when 
considered along with the distribution of privileges and burdens. 
These are real practical difficulties which a Kerala University will 
have to face. But they appear more likely to be incidental to the 
starting oi University by all the three powers acting conjointly 
than as inherent and incurable defects of the scheme. We are 
accordingly inclined to be hopeful that a mode of organisation could 
be devised in the new University and that its constitution and 
objects might be drawn in such broad lines as to enable it to 
overcome these difficulties as they arise.

13. The balance of the argument for and against a University 
which, from the outset, will embrace the whole of Kerala, suggests a 
compromise which appeals to us. This is for the formation by or 
for Travancore of a Universltv to begin with, which would at the 
same time keep itp doors open for Cochin and Malabar, should they 
hesitate to join at the beginning and become partners in an 
All-Kerala University, but desire later on to do so. For those who 
have advocated either of the two other schemes, and who cannot 
agree to a start being made unless their idea was to be effectuated, 
this may provide a compromise. There are those who hold that, if 
a University, founded in Travancore, tends to become a Pan-Kerala 
University, any idea of having a University might well be given up 
since it could only lead to the creation of a University with serious 
administrative and academic defeats. On the other hand, there are 
others who laave assured us with not less emphasis that, unless the
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University includes the whole o£ Kerala from the commencement, the 
formation of such a body will not only be impracticable, but the 
separation from the Madras University would be both unwelcome 
and undesirable. These views appear equally to ignore their own 
defects as well as the merits of the rival scheme. Even in an 
All-Kerala University, should the mode of organisation devised tor 
it be neither of the unitary nor of the affiliating kind, there might 
be little danger of any station, including that in which the offices 
of the University are located, having so many students and institutions 
becoming too big for effective work. On the other hand, those 
who feel intensely the obligations of a Kerala University to the 
culture of Malabar hardly appear to do sufficient justice to 
themselves by the contiuuauGe of a connection with the
University of Madras (in which the obligations are not now 
recognised) in preference to helping the formation of a University 
in Kerala which will have definitely to accept such duties.

14. As already pointed out in an earlier part of this Keport, 
a federal University for Kerala will be free from the evils 
which several of our correspondents apprehend in an affiliating 
University for the whole of the West Coast. It could avoid the 
danger of excessive concentration at a single university centre, 
which many witnesses appear to dread. A start has to be made by 
negotiation before a Kerala University can be formed. In suck 
negotiations clear plans are required for success. Travancore might, 
therefore, find it both wise and expedient to make the start. It 
could hardly be blamed for taking the initiative. For, the need for 
a separation from the University of Madras is not yet as great or as 
immediate or as much felt in other divisions of Kerala as it has been 
in Travancore. One of the admitted aims of the recent university 
legislation in Madras is the promotion of local universities. Section 
53 of the Madras University Act of 1923 lays down that, at the end 
of jive years, the Senate should submit a report to the Government 
of Madras on the condition of its affiliated colleges, and on the 
desirability or otherwise of establishing other universities outside 
the Umits of the Madras University, and that the local Government 
should then lay the repo t before the Legis'ative Council of Madras
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and take such action as they deem (it. The institutions in Travancore 
might conceivably be held to stand to gain more by starting a 
University now, than by waiting to be sent out, in pursuance o£ 
this section of: the Madras University Act, if and when it suits the 
parent University.

15. The evidence that we have had before us, particularly in 
regard to each of the three schemes mentioned in paragraph 15 of 
G. 0 . No. 276, dated the 15th A-pril, 1924, appears to lead to the 
following conclusions :

(1) There is sufficient justification for Travancore proceeding 
with the formation of a new University.

(2) The progress of communication both within and without 
the State would make it easy for a University founded by Travancore 
to serve equally well as an All-Kerala University.

16. We also feel that it would be most desirabla from an 
educational point of view— we might go further and say, froir every 
point of view— that the new University should embrace, from the 
commencement, the area composed of Travancore, Cochin and 
Malabar. But we hesitate, in the absence of any opportunity to 
know the minds of those responsible tor both the areas, to say 
whether, in the actual circumstances of Kerala, now or in the near 
future, an All-Kerala University can be brought into being by the 
conjoint effort of the three Governments concerned. The question is 
one which can be satisfactorily investigated only by them. We consider 
it, therefore, to be of importance that before starting a University, 
Her Highness’ Government should ascertain the possibility 
of securing the immediate co-operation, on reasonaljle terms, of the 
Governments of Cochin and British Malabar, in initiating an 
All-Kerala University in which Travancore would be assigned its 
due position. If, as a result of such negotiation, Her Highness’ 
Government find that the necessary co-operation is not at once 
attainable, we consider that the University should still be started, 
and that, in spite of the disappointment caused by the failure of the 
negotiation, it should be so arranged that the new University will
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keep its doors open for the eventual incorporation on equal terms 
with that of Travancore, of educational bodies or institutions of 
university standing in the other parts of Kerala. We are hopeful 
that the preparedness of Her Highness’ Government to take up the 
position which we have recommended may itself go far to secure the 
needed co-operation.

17. The place of Tamil both hi Travancore and in other parts 
of Kerala raisos a difficult question. According to tha last census, 
the Tamil-speaking population numlxjrs 6,24,917 in Travancore, 
57,574 in Cochin and 1,10,881 in British Malabar, and 7,93,372 
in all these areas out of an aggregate population of more than 
eight millions.’'̂  The proportion of the Tamils is greatest and 
their concentration is most intense in the southern taluks of 
Travancore, in the taluk of Shencottah and in a number of villages 
in the vicinity of Palghat. Except in these places, the Tamil 
population in Kerala is sporadic. Appeals have been made to 
us to preserve the language and the culture of the Tamil element 
for the benefit of this population. An apprehension seems to be 
entertained (to judge from some representations which we have 
received) that the interests of Tamil will be lost sight of if a 
Kerala University is founded, and that the importance of Tamil 
is more likely to be reduced in the wider area where it is spoken 
by about a tenth of the population than in a University confined to 
Travancore where it is the mother tongue of a sixth of the people- 
We have considered the question carefully, and do not see any 
vaUd ground for the fear that, even in a University embracing the 
whole of Kerala, the interests of Tamil or any other language, 
spoken by an influential minority, are likely to be neglected. Apart 
from other considerations, the historical relationship of Tamil and 
Malayalam (which are now habitually elected together by candidates 
in ‘ ‘two languages” for their degree examinations in the University 
of Madras), must help rather than retard the development of Tamil 
in the new University. We are accordingly disposed to regard the 
complaints of the representatives of Tamil, not so much as against 
a Kerala University scheme, as indications of their natural wish that

* Vide Table appended to this Chapter.
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one o£ the duties which should not be lost si^ht o£ by such a 
University is the development of Tamil side by side with 
Malayalam. In a representation made to us by some Malayalees 
now resident in Madras, we were glad to notice sympathy with the 
aspirations o£ the Tamilians in Kerala.

18. It is among those who have argued for a position of 
equal pi’ominence for Tamil with Malayalam that are to be found 
the advocates of the inclusion of Tinnevell_v in our University 
scheme- It is natural that this should be so. The addition of this 
district will add substantially to the weight of the Tamil element 
in the University. Both in Travancore and other parts of Kerala, 
the Tamil population has had u useful uud honourable history. 
The tradition is unvarying of friendly co-operation between this 
community and the Malayalam population. The importance 
attached by the Travancore Government to Tamil is shown by the 
Proclamation issued in 1816 by Her Highness Kani Gauri Parvati 
Bai, appointing a Tamil teacher in every Sarkar school even in 
places north of Quilon. In spite of the very small number of 
Tamil students who have been attending the Maharaja’s Colleges in 
Arts and Science, a Tamil section has been maintained in both. 
The inclusion of Tinnevelly must necessarily bring Tamil to the 
front, but not more necessarily so than is likely to be the case even 
in a Kerala University in which the conservation of Dravidian 
culture and research work in the Dravidian lansruages and 
literatures are regarded as important duties. There are other 
arguments too for the incorporation of Tinnevelly. It is said that 
many persons in Tinnevelly and Travancore have interests in both ; 
that the means of communications by railway ana by road are 
bringing Trivandrum and Tinnevelly even closer than hitherto ; 
that, when both the ports of Cochin and Tuticorin are developed, 
economic forces will bring Travancore and Tinnevelly more closely 
together; that one of the proximate schemes of railway extension 
in the State is that which is to link Trivandrum and Tinnevelly bj' 
a shorter route than the one now available ; that a large number of 
students from Tinnevelly have sought admission in the colleges of 
Travancore for many years past; that in recent years the overflow
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of the students of Travaiicore has been provided for by the colleges 
in Tinnevelly, and that the inclusion of Tinnevelly in the territorial 
jurisdiction of a Kerala University would bring an accessible and 
valuable area whose institutions and populations would reinforce 
those of Kerala and also serve to bring about a better balancing of 
the various communities within both. The force of the last 
argument might be evident from the tabular statements appended 
to this chapter. It will be noticed that the addition of Tinnevelly 
would imply a considerable strengthening of the Christian and 
Muhammadan elements in the populaiton which the Kerala 
University will then serve, and make the new University in some 
respects one of the most imporUint educational bodies in India from 
the standpoint o£ these coiumvmiiies. Viiriety of culture ami 
variety of interests are both desirable in an academic foundation. 
The inclusion of Thinevelly might ensure both to the Kerala 
University. It is also stated that the scope tor endowments in the 
new University Avill be enlarged by the incorporation of this district 
which has a large and opulent landed aristocracy, comparable to 
those of Malabar and Cochin.

.19. Nevertheless, we have to recognise that in our evidence 
there is a distinct indisposition to agree to the Kerala University 
undertaking the responsibility for the higher education of Tinne
velly. The objections to the incorporation are partly on geographical 
and partly on linguistic considerations. The physical character of 
Tinnevelly is on the whole different from that of the West Coast. 
The idea of the inclusion of such a large Tamil population has, in 
some quarters, generated a feeling almost approaching a panic, that 
the interests of Malayalam will be lost sight of with so powerful a 
Tamil partner. A now University must be prepared to face the 
spectre of financial difficulties in its earlier years. In any case its 
resources cannot be so great as to allow it to undertake independent 
work or to strike out new lines of departure in many directions. 
That Malayalam will have the first claim upon a Kerala University 
is obvious. But, if a powerful Tamil population is added to that 
for which the new University has to provide, the interests of 
Malayalam might not inconceivably suffer by an increase in the
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amount of financial and other assistsuice given to the development 
of Tamil. The question of neighbourly lobligation cannot rise in 
the same degree between Tinnevelly and Kerala, as between 
Travaucore, Cochin and Malabar. A Tamil University centred 
either in Trichinopoly or in Madura is one of the likely things of 
the near future. The natural place of the colleges of Tinnevelly 
will be in such a Tamil University rather than in one working on 
the other coast. This is shown by the inclusion of Tinnevelly 
within the reference to the Committee, appointed by the Madnxs 
Acjideraio Council in August, 1924, to devise by the co-operation of 
colleges, university centres for the Tamil country, which might in 
due course become new universities.

20, The inclusion o f Tinnevelly is one of the points which we 
have been obliged to consider by the terms of our reference. When 
we dealt with it we had not before us anything like the evidence of 
a popular demand for association with the new University that we 
have had from Kerala. It is possible that the question does not 
yet strike the people of Tinne^'elly as one that concerns them 
immediately. We are accordingly obliged to conclude that it 
would be best not to recommend that Tinnevelly be brought Avithin 

the ambit of the new University.

21. The incorporation of South Canara has also been suggested 
by correspondents. We have considered the proposal though it is 
not included in our reference. Academic concentration has gone on 
very much more rapidly in South Canara than it has done either 
in Malabar or in Tinnevelly- Ethnic, cultural, and geographical 
homogeneity are easily postulated between South Canara and the rest 
of Kerala, The traditional definition of Kerala places it between 
the two limits of Gokarnam in South Canara and Cape Comorin 
in Travancore. Settlers from South Canara have formed an 
important element of the population of Kerala. They have been 
prominent in the religious life of Malabar. In ]'>ortions of South 
Canara a custom approximating to the Marumakkattayam law of 
inheritance has long been followed. At the present time, the 
movement of students is as unrestricted between Mangalore and the 
educational centres in Malabar, Cochin and Travancore, as it is
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between any two stations which are more contiguous. This Is 
largely due to the circumstance that the only first grade colleges 
belonging to the Roman Catholic Community are the two colleges 
for men and women, respectively, at Mangalore. One of the taluks 
of South Canara speaks Malayalam. From one end of Kerala to 
the other, there is an imperceptible shading, both physically and 
linguistically. There might, therefore, seem to be more reason 
prima facie for the accession of South Canara to a Kerala University 
than of Tinnevelly. The remoteness of South Canara would make 
it difficult to provide for it a place in a Kanarese University, unless 
the scheme of railway connection between Bhatkal and Mysore 
becomes an accomplished fact. If it does. South Ca îara can take 
its place as a Kimnada speaking area in the University o£ Mysore. 
This point has been pressed upon us by those who do not approve 
of the idea of bringing South Canara within our University scheme. 
They have advised us that it would be best, as in the case of Tinne
velly, to regard the inclusion of South Canara as not immediately 
feasible or desirable. We recognise that the arguments will not 
have the same force against South Canara as against Tinnevelly. 
We do not, however, propose to go on the assumption that such an 
incorporation need be considered in working out the details of our 
scheme. For, if the Idea of a University for all Kerala is accepted, 
it would be possible to count on the existence of a reserve of 
strength in the University, sufficient to enable it to undertake an 
extension of its jurisdiction over South Canara, if the idea ever 
proves acceptable.

22, A review of the resources available for a University in 
Kerala is not without impressiveness. A University embracing, 
whether immediately or later on, the area of Travancore, Cochin 
and British Malabar would form a compact tract of less than 15,000 
square miles, with a more or less homogeneous population of over 
eight millions. The preparedness of this area for higher education 
has been attested by the presence of feeder schools and collegiate 
institutions of the first or second grade, and by the large number 
of persons who have already received academic training and who 
would form a proper body to draw the administrative material for 
the new University from. The progress of general literacy in both
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the sexes and in all communities, and the comparative accessibility 
of the different collegiate centres to one another, are more 
conspicuous here than in any other part of India. This tract is only 
half that of Mysore and is less thin one-tenth of that of the present 
area served by the University of Madras. If a separate University 
were to be formed for it on a federal basis, the number of its first 
and second grade colleges would be 5 and 11. There would be, 
besides these, professional colleges and colleges for oriental studies. 
The number and variety of institutions of a university grade 
would be far greater wthin this area than within any other 
tract of corresponding size, compactness and population. Its people 
have shown in many respects more progressive tendencies than 
those in any other ))i)rt o£ India partioukrly m the provision of 
opportunities for the education of girls. The concentration of 
educational work is already much more intense within Kerala 
than in any of the existing territorial Universities. The 
advantages of a compromise batween the unitary and affiliating 
types, which so many of our correspondents have recommended, can 
be more easily realised within a territory presenting so many features 
of homogeneity and diversity and of such compactness and 
accessibility. Schemes for such a compromise between university 
ideals and typas have not yet been made in conditions so favourable 
for their success as in Kerala. The presence of a large academic 
society and the liberal environments which have been claimed as 
the outstanding merits of the centralised university will be available 
in a generous measure in Kerala if a new University is founded 
within it which will enable it to become even more thoroughly 
united and more prepared for academic co-operation than it now is-
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VERNACULARS (1921).

Division.

Malayalam.

Total. Males. B'emales

Tamil.

Total. Males. Females

Total
population.

Area in 
squaru 
milos.

Travaucore 

Cochin 

Br. Malabar 

Anjengo 

Tinnevelly 

S. Canara 

Total

3,349,776 

882,8:i2 

2,934,‘J82 

5̂ 61 
889 

254,24C

1,697,323

433,529

1,527,008

2,557

(i09

120,303

1,692,323 

449.293 

1,507,974 

2,704

624,917 318,r.07
I

ij7,r)74
110,881

113

28011.720,000

127,937 1,138

29,446

55,223

61

839,477

709

■;,42T.9':03,687,329i3,780,r.U 1,243,413
_ _ _ [ I  1 I

306,410

28,128

55,658

62

880,523

429

1,271,210

4,006,062

979,080

3,098,871

5,918

1,901,390

4,247,378

11,238,695

7,625

1,479

5,792

1

4,325

4,021

23,243

LITERACY IN ENGLISH AND LITERACY GENERALLY (1921).

No. Division,
Literacy in English, Literacy General,

Total. Males, Females. Total. Males. Females,

1 Travaucore 53,611 48,641 9,970 9,G8,133 6,72,066 2,96,967

2 Cochin 18,006 14,730 3,276 1,81,410 1,32'090 49,320

3 Br, Malabar 31,254 26,417 4,837 3,93,020 3,15,052 77,968

4 Anjengo 657 323 334 1,745 985 76Q

5 Tinnevelly (New) 20,376 17,980 2,396 2,53,138 2,18,351 34,787

6 Sattur 1,978 1,860 118 31,362 28,868 2,494

7 Srivalliputur 1,757 1,690 67 23,741 22,031 1,710

8 Tinnevelly (old) 24,111 21,530 2,581 3,08,241 2,69,250 38,991

9 S. Canara 13,841 11,109
\

2,732 1,16,113 97,934 18,199

iV. .B,— Sattur and Srivelliputur Taluks formed part o f the Tinnevelly District but recently 
they were transferred to the Ramnad District, The figures for the old and new Tinnevelly 
District are given separately against 5 & 8,
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AREA, POrULATION AND RELIGION (1921).

D ivision.
Area in 

Sq. Miles

Population. Hindu.

Persons.
1
i  Males.
1

Females. Persons. Males. Females.

Travancore . 7,625 40,00,062 20,32,553 19,73,509 25,49,664 12,84,934 12,64,730

Cochin . 1,479 9,79,080 4,82,95!) 4,96,121 6,46,132 3,15,418 3,.S0,714

Br. Malabar . 5,792 30,98,871 15,10,732 15,88,139 20,39,333 9,86,507 10,52,8126

Anjengu , 1 5,9)8 2,823 3,095 1,782 876 906

Tinnevelly , 4,325 19,01,396 9,26,515 9,74,881 15,99,962 7,85,003 8,14,959

S. Can.ira . 4021 12,47,368 0,06,280 6,41,088 9,81,034 4,74,907 5,06,127

Total . 23,243 1,12,38,695 5.5,61,862 56,76,833 78,17,907 38,47,645 39,70,262

Division,

Musalman, Christian.

Persons. Males. Females. Perso ns Males. Fem ales

T ravincore . 2,70,478 1,40,396 1,30,082 11,72,934 6,00,507 5,72,427

Cochin . 68,717 34,940 33,777 2,62,595 1,31,758 1,30,837

Br. Malabar . 10,04,327 4,96,553 5,07,774 54,650 27,397 27,253

A njengo . 219 111 108 3,917 1,836 2,081

Tinnevelly . 1,09,061 48,599 60,462 1,92,350 92,895 99,455

S. Oanara . 1,51,756 75,207 76,549 1,06,354 51,908 54,446

Total . 16,04,558 7,95,806 8,08,752 17,92,800 9,06,301 8,86,499
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CHRISTIAN DENOMINATIONS IN THE AREA (1921).

Uciiomiuation.
Travan-

core. Cochin.
Br.

Malabar.
A njen-

(?«•

Tinne-
velly

1921.

S. Can- 
ara.

Total.

A l.l Dk n o m in atio ^s . 1,172,934 262,395 54,650 3,917 192,350 106,354 1,792,800

Anglican Communion 67,026 651 1,267 2 83,790 41 157,777

Armenian 2 .. . • •• ... .. . 2

Bm>tist 1,439 31 2 . . . 598 i
i •••:
1

2,380

Co ngregatioualist 108,0<I2 3 37 . . . • ••
1
1
i 108,102

Lutheran 3,r>02 57 2H8 . . . 168 3,083 7,378

Metliodial . 1,285 ... 45 .. . 1,048 1 2,379

M inor I’ rolcstant Deno
minations 3,904 914 23 ... 178 .. . 5,079

Presbyccrian 44 4 114 ... ... 171

Protestant (U ncertain or 
Sect not specified) 755 1,985 624 .. . ... 4,966 7,330

Konmn Catholic 327,979 108,739 23,559 3.906 103,168 96,484 663,835

Homo-Syrian . 283,333 120,372 . . . 403,705

Salvationist 33,824 . . . •• 33,824

South Indian United
Church . 2,548 .. . 7 3,079 32 12,604

\ Jacobite 
Syrian [■

)  Ueformed

225,854

107,802
I

24,325

3,692

6,938

21,764
1

2 6 1,747

250,179

135,073

Others ! 998 1,822
1

9 ... 6 ... 2,835

S ect not returned ! 4,457
1

1• •• • •• 72 ... 1,529



C H A P T E R  I X  

T h e  L o c a t i o n  o i ’ t h e  U n i v e r s i t y

The question of location has given rise to much more 
controversy and has even venerated more warmth in discussion 
than the allied questions of the area to be comprehended and the type 
to be adopted. This is explicable. It is always possible to meet 
such defects as are not necessarily inherent to a type chosen. For 
instance, if it be held that sound work necessarily implies the fullest 
provision for residence and teaching in the university, it is still 
possible to provide this in types of universities so contrasted as the 
unitary and the affihating. Similarly, in regard to the area to be 
included, it is possible to hold either that it should be small at the 
l)6ginning and grow with the successive stages of development in 
the new University, or it might, from the outset, be wide and 
become restricted as, in course of time, a number of centralised 
universities spring within it. A University started in Travancore 
but keeping its doors open to the gradual incorporation of 
institutions in the adjacent tracts would be an example of the first 
of the above alternatives. In the f ulness of time, if a University 
for Kerala, organised on a federal basis, developed a number of 
university centres within its jurisdiction, which are to become 
potential universities, the ideal indic-ated in the second o f the above 
alternatives is not beyond realisation. The question o f location 
thus rests on a somewhat different plane from those of area and 
type. I f  a centralised university is founded by the concentration 
of the resources in equipment and men in one locality, it is not 
possible to count on its being changed to any other locality Avithout 
heavy monetary loss. I f the Government of Travancore proceeded 
to act on the recommendations of the preceding Committee, founded 
a teaching and residential University for Travancore at Aruvikkarai 
and creiited what would practically be a university town in that 
locality, the abandonment of this centre, in favour of any other 
place like Alwaye, must entail a stupendous loss. Even in an 
affiliating university, it is difficult to change a centre already in 
existence without a heavy sacrifice o f money and sentiment. It is 
due to this that rival areas vividly realise that the opportunity to



Bcciire fi university capital of easy access for their population, if 
once lost, cannot be recovered afterwards. It is this consciousness 
that gives an edge to the criticisms by the different areas of 
the selection of such localities for the University as ai’e liable to be 
most inconvenient to them. Our recofrnifcion of the causes that 
have contributed to the embitterment traceable in the public 
utterances and even in the evidence and in the discussion of this 
question of the selection of the university centres makes it 
incumbent on us as a Committee to state, as fairly as possible, the 
case for and against each of the chief sites suggested in the Press, 
the platform, in the evidence tendered to us, and in the course of 
our own discussions.

2. The questions of sit(' and type are in a sense lx>und up with 
one another. For example, the importance to an area of secuiing 
university sites within it diminishes progresswely if the type of 
university chosen happens to l>e the unitary, the federal and the 
affiliating types. The widest divergence of opinion as regards rival 
centres is, therefore, naturally lietween those who advocate a unitary 
type of university and those who favour an affiliating type. 
Among the former, opinion is divided practically between two 
centres only, viz., Trivandrum and Alwaye. The claim of Alwaye 
tQ be the seat for a unitary university for the whole of Kerala has 
been urged not merely on the ground of the superior merits of the 
locality itself, but it has been put forward on the ground that it 
would meet the express injunctions of the Government of Travan- 
core that no place outside Travancore should be considered for the 
head-q-uarters of the university. Among our witnesses the advocates 
of the affiliathig or federal types have not shown the same 
desire for the selection of one centre to the exclusion of others. 
Most of the suggestions of other places besides Trivandrum and 
Alwaye for the location of the university have naturally come 
from them. The proposals for the formation of a unitary university 
for Kerala have naturally been influenced by the features of the 
older unitary universities of England. Thus, those who have 
made them are practically unanimous in recommending a university 
o f the multi-collegiate type, situated in a special university town or

00
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III a s]>ecial lUli '̂el’6it}’ quarter in an cxistinj; town, where the 
UuiA'ersity could exercise tlie fullest jurisdiction, where ample 
facilities would exist for the development of not only the scholastic 
sides of the University, but the 'social and extra-mural activities 
associated with the modern conception of a \iniversity. This Ik 
jirobably why so many of our coi-respondents have laid stress upon 
the existence of a b i" university campus, comprising some hundreds 
of acres, situated near running or still water in which boating is 
possible. The preceding Committee, in recommending the location 
of the University at Aruvikkarai, were largely influenced l)y the 
hope of securing at a low price an area of nearly 2,000 acres, 
composed of sites of different levefs, well-watered and drained and 
full of building material. They also appear to liave felt that their 
site Avould reconcile the opposed views that those who desire a good 
university should go forth in to the wilderness and build there, and 
tliat a modern university should not Hy away from places where 
multifarious activities converge but must seek to co-operate with and 
sustain the activities of a big city. This is whj’̂ they suggested for 
the University a location near Trivandrum but not in Trivandrum. 
Among those who have recommended Alwaye or Trichur for 
the seat of a unitary university on a multi-collegiate plan, there 
seems to be a feeliiJg that, by adopting either centre, a similar 
compromise could be effected between the claims of the town and 
the country. Owing to the existence of parallel lines of communi
cation by railway, by road and by water with Ernakulam, which is 
only twelve miles off, Alwaye is in some respects even more 
suburban than Aruvikkarai would have been. When the Cochin 
Harbour is constructed (the biggest harbour between Colombo and 
Bombay), and a great imperial j>ort rises in the Ernakulam back
water, it is certain that the growth of Ernakulam will be much 
more rapid than what could be assumed as possible for Trivandrum 
whose importance is almost entirely derived from its l)eing a capital. 
Hence, to those who object to the formation of a new unitary 
university in a town, its location within such easy or dangerous 
proximity of a big seaport, with such remarkable potentialities for 
expansion, must be unacceptable. The proposal that Trichur should 
be the centre of the Kerala University is usually coupled with the
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suggestion that the institutions of the University should be built 
on the large open grounds on its outskirts, nejir Anappara, where 
buildings for the State Leper Asylum have now been built. 
Independently of the question of forming the U n iv ers ity  in 
or away from a large town, it is generally admitted that, for 
some of the special studies in wliich a university should engage, 
institutions which are to l)e found ordinarily only in a great town 
are necessary. Among them are mentioned the schools needed 
for practice in teaching, the different hospitals for medical 
studies, the workshops for students in engineering and technology, 
and the banks and markets reciuired for students of Economics 
and Commerce. Again, big iibraifies of lx)okrj and manuscripts, 
and galleries of works of art and of antic^uity are admitted 
OQ all hands to be essentiiil for university work. The Sadler 
Commission refer with just satisfaction to the exceptional faciUties 
in these respects that are provided by the city of Calcutta to the 
University of (yalcutta. In the Kerala tract, are these likely to be 
available now or hereafter except in the capiUil towns? A capifcil 
town Avill give not merely opportunities for learning the details of 
commercial practice, but in the head-(|uai’ters of the departmental 
offices, museums and laboratories concerned, it may even furnish 
some of the material for the practical Avork of students of 
Agriculture and Forestry. It is thus evideiit that, where all the 
requisite facihties are not available at a single spot, the selection 
of the university centre has to be made by casting the balance of 
advantages and disadvantages for each centre, and selecting the 
locality which appears to ensure the maximum of advantage for the 
greatest number of university activities.

3. The previous Committee, in recommending the Aruvikkarai 
site, stressed its relative chejipness and proposed that steps be 
immediately taken to reserve the land which the Government then 
possessed in that area for the future University. This advantage 
has been lost. The bulk of this area is now understood to be under 
private registry and can only be acquired by payment of large sums 
of money as compensation. When the previous Committee submitted 
their report, the commitments of the Government on higher
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eduettion at Triviiudrum were not so extensive as they are at 
present. Extensions have been made to the buildings in which 
H. H. the Alaharaja’s College of Science is now held; the construction 
of a new hostel for this institution has made considerable progress; 
a spacious new building costing over two lakhs of rupees, to which, 
in accordance with the G. 0 . No. H. 0 . C. No. 395 of 23/Leg. E., 
dated the 9th May, 1924, the Arts Sections of the old Maharaja’s 
College havfe been transferred so as to become the College of 
Arts ; the spacious compound and buildings of the Darbar 
Physician’s quarters have been made over to the College for Women, 
and substantial additions and «tructural alterations have also 
been effected in them ; large improvements have been u)ade to the 
Imildings of the Training College : long leases have been entered 
into for the holdhig of tlie Sanskrit College and the hostels of the 
four colleges, in their present i-ented buildings ; and the Sri Mulam 
Shastiabdhapurti Memorial Institute building has been commenced 
and is nearing completion. Additions have been niade to the 
grounds and buildings of the Schcol of Arts and the buildings of 
the Museum, and a commodious building has been set apart for the 
laboratory of the State Bacteriologist in Trivandrum. In 1917 it was 
believed that any buildings in Trivandrum which would be vacated 
by the transfer of the collegiate institutions to Aruvikkarai could be 
used for Government secondary schools. The completion of the 
spacious and expensive buildings of the Sri Mula V̂ ilasavn High 
School at Vanchiyur, at an aggregate cost of nearly five lakhs of 
rupees, and the extensions that have been made to the buildings of 
the [Model School and to the Higher Grade English School for 
Girls since that date, have made this scheme for the utilisation of 
the vacant college buildings unfeasible. The advantages claimed for 
the transfer from Trivandrum to Aruvikkarai have thus been reduced, 
while the disadvantages of such a transfer have become more 
numerous and serious.

4. A disposition is evident among some of the advocates of the 
Alwaye location to accept the Aruvikkarai site in preference to 
Trivandrum, as a compromise between the claims of Trivandrum 
and Alwaye, or to indicate the possibility of getting other similar



grounds. In order that the rm-a,! advantages of the site might be 
explored fully, we inspected this locality as well as certain other 
sites in the nmghbourhood of Trivandrum, to which our attention 
had been invited by witnesses. The visits took place on the 22nd 
and 24th of September 1923. VV̂e first went over the high grounds 
overlooking the Veli kke and within a few fiirlongs of the sea at 
AAvkulam, where the Government of Tnivancore now have a casutirina 
reserve. These grounds extend to 110 acres. We have been told 
that the plantation has not been a success, and that the removal of 
the trees has only been delayed by the absence of a good market for 
fuel. Injmediately below these grounds are some of the best brick 
fields of Trivandrum. AVithin a very short distance of them are the 
(quarries fronv which valuable black <ivanite suitable fov building is 
now obtained. Large parcels of liind in the neighbourhood are 
available and, if early steps are taken to secure them, their cost may 
not be high. We consider that this plot might suit admirably the 
location of the hostels for students and the residential quarters for the 
staff of a university. It is only about three miles from the present 
buildings of H. H. the Maharaja’s College. No site in the town has 
the same high elevation, viz., 250 feet above sea level. It is reported 
to l)c healthy. The Veli lake, which lies immeiiiately below this 
property, is excellent for lx)ating. Equally satisfactory high groinid 
at a distance of about two and a half miles from the College of 
Science and the College of Arts is available in the vicinity of the 
military lines of the new battalion of the Xayar brigade at Pangode. 
The Karamanai river is not far off from this site. We are of 
opinion that it might be advantageously used for the extension of 
the barx’acks so as to provide for the quarters of the entire brigade, 
consisting of the old and new battalions. If this can be done, the 
buildings and grounds now occupied by them in the immediate 
neighbourhood of the College of Science will be set free. As will be 
seen from a later part of this Report, a more ideal site for further 
university buildings and grounds in the heart of the town will be 
difficult to secure. We also visited some grounds near KoValam, six 
miles to the south of Trivandrum, which were indicated to us as 
desirable, but we found them unsuitable. Our inspection of the
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Aruvikkanii site disclosed oertiiiii iiiiattrartive features. Part of it 
cousist.s of steep and inaccessible hills, some of which must be of a 
considerable elevation, which are (|uite unsuitable for building, and 
others are on Io a v  levels, apt to be flooded durinff the rains. Mr. 
M. S. Krishnanmrti Aiyar, the late Sanitary Commissioner to the 
Government of Travancore, has stated in liiw evidence that the 
Aruvikkarai area is infected with malaria. He condemns the site 
on two grounds: “ Aruvikkarai is makrial and in the potholes of the 
rocky bed of the river, during summer, when the river does not run 
full, mosquitoes l)reed freely ; secondly, ii.s it is in (wntemplation 
to provider a water-sup})ly to Trivandrum from that place, any 
inhabitation there should be preveiited so as to keep the same free 
fvoui coutamiuvition. ” VVe must ucconliujfly recommend the 
abundonnieiit of any idea of locating the new University iit or near 
Aruvikkarai.

5. The only other iui})ortano centre which has been suggested in 
competition with Trivandrum for the location of the University or 
its head-quarters is Alwaye. The town is in Travancore territory, 
on the Periyar river which divides here into t\N0 branches. The 
Cochin State railway lias a station near the town. Dining the 
summer months, Avhen the river runs low, Alwaye is a pleiisant 
place. It attracts at tlie season a considerable number of 
visitors, not only from all over the Malabar Coast but from more 
distant places like Madras. A little higher up the river is Kaladi,. 
one of the reputed birthi)laces of Sankaracharya. A great annual 
festival takes place on the bed of the river at Alwaye during 
Mahasivaratri. Certain foundations for religious study have already 
been established at Kaladi by the Sringeri Mutt of Mysore. Alwaye 
is only tweh'c miles from Eniakulam by railway, by water and by a 
good inotor-road, and about 30 miles from Trichur by rail and by 
road. It is therefore easily accessible to both the towns. Neither 
arm of the river, however, is bridged for road traffic. The river is 
liable to high Hoods during the rains when the whole of the 
surrounding country is inundated for days together,
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6. We visited Alwayc and the site o£ the Union Christian 
College on Satufdsiy the 23rd June 1923. It was just after the 
college re-opened after the long v'aoation. It was raining heavily, 
the river was in spate, and tho surrounding country Avas getting 
rapidly flooded. We took pains to investigate the availability 
of suitable play-grounds in Aiwa ye for a university, and secondly 
to know whether it was as healthy all through the year as it was 
represented to us to be, and thirdly to form an idea of the 
commitments which the University will have to face in the way o£ 
expenditure if it was to be located there. We w'ere courteously 
shown over the College and its grounds by the Rev. AY. E. S. Holland, 
M. A,, who has baeii strongly advocating the location of the 
University at Alwaye. He jwlntod out to us the lands that he 
considered suitiible for the Government colleges of Travancore and 
their halls of residence. These lay to the other (northern) si<le of 
the northern arm of the river. We have since been told by the 
Dewan Peishkar of Kottayam, within whose jurisdiction the whole 
area lies, and we have also found from a sketch plan that he has 
forwarded to us, that practically the Avhole of the area recommended 
by Mr. Holland for the Travancore colleges is Brahmaswom land, 
granted in perpetuity to certain Nambudiri Matoms. The acquisition 
of these lands is practically out of the question. Even if they 
could be acquired, access between the different parts of the 
University, situated on opposite sides of the river, would necessitate 
the provision of two bridges, each of which would cost some 
lakhs of rupees and take a considerable time to build. But these 
bridges are practically inevitable in view of the need to link up 
oommunications, even irrespective of the foundation of a university 
at Alwaye. The Dewan Peishkar of the division in which Alwaye 
lies has also stated that unplanted land in the neighbourhood of the 
Union Christian College would cost roughly Rs. 300 an acre, planted 
grounds about Rs. 500 an acre, and loAV-lying lands used as paddy 
fields at least Rs. 1,000 per acre. A sketch plan was prepared by 
the Union Christian College authorities and forwarded to us. It 
showed an area of about 500 acres as recommended by them for the 
purpose of the University. The bidk of the land j)roposed was
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found to be below an average elevation of about 45 feet above mean 
sea level, and practically all the other land available in the locality was 
about the 30 feet level. We append copies of the two plans provided 
by the Principal of the Union Christian College and the Dewan 
Peishkar. It will be seen by reference to them that practically the 
area which is within the one hundred feet contoui- line is not 
considerable, in  any case, it may be difficult to make it suffice for 
a new University to bo built in a sparsely inhabited area. The 
report (if Mr. M. V, Subrahmanya Aiyar, the Dewan Peishkar of 
Kottnyain, corroborates this conclusion. He states :

“  No large level tracts of land are available on either side of tho 
river for long distances from the Alwaye town, as such grounds ai’e lying 
on hills, slopes and low lands. The surface is mostly undulating. 
However, even considering that such uneven grounds at least are 
available, I find that no extensive Savkar or unaccounted grounds are 
available on either side (of the river). There are, however, some small 
areas of Sarkar grounds on the northern side of the river covering about
40 acres................ On the miithern side of the river, no ground whatever
is available, within a mile of the Alwaye palace, as they are mostly 
within town limits and are inhabited. Further south, or rather south
east, by the side of the road to Perumbavur, there are large tracts of 
i;noccupied ground. These are mostly registered (holdings), and may 
be had for less than Es. 200 per acre ; but they are far from the river 
and by the side of the northern road to Perumbavur, the lands are 
mostly planted and occupied. Consequently, their acquisition is likely 
to be very costly. ”

7. In the net result, it is doubtful if, with so many disadvantages 
to balance its attractions, Alwaye will prove quite as suitable for a 
new unitary university as Trivandrum. \̂ ery little good land is 
available for university purposes within a radius of three miles 
from the Alwaye railway station. Even of the land available just 
outside this radius, only a small area of 62 acres appears to be on an 
elevation of 100 feet. Lands lying below the 30 feet level are 
admittedly within the high flood level and are under water in 
the monsoon. Even areas above the 30 feet level are liable 
to floods. We saw evidence of it in the pools of water at the foot 
of the low lull on which the Union Christian College stands. The
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cost of land in this area is not likely to prove less than that of 
suitable land situated on higher ground, and in more healthy 
surroundings in Trivandrum and its suburbs, and it is not as cheap 
as it has often been made out to be. But thi=( is perhaps a minor 
point in the selection of a site for a residential university. It has 
to be observed that the Lands recommended to us in the sketch plan 
forwarded by the Principal of the Union Christian College were 
different from those shown to us earlier by Rev. W. E. S. Holland> 
as fit for the Travancore colleges and halls. The reason for the 
change made in the scheme of allotment by the Union Chrisitiin 
College authorities is probably that the land originally shown to us is 
practically unavailable, as pointed out by the Dewan Peishkar.

8. Some of the officers of the Travancore Public Works 
Department, who have had considerable experience of Alwaye, have 
stressed two other features of the locality. They say that it would 
be necessary to expend very large sums in terracing and levelling 
the area before it can be used for building. They also point to the 
absence of a cheap and adequate supply of labour in Alwaye and 
its vicinity. The construction of a harbour at Cochin and the 
development of its port may make it even more difficult to obtain 
supplies of labour than at present. The construction of university 
buildings on a big scale, such as has been suggested to us by 
Avitnesses from Cochin and fi-om Alwaye, costing a crore of rupees 
(for the colleges, halls, laboratories, libraries, residence for the entire 
inetractional and administrative staff and hostels for the students) 
must be prolonged over a number of years. As there are no houses 
in the neighbourhood of Alwaye which might be utilised in the 
beginning for the residence of students and teachers, the starting of 
the University itself would have to be postponed till the provision 
of the required residential accommodation is made. Thus, even if 
the site was satisfactory in all respects, and if there was no hesitation 
in accepting a unitary type of University, the question of the cost 
and the time required for putting up all the necessary buildings 
might by themselves form an insuperable objection to the acceptance 
of the Alwaye scheme.
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9. It has next to be seen whetlier the advantages o£ the location 
of tlie University at Alwaye are by themselves of sufficient weight 
to counterbalance the disadvantages detailed above. The proposal 
has been supported on several grounds. “ Alwaye, ”  it has been said, 

is far more central in the map and far more readily accessible 
from all parts of Kerala than Trivandrum. It is in Travancore, 
thus satisfying the demand of the G. O. No. R. 0 . C. 27(>, 
dated the 15th lipril 1923. It adjoins Cochin and is in direct 
railway communication with all parts of Malabar. It is the 
seat of one of the first grade colleges in Kerala. Within a radius 
of sixty miles from it lie several of the chief educational centres : 
Kottayam, Changanacherry, Tiruvalla, Cochin, Ernakulam, 
Alleppey, Trichur and Calicut. Calicut, Palghal and Tellicherry 
are )50t more than twelve hours away by train. Alwaye is 
exceptionally healthy, has plenty of cheap land, and has a delightful 
river whose banks have become hallowed by the birth and early 
life of Sankaracharya. There are none of the distractions of a large 
town at Alwaye, but provisions and other necessaries can readily be 
obtained.” These arguments in favour of Alwaye have been 
collected from a memorial addressed to us urging its claims. From 
what has already been said in this Report, it will be seen that some 
of the reasons urged in favour of the locality are clearly untenable. 
Land is not cheap at Alwaye tiiough it is not at present costlier than 
at Trivandrum. Nor is all of it suitable for building. The grounds 
that are not quite unsuitable are at least three miles away from the 
railway station. They can be reached also only by crossing a river 
still unbridged and liable to frequent and high floods. Of course, 
a bridge across the river on the Alwaye-Parur road is only a 
question of time and is bound to come some years hence. The 
location of a university at Alwaye may bring it sooner. The 
attractiveness of Alwaye as a health resort is said to be restricted to 
the two midsummer months when the colleges have their vacation. 
The accounts of its healthiness that its advocates have put forward 
have been challenged. Thus the late Sanitary Commissioner of 
Travancore has stated :
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“ Alwaye is healthy only during summer and people resort to it for 
bathing in the river. At other times it is not very healthy. Further, 
the town is small and the streets on the banks of the river are usually 
under water during floods.”

Another officer of high standing in the Travancore Service, 
Avho has lived in Ahvaye for three years, has stated thus:

“ Alwaye is generally a healthy station for the best part of the year ; 
but owing to its proximity to Cochin and the large ingress of people from 
it during the summer months, it has not been free from epidemics. 
There was a virulent attack of smallpox in one of the years I was there. 
When the river is in high floods, generally for a few days each year, the 
whole extent between the railway station and the river, as also on its 
right margin, are flooded, and needless to say, houses swarm with
mosquitoes, and the place gets insanitary...........  ..The river is usable for
boating except when there are floods, when, with the currents and 
whirls, boating is risky. As for bathing, a bath in the river in the months 
between February and May is very enjoyable and considered to be 
health giving, and even at other times of the year the river can be 
used for bathing, except after the first floods, when the water is very 
muddy, precluding the possibility of a pleasant bath.”

10. The above criticisms may possibly be stronger than the 
actualities might justify. The town is perhaps not unhealthy, 
even outside the season, and the insanitary condition due to the 
annual Sivaratri festival does not last for more than a few days. 
Nevertheless, even after making these allowances, it must be confessed 
that the bright visions of a riverine university town, with excep. 
tional facilities for university boat races and other diversions of 
academic existence, which had been conjured up by the evidence of 
some of our witnesses, were dispelled by our personal inspection of 
Alwaye. It tended largely to corroborate the opinions that we have 
received from officers whose official duties have led them to stay 
there from year’s end to year’s end.

11, The passage quoted in paragraph 9 above, advocating 
the advantages of Alwaye as a university town, mentions a 
number of towns which are within 60 miles of it and are easily 
accessible. It may be noticed that all of them are not collegiate
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centres. The argument also omits to notice how recent the Union 
Christian College is as a first grade college, and how moderate its 
dimensions are as compared with the colleges in Trivandrum, 
Nor do3s the argument do justice to the claims o£ Trivandrum, 
the only centre in which university activities on any considerable 
scale have been going on for a sufficiently long time and in 
a sufficient variety, and of places like Nagercoil and Kottayam, 
which have had a tradition of academic work extending farther 
than most other stations in the West Coast. It also overlooks the 
probability of the linking up of Trivaiadrum and Cochin by railway, 
in the near future, and the existence of alternative means of rapid 
transit even at the present time, making it possible to complete 
a journey between Nagercoil and Kottayam in about twelve hours, 
and between Nagercoil and Ernakulam in about eighteen.

12. Two arguments of a general character, on which a number 
of suggestions of sites including Aiwaye have baen based, have 
next to be considered. The first rests on the belief that, for 
the purpose of an adequate teaching university, particularly if it 
be of the unitary type, a large campus is indispensable, and that 
considerations of economy and availability would make it possible 
to obtain such a site only in a rural area. The second is based on 
a belief that a large tiwn is not a proper place for a university. In 
his elaborate answer to our Questionnaires, Mr. C. Achutha Menon 
of Trichur, who was the spokesman of the gentlemen invited by the 
Cochin Government to meet us at Ernakulam on the 24th June, 
1923, used this argument in his evidence :

“ Trivandrum may do very well for the head-quarters of an 
affiliating University, but I  do not consider it suitable for the location of 
a unitary teaching University. Apart from the consideration, important 
in itself, that such a University requires a compact area of at least 
400 acres, which is not available in any large town, I am opposed to 
its location in any large centre of population. In all such cases, the 
University will be lost in the city and will be subject to unwholesome 
distractions. W here it is located, the University should be the central 
and most prominent institution. It is only there that an academic
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atmosphere can be created which is so essential to University. Cities 
and towns may develop an intellectual but not an academical 
atmosphere.”

13. The moral dangers of a capital town have been urged by 
some of our witnesses, notably by the Rev. W. E. S. Holland. 
He appears to be convhiced that the atmosphere of a capital town, 
which is also the residence of a Court, can hardly have a wholesome 
influence upon students. We have also had the argument that 
unwholesome social and political distractions which are prejudicial 
to sound academic life are more likely to be encountered if a 
University is located in a large town where all such forces tend to 
gather than if it is built far away from it. Some of those who 
have proposed that we should go out into the country to build the 
new university ah ovo are desirous of using the university as the 
means of colonisation, and of opening up areas not sufficiently settled 
at present. It is on this ground mainly that the unoccupied laterite 
lands near Varkalai have been proposed by one witness and the 
big uncultivated open space of the same formation near Kundai-a, 
the first station on the Quilon-Shencotta railwaj' after Quilon, by 
another. Waste spaces are available in abundance in other parts of 
Travanaore as well. They need not be considered, as the purpose of 
a university is not to serve as a means of populating an uninhabited 
area.

14. Two other practical considerations appear to be ignored by 
those who make these suggestions. The availability of cheap land is 
only one of the many considerations on which a university site has to 
be chosen. The difficulty of first procuring sufficient cheap labour 
and, later on, of getting rid of the thousands of labourers that have 
been engaged in building a complete university town must also receive 
consideration. Witnesses, with experience of engineering, have urged 
the sec-ond of the above difficulties as very real in regard to the 
construction of a university town at Alwaye. They also apprehend 
a great increase in the estimates of building at Alwaye, in view of the 
demand that would be in existence at the adjacent port of Cochin 
when the harbour that has recently been pronounced by experts to 
be quite feasible is under simultaneous construction and is being
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developed. The concentration of thousands of labourers at Alwaye 
cfin hardly produce or ensure the continuance of those healthy 
conditions which are among the attractions prominently held out as 
peculiarly appertaining to this station. We should not omit to mention 
a criticism of Alwaye that has been made to us. As a health station it 
attracts during the season a considerable number of invalids. As a 
pilgrim station it also attracts a miscellaneous crowd at certain 
periods of the year when the river bed at Alwaye is the scene of 
big religious gatherings. The place then becomes thoroughly 
insanitary. The evil effects on academic life of the distractions 
incidental to the locality on such occasions can neither be ignored 
nor minimised. If certain accounts in the Press are to be 
credited, some inconvenience to the maintenance of discipline in the 
Union Christian College was actually caused thereby sometime 
ago.

15. We recognise that, if one or other of the features of the 
older Universities alone are to be ensured, there would be justification 
for almost everyone of the many sites which have been suggested 
to us. Facilities for boating have, for example, led to the suggestion 
of practically every place which has a river or a lake or a bay in its 
vicinity. The banks of the Panipa river and the Minachil river 
in Travancore, and the Bharatapuzha river between Cochin and 
Malabar, Sastancotta in Central Travancore, Trichur with adjacent 
fresh water lakes, Kallada on the banks of the Ashtamudi backwater 
near Quilon, and the eastern shores of the great Vembanad backwater, 
have all their advocates as sites for the proposed University. While 
we recognise that such attractions should, if possible, be secured, it 
is hardly possible for us to regard them seriously as essential 
elements in a university town.

16. The objection to the formation of a university in a large 
town is not a new one- The Calcutta University Commission 
considered it in regard to Calcutta. Practicall}^ every new university 
which has been started has had to face it. A imiversity in a city 
has naturally to face problems of some difficulty. “  The acquisition 
of land for necessary university purposes is always costly in a great 
city, and the provision for the students of healthy conditions of life
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and opportunities for recreation and for social intercourse is 
surrounded with obstacles.” * Such dithculties, however, are to be 
found only where the city under consideration happens to be one 
like Calcutta or Bombay. The argument might be possibly applied 
to Ernakulam, in spite of its small dimensions, since it is in the way 
to become a big port where the available land for building will be 
restricted by geographical conditions. It could hardly be applied 
with any justification, though it has been so applied by numerous 
witnesses, against a town like Trivandrum which has grown so 
sloAvly and which is already a town of long distiinces, with a 
population which has not reached even that of several district 
liead-quarters in the adjoining presidency. It is neither a busy port 
nor one with the possibilities ot becoming a big commercial or 
industrial centre. Its importance at the present time is derived almost 
exclusively from its being the capital of the State. Its recent 
development has perhaps been helped by its importance as a centre 
of the provincial University, in view of the concentration of academic 
work in it, bringing it to the front rank among university centres. 
As we have already stated, the cost of the acquisition of land on the 
outskirts of Trivandrum, and even within many parts of it, would 
not compare unfavourably’ with the cost of similar acquisition at 
Alwaye at the present time. The distribution and the location of 
collegiate institutions in Trivandrum have hitherto proceeded in a 
somewhat haphazard fashion. But fortunately their present 
situation renders It possible to link them by the acquisition of 
inteivening sites so as to form a continuous university campus, and 
to provide due scope for the expansion of the institutions within the 
town itself. If the new University is formed at any place but a town, 
it would have to face the important problems of securing residences 
for its large staff and larger body of students. Constructing them 
bejore the formation of a University would postpone its incorporation 
for some years. The provision of licensed lodgings or rented 
buildings, in the alternative, is feasible only in a town in which such 
accommodation already exists. In this respect, the position of 
Trivandrum is unique among the towns on the West Coast. A
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considerable number of well-situated and commodious Government 
bungalows are available within it. Some of them are already being 
utilised as houses for the staff of the colleges. The transfer of the 
College for Women to such a building has provided it with facilities 
for its future expansion as a residential college ; for, in its new 
habitation, it has not only started with a sufficient amount of 
ground, but additional grounds in the vicinity are available. The 
transfer of the Arts departments of H. H, the Maharaja’s College 
to the grounds of the Training College and the addition recently of 
over ten acres of Government land to the Training College campus 
to provide the needed play grounds for the institutions, have placed 
both these colleges beyond the need to ask immediately for more 
land. About 150 acres of Sarkar land In Trivandrum are said to be 
now in the occupation of either educational institutions which would 
form part of the University, or of others from whom they could be 
transferred to the University. Should a suburban area for the 
location of some o f the hostels and the residence of the staff within 
convenient access be desired, another 1-50 acres is available at 
Awkulam, as already pointed out, about three miles from the 
Colleges of Arts and Science- Similar large parcels of land are 
available in other suburbs of Trivandrum. Should an immediate 
start be desired, with the fullest possible accommodation, an ideal 
addition to the grounds and buildings of the collegiate institutions 
in Trivandrum will be the large area, literally next door to H. H. 
the Maharaja’s College of Science, now occupied b}- a 
battalion of the Nayar brigade, the cavalry escort and the house of 
the Commanding Officer of the Nayar brigade. Along with the 
connected parade grounds, these are situated right m the heari of 
the town, and are separated only by an intervening road from the 
College of Science. The buildings already in existence in this area 
can be easily and rapidly converted, at a very moderate cost, into 
collegiate buildings, students’ hostels, quarters for part of the staff 
and the offices of the University. It is estimated that residential 
facilities for nearly a thousand students can be provided almost 
immediately by such conversion. These grounds are said to cover 
some seventy acres. The additional play grounds for the 
University and for the College o f Science, which has at present none,
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would also l)C(iuiae avaikble it' this area is taken over for the 
University. The completion ot’ the scheme will result in the 
formation of a continuous university camp us of about 200 acres 
right in the centre of the town, u» which the Library, the School of 
Arts, the new Government hostel for the Arts and Science Colleges, 
the Observatory, the Museum and Public Gardens, the College of 
Science, the Town Hall, the Law College and the Law College 
Hostel, the Sri Mulam Shastiabdapurti Memorial Institute, the Public 
Workshops and the Laboratory of the State Bacteriologist, would 
all be situated along with the residence of a num1)er of the meniljers 
of the staff* The entire area is situated on elevated ground, already 
connected by a complete system of well-made roads. The acquisition 
of a few iuterveniu^ plots of land will coivuect tins avea with 
the grounds on which the Training College, the College of Arts, the 
Model School and the College for Women are noAV situated. Tliis 
Avill give an additional fifty acres to the university canipus which will 
easily run then to over 250 acres. We apj)end plans of Trivandrum 
and a site pkn of tliat portion of it ni which the position of 
possible university institutions is marked. The effects of tiie 
above proposals will be clear from a perusal of these plans. Kcw 
Universities in India, even among those which have been generously 
planned, would have such a campus, with the exception of the 
Hindu University of Benares and perhaps the University of Dacca. 
The availability and the cost of an adequate campus Avith 
ready made buildings are vital factors in the consideration of the 
location of the new University. It is clear that they weigh heavily 
in fiivour of Trivandrum as compared with other alternative sites 
which have been suggested.

17. We accordingly recommend that the University, with its head 
offices, be located in Trivandrum, whatever be the type chosen 
for it. That Trivandrum is already very suitivble, if a federal 
university is to be founded, is conceded even by those who propose 
other sites. "J'he Cochin representatives admitted that Trivandrum 
is cleiirly the most suitable placc for the IcKjation of the University, 
if Travancore and Cochin a’one arc to start the University 
without the co-operation of Malabar. Such objections as have 
been urged against the formation of a unitary University iu

IvU
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Trivandrum appear to l>e grounded on the assumption, which has 
now been shown to be Isaseless, that a sufficiently large universitv 
campus cannot be secured in or near Trivandrum. It has also been 
assumed by some critics of Trivandrum that Alwaye is better placed 
in this respect. The plans appended to this Report will show all 
the land within the one hundred feet contour line at Alwaye amounts 
to less than 70 acres, whereas, in and about Trivandrum, about four 
times such an area of the same elevation can be secured at once and 
it will not entail more expense. The necessity for such elevated 
sites is also less in Trivandrum than in Alwaye, since the former is 
not on the banks of a river liable to sudden floods as the latter is. 
Should Trivandrum be chosen, careful town-planning may be 
necessary to crcate aud lay out a compact and connected university 
campus. The transfer of the grounds of the Nayar brigade, which 
we strongly recommend, is an internal part of the scheme. The idea 
is not by any means new. Dr. Mitchell urged the transfer years 
ago, and the proposal has been frequently made since. The plan 
should not be unwelcome even to the military authorities, as they 
could then obtain file requisite concentration of all arms of the brigade 
at Pangode on site? not less healthy than the present grounds of the 
old battalion. When the new battalion was formed, the military 
authorities deliberately chose the Pangode area. The historical reason 
for keeping the State army in the heart of Trivandrum has ceased 
to have force. The removal of the old battalion from the grounds 
adjoining the College of Science to new quarters at Pangode should, 
therefore, prove quite as beneficial to the brigade as to the 
University. The need to make this diversion, should a Univ'ersity 
be formed in Trivandrum, will thus be obvious.

18. On all these grounds, we are emphatiailly of opinion that it 
is vital that the grounds and buildings now occujjied l)y the old 
battiilion and the Commandant of the Nayar brigade, with their 
annexes, in the way of parade grounds, etc., should be made available 
as early as possible, for academic use. And even if a new university 
is not formed immediately, still, for the development of the collegiate 
institutions to their potential limits, the diversion we recommend 
would be ncjt less necessary. If the colleges are to keep up the 
standards expected of tliem by the University of Madras, they should
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not any longer Ix; without adequate playing fields and hostels. 
These are not most conveniently secnrod except in the manner 
suggested. If and when this is done, it would Ije impossible, with 
any appearance of reason, to urge against the location of the 
University in Trivandrum the arguments now put forward by some 
witnesses, of the unavailability of sufficient spatial, structural and 
residential facilities in the capital of the State, for the purposes of a 
University.

19. We feel bound to state that, before arriving at this conclusion, 
we weighed carefully all the objections raised against the selection 
of Trivandrum. A mere recital of the more prominent criticisms 
of Trivandi'um may now show their inherent weakness. It has 
been said that the colleges at Trivandrum are situated in thickly 
populiited parts of the town and that they have no scope for 
expansion. It has been said that the capital of a State “  with its 
distracHons and local currents ”  is not conducive to healthy academic 
life. A third objection is based on its non-central character in 
Kerala. But it has been admitted that a central situation is not of 
much importance if the type of the university chosen is not any 
one of the unitary varieties. Even in a unitary university, we 
feel that the objection will not have much force in view of the great 
and rapid improvements that have been taking place in means of and 
facilities for communication within the area and the prospects of 
further improvements in the same directions. Further, the question 
of a centi’al site has an importance only in relation to the character 
and quantity of the accommodation provided for students. If 
residence in hostels or halls or in properly supervised lodgings 
is to be compulsory, it becomes immaterial where the students 
are concentrated once they leave their homes. From the stand
point of the students, the main point to look to is the selection of 
a place where already the concentration of students and teachers is 
so great as to make it desirable to choose it in order to diminish the 
volume of migration,

20. The question of the relative suitability of a city and a 
country for the location of a university is of a somewhat theoretical 
character. Those who favour a country location are unable to deny
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that practically all the important universities are now in cities, 
and that a university lias even come to be regarded as a necessary 
feature of every groat town. Kven if it Ix* conceded for argument 
that distractions to academic life are insuperable from metropolitan 
existence, there ore, as the Calcutta University Commission justly 
pointed out, countervailing advantages which a university might 
derive from an urban liabitation. These are by no means negligible. 
“  The removal of a university from a town might involve a loss as 
well as gain.” * The prospective advantages to health by the selec
tion of a site like Alwaye or Aruvikkarai are somewhat dubious. 
Towns like Trivandrum have a reputation for salubriousness. 
With the improvements which are now being planned for systematic 
drainage and water supply, Trivandrum is bound to become even 
more popular. The abandonment of Trivandrum as a seat of higher 
edncational work would involve sacrifices of a truly stupendous 
character. The existing educational buildings and sites in the town 
arc valued at about Rs. 50 lakhs, and they have taken years to 
build.t As a practical proposition, it is to our mind unthinkable 
that such a sacrifice should be demanded of Travancorc, without 
a clear demonstration of benefits which are sufficiently numerous 
and weighty to balance this big loss.

21. More serious would be the disadvantage which is involved 
by the removal of university institutions to a distance so as to cut 
them away from city life. It may be conceded that universities 
in India, at the present time, have hardly yet begun to feel 
the interdependence of university and civic aims. The study of Law 
could not well be carried away from the law courts especially when, 
for effective instruction, the teachers of law are chosen from those 
engaged in its practice. Medical studies cannot well te pursued except 
in the midst of big towns having good hospitals. A feeble practising 
school, for a teachers’ college, located in the country, is hardly of 
equal value to a school filled with the diverse elements of a juvenile 
urban population. A town, which is also a capital, can give 
numerous other aids to university work which cannot be provided by 
a university centre in the country. Among such accessories may bo

*Vide Calcutta Univeroity Commission Report, Vol. IV, p. 126.
Statement appended to this Chapter,
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mentioned Museums, Public Gardens, Observatories, Schools of 
Arts, Technological Museums, Manuscripts Libraries and Depart
mental Libraries and Archives preser\’ed in the muniment rooms of 
the Palace and the central offices of the State. The social and 
educational risks that are so vividly apprehended by some critics of 
an urban home for the University might have some reality if the 
town was many times bigger than Trivandrum. These dangers, 
again, even if real, can be prevented by finding full accommodation 
for students, by supervision of their lives and by the establishment 
of such consfcmt and intimate relations between teachers and 
students as would promote the best ideals and create traditions of 
scholastic life, sufficiently powerful to counteract any of the sinister 
influences supposed to come from a city.

22. There is still another difficulty in a “  country location.” 
A university reciuires for its service a large number of persons who 
possess the requisite experience in life. How are these to be secured 
in the academic seclusion of a university town founded far away 
from the centres where the more gifted and educated lay population 
finds it necessary to live ?

23. That even those who uphold the claims of other centres than 
Trivandrum are alive to the difficulties sprmging from a rural 
location is evidenced by the shifts and compromises which many of 
them have suggested. In a memorial, addressed to our Committee, 
which advocates the formation of a unitary University at Alwaye, 
it is suggested that some of the existing institutions in Trivandrum 
should remain there (e. g., the Law College, the Teachers’ College 
and the Sanskrit College), and that ‘ Intermediate’ work should 
continue to be carried on at Trivandrum in the buildings to be 
vacated, so as to preclude the possibility of their remaining 
unused. We have already stressed the need for continuance 
of institutional life throughout a student’s academic career, 
for the close association of different Faculties by their contiguous 
location, and for a sufficiently long period of detention in a college or 
hall for the bulk of the students, in order 'that the best fruits of an 
academic life might be ensured to them. These are, as we have 
already argued, among the chief reasons against separating the 
lower and the higher work of a university. They are sufficient to
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dispose of any plans for the division of the Faculties betwoon 
centres separated by distances of over a hundred miles and for any 
compromise which \\ould thrust a wedge into the heart of a 
continued academic life and deprive the students engaged in the 
earlier stages of university work of the stimulus and the example 
of their more advanced bretliren, and of the benefits derivable from 
the guidance and instruction of the men who are at the head of the 
various departments of university studies.

24. A point alluded to by the Government Order laying down 
the terms of our reference has next to be dealt with. It is 
undoubtedly possible to think of collegiate concentration in a locality 
different from that in which the offices of the University are held. 
The plan should however bo acceptable only if the ordinary 
administrative work of a university was done (as it is not) almost 
exclusiv'ely by correspondence. It may be argued that, whatever 
be the place chosen for the meeting of the university bodies, the 
travelling charges to be incurred would be roughly the same. But 
if the University has a preponderant number of its members in a 
particular station, where most of the academic concentration already 
exists, and that station does not happen to be the university centre, 
tlie expenditure might well swell up. It is however not a question 
of expenditure of money only. The amount of time that will have 
to be spent in journeying from place to place and the dislocation 
of work are not less important considerations. These are 
among the main disadvantages of the existing connection of our 
institutions with Madras. These difficulties would in no sensible 
measure be reduced if the head-quarters of the University be removed 
from the place where there is most academic concentration. It might 
even be urged that the close association between the administrative 
and academic sides of a university are essential for the healthy 
development of both, and that their divorce, consequent on the choice 
of separate centres for the academic and the administrative head
quarters of the University, must be followed by the gravest 
consequences. We are not accordingly in a position to recommend 
the separation.

25. Should a federal university be founded by the inclusion of 
Cochin and British Malabar, it might be advisable to make all 
reasonable concessions to sentiment in the adjacent areas. We
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are alive to the wisdom o£ this course. E'rum a later part of this 
Report, it A\ill be seen that we have tried to act on it in our 
recommendations for the Constitution of the University. The 
suggestion of a de jure university capital which is different from the 
capital de facto might be supported on this ground of concession to 
the amour propre of the adjacent areas. But better methods of 
placating such feeling can be suggested. It would be necessary to 
arrange the holding of examinations in the different centres. It might 
even be possible, as in the University of Mysore, for the University 
Students’ Union to hold its larger conferences in the different centres 
in rotation. If the University has more than one Convocation 
in a year for the award of degrees, it might not be a bad plan to 
hold one of them in Cochin under His Highness the Maha Rap of 
Cochin, whom we are suggesting as the Pro-Chancellor of the 
University ex-ojjicio, should it eventuate as a federal Kerala 
University. All this is, however, very different from suggesting 
that the offices of the Registrar and the usual places of meeting of 
the university Council and Senate should be held in any other place 
than the university capital.

26. In the light of the discussions contained in the previous 
chapters of this Report, it is now possible to outline with some 
definiteness our position in regard to the different alternatives which 
the Government have asked us to consider and report on, in 
paragraph 15 of G. 0 . No. 276 dated the 15th April 1923. We have 
already endeavoured to show how the formation of a Pan-Kerala 
University, at the very outset, should be the ideal. But we were 
not able, at the sarre time, to recommend that the inauguration of 
the University should either be deferred or abandoned, if there were 
difficulties in the way of the realisation of the objective. It has 
appeared to us that, should there be any difficulty in starting the 
new University with the more comprehensive jurisdiction at once, 
the Government of Her Highness would do well to form a 
University for the State, which would first confine its activities to 
Travancore but be so constituted as to enable the gradual association 
of the neighlx)uring areas and the university institutions situated 
thei’ein, if and when they desired to join. W'̂ e found it necessary
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to state with some emphasis our view against a uiiitsiry university 
as we felt that, in the circumstances of Kerala, the foundation of a 
university of that type would be both unwelcome and inadvisable. 
We were also not able to recommend a university of the usual 
affiliating type. Our recommendation of a federal university involved 
of necessity the consideration of the question of educiitional 
concentration in one or more centres. From what we have said 
already, it might be evident that the advantages to the University 
would be proportionate to the fewness of the centres within wliich 
its work is concentrated. In iheory tlie federal type is capable of 
allowing of the simultaneous existence of several university centres 
where academic work could 1)C cjirried on without any discrimination 
of status or rights between centre and centre. But in practice the 
needs of economy and of efficiency would render it extremely 
desirable that these places should be few, if they are to l)ecome real 
and living centres of university work. In a Kerala University, 
especially one founded after the movements in the adjacent areas in 
favour of academic concentration in selected localities like Trichur 
and Palghat have had time to bear fruit, it is out o£ the question to 
hope to collect all university institutions at one station. The 
argument of “  settled fact,” the desirability of makhig reasonable 
concessions to local feeling and sentiment, and the probability that 
these centres might in course of time he fit to be recognised as 
potential universities, would inter alia justify the recognition of at 
least one centre in each of these three associated areas. In our 
opinion, such a selection is not merely desirable but also practicable. 
As jwhited out by the Calcutta University Commission, certain 
definite advantages must accrue from the concentration of a few 
selected centres ‘ of really strong groups of scholars and teachers. ’ 
There would first of all be the relief of tension that must result if 
all university activities are gathered at a single place. “  Gr(juped 
together in a small number of centres, the existing teachers Avould 
Ijc able tt) stimulate one another and to specialise in their work ; 
their libraries and other materials of study could be made more 
efficient; while their students could not only be offered a wider 
range of studies, but would Ijc enabled to enjo)- in some degree the 
atmosphere of intellectual life which ciinnot Ix: ejisily created in 
small self-contained centres.”  *

* Vide Report, Vol. IV, p. 377.
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27. The constnictlon of a great harbour at Cochin may render 
it <lifficult for the special facilities necessitited by the massing of 
nil the colleges of a Kerala University at a single place to be found 
in or even near Ernakulam. That town will not improbably 
develop rapidly those conditions of urban life which have given 
point to the criticisms of the location of a university in a populous 
city. The close proximity of Alwaye to Ernakulam may render 
the utilisation of even that locality less desirable than it is at p resen t 

for academic purposes- It has been re<^ntly reported in the Press 
that both the Cochin Government and the Roman Catholic Diocese 
o f Trichur are likely to co-operate in the erection of colleges at 
Trichur which would divide between themselves the different 
Faculties, somewhat on the plan already followed in the separation 
of the departments of Arts, Science, Law and Teaching among the 
colleges at Trivandrum. In Trichur’ S t. Thomas College is now 
right in the heart of the town. We have lieen told that the future 
hrst grade college of the Cochin Government might eventually also 
find a home within the town, in lieu of the location contemplated 
for it sometime ago at Anappara in the suburbs three miles further 
away. Should this revised scheme of location materialise, it is 
possible to see an inducement for the movement of the college at 
Alwaye to Trichur, where its arrival would undoubtedly strengthen 
academic concentration and sufficiently diversify it, and bring Trichur 
up to the level of a good university station in a federal university, 
with possibilities of becoming, in course of time, the seat of a 
unitary university for Central Kerala-

28. It is less easy to decide between the claims of Palghat and 
Calicut for a similar concentration in Malabar. In its present and 
prospective conditions, we cannot with any confidence foresee the 
possibility of the foundation of first grade colleges at more than a 
single station in the district. One of the points on which a clear 
understanding would be an advantage if and when an agreement is 
entered into between the administrations responsible for the three 
areas for the creation of a Kerala University is that the centres in 
which academic concentration will be permitted should be settled on 
the above lines and that the formation of further centres should not 
be permitted. It is obvious that the possibilities of beneficial

FF
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co-ordination between technical and professional colleges on the one 
hand, and of constituent institutions of Arts and Science on the 
other, would call for the location of institutions belonging to these 
two groups, as far as possible, in or about one and the same place. 
That is to say, should there be scope or need for the foundation of 
colleges in Agriculture, Commerce, Engineering, Medicine, or 
Technology in the future University, they should be founded, along 
with Colleges of Arts or Science, at one or other of the recognised 
university centres referred to above, and not founded independently 
in new centres.

29. We have already put forward the reasons which appeared 
to us to make it difficult to overlook the claims of Trivandrum to be 
the \iead-quarters of the new University, whether it he confined to 
Travancore or embrace the wider area if it is, for any reason, 
regarded as essential that academic activity should be confined to 
one station only. Even if the scheme that we have recommended 
is adopted, and a federal university is started, with a recognised 
centre for each of the component areas, the pre-eminence of 
Trivandrum would still remain, and will be fittingly recognised by 
keeping there the offices of the university. Should the University 
be definitely restricted from the start to Travancore, the question 
of concentration of university work becomes much simpler. For, 
all academic work will then have of necessity to Ix; in Trivandrum 
whose suitability is so clearly indicated by its present and potential 
resources.

30. Whatever be the type of university chosen, and whatever 
be the ultimate decision of the parties concerned in regard to the 
location of the university institutions, we regard it as vital that 
halls of residence and hostels should be established in sufficient 
number as to provide fully for the needs of residence of the members 
of the university centre. This is at present a serious drawback in 
the present organisation of university work m the area. As we 
have already pointed out, its early correction may be regarded as 
having a first claim on the attention of those responsible for any 
new academic synthesis in the State.
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s t a t e m e n t  o f  r e c e i p t s  i n  r u p e e s .

No. Institutions. 1088 1089 1090 1091 1092 1093 1094

7

8

0

iO

H . H . The Maharaja’s 
College

Do. Uo. Women

Tho Training College

The Law College

The School o f Arts

The Ayurveda College

The Sanskrit College

The Public Libvwy

The Museum

S. M. II. V. Technical Institute.

19,760 

0-47 

5,130 

27,541 

3,826 

173 

3.56 
2,21.5

'.99

25

22,762

716

4,748

26,535

4,373

271

118

2,140

420

769

27,051 31,122 36,657 41,365 48.736

921 1,377 1,917 2,616 2,471

5,643 6,2!)5 6,970 4,608 6,955

33,825 35,171 27,912 30,278 29.067

4,277 4,638 4,083 4,527 3,402

367 466 538 668 4,225

130 146
I

165 181 190

2.780 2,431 2.678 2,179 2,132

266 125 243 320 373

750 819 1,015 1,094 4116

No. Institutions. 1095 1096 1097 1098 1U99 Budget Esti
mate 1100

I H. H. The JIaha R aja ’s
College for men .. . 52,517 56,085' 60,329 71,028 84,181 1,02,000

2 Do. Do. women ... ; 3,076 3,853 4,811 5,666 5,586 6,000

3 The Training College ... 6,437 6,729 7,122 7,064 6,848 12,000

4 The Law College ... 32,185 36,656 38,500 34,551 43,176 42,000

5 The School of Arts .. 7,045 .5,533 («) 7,238 4,477 6,.500

6 The Ayurveda College .. 5(i2 172 386 300 822 ...

7 The Sanskrit College ... 165
1

179 170 182 S 219 100

R The Public Library .
1

2,238 2,730 3,314 3,908 1,143 4,000

9 The Museum .. . 631
1

762 651 978 1,681 1,000

10 S. M. R. V. Technical Institute. 549 831 200 1,216 . . . 1,800

X . Jl, The receipts o f { « )  the Ucpartmont oC Curator for (he publication o f Sanskrit 
Manuscripts, (A) the"Department o f Archasology a n d (r ) tho Educational Museum and Bureau, 
are o f minor importiince aod are not given separately.

(ff) Not noted separately.
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S T A T IO N E R Y , C O N ST R U C T IO N  A N D  M A IN T E N A N C E  

0 1 ' E D U C A T IO N  B U IL D IN G S , E T C .

No. Institutions. 1088 1080 1000 1001 1002 1003 1094

1 H. H. The M abaiaja's 
i College .

Do. Do, W om en.

ii I 'Die Training College .

4 I The L:nv College .

.■) The School o f Arts .

() j The Ayurveda College.

7 I The Siinskrit ('ollegc .

8 I  The Public Library .

0 ! T he Departmeut o f 
I Curator for publica- 
I tion o f  Hanskrit 
I  MaMusciipts ,
! The Museum ,

The Arclia^ologieal 
Departm ent .

The Educational 
Museum and Bureau 

S. M. K. V . Tcchnioal 
Institute .

0:i,716
22,887

4:i,250

ir,,072

18,4()0

2,(i73

6,405

8,005

7.347
82,fi'8

5,1)50

1,037

5,510

1,05,.H.W 1,19,204
23,875 30,7(i(i

30,200 41,164
I

15,77fi 15,034

21,370 

3,(>51

8,90il,
I

7,140

7,008
33,440

7,5(!7

2,114

5,358

10,773

4,522

8,810

0,20(i

8,073
37,300

10,074

3,422

(i.(i05

1,13,488
35,roi

41,735

l(i,351

18,0(i5

4,89

10,028

7,203

7,470
3(>,708

(i,5I5

2,071

6,794

1,19011
37,284

42,084

15,040

18,919

5,113

0,808

8,178

7,459
37,278

0,682

1,689

7,255

1,24,3.50
42,005

46,045

14,846

17,856

6,448

11,560

7,533

1,22,596
4.5,257

49,008

17,01.'i
19,075

6,750

12,817

8,158

8,529 7,,597 
37,152 35,578

5,249

1,765

8,061

3,902

2,094

7,832

Budget
No. Institutions. 1095 1096 1007 1098 1099 Estimate 

for 1100.

1 1 H . H . The Jlahara.ja's
College . 1,28,207 i,4<i.(;n 1,55,(;RC, 1,S7,4B8 1,96.416 2,6I,KKit

2 Do. D o. Women . 53,(i89 61,054 ! 24,353(ff} 33,035 30,271 34,800
3 The Training College . 46,427 50,200 ; 62,036 5(i,517 40,028 43,700
4 The [.aw College . 17.672 23,358 24,187 24,004 20,239 30,600
5 The School o f Arts . 18,420 18,257 20,124 23,476 24,565 25,703
i; The Ayurveda College . 5,68.5 5,440 7,165 6,597 6,942 7.388
7 The Sanskrit College . 14,146 16,475 17,()()7 1 7,933 20,609 20,800
8 The Public Library . 10,722 10,737 11,264 1I,8P3 12.146 12,500
0 The Department of 

Curator for  ])ublieation 
of Sanskrit Manus
cripts . 7,021 8,288 8,883 9,690 11,355 14,200

10 j The Museum . 44,51(1 51,085 43,880(A) 37,504 37,77(i 42,000
11 ; The Archaiological De-

1 partment . 4,843 6,026 5,158 .5,4.50 5,458' 5,400
12 i The Kdm-ational Museum 1

and Bureau . 2,76 7_ 2,446 1,085 2,(i54 2,420 2,800
13 S .M  R. V . Technical

Institute . 7,341 4,06) 7,064 5,066 7,883

I  Includes cxjieuditure o f Ixith the College of Science and the College o f Arts.
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V A L U K  OF K D U C A T IO N A L  B U IL D IN G S  IN  T R IV A N D R U M .

liuildings.

l i .  II. The Mahiiraja's 
College o f Sciciicc

Play jTTonnd near 
Jubilee Town Hall

Jubilee Town Hall

Girls' Ooliege (old)

Mead’s Compound

School o f  Arts

Public Library

C. H. Hostel

W arden’s quarters

Museum, Bungalow, 
q uarters &c.

ObBenratory

Girls’ College (new^ 
Taikad

12 Ross House

Xanadu

Training College and 
Model School, Arts 
College Princi
pal's (juarters 
&c.

Play grounds

Barton's Hill

Law College

S. M . V. High 
School

Total

k’ alue of
Huild-
in g s .

Area.
Cost
per

cent.

Site 
va lu e .

Value
of

Build-
ing.s

Floor 
area in 

Sq. teet.

M ain.
ten-
ance

Re
marks.

e
u

-«!

cr?

o

and
site.  ̂ 5

giant.

;i,70,000 !) «0 300 2,88,000| 0,58,000 58,041

1

1.000

■i,ouo 1 58 300 47,400| 50,400

1)0,000

;i2,ooo

1

fi

24

20

300

3(H)

37,200j
1

1.88.700

■17,200

2,80,700 15,392
Now used 
iiB High 
School

.5,000 1 CO 300 48,000 53,000 •• 750
for Girls.
Anncxure
to 4 .

.■)0.000 2 fiO 300 78,000 1,28,000 0,200 500 Roughly

75,000 2 84 300 85,200 1,00,200 . ■ 420 Do.

2,50,000

3.5,000

4

3

44

40

300

300

1,33,200

1,02,000

3,83,200

1,37,000

21,808

250

Nearing
comple

tion

1,.50,000 24 20 100 2,42,000 3,92,000 835

GO,000 22 •• 100 2.20,000 2,80,000 •• 923

1,00,000 10 r>2 200 2,12,400 3,12,400 14,974 . .

30,000 2 10 200 42,000 72,000 . . 250

20,oro I 75 200 35,000 55,(X)0 •• 305

3,50,000 9 41 300

1

2,82,300 (i,32,300 73,878 810

25,noo

10

17 15

100

100

1,00,000

1,71,500

i,oo,ooo;

i,!»o,5;;o

••

270

Anncxviro 
to 14.

1,00,000 1 82 300 54,000 l,54,(iOO 000

5,00,000 10 58 200 2,11 ,(>00 7,11,000 58,842 1,190

!2,7.-),000
i

143 22 •• 2.'.,7!l,100 48,.'.4,100 2,49,135
1

8,103

§ Used as class rooms.



C H A P T E R  X 

G e n e r a l  F e a t u r e s  o f  t h e  U n i v e r s i t y

Introductory

Before outlining the constitution of the new University, and 
estimating its financial requirements immediately and in successive 
stages after its foundation, we must deal with a number of closely 
allied questions relating to the general aspect of the University, 
such as its courses of studies, faculties, standards, residence, teaching 
equipment, etc. We deal with each of these, in separate 
sections of this chapter. Whatever be its type and wherever 
it be located, the University’s success will depend v(Ty largely upon 
the character of these. Their importance may therefore be 
obvious. They have already received much attention at the hands 
of expert bodies, or formed the subject of special reports, both 
within and without the State. A large part of the Report of the 
Calcutta University Commission is devoted to their consideration. 
They formed the points of reference to the Special Committee of 
the Senate of the Madras University appointed in 1921 to report 
on the revision of the Intermediate curricula and courses of studies 
and on the reorganisation needed in the light of the findings of the 
Sadler Commission. They also came within the purview of the 
Committee appointed by the Government of Madras in G. 0 . No. 
1557/Law-E, dated the 25th October, 1921, under the chairmanship 
of Dewan Bahadur Sir R. Venkataratnam ISaidu, to report on the 
applicability of the decisions of the Sadler Commission to secondary 
and ‘intermediate’ education in the presidency of Madras. In 
Travancore, the condition of the secondary schools was examined 
in 1919 by Dr. G- F. Clark, Principal of the Training College, 
Trivandrum. The detailed report he presented to the Government 
at the conclusion of his enquiry was placed before us with the 
comments of Mr. L. C. Hodgson, the Director of Public Instruction. 
In our owTi Committee, we found it convenient to appoint a 
sub-committee to consider these questions and prepare the material 
for the subse(;[uent detailed consideration they received from us. 
The fullness with which they have been dealt with by the various



bodies referred to above renders it unnecessary to discuss 
them in detail in this Report. We accordingly restrict our 
observations to the points which appeared to require further 
explanation in order to justify our own conclusions.

I

Entrance to the University
2. The character of the university education received by a person 

must very largely depetid on the soundness of the previous education 
received by him in the schools preparing for admission to the 
university. This truth is well recognised* The Haldane 
Commission, for instance, have recorded their opinion thus :

“  A sound general education, giving the power of accurate
expression and orderly thought, must be the basis of university w ork ........
These intellectual qualifications, together with the formation of moral 
habits, must be accompanied by a wide range of study at school. 
This last requirement it was the intention of the original Matriculation 
examination (of the University of London), to ensure. The growth of 
specialisation has tended to restrict the range of the Matriculation 
examination, and has altered its purpose so much that the securing of a 
sound general education has been lost sight of. This appears to render 
the Matriculation examination unsuitable for school purposes, or as a 
test of fitness for university study.” *

To rectify these defects, they suggested the lengthening 
of the period of life in the London secondary schools, so as to 
enable a pupil not only to acquire more knowledge of those subjects 
which were specially required for his future university course, 
but to make it possible for him, before entering the University, to 
obtain a good working knowledge of all the subsidiary branches of 
knowledge necessary for his more specialised studies in the 
University. The Haldane Commission admit the desirability of 
providing for some specialisation even in the schools, but deprecate 
the sacrifice of a good school education in the craze for premature 
specialisation. In order that the advantages of a sound general 
education in the school might be fulK ensured to entrants to the 
University, they proposed tvio school examinations, one to be taken

* Analysis of the Final Report of the Royal Cotnmission on University 
Education in London, p. IX.
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by the pupils about the age of 16 for testing the possession 
of u broad general education, und the second at the age of LS, to 
test tlie general education carried a step further by specialisation, in 
the directions in which the further studies of the students would 
lie after they entered the University.

3. These recommendations are of interest when considered side 
by side with the similar proposals made in India. The general 
complaint in India has been that the course of education given in 
the secondary schools fails to ensure an ade(juate foundation for 
university work. Different remedies have been suggested for 
correcting this defect. Great hopes were raised some years ago by 
the substitution of the S. S- L. C. test for the Matriculation 
examination conducted by the Madras University. One of the 
features of the S. S. L. C. scheme was the reliance placed upon 
“ course marks”  and the moderation of the marks of the final 
examination conducted at the end of the school course by such 
‘ ‘course marks.”  Experience of the S. S. L. C. scheme in South 
India, during a decade has however revived the complaint of its 
inadequacy for determining admission to a university course, The 
local S. S. L. C. schemes are now criticised, whether considered by 
themselves or in connection with the main purpose of secondary 
education, or as leading to university or technical courses of study. 
Bengal did not give up the old Matriculation test. It was not, 
therefore, necessary for the Sadler Commission to discusss the 
features of the S. S. L. C. scheme, but their detailed examination of 
the secondary school system in Bengal contains many observations 
of great value, to which we should like to refer, in connection with 
any proposals to improve secondary education in Kerala.

4. To a university, it is natural that a determinetion c>f the 
manner in which admissions are made to it should be of cardinal 
importance. This is why the right of ‘matriculating’ candidates for 
admission is jealously safeguarded in all universities. In the 
provincial Universities in India, till about fifteen years ago, 
admission to the university classes was governed exclusively by the 
Matriculation examination conducted by the local University itself. 
This examination was approximately of the same standard as 
the S. S. L. C. examination which superseded it in most of
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the provinces, and which, so far as tlie presidency o£ Madras 
was concerned, was regarded as an improvement on both 
the Matriculation test and the Upper Secondary examination 
which had Ijeen started a few years earUer by the Madras 
Government and then been given up. The previous Travancore 
University Connnittee considered this ([uestion. But when their 
report was submitted in 1919, the Travancore S. S. L. C. scheme 
had been in operation for over just a quinquennium, though 
sufficient experience of it had already been gained to disclose its 
strong and its weak points. The Committee appear to have felt 
that the practice of allowing a largo number of pupils to 
‘matriculate,’ i- e., to enter upon imiversity studies, on the results 
of the S. S. L. C. examination, was not altogether sivtisCaetory. They 
suggested that the Travancore University should take into its o»vn 
hands the conduct of its entrance examination. Similar proposals 
I'or reviving the old Matriculation test conducted by the University 
have been advanced in every province of India during the last few 
years. Some of those who (.lesire to go back to the old Matricubitioii 
base their proposal on the ground of the tinanoial gain to the 
University from the revival of the entrance examuuition which 
used to bring a very large net revenue every year. The monetary 
compensation given by our Government to the University of 
Madras, for the loss of revenue conse([uent on the substitution of 
the S. S. L. C. examination, is undoubtf'dly small when compared 
with the income which the University used to get from the latter. 
But financial considerations are not decisive in such a ease, though 
they cannot be disregarded. They are hardly of the same order ol' 
importance or urgency as the quality of the work done in particular 
courses, whether as a part of a S. S. L. C. scheme or in the (xjurso 
of studies culminating in a university entrance examination. One 
of the many complaints made against the old Matriculation was its 
rigour resulting, as in Madras, in the success of barely a fifth or a 
sixth of the total number of candidates who sat for the examination. 
It was therefore hoped that the moderation of examination marks 
by the course marks obtained in the school would give fairer results. 
These hopes were largely realised after the introduction of the 
moderation scheme. As against a lifth or sixth of the aggregate 
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number examined that used to be declared eligible for college 
admission, in the old Matriculation examination, about 40 to 50 per 
r;ent of those who entered for the S. S. L. C. examination are now 
declared to be fit for admission to university courses. Even if it 
stood done, this feature might by itself have been regarded as a 
justification for the changc. But the satisfaction should be unalloyed 
only if it should be established that a real injustice to candidates 
had been removed by the new scheme and that a considerable 
educational wastage had been stopped by it. Such a conclusion is, 
however, held to be difficult to substantiate when the figures of those 
who enter every year for the university courses are compared with 
those of the success of the same l)atch of students at the end of the 
course of the university studies ending with a university degree. 
It is found that not more than 10 per cent of those who sit for the 
S. S. L. C. examination usually succeed in obtaining their degree. 
This would indicate that the wastag<̂  still persists. Tt is not 
therefore surprising that attention is again being concentrated on the 
defects of both the pre-university and university courses of studies 
and examinations in recent years. There is now a general conviction 
that the S. 8. L. C. f ĉheme fails to weed out students who are 
obviously unfit to undergo a university course. When the scheme 
was introduced, it was hoped that it would be a fairer test of abilit} 
or attainment than a single, formal examination like the old 
Matriculation, that through it a better selection of material for 
university and technical course of study would be ensured than 
under the old test, and that the S. S- L. C. examination would mark 
a definite line of separation between those v/hose aptitude and 
aspirations lay in the direction of university studies and those whose 
desire was only to pursue technical or professional studies or to 
enter life at once. We have had before us figures of the number 
of persons who have succeeded in the 'I'ravancore S. S. L. C, 
examination and the percentage of those who have sought admission 
to colleges. They show that the percentage of students who enter life 
immediately after the S. S. L. C. examination, or who join technical 
and professional institutions, is exceedingly small. It is said that 
the arbitrariness and inelasticity of the old Matriculation examination 
have been perpetuated in the S. S. L. C. scheme, that in effect the
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course marks of the latter are after all but the marks of formal class 
examinations (;onducctd l)y the schools, and that the final marks on 
which admissions to colleges and the public service are determined 
nre again based only on the moderation of one set of examination 
marks by another. It is obvious that, if the rules for the moderation 
of marks and the formula; according to which che moderation a\i11 be 
conducted are known beforehand, particularly if such formula* 
fcike account of marks which represent class and state averages, 
there may be both the inducement and the possibility for 
unscrupulous or weak headmasters to invent devices by which the 
benefits of the moderation might be secured to their schools by the 
manipulation of school and class averages. Whether such devices 
are as widely current as they are believed to be or uot, it is not tov 
us to investigate. But the belief indicates that the S. S. L. C. scheme 
is not now viewed with the unmixed approval which it received 
when it was first introduced.

5. In regard to the complaints against the S. S. L. C. scheme 
on the score of its inadequacy for a university entrance, it has to be 
remembered that similar complaints used to be made against the old 
Matriculation too. There are, however,two criticisms levelled against 
the S. S. L. C. examination considered as an entrance test to the 
University, which may be distinguished. The first refers to the 
almost exclusive reliance on a formal written test. The second 
relates to the character of the course of studies for the S. S. L. C. 
examination. The second criticism is, to our mind, more important 
than the first. Till the separation of the University of Mysore 
from the University of Madras, entrance to all the colleges of South 
India was determined by the four S. S. L. C. examinations 
conducted by the different Governments. The University of 
Madras retained the right to a representation on the S. S. L. C. 
Board for the presidency of Madras, but it neither sought nor 
obtained any such representation on the S. S. L. C. Boards of the 
Native States whose colleges and schools were also affiliated to the 
University. Some want of uniformity was inevitable between the
S. S. L. C. courses of studies in the different areas within the same 
University. The scheme of moderation devised from time to time
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by the Syiidioato of the University did not a])par(mtly take into 
iiiicount such vai’iation in standards. For example, it has been stated 
that, in some respects, tlie S S.' L. C. scheme in Travancore 
])rovides a better and a more thorough course than that of Madras*
(1) The History of India and Nature Study are both compulsory 
subjects in the Travancore S. S. L. C. scheme, while they are not so 
in the Madras scheme. The study of British History as a whole 
is provided for in the Travancor(> scheme while in Madras only a 
])eriod of British History has to bo offere<l. The Travancore scheme 
is also less specialised in character than that of Madras, and might 
therefore be said t:0 ensure a better general education than the Madras 
course. (2 ) Again, success in the S. S. L. C. examination is deter
mined for each area by rofert'uoe to the average marks obtained in the 
aggregate of all subjects and in each individual subjectjs of the final 
exanaination. A vast area like a ]>residency, with schools of different 
levels of efficiency, cannot obtain as high an average mark as a 
compact area like Travancore or Cochin, with schools and students 
of a more homogeneous and of a more efficient character. A test 
based on state averages, if applied in a smaller tract to determine 
successes, must prove more stringent than in a bigger area. (3 ) 
When the S. S. L. C. scheme was substituted for the old 
Matriculition, the Intermediate courses of studies took the place of 
the F. A, course which, like the old Matriculation, was of a more 
general and more diversitied character than the present Intermediate. 
Thus, both in the old Matriculation and the old F. A., courses of the 
Madras University, all students had to study, besides English and a 
second language, Mathematics, Physiology or Physiography, Classical 
History and sometimes Logic also. When the new courses and 
examinations were substituted for the two courses, a more intensive 
knowledge and a narrower range of subjects was prescribed in both 
the S. S. L. C. and the Intermediate courses. As a result, 
specialisation now begins two years at least before the S. S. L. C. 
examination, /. e., usually in the Fifth Form, when a student is 
about fourteen years of age. It is not therefore surprising that the 
com plain t now is that students enter on their degree courses with 
four years of specialisation to their credit in just those subjects in 
Avhich they propose to specialise further in the B. A. classes, but
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thoroughh’ ignorant of other and uecegeary brandies c f knowledge 
whose importance in a course of secondary and pro-degree education 
can hardly he reg^arded as inferior to that of the subjects now 
prescribed.

6. In view of the importanc-e of the above fj^uestions and the 
divergence of opinion on them, we have found it necessary to go 
into them with some fullness. The evidence that has l)een before us 
would support any proposal for the university entrance being- 
determined by the results of examinations conducted by thaUniversity, 
in preference to a departmental examination like th(> S. S. L C. 
test. This proposal was made, as already stated, by the former 
University Committee. In their nsport it is laid down ‘ ‘ that tho 
propar authority t’or deciding necessary qualification for admission tfj 
the Universi ty should bo the University i t s e l f and  it is suggested that 
admission to the ll^niversity b(! regulated “ by means of a Matriculation 
examination con(hicted by the University as a test o f general 
education." In a'K'ertiiig to the defects of the secondary schools, the 
former Con^mittee emphasized the need to improve the teaching o f 
the Physical Sciences which were then l>elieved to l>e neglected in the 
schools. For several years before the formation of the former 
Committee, the Professors of H. H. the Maharaja’s College at 
Trivandrum used to lament year after year the bad teaching of 
English in the secondary schools. This complaint or criticism is 
repeated 'in tfie special report submitted by Dr. Clark in 1918. 
Several of our witnesses who have had a considerable experience 
of the old Matriculation and of the present S. S. L. C. course 
have told us that, both as to command of English as well as to 
general capacity, the students who now qualify after the S. S. L. C. 
examination are decidedly inferior to the old Matriculates of the 
University. A similar complaint is also made in regard to the 
general capacity of the present-day Intermediate student, as compared 
with the older F. A. student. We know that the same views are 
expressed in Madras also, but, with the materials before us, we find 
it difficult to speak with any confidence on the justice or otherwise 
of these comparative estimates. The critic of the present S. S, 
L. C. iind Intermediate courses would account for their alleged 
inferiority to the older courses in two ways, viz., (1 ) the excessive
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ftiid premature specialisation inaugurated by the new schemes, to 
the neglect of a sound foundation o£ general education, such as 
would fit a student equally for entrance to the Univ êrfeity or 
technologica' studie?, and (2) the large extent of overlapping which 
now exists between the Intermediate and S. S. L. C. courses, 
particularly in the “  Science ”  subjects. Some other critics would 
lay stress also on a third cause, liz., the excessive attention given 
to English in both the courses, and the use of English instead of 
the vernacular as the medium of instruction in the secondary 
schools. They would claim that the justice of theii’ criticism is 
admitted by the old Madras Senate which passed a resolution on the 
27th November, 1920, recommending that, in the S. S. L. C. and the 
Matriculation examinations candidates shov\ld be given an option U) 
answer their question paper either in the vernacular or in English, 
except in the subject of English, in which English should be compul
sory, and in the question papers on the vernacular in which the 
vernacular should alone be used. It has not been possible for us to 
examine in det,iil these criticisms of the courses and standards of 
the Entrance and Intermediate examinations. But for our 
purposes, it is sufficient to sbite that we find that there are grounds 
for the belief that proper university work does not begin till after a 
stage roughly corresponding to the present Intermediate, and that 
an essential condition for the success of any university education 
in the State should be the thorough over-hauling of the course of 
studies and examinations leading to and determining admission to 
the university. So long as work done in the Intermediate classes 
can be characterised as deterred school work, real university teaching 
must fail, and there must be a constant tendency in the University 
for low standards.

7. In putting forward these conclusions, we must state that ]n 
our view, there has been a distinct improvement in standards, in one 
or two subjects, after the introduction of the S. S. L. C. course. 
But our feeling is that premature specialisation is responsible for 
lower levels in most subjects, and particularly in English, and 
that the numerous proposals that have been made in recent years 
in the University of Madras to add new compulsory subjects to the
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Intermediate curricula have sprung from the dissatisfaction with 
this excessive specialisation, and the conviction that it had led to the 
neglect of such essential subjects as Mathematics or a classical 
language, or Indian History. The feehng in favour of a <jeneral 
course as the Injst foundation for imlversity work is as clearly 
responsible for the unwillingness of the advocates of tlie inclusion 
of these additional subjects to find places for them by omitting any 
of the existing compulsory subjects of the present Intermediate 
curricula. Even when it has been pointed to such advocates that, 
by making the course unduly heavy, they might defeat their object 
since a reduction in the standard of attainments la all subjects must 
then be the inevitable consequence, they still press for the Inclusion 
of new subjects.

8. Our conclusions are thus roughly in agreement with those of 
the Committee of the Madras Senate contained in the following 
extract from their iieport dated the 27th November 1920:

“  The Committee recommenda that the stage of admission to the 
University should be that of the present Intermediate instead of that of 
the present Matriculation or S, S. L . C. examination.”

“ There should be two examinations, the first approximately 
corresponding to the present S. S. L. C. or Matriculation, to be taken 
at the end of the high school stage, and to be known as the S. S. I;. C. 
examination; the second, approximately corresponding to the present 
Intermediate, but much more varied in its range, to be taken at the end 
of the Intermediate examination. The range and standards of both 
these examinations should be carefully reconsidered. Success in the 
Intermediate examination should be accepted, under conditions to be 
laid down by the University, as sufScient qualification for admission to 
the University. In the other cases the University should prescribe its 
own test for admission.

Note.— (1) The Committee decided not to fix any minimum age for 
either the Secondary or the Intermediate examination.

(2) A motion to have a University entrance examination 
for all candidates regardless of whether such candidates 
had previously passed the Intermediate examination or 
not, was rejected by the Committee. ”
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9. It is uot without significance that the CommitUie appointed 
by the Mudras Government under the chairmanship of Sir R. 
Venkataratnam Naidu arrived at a somewhat similar conclusion.

10. We would accordingly accept the view, which has 
authoritative modern eduaitional opinion behind it, and which has 
been tested by the experience of the war epoch in the \¥est, that a 
good general education is as much a necessity in the way of 
a preparation for technical courses of study as for university 
studies and, that, in order that it may be ensured in India, an 
improvement has to be made in the course of studies leading to the 
luiiversity entrance test. This was the finding of the Joint 
Conference of the Council tor Humanistic Studies and the 
Education Committee of the lioard of Scientific Societies in 
England, as recorded in their joint report of July 1918. This joint 
conference^arrived at the following resolutions:

(1) “ Any examination lecognisod as “  First examination *’
. should make proper provision lor the subjects declared at

our previous conference to be essential, viz., English 
(Language and Literature), Language and Literature 
other than English, History, Geography, Mathematics and 
Natural Science; and we recommend the following 
grouping

Compulsory subjects: English Languags & Literatm-e- 
Group I— History and Geography.
Group II— Language other than English.
Group I I I— Mathematics.
Group IV — Science.
Groups II— IV  to be compulaoiy; but excellence in 
two groups, combined with evidence of an adequate 
school training in all four, to be allowed to compensate 
tor weakness in one group. ”

Entrance to Universities.

(2) ‘ The attainment of a satisfactory standard in such 
education as is indicated in the foregoing scheme of subjects 
should be a sufficient qualification for admission to a 
university.’
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(3) “ Every university, as one regular method of procedure, 
should admit students who submit evidence (satisfactory to 
the university) as to qualifications, other than that derived 
from examinations. ”

11. We have been favoured with a large volume of opinion in 
favour of an exhaustive revision of the curricula of the secondai’y 
schools of the State. The need for a similar revision of the present 
Intermediate courses in Arts and Science has also been urged on 
us. We agree with many of our correspondents that,'if a new 
University is started in Kerala, one of its first duties should be to 
undertake, either by itself, or in conjunction with the Governments 
concerned, a searching enquiry into the curricula of the high 
schools particularly after Form IV . It is only as the result of an 
investigation of the kind that such a good foundation of general 
knowledge can be ensured for boys or girls, in the high school, as 
will enable them to take an intelligent part in every-day activities 
and help them to enter well equipped on future studies, whether in 
the university or in technological institutions. Should our scheme 
for a university 1x3 accepted, no time should be lost in bringing 
the pre-univ^ersity studies in the areas controlled by the different 
governments into line with one another, as tlie result o f the 
inquest proposed. '

12. There is much well-informed opinion in favour of retaining 
both the S. S. L. C. and the Intermediate examinations, even if the 
|latter alone is to serve as the university entrance test. We have 
considered the wisdom of maintaining two tfists instead of one. In 
our opinion, two successive examinations of an obligatory character 
are hardly necessary. We would not object to the S. S. L. C. 
examination being allowed to continue, in addition to the 
Intermediate, as an optional test of entry to the public service. 
But we feel that it should not be a compulsory examination in the 
sense that every student who desires ultimately to enter the 
University should previously have passed it. The burden of even 
a single additional examination, at the adolescent stage, should 
have behind it much stronger justification than we are able to see 
for the retention of both the examinations. It should be possibfe
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to attain efficient standards without multiplying examinations. 
Adequate staffing and supei’visioa of colleges and schools should 
ensure these standards. A scheme which would diminish the 
present strain on our boys and girls by reducing the number o£ 
examinations will be generally welcomed.

13. How these objects are to be realised is more than we feel 
ourselves called upon to report on, in any detail, at this stage. We 
might however mention a proposal that has been made to us for 
carrying out the proposed revision of courses, viz., for the 
appointment of a Standing Committee of about fifteen members, 
to be formed by the new University, of whom five will represent the 
secondary schools, seven the university teachers, and three the lay 
element, brought in to safeguard general mterests and prevent the 
courses of study from drifting away from the needs of every-day 
life. We have been told that a Committee of this kind would be in 
a better position to draw up satisfactory courses for the schools 
leading to the University than either a Committee set up by the 
University or by a Government and that, if, besides inaugurating 
the improved courses, this Committee is also empowered to act as an 
Affiliating and Inspection Board of the University, with power of 
supervision, inspection and recognition of the high schools and 
collegiate schools, a real improvement in the tone and standards in 
pre-university studies could soon be effected.

14. We have naturally devoted some time to the consideration 
of the duration of the courses of study leading to the University, 
taken as a whole, i. e., the pre-S. S. L. C. as well as the post
S. S. L. C. parts of the courses. A generation ago their length was 
only nine years. The introduction then of a class just above the 
middle school, in order to lengthen the duration of the upper 
secondary course, extended the aggregate period to ten years. In 
Travancore, an additional year has been introduced since then in 
ordei' to provide a transition year from vernacular schools to the 
lower secondary schools. The school course in Travancore now 
therefore extends to eleven years. By the custom of the country, 
the initiation into letters does not commence till after the completion 
of a boy’s fifth year of age. Accordingly, cases in which a student
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in Travancore is able to sit for the S. S. L. C. examination before 
the completion of the age of fifteen have been very rare. In order 
to discourage any tendency in the schools to force the mental growth 
of their pupils, the University of Madras fixed some years ago the 
age for Matriculation at fifteen. This provision has not led to any 
pronounced dissatisfaction in the State, as in other provinces of India 
where the similar rule has recently been revoked. As regards the 
University course, the natural inferences are that the present S. S. 
L. C. course does not complete the school education of a candidate 
for admission to the university course of study, and that the 
Intermediate classes arc only doing school work. These lead to the 
further conclusion that a further period of two years of study 
(corresponding to the length of the Intermediate course) has to be 
added to the eleven years of the present school course before a 
student can come up to the B. A. classes. A fifteen years’ period 
is thus regarded as the necessary minimum for the education of a 
boy up to the degree standard. It is not surprising that there is 
much discontent, owing to the hardship inflicted on the better type 
of students by the inordinate length of the period of education. 
This is probably why even those who advocate the starting of real 
university work after the Intermediate stage will not agree either to 
an Intermediate course of two years, or to keep unaltered the 
existing duration of the pre-intermediate school course. Opinion, 
so far as we have been able to ascertain it, appears to be fairly 
unanimous as regards one point, m ., that it is inadvisable to raise 
the age at which a student can normally take his degree. If, for 
the reasons set forth later in this chapter, it be held that it is 
necessary to have a degree course of at least three years, the 
discontent with the further prolongation of the period of education 
to one of sixteen years must be even more acute. A reduction in 
either the length of the present Intermediate course or in that of the 
school course has therefore to be suggested. Those who have 
favoured specialisation in the upper school and in the Intermediate 
as logically necessitated by the further need to specialise in the 
degree courses, have proposed the reduction of the Intermediate 
course from two years to one, to be effected by the elimination of 
mere linguistic or literary studies in the course. On the other hand,
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those who object to excessive specialisation iii the Intermediate and 
school courses, maintain that the courses preparing for the 
University should ensure to the candidate who seeks to enter either 
the University or the public services or technical or professional 
studies, a minimum general education of a fair degree of efficiency 
Ix»th on the literary and scientific sides. They would bring about 
the reduction in the length of the aggregate period of education by 
the transposition partly of the work done in the Intermediate course 
to the university course, and partly by the prevention of smy 
overlapping and unnecessai'y duplication between the work of the 
upper forms of the high school and of the Intermediate course. 
That there is such overlapping now particularly ui the sciencc 
branches appears to be the oyinion of experts conversant with the 
work of both the grades. Those who advocate the second of the 
above plans of reduction urge that it is not fair to characterise the 
entire Intermediate work as school work. A student in Madras now 
enters the Senior Intermediate class at about the age suggested by 
Lord Haldane’s Commission for Matriculation in the University of 
London. It could, by no means (they argue) be said with propriety 
that those Senior Intermediate students compare unfavourably with 
those who could be regarded in a European country as fit to enter 
upon a university course. The University of Mysore apparently 
proceeded on somewhat similar grounds, when it formed its 
collegiate schools from specially selected schools to which an extra 
class at the top as preparatory to the university course of three 
years was added. The unwillingness of even those who feel that 
the Intermediate course should be revised (e. g., the members of the 
Committee of the Senate and of the Government Committee at 
Madras) to agree to begin university work only after the present 
Intermediate, and to make the degree course at the same time one of 
three years, indicates a similar view. A third plan assumes that 
there is a certain amount of duplication even in the school itself, in 
the work of the classes lying between one stage of the school and 
another, which is not altogether justified in the case of the more 
promisina; pupils, and that it is possible to effect the necessary 
reduction in the school itself, in the stage connecting any two distinct 
parte of the school course. Thus, it has been stated that the
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preparatory class (fifth standard) in Travancore schools is 
unnecessary for students who have been learning English on the 
direct method in the primary classes, and for those who do not come 
to the English middle schools from vernacular schools. The 
question is difficult and requires to be further txplored. In 
Travancore, the existing school curricula were framed aboui fifteen 
years ago. It might therefore be suggested that, either in connection 
with a scheme for the inauguration of a University or independently 
of it, Her Highness’ Government might well undertake a thorough 
revision of the school ciirriculvi in the State, with s])6cial reference to 
the criticism levelled against the present course on such grounds as 
its undue length, the opportunities it gives to needless duplication or 
overlapping, the premature specialisation it is said to encourage, and 
its narrowness of range, especially as judged by the omissiou of 
such necessary subjects of general culture as Geography and the 
elements of the Natural Sciences.

II

Relation between Secondary and Intcrmediate Institutions

15. A question which arises out of what had been said alj<jve 
is the relation which should exist between the secondary i^chools and 
“  second grade ”  colleges. So long as the lutennediate classes have 
been regarded as “  university ”  classes, leadhig to a further period 
of only two years’ study for the degree, the universities were 
naturally jealous of any influences which might tend to reduce the 
standard of work in the second grade colleges. The opportunity, if 
not the temptation, to effect such a reduction was believed to be 
furnished by the retention of the Intermediate classes and the school 
classes in the same building and under the same head. In such cases 
it was believed that the recruitment of the staff of the college was 
affected by the desire to provide for favoured high school teachers 
■whose level of scholarship did not justify their promotion to the 
college. The introduction in high school teaching of methods of 
instruction more appropriate to university grades has been indicated 
as a more probable danger resulting from the luiion. A tendency 
had often been shown to form the estimate of the financial 
requirements of the college on a “  secondary school ” basis, thereby
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leading to the starvation ot the college- Instances were also cited of 
the resources of a high school being lavished on the associated college, 
starving thereby the school. A much commoner evil of the union 
had been the promotion to the college staff of a senior teacher from 
the high school, and the allotment of work in both the college and 
high school classes to the same teacher in such a way as to 
overburden him and leave him little leisure to pursue the studies 
so necessary for his efficient work as a lecturer. These were, inter 
alia, the grounds on which a new policy insisting on the separate 
administrative agencies for second grade colleges and their feeder 
schools, and even their physical separation, came to be urged some 
years ago, particularly after the reorganisation in the University o£ 
Madnis in 1906. The separation has been insisted on with 
increasing strictness by successive commissions of inspection sent 
out by the University of Madras. In Travancore, the policy resulted 
in the separation, first administratively, and subsequently physically, 
of H. H. the Maharaja’s High School, and the transfer of the latter 
ultimately to new buildings at Vanchiyur.

16. There has, however, been evidence of a tendency in recent 
years to go back on this policy. The recognition of the work 
done in the Intermediate classes as school work has taken 
the edge out of the criticism that it would be inappropriate 
to attach a second grade college to the high school. The increase 
in the number of properly trained instructors, conversant with 
the methods appropriate to the different grades of instruction, 
and the attraction to the teaching profession all along the line, of men 
and women who have taken good degrees, have made it possible to 
ensure the efficiency of the instruction imparted in any particular 
grade of teaching, irrespective of the rank of the teacher, and the 
different grades of the pupils. It is also being recognised with 
growing vividness that the true aim of education is being largely 
obscured by the numerous interi’uptions to continued institutional 
life available to the student, and by the opportunities now provided 
to him for migration from institution to institution. The complaints of 
overlapping have also led to the perception of its origin in the system 
of water-tight compartments in which each section of education has
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been confined. Hence there has latterly been a movement to link 
again colleges and schools, particularly second grade colleges and 
high schools. We have had the opportunity to peruse the views o£ a 
number of teachers o£ experience and standing on this subject. We 
are satisfied that there is much to be said in favour of a scheme 
which would ensure for Trav^ancore or Kerala a method of organisation 
that would encourage the formation of feeder schools in colleges 
which are now without them, and which would stimulate the better 
type of high schools to develop into second grade colleges. Should 
such an opportunity arise, we should like to see it used to reduce 
mere repetition work in succeeding years in the school and in the 
college, to remove monotony, educational vastage and the depression 
of the able student. When this is doue, it should b« possible ior the 
fullest preparatory training for entrance tc the university or to 
technical courses to be given without, at the sameitime, adding more 
than a single year to the existing length of the school course. 
Whether the new institutions which would do this work of preparing 
candidates for the university should be styled high schools or 
collegiate schools, or second grade colleges, appears to us to be of 
minor importance. The essential thing is that they should provide 
for not less than four years of continuous life in the same institution 
before a student enters the university or a technical or professional 
course of study. Under this scheme we can visualise an examination 
test for the lower ranks of the public services or for the professional 
and technical institutions, which do not require so good a gromiding 
as for the university, and for the higher technical institutions being 
imposed a year or two below the present Intermediate stage. Such 
a test might, in oui" opinion, be purely optional and be left to the 
Governments. An incidental advantage which would flow from this 
arrangement is its acceptability to the partners in a scheme for a 
Kerala University, among whom there might be some natural 
vmwillingness to place a test which regulates the entty into their 
services under the control of an external body. The preliminary 
process of weeding out these who have not the aptitude or the 
inclination, or even the economic strength to continue their higher 
studies, might help to diminish the pressure for accommodation 
in our colleges, and also produce a more homogeneous type of students
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for the colleges than now. This would be esteemed a great 
advantage by those who do not desire to see a reduction in the 
university standards to lie brought about, as at present, by the 
existence of uneven levels in the college classes and their logical 
consequences. In order to avoid the confusion that might result 
from the use of the word ‘Matriculation’ with reference to both 
the examination and the admission of students after the Inter
mediate stage, it would perhaps be advisable to use words 
‘entrance examination’ to the test which comes at the end of the 
entire pre-university course whether it is conducted by the 
university or not.

17. The interdependence of the various stages of education is 
now so well understood that there would be no disposition to deny 
tile claim of a university to exercise some degree of control over pre
university institutions and courses of study. At the present time, 
in most of the Indian universities, the work of inspection and 
supervision of such preparatory institutions is left to the provincial 
educational departments. The university only grants formal 
recognition to the schools which are approved of by the respective 
education directorates. It is generally admitted that this system 
lias on the whole worked satisfactorily in areas where the controlling 
agencies of the department are adequate in number, emoluments and 
qualifications, and where liberal treatment in the way of grants-in- 
aid, combined with sufficient administrative firmness, ensures an 
equal efficiency in departmental and aided schools. The schools in 
Bengal admi+teflly got out of hand on account of their great number, 
relatively to the strength of the controlling agencies and the 
resources of the local government. Consequently, the University of 
Calcutta, a/o»fi among the various Indian universities, felt obliged to 
maintain an inspectional staff of its own to test the efficiency of the 
secondary schools prior to recognition. In a Kerala University, the 
existence of schools under three jurisdictions might appear to call for 
both an adequate degree of freedom to the educational departments 
of the states affected, and for the provision of a controlling authority 
to the University. A feature which would exist in Travancore and 
Cochin as parts of a Kerala University, for which there would be no
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parallel In the provinces of India, would be the large number o£ 
institutions for which the education departments of these stotes would 
he directly responsible. The complaint has often been made that 
vesting the functions of management and inspection in the same body 
of officers has not tended to the efficiency of the institutions for 
which the Inspector-Managers are responsible. In the circumstances, 
it would probably be even more necessary for a Kerala University to 
obtain an effective power of control over tlie courses of study in the 
higher forms leading to tiie university classes, than in the 
universities in Britisli India. In the belief that both the department 
of education in Bengal and the Calcutta University had failed to pull 
uj> the schools in Bengal to ai; appro]>riate level lay the chief justifi- 
C!\tion for the proposal to start in ^Vingal a Board o£ Intermediate 
and Secondary Education, independent of either agency, bat 
rojiresentative of both, for this spccial purpose. This suggestion, 
which was among the more noteworthy proposals of the Sadler 
Commission, appears to have failed to evoke any enthusiasm in any 
of the provinces. We would not favour such a Board for Kerala. 
Its creation here would l)c attended Avith many practical difficulties. 
The compactness of the area, the existence of conflicting jurisdictions 
and the expense of the Board, avouH  each be sufficient to render tiie 
scheme unattractive. The aggregate number of high schools within 
the jurisdiction of a Kerala University will not be more than a 
fraction of the number of schools in Bengal. The advantatres

O  o

anticipated for Bengal, from the creation of the Board, can Ixj realised 
in the ncAv University if, as we have suggested, facilities are given
(1 ) for the association of the higher classes of the pre-university 
course with the higher classes of the existing secondary schools, and
(2) for the entire supervision of the schools for university purposes 
lx“,ii)g vested in the hands of a Committee of the University consti
tuted somewhat on the lines indicated in paragraph 13 above.

18. Should a federal miiversity be started with the restriction of 
university centres to three localties, as proposed by us, some of the 
second grade colleges in Kerala might have to be satisfied with being 
what they now are, viz., preparatory institutions. The claims of 
sentiment will probably be satisfied if such institutions are allowed to



OQiitinue to style themselves colleges, and to retain theSr association 
with the university by becoming subject to its Boards of lieeognltioii 
and Inspection. If the suggestion already made in this Keport for 
encouraging such institutions to get again into association with high 
schools be given effect to, it might conceivably add to their attrac
tions as prepiiratorv institutions under the new system.

lit. We may now sum up our position in regard to this part of 
the reference. VVe (;oncur with most of our witnesses in the view 
that the University should take upon itself not only the prescription 
of the conditions determining entrance, but it should also have the 
entire control and conduct of the examination leading to it, and 
exercise some degree of control and supervision over the institutions 
prepiiring candidates for its entnvnr« This control will be both
efficient and acceptable if an adequate representation exists in the 
university bodies for the pre-university institutions. Some recogni
tion of this principle is already contained in Section 14 of the 
Madras University Act which provides for representation of 
the secondary schools in the Senate. We feel that investing the 
University with this power of controlling entrance is necessary for 
the recognition of equivalence of entrance qualifications and for tlie 
prevention of hardship from the existence of inelastic rules. It is 
mainly on this ground that we find ourselves unable to support the 
suggestion that the qualifications for entrance be laid down in 
the first statutes of the University. The progressive needs o f a 
university must dictate the alteration from time to ^ime of the 
qualifications prescribed for entrance. The University must be 
started with a sufficiently wide discretionary power to enable 
exceptional cases to be dealt with on their merits by a university 
Board. If the new University embraces the whole of Kerala, it 
would be necessary to draŵ  up its statutes in broad and general 
terms, particularly in regard to matters on which there could not 
be total agreement between the component areas. In order that 
matters which AvouId require frequent revision may not have to bo 
incorporated among the statutes, thereby rendering changes difficult 
and cumbersome, the university Board, which we have already 
]jroposed, might be invested with the power to lay down the rules 
governing admission, and to deal with all applications for exemption
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from such rules. An advantage that might result from the 
existence of such a Board, if it functions aright, would be that, in 
course of time with the progressive improvement of thft preparatory’ 
institutions, the A v a y  will Ix; open for the substitutions of the 
certificates granted by these institutions for the certificates issued 
after examinations by the University itself. Admittedly, such a 
course may not be feasible for some years to come, but Ave apprehend 
that it will never be feasible at all should fixed rules, to be 
administered by the Syndicate of the University, be imposed from 
the outset to regulate all admissions to the University, and should 
these rules make admissions depend entirely on the results of a 
public examination.

520. The length of the ordinary course of the University is 
closely rekted to the question of the duration of pre-universitv 
course which has already been discussed. At the present time, in 
the University of Madras and iu most of the provincial Universities 
of India, the course leading to the ordinary degree extends to four 
years, the first two of which are regarded as forming an intermediate 
course. In the University of Mysore, it is one of three years, one 
of the years of the old Intermediate course having been added to the 
school course, in special preparatory institutions styled ‘collegiate 
schools.’ These are inspected and affiliated precisely in the same 
manner in which second grade colleges are inspected and affiliated 
in the University of Madras. The Calcutta University Commission 
suggested a minimum duration of three years for both the Pass and 
Honours degrees after the Intermediate stage. I f  the duration of 
the present Madras Intermediate course was left unaffected, this 
\vould imply a term of five years after the new matriculation 
for the entire course leading to the first degree granted by the 
University. To the candidate of average ability the result of the 
change would be the prolongation of his academic life by tu:o years. 
It might be so even to the exceptional student, unless the two years 
have been made up for by forcing the pace in the secondary schools 
so as to result in his coming up to the Sixth Form in his thirteenth 
year. When it is remembered how exceptional matriculating at the 
age of thirteen was even in former days, the recommendation of the
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Sadler Coinmissioii in this mattxir can only be viewed with misffivin;< 
as Ukely to prolong the academic life to the student. The proposal 
has naturally been unpopular. The Committee of the old Madra? 
Senate, which considered in 1921 the applicability of the conclusions 
of the Sadler Commission to the conditions of the local University 
rejected the proposal. At the same time, it expressed Avillingness 
to accept ^iree years as the proper duration of a university course. 
The proposal was also considered by Sir 11, Venkataratnaiu Niiidu’s 
Conmiittee. This body, in which both cduciitionists and public men 
were largely represented, came to a conclusion which is admitted t<j 
be only a compromise. “ It was formally of the opinion that any 
course of university education of duration of but two years could 
not but be considered too short to make the needed impression on 
the pupils and that, as it was out of (he question to adopt the Sadler 
Commission’s recommendations to lengthen the remodelled Pass 
degree course from two to three years, the only alternative ojjen to it 
was to leave this stage of education in the hands of the University.’ ’ 
The Itev. W. Meston, Principal of the Christian College, Madras, 
dissented from the views of the Committee and argued forcibly in 
favour of a three years’ course as the minimum for a Pass degree. 
We are disposed to agree with his conclusion in preference to those 
of the Committee, for reasons largely identical with those that 
he put forward. But we apprehend that the change will not be 
])opular in South India, and may perhaps fail to obttiin sanction 
even in the new University of Madras. “ The steady adoption of 
the three years’ course throughout tiie universities of the world 
might indicate that this is found in practice the one which on the 
whole works best.”  Under a two years’ degree course, a college 
would only consist of two classes of students, viz., fresh men and 
those about to appear for the degree. “ The effect of this would be 
tiiat collegiate Hfe would be seriously impoverished and unless the 
reorganisation of collegiate education is to give a really great 
stimulus to corporate collegiate life, the effect that may be produced 
Avill fail to give to the nation that powerful asset which only life at 
a college can supply.”  A longer period than three years for a 
university coarse, without a simultaneous increase of the age cf
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graduation will be possible only by adhering to the present system 
whose main defect is the break it makes at the end of the second 
year. “ The result is that innumerable students migrate in the 
middle of their course, and college allegiance becomes divided or 
inoperative.”  We have already stressed the importance of continued 
institutional life. Tlie freedom to range from institution to 
institution, so largely chai’acteristic of German attidemic tradition, 
can hardly be recommended for India. Even in Germany there 
Iiave been doubts as to whether this has not been more a handicaj) 
than an advantiige to tlie average student. The growth o f intimate 
relations between teacher and student, which is an important feature 
of the ancient Indian educational ideal of life in a tfurukula, is 
eiiually necessary for the attainment of the best in academic life 
to-day. We have accordingly felt the need of such iui unbroken 
period of similar life even in the pre-university stages, and have 
been led to suggest ways in which it may Ixj provided and ensured.

'i L. The need of the exceptional student, to ■ w hich a pointed 
reference has been made in the Sadler Report, is largely the 
justification for the creation of Honours courses in the University 
of Madras. In the other universities of India, the Honours student 
has only been those who tikes up additional subjects, or who undergoes 
simidtaneously with a Pass student extra course. A mei’e extension 
of the range of studies or an increase of the volume of work to be 
done, though often characteristic of the difference between Honours 
and Pass courses, can hardly be regarded as a logical ground for 
their separation. It is always possible, as it has been in Madras 
even under the older system, in which there was only a common 
degree for all students, for an able and ambitious student to do 
more work and to aim at a higher place in the class list, or to take 
in succession additional branches of study. The main difference 
between the Honours course and the Pass course should lie in the 
different modes of treatment accorded to each, the Honours student 
being expected “  to show independence of mind, to do more of his 
work on his own account, and to need guidance other than more 
instruction as compared with the ordinary student.”  It is on 
these grounds that the University of Madras introduced thirteen
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years ago, a complete separation between Honours au(1 Pas8 courses, 
reserving the former for the students of exceptional ability or 
iimbition. The experience of Madras, however, has encouraged 
criticism. The Honours courses have, to begin with, not attracted 
the large number anticipated for them Avhen they were founded. 
The poverty of the bulk of the students, to whom the degree in 
Arts or Science is but a passport to professional courses of study 
like law or medicine or engineering, has naturally made them 
iniwilling to face the additional strain and the extra year involved 
in the Honours course. This in turn has reacted on the selection 
of students to the Honours classes. There has been some decrease 
in the rigour of the selection of students admitted to the Honours 
course. Further, t\\e chanicter of our intermediate courscs, 
involving the re-doing of mucli school work in the Intermediate 
class which, in the case of an exceptional student, hardly needed 
to be done again, have precluded the possibility of his receiving 
at that stiige such previous training as would make him get the 
best out of the succeeding Honours courses, [t has also been the 
experience of many Honours teachers that many of the students 
who join the Honours courses are not mature enough, judged by 
their equipment, to undertake the specialised studies of the course, 
and that, if they enter on such studies after the discipline of a 
‘ Pass ’ course, they would derive more benefit from such 
specialisation. An agitation for the conversion of the Honours 
courses into ])Ost-graduate courses, corresponding to the m . a . in 
most of the Indian universities, has arisen among instructors Avho 
have had experience of both courses at Madras.

22- The question o f  the duration of Honours courses W 'oukl 

depend largely on the settlement of the length of the Pass courses 
in the new' University, and the regulation of their tone and 
character. The question also be considered w'ith advantage 
only after the decision of the University of Madras is known, since 
it is necessary that, in the interests of equivalence of degree and 
standards betw êen the new University and its parent there should 
not be a nxarked divergence between their decisions in so important 
a matter. We accordingly feel that the settlement of this issue 
might well be left over to the new University itself.
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in
Departments of Study, Faculties, Standfiriffi 

(ind Examinations

Ji/5. We have been directed to examine and report on the 
departments in Avhich instruotion should be offered by the Univerbity 
and to suggest the faculties to be organised in it and the examinations 
to be provided not only immediately on its inauguration but for 
several years after. We are also required to indier.te the successivt* 
stages in the development of the new departments or Faculties and 
the order of priority in which they should be opened.

24. This part of our reference is in some respects that which 
relates most directly to the ordinary work of the University. In n 
8̂ \t o f learuiu", eductitioual ^x)Udes must be determined by the 
Faculties. Those who have administrative charge of the Universit)' 
(ian seldom have the aptitude, the inclination, the knowledge and 
experience required for the useful direction of the ordinary studies 
of the University. This is why its real academic work is left to 
those who are directly engaged in it. In this matter Indian tradition 
has not baen altogether in harmony with that of tlie West. In our 
universities, the Faculties have had only a nominal existence. The 
chief bodies of our older universities have been the Senates which 
have been made responsible for the legislative as well as academic 
work, and have also been vested with a power of oversight and 
control over adminifitration and over their executive Committees. 
The Syndicates have similarly been given academic and executive* 
fuu(!tions. A combination of duties of the kind in the assembly 
and councils has resulted in the supremacy of lay (»pinion in oiii- 
universities. Every member of an Indian Senate used to be assigned 
a Faculty whether he was a teacher or not. Unlike universities 
elsewhere, where Faculties consist exclusively of those engaged in 
teaching, our Faculties have contained large proportion of la\’ 
members. Since the publication of the Report of the Sadler 
Commission, a change has come even in India. The Faculties in 
recent Indian Universities are constituted so as to consist almost 
entirely of teachers. Every member of the Academic Council in our 
newer or reconstructed Universities, may and does belong to a 
Faculty. But the Ac^idemic Councils include lay members ;vho have
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thus to be given places in Faculties. Even after this change, oUl* 
Lhiiversities have hardlj come into line with those of the AVest. 
Elections and nominations to the Academic Councils are made on 
different principles from those on which a Faculty has to be consti
tuted. For instiiuce, one of the important questions which had 
to Ixi settled, before an efficient Faculty can be constituted, is the 
rank which a teacljer sljould have before his admission to a Faculty. 
Tlie importance of having precise and clear rules to govern the 
membership of a Faculty needs no special advocacy. Should a 
Faculty ba com])osed of ow\\ full professors, and heads of teaching 
dapArtnients ? Or, should it include Assistant or Associate Professors 
Headers, Ijscturers, Tutors and Demonstrators ? If the junior mcTi 
arc; allowod to get iato a Faculty in larger numbers, their united 
voices must outweigh the opinion of the senior members of the 
instructional cor|)s. The policy of the university, if left to the 
decision of Faculties thus formed, will be directed by the 
j)rej>ossessed ideals and the limited experience of the younger men. 
Opinion can be divided on the Â 'alue of this result.

25. One of the ways in which our new University may initiate 
an useful departure from the older provincial Universities is thus 
to have efficient Faculties which will not have a nominal but 
a real and effective existence, and will be entrusted with all the 
ordinary academic work of the University. This will be satisfactory. 
A division of fmictions between its administrative and academic 
bodies is now widely recognised as necessary to the proper working 
of a modern university. Such a division of poAvers will be secured 
by the assignment of academic work to the teachers of the 
universities as represtsnted in its Faculties. Academic freedom in 
its best sense implies the right of teachers to determine their own 
programmes of work and standards unfettered by regulations or 
restrictions imposed on them by lay members and their power to 
determine the manner in which recruitment to their ranks is to be 
effected both in the university and its constituent institutions. It 
will be thus seen that, in the formation of Faculties, it would be 
wise to secure a due proportion between experience and enthusiasm 
as represented by the senior and junior members of the teaching 
1)odv.
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26. Academic tradition in the AYest has limited the nnmlxir of 
Faculties to four or five, viz., Philosophy, Law, Medicine and 
Divinity, and in younger universities, Applied Science. The Faculty 
of Philosophy corresponds to what Ave now style at MadraK the 
Faculties of Arts and Science. Under the Faculty of Applied 
Science are grouped Engineering, Technology, Agriculture, Forestry 
and the like.

27. A distinction is also usually made between a Faculty and 
a Department. This is useful in restraining the tendency for the 
needless multiplication of Faculties by giving the rank of Faculties 
to Departments. But for efficiency and prestige, a Faculty 
should contain a sufficient numl)er of instructors of ability, 
experience and rank. It should also have a good percentJige of men 
who have attained a wide reputation for their work. A department 
like Teaching, if treated as a Faculty, might come to be limited to a 
few members, by consisting of only those who are engaged in the 
work of training teachers. It would then be difficult for it to possess 
these necessary features of a good Faculty. It might therefore 
be more suitable to designate Teaching as a department or a branch 
of a P'aculty, than as a Faculty. It can be argued that the Faculties 
of Arts imd Science, even if they are separated, would each be 
numerically so big as to consist of several departments, and that, 
in such large Faculties, efficiency may be impaired by their 
unmanageable size. The danger can be neither real nor likely, except 
in a university of colossal size. Even in such a big university, the 
danger will exist only if no care is exercised in recruiting the Faculty 
and if all instructors are of equal rank. The departments of a 
Faculty might often overlap. One of the chief functions of a Faculty 
would then be to maintain a suitable balance betw'een the interests 
and the competing demands of its departments. On the same ground, 
thefe will be justification for the union of Science and Arts in a 
single Faculty, in a university founded by the incorporation of 
existiag institutions, so that in the initial stages the predominant 
influence in the Councils of either the Arts or the Science elements 
might not result in lopsided development arising from the depression 
of a group of subjects in order to develop another.

KK
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28. A university can be regarded as a teaching 1x)dy only if due 
prominence is given to the Faculties in the control of all its 
academic work. In paragraph 124 of their Report, Lord Haldane’s 
Commission have indicated in general terms the constitution, powers 
and duties of a Faculty. A Faculty should consist, in their opinion, 
either wholly or in the main, of all University Professorp, mcluding 
all the Assistant Professors of the subjects comprised within it, of 
University Readers similarly engaged, and of such other teachers 
and officers appointed by the University as the Faculty may elect to 
ha\ e. It must have the power to appoint or act as Boards of 
Studies and to be competent to lay down the conditions of the award 
of degrees, diplomas and distinctions within its purview, and the 
courses of studies leading to them. It should determine the rules 
for the conduct of tlie examinations of the University and be 
generally competent to advise the other university bodies as to the 
provision and organisation of teaching Avithin the Faculty. The 
powers and functions indicated above are more briefly indicated in 
Section (5 of Statutes of Harvard University in which it is laid 
down that each of the sections of the University is “  under the 
immediate charge of a Faculty.”  This implies that a Faculty has 
“  immediate charge of the requirements for admission, of the course 
of instruction provided, of the daily demands upon both teacliers 
and students, of the times and seasons of university work during 
term time, of the conditions on which degrees are conferred, and of 
the government of the students in all respects.”
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29. It is neither possible nor perhaps desirable that an Indian 
university should sfeirt with all the usual Faculties and departments. 
Such justification as exists for the formation of a separate University 
in Kerala can hardly be said to include the obligation to improve on 
the parent University by either founding new Faculties or having as 
many departments as an older one. I f  this is the ideal to be realised, 
the formation of new universities may be attended by several costly 
failures, as each universit}’ will attempt to embrace more 
departments of study than its resoui-ces are equal to, and 
consequently to start with a number of half-starved departments of



Mtiidy. Academic prestige is more often the fruit of high alms, 
endeavour and achievement in the fields selected, than of an 
ambitious attempt to cover a very wide field of studies and work.

Overlapping between the activities of contiguous universities 
can be wasteful. That can be avoided if the needs of the areas in 
which universities are formed have to be prominently kept in view 
by them. An academic division of labour between universities in 
regard to the more costly or the more exacting branches of study 
must prove beneficial, particularly in a comparatively poor country. 
A new university formed from an older cannot be experted to justify 
its existence by giving up entirely its dependence on the parent. 
Tliese are grounds for our endorsing generally the recommendations 
of the previous University Committee as regards the departments of 
study and Faculties which the new University might be called upon 
to form in its earlier years.

51. A University for Travancore will naturally start with the 
branches of study now provided by its colleges and gradually work 
up to a wider range of studies. The previous Committee indicated 
the various departments of the University which they recommended 
that it should provide instruction in as under :

1. Languages—'Modern and Classical. Modern Languages
include English and Dravidian Languages, 
and Classical Languages include Sanskrit.

2. Mathematics— pure and applied.
3. Chemistry— pm-e and applied.
4. Physics.
5. Natm-al Science— including Botany, Human Physiology,

Zoology and Geology.
6. History.
7. Geography.
8* Economics.
9< Philosophy.

10. Law. '
11. Teaching.
12. Medicine.
13. Engineering.
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32. They proi)osed that the work in the Heveml departments 
should be of two .̂'rades— a higher and a loAver— the former leading 
to degrees and the latter only to diplomas or certifitsites. They 
recommended that, in four other subjects, viz., Agriculture, Forestry, 
Technology and Commerce, university courses of studies, whether 
leading to diplomas or degrees, should be undertaken only after the 
existing schools in Travanajre which taught the subjects attained 
u higher stiige of development. They also expressed the wish that 
facilities should at the outset be provided for research only in 
Agricultare, Forestry and Industry and that courses of studies for 
degrees in these subjects should be deferred. In Medicine and 
Engineering, they were not prepared to suggest collegiate institutions, 
able to take rank with the college:! preptiriuj; for degrees in 
the various jjrovincial Universities of India. The courses and 
examinations for degrees which they recommend comprised, therefore, 
the subjects of yVrts and Science, Law and Teaching, i. e., only 
those taught in the Government colleges at Trivandrum. They 
appaar to have felt that the opportunity for the foundation of a new 
University should be used to ensure an expansion of the activities 
of H. H. the Maharaja’s College at Trivandrum so as to complete 
the scheme of studies which they had indicated in their programme- 
Provision was to be made for the different departments o f l^atural 
Science in which the college did not then possess affiliation, for 
Philosophy in which its affiliation had been lost, and for Geography 
in which no institution in the degi’ee course was attempted then as 
now in Indian universities.

33. The brief descriptions which have been given earlier in this 
Ueport of the development of the colleges in Travancore might 
show that in muny respects the programme outlined by the previous 
Committee has been justified by subsequent academic developments 
within the Stiitc. A Chair for Natural Science has been recently 
founded in the College of Science. Facilities for the study of 
History and Economics as independent subjects, in courses in which 
they would each dominate, have since been ])rovided by the 
University of Ma<iras. The bifurcation of H. II. tlie Maharaja’s 
College into a College of Science and a College of Arts has, inter alia,
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been made so that scope for further expiiiisiou might be provided in the 
departments of instruction already existed in the two institutions, 
that additional bi*anciies like Philosophy might be introduced again, 
and that all this could be done with practically no increase to the 
existing accommodation in the two institutions taken together. In 
our view also, it would be necessary that each of the existing branches 
of study in the two state colleges should be developed to the 
Honours or post-graduate standard, with the commencement of 
independent university work in the area or even earlier, should 
there l)e any delay in taking up the bigger scheme. This should 
not be difficult. In our financial estimates, we have assumed this 
as the muiimum for a start. The revival of Philosophy in tlie 
College of Arts should enable it to co-operate with the Training 
College. It might pave the way for the eventual foundation of 
separate Chairs in Philosophy and in Psychology. A department 
of Geography would be a great attraction, but its fomidation would 
involve much expense and also necessitate, as an antecedent 
condition, such an over-hauling of the pre-university courses 
as to secure for Geography an effective position in the secondary 
school curricuk. The latter should ba attended to even if an 
imiversity school of Geography is not possible in the near future. 
In the University of Madras the recurring cost of such a school has 
been estimated at Ks. 20,000. The idea was given up as it was 
found that Madras could not afford the expenditure needed for a 
full-fledged school of (xeography. The existence of well-equipped 
Colleges of Arts, Sciencci, Law and Teaching at Trivandrum, near 
one another, must make for useful co-ordination of effort and 
economy in several directions. It would be possible to effect a 
reduction in the cost of the improvement of the etiuipnient, staff and 
accommodation needed to exjwnd the, existing colleges. The growth 
of these institutions will largely restrain the large annual emigration 
which luis been one of the causes of the demand for a load 
University. I’he high degree of efticiency which the existing state 
colleges are rejwrted to have attained in the iruitter of staff, equipment 
and acc'ommodation, as eompariid A\Tth university institutions in 
other purtH of South India should make it easy to introduce with



coouoiny miy further necessary changes in them that njay be heeded 
at a cost which would be decidedly a fraction of the expenditure 
necessary to raise any other college than those in the metropolis.

34. We have outlined the approximate requirements of the 
University after its foundation. The lines of its future development 
may well be left to itself. The previous Committee suggested the 
provision of facilities for research work alone in Agriculture, 
Forestry, and kindred subjects. Generously planned and liberally 
equipped laboratories are necessary in a university in order that its 
‘ Science’ side might be really efficient. From what we shall say in 
a later part o£ this chapter, it may be seen that Vfe do not consider 
teaching and research to be rival or independent duties. Research is 
complementary to teaching and is essential for teaching. The 
requirements of both should be provided for if good teaching 
should be ensured. Their interdependence has been lost sight of in 
some universities whose teaching has consequently deteriorated. 
Some of the young universities, particularly in India, have 
suffered from over-looking the need to provide generously for 
independent work by their Professors in the way of properly equipped 
laboratories, big libraries and a staff, sufficiently large to allow of 
adequate leism'e to teachers to teach and to investigate properly. 
Should the new University avoid this mistake, as it might be able 
to do, agricultural, industrial and sylvicultural research would 
naturally come within the department of Applied Science for which 
the existing science branches should furnish the necessary help 
in material and staff. It is difficult to foresee in the near 
future University Colleges of Agriculture or Forestry in Kerala, 
particularly if, for any reason, the new University is obliged 
at the beginning to limit itself to Travancore. The Conservator 
of Forests in Travancore and the late Principal of the Forest College 
at Quilon think that a career is hardly open within the State for 
students trained in a College of Foresti-y, and that is why the 
Forest College recently started at Quilon had to be closed. It is 
doubtful whether for the higher ranks of the Forest Service in 
India, the existing institutions are not numerous enough to supply
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trained men to meet all normal demands. The foundation of 
expensive colleges of Agriculture and Forestry within the new 
University will only mean an expenditure out of proportion to the 
advantages to be derived therefrom. Should however Malabar and 
other portions of British ]ndia come to be :tssociated with the new 
University, it might perhaps be possible to think of a central 
Agricultural College and a central Forest College in Malabar, in 
place of the Government colleges in these subjects noAV at 
Coimbatore. The University may, however, recognise for its 
diplomas or certificates, institutions which do some work in these 
subjects, but of a standard inferior to that of a degree standard, and 
Avith sufficient promise o f  further development, such as for example 
Colleges of Agriculture, Forestry and Ayurvedic Medicine. The 
management of the Technological, Comm.ercial, Forest and Agricul- 
tm’al schools, existing in the university area, when the University 
is started, should be advised to proceed with the improvement in 
order to fit them, if desired, for recognition in due course as 
institutions of a university standard.

35. There is even less justification for a new University in 
Kerala devoting its funds to a College of Engineering. Undoubtedly 
with the development of the country, particularly, should the 
existing plans of railway and harbour developments in and about 
Travancore be completed, there would be scope for the employment 
of trained engineers. But by itself this will not constitute a 
good reason for starting an expensive College of Engineering. The 
policy of retrenchment in the Public Works Departments in Madras 
and in the adjoining Native States has already thrown out of 
employment a considerable number of graduates in Engineering, 
trained in the Engineering Colleges of Poona and Guindy. The 
normal demands in India for trained engineers is likely to be met 
for many years to come by the existing institutions uj Guindy, 
Bangalore, Poona, Sibpur, Benares and Roorkee. It would hardly 
be desirable for a new University in Kerala to start an Engineering 
College which, in point of equipment and efficiency, could hardly 
come up to the standard of any of the existing Engineering Colleges 
without a disproportionate sacrifice of the interests of its other 
institutions.
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36. The outlook in re^rd  to a Mediciil Faculty in Kerala is 
hardly more encouraging. Good medical sendees now exist in 
Kerala side by side with good engineering services. But the area 
is too small for the utilisation of a continuous stream of highly 
trained medical and engineering graduates. A professional 
institution can justify its existence only if it is in first rate 
efficiency. Mediail and engineering colleges require in their 
instructors not only knowledge of theory but continuous practice. 
A school of Medicine is possible only in a localitj' or for a 
Government which can command a powerful and highly paid 
medical service whose best members are willing to be stationed in 
the locality in which the college is situated, attracted by the 
opportunities it otfers for teaching as Ŷell as practice. This is 
the reason why a technieal institution of the kind finds it hard to 
thrive in a p-ace where the scope for lucrative practice is small. In 
such cases a compensation in the form of very high salaries has to 
be offered if the services of first rate men are required in those 
stations. Our evidence appears to show that, even if it is prepared 
to expend, on a medical college, a sum of money large enough to run 
all its other departments with efficiency, the new University might 
find that the standards in this medical college would fall short of 
that of the medical colleges now existing in great metropolitan 
centres. What we have said above does not of course exclude 
absolutely the possibility of the University undertaking either 
research in branches of science auxilliary to Medicine or the 
association of the medical j)ractitioners in the tract with its higher 
science teaching and research. Nor would it exclude the adoption 
of a method of organisation in the existing medical schools which 
could allow of their developing into institutions preparing students 
for university diplomas.

37. It may be asked : “ How are we to obtain for our students 
the training in subjects like Engineering and Medicine in the 
absence of colleges to teach these subjects in the new University ? 
The other Universities might refuse to accept students from Kerala.” 
The obvious reply is that it is unlikely that the existing professional 
colleges at Madras will refuse the hospitality they have till now
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shown to our studeiits, simply because we are forming a University 
of our own. We are relieving the tension for admission in their 
areas in other directions. Further, if a Kerala University is 
formed, one of the partners to the scheme will be British India. 
As the new University will be obviously justified by the relief it 
affords to the existing congestion in Madras colleges, it would not 
be unreasonable to hope that the service would be reciprocated, and 
that the good offices of the provincial Government and the Madras 
University will secure a number of seats in each of the 
Colleges of Agriculture, Forestry, Medicine, Engineering, etc., 
for students from Kemla. An arrangement of the kind now 
exists between Travancore and Cochin for L. T. students from 
Cochin who are trained in the Teacher’s College at Trivandrum. 
Even in the unlikely event of the Madras colleges refusing 
admission, the handful of students who go in for these technical 
courses can surely find admission in similar colleges outside the 
presidency. In such cases it would be more economical to aid such 
students with scholarships for foreign study than to found 
expensive colleges for their benefit in the new University.

38. There are many who confidently anticipate for Kerala a 
revival of its former position as a great commercial tract. They 
point out that the potentialities of the area are only beginning 
to be explored, that, when the harl>ours of Tuticorin and Cochin 
are constructed and new railways link up the two ports and the 
areas they serve, an epoch of great economic activity will arrive. 
They argue that it would be wise for Kerala to ])re]>are for the 
future by developing the existing commercial schools so as to have 
a Faculty of Commerce ready hi tlie University in the not distant 
future. A good School of Commerce is now maintained at Alleppt;y 
by the Government of Travancore. The development schemes of 
Her Highness the Maharani’s Government include, Ave believe, the 
formation of a State-aided Bank at Alleppey. The State of Cochin 
might have similar openings and inducements when the Cochiii 
harbour becomes a fait accompli. Calicut has long possessed the 
only Commercial School of the first rank maintained in the mofussil
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by the Government of Madras. The present position of these 
institutions hardly justifies their being regarded as more than 
schools preparing for Government diplomas. There is still an 
important respect in which a college of Commerce in Kerala might 
seem feasible even now. A fairly large number of students from 
Kerala are now pursuing the advanced study of commercial subjects 
in other universities. Their number is likely to increase hereaft îr 
when an epoch of industrial and commercial awakening dawns on 
Kerala, with the completion of the present development schemes. 
Even no v̂ in the Sydenham (college of Commerce at Bombay the bulk 
of the students are from Madras and, out of these, as many as 23, 18 
and 21. students who were studying there in the years 1920-21, 
1921-22, 1922-23, respwitivcly were from Tnvvaiicore. With, such 
students from Cochin and Malabar as are studying in this and other 
commercial colleges and other institutions, there may be even now 
sufficient strength to justify a local college of Commerce. Even 
in the present conditions of Kerala it may be argued that there is a 
demand for men possessing the B. Com. degree of anew University, 
and that in the order of priority, the histltution of a department 
of Conunerce must have a prominent place in the future expansion 
of a Kerala University.

3!). A suggestion was made to the last Committee for the 
formation of a department, if not a Faculty, of Hindu Theology. 
This has been repetited to us. The proposal came from a 
distinguished Christian officer of Travancore. He justified it chiefly 
on the grounds that the historical existence, side by side, in friendly 
co-operation, of the followers of three great religions should enable a 
scientific and systematic study of Hinduism to be undertaken Avith 
more advantage in Kerala than in any other region of India, that 
the scheme might appear attractive to those who would recognise 
Travancore and Cochin as Hindu states and that, with the exception 
of the Universities at Aligarh, Benares and Hyderabad (Dakhan), 
no Indian university has yet taken up the formal study of Divinity 
which, in the universities of the West, has ranked high among the 
historical l̂’aculties, We doubt, however, whether except for
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historical reasons, its study would now be undertaken or continued 
in any newly founded universities even in the West. In Kerak 
the adoption of the scheme might easily fan into flame tiie embers 
of dormant religious animosities and rivalries. Practical difficulties 
will also arise in securing com|)Ctent instructors of Hindu dogma 
to learners following other religions. Should the subject of Hindu 
Theology really prove nothing more than a study of Sanskrit 
Literature and Philosophy, in some of their rt^jondite branches, (as 
has been the case elsewhere), it would be more feasible and less 
risky t^ pursue it as a part of the course for a degree in Oriental 
Learning. It might, therefore, be enough if suitable faciUties 
are given by the new University for the study ot Sanskrit, th(̂  
Dravidian Languages and Arabic, in a scheme of Orieutd Studies 
leading to an appropriate degree and to provide certificates of 
proficiency in then).

40. A school of Oriental Studies of the kind described may have 
a widespread attraction. It will undoubtedly furnish a distinctive 
line of work in tlie new University which it might profitably pursue. 
There are few universities in India which specially take in the 
furtherance of Oriental Studies as one of their chief functions. With 
the multiplication of universities, there would be the need, as
advocated bv Professor Jadunath Sarkar of Patna and others, for%! •
the universities providing for some division of labour among 
themselves, each university concentrating its attention on the work 
for which it has special openings. Such facilities exist in Kerala 
for the study of Sanskrit and Dm vidian Literature with special 
reference to Malayalam ajid Tamil. The previous Committee had 
recommended the formation of a Faculty of Oriental Learning on 
the lines of the Faculty of that name at the Hindu ["niversity of 
Benares. The new Lhaiversity can advance Orientiil Studies in two 
ways. Firstly, existhag institutions devoted for the promotion of 
Oriental Study may be helped (i) to prepare candidates for Oriental 
Titles and Certificates of Proficiency, (ii) to improve their staff and 
equipment by means of suitable grants-in-aid, and (iii) to encourage 
the adoption of modern methods of work by the grant of University 
Lectxirerships and studentships to their best students and jimior
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teachers. Seconrlly, the University might institute a degree in 
Oriental L ea rn in g  for stiulents who have passed the entrance 
examuiation and desire to undergo a special com’se of study in 
Sanskrit, or in two Dravidian Languages, or in Sanskrit and a 
Dravidian Language, after acquiring a working knowledge of modern 
English and of modern subjects sufficient to ensure a reasonably 
good modern education for those who take the degrees in Oriental 
Learning. Li the new University, Oriental Studies may be pursued 
by two sets of persons with somewhat different aims and aspirations, 
and possibly in two types of institutions which might co-exist. 
Firstly, there would be the old type of Pandit-training which will 
be modernized to tlie extent necessary to free it from grave defects 
and to provide a minimum knowledge of English. Secondly, there 
would be students who after obtaining; a fair groundinff in English 
and in general subjects enter on the degree courses in which the 
Orienti^l Languages form the principal subjects. They would 
endeavour to obtain proficiency in oriental subjects side by side with 
the attainment of the power of appreciating the reciprocal bearing of 
oriental and modern studies. The main aim of the second course 
would be less philologiad and literary than humanistic, less to master 
the language than to make an ancient classic a peg on which to haiig 
a considerable amount of thought, bearing on the reciprocal relations 
of ancient and modern ideals. Thus, Kautalya’s Arthasastra might 
l)eread in the same way as Aristotle’s Politics is studied at Oxford, 
and the study of Alankaramsira can be pursued more or less in the 
same manner as Aristotle’s Poetics. The institution of such degrees 
in Oriental Learning should also stimulate research in those branches. 
Provision for such studies may, tlierefore, be made even in the 
initial years of the new University.

41. Should the scheme for Oriental Learning which we have 
outlined above find a place in the new University, it might then 
become possible to provide for the theoretical study of an important 
branch of Indian Learning for which there has been a great 
reputation on the West Coast, viz., Ayurveda. Kerala has been long 
famous for an almost unbroken line of great students and 
practitioners of Ayurveda. There is probably no other part of India,
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except Bengal, where its study has been pursued with such 
satisfactory results. We have been advised that it should be one o£ 
the fundamental duties of the new University to develop Ayurveda 
and bring it into line with modern medical knowledge, 
co-ordinatng eastern and western systems of medical instruction in 
an Ayurveda College organised as a university institution- But 
much work must bo done first by way of further research in 
Ayurveda l)efore any real co-operation between it and the allopathic 
systems of medicine is possible. The existence of the Ayurveda 
College at Trivandrum and of the Department of Ayurveda in the 
State might appeiir to make it easy to start a University College of 
Ayurveda. The methods now followed in both are said to be 
capable o£ much improvement. Instruction in the Ayurveda College 
is confessedly more linguistic than clinical. Till great Ayurveda 
hospitals comparable to the liospitals attached to University 
Medical Schools arise in the State, anything like a formal recognition 
of Ayurveda for university purposes must be deemed premature.

42. Our conclusions have practically led us to recommend that, 
so far as its ordinary work goes, the new University need hardly bo 
different from any of the existing universities. The criticism 
levelled against them might, therefore, lie equally against the 
University proposed. The reason for the formation of a new 
University in Kerala is not entirely or mainly dissatisfaction with 
the existing aims and outlook, and with the character of the work 
done in the present universities of India. An opportunity is offered 
by the new synthesis to initiate important departures in matters of 
detail. For example, the new University might help to focus the 
attention of its research students on matters appertaining to Kerala. 
It might assist in conserving whatever is best in the literature and 
languages of the tract, and develop ihem still further. It might 
provide for investigations in branches of knowledge for the study of 
which Kerala has special facilities, as in some branches of 
Natural Science, Philosophy and Cultural Anthropology, etc. But, 
even after all this is done, it could still be said that, as a University, 
the new Body would have done little more for the arts and graces o f 
life by its direct e^ort than any of the existing universities of India.
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It might also be lamented that there is much valuable artistic talelit 
and tradition in Kerala whichiare now unorganised, and Avhich 
would deserve to be revived and nourished, and that, in the j)lastic 
arts and in music, there would be scope for much fresh work which 
the new [Tniversity could well undertake. We recognise the 
possibilities suggested by these proposals, but feel that such studies 
would come in as ineidentalrresults of the development of a local 
(Tniversity, rather than as justifying their inclusion among its majoi- 
duties from the Jiiom ent of its inception. Suitable variations from 
the existing university plans are to be sought immediately in the 
new University in a better groupuig of subjects of study and 
investigation and in a better adjustmeiit of methods, rather than in 
uiulert^iking teaching in su))jects which still have to be developed or 
investigated, or shoulderiiig obligations of such heavinese as to have 
led to their avoidance even b\' Universities with a longer history and 
greater strength.

43. In regard to the examinations and degrees to be conferred 
by tlie University, it is hardly open to a body constituted like ours to 
offer more than some general remarks. We feel that these should, 
as far as possible, approximate to those in the sister Universities of 
South India and that such questions as the award of honorary 
degrees or research degrees, the place of oral tests and of written 
work in examinations, and the submission of theses for the appro
val of the University as a preliminary to the grant of research or 
Honours degrees, should be left over to be settled by the 
University itself. The acceptance of a compartmental examination 
system and of biennial examinations like those which now obtain in 
Madras, for the Intermediate and B. A. examinations, might also l>e 
well left to the new academic bodies, along with such matters of 
detail as the classes and the manner in which rank should be 
determined among successful candidates. It is well to recognise that 
no university in India can now with real advantage follow a course 
of its own, and strike out in any direction different from that followed 
l>y the other universities of the country, and that everything should 
be done by inter-university conferences and co-operation to secure 
equivalence in degrees, diplomas and standards. For many years to
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come, the chief grouud ou which degrees and certificates are desired 
by our candidates will be their usefulness in securing employment in 
public or private services, both withui and outside the State. It w'ill 
therefore be of the utmost importance to the new University that it 
shares in the establishment of a common academic currency, as 
represented by the adoption of equal standards, and identical styles 
or terminology for its examination, degi'ees or diplomas, as those 
adopted by the bulk of the Indian Universities.

IV

Research, Publication and Teaching

44. In earlier parts of this lieport, we ha\e already expressed 
ouv vicNY thut u University hi\s a pre-eminent duty to combine 
research and teaching. The suggestion of research has sometimes 
induced a scsire owing to nnsconceptions of its character and the 
financial responsibilities believed to be involved in its acceptance as 
an academic duty. We understand the word in the sense in whicii 
it has been used by the Koyal Commission on Oxford and 
Cambridge Universities to cover not only “  (i) the actual study of 
new material or the working out of special scientific problems, but 
also (ii) to the promotion of thought and learning in the wider 
sense including (a) the self-education, study and thought necessary 
before a student can decide on the particular branch of a subject for 
original work suited to his powers, (b) a constantly renewed 
fiimiliarity with the discoveries and view of others, both living and 
dead, and (o) travel for purposes of study.

45. Taken in this sense, research does not imply merely pursuit 
of new knowledge. It is doubtful if, except in rare cases, new 
knowledge can be ]>ursued purely as an end rather than as 
the means— an indispensable means— to the appreciation and 
understanding of existing knowledge. If one makes it his sole or 
main business to discover new knowledge, it might result in his 
missing the new knowledge itself. This is why it Avould be 
unprofitable to provide for pnro research institutions which do not 
give facilities for the preUminary self-education, study and thought

* Vide Report, paragraph 104.
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neceasary as a preparation, and to the acquisition oi; tlie erudition 
necessary for discriminating between re-discovery and discovery. 
Research cannot be judged by quantitative or even qualitative results. 
The aim of a University should not be so much to provide for 
striking additions to existing knowledge, or to create geniuses in 
investigation, as to diffuse the spirit of independent inquiry and 
thought, and to improve generally the level of such inquiry among 
its own members. This is the justification for the closest association 
between ordinary teaching and more advanced work. The spirit of 
the latter should dominate the entire activities of the University.

46. The omission to provide for research by most of the Indian 
universities of the older type has now given place to pleas for 
research even to the neglect of the ordinary educat'onal work of 
universities. It is forgotten that a university can flourish only if 
it is both a school of undergraduates and a seat of learning and 
research. Undoubtedly the university is fortiuiate in which the 
teachers are men of learning, who utilise by steady investigation the 
new material which constantly becomes available throughout their 
fields of knowledge, and who themselves contribute to the supply of 
such material according to their abilities. It gains both in solidarity 
and freshness, and fulfils its function more efficiently than one which 
restricts itself to serve as a factory for turning out degree and diploma 
holders. On the other hand, a mere “  research ”  university might 
fail, first, through the want of the financial stability which 
association between the higher and the lower work of a university 
can alone ensure ; secondly, by the reduction of the levels of teaching 
in the undergraduate sections ; and lastly, by the absence of a 
constant supply of suitable material for addition to its rank of 
research students. A department of post-graduate research, 
forming a university within a university, and entirely dissociated 
f r o m  undergraduate work, might make a great impression on the 
lay mind. But teachers will recognise that it must inevitably tend 
in the direction of either bankruptcy or barrenness. Anything in 
our University which would either keep out research altogether or 
divorce its research histitutions from its ordinary teaching side must 
therefore be deprecated.
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47. It is sometimes feared that teaching and research will 
conflict. The apprehension is groundless. Excessive teaching is 
o f course incompatible 'svith the teachers being able to do research 
work of a high character. It is so, not because research is an 
inapediment to teachings but only because excessive teaching is 
itself detrimental to efficient teacliing. The burden of lecturing 
which now falls on the average college lecturer might well be 
reduced, not only to set hini free for more independent work, but in 
order that even his ordinary teaching might gain the impress of his 
own individuality and benefit by such study and thought as lie 
would be able to bring to it from the leisure gained for him by the 
reduction of formal lecturing.

48. Research as a sole or the main occupation of a university 
teacher can only be provided in very rare Instances. The provision 
of leisure and other facilities for research for wholetime workers 
will not ordinarily be possible in universities which are not very 
rich. Even in a university of limited means, it may occasionally 
happen that a teacher has done independent work of merit, along 
with his duties as an instructor, and has reached a stage where he is 
faced with new problems which call for ampler leisure and undivided 
attention* In such cases, it may be to the advantage of the 
university, and of the world of knowledge, that the financial 
liability in setting him free for the investigation should be cheerfully 
borne by his university. There might again be cases in which the 
subject of the investigation pursued by a worker or band of workers 
is of great national or scientific importance, and it is essential that 
these men, as the only members of the university who have the 
fitness to undertake the work, should be set free to do that work 
only. In such cases, a rich university can afford the luxury of 
maintaining the workers without exacting from them any teaching at 
all. Or, if the national importance of the investigations are well 
understood, it should not be difficult for the university to secure 
suitable Government aid or public endoivments or benefactions for 
the upkeep of its band of research workers. Except in these 
instances, it is difficult to see how a university, situated like those 
of India at the present day, can afford to separate research and
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teaching. Nor can it be in the long run economical, in the best 
sense of the word, to effect the separation. I'he effectiveness of 
teaching depends on the moral influence of the teacher— an 
influeiice springing from the consciousness both in himself and in his 
pupils that he is not a mere retailer of the products of others, 
luit one Avho has himself done sound independent work. It is 
rare to find au investigator who is not at the same time animated 
by the desire—if not the passion— to communicate the results oi 
his enquiry orally to his pupils, and by his writings to a wider 
circle, and who does not derive both stimulation and reward 
from expoundhig in class lectures what he has sought out in his 
study or laboratory. This might explain the difficulty often 
experienced, despite the offer of generous salaries, in securing the 
services of first rate men to a new university or college if the 
institution does not possess an atmosphere of genuine research 
and the facilities for independent work side by side with suitable 
op}K»rtunities for teaching.

49. It is important that from the loginning adequate provision 
for research in the new University must exist. Its research side 
should be kept in close touch with the ordinary teaching of the 
University. On the financial side, this would mean, first, the 
improvement of the existing libraries, laboratories and other 
accessories and instruments of research, so as to make them serve 
their aims better than now and, secondly, the exercise of the utmost 
care in selecting the teaching staff, so that its higher ranks may be 
filled only by men who have either done independent work and have, 
at the same time, proved successful teachers, or have in them both 
the aptitude and the zeal for both kinds of work. As already stated, 
the combination must prove an attraction to possible recruits. To 
the men who have the right orientation of the mind, the combination 
may prove even a bigger temptation than the offer of sinecures in 
barren colleges or laboratories.

50. The provision of suitable leisure for the teacher to enable 
him to undertake independent work might ba effected in one or two 
ways : (1 ) by an increase in the number of instructors, particularly 
in the lower grades, and (2) by the reduction of the amount of
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formal lecturing to be done by'each teacher. A«idemic opinion vvill 
doubtless strongly prefer the second of the two methods. Excessive 
teaching ruins itself. It undermines the forjes of self-reliance in 
the pupil and produces a type of scholar bereft of both the ambition 
and the capacity to work for himself. Should the leisure be obtained 
by a reduction in the amount of class teaching and formal lectures, 
the need for an increase in staft would correspondingly be reduced_ 
This may be viewed with satisfaction, as great improvements can be 
effected without a heavy recurring financial liability. The money 
saved in the staff can be used to enrich libraries and laboratories, 
and to bring together groups of research workers in allied branches 
of knowledge, so as to create an atmos])here of alert co-operation 
and live criticism ami judgment, conducive to the maintenance of 
proper standards and to the elimination of inefficiency and slackness.

51. Apart from these general provisions, the furtherance of both 
research and sound teaching would further necessitate (1 ) agencies 
for the publication of the results of research, (2 ) suitable grants-in- 
aid to research students, (3) truA elling fellowships to the senior 
research students and for members of the instructional staff, which 
would help them to work in places which have an exceptional 
equipment for the conduct of the investigations in which they are 
interested or for which they have the special aptitude, (4) lecturer
ships which would enable the University to receive the periodical 
visits of eminent research workers from other Universities, who 
have made a great name in the fields of knowledge in which work is 
undertaken within the University, and (5) the institution of research 
degrees,

52. The enumeration of the desirable features and helps need 
not generate any misgiving of the impossibility of achieving all that 
is implied in them. Few libraries or laboratories are really so poor 
as not to be able to provide some facilities for research, to a worker 
animated by enthusiasm and the spirit of strenuous endeavour 
and filled with real capacity for independent work. The testimony 
of Sir J. C. Bose on this point is valuable, as that of a great worker 
who has carried out many of his inve»tigations under difficulties.
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in his recent convocation address* to tlie University of Patna, he 
stated that, at the time when he began to work as a research scholar, 
there was no laboratory to speak o£ at his college in Calcutta  ̂ and 
that he had to overcome the difficulty and persevere in his 
investigations and that he was able to do so. Unless a laboratory 
anns at providing for every branch of work in the subject to which 
it appertains, its equijjment for original work should not be beyond 
the modest means of even a small University. The experience of 
the Indian Association for the Cultivation of Science and of the 
Bose Institute of Calcutta, which have been able to obtain wide re
cognition for the excellence of the Avork done by them in the 
advancement of scientific knowledge, is distinctly encouraging. 
What is obviously rerjuired is only care in equipping the laboratory 
and in selecting the branches of science for which both the instructors 
and pupils have the aptitude. It may be also wise not to forget 
that universities have to depend upon public support for funds 
provided by the exche(|uer, and that it is necessary for their research 
workers accordingly to attract and retiun such support by 
concentrating their investigations on questions and problems peculiar 
to the area from which both material sustenance and moral support 
have to be derived by the research institutes.

53. I'here are certain lines of investigations in which a 
University in Kerala will have a distinct advantage as well as an 
incumbent duty. The University of Madras has had to face the 
impossible task of providing for the languages and culture of 
several diversified areas, separated from one another by great 
distance and by historical cleavages, What slender funds it has 
been able to spare for the advancement of knowledge have naturally 
been used up in working up those problems which re'ate to the 
presidency. The advancement of the language and the culture of 
Kerala, the investigation of its history and its ethnic and social 
problems, the study of its institutions, and even the detailed and 
systeniatic exploration of its fauna i'nd flora, have hardly yet been 
deemed as havhig any special claim upon the University of 
Mach'as. The new University, whether it be one of Travancore or
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of Kerala, will naturally concentrate its attention upon them. It 
would only be profitable and proper to do so. A division of labour 
between universities in the working out of unexplored regions of 
knowledge, which is one of the justifications for the creation of new 
universities, will thereby be ensured and that by itself will be a 
distinct step in the direction of the division of labour between 
Universities which have teen recommended by inter-university 
CDnferences.

54. To give effect to these ideas, the new University will liave 
to undertake a few specific measures. It has already been stated 
that it should start with not more than three centres and that, in 
the interests of economy and of the gradual evolution of future 
Luiitai'y universities within Kerala, these centres should be distributed 
at the rate of one for each of the separate divisions of the area. It 
has also been shown that the great facilities which already exist at 
Trivandrum, which is proposed as the university capital, should be 
so organised and developed as to make it from the beginning the 
home of the highest work of the University, both in teaching and in 
research as was done in the University of Mysore. There, the 
creation of new institutions was undertaken only when there were 
no institutions existing which would be developed and Vtrought 
within the jurisdiction of the University. The Government 
organisations for the publication of Sanskrit and Kaiuiada works and 
for Archieological investigations were both taken over by the 
University of Mysore. So was the Government Oriental Library 
at Mysore. A similar line of action is clearly indicated in Travan- 
core. The Observatory, the Department of Archcvology and the 
old Vernacular Kecords, the departments for the publication of 
Sanskrit and vernacular works, the Public Librar)' and the Museum 
might well be taken over by the University, sufficient grants being 
made to enable them to be mainbiined in increasing efficiency and 
vigour. It will be possible to establish an effective co-ordination 
between the University and certain institutions or depai’tments, e. 
the Industries Department and the Department of Agriculture and 
Fisheries, and Geology, and to link up their laboratories and research 
sides with those of the University. If desired, the University
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iiiay take over tlie Ayarveda College also. The co-ordination of 
these with one another and the University will confer many 
reciprocal advantages. It will prevent unnecessary overlapping and 
promote efficiency all round. It will also give the protection to 
the technical institutions which they can now hardly be sure of.

55. With a view to ensure the promotion of research and 
advanced study in the University, it will be necessary to have it 
staff of teachers directly under the University itself, for the purpose 
of guiding research and post-graduate work. This staff may be 
constituted partly by the recognition as universit}’ lecturers of 
teiichers in the constituent colleges Avho have done distinguished 
Avork in their subjects. This suggestion of recognising eminent 
members of colleges who have done first rate work is made not 
only to utilise in full the talent and the ability available in different 
centres, but also to give institutions a chance of doing research work, 
if they have on their stiiff really competent persons. Stress has 
already been laid on the idea that the dissociation of research ^̂ ■ork 
is neither good for teaching nor for research. Every teaching centre 
should therefore conserve such research facilities as are available in 
it. Such a step would foster the traditions of a college and allow 
it to retain them unimpaii-ed.

56. Publication is the necessary sequel to investigation. With
out a proper record, the results and discoveries obtained as a result 
of arduous and concentrated labour will be lost to the world. It 
Avill be both appropriate and convenient that the University itself 
should undertake to publish the results of the investigations 
conducted by its staff and alumni. The transfer to the University of 
the departments for the publication of rare manuscripts in Sanskrit 
and Malayalam, and for archtcological researches may strengthen 
its publication side.

57. A university has two main duties to discharge. The bulk 
of its students would be reading for its examinations with a view 
to taking the ordinary degrees. It must ensure satisfactory teaching 
for them. A small number o f students in the university will 
also be engaged in post-graduate work or in research. The needs 
of these students will also have to be provided for by the university.
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The instruction of the first type o£ students would be left to the 
colleges as a rule. The guidance of the second must, however, be 
taken over by the Professors, Readers, Demonstrators and Research 
Fellows appointed by and working directly under the University. 
It has already been stsited that there should be a proper link between 
the two functions of research and teaching. This would be secured 
first, by arranging for the University Professors, Lecturers and Fellows 
doing a limited amount of teaching, lx)th post-gi'aduate and under
graduate, with the precaution that such teaching does not encroach on 
the leisure necessary for their independent work and studies and, 
secondly, by the recognition of suitable men on the staff of the 
colleges connected with the University as honorary or salaried 
part-time University Lecturers.

58. It is frequently urged that a university should maintain its 
own professoriate, sharply distinguished from the college teachers, 
and that the former should devote its time exclusively to research 
work and to post-graduate instruction. The distinction will l>e 
hard to justify. The Asquith Commission justly point out that 
“ any sharp distinction between college teachers and University 
lecturers or University demonstrators, and any divorce between 
teaching and research would be detrimental to the highest interests 
o f the University in its dual capacity, and that it is highly desirable 
that the University should enable a number of its teachers to find 
leisure for the specialised work of study and research, in addition 
to their activities in college teaching, by freeing them from an 
excessive burden of teaching during term, and from the necessity 
of seeking paid work in the vacation,” * The teachers of the new 
University should therefore be engaged either on a whole-time or a 
part-time basis. The needs of both economy and efficiency will be 
met by ordinarily recognising as University Lecturers or Readers 
suitable persons on the staff o£ the colleges. The arrangement will 
afford a powerful incentive and a constant stimulus to the younger 
teachers in the colleges to devote their leisure to research. It will 
also bring to the higher work of the University a large number o f  
enthusiastic teachers who can help in the creation of an atmosphere

*Vide Report, p. 88.
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of research for it. It will bring the University and the colleges 
c'loser together and train a number of research workers 
simultaneously in the university institutions and in the colleges. 
The scope for the college instructors to supplement their emoluments 
by the salaries they can earn as part-time members of the University 
staff will enable the colleges to secure l)etter teachers than they can 
otherwise engage. Any feelinu' of jealousy or rivalry betw'eeu the 
instructors directly eniployut.1 under the University and the teachers 
in the colleges will al̂ io l)e reduced, if not completely eliminated. 
There will be a substantial reduction too in the university and 
college expenses.

59. The utilisation of college teachers a,s University lecturers 
will raise the ‘ tone’ of the colleges a;\d improve them generally. 
Colleges can thus be lifted to a proper level with less difficulty than 
if the University laid down the standards and insisted on the 
colleges working up to the desired level. Any risk of the privilege 
being abused by the less efficient teachers in the colleges securing 
lecturerships and reducing the level of Avork in the University can 
be avoided by taking awaj- the power of making university 
appointments from the bodies in which the staff of the colleges 
predominates, and by giving it to a Board or Panel for the 
appointment of univijrsity teachers. Such Boards are found in 
many universities. Where they have been in existence, the results 
have apparently been satisfactory. A permanent Board or Panel 
of such Trustees constituted for each branch, and consisting mainly 
of persons possessing acknowledged eminence in the subject will be 
preferable to ad hoc committees appointed to fill \ acancies as they 
occur. A Panel would ensure continuity of policy, locate responsi
bility, induce a corresponding vigilance in selection and secure a 
growing volume of experience as years roll on and its members 
have had occasion to watch the results of their work. Its existence 
will be an effective guarantee of academic freedom. In a university 
in which the bulk of the w'ork is done by and through the colleges 
it will ensure that the appointments which are made are free from 
the saspicion of being affected by the rivalries and animosities of 
colleges.
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60. ■ A differentiation has been suggested by many authorities 
who would accept the above principles. They would treat differently 
appointments to professorships and to university instructorshipg 
of lower rank, such as readerships, lecturerships and demonstrator
ships. The difference of treatment is justified on the ground 
that full university professors have the duty of guiding and 
co-ordinating the teaching in the colleges, the professor in any 
branch of study becoming virtually the director of studies in that 
branch. It might be argued that academic freedom may be restricted 
by giving the university Professors this power of oversight and 
that opportunities for friction between the university and the 
colleges might hicrease from the attempt o£ a university Professor 
to force his view on the college instructors. The danger will exist. 
But it could be greatly minimised by securing as university 
Professors persons of recognised eminence in their subjects, who 
are able by virtue of their ability, experience, reputation, tact and 
administrative abilities to stsind above the teachers in the colleges. 
Where it is not possible to secure for a university professorship, a 
person possessing these qualifications, it would be advisable to 
convert for the time the professorship into a lecturership, and relieve 
the lecturer of the duty of co-ordinating the work of the colleges in 
the branch. The appointment of a person really distinguished but 
not possessing the administrative or personal qualities which would 
make him fulfil all the duties of a university Professor with success, 
will not be precluded, if the principle is accepted that the 
emoluments of such a good instructor are in no way to be diminished 
by his being designated a lecturer or a reader. The co-ordination 
of the work of the colleges and of the university is not undesirable. 
It is no less essential that the occupant of a university chair should 
primarily possess a first rate equipment in his subject, and that men 
of inferior standing should not be appointed as university 
Professors even if they possess the administrative ability, personal 
acceptableness and capacity as would help them to get on amicably 
with the staff of the colleges.

61. While much wasteful over-lapping of university and college 
teaching will be prevented by the recognition of members of the staff 
of colleges as part-time or as honorary university instructors, the

KN '   ̂ ■
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necessity might come for the appointment of whole-time university 
teachers who are not attached to colleges. It is important that 
every cardinal subject included in the university’s programme should 
have a recognised university head. But it may happen that in 
certain subjects no person can be found on the staff of a constituent 
college, who has the equipment to justify his promotion to the 
position. This is likely even in subjects which lead to the ordinary 
degree courses where they do not have a prominent place in the 
examination schemes for degrees. It will be so also in branches of 
importance for which the university has no obvious duty to provide 
advanced instruction and research, but which are not offered by the 
colleges, either becjiuse the subjects are beyond their means owing 
to the smallness of the body of students who will be attracted by 
them or by their not forming part of the curricula for examinations 
leading to the ordinary degrees. Under the former class would 
come such subjects as Geology, and under the latter, Dravidian 
Culture, Anthropology, etc. A third but rare case, which is not likely 
in the earlier years of a new University, is that of a teacher who had 
done valuable original work, and who, in the course of his investi
gations, finds himself confronted by new problems, or the 
op^xjrtunity for an attractive research which would take up all his 
time, and who cannot afford the investigation unless he is relieved 
of all teaching and endowed for the research. Such a man might 
happen to be on the staff of a college, which is ill-able to afford 
the luxury of maintaining a whole-time research professor. In a 
case of this kind, the University will obviously be justified in 
stepping in and endowing the research, by recognising the 
instructor as a university reader.

62. What would be a reasonable scale of emoluments for both 
whole-time and part-time university teachers, it is not possible to 
lay down for all time. The multiplication of universities might 
help in securing teachers with even more facility in the future than 
at present. But, in the beginning, the competition of new 
universities will probably make it difficult to secure the right men 
on sucli emoluments as our new University may be able to offer. 
We give below a scale of salaries for university teachers, which has 
been suggested as likely to prove sufficiently attractive in the 
conditions of South India :
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No.
Grade.

Whole time Part time

Not less 
than

Not more 
than

Not less 
than

Not more 
than

1

2

3

Lecturers , 

Readers , 

Professors

Rs.

150

400

800

Rs.

250

600

1,000

Rs.

60

120

250

Rs.

100

200

400

6S. The rates set Jortii in tbe above table are soinewhvYt bigber 
than those given to-day in many o£ the younger universities in 
India. They may, therefore, be regarded as providing a margin of 
safety, They are also higher.than the scales of pay now given to 
Assistant Professors and Professors in the Government colleges in 
the State. If really well equipped, these men should have little 
difficulty in securing the rank of Headers or Professors in a new 
University, We would, in this connection, suggest that Her 
Highness’ Government might well reconsider at once the question of 
the scale of pay now given to their Professors, Assistant Professors 
and Lecturers, and recognise the wisdom of enhancing them. If it 
be urged that any existing incumbents on a particular grade are not 
worth a higher salary than they now receive, we would point out 
that the appropriate remedy then is to give them such lower rank 
or designation as is suited to their qualifications rather than make 
their mediocrity a ground for a general reduction of the emoluments 
of the grade into which they are now placed. Should it be found 
that, among those occupying professorships in colleges, there ai*e 
men for whose qualifications the existing salaries would be sufficient, 
the correct thing would be to change their designation from 
“ Professor”  txD “ Lecturer,”  and at the same time leave it open 
for their places being filled by better men on the higher salaries 
required for a suitable professorship, when the present incumbents 
vacate the appointments.



64. The University’s work in the furtherance oE teaching and 
research will be powerfully helped by the provision of research 
studentships open to graduates, and research fellowships open to 
lecturers in colleges. The usual monthly value of a studentship 
in the University of Madras is now Rs. 100, A  beginning has 
been made there in the creation of research fellowships by the grant 
of studentships of somewhat higher value to men who are already 
lecturers in colleges. It would be very desirable that a few such 
research studentships and fellowships be provided in the new 
University, and that some provision be made for the conversion 
of an ordinary studentship or fellowship into a travelling student
ship or fellowship of higher value, tenable in a foreign 
University, for purposes of advanced study or research. 
Such travelling fellowships should, however, not be given except 
for furtherance of research, and should, in no case, be used to enable 
a graduate from an Indian university to secure a degree from a 
foreign university. It is necessary to add the caution that the 
conferment of such studentships should have to be suitably guarded 
in order to prevent their being given to persons whose past record 
does not give satisfactory evidence of their possessing the requisite 
capacity for original investigation.

65. Some remarks might be offered on the need in the new 
University to make a few departures from the existing methods of 
instruction. As things now' stand, formal teaching in a college takes 
the shape of mass lecturing to large classes. The temptation to 
make such lecturing the rule must always be present owing to its 
financial advantages. We do not wish to underrate the value of 
lecturing as a means of education. It is possible to be enthusiastic, 
as the present gifted Vice-Chancellor of the University of Mysore is, 
in the case of a good lecture, “  with its generous enthusiasm and 
exaltations, its sense of wide spaces and vistas, its sympathetic 
resonances and imaginative responses and its infused and illumined 
mass-consciousness.”  What we are concerned with is more the 
actuality of mass-lecturing, as it has been practised in our colleges 
than the ideals set forth in this glowing panegyric of a good lecture. 
Mass-lecturing offers a fatal facility to a young lecturer who has 
neither acquired mastery of his subject or the technique of teaching,
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nor even a due perception o£ the nf'eds and the difficulties of his 
students. Lecturing, even at its best, can hardly be regarded as the 
sole method of uistruction. This[ îs why there is now an insistent 
demand for the acceptance of such methods of instruction in our 
colleges as will ensure to each student the individual attention of his 
teacher. ['-It is hardly possible to provide for such intimate contact 
between teacher and student, and the opportunity they give for 
individual attention, and personal and direct teaching, and the 
application oE a suitable catechetical and informal method of 
instruction and stimulation, as would tend to draw out the best in 
the student and give him both the incentive and the opportunity to 
do a considerable part of his reading and thinking by himself, unless 
and until a suitable kind of tutorial system is adopted with an 
adequate number of tutors. The success of such a scheme is bound 
up with the existence of a proper responsiveness in both student 
and teacher. It is possible to trace to the absence of adequate 
residential facilities and to inadequate staffing of 'our colleges, the 
failure of the tutorial system to take root io India, and of its dubious 
results where it has occasionally been tried. Facilities for the 
development of the system are, however, not likely to be wanting in 
the type of university which we recommend, if the provision of a 
suitable system of residence is regarded as one of the first duties of the 
new University. Such tutorial work obviously comes more within 
the scope of colleges than of the University. The individual teaching 
of students, as distinct from public, lecturing, should be normally 
conducted by a member of the staff of a college, both for his college 
and, by inter-collegiate arrangement, for the students of other 
colleges. This is what is done by a college tutor at Oxford. 
Personal instruction should be the basis of college as distinct from 
university lecturing, “ implying as it does a more constant and 
more intimate contact of teacher and taught than in the case of the 
lecturer and his audience.”  The success of the system will largely 
depend on the reduction of both the amount of ckss lecturing which 
instructors in colleges are now compelled to do, and the number of 
subjects assigned to each teacher, and the selection for the responsible 
work of guidance of only men who possess in a high degree the 
requisite experience, scholarship, sympathy, tact, insight and ideals,
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66. The tutorial system of instruction and supervision is noW 
lauded by educationists. Its introduction as a special improvement 
in the new University has been advocated by several o£ our lay 
witnesses also. It is undeniable that, “ with all its characteristic 
difficulties, drawbacks and exceptions,”  which are stated by the 
Asquith Commission to be on the increase, even in Oxford and 
Cambridge, the system is largely responsible for the educational 
achievements of the two senior Universities, “ The teaching of the 
undergraduate, man to man, by his Tutor or Supervisor, who is very 
often resident in College alongside of his pupil, gives to the 
education at Oxford and Cambridge something scarcely to be got 
elsewhere in such full measure. The rudiments of the system 
existed in the worst days of ‘ old corruption,’ increased with the 
growing efficiency of the Colleges in the early nineteenth century, 
and were brought to perfection in Balliol by the example and 
influence of Jowett.” * The system was rendered feasible in the 
two Universities by the contiguous residence of both the tutors 
and the students, the existence of numerous helps to communal life, 
and the practice of colleges electing to their fellowships some of the 
more brilliant of the younger graduates of the other colleges, and 
entrusting the tutorial work very largely to such fellows. These 
are features which have yet to grow in India. If and when they 
are provided in the new University, the introduction of an effective 
tutorial system will b3 possible enough. It will then be necessary 
only to guard it against the two risks to which western experience 
has shown it to b3 liable, viz., the overworking of the tutors, to the 
detriment of their own studies and investigations, and the tendency 
of the system to degenerate into a mere ‘ coaching’ agency to 
subserve the needs of the public examinations- These risks are not 
likely to be less in India than in the West. They should be pro
vided against from the outset, when a system of personal instruction 
and supervision on the lines sketched above is introduced in Kerala.

67. In certain subjects such as Law, the application of the system 
might lead to decided improvement in both the quality of work 
done by the students and by the instructors and the spirit in which

* Vide Report of the Asquith Cominissiou, paragraph 23.
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It i.fl done. Siirh an improvement in the study and teaching of Law 
n̂thin Travancore has long been recognised as a necessity. I t  has 

pointed out that there is an analogy l>et\veon the present 
(t)n<lition of teaching Law in the State and that contained in a 
description of the teaching of law in the Calcutta University in 1907, 
jp get forth in the following passage of a report:

" The majority of the students have no books ; they do not intend 
10 listen to the lecturers; very many of them are employed as teachers 
in Bchools or clerks in public offices and their only anxiety is to get 
c r e d i t  for attendance of certain number of lectures as required by the 
University Regulation. And it is by no means an unusual incident for 
a student to get himself marked present by a proxy.”

68. We can c*onceivc of few subjects in which the intimate 
contact between teacher and student, and the practices of oral and 
individual instruction would have more satisfactory results than that 
of Law. For an indication of the necessary steps in the improvement 
of legal studies in the State, which might be followed with 
advantage in the new University, we would refer to the recent 
recommendations of the Committee appointed at Madras for the 
reorganisation of its Law College, with the proviso that we should 
like to see it brought into line with residence and forensic practice 
far more than has been recognised as necessary at Madras.
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Residence and Inter-collegiate Work

69. The former Committee had advocated in Section 4 of their 
Report the acceptance of a comprehensive system of residence for 
both the staff and students, and made it a cardinal feature of their 
scheme. In arriving at this conclusion, they declared that they had 
considered and weighed the difficulties involved in accepting the 
ideal such as those arising from the age, the sex and economic and 
socijil conditions of the students. Any inconveniences or dis- 
^vtmtages incidental to the adoption of the residential system, in 
the new University would, in their view, be counter-balanced by the 
ifectivt; way in which students would be weaned from unwholesome 
influences, both of a physical and moral character, such as are 

JjBeparable from town life. Their scheme was coupled with a 
P%gestion for the formation of a unitary University, in a new town



to ba specially built near Trivandrum. Colleges and halls of residence 
were to be built on this campus. Students were not to be allowed 
to reside except under proper supervision. They were also to do 
the best part of their individual work, as well as receive such tuition 
as might advantageously be made part of a system of tutorial 
guidance in residential colleges and halls. We have not felt justified 
in recommending a University of this type, either for the State by 
itself or for the larger area of Kerala.

70. Among the specific reference to us are requisitions asking us 
to suggest the ways and means in which the resources in men and 
material now existing in the State be co-ordinated so as to create 
teaching and residential centres, and provide facilities for higher 
work and research, the additions which must be made for such 
residential accommodation as now exists in the proposed university 
centres, so as to provide for the needs of students and teachers both 
proximately and for some years to come after the opening of the 
University, and the relations that should exist between the University 
and the colleges or halls of residence or hostels. Some of these 
points have already been covered in earlier portions of this chapter.

71. There has been all through South India a lamentable dearth 
of residential provision for students. An annual statement is 
furnished to the Syndicate of the University of Madras by every 
constituent and affiliated college, showing the number of students 
who live in hostels, managed or supervised by the college or with 
parents and guardians, or in approved or in unapproved lodgings. 
The statement is compiled after an annual inspection of lodgings 
conducted by each college through its staff. Though the system 
of calling for and furnishing these returns has been in existence 
for several years, the very slight addition to hostel accommodation 
made during the period shows that the University has proved 
powerless to secure a suitable increase in residence. The Madras 
University Act of 1923 declared as one of its avowed aims the 
provision of a residential and teaching University at Madras. But, 
beyond this declaration, little has been done so far to give effect 
to this aspiration. The urgency of the need has been realised in
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different degrees by different types of colleges. Denominational 
colleges as a rule make better provision for residence than in
digenous or Government institutions. This has been so in Kerak, 
as it has been generally throughout the presidency of Madras. 
A solitary annual inspection can hardly be effective. It is open to 
students to move into and away from proper lodgings before and 
after inspection. The valuelessness of the inspection has been 
demonstrated by its results. The Committee appointed by the 
Madras Senate in 1922 to report on the matter dealt with this very 
fully and indicated the difficulties in the way o f proper inspection. 
The term “ approved lodging”  was understood in different ways by 
the several inspectors. Secondly, the inspectors were for the most 
part untrained £or the work and, in the absence of fuller instructions 
from the University, were left to exercise their individual and 
unaided discretion. It is not surprising that the Senate Committee 
found that no Principal whom it consulted at the time was satisfied 
with the system. The answer of the Rev. Dr. W. Skinner, Principal 
of the Christian College, Madras, was cited by the committee as 
typical. “ The system,”  he said, “ is workable and is good up to a 
point. But it is not really effective as protecting students from 
the influences of undesirable surroundings.”  The general conclusion 
of the Committee was that improvement was impossible, unless and 
until reform was taken up by all the colleges acting together, or 
preferably by the University itself instead of the colleges. Again, 
in regard to the statement “ living with parents and guardians,”  
it was found difficult to determine the degree of relationship 
which should lead to approval- The parent and the guardian 
might be different persons, the latter being often a “ local”  
guardian. As happened at Calcutta, in similar inspections, a 
“ guardian”  might frequently be only a landlord to whom the 
student either paid a rent or to whose children he acted as a private 
tutor in return for a rent-free room. A distant relationship is no 
guarantee of either due provision oE healthy physical or moral 
conditions for the student. Difficult questions might arise as to the 
se x  of the guardian. Can the guardian of a youth be a woman?
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In the case of it student, should the guurdiun not preferably be 
a woman? Is a once-for-all approval of a guardian not likely to 
prove as ineffective as the once-for-all approval of a student’s 
lodging?

72. Every lodging uispection has revealed what those who are 
conversant with the lives of our students know very well, that it is 
building on the sands t<_) attempt to give a good education without 
a subatiintial improvement in the existing conditions in which all 
classes of our students habitually live. The wholesale extension 
of liostel accommodation for the very considerable numbers, which 
would hn.ve to be provided for, is regarded as out of the (|uestion on 
•Accou\it o£ its jfrcivt cost. In the alternatiYe. the plan for the colleges 
licensing, after inspection, suitable lodgings built by capitalists must 
also fail as, except in congested areas, a type of landlords willing 
to provide such lodgings is not forthc'oming, and landlords who are 
prepared to build for rent jirefer a steadier type of tenant than the 
student. Further, as was acutely remarked by the Senate Committee 
at Madras, landlords required to give more space, want more rent, 
and that would add to the expense of living in the case of poor 
students. If it is argued that health is more important than money 
to a student, the answer would be that, imder the present cond.tions 
of the country, education is even more important and that, if it be 
admitted that there is a duty in the state to provide this education, 
the provision of cheap and satisfactory residences for the students 
must equally devolve upon the state, i. e., upon the university 
itself, as a similar obligation.

7o. Difficult (questions arise in regard to the types of accom
modation required for men and women, to students of different 
levels, and to religious luid denominational groups among students. 
Complaints have also not been infrequent from parents of all 
classes that, once students are accustomed to live in a standard to 
which their family means and their future earnings r.mnot entitle 
them, there is considerable difficulty and hardship to these 
students in after life. Except to the reall}- opulent, hostel-life 
means habituation to standards of life higher than those in which 
a student has been brought up.



74. We have enumerated the chief difficulties in the way of the 
adoption of a full residenlial system in South India. We have done 
so in order that both the urgency of the need for correcting the 
defect and the difficulty of doing so might be equally recognised by 
those responsible for higher education in tlie area. Whether the 
colleges in Kerala are connected with the University of Madras or 
with a University formed in the area itself, a considerable and 
immediate increase in suitable resideiitial jirovision for students 
is imperative. If the amount of such accommodation to be provided 
now a ppears alarmingly large, it is but the consequence of long 
continued neglect, and it is not hkely to be minimised by further 
postponement of the correction of the evil.

75. In urging this, we should Vike to say that we are not blind 
to some of the hicidental disadvantages attributed to the residential 
system. Nor can we insist upon the prescription of residence in 
hostels in the case of every student of a college or the University. 
We recognise that, by trying to make the University fully 
residential, we might be preventing more types of collegiate 
and university life than one to exist. This point was urged 
forcibly by Sir Gregory Foster, Provost of the University College, 
LcHidon, with regard to the University of London. “  If you tr}' 
to make the Universitvof London in the main residential,”  he said,4/ I ]

........................ “  3'ou destroy the great work that it is doing. It
is a great difficulty not to have Universities of different types. I 
think it is a very great advantage to this University that a very 
large number 'of students live in their parents’ house.”  The 
Syndicate of the Calcutta University, which enquired into the 
feasibility of such a wholesale plan of compulsory residence, urged 
many objections against making residence obligatory, in a forcible 
passage which is too long to quote, and which we can only refer 
here. They felt that the residential system limits and checks in many 
ways unaided individual effort and fails to promote in a sufficient 
degree the habits of self-reliance and self-restraint. They also drew 
attention to the differences between Indian and English colleges, on 
account of the existence in India of numerous cleavages in society 
imposed by the existence of caste and religious differences. These
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stand in the way of the growth of a proper collegiate spirit. Such 
differences are even more pronounced in Kerala than in other parts of 
India. Despite the strenuous efforts being made to merge them, their 
disappearance cannot be predicted with any degree of certainty for 
many years to come. It must also be recognised that it is impossible 
to correct the neglect of decades all at once. The difficulty exists 
in every university Avhose growth in numbers has outrun its 
resources. The figures for the universities of Great Britain, other 
than Oxford and Cambridge, for the year 1921-22 show that, 
while only 1,500 men and 5,111 women were in residence in them, 
as many as 11,202 men and 2,337 women were in lodgings. The 
figures for Great Britain as a whole, including the two great 
Universities, show that as many as 18,725 university students 
lived during that year in their own homes, and as many as 13,449 
students lived only in lodgings. The figures for similar conditions 
in Kerala, which are collected in the appendix to this Report, should 
not therefore call for apology.

76. The true value of the residential system is admittedly its 
effect in the formation of character. Its utility as an educational 
adjunct in providing for that free and intimate daily intercourse 
between students and teachers, between students and students 
generally, and between students and students of different grades and 
of different groups, such as are essential to the growth of the best 
academic traditions and as are conducive to the best conditions for 
learning, may also be stressed. Even mere juxtaposition in intimate 
daily life of a number of students and teachers must exercise a 
powerful educative influence on all of them.

77. The existing hostel accommodation for students in the 
different centres in Kerala is exhibited in a statement appended to 
Chapter III of this Report. It may be seen from it that, except in 
centres where the denominational institutions exist, in which the 
provision is for the moment sufficient, there is a lamentable 
deficiency in all other centres. In no place is the shortage so 
conspicuous as it is at Trivandrum. None of the colleges at 
Trivandrum has at present a hostel in a building of its own. The 
Caste Hindu Hostel, maintained by the Travancore Government for
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the scholars o f the Colleges of Arts and Science is six furlongs away 
from the College of Science. Its present capacity is only fifty 
students. It is located in a rented building. The hostel of the 
Training College is situated within a more accessible distance but 
is capable o f housing not more than thirty students. It is also 
held in rented buildings. The College for Women maintains a 
small hostel, in a rented building, some furlongs away from the 
college. The Law College has a hostel also located in a rented 
building in its vicinity. In every one o f these cases, the buildings 
in which the hostels are held have not been built to serve as hostels. 
The shifts and adjustments which have been necessitated in order 
to fit them for use as hostels have diminished their utility as dwelling 
houses, without a proportionate increase in their value as hostels. 
The Government hostel designed for all the colleges at Trivandrum 
many years ago, is yet incomplete. The numbers of the unprovided 
students for whom hostel accommodatioa is now necessary have 
increased so much in the interval that this hostel which was 
planned for the accommodation o f all the students of the 
Government colleges in Trivandrum can now hardly house more 
than a fraction of the students of a single college. This is a 
point to wliich the attention of the University of Madras has 
apparently been drawn. The designs for the Government hostel 
have manifestly been o f an expensive character, to judge from the 
cost o f providing for a single student in it. We venture to think 
that what is required is the preparation o f a type design for hostels 
o f a simpler and less expensive pattern, with accommodation for 
not more than fifty students in a block, along with the necessary 
out-houses and the quarters for the superintendent, and the 
building of as many such blocks as possible in close proximity to 
one another at the rate of a certain number each year for a number 
o f years. To meet the immediate calls for hostel accommodation 
in Trivandrum, we suggest the acquisition o f the buildings and 
grounds in which the residence of the Commandant o f the Nayar 
brigade and of the barracks o f the old battalion are now located. 
These grounds are situated in the heart o f Trivandrum, and in the 
immediate vicinity of the College of Science. We have already 
shown that the assignment of these buildings and grounds for
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(Nlucational purjx)ses would not altogether j^rove disadvantageous 
even to the militar}’ authorities themselves, since it might lead to 
the transfer of the battalion and its Commandant to grounds in 
every way lietter suited for military purposes, in the neighbourhood 
of the quarters of the present first battalion of the brigade at 
Pangode. We would submit this recommendation for the 
consideration of Her Highness’ Government as in many respects the 
most feasible solution of the problem of hostel accommodation at 
Trivandrun;. Even after this provision is made, the growing needs 
of the University would require further hostels in a few years. 
These might well be built on the plan which we have already 
recommended, in accordance with type designs, in the Government 
I'eservii s\t Awkulam, or on grovmds in the vicinity of the existing 
Arts College and Women’s College, which might be acquired for 
the purpose. The latter plan, if adopted simultaneously with the 
acquisition of the N’ayar brigade grounds, would create a practically 
continuous university quarter hi the heart of Trivandrum— bj" n.o 
means a small advantage. In this connection, it may be pouited out 
that, for the College for Women, a residence for the Principal just 

outside the compound of the institution and a building for the 
hostel for its students are both available in the two Government 
buildings, one of which is now vacant, and the other is occupied by 
an administrative officer. The provision of houses for officers in 
the heart of the town is obviously less urgent than that for the 
students and the staff of colleges. The quarters for the Principal 
of the Training and Arts Colleges already exist. Should our scheme 
be approved, it should be possible to find not merely the hostels 
for the students within the town, but residences for the Principals 
of the three chief colleges in the vicinity of their respective 
institutions.

78. The Government hostel must from its nature be precluded 
from providing for the religious life of students. On this, 
considerable emphasis is placed by many parents and teachers. 
In view of the existence of different denominations within the State
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it might become necessary to msike liberal grants for the construction 
and maintenance o£ hostels recognised by the University but 
managed by denominational institutions and organisations.

79. In the interests of economy, the fullest use is dictated in 
the resources of individual institutions both for themselves and 
for their neighbours by suitable co-ordination. Opportunities for 
such co-ordination exist in an abundant degree at Trivandrum. 
It would be easy to effect it as all the institutions in it are under 
the Government of Travancore. The University of Madras has 
already asked institutions in the mofussil to combine as far as 
possible, pool their resources and adopt plans for inter-collegiate 
work so as to create potential imiversities. Action on the 
suggestion of the University of Madras, if taken at once, would 
pave the way for the new University even before its incorporation, 
by securing such advantages of inter-collegiate work as the 
prevention of overlapping, economy of equipment and staff, ample 
leisure for the staff, variety of student-material, the avoidance of 
monotony in instruction and scope for specialisation to the lecturers.

80. A degree of such co-operation should even now be possible 
by mutual arrangement between contiguous colleges. The colleges 
at Alwaye and Kottayam, which have for a few months been under 
the same management, have been able to arrange for an interchange 
of instructors. If there was no denominational difficulty, it should 
be even easier for such arrangements to spring up between the 
colleges of Kottayam and Changanacherry. I'he college at 
Nagercoil can also be easily brought into relation with the 
institutions at Trivandrum. Trichur might conceivably become the 
principal centre of academic concentration in Cochin. Its c*entral 
location, its salubrious chmate, its existing facilities for building 
residential liostels, and its history would eminently fit it for such 
a destiny. The distance between Ernakulam and Alwaye is so 
small as to demand their co-operation even for tlaily lectures. 
From its central loc*ation between Ernakulam and Palghat, Trichur 
might come to occupy an even more advantageous position. These 
are matters which may be explored moi-e fully by the organisations 
concerned, after the incorporation of the new University. Within 
Trivandrum such co-operation us is possible can be made at once
f  the suggestions offered in this chapter are approved.
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81. The form of the University which we propose necessitates 
the retention of colleges as constituent factors of university life. 
The history of Indian Education offers a powerful testimony to 
their services in the country. It would be not merely going against 
tradition, but against what would in practice be the most feasible 
plan of university construction, to seek an organisation which would 
extinguish the individual life of colleges and create a University of 
a monotono’as type. In our plan, the relations of colleges to the 
University should be those of constituent institutions. Their 
sense of responsibility and their interest in the University would 
not be reduced by the retention of their individuality, while they 
would be sensibly enhanced by their being made to feel as partners 
of a self-governing corporation. The University would provide the 
curricula, maintain a number of common institutions such as 
libraries, museums and research laboratories which are beyond the 
financial strength of individual colleges. It would regulate 
conditions of admission to colleges, hold the examinations and 
confer degrees. It would al«o provide teaching in those subjects 
or branches in which the colleges do not offer and will generally 
supplement the instruction of colleges. It will act as a common 
controlling factor, and as a link between college and college. 
Colleges might assist the University by subventions in aid of 
central university institutions, of the university staff, and of 
fellowships and studentships. They would mainly concern 
themselves with providing tuition and training to undergraduates. 
A division of labour of this kind will preserve for the colleges their 
traditional independence and individuality. This is importantj 
when it is considered that the University may have to deal almost 
exclusively with two types of colleges, viz.  ̂ institutions maintained 
and owned by one or other of the three Governments, and colleges 
maintained by religious bodies or by municipalities. In every one 
of these cases, any proposal for the surrender of the individuality 
of the college and for merging it in a University must be 
unwelcome, and is likely to be resisted. Difficult questions must 
then also arise in regard to the share of contributions made by each 
of the contributory States and of Government as contrasted with
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private educational agencies. The existence of separate colleges 
will reduce such occasions for friction. Each of the managements, 
including the Governments concerned, will have the consciousness 
that whatever expenditure it incurs is a contribution to an 
institution which is still its own. It would have the consciousneBS 
at the same time that, by the improvement o£ its institution, it is 
adding to the strengtli ajid usefulness of the University.

S2. We may sum up our conclusions in regard to this section 
of our references. The residential facilities now provided in 
Trivandrum for students of both sexes is extremely inadequate and 
will have to be supplemented largely in the interests of sound 
education. In order to [)rovide the needed residential accommodation 
and playing fields, both now and hereafter, for the students as well 
as the staff in the colleges in Trivandrum, it is absolutely vital that 
the grounds and buildings now occupied by the Commandant of 
the Nayar brigade and the old battalion, with their annexes, 
in the way of parade grounds, should be made over to the 
University or to the existing colleges. We consider also that it 
would be possible to obtain a fair amomit of help in higher teaching 
and research at Trivandrum from the co-operation of the experts 
who are now employed outside the Education Department. 
Possibilities of similar co-ordination will arise between properly 
developed university departments of study, laboratories and libraries 
belonging to or maintained by the constituent colleges both in the 
capital and in contiguous localities where such institutions exist, 
and between them and the technical departments of the State. We 
consider that it is possible immediately to add to the grounds and 
to find the space for the construction o f additional hostels in the 
vicinity of the existing colleges at I'rivandrum, and that it is 
desirable that re-allotment o£ the Government bungalows in the 
capital should be made so as to secure residential quarters for 
Principals near their colleges. The carrying out of the instructions 
of the Uni  ̂ersity of Madras in the way of making the best inter
collegiate arrangements for common work now possible will prepare 
the ground effectively for the co-ordination of resources after the 
incorporation of the new University, both in Trivandrum and in 
other parts of Kerala.

FP
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VI

Safeguards against Deierioraiion o f  Standards.

83. A fear that its certificates and degrees will not command 
wide recognition and may not possess the same value as those of 
older universities usually depresses the promoters of every new 
university. Such a university must naturally find itself at some 
disadvantage for lack of a suitable academic tradition. The loss, 
however, is apt to be (“onsidered more serious than it actually is. 
In a sense, every new university is the heir to all the academic 
tradition that already exists. It is free to create its own tradition 
without being restricted by its past. Nevertheless, no university, 
whether a new one or an old, can neglect the consideration oE the 
safeguards it should provide in order that its standards may not be 
lowered, and that its degrees and certificates obtain wide recognition. 
Many of our correspondents realise vividly the importance of such 
safeguards. Some of them are frankly pessimistic. They believe 
that those who take a degree in the new University will not be able 
to compete successfully for employment with those who obtain an 
equivalent qualification in one or other of the bigger and older 
universities. They appear to forget that employers, whether public 
departments or private individuals or corporations, are not so 
helpless in this matter as is imagined, and are well able to attach a 
proper weight to the equipment of those who wish to enter their 
service. If the new University is properly organised, with suitable 
aims and an adequate machinery to ensure its realising them, it need 
hardly ask the Government of India to accept its degrees and 
certificates as equal to the degrees of other universities which now 
confer a right of entry to the public services. A recognition of the 
kind will of course be of great value if granted voluntarily. Even 
then its face value is likely to be gresiter than its actual utility. An 
approval of the kind is said to have been given to the degrees and 
certificates of the Hindu University at Benares when that university 
was incorporated. It is also understood that, though a similar 
recognition ivas sought for the University of Mysore before its 
incorporation, it was not given. Neither University has been the 
better nor the worse for the award or the refusal of the accolade.
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On academic grounds it is argued that an application for such it 
recognition should be deprecated if it is to be that oE a mere 
administrative body like a Government and not of another university. 
The anxiety shown in seeking the administrative recognition might 
itself be construed as a confession of inferiority.

84. Inter-communication between the universities in India and 
those outside, and between the universities in the different provinces 
of India, is now esisier than it was some years ago. Indian graduates 
llock in large numbers to foreign universities for further studies. 
India is becoming a favourite country for the ‘ cold weather ’ visits 
of Professors of European and American universities, who are ready 
to accept during such visits the invitation of our universities to give 
lectures. The work of Indian scholars and thinkers is now more 
widely known and justly estimated in foreign countries. There is a 
diminishing reluctance on the part of the alumni and instructorvs ir. 
a province to ‘ look for fresh pastures ’ in other provinces. The 
multiplication of universities in India has at the same time led to 
the recognition of the need for co-ordination of their activities. A 
coiiference of Indian Universities has already been held at Simla. 
Similar c'onferences are to be held every year in the future. They 
will serve to bring our universities into line with one another and 
to secure an eventual equivalence in the value of their degrees and 
certificates, 'i'hey might also facilitate the adoption by the ncAV 
universities of some of the devices to protect the standards as m^y 
be found from obtaining the guidance of the staff of the older 
universities.

80. Two classes of such safeguards can be thought of. First, 
there are safeguards which are required to enable the University to 
maintain Its reputation and the Integrity of its standards. Secondly, 
there are the safeguards needed to prevent deterioration resulting 
from the absence of suitable academic freedom within the University 
Itself.

86. In regard to the second of these, they will doul)tless come 
of themselves if the new University receives at the start a large 
measure of autonomy and is not treated as a department of the 
State and any influence which a state or states might wish to hav«
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over a University is obtained only indirectly by and through its 
constituent bodies and not by way of external direction or 
control. Departmentalisation of higher education has seldom been 
a success except in countries the people of which have a natural 
attraction for bureaucratic government or among backward peoples 
whose forms of government are unrepresentative. Neither of these 
features can be postulated of Kerala to-day. lieal freedom for a 
University would connote as an essential condition of its attainment 
and retention a large measure of financial independence. 1£ a 
University is endowed with sufficient funds to enable it to meet its 
requirements, it will command more real independence than one 
which has to look to a legislature for the annual subsidies needed 
even for the conduct of current work. In the latter case, the need 
to pliicate a popular assembly, which has the power of voting the 
money, may sometimes lead to the steady lowering of the standards 
and of even the ideals of the University. It is true that a 
university need not— it should not—cut itself off entirely from the 
public it is designed to serve. An endowed university, which is 
freed from the care of adjusting itself to popular need and is 
immune to the consequences of adverse public criticisms, is not 
imlikely to stultify itself in the long run. The plea for a reasonable 
degree of freedom to the new University need not, therefore, be 
regarded as asking for an absolute independence of public opinion.

87. A university needs money for two purposes roughly, 
to meet its current and routine expenses and the calls of schemes of 
progressive development. If it is financed by the subsidies guaranteed 
for a series o f  years in place of annual gi’ants, it will be free from 
the nightmare of a sudden drying up of its resources. The needs 
for progressive university development could be made sufficiently 
clear, and must be quite easy to estimate, if they are really 
necessary for making the University serve more efficiently the 
people and localities in which it is placed. In such a case it is 
desirable that the University should either obtain the grants 
from the Govennnent or earn the necessary funds either by making 
its work so attractive as to draw endowments and benefactions, or 
by larger revenues from tuition and examination fees.
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88. I£ the new University gets that kind of autonomy, it need 
not fear any lowering of its examination standards o t - inferiority in 
its staff. It need not also be nervous of interested or ill-informed 
local agitation. At the time when the previous University 
Committee were in session gloomy predictions were made to the 
effect that a new University in Travancore would inevitably yield to 
ill-informed or prejudiced local opinion, would reduce its examination 
sfcindards to placate such opinion, and ruin its degrees and 
certificates. It is with this feeling that several of our correspondents 
have advocated the acceptance from the outset of the Pan-Kerala 
ideal. They would regard a Pan-Kerala University as able to raise 
itself above interested and mischievous agitation confined to a single 
state. This opinion may be said to overlook three points. 111- 
intormed agî âtion might cross the boundaries of a state, especially 
when it concerns the interests of examinees and students. There is 
the tendency for student opinion to spread beyond territorial limits. 
Thirdly, a tripartite control can 1)6 quite as helpless to save a 
University subject to it from improper agitation if the latter lias its 
birth in any one of the three participating areas. Far from reducing 
the scope for malific influences, the substitution of a control by three 
states for that of one state, may even expose the University to 
frequent interference. In such conditions, it would be hardly 
necessary for the unhealthy agitation to be started in all the 
component areas in order that it might succeed. It would be enough 
if it began in any one of the three areas, with sufficient momentum 
to coerce first its own Government and then through it the 
University. Danger springs from dependence, and not from 
irresponsibility. The remedy proposed will accordingly miss the 
real cause. An effective safeguard can, therefore, be found only in 
the grant of full autonomy to the University, so that it might be 
equally free of any improper interference from the public and the 
Gk>vernment of either one or all the three allied areas.

89, Several devices to ensure its efficiency and prestige could be 
suggested. Among them might be mentioned : (1 ) the appointment 
of “ external ” examiners, particularly for the highest examinations; 
( 2) associated work with other universities so as to enable the new 
University to get first hand information of standards of work m
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sister universities ; (3 ) travelling feliowships and scholarships to 
the members of its junior instructional staff, so as to secure for the 
University their experience and wide outlook ; and (4) special 
lecturersliips to be filled by distinguished men from other universities. 
The last has been frequently tried by the University of Calcutta. 
External examining is needed less in the interests of impartial 
examining or by suspicion of the integrity of the teacher examiners, 
than in order that those connected with teaching in other 
universities might obtain first hand knowledge of the standards 
which prevail in the new University and that different universities 
may be brought into line with one another in regard to teaching and 
examining. A new University may be obliged, both by the 
smallness of its staff and by the desire to get its standards recognised 
by the academic leaders m older and more Influential universities, 
to appoint as its external examiners the better-known members of 
the Faculties of such universities. The adoption of the system of 
external examining can also help in the establishment of a common 
academic currency. But its use must be kept within limits, in order 
that examination standards may not be frequeatly varied, when 
external examiners are changed and that there might be no discord 
between teaching and examinintr. Some American universities 
have tried a fifth device. They exchange their Professors for short 
periods with those of foreign universities. The exchange is, Ave 
believe, made by mutual arrangemeiit between the Professors with 
the sanction of their employers. The scheme looks attractive, but it 
has not been tried more than once or twice in India.

90. The devices mentioned above are suited to meet abnormal 
conditions rather than ensure protection agahist deterioration of 
standards in normal circumstances. The latter can be secured only 
by adequate and efficient staffing, and the offer of attractive terms 
of service (including adequate emoluments) to instructors, on 
conditions consistent with the maintenance of their comfort, self
respect, and individuality. The University will run into grave danger 
if it regards itself as bound to provide for the employment of inferior 
men from its own vicinity in preference to superior teachers from 
outside. Narrow considerations of the kind have ruined universities.
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Even in older universities where professorships are filled by election, 
but the electoral bodies consist of local men, cases have not been 
uncommon in which popular local candidates of second rate capacity 
have been put into positions to which their equipment did not entitle 
them, in preference to men of outstanding merit from outside. The 
danger is more likely where the problem of the unemployment of the 
educated classes is acute, as it is now in Kerala, and where 
universities are open to influence either directly or indirectly. One 
way of countering the danger is to delegate the power of 
appointment to a permanent Committee of Selection in which a large 
expert element is secured, and all appointments are made only on 
the recommendation of the Board. A veto on appointments to 
professorships or headships of departments may, however, have to 
bo retained by the Chancellor, even when such a Board exists, though 
consistently with ideal academic freedom, a practically external veto, 
such as the Chancellor’s should not exist. But, in the conditions of 
Pan-Kerala University for many years to come, the retention of 
such a veto may be iieeded as a protection against possible abuse or 
errors committed by the Board of appointments itself.

91. Abundant scope for advanced work on a liberal scale is 
necessai'y if proper standards are to be maintained. Advanced work 
is the salt of university life. Without it the level of the degrees 
must have an irresistible tendency to sink. It is therefore 
necessary that generously equipped libraries aufl laboratories should 
be founded, and facilities for research and publication should be 
accorded by a new University as essential features. It is necessary 
that this obligation should be vividly realised even at the start, and 
that it should never be forgotten. For, in times of financial stress, 
the feeling might arise that the ‘ pass ’ and ‘ degree ’ sides of the 
University are relatively more important than its research activities 
and that the matter could well afford to wait till the former had 
been fully provided for. It would thus be wise from the outset to 
provide against the danger, since both the ordinary degrees and 
research sides of a University are equally necessary for its existence 
as a spiritual asset to the nation.
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VII

The Medium o f  Instruction and the Place oj 

the Vernacular

92. The questions o£ the medium of instruction in the 
University and the position to be assigned to the vernacular were 
not considered by the former Committee. This was natural. 
Thouph an agitation in favour of the substitution of the vernacular 
for English as the medium of instruction and examination in the 
Matriculation was already on foot in 19.17, when the Committee 
formed, and though, even at the time, there was intense 
dissatisfaction owing to the subordinate position assigned to the 
vernacular in the scheme of studies in the provincial university, 
yet the question had not then attained its present importance or 
magnitude. The preceding Committee did not propose a university 
which in any marked way was distinct in its aims, organisation and 
methods from the existing universities of India. Since tJieir report 
was issued, public opinion both within the State and outside has 
turned in favour of new universities having to make specific 
departures from the older ones particularly in regard to the 
ti-eatment to be accorded to the vernaculars. One of the grounds on 
which the formation of a separate University for Kerala has been 
urged is the scope that the new University would offer for the 
development of Malayalam. We have elicited the view of 
correspondents on the subject, of which a summary haa already been 
given in an earlier chapter of this Report.

93. On the 4th and 5th March, 1921, the Senate of the 
University of Madras, in considering the recommendations of a large 
committee appointed on the 25th October, 1919, arrived at the 
following conclusions :

(1) “  That at the S. S, L. C. examination (corresponding to the 
old Matriculation,) candidates be permitted to answer either in the 
vernacular or in English except in the subject of English in which 
English should be compulsory and in vernaculars in which the 
respective vernaculars should be compulsory.”
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(2) “  That the medmrn of instruction and examination in the 
Intermediate institutions should be EngHah (except in dealing with the 
vernacular and the classical language).”

94. The subject was also explored very fully l)y the Madras 
Government Committee, over which Sir Verikataratnam Naidu 
presided, which was appointed at the same time as the Senate 
Committee alluded to above. The Government Committee took an 
even more favourable attitude towards the substitution of the 
vernacular for English as tlie medium of instruction in the upper 
secondary classes. But it too had to admit the impossiliility of a 
sudden transition from the vernacular to English at the stjige which 
represents the Matriculation, Some of tlie members of this 
Committee had urged that managers of schools should be compelled 
to introduce teaching through the vernacular in all the subjects of 
the high school except English and the imposition of a time-limit of 
about five years at the end of which schools were not to lie permitted 
to teach except through the vernacular. The majority of the 
members, while willing to admit that substantial progress had been 
made in recent years by the adoption of the vernaculars as the media 
o f teaching in the lower secondary classes, felt that the time had not 
yet come to adopt such a sweeping innovation. They were of the 
opinion that freedom to experiment either by using the vernaculars 
(as suggested by a minority) or retaining English in its present 
position, should be conferred on the secondary schools. They laid 
down, at the same time, that the medium of instruction in the 
collegiate grade should of necessity continue to l>e English. On 
this assumption, the relegation of English to the position of a 
compulsory second language in the schools was felt to be unsuitable, as 
English was the language of instruction in the colleges. Eventually 
the Committee arrived at conclusions almost identical with those 
which the Senate had come to. It resolved that, “  while instruction 
and examination through the medium of vernacular in Forms IV to 
V I should be the ultimate ideal, liberty be given to the managers of 
schools to choose either English or the vernacular as the medium of 
instruction and examination, subject to the recommendation that 
approximately one-half the time devoted to instruction should be
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^ven to teaching through English and the other half through the 
vernacular, and that the examination papers of the secondary school 
public examination other than language subjects be set in EngHsh 
and certain specified vernacular languages.”

95. The Government Committee hoped that the acceptance of 
the above resolution bv the Government of Madras and the 
introduction of suitaVtle modifications in the S. S. L. C. scheme of 
studies and examination, Avould induce a large number of candidates 
to elect to answer in the vernacular in non-language subjects. It 
was anticipated that the result would be a distinct and natural 
advance in the jjosition of the vernaculars.

9fi. It is noteworthy that, when these important decisions were 
behig considered in Madras, the State of Hyderabad, which for 
university education had been Hnked tr> the University of Madras, 
Avas inaugurating a notable experiment by the foundation of the 
Osmania UniA’ersity for giving instruction through Urdu in all 
stiiges. The results of the experiment have since been watched 
with interest. Sceptics were not wanting who scoffed at the 
possibilit}' of giving instruction entirely in the vernacular, and of 
the heroic nature of the task undertaken by the Osmania University 
for translating on a colossal scale the literary and scientific literature 
of the West. It would perhaps be now admitted by even some of 
these that the Osmania University has teen able to go a great Avay 
in its programme of publication. Whatever difference of opinion 
might exist in regard to the standard of attainments of the graduates 
of this University, it is undeniable that the experiment has resulted 
in enriching the Urdu literature and the Urdu language in a 
manner unparalleled in its history by the introduction of a large 
number of new words and expressions. All this had added to the 
fitness of Urdu to serve efficiently not only as the language of 
common relations among the bulk of the people of India but as that 
of cultivated society. On the other hand, some advocates of the 
scheme will perhaps be now willing to admit that the advantage 
has been purchased at a heavy financial cost which few other 
Governments and other Universities could probably have been able 
or willing to afford. A criticism Avhich may'be brought against the
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scheme is that, thougli lirdu occupies the position of an official 
language in the doniuiions of Bin Exalted Highness the Nizam 
and, as such, is cultivated by all those who either desire to enter the 
Hyderabad service or who have to maintain business relations with 
its Government, yet Marathi and Telugu are the real vernaculars 
of the Hindu subjects of the State who form the bulk of its 
population, and that the experiment would hav'e been easier to 
justify if it had been made in Hindustan than in the Dakhan.

97. VVlien such measure of success as the Osmania University 
lias been able to attaui in the substitution of a living Indian tongue 
for English as the medium of instruction and examination, even in 
the highest course of studies and examinations, comes to be Ijetter 
known and appreciated, the agitation which is still c-onfined to 
enthusiasts to give a similar position to Malayalam in a Kerala 
University must gain ui strength and v^olume. Malayalam is hardly 
younger than Urdu. Kerala has an advantage over Hyderabad in 
linguistic unity. Tlie adoption of Malayalam as the language of a 
Kerala University would not have the appearance of a foreign tongue 
imposed on the people of the country. But the number of people 
speaking Malayalam in India is but a fraction of those who speak 
Urdu and the vernacular of Kerala cannot possibly hope to obtain the 
position which Hindi or Urdu hopes to attain as the future common 
language of India. Malayalam, no less than Urdu, has shown power 
to adjust itself to modern requirements. Its potentialities have been 
demonstrated by the wonderful growth of its literature in the last 
forty years. In Malayalam one does not find the pronounced differ
ences between the spoken and literary dialects which in some of the 
other South Indian vernaculars make the speech o f  the literary men 
and the writings of a classical character unintelligible to the man in 
the street. The expansion of its vernacular literature has created in 
Kerala a healthy tradition of the habitual use of MaUiyalam in public 
as in private life, and has developed a powerful vernacular Press. It 
has been a frequent cause of self-reproach to many Indians educated 
in English that few of them are able to address their countrymen in 
the mother tongue with freedom, ease and effect. Such a (iriticisni 
c“du hardly be levelled against those who have been educated in 
English in KeraLi where the power of vernacular speech has alsy
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been cultivated to a high degree of effectiveness. The familial' plea 
in favour of the substitution of a vernacular for English, viz., that 
the change would lead to the growth of a high class vernacular 
literature, is seen in its weakness in Kerala; for, without the fornuvl 
recognition of the vernacular for academic purposes, and without 
even the stimulus given by a resurgent nationalism to the promotion 
of a ‘cult of the vernacular,’ the literature of Malayalam has grown 
in a remarkable manner,

98. These arguments may lend support to the view that the 
new University in Kerala might with advantage follow the example 
of the Osmania University and attempt to impart education in all 
stages including the highest only through the vernacular. Such a 
plea would appear, however, to ignore some Important considerations. 
English education has spread in Kerala in as remarkable a manner 
as vernacular education. In few parts of India is English cultivated 
with such success as in this tract. The two languages do not 
therefore press against each other. The experience of Kerala makes 
it clear that a people can Imj successfully bilingual. The formal 
recognition of the vernacular as the language in a University is not 
needed to enable it to progress. The argument that instruction in 
the vernacular would diminish a considemble amount of mental 
strain is less effective when applied to higher than to elementary 
education. Nor can it be forgotten that English has advantages 
which probably no other language, ancient or modern, has as the 
vehicle of cultivated thought and expression, and that its possession 
gives such an access to the treasures of literature and science as that 
of no other language can give. The history of English education in 
Kerala shows how its \’alue was realised by those at the hea-d of the 
Governments of the area nearly a hundred years back. Their 
statesmanship has been responsible in making English the official 
language of the country and it has undoubtedly contributed to the 
forward position taken by Kerala in so many directions. It may 
therefore be recognised that the substitution of Malayalam for 
English in higher education might entail the needless sacrifice of 
much acquired aptitude and advantage, and much arduous work in 
the process of substituting English foi- the vernacular for which 
there would be neither the need nor poUtical or economic
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justification. The needs of modern democracy are already being 
satisfied by tlie existence of both the languages. With their 
expansion side by side in popular education, the twin ideals of an 
educated people and a responsible government are both coming 
every day nearer of complete resilisation in Kerala.

!)9. In view of these facts it is not possible to recommend that 
the new University should undertake instruction only through the 
vernacular and relegate English to the position of a compulsory or 
optional second language. But, at the same time, one of the 
distinctive duties of the new University should be to recognise that 
it has to do its utmost for the promotion of the languages and 
literature of Kerala. A knowledge of the vernacular and a power 
of adet^uate expi*e>5sion in it must be ensured for every candidate in 
the pre-university stiiges whether it ends at the present or the 
proposed Matriculation. At the same time, irt the university 
courses, the medium of instruction and examination, except in regard 
to languages other than English, should be English. This must be 
insisted on because of the need to keep in line with the other 
universities of India and the practical difficulties in the way of the 
external examining already recommended.

100. We have already proposed that the entrance test should be 
applied at a somewhat later stage than the present S. S. L. C. If 
this is remembered, our further recommendation that the entrance 
examination to the L’niversity should be conducted in English is not 
liable to misconstruction as either opposed to the interests of 
vernaculars or to grant of the liberty to use a vernacular instead of 
English as the medium of instruction and examination in the upper 
secondary schools. But the university course should be so arranged 
as to enable every student to acquire the power of adequate 
expression in English even if he specialises in languages or science 
subjects for which more than a working knowledge of current 
English cannot be considered essential. We do not wish to belittle 
the im{)ortance of the vei-nacular in any way. We Avould hke it to 
be cultivated much more than it now is, in order that the power ol' 
speaking and writing in the mother tongue might .be suitably 
developed. To-day it is a complaint that opportunities for thy
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cultivation of the power do not exist in tiie collej^es. The deficiency 
is attributed to two causes : ( 1) The absence of due continuity in 
the study of the vernacular, from stage to stage, throughout a 
student’s career from the elementary school to the degree courses ; 
and (2) the limited time available for the study of the vernacular in 
the present university courses of study, to the bulk of our students 
who do not speciahse in the vernacular. It is hardly necessary to 
make detailed suggestions as to the ways in which these defects may 
be corrected. We have been advised that it would be possible to 
revise the course of studies in the Tniversity in such a manner as to 
jjrovide a really influential place for the vernacular in the degree 
courses. One of the ways in which this improvement could 
probably be effected is by a reduction of the amount of linguistic 
work now done in English. Well informed opinion in the University 
of Madras is ojjposed to the study of certain branches of English 
such as Old English or formal Grammar and Rhetoric by all degree 
students. It advocates the restriction of the compulsory English 
work in university courses to as much study of the language and 
literature as would enable all university students to acquire, just 
as in the vernacular, an ade(]uate power of expression. A 
recommendation to give effect to the views was brought up before 
the Senate of the [Jniversity of Madras and, though it was not 
decided on by the Senate, it Avas seen that it had a large A olume of 
popular support and educated opinion in its favour. The adoption 
of a similar position in regard to English in the new University 
must result in securing due attention to IxDth English and the 
vernaculiir.

101. A point which arises for consideration in this connection is 
the position of a classical language as an element of higher culture. 
In the universities of Upper India the study of a classical language 
was till recently obligatory in the degree course. In most of them 
the vernaculars have now been accorded a similar position. In 
South India the existence of powerful vernaculars, the development 
of w'hich had been largely indejjendent of Sanskrit influences, has 
led to a claim that the Dravidian languages should also rank as 
classical languages. The plea misses an essential feature of the 
recommendation, viz-, that particular langoageh which are commonly
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spoken of as classical languages, e. g., Sanskrit, Arabic, Persian, 
Latin or Greek should have been studied by every candidate who 
claims to have received a liberal education. The relations of 
Malayalam to Sanskrit have been more genial than those of the 
latter and Tamil Despite the existence of caste restrictions and 
religious cleavages, Sanskrit has been cultivated both by Hindus 
and by non-Hindus in Kerala. Most students of Malayalam possess 
a working knowledge of Sanskrit also. On the Musalmans of 
Malabar, Arabic has a special claim as a sacred knguage independently 
of its secular value. The claims of the classical languages might 
therefore be less difficult of acceptance on the Malabfr Coast than 
in other parts of South India. The question in issue is, however, 
not whether the addition of a classical language would be willingly 
accepted or would have to be forced upon an unwilling people, but 
whether a classical language is really needed as a definite part of an 
educational scheme, and whether a place could be found for it in 
any such scheme mthout reduction of more necessary work. The 
matter has to be further explored and may be left to the decision of 
the new University itself since it is evident that the imposition of 
the classical language on all students of the university courses 
cannot be considered apart from the competing demands of the 
other studies.

102. In some of the newer universities of India, attempts have 
been made to provide for the study of modern European languages 
other than English, such as French, German, etc. A few students in 
^Kerala even now study French for the Matriculation and Intermediate 
courses. They are usually women. We do not see any need tx> 
propose that the University should make any special provision for 
the cultivation of these languages. It will be easy enough to 
provide for them in the university courses and arrange for suitable 
instruction and examination in them, should a demand for their 
study arise.
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VIII
The Education o f  Women

103. In all recent university inquiries in India, a large placti 
lias been taken by the consideration o£ the provision for the education 
of women. This is only natural as the education of its women 
must per se occupy an important place in all programmes for the 
u]>lift of a nation, [f it be true that a democratic government 
I'equires an educated people, it follows that it is a poor democracy 
whicli secures the education of only half its people, by leaving its 
women out of its scheme of enlightenment. The existence of a large 
body of uneducated women proves a social drag and a powerful 
obstacle to the rapid advance of a nation. In Kerala, where the 
education of women has gone on for over half a century, the 
opposition to it sometimes encountered in other parts of India does 
not exist. But, even in an area so much to the fore in female 
education, clear ideas on the subject are yet far from being general, 
[t was therefore found necessary to submit to witnesses who had 
expert knowledge of the educational needs of Indian girls, a 
((iiestionaaire. In Chapter III of this Report we have also given 
a sketch of the progress of female education in Kerala, which would 
reveal some of the defects of the existing system and suggested 
possible lines of improvement.

104. Women in Kerala are, as regards education, in a more 
fortunate position than their sisters in other parts of India. A 
high degree of mental cultivation in women has been one of the 
things for which Kerala has long come to be famous. The traditions 
of the land have secured to its women a considerable degree of 
freedom consistent with the maintenance of ancient standards of 
domestic and pubhc virtue. The advance of women’s education on 
western lines has, therefore, been general and rapid, except in two 
communities, viz., the Brahmins and the Muhammadans, among 
whom custc'm is still opposed to the public education of women. 
The communities following the Marumakkathayam law of succession 
and the various Christian denominations have taken readily to the 
education of women, the latter earlier than the former, with the 
result that the women students in the college classes are practically 
restricted to these sections of the people.
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105. The questions which chiefly arise for consideration in 
regard to the university education of wonten are : ( 1) the wisdom 
of having separate courses of studies for women ; ( 2) the advantage 
of providing for a shorter period of education and easier courses of 
studies for women ; (3) the nature of the agency to l)e employed in 
the higher education of girls ; and (4) the possibilities of 
co-educiition. On each of these, there is a considerable volume of 
opinion on record, in the reports of inquiries conducted elsewhere.* 
Our own witnesses have also favoured us with advice on these points,

106. Our witnesses are divided in their opinion in I’egard to the 
desirability of providing different courses of studies for women and 
men, particularly if the difference implies the ])rovision of lower 
standards and easier tests for women. There is strong objection, 
and even resentment, to any attempt to establish any such 
differentiation since it would imply the mental and physical 
inferiority of women. Ladies who have had much experience of 
women’s education in the State are thus least prepared to accept 
the view that the ordinary courses of studies which have been 
prescribed for men and women equally have by their inherent 
defect or their unmangeable volume proved detrimental to the health 
and morale of our women students. Many of them would like a 
further widening of the curriculum so that additional subjects might 
be introduced, which would be attractive to women, such as Music, 
Painting and other Fine Arts, etc. They advocate the inclusion in 
the curricula of subjects which can develop the capacity for artistic 
appreciation as distinct from technical skill. But they do not suggest 
that there should be any bar to women offering the same subjects for 
examination and receiving instruction in them in the same way as 
men. It is admitted that a larger percentage of women go in for 
education for its own sake, without any intention of entering a 
profession at the end of it than men, and it is accordingly that the 
needs of such women will justify the inclusion in the school and 
college curricula of subjects like Child Welfare. Sanitation, Domestic 
Science, Needle work. Music, Drawing, Painting, etc. If this was
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done, those who did not seek a collegiate education raiiinly with 
the intention o£ S3curing degrees and earning their living, might 
make a selection o£ subjects more serviceable to them in future, and 
more adapted to the cultivation of the arts and graces of life. 
Modern opinion calls loudly for the equal treatment of men and 
women. But the claims to equality of the sexes do not dictate 
identical courses of study or treatment in education. This is the 
opinion of those conversant with women’s education, whom we have 
had the advantage of consulting.

107. The Sadler Commission which considered in great detail 
the means of promoting the university education of women has 
made two suggestions. The first is for an expansion of the course 
of studies for women and the Introduction of teaching as one of 
the subjects of the courses, even at the Intermediate stage, in 
order that a large number of women might secure easily the 
equipment necessary for their entry into the only profession into 
which women now enter besides Medicine. The second urged 
the creation of a Board of Women’s Education, one of whose duties 
will be to give advice in regard to the revision of courses of study, 
so as to make them meet better than they now do the requirements 
of women. To attain the first object, the Commission recommended 
that training classes should be attached to arts colleges for women 
so that facilities might exist for imparting pedagogic training in 
one and the same institution. Such a proposal for attaching 
training sections to arts colleges open to both sexes has been 
accepted by the Government of Madras in (x. 0 . No. 1685, dated 
the 1st December 1923. The Committee of the Madras Senate 
which dealt with the question of women’s education in 1921, in the 
light of the recommendations of the Sadler Commission, did not 
see the necessity for a separate University Board of women’s 
education. It was considered sufficient that women should be 
added to the existing Boards or university bodies in which they 
had till then practically no place in sufficient number to enable 
them to influenca courses of studies in the interests of women. The 
decision of the provincial Senate is obviously better than that of 
the Sadler Commission in this matter. Multiplication of controlling 
bodies is not desirable. It migbt prove wasteful and result in
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m
discord to have numerous and competing university agencies. In 
a compact area like Kerala, the need for such a body is even less 
than in a presidency. The policy which has been followed in the 
University of Madras, since this recommendation was made, of 
appointing a number of women to the University Senate, Councils 
and Boards, is easy to give effect to in Kerala where men and women 
have been accustomed to serve on common committees.

108. The widening of the courses ,oE study, in order to give 
additional options to the women students, might entail some 
further expenditure for which there would be no visible return. It 
is improbable that many women students would choose these 
additional subjects in which nevertheless instruction and examination 
will liave to be provided. Bat sucii an expenditure might have to 
be regarded as largely justified by the scope it would afford for 
correcting a permanent defect in the University, m ., the absence of 
provision for the cultivation of the ajsthetic side of our students. In 
the plans which were considered Ijefore the starting of the University 
of Mysore, there were proposals for following the example of some 
American universities, and creating degree courses in Domestic 
Science and similar subjects, supposed to be peculiarly attractive or 
adapted to women. The present social conditions of India would 
make a training o£ this kind not in any way specially attractive to 
the bulk of our women. It is doubtful whether such courses can 
be regarded as equally valuable as the usual university courses, 
considered merely as instruments of education. It is no doubt 
necessary to provide for some representation of the special needs of 
women in courses of study. But it does not follow that the intellectual 
needs of men and women are so totally different as to necessitate an 
entirely new set of subjects of study for the latter. It might be 
mentioned that no such demand has been made by any of the ladiea 
who were consulted by us.

109. Some of our witnesses have asked that special provisions 
for reli2;ious training be made in the colleges or hostels for women. 
It  is said that such training is more important for women than for 
men. Apart from the justice of this differentiation, it has to be 
recognised that there will be great difficulty in prescribing religious



training for either sex in the University. All that would be neces
sary would be to permit the Impartiug of such training in hostels or 
halls of residence maintained by denominational institutions. 
Women from some of the conservative sections of the population 
would perhaps come up for higher education more readily if there 
is the assurance that nothing would be done to interfere with their 
religious freedom.

110, The Madras Government Committee on secondary and 
intermediate education considered suggestions for a shorter secondary 
school course for girls, and for lightening the strain of examinations 
for girls by the introduction of viva voce in the place of written 
tests. But they found that the women themselves resented a 
lowering of tlieir standards for tlieir special benefits aiid that the 
proposed substitution of viva voce tests for Avritten examinations 
was not likely to be welcomed in view of the general nervousness 
that women exhibit in public oral tests. They concluded that “ the 
rules in regard to the medium of instruction and examination should 
be the same for girls as for boys but that, in view of the social 
customs and sentiments current in certain Indian communities, the 
possibility of providing for Indian girls an alternative secondary 
school course of studies fairly complete in itself and extending 
possibly for eight or nine years, be considered.”  The second of 
these conclusions is in line with one which we have received from 
some of our ow'n witnesses to admit, both in the secondary and 
collegiate grades, girls who desire to stndy without an obligation 
to sit for public examinations. The suggestion is one more fitted 
for the consideration of the colleges than of the University except 
in regard to the grant of permission for the concurrent attendance 
of such students along with unirersity students of the same class. 
This permission may be granted. Even now the admission of 
students who do not propose to sit for university examinations is 
apparently not ]>rohibited by any university regulations, and a 
specific recommendation for permitting what is now enjoyed is 
therefore needless.

111. There is unanimity of opinion in regard to the agency to 
be employed iii the education of women, Every one is agi’eed that 
the employment of a staff entirely made up of women instructors iis
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necessary. In the social conpitions of the country any Hngering 
reluctanee to allow girls to be educated can only be overcome by 
the acceptance of this wholesome principle. The Committee of the 
Madras Senate made a recommendation which was subsequently 
accepted by the University of Madras and incorporated in the 
Regulations giving effect to this idea. Under the existing regulations 
of the Madras University, a college for women cannot receive 
recognition or affiliation unless it is prepared to guarantee a staff 
consisting of women only. There has been in rccent yearw an 
instance in Travancoreof an institution for women being unable to 
obteiin affiliation us a second grade college on account of the difficulty 
of providing such a staff. It must, of course be recognised that a 
hard and fast rule on the subject is not desirable and might prove 
unworkable or might result in the provision of inferior instructors 
and the consequent reduction of standards. It is difficult to obtain 
qualified women for lecturerships in certain branches and that this 
scarcity might continue for some years more. In such cases, the 
alternative to providing ill-equipped women instructors in these 
subjects would be to allow the women to attend colleges for men. 
The nature of the alternative will itself dispose oE the objection 
against the occasional employment of men in women’s colleges till 
women with the suitable qualifications are obtained to replace them.

112. The question of the employment of men as histructors in 
colleges for women is allied to the wider question of the 
co-education of the sexes. Outside the West Coast, such 
co-operation is looked upon with mistrust, even in South India. 
The bulk of our correspondents recognise that co-education is now 
not uncommon even in some of our high schools, and is 
necessitated in areas in which it is manifestly impossible, owing to 
considerations of cost, to establish higher grade schools for girls as 
well as higher grade schools for boys. In such cases, it has been 
found to be more economical to admit girls in boys’ schools. The 
practice of co-eiucation is fairly connnon in Kerala. Even carping 
criticism has not been able to find much ground for objecting to it. 
It is net difficult to argue that the reasons which have made
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co-education possible elsewhere might apply with force in Kerala 
also. The absence of a purdah system in iMalabar and the 
existence of natural and unhampered relations between the sexes are 
both advantages in facilitating co-education. Co-education may 
diminish some of the unhealthy attractions of the sexes which may 
arise from keeping them apart in separate institutions. Our girls 
have proved their equality to their brothers intellectually and have 
shown that they could profit by the same courses of study. There 
is no evidence that their health as a rule suffers owing to competition 
with boys and increased effort demanded by such emulation. On 
the contrary, it has been said that girls tend to work harder in girls’ 
schools than in mixed institutions. The practice of co-education 
has had no appreciable bad effect on the age o£ marriage, and has 
undoubtedly not been responsible for any suspicion of a reduction 
of the morale of students of either sex. The (objection that 
co-education would force girls to take up studies uncongenial to 
them or unattractive to them, is much diminished by the fact that 
most of the girls voluntarily prefer to submit themselves to the 
same courses of training and examination. The opportunity for 
the meeting of boys and girls where co-education exists is restricted 
by the custom of the country to their class room and there has been 
no ground for the apprehension that the demands of social life 
owing to co-education are proving so excessive as to diminish the 
opportunity left to the girls to attend to their studies. Where any 
social life exists among girls at all, it has been found only in schools 
and colleges for girls. Nevertheless, the question has a living 
interest at the present time, mainly on account of the existence of a 
certa in  amount of natural prejudice against putting the two sexes 
together in the same class. The prejudice is not confined to lay 
critics. Educationists of reputation have objected to co-education 
on the different ground of variation of mental endowment due to 
difference of sex. “ It is doubtful,”  says Professor J. Welton, 
“  whether sufficient attention has been paid to such considerations, 
by the advocates and promoters of joint schools for the sexes. That 
boys and girls can be taught together in the earliest stage— say, up 
to ten years of age— may be granted. The matter put before them 
gives little scope for their characteristically different modes of
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apprehension. But the further that early stage is passed, the more 
do intellectual differences of the sexes become operative. Soon boys 
and girls begin to retard each other’s progress— the girls being held 
back for the slower boys in some subjects, and in their turn 
hindering the advance of boys in other subjpcts.” * The argument 
against co-education is reinforced by appeals to the psychological 
differences between n;iin and woman, which are said to be “ so 
intimate, so deep, so all-pervading, that real training in character 
and in outlook on life of the one sex cannot be given by the other. ”  
Thus it is difficult to understand why, despite its apparent success, 
co-education is still unacceptable to many of our educationists. In 
colleges for men, particukrly, there is even more reluctance to admit 
women students than there is a hesitation on the part of women 
students to seek admission in them. An increase in the number of 
women students in large classes in a college, mainly intended for 
men students, has a tendency to reduce the spirit of chivalry which 
the men are more ready to show to their girl classmates if they are 
only a few in number. Administrative difficulties also arise in 
having to provide for the convenienca of the two sexes in a common 
institution. It is on thiise grounds mainly that the expert witnesses 
whom we have consulted recommend the continuance of the practice 
of co-education only in small classes such as post-graduate and 
Honours classes and in laboratory work in the Physical and 
Natural Sciences and the provision of separate colleges for women 
and men in the Pass course where the number of women students 
would justify the provision of separate colleges for them. Our 
witnesses do not thus see any harm in co-education in the lowest as 
well as in the highest stages of education. We are inclined to 
accept this view and, as a concrete suggestion, to recommend that 
His Highness the Maharaja’s College for Women, which is now a 
second grade college, be raised to the first grade in the History and 
Languages groups in which the bulk of the women candidates now 
gather in the colleges for men. Such a promotion is justified in the 
case of this institution by its previous history, by the feasibility of 
the plan suggested, and by the opportunity it might give for

* Vide “ Psychology of Education,” 1921, p. 135.
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continued academic life to its women students. I£ the degi'oe 
course is to be one of three years instead of two, as proposed in 
this Report, the elevation of the college for women to the rank o f 
a first grade college would be even more imperative than it is 
under present conditions.

113. The professional careers which are now open to educated 
women in India are those of the teacher and of the physician. In 
both cases, formal instruction includes a considerable amount of 
practice. The ideal conditions for such work are to be found in 
institutions exclusively designed for women. It is on this ground 
that separate training colleges for women are suggested. In view 
of tl\e opinion already expressed on the impracticability of having a 
college of medicine within the area, for several years to come, it is 
hardly necessary for us to deal with the second of these needs. 
As regards a separate training college for women, it would 
undoubtedly be advantageous either to provide such an institution 
by itself or following the plan recommended by the Retrenchment 
Committee of the Government of Madras appointed in li)22 under 
the presidentship of the Hon’ble Sir Charles Todhunter, and the 
principles laid down in the order of the Madras Government (G. 0 . No. 
Mis. 1635, dated the 1st December 19:i3), to attach training sections 
to an arts college for women.* The second of the plans would 
probably be acceptable on grounds of economy. It would ensure 
continuity of iastitutional life to a number of women students. It 
might be desirable for the college concerned to attach to itself a 
secondary school where the women under training will have scope 
for daily practice and observation of teaching. We have already 
recommended the linking up of the colleges and schools and the 
proposal would therefore have a justification on more grounds than 
one. As regards Travancore, the main difficulty in giving effect to 
this plan is likely to be the small number of the women teachers who 
will come up for post-graduate training in pedagogy. The figures 
that have been Ijefore us show that, during a period of twelve years, 
the Training College for teachers at Trivandrum trained in the
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aggregate only twelve women students. A more generous policy 
has, however, been initiated by G. 0 . No. R. Dis. 469/24. Leg. E., 
dated the 15th May, 1924, in accordance with which ten places in the 
graduate section and ten seats in the undergraduate section o f this 
college are reserved every year for women. The ease with which 
these places have been filled up during the current year might 
indicate the possibilities for a successful Training College for women. 
These are bound to be larger if an institution of the kind founikd 
in Travancore keeps it doors open for women teachers from the 
ftdjoining areas of Kerala also.

114. T o sura up our conclusions in regard to this section : 
The university courses of study for men and women should be the 
same; £or vfomen there should be a wide range o£ choice 
and some subjects as appeal to women more than to men such 
as Domestic Science, Music, etc., should be included in the 
optional subjects for university courses from which a selection 
has to be made. In regard to co education, we do not see any 
objection to it in the Honours and research courses and in laboratory 
work where the students are under individual supervision, but as 
regards the courses of studies terminating in the ordinary Pass 
degree, their needs would justify separate colleges £(>r women. As 
a specific suggestion we recommend the immediate raising of the 
college for women at Trivandrum to the first grade, but giving 
instruction only in the History and Language groups. We would 
also favour, if a sufficient number of women teachers are available 
for trainhig, the attaching of a training section to the college for 
women, and the addition to the same college of a secondary school 
for girls to serve as a practising school for the women under 
training.

IX

Physical Welfare o f the Students

115. The last but not the least important of the features to be 
provided in the new University should be for the physical welfare, 
of its students. This is a matter on which there has been a 
regrettable want of public conviction throughout India. Students
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as wall as parents have displayed more anxiety about success in 
examination than in securing the development of their physical 
powjrs to the fullest extent. Possibly, in the beginning, higher 
education was generally resorted to by the youth of communities 
larg>ily unaccustomed to sustained physical effort. This might 
h iV3 c'jntribated to the creation of a tradition of neglect of physical 
culture. Colleges were then regarded as having an obligation to 
look after the physical needs of their students much more than the 
University. Even in the colleges, the all-round athlete received 
more sympathy for his misguided zeal, than encouragement from 
his teachers and fellow students. It is not surprising that such 
conditions led to the steady physical deterioration of our educated 
classes. The position, as viewed by thoughtful men of the country 
is not unlike the following description offered to us by one of our 
correspondents •

“ Ninety per cent of the young men that have completed the college 
courses do not possess that bodily vigour aud vitality which men of their 
age ought to possess. As for women students they come out of the 
college as w recks.... The only way to remedy the evil is to make it 
compulsory to undergo suitable physical exercise as a part of the regular 
course of studies.”

116. There might be an error in the esthnate of the percenbxge 
in this description, but it is undeniable that the future of the 
country fills our public men with dismay when considered from 
the standpoint of the neglect of physical education in our schools 
and colleges. Life in the great western universities when recalled 
suggests vi\ridly an existence of strenuous endeavour in the playing 
fields aud on the river. It is, therefore, natural that many of oar 
witnesses should propose the location of the new University in 
surroundings which offer facihties for out-door games aud sports. 
Their recoirmeudations gain force from the circumstance that the 
bulk of our students come from rural areas, that many of them are 
tlie inheritors of traditions of martial activity and that our present 
neglect of out-door sports is to that extent not a consequence of 
their history.

117. Mr. Stephenson, who, as the Principal of H. H. the 
Maharaja’s College, has had opportunities for observation, states 
that “ speaking generally the health of the students attending the
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college is poor and their raent-itl efficiency correspondingly low.”  
“ One very seldom sees,”  he adds, “ a physically robust student.”  
He attributes the poor health and physique of the students to their 
poverty and to the damage to health done in the schools. “ Many of 
our college students are compelled to live cheaply both as regards 
lodgings, which are often depressing, and food which is generally 
unsatisfactory.”  To the first evil, the corrective is a liberal provision 
of hostels. The neglect of games and physical exercise, though 
they have become habitual, having started in the school, is not so 
easy of correction for the first time in the collegiate stage. The 
evil, if it is to be largely overcome, must be met by compelling 
every school to provide for the physical culture of its pupils. It 
is accordingly desirable, in the first instance, to press for the 
provision of suitable playing fields and gymnasiums in all onr 
schools, and to ask for an organisation which would train an 
intelligent and efficient corps of instructors of physical culture. A 
beginning seems to have been made in this direction at Madras. A 
Director of Physical Culture, with properly trained assistants, has 
been employed in the presidency of Madras to give advice and 
assistance as well as demonstrations and lessons to assemblies 
of teachers specially convened for the purpose. Unless a similar 
step is taken in Travancore by Her Highness’ Government, and the 
rule insisting upon suitable provision being made for the physical 
training of students in the schools is enforced rigorously for some 
years to come, it is futile to hope for any improvement in physique 
among those who come to the university classes.

118. In a constituent university the most that the university 
itself can do is to insist on its colleges doing all that is possible in 
pro\iding suitable aids to the games and sports of their students. 
If this be done, the way wall be open for the creation of a proper 
spirit towards out-door games comparable to that which is the 
distinguished feature of the great universities of the West.

119. It must be mentioned with regret that, in regard to the 
Government Colleges of Arts and Science and the Law College at 
Trivandrum, the provision of playing fields is extremely inadequate.
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When we started our deliberations, the Training College was not 
better off, but it has, we understand, been recently given an adjacent 
parcel o£ land extending to about ten acres which after reclamation 
would prove a fine play ground to this institution and the connected 
Model School.

120. It is in order that this defect may be corrected that ŵ e 
have suggested the transfer of the grounds now occupied and used 
by the old battalion of the Nayar brigade, to the University or the 
colleges and the construction of additional hostels for the Govern
ment colleges in the suburbs of Trivandrum, where ample scope for 
the provision of recreation grounds now exists. The rectification of 
the defect is urgently called for, and the matter will repay the 
attention of Her Highness’ Government, even independently of the 
formation of a University.

121. The medical inspection of university students has some
times been made a subject of special agitation. The Travancore 
Government have already ordered such an inspection in the case of 
students of high schools.* A proposal that the colleges should be 
called upon to conduct such an inspection was approved some time 
ago by the Senate of the University of Madras. But it proved 
inoperative, as questions arose as to who should defray the cost of 
the inspection. An attempt made sometime later by the same 
body to get the affiliated colleges to provide an annual course in 
First Aid for the benefit of their staff and students, under the 
auspices of St. John’s Ambulance Association, proved equally 
abortive. Few colleges were willing to incur the expense. In 
Travancore the only institution in which the training was recently 
given is the Training College. Some years ago a course was given 
in H.' H. the Maharaja’s College at Trivandrum, but it was not 
repeated. Those who have had experience of medical inspections of 
our boys are inclined to consider them perfunctory and valueless. 
In many cases the inspection is said to have lasted not more than 
10 minutes for a student. The conditions in our country are hardly 
parallel to those of the English Schools, on which medical'inspection
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is imposed as a statutory obligation and in which the piVDvision of a 
school doctor and a school nurse is concurrent with that oi; a 
teaching staff. An inspection which is not followed by treatment 
must be largely ineffective. Nevertheless, one can vibualiee the 
advantage of a thorough medical examination of students immedi
ately after they join the University. In regard to those who are 
qualified as the result of such examination, to be fit for strenuous 
physical exorcise, games may even be made obligatory.

122. A great deal has been said recently of the necessity to give 
our youths sufficient military training by their organisation in a 
university corps, to justify their being regarded as fit to form miits 
in a territorial force. The universities in India are now taking the 
matter seriously. A resolution was recently before the Senate of 
the Madras University to make that body record its “ opinion that 
every male student should, before being allowed to appear for any 
degree examination of the Madras University, produce a certificate 
of military training in the Indian territorial force unless he has been 
declared to be permanently incapacitated on medical grounds by 
some medical man appointed by the military authorities or by the 
University from undergoing such training.” It was pleaded 
thftt a recognised duty of the citizen is to take part in the defence of 
his country and that the salutary effects on the physique of those 
who join such a corps, and on their morale by the inculcation of 
habits of discipline, comradeship and wjlling service, are o|;her 
valuable results of a military training. The question of compulsion 
involved in this resolution raises however wider iggues.

123. The formation of a University Corps will thug bring the 
new University into line with the other universities in India. It is 
not likely to involve any heavy financial liability. Experience is 
said to demonstrate the value of the training. We accordingly 
recommend that due provision be made in the University for the 
formation of such a corps. But in order that the experiment 
might succeed the spread of the Scout Movement in the schools 
must be earnestly encouraged by the Department of Education. 
The conditions on which such a corps may be recognised as a part 
of the Indian territorial force will, however, have to be first explored 
by the authorities concerned.
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124. The necessity for proper attention to physical health is 
obviously even greater in the case of girls than boys. This point 
has been pressed by such of our witnesses as have had a consider
able experience of women’s education. It is often the girl of poor 
physique who takes to higher education. The need to provide 
efficient correctives in their case must be all the greater. The 
University must, therefore, adopt a provision for the recognition of 
colleges and halls for women, like that now embodied in the 
Regulations of the Madras University, making it obligatory on such 
institutions giving the fullest ]>hysical education to their girls.

X

Adult Education

125. A university, in order that it might realise the aim of 
social service, should endeavour to bring within its scof>e and 
influence not only scholars who are able to live within the colleges 
and halls, but also such adult members of the community as have 
been denied the benefits of university training by poverty, age, or 
lack of opportunity. In every society the number of persons who 
are able to afford a university education must form a very small 
percentage. Exaggerated class consciousness, springing from the 
feeUng that higher education is the monopoly of the well-to-do, is 
one of the visible dangers of a democracy. Such a feeling is bound 
to be generated in a country in which social and economic stratifica
tion has continued for ages. The history of higher education has 
been almost exclusively that of the advancement of only the upper 
strata of a people. The solution of the social and political problems 
of Kerala would, therefore, require not merely universal elementary 
education, but opportunities for the vast numbers who are now 
unable to obtain enlightenment, through poverty, and through 
sheer inability to leave their daily work in search o f culture to 
benefit from the establishment of a university. It may not be 
amiss in this connection to repeat a warning uttered by Sir Michael 
Sadler in regard to the efficaciousness aiid sufficiency of elementary 
education, “ Elementary instruction,”  said he, “ is not only barren
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but may even 1)6 dangerous. It is not well to teach our democracy 
to read unless we also teach it to thhik.” ^^Inade(|uate knowledge 
and false ideals are among the recognised dangers of democracy. 
“ A nation influenced by right ideals,”  says Canon J, S. Masterman, 
“ might safely entrust to its selected representatives, the task of 
giving to these idetils concrete expression in national and inter
national life. But an uneducated people is in constant danger of 
being deluded by false ideals. It will respond to the appeal of self
interest, and judge political questions from the standpoint of the 
present, rather than from their larger aspect. In a word, it will 
lack imagination, only prefer the astuteness of the noisy demagogue 
to the farsighted wisdom of the true statsmen.” *

12G. Auy provision for adalt education iwust form one of the 
essential activities of a university, whether it takes the form of 
University Extersion lectures, and tutorial classes as in England, 
or Summer Schools and vacation courses as in America. The 
Asquith Commission deplored the insufficient attention given in 
England to the University Extension movement which has been in 
existence there for over fifty years. They deprecated the tendency 
to regard the work as a side-show in a university or as an 
appendage, rather than as part of the normal and necessary work of 
a university- The same complaint was also made earlier by the 
Adult Education Committee and by the Royal Commissions on 
University Education in England and in Wales. In India 
‘ ‘extension” work has not yet come to be recognised as having a 

' place in the normal activities of a university. The limited means 
and the great volume of the work undertaken by the provincial 
Universities, and their incorporation in an epoch in which 
democratic institutions were regarded as things of the remote future 
are perhaps responsible for this deficiency. Conditions have 
materially changed since our older Universities were founded. 
Popular government has become a feature of Indian life. The 
Native States of South India have honourably vied with the British 
provinces in the extension of democratic institutions and franchise. 
Should a University, founded in an aresi like ours, fail to meet the

* Vide ‘ ‘Cambridge Essays on Adult Education,” p. 91,
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legitimate requirements of its people, who are miable to become its 
students in a formal sense, by tailing to provide adult cducadon, it 
would inevitably tend to lose public suppott. Even our provinciat 
Universities are realising this danger though in a halting 
and half-hearted fashion. The great mass of the people mUst 
depend for their higher instruction upon their nearest university- 
This is because it is better qualified to help them than departmental 
agencies and private associations. It alone can impart a good 
tone to higher culture through the quality of its work. A 
University hi Kerala must obviously satisfy the requirements olf 
the people of the area and produce a conviction in them tiiat what 
it is doing is good return for the money spent.

127. One of the ways in which it may so satisfy the people is 
by publishing reports of its work. Another and better way would 
be to get selected members of its Faculties to bpend some days 
every year in different stations in the area, delivering popular 
scientific lectures, and in effect conveying the message of good 
fellowship from the academic to the non-academic section of the 
people. This is what is being done with success in many 
universities of America. A university must gain a better 
knowledge of the communities it serves, their needs, aspirations and 
conditions generally, if it adopts a plan of work of this kind than >f 
it restricts itself to teaching only those who join its colleges and 
classes. A professor in a university might not be the worse for 
getting out of the class-room and rubbing shoulders with people 
outside. Whether any university instructor is to do so systemati
cally, will depend on whethei’ “ extension work”  is to be regarded as 
a regular part of ihe university’s activities or aŝ a mere ‘side-show’ . 
Should the former of these positions be frankly accepted by the new 
University, much of the suspicion and] jealousy which are natural 
when large sums are expended on the cloistered seclusion of a few 
devotees of learning, will be sensibly reduced if not completely 
disarmed. The community as a whole will also experience a widening 
of its mental horizon, learn to think in terms larger than the local 
unit, and to estimate ideals with reference to their standards than 
their immediate utility.
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128. These are considerations which have appealed forcibly to the 
older universities of the world for the acceptance o£ extension 
work as a regular part of its work. They have naturally also Ijeen 
accepted by the universities founded in the younger countries in 
the West as well as in Australia. In the Report on Australian 
Universities presented to the Government of Mysore, by Principal 
T. Denham, before the incorporation of the Mysore University, a 
vivid description is given of the manner in which Australian 
I'niversities aimed at becoming national centres of learning, and 
endeavoured, whatever lay in their power, to justify their title to be 
so regarded, by providing liberal extension courses, by the free 
admission of undergraduate students to university lectures, by the 
holding of eveuing classes, and by the total or partial remission of 
fees in the case of students too poor to pay fees.

129. In Kerala we are not aware of the existence of any 
organisation outside Travancore which has hitherto attempted to 
fulfil any such function. Even in Travancore only one such 
organifeation has existed. During the administration of Dewan 
Rama Rao, over a generation ago, on the proposal of the staff of 
H. H. the Maharaja’s College at Trivandrum, the Government of 
Travancore formed a Public Lecture Committee consisting for the 
most part of the members of the staff of its college, vvith M, K. Ry. 
Kerala Varma Avl., c. s. i., the late Valiya Koil Tampuran, as its 
first President. This Committee was given a small annual grant to 
(be distributed among lecturers, most of whom were to l>e selected 
from the staff of the college, for the delivery of what Avould be 
c'alled “ extension lectures.” The activities of this organisation are 
long confined to the capital. Its scope was subsequently widened 
during the administration of Dewan Sir P. Rajagopalachariyar, till 
it came to be regarded as a means of spreading light on a number of 
important subjects in mofussil centres also. Courses of lectures 
were delivered in continuous sessions, sometimes lasting for about 
a week, on the plan adopted in some of the Americjin State 
Universities. The lecturers, however, were not the members of 
what would be called a university Faculty but departmental experts 
chosen froni the technical services of the State. 'Phe Committee is

T'i'
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how dissolved. Its activities have been referred to mainly to show 
that, whether by accident or by design, Travancore came to 
recognise the value o f extension work in connection with its chief 
institution of higher education, within twelve years of the starting 
of the extension movement in England in 1873.

130. It will thus be evident that a University established in 
Kerala in these days of democratic control and vivid popular desire 
for enlightenment should recognise adult education as a part o f its 
formal and normal work. The duty may be justified even on the 
lower ground of self-interest. It is inevitable that, should the 
new University desire to grow, it should look for liberal subventions 
to the Governments of the areas over which it exercises jurisdiction. 
It would be less difficult to obtain the grants-in-aid, which would be 
in the power of popularly controlled legislatures to grant or with
hold, if it is made clear to the masses that the University is both 
Avilling and able to help them also in their desire for cultivation.
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C H A P T E R  X t  
T h e  C o n s t it u t io n  o f  t h e  U n i v e r s i t y  

In considering the system o£ government to be provided for 
the new University, a certain number of points have to be kept in 
view. Among them should be mentioned the need to secure first 
the proper co-ordination bet wean the University and public opinion; 
secondly, such constant and reciprocal co-operation of the University 
and the Government as will promote their harmonious working and 
ensure to the University due freedom from governmental inter
ference in its internal work; thirdly, elasticity in the system of 
administration so as to make it possible to adapt the constitution 
easily and quickly to changing needs and conditions ; and fourthly 
the association o£ responsibility and power in the various university 
bodies so as to result in autonomy not only for the University as a 
whole but for its several bodies.

2. These requirements are indicated by the history of university 
development in India. The constitution of the provincial Universities 
founded in 1857 was suited to the time when it waa introduced by 
reason of its simplicity and the intimate relations which it estab
lished between the University and the Government. The state 
has an obvious duty to ensure the proper working of a University 
situated within its jurisdiction. The system of education in its 
schools must be affected by the action of the University. Most of 
those who attend colleges do so with the hope of obtaining the 
^qualification which would enable them to obtain both appointment 
and subsequent preferment under the Government. Naturally, the 
Government, as the largest employer in the area, must be concerned 
with the quality of the training imparted to its future employees. 
The comparative poverty of the country has necessitated the founda
tion and maintenance of collegiate institutions directly by the state, 
rendering it the owner and manager of a large number of institu
tions of the university grade. The state, as representing the 
community, is interested in the co-ordination of all lawful and 
beneficent activities within its jurisdiction, including those relating 
to education in all its stages. It has thus a duty to maintain inti
mate relations of co-operation and supervision with the universities



of the country. The functions of oversight and direction were 
undoubtedly necessary in 18^7 and for along time after. The bulk 
of those who wore associated in the government of the university, 
as members of its various bodies, were servants of the Government. 
In the eyes of the people, the prestige of the university, as well 
as its stability and efficiency, were the fruits of government 
supervision.

3, To these causes should one look mainly for not merely the 
continuance of the supervision of the provincial administration over 
the Indian universities till now, but for the absence till recently of 
any pronounced feeling of disapproval of such external control. 
The great progress of higher education within the last fifty years 
has made it in some respects unnecessary, and in others undesirable, 
that the dependence of the university on the Government should 
continue. The march of democratic ideals in India is reflected in an 
increasing restiveness among those interested in placing, either in 
name or in fact, the direction and control of higher education under 
a state department. There has been increasing dissatisfaction with 
the dependent position of an Indian university. It is shown by the 
tendency to attribute to this dependence such failure as has attended 
the efforts of the older universities of India to live up to the ideals 
of true universities. Reflection on the experience of universities 
in other countries, which have thriven under suitable conditions of 
healthy autonomy, has intensified the discontent. The successful 
agitation to transfer the control of the Indian universities to the 
Ministers of Education, representing the new popular element in 
Indian administration, is an indication of this feeling. But depen
dence on the state is still dependence, whether it be on a minister or 
a bureaucracy. Thus, despite the benefits which education in India 
has derived from the exercise of wise state supervision and control, 
the feeling in the country is now almost universal in favour of 
securing for higher education complete independence of external 
control including that of the state.

4. The power of oversight and control for a local Government 
over its university has usually been justified on the ground that a 
strong administration or an experienced bureaucracy is less likely to
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display weakness, and yield to agitation for the reduction of teach
ing and examination standards, than a university in whose adminis
trative bodies a large popular element, susceptible to the fluctuations 
of external opinion, is an invariable element. When the preceding 
Comnaittee were in session, it was urged that the control of 
the State should cease in a University of Travancore, It was then 
argued that the administration of a Native State would be more 
susceptible to public clamour of the kind described than an 
autonomous University placed by its endowed position and freedom 
from external control, beyond the power of both the state and of 
the local opinion. It is not easy to decide the question by a priori 
reasoning. Autonomy, as a guarantee of the integrity of academic 
standards, can hardly be predicated except in countries in which 
the extension of the suffrage has proceeded side by side with an 
adequate education of the electorate,

5. The relations between the proposed University and the state 
involve questions of diiferent orders of difficulty, when considered 
along with the different alternatives in regard to the area 
to be comprehended by the University. If the University 
is restricted to Travancore, the matter is at its simplest. But, if 
it is to be a Pan-Kerala University, it might be asked which 
Government should be the one to be entrusted with the power of 
supervision and direction. Arguments might be urged in favour 
of assigning the power to the state in which the head offices of the 
University are located, or to the authority standing above all the 
component areas, or to a delegation representing the governing 
authorities of the area. The adoption of the first of these 
alternatives will lead to difficulties, even in the exercise of ordinary 
jurisdiction of the University in areas outside the controlling state. 
Suspicion will be aroused that the extension o f  the jurisdiction of 
the University is tantamount to an extension of the authority of the 
state within which the head-quarters of the University are located. 
The second of the alternatives would imply that the function 
of oversight should devolve on the Government of India, But the 
distance of the controlling authority must, in the case of a 
Kerala University, lead to the feeling that the dependence would be
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on a remote Government, completely out of touch with the local needs 
and conditions. It would also arouse the feeling that more is given 
to the Government than it can well discharge. What power or 
opportunity for co-ordination between the universities may be 
justifiably possessed by a government is already vested in the 
Government of India. It might be exercised by them either 
acting by themselves or through one or other of the states 
concerned. The third alternative of the exercise of the supervision 
by a delegacy of the states will still lead to the creation of an 
external authority above the University, whose composition would 
hardly be different from the supreme controlling authority of the 
University itself, if the latter is formed in Fuch a manner as to 
secure a full popular representation. In the second case, the 
exercise of the function of supervision and control may not create 
the irritation which an external jurisdiction is likely to generate. 
The existence of the University as an independent corporation of 
learning, equally open to the legitimate and indirect influences of 
all the Governments of the component areas, and equally free from 
the dtreci and external control of any of them, is more likely to 
prove acceptable to the University itself and to the sense of self
respect of the people of the concerned states. The recommendation 
of the last Committee that the University of Travancore should be a 
self-governing body, in the sense of securing for it full autonomy 
in its internal affairs and freedom from such tacit dependence as 
would arise from having to count for its ordinary work on annual 
subventions from the Government, must a fortiori be kept as the 
ideal, to begin with, even in a University which, beginning with the 
State, might subsequently develop into an All-Kerala University. 
The conclusion is strengthened by the type of University which is 
recommended in this Report. For, except in a centralised or a 
unitary university in which all the institutions belong to the state, 
the exercise of direct supervision and control by a Government 
must be very difficult if not altogether infeasible.

6. The determination of the precise limits of governmental 
interference in the affairs of the University is however not easy. 
Conditions in the area must affect the issue, Among the features to
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be reckoned in arriving at a decision are, first, the wide-spread desire 
for a university education in Kerala, resulting from the lack of 
variety in employment ; secondly, the weakness of public opinion 
in regard to discipline and standards, as evidenced by the clamour 
in the Press when college promotions or admissions are considered 
“  s t r i ngent th i rd l y ,  the desire for popular control over the 
University ; fourthly, the importation of non-educational motives 
into educational questions ; and lastly, the existence of local 
denominational and communal jealousies and rivalries.

7. Where the conditions described above prevail, the 
establishment of the completest degree of state control is usually 
recommended in the best interests of the university itself. The 
remedy will however not be always successful. For, the adverse 
conditions might themselves affect the efficiency of university 
standards even in a state university, if the Government of the 
state is representative and the legislature shares the weakness of 
public opinion. In a state university, an essential condition for 
success is the adequacy of the financial grants voted by the 
legislature. Is it possible to count on the regularity and liberality 
of such grants unless the University is worked on lines acce])table 
to the people and to the legislature ? On the other hand, it must 
be admitted that it is unthinkable that, even for the purpose of 
keeping it free from baneful influences, a university can now be 
designed on unrepresentative lines. When representative 
government is the rule in all other directions, to shut out the elite 
of the country, in a corporation of learning, from the benefits of such 
government must stand self-condemned. The adverse conditions 
specified can only necessitate the provision of a system of government 
which would secure academic efficiency consistently with its 
acceptability to the general public. This is the crux in the problem 
of representative government. Even an autonomous University 
located within the State can have the material and moral support of 
the community only if it frames its constitution and adjusts its aims 
in such a manner as to make them respond to all the legitimate 
demands of the community in respect of higher education. The 
aims should therefore be kept in view to provide for a suitable 
balance of academic and lay elements in most of the university
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councils and to provide both by representation. The acceptance of 
this ideal will imply that the constitution should be so framed as to 
secure for the governing bodies of the University the same widely 
representative character as is desired in the state legislature. The 
necessity for interfering in academic matters must be as repugnant 
to a normally constituted Government which has enough work to 
do as it can be to a new university. A Governmeut may well 
claim, and should claim, the right to see that the funds that they 
contribute to a university are applied wisely to the advancement of 
sound learning. It would be well to leave the largest measure of 
freedom in internal affairs to the University itself. Even vesting 
in the last resort a power to sanction the resolutions passed by a 
university body iu the local Goverumeut can weaken the sense of 
responsibility within the University, whose members will then feel 
that any decision which they arrive at is liable to be altered or 
vetoed by an external authority. Further, in cases of conflict 
between a university body and the Government on any particular 
matter, the latter will generally be in a morally weak position. 
There will always be a presumption that the Government have too 
little direct contact with the questions already decided on by the 
University, and that their interference is therefore based on 
insufficient knowledge and insight. On these grounds it 
becomes necessary that the opportunity for conflicts between the 
two should be reduced as far as possible. One of the ways in which 
this can be effected is to form the Senate of the University on lines 
analogous to that of the state legislature, so far as the difference in 
in the objectives of the two bodies would allow.

8, It is thus possible to reconsider the claims of the state to 
supervise all activities aiming at the improvement of its subjects, 
including those of higher education, and that of a university as a 
corporation of learning wishing to ensure the utmost freedom to its 
teachers to do their work in the manner in which they consider it 
should be don^ in the best interest of both themselves and of their 
students. The Government must recognise that the two elements 
of autonomy essential to a teaching university to enable it to 
function properly are the assignment of a reasonable freedom to the
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teachers o£ the university to frame and carry out the courses of 
study and examinations without external interference or direction, 
and the organisation of the university in such a manner as to save 
it from the deterioration of its examination and teaching standards 
and from the tendency to get out of touch witli the community. 
The second danger will be prevented by a proper form of 
representative government in the university bodies as well as by the 
grant of a right of general supervisitm and inquiry or visitation to 
the supreme authority in the Government. The Sadler Commission 
\vere inclined to favour the latter as the more effective w'ay of 
ensuruig the result. The ideal position for the new University will 
probably be that of a corporate body of an autonomous character, 
sab;ject only to such visitorial inquests as it might have to be 
subordinate to owing to its position as a corporation, as well as by 
explicit ]>rovisions made in its constitution for powers of inquiry 
and direction of a visitor. It should be free from any direct 
responsibility to a Government, and its ordinances and laws should 
not require the approval of the Government.

9. The new University should be instituted by a legislative 
measure. Even if it extends its jurisdiction immediately or ulti
mately into the adjacent areas, all that would be necessary would be 
to have its legislative sanction in the originating state repeated in 
similar legislative sanctions in the other concerned areas also. The 
practice is not uncommon, where concurrent jurisdiction is claimed 
by rival sovereignties, as in the case of the Board created for the 
Cochin harbour. The Act of Incorporation should be framed in 
general terms. It should not do more than indicate the powers and 
the constitution of the University and enumerate its principal 
organs and their main duties. The terms of the Act should be left 
to be elaborated by Statutes and Kegulations made by the 
University itself. For convenience, the first Statutes may be made 
at the time of incorporation and appended as a schedule to the Act. 
There should be as much freedom for the different university bodies 
from the domination of the University as well as freedom for the 
University itself from state control. The relations between the 
state and the University should therefore be defined in the Act,

no
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and the duties and functions of the different bodies should be so 
defined that, within limits, they should all be competent to make 
laws to regulate their own work and procedure. The regulations 
made by a university body may be made to require the concurrence 
of other university bodies whose work is likely to be affected 
thereby. The obligation to secure such agreement should be laid 
down in the Statutes. The Executive of the University should 
have the power to make Ordinances in the same manner on matters 
coming within its purview and not inconsistent Avith the Act, 
Statutes and Regulations, The Ordinances so passed must bo 
submitted for ratification to the supreme legisliitive organ of the 
University, at stated times.

10. A-t the lime ^Yhen the previous Committee reported, there 
was not the same agreement on the essentials of university organi
sation as now happily exists all over India. This is mainly owing 
to the great infiuence of the Sadler Commission Report whose 
publication revolutionised Indian opinion in regard to university 
constitutions. The system of government devised for the 
Universities of India in 1857 placed the administration of a Uni
versity in the hands of two bodies, viz.  ̂ a Senate of. a somewhat 
miscellaneous composition, in which the teaching and the lay 
elements were both present but not in any definite proportions,^ and 
a Syndicate or an executive committee of the Senate on which 
devolved all the routine work. There was no limit to the strength 
of the Senate. No provision was made to ensure a minimum 
number of teachers in the Senate and in the Syndicate. Member
ship of the Senate was for life. The ordinary method of recruitment 
to it was by nomination by the Chancellor. The powers of the 
Chancellor were personal. He was not bound in the exercise of the 
poAver to consult the Executive Council of the presidency. Often a 
new comer, v^ithout sufficient knowledge of the province and 
particularly of its remoter districts, the Chancellor had to exercise 
his discretion with such advice as he cared to receive. This would 
ordinarily come from the Director of Public Instruction. The 
recommendation of this officer would be coloured by the outlook or 
the requirements of the local department of education. Meantime,
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appointment to the Senate had come to be viewed in the light of a 
social distinction which it was in the power of the head of the 
presidency to confer upon educationists, successful lawyers, business 
men, landed magnates, officials and ecclesiastics. Graduates of ten 
yesirs’ standing and blasters and D(x.'tors were entitled to elect a very 
few members each year. Some of these features were changed by 
the University Act of 1904- It reserved 40 per cent of the seats 
in the Senate to teachers, and allotted ten “ Fellowships”  to each 
of two cUusses of electors, viz., the “  remstered graduates of the 
University ”  and the Faculties. The tenure of a Fellowship (i. e. 
membei'ship of the Senate) was reducc'd to five yeiirs. The actual 
predominance of the educational element in l)Oth the Senate and 
in the Syndicate was secured in many ways- The Senates in the 
three oldest Universities were limited to one hundred members. 
These changes were acclaimed by educationalists, and were usually 
commended as beneficial reforms. But they were also criticised in 
many (quarters as narrowing the field for choice of university 
workers, as tending to increase the official and technical (i. e. teaching) 
elements in the Senate and as diminishing the independence of 
Fellows by the limitation of their term and by the provision leaving 
80 per cent of seats to ex-oficio members or to nominees of the 
Chancellor. The failure of the constitution of 1857 to provide different 
bodies for the discharge of administrative and academic functions 
largely remained unrecognized. In the subsequent attempts 
to modify the Act of 1904, emphasis continued to be laid only on 
the correction of the above defects, and particularly on restricting 
the scope for indirect election and for the personal nomination 
of the Chancellor, and on throwing open a larger number of seats to 
election. There was a strong feeling that in a body like the Senate 
secondary elections and Government nomination were alike un
desirable, and that the Senate should be more represenbitive of the 
vai’ied interests of the community. Gradually, it came also tx> be 
felt that the opportunity had been lost iu 1904 to correct a glaring 
defect of the older organisation, viz., the failure to recognise the 
need to have sepirate and concurrent bodies for looking after the 
legislative, the academic and the executive duties of the University. 
Neither those who framed the original University Acts of 1857,
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1861, 1882 and 1S89, nor those responsible for the Act of 1904 had 
seen the need for this separation of powers. A university is both 
a corporation of learning and a body which exists for the service of 
the community. It is largely maintained by tlie direct or indirect 
contributions of the country. As such, it needs for the effective 
discharge of its aims organs of two distinct kinds. Its general and 
legislative body has to be so constituted as to be representiitive of 
the community and responsive to its ideals, feelings and require
ments. Secondly, being a corporation of learning, a university 
naturally requires that, in its ordinary work, it should be under 
the guidance of scholars and that its real heart should lie in the 
academic direction of purely academic matters. Lastly, owing to 
its varied and heavy duties, it requires an Executive which 
guarantees by its .very composition efficient and impartial 
administration, independence as well as a vivid perception of 
the needs of both the country and of scholarship. All this 
Avas not perceived. It was not realised that the mixture 
of academic, administrative and legislative work and their assign
ment to both the Senate and the Syndicate tended to prejudice 
academic interests. The concurrent provision of a large and a 
smaller body vested with the same duties tended, in spite of the 
nominal dependence of the latter on the former, to increase the 
opportunities for friction and for overlapping of action.

]1. It is in order to avoid such consequences that, in most 
universities, experience has dictated large legislatures whose powers 
are practically advisory, critical and stimulating but not controlling, 
which aim at representing the wider public more than the limited 
world of scholars and teachers, and whose first aim is to harmonise 
the work of the university and national requirements and ideals. 
Such bodies are freed of the responsibility for the conduct of lx)th 
the academic work of the university which is left to scholars and 
teachers as well as the ordinary routine. The duty of co-ordinating 
the legislative and the academic sides of the university, us well as 
its executive, is left to small executive councils (the Syndicates) 
which, from their manageable numbers and composition, are better 
fitted to undertake the functions of direction and supervision than 
either of the other bodies. These ideals have gradually come to be
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acted upon. New Universities (such as the Hindu University o£ 
Benares) came to be organised with Courts or Senates, Academic 
Councils, and Executive Councils (Syndicates). The type received 
the approval o£ the Sadler Commission (1917-19) and has since 
been recognised as the standard for future university constitutions 
in India. It is noteworthy that the last Travancore University 
Committee anticipated the reform. They recommended a differentia
tion of powers and their distribution between three bodies. The 
first was to be a large legislature which was to act as the “  Body 
Corporate of the University and which was to be limited in its 
functions to popularising university education in the State by 
spreading correct ideas about it, renioving misconceptions, securing 
endowments, and generally in creating an intelligent interest in the 
University, as well as by bringing to the notice of the University 
the special needs of the people.”  The powera of this body were to 
sanction proposals submitted to it by the executive and to indicate 
new lines of work. An academic body, consisting of the members 
of the several teaching activities of the University and others who 
may be co-opted by it was to deal with all purely academic work. 
A small executive committee, of not more than twelve members, in 
which both the legislative and academic bodies were to be represented, 
was to look after the routine administration and secure the due 
co-ordination of the legislative and academic bodies.

12. The principles which guided the previous Committee, when 
they made these recommendations, are now generally accepted. 
They are embodied in the constitutions framed for the new Indian 
universities started after the publication of the Report of the Sadler 
Commission, In such constitutions, the executive functions are 
discharged by a small body varying from nine to twenty members 
■which in some cases retain the old designation of ‘ Syndicate.’ The 
legislative work is left to a lai’ge and representative body called either 
a Court or a Senate. Mere academic work is placed under a new 
Ijody, usually styled the Academic Council, comprising the teachers 
of the university and its colleges.

13. These [arc the three main agencies in modern university 
administration. To meet the special requirements imposed upon 
them by either their history or their environment, other bodies
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have been creal^d in some Universities, e.g.^ the Council of Affiliated 
Colleges, at Madras and in Allahabad. The Travancore University 
Committee, by confining their attention to University of a unitary 
character, had no need to consider a l)ody of this kind. The form 
of organisation which we suggest to the new University may appear 
to justify the creation of such a Council for it, even if it is confined 
to Travancore. A Council of Affiliated Colleges or a Mofussil 
Colleges Board is usually advocated for one or other of the following 
purposes, viz.  ̂ to correct any tendency in the university to ignore 
the needs of mofussil colleges and to enable the mofussil institutions 
to organise themselves. The need for the Council would be obviously 
greater in a wide area with many old and po\verfiil mofussil 
colleges. It will also depend on the degree oE represeutiition idready 
given to mofussil colleges. Should the mofussil colleges already 
possess in the Academic Council, the Senate and the Syndicate, such 
representation as they may be satisfied with as due to their number, 
position and strength, the necessity for an independent organisation 
of the kind merely to secure their interests teing overlooked ceases, 
A Board or Council of the kind becomes less necessary when there is 
no implied or express discrimination between the status and rights of 
colleges in the university centre and those outside it. In our scheme, 
this badge of inferiority is to be removed by the acceptance of the 
system of proportional equality among the federated institutions, in 
this representation to university bodies. Kerala is so small and so 
compact an area ihat much closer association in the daily work of 
the University will be possible between the institutions at the capital 
and those in the mofussil than in a widely-dispersed provincial 
university. In the circumstiuices, there would appear to be little 
justification to add to the number of university agencies by creating 
a Council of Affiliated Colleges in the new University.

14. On the identical ground of the undesirability of a needless 
multiplication of councils and assemblies, it seems to be unnecessary 
that there should be a Convocation and a Students’ Eepresentative 
Council, as proposed in paragraphs 36 and 37 of the Report of the 
last Committee. The functions proposed for the former are only 
those of discussion and o]>inion. If tl)o new Senate is formed so aa
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to give due representation to all interests, including those of the 
oradaates of the University, the duties and powers of such a 
Convocation would be discharged by the Senate. The proposal of 
the previous Committee was to make the Convocation consist 
exclusively of the “  graduates of the University ”  and of all of them. 
It would make it impossible to get any business done, as the 
Convocation would then be an unwieldy body. The Senate will 
provide for the representation of not only the teaching and graduate 
interests in the University, but of several other public interests 
which were then proposed to be left out of the Convocation. If a 
Senate and a Convocation existed side by side, a conflict between 
them might ensue.

15. It appears to be hsvrdly more necessary to form a separate 
organisation, by statute, for the students, merely to enable them to 
make “  formal representations to the Vice-Chancellor,”  as proposed 
by the preceding Committee, Students have undoubtedly special 
needs which must receive due attention from the University. Some 
practice in corporote activity may well be acquired by university 
students as a part of their preparation for life. The existence of 
students’ association must help in this direction. It is conceivable thac 
a properly constituted students ’ organisation might, in course of 
time, acquire sufficient financial strength and stability to be able to 
assist poor students by grants-in-aid and loans, as in the University 
o f Copenhagen. The development of such an institution may well 
await the progress of the University. In its early years, all that 
need be done is to provide in the law of the University for the 
appointment of a Standing Committee of Students’ Welfare through 
the Academic Council.

16, The strength and composition of the various bodies of the 
University have next to be determined. In the last Committee 
there was a pronounced divergence o f view on one point, viz., 
whether the legislative body, i. e., the Senate should consist of a 
few members or many members. The bulk of the Committee 
then expressed the opinion, which is now general in university 
circles, that the chief legislative body of the University and the 
iinal sanctioning authority as well as the body which would have the
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residual powers of the University not expressly vested in other 
organs or officers should be sufficiently nunierous and vuried to 
allow of the fullest representation of the diverse sections of the 
community, it  is an old fallacy that the naembers of a legislature 
should be experts in law and legislative technique. Experts in 
legal technique are more quaUfied to be the builders than the 
architects of legislation. The function of a large legislature is not 
to frame the wording of the laws but to shape the policies of 
legislation, determine the charactcr of legislative measures to be 
brought forward and, “  by an adequate critical deliberation on their 
details, to shape and mould them into the form best adapted to 
satisfy the complex needs and to secure from injury the complex 
interests of the difterent classes of citizens affected by them.” *

17. This is why a modern legislature has to be large and 
representative. Unless it is large it will be difficult to secure the 
due representation of minor groups or interests. The larger it is, 
the more difficult does it become for cUques to arise in it for improper 
purposes. In a university it is very important that the Senate, in 
which there will be a large popular element, should be free from 
combinations, attempting to impair the efficiency of standards of 
instruction and examination. On the other hand, should the Senate 
be excessively large, an adventitious advantage will be given in 
debate to oratory over argument. It follows that the strength of a 
Senate should be neither very small nor very large. The Sadler 
Commission proposed for the Court {i. e. the Senate) of the great 
University of Calcutta, an ex-officio strength of 150-200, and 
contemplated a Court with a total strength of about five hundred 
members. The Senates constituted after the publication of the 
Sadler Report have not however been so large. The new Madras 
Senate has about two hundred members. An analysis of its 
composition shows that it has about 18 per cent as the ex-o^cio 
element, 15 per cent as the representatives of the registered 
graduates, 5 per cent each, as the nominees of the Academic Council 
and of the Council of Affiliated Colleges, 4 per cent as the 
representation of second grade colleges and secondary schools, and

* Henry Sidgwick—“ Elements of Politics,” p. 405
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35 per cent as the direct nominees of the kx̂ al Government. Above 
a fourth of the body consists of the non-official representatives of 
the district boards and raunicipahties. The representation of 
commercial and landed interests in the Madras Senate is negligible. 
Its position as a, province without linguistic unity has necessitated a 
special representation of languages at Madras for which the 
Justification will hardly exist in a University in Kera\a.

18. It may be difficult to justify a Senate of two hundred 
meml>ers for a comparatively small University like even an All- 
Kerala [Tniversity. One of the difficulties of having a large 
Senate is financial. It is not right that the supreme li)ody of the 
Un’ivers’ity should be either sUent or Inert. It is likely to be both, 
unless it can meet as often as may be necessary, and every meeting 
is likely to be very well attended. This will mean that funds 
should exist for the payment of travelling charges to all the 
members. Failure to do so would imply that only the well-to-do 
members of those whose employers are willing to pay the travelling 
charges and members at the university head-quarters can alone 
attend the meetings of the Senate. The others will be practically 
excluded from taking part in its work. This must frustrate the 
object of securing a wide representation. On the other hand, it is 
impracticable to aim at the payment of travelling expenses tx) 
members of a huge body for a number of meetings. Consideration 
of cost should not perhaps be allowed to interfere with efficient 
representation. The only alternative is to keep the Senate to a 
size which would spell neither financial disaster to the University, 
even if it meets three or four times every year, nor make the 
Senate undemocratic. Some indications of the possible strength 
of the chief legislative body for the new University might perhaps 
be gathered from that of the existing] representative institutions in 
Kerala. The Sri Mulam Popular Assembly, the largest of such 
bodies, has now a strength of about one hundred members, but the 
proposed legislature for the smaller state of Cochin is to consist 
of sixty members. In a scheme submitted to the last Committee, 
a Senate with a strength of over ninety members was suggested

vy
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for' a University of Travancore. This number does not seem 
unreasonable to start with. It shoul(] not be difficult to increase 
the strength of the Senate by adding to the representation when 
need arises.

19. In virtue of the attraction to the state services of some 
of the nest talent in the country, a university Senate in India must 
always contain a considerable official element. There are obvious 
difficulties hi asking an official to come in by way of election. At 
the same time, it has to be borne in mind that nominations are 
coming to be viewed with increasing disfavour, if not distrust, and 
are not generally as acceptable, even to those who are selected, as an 
election would l)e. The power to make a large number of 
nominations is usually criticised on the ground of the unnecessary 
increase to the powers and duties of the Government, the fear 
of bureaucratic domination, and the effect of nomination in under
mining the sense o f individual responsibility. These were among 
the grounds on which the constitution proposed in 1904 were 
opposed by men like the late Sir Gooroodas Banerjee.

20. Membership in the old Indian Senates was for life. The 
University Commission of 1902 recommended a reduction of the 
term for a member of the Senate to five years. The Madras 
University Act has reduced it further to one of three years. It is 
urged that, in order to keep the Senate truly representative, its life 
should not be prolonged. But at the same time, it is admitted 
that, if the duration of a legislature is made very short, no 
continuity of policy can be ensured, even under a system of ‘two- 
party’ government. These principles, which apply to political 
assemblies, require to be somewhat modified in the case of an 
educational legislature in which organised parties do not exist. 
It is open to argument whether reduction of the hfe of the Madras 
Senate from a quinquennium to a triennium is not a retrograde 
step. In 1902, when the conversion of the life-fellowship to a five 
years’ membership was made, the change was criticised on the 
ground that it would be followed by a diminution of the sense 
of responsibility in the Fellows. In our opinion the tenure of a 
member o f  the Senate might be fixed at five years.
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21. Some points of difficulty still remain. What should be the 
proportion of election and nomination in filling the Senate ? I f 
nomination has to be exercised, should it be by the Chancellor or 
by the Government ? If it is to be an election, should it all.hz by 
direct election ? Should there be any large numl>er of ex-officio 
seats ? Should the possession of any academic (jualifications c)e 
insisted on in those who are to be elected or nominated to the 
Senate ? Very different views can be, and arc, held in regard to 
each of these matters. A considerable number of nominated places 
exist in the present Madras Senate. A more extensive power of 
nomination is vested in the Chancellor in the University of Mysore. 
Judging by the results, election has not worked less efficiently than 
nomination in any Indian Senate. 'Pho rolls of the elected 
repi'eseutatives to our Senates contain the names of many 
distinguished persons whose first accession to the rank of public 
workers came through such election. The average elected 
representative has by no means been inferior in position, talent, 
character or in public spirit to the average nominee. There is 
further the difficulty of justifying liberal nominations in a body 
presumably representative. On the other hand, the vesting of a 
large power to nominate to a new University, in its first years, 
may be necessitated by two circumstances, viz.  ̂ the want of sufficient 
experience in the interests and communities or areas to be represented, 
and the greater elasticity of the nomination system. Should the 
first statutes give representation to interests, Avhich are not so 
important as those for which representation is not given, the 
rectification of the error becomes difficult, when it implies a change 
of the statutes, and the deprivation of the rights granted to the less 
important interests. Further, if the University is to comprise 
areas under more than one politiciil jurisdiction, the only feasible 
way in which the changing needs of each of them in representation 
can be suitably met will be by their being brought within the large 
powers of nomination given to the Chancellor, an obligation being 
laid at the same time to exei'cise the right in accordance 
with certain definite principles. Practical exigencies will therefore 
necessitate the vesting of larger powers of nomination in the
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Chancellor o£ our new University than those suggested by the 
previous Committee, if suifcible provision is to be made for the 
representation of institutions or bodies which come within the 
University gradually as it extends its jurisdictioii. In considering 
this recommendation it must be understood that it is of a tentative 
character only, and that it is conceded that a large power of 
nomination should not be retained after some years and, in any 
case, after the culmination of the Pan-Kerak ideal. If more 
Governments than one are concerned in the University, it would 
doubtless make nominations more acceptable, if they are made by 
the Chancellor, personally, than on the advice of the head of an 
Administration. It will also seem less inconsistent with the amour 
propre o f allied states, if any recommendations they make for 
nomination from their areas are preferred to the Chancellor direct 
than through the administrative head of the state which owes 
allegiance to th<e Ch;uicellor as a Kuler.

22. The composition uf an Academic Council is now pretty well 
established. It is recognised that it will consist almost exclusively 
of those engaged in teaching. It is unlikely that any difficulties 
will arise if this body is constituted roughly on the lines of the 
Madras Academic Council. In one i)articular it may be necessary 
to make a small modification and that is to entrust all academic 
work to this lx)dy. It has already lx;en pointed out that the 
members of the Syndicate should have seats in this Council 
as well.

23. A good executive in the University should necessarily be 
email in size. Twelve, in our opinion, should be the maximum 
number of members in it. It is desirable that it should also be 
representative in character and that its members should have seats 
in both the Academic Council and the Senate. There is a wide
spread belief among teachers that, inasmuch as the main business 
of the ITniversity is educational, its Syndicate should consist almost 
entirely of persons engaged in teaching. The principle underlynig 
this opinion wilt hardly bear examination. It has not been acted 
on in forming the executive in any of the great and successful
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universities of the West. The (jualities required in a member o i 
the chief executive body o£ a university are different from those 
which go to the making of a successful teacher. They may and 
are frequently found in a teacher, but being a teacher does not 
necessarily connote the possession of all the qualities of a sound 
administrator. This is why the Haldane Commission recommended 
that the executive body should not consist in any large part of 
teachers :

“ The teachers who have seats upon it should not be so elected 
as to represent particular studies or particular institutions but merely 
to ensure a mutual understanding between the men of affairs and the 
men of learning. It is of the utmost impoitance that the senate (the 
executive body) should be so constituted as to be able to work out a carefully 
considered policy for the maintenanee and flevelopment oi university 
teaching in the metropolis. Experience has shown that a body made 
up of representatives of a number of different interests is incapable of 
formulating a united plan of action, and all the members of the new senate 
(executive body) should therefore as far as possible be appointed for their 
personal qualifications as men of business, knowledge and administrative 
capacity.

It has to be remembered that the new University will need 
continuity of policy in its administration, and this can be secured 
only by “ the expert judgment whicb long continued and constant 
work in the administrative field alone can give.” *

This is also the result of American university experience. 
Thus, President C, W. Eliot of Harvard urges that when an 

executive body is large and the residences of its members are 
scattered over a wide area, the meeting of the Board are sure 
to be infrequent, and its business will have to be delegated to a 
small executive Committee. The Board then becomes a sort of 
consenting or confirming Board, its real work from week to week 
being done by a small Committee, which can easily come together 
for consultation and action. A small number of men, “ can sit round 
a table, talk with each other informally without waste of words or

* The Final Report of the Commissioners on University Education in 
London, p. 49.



any display or pretence, provide an adequate diversity of points ot 
view and modes of dealing with the subject in hand and yet be 
prompt and eflBcient in the despatch of business.” *

24. Recent experience in India might justify two modifications 
in the composition of the electorates in the University and of the 
Senate. In all the older Indian Universities, the ‘registered’ 
graduates, i. e., those graduates of the University who on the 
payment of a small fee have obtained the privilege of having their 
names retained on a special register, have been given the privilege 
of electing some members to the Senate. In a new University, it 
will be some years before its own graduates are sufficient in number 
to exercise the privilege of registration. The success of a new 
University is largely bound up therefore with the existence of a 
numerous graduate element within its jurisdiction at the start. 
What public opinion exists within the area will largely be represented 
or guided by such persons. A discrimination between the graduates 
of a University, and those of other Universities in the matter of 
the right to elect or to be elected to the bodies of the University 
will be possible, but not always wise even in a long-established 
University ; it will be fatal in a young one. It is mainly for this 
reason that some of the younger Universities of India have granted 
ad euendum degrees to graduates of other Universities resident 
within their limits. When they receive such degrees from the 
University, they acquire the privileges of its own graduates. A 
rough census of graduates now residing in Travancore alone 
showed that they now number about 2,000. It is not unlikely 
that in the other two areas of Kerala they will be about equal to 
this number.

25. One of the draw-backs in the new Univei-sity is that its Senate 
may suffer fi’om lack of experienced members and the absence of 
persons who have worked in older Senates. Where a Senate or 
Court is not strengthened by the addition of a sufficient number of 
persons with experience of the working of older foundations, there 
is real danger of unprofitable discussions, hasty conclusions and

* Vide University Administration, pp. 3, 44, 48.
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incousistent action. In the Universities of North' India, , the 
difficulty is being got over by adopting the practice of admitting to 
a Senate a number of members of the Senates of the neighbouring 
ai'eas. The policy is mentioned here merely to indicate a direction 
in which, in its earlier yeai’s, our new University might find it 
helpful 'to proceed. If it does so, it will not merely obtain indirect 
guidance and co-operation from the parent University, but it will 
be better able to maintain its academic standards and secure outside 
recognition for them.

26. It remains to consider the chief officers which the new 
University should have. The previous Committee proposed as the 
heads o f the University of Travancore, a Chancellor with the powers 
of a Visitor, and a Vice-Chancellor to be nominated by the Chancellor. 
They felt that the Sovereign of Travancore should hold the high 
office of Chancellor and, as Visitor, direct, when necessary, inspec
tions of the buildings, laboratories, libraries and other equipment 
of the University as well as order inquiries into its examinations, 
teaching, etc. In some Universities, the offices of Chancellor 
and Visitor are separated. A Visitor is required when a University 
has jurisdiction beyond the political limits of the area over which 
the Chancellor has no authority. The reason for proposing that 
the Sovereign in Travancore should not only be the i Chancellor of 
the new University, and as such part of its body corporate, but 
that the office of Visitor should also be held by the Chancellor, 

this. Consistently mth the existence of the University as a 
self-governing corporation, independent of' the administrative control 
o f the Government of Travancore, such a position for the Ruler of 
Travancore is needed as will avoid the affairs of the University 
being departmentalised as part of the administrative machinery of 
the State. It would be the only feasible way of settling disputes of 
a quasi-in ter statal character within the University. When the old 
University of Calcutta had jurisdiction over distant provinces like 
Btirma, the virtual Chancellor of the University was designated 
Rector, and 'the Viceroy was given the powers of a Visitor but 
styled Chancellor. Since the Sadler Commission reported, the 
anomaly has been corrected. The Governor of Bengal is now the
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Chancellor o£ the Universities of Calcutta and Dacca, but the 
Viceroy is their Visitor and “ in that capacity, has the right from 
time to time and in such a manner as seem fit to him to direct an 
inspection or enquiry into the work of the University.” The 
existence of a \"isitor implies no derogation to academic freedom. 
On the other hand it is a safeguard. It would secure the University 
against the reproach of being irresponsible, and the risk which it 
would thereby run of losing the material and moral support of the 
people among whom it works,

27. We agree with the previous Committee in thinking that the 
Chancellor of the University should lie the Ruler of Travancore 
for the time. Should the new University be started soon Her 
Highness the Maharani Regent would be the first Chancellor. 
When this happens, the University would have the distinction of 
starting with a gifted lady as its first Head, though it will not, in 
the history of Universities, be the first instance of a University 
with a Lady Chancellor.

28. In some modern Universities, where the Chancellor is unable 
to attend to all necessary ceremonial functions and occasions and 
where there is a need to provide a position of sufficient dignity and 
eminence for another high personage, only second to the Chancellor, 
a Pro-Chancellor is appointed. The office is necessary in the new 
University. Most of our witnesses have suggested that the position 
of Pro-Chancellor should be filled by the Ruler of Cochin, if Cochin 
joins. The arrangement will then be a happy way of demonstrating 
the association of the sister States in a joint enterprise.

29. To a modern University the Vice-Chancellor is the main* 
wheel. It was one of the weaknesses of the old provincial Universities 
in India that the powers and duties of this functionary were vague 
and undefined, and in practice inconsiderable. In a new university, 
the work of the Vice-Chancellor will be greater than in an old 
one. The duty of inaugurating the University, of making its first 
appointments, of guiding the deliberations of its various Councils 
and Boards, and of co-ordinating the activities of its several parts, 
will devolve upon the Vice-Chancellor. He would have to be
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vested with wide statutory powers, as the chief executive officer 
of the University, and as the person who should be made primarily 
responsible for it. On his experience Avill depend the prestige, 
and on his efficiency and skill the success of the University, The 
duties which a Vice-Chancellor has now to discharge are so 
numerous, important, varied, and onerous that it is difficult to 
think of a successful Vice-Chancellor who is unable to give sufficient 
time to the University. Such a Vice-Chancellor, on the other 
hand, can be thought of only if a person with the requisite high 
qualifications is available and is willing to give his time to the 
University. The ranks of our public workers may be able to 
provide men of commanding ability and eminence and high 
academic qualifications, as well as proved -Administrative experience 
and capacity, who might be willing to accept the post of Vice
Chancellor. But whether such men will come forward only if 
suitable emoluments are attached to the office, or only if the place 
is made honorary, is not easy to decide on. The practice in all 
recent Universities in India is to make the Vice-Chancellor a salaried 
officer. The acceptance of a salary is in no way derogatory. There 
was nothing in the old University Acts to prevent the appointment 
of a whole-time paid Vice-Chancellor. But the appointment was 
invariably honorary, and was usually filled with real distinction by 
unpaid workers. The emphasis laid upon these two features in 
the Vice-Chancellorship at the present day should not be taken as 
implying that the change is necessitated by any defects of the old 
type of Vice-Chancellorship. In this connection, the opinion of 
Sir P. S. Sivaswami Aiyar, who has been Vice-Chancellor in two 
Indian Universities, is worth citing. In his answers to one of our 
questions he has stated :

“  Another question to which you draw my attention is whether 
the Vice-Chancellor should be a full-time salaried officer. I think he 
should be. The Vice-Chancellor must apply the directing force of the 
University, and the work will certainly require a full-time officer. It is 
not possible to run a modern teaching University with the help of a 
full-time Registrar and a part-time Vice-Chancellor. The routine 
administrative work may be entrusted to the Registrar, but the work 
of organisation, initiating, co-ordinating and the reconcilement of the

ww
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Competing interests of the different branches 'o f education, and all the 
higher work of the University must be entrusted to the Vice-Chancellor, 
who must be a man of administrative capacity and tact and have a 
wide outlook upon education. Any person from whom duties of such 
an onerous character are required must be paid a big salary, and must 
not be inferior in status to the Director of Pubhc Instruction.”

30. It is £requently said that, in the best interestfe oE a teaching 
University, particularly if a sufficient representation o f 
administrative experience is otherwise available in the Syndicate, 
the position of Vice-Chancellor should be filled only by an eminent 
teacher. It is on this principle that, departing from the history 
of the older Indian Universities which know only few instances 
of distinguished teachers being appointed to ViGe*Chancellorship», 
the new Universities are administered by Vice-Chancellors who 
have been recruited from the ranks of teachers. The alteration 
in the outlook cannot be due, as already pointed out, to a feeling 
that, under non-educational guidance, the Vice-Chancellorships 
in any of our Universities have failed. It is undeniable that no 
country in the world can present so many instances of distinguished 
lay-guidance of university education as the Universities of India 
are able to show during the last sixty years. The Vice-Chancellor
ship of an Indian University has been usually regarded as the 
prize for an administrator of eminence in the province, who 
combines in a high degree of professional success and eminence 
with devotion to learning. It would be ungrateful to overlook 
the services of such Vice-Chancellors to education not merely in 
nourishing the highest academic traditions but in creating fresh 
universities for which their direct effort and their indirect 
influence have so largely contributed. On the other hand, though 
salaried Vice-Chancellorships are yet recent in India, the criticisms 
of the appointments are by no means few. Complaints are made 
that a perceptible difference is noticeable in the qualities of guidance 
displayed by the first rate men of other professions and the teachers 
who have now replaced them in Vice-Chancellorships. Such criti
cisms appear to overlook some differences of their relative position 
and duties. A Vice-Chancellor in a new University is immersed in 
a mass of routine work due to the circumstance that the foundation
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is new. This no Vice-Chancellor of an old University had to face. 
The functions of a modern Vice-Chancellor are again often of a 
more prosaic character than those of the earlier type.

31. A point of more practical importance in regard to the 
University is whether, considering the volume of work to be done in 
the type recommended, a well paid Registrar and whole-time Vice
Chancellor are both necessary. No University in India pays its 
Vice-Chancellor now a salary of less than Rs. 2,500. In Kerala 
this amount represents the earnings of some of the prize 
appointments. The Vice-Chancellor of a University might 
conceivably deserve emoluments not inferior to those of these high 
places. But the ([uestion for consideration is whether such large 
salaries could well be paid by a rising University, with many more 
urgent calls on its resources, especially in its earlier years, which 
has an equal difficulty in either finding within the jurisdiction the 
talent and experience to justify the payment of such large salaries 
or of importing as Vice-Chancellor an outsider who, however 
distinguished, would still labour under ignorance of local conditions 
and requirements. _

32. The question resolves itself ultimately into one of balancing 
practical advantages. We have reluctantly found that, in the 
earlier years at least, such guidance as the new University needs 
and derives from its Vice-Chancellor will be equally available to it, 
even if no emoluments are attached to the place. With an honorary 
office, there will at least be soine assurance that the occasion of the 
appointment will not be made to furnish the opportunity for 
unhealthy inter-statal rivalry, and the University will not also be 
handicapped in its infancy by unfair agitation directed against the 
person and the position of its first officer. In a University, in which 
the bulk of the work will be done by the colleges, any surplus 
resources might be more profitably devoted to increasing the 
attractiveness of university chairs and the efficiency of the 
administrative or controlling agencies which are responsible for the 
maintenance of progressive standards than in endowing a 
gilt-edged appointment.
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C H A P T E ‘R X l la

F i n a n c i a l  A s i 'e c t s  o f  t h k  P r o p o s a l s

The suggestions which have been oft'ered in the previoLis 
chapters involve a certain amount of reconstruction of the system 
of secondary and higher education within the State. We have had 
to point out that it would be necessary, iis soon as the University 
is opened, to start an inquiry into the length of the existing school 
course, with a view to prevent any unnecessary repetition of work 
in successive years, and another into the need to revise the curricula 
of studies for our secondary schools. Although our reference only 
requires us to consider the needs of the University and the relations 
of the University to secondary education, we have found it necessary 
to emphasize the importance of improvements in secondary education. 
The educational system is usually compared to a pyramid of which 
university work is the apex and primary education the base. The 
comparison is designed to show the necessity of sound founda
tions o f elementary and secondary education to a University, as 
well as the comparatively small number which by a process of natural 
selection is able to obtain university education. Whenever it is 
found that in an area the number of persons who are given 
university education, when compared side by side with those who 
receive secondary and primary education, appears excessive, an 
alarm is sounded and the educational system, is condemned as top- 
heavy. The groundless nature of the apprehension has been made 
clear by the Calcutta University Commission in their Report.* The 
remedy in such a case is, as they have pointed out, to extend primary 
and secondary education rather than restrict the numbers to whom 
the benefits of the highest education available in the country are 
given. A  really satisfactory reform of university education can be 
undertaken only along with or after the reforms designed to make 
the secondary and elementary school system really efficient.

2, The starting of a University is hardly necessary to justify 
reforms of the sch<x>l system. The schools must ahcays be efficient 
whether there is a University in prospect or not. Expenditure 
incurred in bringing our elementary and secondary schools up to the

~  • Ftrfc Vol. V. p7253. ^



mark, and the cost o£ investigntions undertaken In regard to tke 
duration of the school courses and the curricula of the schools, 
should be regarded as debts long overdue to elementary and 
secondary education, and not as debitable to the account of the 
University to be founded.

3. An observation of the same character may be offered in regard 
to the correction of such defects in the existing system of collegiate 
education in the area as may be called for. The duty of the existing 
collegiate institutions to work up in every direction to a proper level 
is not now any less than it will te when a local University is establish
ed. But with a controlling University, six hundred miles away, our 
colleges might overlook the urgency of calls for improvement and 
cseuye difeaffiUatiov\ or reproof. A local Univeraity will be expected 
to show more vigilance. It cannot afford to allow existing idefects 
to remain uncorrected without Impairing its own efficiency and 
prestige.

i. In regard to the provision of hostel accommodation for 
students, there is, as abeady pointed out, a gi'eat deficiency 
in Travancore, and particularly at Trivandrum. Under the 
laws of the Madras University our colleges are even now 
under an obligation to correct the defect.* One of the 
biggest items of expenditure to be incurred by the State, if and 
when a University is established, will be to build hostels for the 
large number of students who remain in the unsatisfactory conditions 
described in an earlier part of this Report. In view of the great 
number of students for whom this provision has to be found, it 
would not be possible to effect the correction at once. The Sadler 
Commission considered the still greater deficiency in residential 
accommodation at Calcutta, but recognised that the only practicable 
steps were to visualise the total provision to be made, to spread the 
cost of the erection of new hostels over a convenient period of 
years and, till the hostels were built, to hire as large a number of 
private buildings as might be necessary to utilise them for hostels. 
The Calcutta University Commission also found that a convenient 
number for a hostel would be between forty and fifty students. It 
would be less difficult to rent houses which can accommodate this

* Chapter VII, Section 34 of Act VIII of 1923. (Madras)
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smaller number in a town like Trivandrum than to hire buildings 
in which two hundred or three hundred students could live 
together.

5, In an earlier part of this Report, the sites available for the 
erection of students’ hostels at Trivandrum have already been 
referred to. We have stated that it would be possible to erect on 
these sites a number of hostels at much less cost than is now being 
incurred in building the Grovernment hostel at Trivandrum. It is 
understood that the cost of this building would work to about 
lis, 2,000 a student. One of our witnesses, who is competent to 
speak with authority on the subject, considered that a reasonably 
good hostel can be built at a cost not exceeding Ks. 300 a student. 
We are of opinion that a good hostel am l)e erected at Trivandrum 
at a per capita cost of Ks. 400. Standard plans and type designs 
will have first to he made, and the Government as the owners of the 
ooUegea at Trivandrum must recognise their responsibility for 
providing a certain number of hostels every year till the entire body 
of students who are now unprovided for are suitably housed and 
supervised.

6. Should Her Highness’ Government accept our recommenda
tion to move the old battalion and the cavalry corps over to 
Pangode luid utilise the buildings vacated by their transfer for 
hostels, after suitable adjustments of a comparatively inexpensive 
chiiracter, the solution of the problem will be much easier. The need 
to locate hostels as far as possible close to colleges is obvious. The 
commitments of the State in the costly educational buildings already 
erected at Trivandrum make it impracticable to move the existing 
colleges to a locality where large sites may be available either free 
or at a low price for the construction of hostels. The alternative 
plan of acquiring other sites within the town for the erection of a 
large number of hostels is precluded by the cost of the acquisition. 
It may, of course, be not possible to make the transfer of the 
brigade till accommodation for it is ready at Pangode. Its con
struction may take some time. During the period, the temporary 
arrangement recommended by the Sadler Commission, namely, 
maintaining hostels in rented buildings, will have to be adopted. It 
is very important, however, that, from its start, the University 
should be in a position to forecast the lines of future structural
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expansion. Plans should be made from the outset for the order of 
priority in which additions are to be made to existing buildings, new 
buildings to be erected, or grounds acquired. We would accordingly 
urge that, even before the transfer can be carried out, the idea, if 
approved, should be included in the original programme of the 
University, and be carried out step by step, as feasible.

7. The University which we recommend is one with constituent 
colleges. Its needs in the way of space are thus mainly those of its 
colleges. Were the University definitely closed to pupils and 
institutions outside Travancore, it will be less difficult than it now is 
to consider the assumption on which the previous Committee worked, 
viz., that the University should take over all the Government 
colleges in the State. Again, on what terms should the University 
take over the colleges ? It appears to us that, if the States are will
ing to effect the transfer to the University, they should in equity 
be also prepared to give jiiced money grants not only equal to the 
cost of the present upkeep of the institutions to be made over, but 
o f all their legitimate prospective needs. Except in a unilateral 
arrangement dictated by a Government to a University, unable to 
resist the state’s pressure and too weak to bargain for fair terras, it 
is improbable that an arrangement will be agreed to by which a 
University will undertake, in return for a grant equal to the present 
cost, the upkeep of institutions which require to be improved 
considerably, and in which the members of the staff are on progressive 
scales of pay. Section 45 of the Madras University Act contains a 
provision of this character and has naturally come in for criticism.

8. The excellence of the new University will largely depend on 
that of its constituent institutions. It should be a matter for 
legitimate emulation for those who own them to maintain them 
in efficiency. If they were to be managed by the University, 
difficult questions of the contributions to be made by the States to 
the upkeep and improvements would arise. This is why it is 
considered advisable to leave the constituent colleges under their 
present managements. It might, however, be well that power to 
take them ô •er be given to the University in the Act of Incorpora
tion, if and when a transfer on conditions accopt-ible both to the 
colleges and to the University can be agreed upon.
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9. The Travancore Government might find it advantageous to 
anticipate the rise in site-values by taking immediate steps to acquire 
in the neighbourhood of their existing colleges at Trivandrum, 
sites which may be found necessary hereafter. If this is to be done at 
ftil, it should be done at once. The University and the colleges will 
have, after such additional sites are acquired, a practically continuous 
tract, in the centre of the town, either directly or indirectly under 
the University. This will be a great advantage from an educational 
and administrative point of view.

10. The only localities in Kerala which at present have first 
grade colleges are Trivardrum and Alwaye. Of the two, the former 
alone has instityitions of a diversified character, with different 
faculties and with colleges Avorking up to the Honours standard. 
We have already stated our view that Trivandrum should be the 
centre for the State. We have shown that it is desirable that the 
existing branches of study in the Colleges of Science and Arts at 
Trivandrum should be developed to the present highest standards 
of the University of Madras, and that the college for women should 
be raised to the first grade. The policy of the Government, when 
Honours classes in History and English were opened in 1913 
in H. H. the Maharaja’s College at Trivandrum, was to 
provide in due course the same facilities for higher instruction in the 
other branches as are available in the Madras colleges. Steps have 
been taken recently to raise an additional branch of the College of 
Science to the Honours grade. We have obtained lx)th information 
and advice on the possibility and the cost of not merely raising the 
departments of Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, and Indian 
Languages to the Honours grade, but of reviving and developing to 
the same standard the Philosophy branch which was long one of 
the most popular in H. H. the Maharaja’s College but was 
abolished in 1908. We find that, when the Colleges of Arts and 
Science at Trivandrum work to the present Honours or m . a . 

standards, in Mathematics, Chemistry, Botany, Psychology and 
Philosophy, and Sanskrit and Dravidian Languages, the total annual 
additional expenditure that would become necessary, immediately 
and ultimately, on account of such developments would not exceed 
Bs. 46,000 and Rs. 86,000 respectively, while the non-recurring
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capital expenditure would be just under a lukh of rupees. These 
estimates are based on data supplied to us by either responsible 
heads of the departments in the two colleges at Trivandrum or 
by other experts. The figures adopted are not the lowest that 
were suggested to us. A part of this expeiaditure, both capital 
and recun-ing, appears to have already l>een incurred in connection 
with the bifurcation of the Maharaja’s College. Economies should be 
possible by the reciprocal services which can be rendered by common 
subjects, by inter-collegiate and inter-departmentiil arrangements. 
No deduction has been made in our estimates on account of such 
possible economies. Our estimates are thus believed to be liberal 
and to ensure a fair margin of safety. As against these figures, 
which only represent the gross expense, has to be set a possible 
additional fee income of Rs. 7,000 in the initial year, and Rs. 18,000 
three years later. Thus the net additional recurring obligations of 
the Government may range in the course of seven years from 
Rs. 39,000 to Rs. 68,000.

11. The data on which our calculations are based are given below.
I. E x p e n d i t u r e .

( i )  COST OF IMPEOVEMKNT OF THE COLLEGES OF ARTS 

AND SCIENCE AT TRIVANDRUM.

(A ) Recurring Expenditure.
(I )  Staff—

Subject. Professors. Assistant : 
Professors. |

i 1

Tutors or 
Demonstra

tors.

Mathematics ... 1 1 1
Physics ... 1 . . .
Chemistry ... 1 • . . 2
Botany ... • • > 1 • . .
Philosophy ... 2 2 2
Sanskrit and Dravidian Languages. 1 1

Total ... 6 5
1
, 611

Initial cost ... Es. 40,800 21,600 12,000 7,200 
Maximum cost ... Es. 81,000 50,400 18,000 12,600 

(2 )  Cost of equipment (appliances, apparatus, etc.) Rs. 5,000.



(B ) Non-recurring Expenditure,

Capital Expenditure on additional buildings and equipment :

Indian Languages and Philosophy ... Us. 12,000
Mathematics ... ... ... Rs. 10,000
Physics ... ... ... Rs. 25,000
Chemistry ... ... ... Rs. 50,000
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Total ... Rs. 97,000

(ii)’  COST or RAISING THE COLLEGE FOR WOMEN TO THE

FIRST GRADE.

(A ) Recurring Expenditure.

(I"* Additional staff:
Subject. Professors. Asst. Professors. Tutors. 

History and
Languages ... 2 3 5

Initial cost ... ... Rs. 20,400
Maximum cost — Rs. 38,100

(2) Additional recurring cost of 
equipment and of expenses
of administration ... ... Rs. 5,000

(B) Non-recurring Expenditure.

Additional Buildings ... ... Rs. 20,000
„  Equipment ... ... Rs. 22,000

Total ... . .. Rs. 42,000

(iii) AGGREGATE ADDITIONAL GROSS EXPENDITURE TO

BE INCURRED BY THE STATE ON ACCOUNT OF 

THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE THREE 

COLLEGES AT TRIVANDRUM.

(A ) Recurring Annual Gross Expenditure.

Minimum ... . .. Rs. 71,200
Maximum .•• ... Ks. 1,29,100

(B ) Non-recurring Expenditure . . .  Rs. l,S9fi00.



II. R e c e i i t s .

The strength of each of the Honours classes is assumed to be 
six students and of the Pass B. A. Philosophy classes to l>e 30 
students. .

(i) Probable strength o f new classes in the Colleges of Arts 
and Science and consequent additional income.
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1st year.

Strength. 

2nd year. 3rd year.

Mathematics Honours ... (j 12 18
Physics „ 6 12 18
Chemistry ,, ... 6 12 18
Botany „ ... 6 12 18
Sanskrit and Malayalam ... 6 12 18
Philosophy ... 6 12 18
Philosophy (Pass) ... 30 60 60

Total ... 66 132 168

Income.

1st year. 2nd year. 3rd year.

1 Rs. Rs. ! Rs.
Fees at Ks. 100 per mensem ... 6,600 13,200 1 16,800
Laboratory fees at Rs. 12 for !

Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry i

and Botany students ... 1 288 576 ' 864

Total ... 6,888 13,776 1 J7,604
1

(ii) Probable strength of B. A. classes and consequent 
additional fee income from the College for Women.

If the strength of each of the Divisions (History and 
Languages) is assumed as 25 in the College for Women, th«



additional income to be derived from the College for Women would 
be :—

1st year. 2nd year. 3rd yeai'. 
Strength ... 50 100 100
Fees at Rs. 50 per year ... Its. 2,500 5,000 5,000
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Aggregate fee income ... Rs. 9,388 18,776 22,664

12. It has to be stated that no account is taken in tlie 
above calculation of the additional income to the Travancore 
Government colleges, in the existing classes, by the increase in the 
jmmber of students which may be expected to follow when u 
local University is founded and the emigi’ant students return to the 
State. This increase, on the basis of the figures collected by the 
Convener, we estimate at 500 students, and the recurring income from 
fees arising from the additional number of students may therefore 
be put down as Rs. 50,000 per year.

13. Whether a University is started or not, the above 
expenditure in improving the three colleges must be regarded as one 
which will have to be faced by Government, sooner or later, in 
connection with the natural growth of the existing colleges and the 
local demand for instruction in those branches and standards. 
Hence the interpolation or even the consideration of these expenses in 
an estimate for the formation of a University is not strictly justifiiable, 
except on the ground that there will be still less reason for not 
having Honom’s courses in all branches after a University is 
founded, than there now may be.

14. The direct financial calls on the University will come frouj 
the cost of administration, the instructional staff, the buildings and 
equipment, the libraries and laboratories, and from the expenses 
necessitated by extra-mural activities. In the following sfeitemeut 
we have attempted to show in some detail the different heads 
of recurring expenditure. It may be interesting to compare the 
different items and figures of expenditure estimated for the new 
University with the figures of similar expenditure in some other 
Universities, also included in the statement for purposes of 
<X)mparison.



Comparative Statement of recurring Administrative 

Expenditure of certain Indian Universities and the 

probable estimate of such expenditure for 

the New University.



sU

d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  r e c u r r in g  a d m i n i s t r a t i v e  e x p e n d i t u r e

OF SUCH e x p e n d i t u r e  FOR

Items.
Benares

1921-1922
Actual.

*

Madras
1924-25

Estimate.

Dacca
1921-22

Estimate.
»

Vice-Chancellor ... Honorary. 35,000 48,000
Pro-Vice-Chancellor ... 
Personal Assistant to Vice-

Do. ...

Chancellor ... 
Personal Assistant to Pro-Vice-

1,200 ... 3,000

Chancellor ... 1,800 . . . • • •
Registrar ... 
Assistant Registrar or Treasurer

Honorary. • 7,700 9,000

or others ... Do. 3,000
Vice-Chancellor’s Establishment... 6,540 . i . 5,580
Registrar’s Office ... 3,860 45,600 8,220
Menial Establishment ... 660 2,000 » • •
Library Estabhshment ... 4,500 13,000 18,072
Stationery ... . • • 13,500
Printing ... 6,300 27,000 6,000
Examination charges ... 30,000 2,16,400 15,000
Travelling allowance ... 
University Magazine and publi

3,000 28,000 10,000

cation ... 11,000 500
Petty repairs and furniture ... 
Books for Library and other

... 5,000

expenses ... 1,500 24,400 15,000
Scholarships and Prizes ... 21,000
Physical Culture and Union ... . . . 5,085
Taxes etc. ... ... 9,000
Oriental Library ... . . . • • .
Extension works ... . . . * , ,
Postage and Telegrams ... 1,400 . . .
Provident Fund ... 
Contingencies and other miscel

... ...

laneous ... 2,164 17,800 12,000
Research Studentships etc. ... 
Additional University Professor,

... ...

Readers, etc. ... ... ... ...

Total ... 1
73,924 4,85,400 1,88,457

* Exclusive of expenditure on collegeg.
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OF CERTAIN lUPIAN UNIVERSITIES ANP THE PROBABLE ESTIMATK 
THE NEW UmVEllSITy.

Mysore
1922-23

Estimate.
*

Lucknow
1923-24

Estimate.
«

Delhi
1923

Actual.
♦

Estimate of Eecurring 
Expenditure.*

Travancore. Kerala.

25,200 36,000
... . . .

. . .

7,200 13,200
. . .

4,500 4,500

... 10,325
15,360 . • • . . . ...
12,132 18,619 9,793 « • * •••

2,304 3,302 . . . ...
7,748 4,749 • 1« 25,000 38,000

... 10,000 844 ,, ,

. . . ... 1,701 15,500 20,500
40,0C0 20,000 . . . 45,000 70,000

. . . 6,500 2,042 15,000 30,000

7,700 6,000 5,000 5,000
... 1,150 254 1,000 2,000

6,465 11,000 10,000 1C,000
35,465 8,500 2,234 . . .

500 5,000 • • . . . . . . .
. . . 2,812 . . • • ••

24,000 » . • . . . 15,000 15,000
3,000 10,000 . . . 10,000 15,000

1,500 314 . . .
11,400 . . . . . . . . .

17,000 9,000 2,015 5,000 10,000
. . . . . . 5,000 10,000

. . . . . . 20,000 30,000

2,04,074 1,86,245 22,C09 1,76,000 2,60,000



15. The figures in the statement given will be found to include 
the following:

(1) the travelling charges to be paid to the members o f the 
various university todies in accordance Avith the rules 
governing such journeys under the Service Regulations, 
which are more liberal than the rates now allowed by the 
University o f Madras;

(2 ) the cost of the administi’ative staff of the University, 
including salaries of the Registrar for whom the 
emoluments of a Professor are provided, but excluding 
the salary of a whole-time Vice-Chancellor;

(3 ) the charges on account of examinations, including the 
travelling allowances to be given to examiners;

(4 ) the cost of ordinary and special University lectures, and 
the extension activities of the University;

(5 ) the annual upkeep of the University Library;

(6 ) the grant of a small number of research studentships; and

(7 ) miscellaneous contingent expenditure of the different kinds 
which a University has to meet,

16. It will be seen that the gross annual expenditure on account 
of a University, limited to Travancore is Rs, 1,76,000 and for a 
Kerala University, Rs, 2,60,000. An additional sum ranging 
between Rs. 24,000 and Ks. 30,000 may have to be added to these 
amounts should it be decided that the Vice-Chancellor should be a 
full-time paid officer on a salary corresponding to that which 
Vice-Chancellors in South India now receive.

17. We have so far taken no account o f the deductions to be 
made from these figures. They are of two kinds:

(a ) the estimated income of the University, and

(b) certain items which will have to be set off against the 
gross expenditure.
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In point of importance the second of these is inferior in 
magnitude to the first, but it may be considered first. From our 
estimates o f the additional expenditure to be incurred by Travancore, 
the following deductions have to be made :

(1) Our estimates have included expenditure of cerfciin 
institutions which are now l)eing maintained by the 
Travancore Government and which we propose, on the 
example of the Government of Mysore, when its 
University was started, to be handed over to the 
Universit)-. These institutions now expend about 
Rs. 36,000 a year. Their expenses have been distributed 
among tlie items in the statement.

(2 ) A sum of about Rs. 2,500 represents the amount now 
paid by the Travancore Government to the University 
of Madras for the recognition of the local S. S. L. C. 
examination. This will also have to be deducted.

(3 ) In view of the recent reduction in travelling allowances 
paid to the members of the different bodies of the 
University of Madras, it has become necessary for the 
members from the State to ask to be compensated for 
the loss that they incur by attending university 
meetings in Madras. Unless this compensation is 
given, there will be a tendency for a falling off in 
attendance from the State at university meetings in 
Madras. This will be disadvantageous to the State. 
On a calculation based on the present number of 
meetings of the different university bodies and the 
present representation from the Travancore services to 
such bodies, it is found that the aggregate amount to be 
disbursed by way of compensation might amount to at 
least Rs. 10,000 a year.
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18. The main deductions however have to be on account of 
income that can be estimated fcr a University of Travancore or one 
of Kerala. Our estimates of these are given below :

S78

K S T IM A T E  OF IN C O M E .

1

Travancore. Kerala.

Heads. No. of 
students. Rate, i Total.

1

No. of 
students. Rate. Total.

Admission fee .

Graduate fee .

Kegistration of 
Graduates ad eu- 
endum Degrees .

Sale of University 
Publications .

Examination fees .

1,200

850

200

5

10

5

6,000

3,500

1,000

2,000

500

300

. . .  i 2 , 0 0 0  
I

... 56,700

5

1 0

1 0 ,0 0 0

5.000

1,500

3.000 

79,500

Grand total ... Rs. 69,200 Rs. 99,000
Round figures ... 70,000

I
1,00,000

■>0

e x p l a n a t i o n  ok  ADM lSSlOli t'tlES.

Actual strength Probable increased
of I Class. strength.

Travancore ... ... 815 1,200

Cochin ,.. ... 319 450

Malabar ... ... 273 350
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EXPLANATION OF EXAMINATION FEES.

1
Travancore. 1

1
Actual present i 

strength. |
Estimated
strength.

B. A. Degree ... 803 400

L. T . ... 50 100

Diploma in Teaching .. 50 100

Law, F . L . & B. L. ... 280 200

Diploma in Law ... 100 100

Ayurvedic and other Diplomas ... ... 100

Commerce and other Diplomas ... 100

E X A M IN A T IO N  FEES.

Travancore. Kerala.

No. Pees. Rs. No. Fees. ^ Rs.1

Entrance Examination ... 1,200 24 28,800 2,000 24 48,000

B. A. ... 400 36 14,400 500 36 1
1
118,000

Law , F . L . & B. L. ... 200 30 6,000 900
1

30 6,000

Law  Diploma ... 1 100 15 1,500 100 15 '̂ 1,500

Teaching, L . T. ... 100 30 3,000 100 30 3,000

Do. Diploma ... 100 15 1,500 100 15
1

1,5001
Other Diplomas ... 100 15 1,500 1 100

1
15

1
1,500

Total ... ... P6,700 ...
1
79,500



19. We are thus led to the figures Rs. 1,76,000 and 
Rs. 2,60,000 as those of the gross recurring expenditure of Travan- 
core University and a Kerala University respectively. In the 
former case, the deductions to be made before ascertaining the net 
liability of the State on account of the University will be two, viz., a 
sum of Rs. 70,000 on account of the estimated income from fees, etc., 
and another sum of Rs. 48,500 on account of the items described in 
paragraph 17. Both these deductions will have to be made in 
estimating the net financial obligation of the allied Governments for 
the upkeep of a Pan-Kerala University. A further deduction to 
the extent of Rs. 30,000 will also have to be made as it represents 
the additional fees anticipated from Cochin and Malabar. Thus, 
in the result, the net liability to the Government of Travancore 
on account of a University restricted to the State will be 
Rs. 57,500 a year, and the net liabilities to the parties con
cerned in financing a Pan-Kerala University Rs. 1,15,000. 
That is to say, the addition of Cochin and Malabar to the jurisdic
tion of the new University will necessitate expenditure of another 
Rs. 57,500 for which the liability should naturally be undertaken 
by Cochin and Malabar. It is significant that the recurring financial 
obligation of Her Highness’ Government is thus equal to those of 
the Governments of the other two areas.

20. It appears to us that, with this expenditure, it should be 
possible for the new University to be conducted on lines that would 
enable it to compare well with any of the existing universities of 
India. It is not of course difficult for a university to spend a grant 
of any magnitude. Our estimates represent only what may be 
regarded as the expenditure necessitated by the reasonable demands 
for an efficient Indiiui University which could satisfy the expecta
tions of its founders and promoters. Further expenditure may 
become necessary as the University grows. But it will be ordinarily 
accompanied by an increase in its resources also, though the extra 
income which may be obtained from an increase in the number of 
students and candidates can hardly keep pace with the further 
increase in expenditure consequent on the expansion of the Univer
sity, Nevertheless, it may be presumed that, when the increased
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expenditure comes, it will be at a time when the resources of the 
states which have to make grants to the University can also bo 
expected to be ampler which, both directly and indirectly, 
the University itself would have no inconsiderable share in 
augmenting.

a l. The amounts suggested as grants will compare favourably 
when the size of the University is considered side by side with those 
of existing universities in India, to which Government grants have 
been made. For example, in 1921-22, the total expenditure on 
Indian universities was Rs. 76,04,578 as against Rs. 25,51,92o, 
five years earlier, the increase alone in the quinquennium being two
fold. Out of these amounts, the contribution from Government funds 
amounted to Rs. 4,82,637 in 1916-17 and Rs. 22,28,253 in 
1921-22. Th€ bulk of the grants were made in Bengal and the 
United Provinces for the opening of Dacca University, and in capital 
and other grants to the new Universities of Lucknow, Benares and 
Aligarh. Similar non-recurring grants were made even to the older 
Universities. During the quinquennium ending with 1921-22, the 
University of Calcutta received from the Government of India ami 
the Bengal Government an annual recurring allotment of 
Rs. 2,57,000. Of this amount Rs. 1,28,000 was for the University 
and Rs. 1,29,000 for colleges. The Government have been making 
a ' grant of a lakh annually to each of the Hindu and Muslim 
Universities. The University at Delhi has received since 1922 an 
annual grant of Rs. 75,000. The grants from Government funds to 
the Universities of Madras, Bombay and Patna, during the year 
1921-22 were Rs. 85,480, Rs. 67,000 and Rs. 64,927 respectively. 
The Government grant to the University, which we have proposed, 
amounts annually only to about Us. 60,000, an amount lower than 
what is now given by the Government of India or by a Provincial 
Government to any University in the Indian Empire. Our esti
mates cannot, therefore, be considered extravagant.

22. To those who are anxious that the University should be 
started on a magnificent scale, the provision recommended might, 
on the other hand, appear small. But they have to be reminded 
of the expenses which the public fisc has to bear on account of the
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need to bring up, in the initial years, the constituent institutions to 
a proper university standard. These are now either directly under 
the Travancore Government or are under private management. In 
both cases the State may have to find the necessary funds. t?ome 
of the expenditure could be spread over a series of years. The 
resources of the State may gradually be better able to bear the strain 
of more generous subventions to the University. It might not be 
amiss to cite in this connection the words of caution and encourage
ment which His Excellency Lord Reading uttered on the occasion 
of the first Convocation o f the University of Delhi (March 23, 
1923).

“  Do not be disheartened or discouraged if lack of funds prevents 
for a time in this University more rapiii expansion and perfection to 
which you may have set your hearts. I am afraid that, for some time 
to come, the Delhi University must be a poor University. You should not, 
on that account, lose confidence or enthusiasm for its future. Kapid 
growth is not necessarily the soundest form of growth, and eminence in 
academic study is not the monopoly of only the well-endowed and well- 
equipped institutions. Have trust and, in spite of obstacles, persevere in 
your keen efforts for progress, Have courage and, in spite of difficulties, 
determine to overcome them. Your success, when attained, will be the 
more meritorious.”

23. On the other hand, there might be some who would 
deprecate even this additional expenditure on a University and on 
the improvements of the collegiate institutions within the State. 
They would repeat the old cry that our system of education is 
.already top-heavy, that our students are all passing through one 
groove, that university education is the luxury of the well-to-do, and 
that public money should not be squandered upon an institution 
designed to serve the needs of a limited number of fortunate young 
men and women. To them it would appear that the call of primary 
education and of the secondary schools is more imperative than that 
of higher education. We have attempted earlier in this Report to 
meet such criticisms. Education in all its stages is not the luxury 
of individuals but a source of strength to the State and, in its 
higher stages, it is as necessary for the uplift of a people as in its
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lower. One of the ways to abolish national poverty Is to expend 
wisely on education. No country is rich enough to afford a waste 
of talent. Such a wtiste must occur if the educational system is 
either defective or incomplete and if there is a lack of opportunity 
to those among the people who have the potential capacity and moral 
vigour to develop as national assets but are unable through poverty 
and the want of facilities to obtain at their doors all the education 
they might deserve. Even now it cannot be said of Kerala that the 
Government contributions to elementary and secondary education 
are less generous than to the advancement of university education 
and that the former is in any way being stinted by attention being 
paid to the latter. It cannot also be said, with any real justification 
tivat our educational pyramid lias a narrow base. Bvit, even if it were 
so, as we have already pointed out, the defect will automatically get 
set right when higher education advances. Education in all its stages 
am spread only by the creation of a sufficiently large body of 
cultivated men and women to whom can be entrusted the responsible 
function of educating the children of the nation. It is a backward 
state which does not realise the obhgation to educate all its people.

24. A university like a state can continue only if it has an 
adequate revenue. The income that it may be able to derive must 
come from four sources, vi^., from its fees, from the contributions 
made to it by its constituent institutions, from state grants and from 
endowments representing public or private benefactions. It is 
difficult now-a-days for a university to be sure of an unceasing 
stream of either endowments or continued state aid unless its aims 
and achievements receive the need of constant public approval. 
This is why opportunities for due publicity, such as would bring 
for it the recognition it deserves, are necessary for a university. 
The machinery for governing the new University which we have 
suggested in the previous chapter of this Keport might secure for it 
this advantage. It is true that Kerala can hardly be regarded as 
rich. But, even within Kerala, the sources of private benefactions 
cannot be said to be absent. The tract is rapidly being developed. 
The remains of the splendid monuments of ancient munificence 
towards charity and religion in the area might sustain the hope that
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the sources of private benefactions will by no means dry up hereafter, 
towards the more modern forms of altruistic endeavour, such as 
consist in nourishing and cultivating the mind of a nation no less 
than the bodies of its members. Nevertheless, the growth of 
resources of this character can hardly be regarded as one of the 
things on which the University can afford to rely on as a financial 
guarantee. On the other hand, no university worth the name can 
hope to subsist especially in a comparatively poor country like ours, 
on an income derived entirely from its fees. Its main reliance must 
therefore have to be on grants to be made by the state. If it is 
found that the new University cannot for any reason extend its 
jurisdiction beyond the boundaries of Travancore, all the grants it 
Vk’ouIiI require will have to be made by Her Eighnei>s’ Government. 
Should, however, the rest of Kerak be brought within its scope, the 
University might justly look for similar aid from the Governments 
of the additional areas it wilJ serve. Assistance towards the 
University might take different forms. Money grants, though the 
most important and obvious forms of such help, do not exhaust the 
list of possible forms of state aid. Even the improvement of the 
existing collegiate institutions and hostels should be regarded as 
indirect forms of such help. Careful financing of the University 
from the commencement by the States might enable it to be given at 
the outset resources whose increments in value might help it in some 
measure to meet, from the growth of its own resourc'es, increasing 
calls for expenditure in years to come. Gifts of Government land, 
like those which the preceding Committee have suggested, constitute 
a valuable form of university endowment. Such lands may not 
prove useful for the immediate expansion of the University, but 
they may be helpful through the natural incremental growth in 
their value.

25. The Charters of some of the recently founded Universities in 
the Dominions and in America show how this idea is being widely 
adopted. The University of Western Australia, which was founded 
in 1911, has a provision in the Act of Incorporation allowing the 
Governor to grant to the University such lands of the Crown as he 
may see fit to give it by way of permanent endowment. In
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accordance with this provision, 4,446 acres o£ land in the city of 
Perth yielding substantial rents were given to this University, By 
the University Endowment Act of 1868, New Zealand set apart 
considerable tracts of Government land as an endowment for the 
universities then in existence or to be founded later on. In Kerala, 
at the present day, the Governments have large tracts of unregistered 
or undeveloped land. So have the great Jenmis (landlords) from 
whom one might also look for benefactions to the new University. 
The area is being opened up. New irrigation projects and other 
development schemes are among the things to look for hi the future. 
Should the Governments concerned in financing a Kerala University 
recognise, even from the commencement, the advantage of making a 
suitable provision for the future growth of the University in the 
manner suggested, it should be possible not.only for the University 
to start Avith considerable landed properties of great potential value, 
but to continue to receive further assignments of land when new 
irrigation and drainage projects are undertaken or completed. We 
would accordingly put in a strong plea that every attempt should be 
made to secure without delay such grants of Government land as 
may be still available, as endowments to the new University.

26. We have so far assuined that the new University should not 
attemptiat the beginning to do more than to bring up its existing 
sides to a good level of efficiency and organise its several institutions 
so as to make them valuable members of the academic fraternity. 
We are not forgetful, however, that, more than any other public 
institution, it must be designed from its birth for constant 
progression ajid growth. New Hnes of development must from the 
start be mapped out for it and it should be the endeavour of those 
to whom the control of its fortunes is entrusted to ensure continual 
advanC3 on these lines. It is of course impossible for any inquiry 
however elaborate and acute now undertaken, to forecast the different 
directions in which the new University will develop in the future. 
It would be desirable therefore that the Government of Travancore, 
in the case of a University confined to the State, and all the 
Governments concerned in the event of an All-Kerala University 
being founded, should, from the outset, make a suitable provision to 
meet the wants of a progressive University by endowing it with

-u
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properties also Gipable of growth in value. Even this, however, 
might hardly satisfy those who desire for the new University a 
position in the van of Indian Universities. Resources of a more 
fluid character are demanded if opportunities should be availed of as 
they occur to strike out new lines of improvement in the University, 
and to provide from the outset for research opportunities in the 
Physical and Natural Sciences for ^vhich wc have not made any 
other pro\ ision specifically in our estimates of capital and recurring 
expenditure. We anticipate that the matter Avill not fail to receive 
due attention from the new University. A University can hardly 
depend for such purposes on the slender savings it might effect by 
economical management of its resources. Lumj) grants are therefore 
required. The Governmeut of India have in the case of private 
foundations insisted on a considerable initial endowment before 
saii.ctioning their incorporation as Universities. In the case of a 
University in which moat of the constituent institutions are 
maintained by Governments, the necessity for capital endowments of 
the same magnitude does not arise. N^evertheless, it cannot be denied 
that even they do require some money endowments, particularly 
to equip research laboratories, and that it is up to the Governments 
concerntd to provide them. The lump grants so made to a 
University by Governments c-an either be saved or retained to be 
utilised as occasion demands in improving the equipment and the 
staff of the University. We venture to think that the new 
University would be fortunate if Her Highness’ Government can see 
their way to set apart even from the outset such sums of money 
every year as they can spare as additional lump grants to the 
University. The Madras University Act contains an indication of 
such assistance to the University of Madras from the provincial 
Government.

27. Our financial proposals will be seen to be neither extravagant 
nor ilhberal if compared with the provisions that have been made by 
the Governments to the Universities of Mysore and Dacca as set 
out in the following tabular statement:
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c o m p a k a t t v e  s t a t e m e n t  o f  g k o s s  b u d g e t e d  e x p e n d i t u r e .

Mysore University.

1919-20 1920-21 11121-22

IJacca University.

li)2 0 -2 1  11121-22 ll)2 2 -2 :i

iJirection

Colleges

University Library and 
Scholarships

Medals and Lectures

E.xtension work

Publication, Printing luici 
Stationery

Grants to Hostels

Examinations

University Unions

Physical Culture .

Miscellaneous .

Oriental Library and 
Publication .

New University buildings 
and maintenance &c. .

Rs.
67 ,8«4 ,

R s .
59,492!

R s.
(iS,177

5,53,t!34: 5,24,482: 5,03,946

Its- , 
(i4 ,o()5i

Rs. i 
1,49,057'

Rs.
1,30,543

4,45,008: 87,167

. 22,836 

42,940| 

. 10,000

10,000

3,ti00

19.000 

2,500

15.000

10.000

22,2̂  ̂

1,90,000

20,915j

40,338|

3,000

15,00Cj 
3,1)00 

25,000: 

1,500

n,800|

10, 000 ;

29,934

1,70,000

14,4 79 

42,5<J8 

I,(ICO

11,800 

3,GOO[ 

30,000i 

1,000 

8,0(.lo! 

4,625!

26,724
I
i

5,0(JO'

12,213!

35,465|

:t,oool

7,55(Jj

;t,600

4(1,000

500

7,375

24,084

2,000;

15.000

10.000

4,500

25,000

500

(i,624

21,925

15,000

i

I Total . ' 9,69,667

Buildings mainteiKiiicc . 1,90,000

9,15,061| 7,20,049 6,45,360 

1,70,000: 5,000! 2,000

Net recurring e.'tjicnditure.! 7,79,667; 7,45,061 7,15,049! 6,43,260

College o£ Engineering .

T.avir and Teachins

1,50,000 1,28,750 1,55,653 1,18,4701

6,34,r73
15,000

S,19,773

4,22,802

15.000

21.000

4,506

43,3()5

0,624

27,259

24,000

(),95,093

24,000

6,71,093

Net recurring c.xpenditure j ^
without the College o f ' ;
Engineering .j 6,29,067 6,16,311] 5,59,399 5,24,790| 6,19,773

I

Travancore 
University 
(Our esti

mate.)

Us.
38,000

5,52,000

17.500

25.000 

10,00(»

15.500

45.000 

{10,000

10.000 

10,000

15,000

Educational 
buildings are 
maintainert
by the P. Tjf
D-. T ravan ' 
core.

7,48,000

,4 8  ,000

6,71,09

7,43,00

0,73,700



3 8 8

E S T IM A T E  OK C A P IT A L — N O N -E E C U R R IN G  E X P E N D IT U R E .

(To be spread over a period of years).
Rs.

Univci-sity buildings, Convocation Hall, Library
and Offices, etc. ... 2,00,000

Students’ Union ... 20,000
Library— initial grant tor books ... 50,000
University Library— furniture and equipment ... 30,000

Total ... 3,00,000

28. Some explanation of the figures in the above statement 
may be offered. Practically no university in India at the present 
time has a library worthy of it which can bear comparison with the 
libraries of even some of the smaller universities of the West. 
Compared, however, with such libraries as Indian universities now 
possess, a University founded in Travancore may not start badly 
if our suggestion to bring within its control the Public Library 
at Trivandrun) be adopted and further improvements made to it. 
Books are not less essential for the pursuit of the higher studies and 
investigations, which should be the ambition of the members of the 
University to pursue in the subjects grouped together as Humanities 
than laboratories are to research in the Physical and Natural 
Sciences. A grant of at least Rs. 50,000 might well be made to 
the University Library at the start. The furniture and equipment 
for a university library may be set down at Rs. 30,000. Considera
tions of the welfare of the students of a university will dictate, 
not merely the provision for their boarding and instruction, but 
for their social activities and their organisation as a community. 
A modern university recognises, accordingly, its duty to provide 
suitable buildings for the Students’ Union. A grant of Rs. 20,000 
for the buildings of such a Union in the new University might not, 
therefore, appear improper or extravagant. A University requires 
offices, a Senate Room, a Convocation Hall and a Library as well as 
Lecture Halls and Research Rooms. It may be possible to find all 
these in existing buildings. The Mysore University has as yet no



Convocation Hall o£ its own, and holds its big functions in an old 
palace. Its Senate meets in halls of the Mysore Students’ Union, 
Its Executive Council meets either in the Central Colleges at 
Bangalore or in the Maharaja’s College at Mysore, But Mysore 
has already fine buildings for its University Library and its 
Oriental Library as well as for its Students’ Union in Bangalore 
and Mysore. The University offices are held in a state bungalow. 
Provision for buildings of this kind cannot, of course, be said to be 
of the same order of urgency as that for the recurring expenditure 
of the University, such as the purchase of books and scientific 
apparatus, the appointment®of university teachers and the award of 
stipends to research workers. Still there is some danger if the 
obligation to meet such expenditure is not visualised at the beginning. 
There will be a likelihood otherwise of the duty being overlooked.

29. There is no limit to what a new University can spend on 
decorative buildings intended to impress the imagination of its own 
members and of visitors by their magnificence and beauty. Colossal 
expenditure on brick and mortar is, however, neither a criterion nor 
a gutirantee of beauty or refinement or even convenience. It is not 
difficult to cite instances of universities which have exhausted their 
powers of growth by expending lavishly on spectacular buildings 
and left themselves in a condition in which they are unable to 
afford books and equipment as well as a well paid body of instructors. 
This is by no means an unlikely contingency. If a university 
succeeds in impressing the people and the state in which it works 
by the .high quality of its enterprise and endeavour, it is not un
likely that such benefactions, as it may receive, will more frequently 
take the shape of donations for the erection of grand buildings than 
of endowments for the Jess impressive or advertised sides of 
university work. We therefore consider that a provision of 
Rs. 2,20,000 for university buildings of different kinds hicluding a 
Students’ Union and a library at Trivandrum ample. The grants 
and the expenditure may be spread over a convenient period.

30. We have shown that the main form which under existing 
conditions the Government contributions to the University should 
take is that of lump sum donations or anniial grants. In a Pan- 
Kerala University, the grants-in-aid from the Governments vnll
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naturally be pro rata contributions made for the upkeep of the 
university executive and those central institutions which, though 
they exist only at the university capital, are equally available to 
its alumni and teachers all over its jurisdiction. Even democratic 
Goverrnnents in modern times i-ecognise their obligation to give 
state aid to their universities. For example, the Royal Commission 
on the Oxford and Cambridge Universities recommended in 1922 the 
payment of an annual grant of £1,00,000 toeacli of the Universities 
of Oxford and Cambridge through the authorities of those Univer
sities. Similar financial assistance lias been rendered in Great 
Britain to other universities, and they did not disdain the receipt 
of such help from the state. For example, in 1920-21, excluding 
these two great Universities, the Universities of British and Irish 
groups received altogether as state grants nearly 32 per cent of 
their aggregate expenditure of £1,690,112. That is to say, 
roughly a third of the cost per head on university education was 
made by parliamentary grants, the rest being found from fees? 
endowments and local taxation. It is thus from the taxation of the 
community that a large proportion of the existing outlay on 
miiversity education in Great Britain and Ireland are now being 
made.

31. The Indian Universities Commission of 1902 concluded 
their Report with the following words: “  Unless by Government 
aid or otherwise, the financial provision of the Universities can be 
materially strengthened, the prospect of any thorough change for 
the better must be indefinitely postponed.” This has also been the 
conclusion of the Sadler Commission. Adequate resources must be 
provided by the statti for such a synthesis of the educational 
activities as will result in tlie creation of a University which can 
take its place among the best in India. In tracing the history of the 
evolution of the university question, we have endeavoured to show 
that a new University and a better educational outlook are both 
needed hi Kerala. We have also stated that the resources on which 
the education reform must be based will have to come from the 
])ublic fisc and that the grant of public aid, now and in the future, 
can be continued only by a favourable disposition of public opinion 
towards the University. This we have sought to ensure by the
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form o£ govornmont wliich we have proposed for tlie new University. 
While we have not despaired of assistance coming to the University 
in the Futnre from private sources both large and small, we still feel 
that it is only when the Governments step in with liberal grants to 
the University that there would be both the inducement and the 
encouragement for private liberality to follow. We are alive to the 
great difficulties under which our youth of both sexes are piu*suing 
their higher studies, and we are satisfied that it would be impossible, 
even with the recognition of the poverty in which mfiny of them 
now live, to suggest a plan by which the entire burden of university 
education can l>e transferred to the State. Neither have we felt 
justified in formulating proposals ofj'reform such as would imply 
the immediate and proximate expenditure of huge sums of money. 
iNevei'theless, in arriving at our recommendations and in preparing 
lour financial estimates, we have been sustained by a feeling 
aniouuting to conviction that the uplift of the people in Kerala is 
I bound up with the improvement of their educational opportunities 
land the educiitional machinery now in existence, that, to ensure 
both, a good local University is an essential pre-requisite, and that 
it is only the inauguration of such a University for either 
Travancore or Kerala which can furnish the impelling force and the 
elevating inspiration for all further national progress. '

K .  A .  K r i s h n a  A i y a n g a r

{President)
D. H o n o r e  s . J.
K .  P a r a m e s w a h a n  P i l l a i *

G .  P a r a m e s w a h a n  P i l l a i  

.Fo h n  M a t t h a i  

P .  K. N a r a y a n a  P i l l a i  

T. K. V e l u  P i l l a i  

K. V .  R a n g a s w a m i  A i y a n g a r  

‘ {Convener)
26th December, 1924,")

Trivandrum. .

• Subject to Note of Dissent.
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We desire to place on record our wann appreciation o£ the 
exceptional ability and zeal with which M. R. lly, Kao Bahadur 
K. V. Rangaswami Aiyangar Avl. has discharged the very onerous 
duties which have fallen to him as Convener of the Conomittee. 
His unique knowledge of University matters and his unfailing 
energy have been of the greatest assistance to us at every stage of 
our dehberations. We acknowledge with deep gratitude his valuable 
services in preparing the materials required for our work, in 
providing inforination on all questions of university organisation 
and practice and, last but not the least, in drafting the Report. We 
desire also to express our appreciation of the services rendered by 
the Manager of the Office M. R. Ky. K. V. Ramakrishna Aiyar Avl., 
and by his Staff.

K. A . K r i s h n a  A i y a n g a r  

D. H o n o e e  s. J.
K. P a r a m e s w a r a n  P i l l a i  

G . P a r a m e s w a r a n  P i l l a i  

J o h n  M a t t h a i  

P . K . N a r a y a n a  P i l l a i  

T. K. V e l u  P i l l a i
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STATEMKNT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE

Serial
No.

1

a
4
5
6
7
8

1918-19 1919-20

1
2
a
4

7
8 
9

10
11
12

R e c e i p t s .

Grants from Government ..
College Fees ..
Examination Fees ..
Fees for Kegistration of Graduates .. 
Sale Proceeds of University Publications
Interest on Investments ..
Other Beceipts ..
Rent of Buildings ..

Debt Heads.— EndowraentR ..

Advances ..

Deposits ..

Total

E x p e n d i t u b e .

A. Direction.

Honorarium to Vice-Chancellor 
Registrar
University Establishment 
Extension Lectures 
Publication Bureau 
Miscellaneous

B. Colleger.

Tutorial staff 
Establishment 
Scholarships and Prizes 
Grants to Hostels
Library, Laboratory and Equipment 
Miscellaneous

7,10,710
23,298
17,370

643
G94

5,246
1,279

27,850

3,051

1,427

12,000
16,800
9,810
2,553
2,667

21,278

2,28 423 
16,295 
33,283 
3,835 

63,420 
16,190

7,10,807
33,372
24,671

565
2,763
6,261

648

14,730

920

350

34,000
18,507
12,290
2,080
6,635

16,273

2,78,420 
20,691 
38,583 

3 768 
51,633 
26,010
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IN THE UNIVERSITY OF MYSORE (octual.)

1920-21 1921-22 1922-23

7,10,830
37,812
27,442

423
2,096
6,379

856

2,000

1,T87

1,892

7,91,517

12,387
(7,529

13,688
2,157
5,731

24,155

2,84,432
26,343
41,636
3,505

1,32,479
30,126

1923-24 *

5,50,000
31,742
28,762

637
2,734
8,015
2,405
3,930

9,400

2,484

6,737

6,46,846

4,50,000
43,581
35,429

133
2,886

11,093
2,541
4,3?5

1,40,566

30,826

8,264

7,29,694

I

19,808
7,129

14,761
832

10,130
81,308

2,90,494
29,327
37,127
3,593

93,331
34,668

29,532
7,808

16,192
1,540
5,097

20,946

2,91,107
26,879
33,107
7,701

58,470
39,847

6,01,800
45,266
35,551

168
2.183

11,470
1.183 
3,349

9,378

15,492

4,938

7,bO,778

•25,200
8,329

17,459
980

4,944
24,016

3,31,969
9,650

36,753
7,713

33,463
41,864

Serial
No.

]

3
4
5 
()
7
8

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8 
9

10
11
12

* ProviBiOD{>l,
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STATEMENT OF KECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE

Serial
No. 1918-19 1919-20

G. Examinations.

13
14

Fees to Examiners ... 
Other items ...

D. Buildings

21,039
3,159

37,196
4,865

15
16

Construction and repairs ... 
Furniture for new buildings ...

B. Library.

1,71,731
2,402

1,89,656
3,864

17 University Library
la) Establishment ... 
(b) Other items ...

4,091
25,389

5,607
18,420

18 Oriental Library
(a) Establishment ...
(b) Other Items ...

F. Debt Heads,

14,341
6,200

14,984
6,452

19 (а) Investments ...
(б) Advances ... 
(c) Deposits ...

27,400
6,281

137

15,180
2,776

40

20 Refunds of Revenue ... 1,726 1,045

Total ... 7,10,450 8,08,975
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IN  THE UNIVERSITY OF MYSORE {aCtUal)---- {cOUtd.)

1920-21 1921-22 1922-23 1923-24*
Serial

No.

45,093 41,512 32,443 26,664 13
7,608 10,329 8,048 8,043 14

1,58,421 95,417 51,467 20,898 15
1,500 1,120 1,232 257 16

5,509 5,547 5,962 5,924 17
8,659 12,546 7,936 8,058

17,240 16,483 16,223 16,927 18
6,150 10,334 10,171 9,964

2,000 9,400 1,40,566 9,378
17,049 2,113 25,123 7,076 19

'z48 6,133 8,149 4,639

1,639 9,430 3,856 2,891
20

8,54,284 7,92,872 8,49,402 6,83,059
1

* Provisional.



N o t e  b y  Mr. L. C. H o d g s o n .

As there is no likelihood o£ the Report of the Travancore 
University Committee being completed before I leave Travancore, I 
have the honour to forward to you certain remarks which I desire to 
record and to request you to be so good as to append them as ‘Notes’ 
to the Report when the same is submitted to Government.

By the courtesy of the Convener I have been able to read over 
the Proceedings of our meetings.

1. Referring to the Proceedings of Tuesday the 25th September, 
1923, I have the following observations to make :

I am unable to agree with the resolution passed on this date as 
vecorned at the close o f the proceedings of the day as follows:

(a) It is most desirable from an educational }X)int of view 
that the University should embrace from the commencement the area 
composed of Travancore, Cochin and Malabar.

{b) Whether in the actual circumstances of tliis area such a 
scheme is practicable or not can be explored satisfactorily only by 
the Governments concerned and the Committee cons’der it of the 
greatest importance that, before a University is started, the question 
should be investigated fully by His Highness’ Government in con
ference with the other Governments concerned.

(c) If the scheme referred to in (a) is found impracticable the 
University may confine its activities, in the earlier stages of its 

existence, to a smaller area, but it should keep its doors open for the, 
incorporation on equal terras of educational bodies of university 
standing in the wider area referred to.

1 am opposed to the form of the resolution which, as 1 stated 
at the time, instead of giving a clear and definite opinion in favour 
of either one or other of the alternatives placed before us by 
Government as to the area of the University, is itself in the form 
of an alternative. While I believe there is unanimity as to the desir
ability of the University ultimately embracing the whole of 
Travancore, Cochin and British Malabar, I differ from my colleagues 
in that I recommend that we should at the cutset establish a
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University for Travaucore, leaving it open to the other provinces to 
associate themselves with the Travancore University at a later date 
shouU] they desire to do so. I am emphatically of the opinion that, 
inasmuch as Government themselves have stated, Travancore 
will in any case provide the bulk of the resources, Travancore should 
be the predominant partner in the Firm and the State should not go 
out of its way to court the co-operation of the other states, but 
should readily admit thenj into its corporation should they desire to 
join it. For these reasons 1 again urge the Resolution proposed by 
me that ‘ ‘the University should contiue its activities in the earlier 
stages to Travancore but it would welcome the association or co
operation with it, at any time, of educational bodies of university 
standing from other areas of the Kerala country.”

2. Regarding the Proceedings of Wednesday the 26th September, 
1923, I desire to record the following remarks:

I entirely dissent from the Resolution passed on this date, viz. : 
“  All the constituent colleges of Arts and Science in the Pan-Kerala 
area shall be located in the same centre. Failing this, the constituent 
colleges of Arts and Science in each of the areas of Travancore, 
Cochin and Malabar, should be located in not iKore than one centre 
within that area.” Like the former one with which I disagreed, it is 
not a clear-cut Resolution but is a kind of double-barrelled Resolution. 
I objected at the time to Resolutions being moved in this form and 
I wish to record a protest here against such procedure. I under
stood the mover of it. Dr. Matthai, to say that he infinitely preferred 
the first of the two alternatives and that he did not at all like the 
second which he described as “ an inferior and a less satisfactory 
alternative,”  but that he advocated the second in case the other 
should not prove feasible. The effect of this Resolution was that 
the Committee had to proceed along two alternative and diverging 
lines instead of recommending a definite policy to Government.

I myself heartily support the first of the two alternatives that 
all the constituent colleges of Arts and Science be located in one 
centre, and 1 desire to express complete disagreement, with the 
second. As we proceeded in our deliberations, the misoundness of
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this scheme manifested itself. When the question of providing for 
research and post-graduate study came up, the Committee found 
themselves confronted with two possibls policies, both objectionable, 
from, which no adequate escape could be suggested. Either 
advanced work must in such a scheme be concentrated in one of the 
three centres, which will have the effect of relegating the other 
centres to a subordinate and inferior position, or the facilities for 
such work must be split up and distributed among the several 
centres with the result thac each of them will have a diluted and 
therefore valueless quantum of higher educational effort. Under 
the former alternative, two of the three contemplated colleges will 
necessarily confine their activities to pass work which by itself is not 
university work at all in the right sense of the word, and inevitably 
the connection between them and the university will become Umited 
mainly to examining; under the second, little higher work worth the 
same will be done anywhere. In either case, the full force and 
power on the character and lives of the adolescent population of the 
quickening and ripening climate of the multifarious university acti
vities will be wanting.

3. I am opposed, for reasons which I gave at the time, to locating 
the University in Trivandrum.

L. C. H o d g s o n .
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D is s e n t in g  M e m o r a n d u m

BY

Mk. K. P a k a m e s w a k a n  P i l l a i , M e m b e r ,

THE U n i v e r s i t y  C o m m i t t e e .

I am sorry that I find niyseli; in disagreement with my coUegues 
on the Committee in regard to some of the questions referred to it 
for its opinion. The first point upon which I dissent from the 
views of my colleagues is in regard to the ai'ea that should be 
comprised in the University. I am distinctly of opinion that the 
third alternative mentioned in pai-agraph lo  of the (J. 0 . constituting 
the Committee should be adopted, viz.  ̂ that the University should 
be a Pan-Keral)i University, that is, a University “ cresited from 
the very l )3 g in n i) ig  by the conjoint efforts of the three Governments 
(British, Cochin and Travancore) whose areas will be comprised in 
a Pan-Kerak University, maintained by contributions (of all kinds) 
made from all the three states, and governed by university bodies 
on which adequate representation is provided to the comp<jnent 
areas and histitutions.”  The conclusion of the University 
Committee on this subject are summarised in the following resolutions 
of the Committee:

(1) It is most desirable from an educational point of view that
the Universicy should embrace, from the commencement, 
the areii composed of Travancore, Cochin and Malabar.

(2 ) Whether in the actual circumstances of this area such a
scheme is practicable or not can be explored satisfactorily 
only by the Governments concerned and the committee 
consider it of the greatest importance that, before a 
Utiiversity is started, the questions should be investi
gated fully by His Highness’ Government in conference 
v̂ith the other Governments concerned.

(3) If the scheme referrd to in (1) is found impracticable, the
University may confine its activities, in the earlier 
stages of its existence, to a smaller area, but it should 
keep its doors open for the incorporation on equal terms 
of odu(ffitional bodies of uni^versity standing in the wider 
area referred to.

yu
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"The implication contained in these resolutions is that, in tlie 
opinion of the Committee, a separate ['niversity for Tra van core has 
become necessary, but that the university should embrace, if possible, 
from the commencement, the areas composed of Travancore, Cochin 
and Malabar. The practicability of a Pan-Kerala University is to be 
determined by the Travancore Government in consultation with the 
other Governments concerned. In this view, in ray opinion, the 
rest of the Report of the Committee is premature ; for, should, after 
negotiation with the other Governments, the Travancore Government 
arrive at the conclusion that a Kerala University is practicable, the 
next step would be the appointment of a Committee consisting of 
representatives from the three tracts to discuss and settle the details. 
The fiiidhigs oi the present Commitlee will not then be binding on 
the new Committee. I therefore suggested that the resolution that 
the practicability of a Pan-Kerala University should l>e investigated 
by the Government be communicated to Government, and that the 
consideration of the other points be deferred till the Government 
decided that question. The Committee is c-ompetent to do this as 
paragraph 20 of the G. 0 . empowered it to submit ad interim reports 
whenever it c-onsidered that it had reached a stiige in its deliberations 
which would justify its doing so. In this view I was supported by 
Mr. Hodgson, the Director of Public Instruction and a member of 
the Committee. But we were over-ruled by the majority and the 
result is the present Report which will have to be held up until the 
Government, by negotiation with the other Governments, passes its 
final orders in regard to the establishment of a Pan-Kerak 
University. In my opinion, if the Government comes to the 
conclusion that a Pan-Kerak University is not practicable, the 
question of starting a Travancore University should be deferred 
until it became impossible to go on without taking that step. My 
reasons for holding this view are the following.

Travancore is too small an area for the starting of a University 
and its degrees are not likely to be valued outside the State, 
Mr. L. C. Hodgson, the Director of PubUc Instruc-tion, says in hiR 
speech in the Legislative Council on Mr. T. K. Velu Pillai’s 
resolution on the starting of a Travancore University as follows :
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“  There is one more important question. That is the question of 
finance. That I think is a very difficult matter, notwithstanding what, 
as Mr, G. Parameswaran Pillai reminds me, I said at the College 
recently, namely, that the Government spent nearly 85 lakhs at the 
Kodayar Project spreading it over many years and a similar thing may 
be done with regard to Education. But we have to remember this. In 
1913 and 1918, when the question was taken up for consideration, we 
hoped that prosperous years will come, but now-a-days as we go on 
year by year each year seems to be leaner than the year before and 
we see never to get out of financial difficulty. The question of finance, 
therefore, is one which will have to be gone into. I do not agree with 
those who say that a University is not going to cost a lot of money. 
You will have to have everything of the very best obtainable. You 
must have the very best staff, buildings, laboratories, equipment and, in 
addition a\l those faeilities, for eoinmuiial life both indoor and outdoot 
which plays such an important part in the activities of a University* 
Unless you have all those things and of the very best, you will produce 
graduates whom the outside world will scoff at and whose degrees the 
world will not honour. In the case of the new Mysore University I 
may inform the House that the Syndicate of the Madras University 
refused to recognise the degrees issued by that University.”

Again, in our discussions ou tho subject, Mr. Hodgson said that 
we had not the resources in Trivandrum to start a University, that 
better Professors, more Chairs, better apparatus for scientific studies, 
were required, that the English Chair was not properly filled, and 
that Professors of much higher quahfications were required. Father 
Honore said : “ We want first rate men, that is a matter of money 
and negotiations. We hnve to appeal to Europe for first rate 
Professors.”  Dr. Matthai said that Travancore is too small an area 
for a University and it will not command prestige.

Mr. Holland, Principal of the C. M. S. College, Kottayam, says 
in his answers to Questionnaire B 4 : “  The disadvantages of a 
Travancore University are : (a) It will he strangled by financial 
straitness. (/>) It will be more parochial in its outlook than perhaps 
any other University in India, Travancore’s geographical situation 
being a serious handicap in this respect, (c) The value of the 
Travancore degree will be highly uncertain, (d) Such a University 
will almost inevitably become a subordinate department of the
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State. This is also substantinlly the opinion of a great many other 
witnesses. Mr. K. (t. Sesha Aiyar, High Court Vakil and sometime 
Judge of the Travancore High Court, says in an article published by 
him in the C/z/sfH dated the 17th September, 1923: “ 1 vrould 
suggest that Travancore might continue its connection with the 
Madras University. I do not forget that, as a member of the 
original Travancore [Tniversity Committee, I recommended the 
establishment of a teaching University for Travancore. Since then 
the constitution of the Madras University has changed from an 
affiliating to a teaching University ; and the benefits that were 
anticipated for the State from the existence of a separate University 
may now be derived with less cost and trouble by having a new 
college in Madras under the new constitution of the Madras 
University. The University of Madras has already an established 
reputation and status and, under its new constitution, that University, 
with improved staff and teaching materials and up-to-date 
laboratories, ought to create a vivifying atmosphere for the healthy 
piu'suit of Science and learning which it will do good to our students 
to share. Besides, by coming in living contact with the various 
academic activities of the newly organised Madras University, our 
students, as members of a constituent college in Madms, will be 
free from parochial nai-rowness and acquire a breadth of outlook 
which wUl prove a valuable asset to them in life.”

On this question of the establishment of a purely Travancore 
University there was diversity of opinion even among the members 
of the last University Commission itself. The late-lamented Dewan 
Bahadur A. Govinda Pillai, along with Messrs. E. J. John, J. 
Kurian, and A. M. Muthunayagam, appended a Dissenting Note in 
which they say: “ Just now we desire only to express our 
conviction that it is not wise in the interests of the young men of 
Travancore to adopt any measure which will deprive them of 
opportunities of association Avith men and things outside or make 
them feel content with University degrees which, for some 
considerable time at least, will not command the respect and value 
which a Madras degree with all its short-comings now receives. . . . 
............................^Ve are further of opinion that the revermes of the
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State, considering the various demands thereon and the provisions 
already made for the purpose o f Education, will not permit ii 
diversion o£ funds for the establishment and maintenance o f a 
University on the saile on which alone an institution o f that kind 
is worth having. It is our deliberate conviction that under present 
conditions a University established in Travancore cannot perform 
its functions properly and cannot command the respect of the outside 
world if it is not governed and manned by men brought from 
outside Tmvancore, preferably from outside India. By the 
establishment at immense cost of a separate University under the 
present circumstances we shall be doing nothing more than 
substituting one foreign agency for another.”  Thus there is a 
preponderance of very valuable evidence agains‘ the idea o f a 
separate Travancore University. The Majority Report(Chapter VIII )  
deals with this aspect o f the question. After stating the various 
objections to a separate Travancore University, the Report proceeds: 
‘These criticisms have not gone unanswered. It has been retorted 
that the size of a University is not a necessary cause of efficiency and 
reputation. The prestige of the University is essentially a result of 
time and the careful nurture of traditions o f high ideals and soun(i 
work. In the West, small Universities have had no difficulty in 
becoming famous ; on the other hand there are both in the West 
and in the East, many Universities which nominally serve vast areas 
and millions of people, but which are decidedly inferior to numerous 
smaller Universities in efficiency and prestige. The assumption of

I financial weakness, as inherent in a small University, overlooks the 
circumstance that in it the expenditure also will be smaller than in 
a large University.’ I  do not say that a University cannot be 
started in a small place or that any University started in a big place 
will command the respect o f the outside world. It is a question of 
staff and equipment and, if the University should have any 
reputation at all and its degrees should be valued, we must have, 
as Mr. Hodgson says, “  the very best o f both.”  That again is 
purely a question of finance and my fear is that the Travancore 
Government unassisted cannot afford the necessary expenditure. 
Those who have studied the Administration Reports of the 
Travancore Government for the last ten years will see that the
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financial condition of the State is far from satisfactory. It has been 
trying its level best to balance the budget. This it has been doing 
at the expense of the Development Departments such as D. P. W., 
Agriculture and medical relief. The resources of the State are also 
limited and there ai-e no reasons to anticipate any large increase in 
its revenue. The demand of the Education Department has been 
increasing year after year pnd it rose from thirteen lakhs in 1089 to 
thirty-one lakhs in 1099. I take the liberty of quoting a passage 
from my last budget speech which will shov,̂  exactly how we stand 
in regard to education and finance. “  The expenditure on education 
works out at 15 per cent of the total re\enue. It cannot be denied 
that this is a fair percentage to be spent on education. This 
expenditure is bound to increase still more in future, as I shall 
presently show, if anything like universal mass education, which is 
the ideal of education in all civilised countries, should be achieved. 
But, unfortunately, the revenue is far from showing any signs of 
increase. The revenue of the State reached its high watermark, 
viz., two crores in 1097, and it then fell to Rs. 197 lakhs in 1098 
and again rose to two crores in 1099. In 1100, a fall to Rs. 198 
lakhs is anticipated. How far even this estimate is likely to be 
reached in 1100, taking into consideration the great calamity which 
devastated the country in recent times, is yet to be seen. While 
there are some departments of revenue which are capable of 
expansion, there are some which show decided signs of diminution 
in revenue. I f  the agitation for prohibition of drink succeeds, as it 
is bound to do in course of time, the receipts from excise which 
accounts for Rs. 24 lakhs is bound to disappear. With the advent 
of the Cochin Harbour our customs revenue is likely to be seriously 
affected. The salt revenue again cannot be considered as a steady 
and permanent source of revenue. The forests which were thought 
at one time to be an inexhaustible source of revenue have greatly 
disillusioned us. As has been rightly remarked by the Dewan of 
Mysore, the finance of Indiyn States is bound to be inelastic as their 
sources of revenue are limited. But we cannot, at the same time, 
starve expenditure on nation building departments like education. 
The total revenuejof the State in 1089 was Rs. 154 lakhs, and the
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liet expenditure on education in that year was Ks. 13 lakhs. Thus 
during the last ten years, while the revenue of the State has 
increased only by 25 per cent, the expenditure on education has 
increased by 1̂ /8 per cent. This shows that the situation has 
become very serious and that the time has come for us to consider 
how best to meet the expanding needs of education without starving 
the needs of a progi'essive administration of other departments.

Although we are spending such large amounts on education, 
we find from the distribution of expenditure that only Rs. 8,84,700 
is spent upon vernacular education; the rest of the amount is 
consumed by vernacular higher education of boys and girls. Taking 
15 per cent of the population as roughly representing the children 
of the school-going age, the number of children who ought to attend 
schools is about six kkhs. According to the latest report o f the 
Education Department, we find that tlie percentage of pupils 
actually attenduig all classes of recognised schools was 59*1 and in 
both recognised and unrecognised schools put together 63’4 in 1098. 
But according to the Education Expenditure Committee, this 
percentage represents only the total number of pupils in attendance 
in the schools. All of them do not get complete lower gi’adt; 
vernacular education. It is found that at present only 45 per cent 
of the pupils attending Class I go up to Class IV .”

Thus we find that, although our net expenditure on education 
has reached Rs. 31 lakhs, only 45 per cent of children of school

' going age get the benefits of an elementary education. The obvious 
duty of the State therefore is to extend elementary education and, 
for years to come, it will not permit the Government to adequately 
finance a University scheme, nor is there any reason to believe that 
the Government are inclined to lavish expenditure on higher 
education. The recent Government Order reducing the initial pay 
of Professors to Rs. 300 shows how the wind blows. I must not 
be here understood to advocate a higher scale of pay to the present 
Professors of the colleges. To my mind the present scale o f pay is 
quite ample for them. But what I say is that, if you want to get 
the very best Professors available, you will have to pay them 
liberally. The University Committee are also not prepared to



recommend a higher scale of salary for Professors. From the 
chapter on Finance I find that the recurring expenditure is calculated 
on the present scale of pay to Professors. The result of establishing 
a University on the basis of the recommendations of the Committee 
would be therefore to create a “  notice-board University ” which 
was condemned by Mr. Hodgson. The Finance chapter of the 
Report is also subject to other exceptions. The non-recurring 
expenditure on University buildings, etc., is estimated to cost 
Us. three lakhs, and on colleges to cost Rs. 1,49,000 making up a 
total of four lakhs and Rs. 4,90,000. But this takes no account of tho 
additional area of lantl to be acquired for the hostels and of buildings 
to be constructed for the accommodation of additional students. In 
regard to the area, the Committee have recommended the acquisition 
of a site measuring sevent}’ acres now occupied by the Nayar brigade 
iuid they say that tlie buildings there with the necessary changes 
may be converted into hostels which would accommodate about 
one thousand students. In the first place, it is not stated what 
tliose changes would cost. Secondly, the ac(^uisitiou of the site 
and the buildings would involve the transfer of the Nayar brigade to 
some other site where new buildings have to be constructed for the 
accommodation of the Commandant and to meet the needs of the 
brigade. Though it may be possible to obtain land for two or 
throe thousand rupees an acre, the cost of the construction of 
buildings, takuig into consideration the prices of materials in the 
present day, would be prohibitive. It is unfortunate that the 
Report makes no mention of this expenditure. This may cost from 
fifteen to twenty lakhs of rupees. Coming to hostel accommodation, 
it is assumed that the strength of the University might be nearly 
two thousand students. It is stated in the Report that hostel 
accommodation could be provided for students at a cost of Rs. 400 per 
student. Even if this were possible, the cost would be eight lakhs of 
rupees. But the proof of the pudding is in the eating of it. The 
new students’ hostel hi Trivandrum is estimated to cost the 
Government two lakhs of rupees, and is intended to accommodate 
106 students averaging a cost of Rs. 2,000 per student, At this 
rate, the cost of providing hostel accommodation for 2,000 students 
Avould come to tearly Rs. iorty lakhs. This will bo roughly (he 
non-recurring expenditure on hostels. Then we have to take into
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iiccount the recurring cost of hostels. In the yetir 1098, in the 
Caste Hhidu Hostel at Trivandrum, the Government had to spend 
on each resident Rs. 25 per month. At this rate the recurring 
expenditure upon hostels for 2,000 students will be six lakhs of 
rupees. Besides, new colleges will have to be started for students 
in Arts and Sciences as well as in Medicine and Engineering. Thus, 
in my opinion, the non-recurring cost of a University properly 
etjuipped with libraries, laboratories and hostels would be not less 
than seventy-five lakhs of rupees. The recurring expenditure would 
be nearly ten lakhs per year. There is no use in underestimating 
the cost and makuig a leap hi the dark. Once the step is taken 
there can be no retracing, and any false step taken will involve the 
Government in perpetual financial strain. No immediate necessity 
has been made out for making any commitment iu regard to this 
matter. It is admitted in the Report that “  it is not maintainable, 
though it has been argued that it is, that the University of Madras 
has in express terms given the colleges in the State ‘ a notice to 
quit.’ Section 53 of the Madras University Act of 1923 merely 
lays downitliat theiSenate shall “ at the end of every five years from 
the passing of this Act, submit a Report to the local Government on 
the condition of the affiliated colleges and on the desirability or 
otherwise of establishhig other Universities outside the limits of the 
University. The local Government shall lay the Report before the 
Legislative Council and shall take such action on it as it deems fit.”  
This does not mean that at the end of five years the University will 
cancel the provision for affiliation of colleges, but it merely means 
that it will declare certahi centres to be fit for university centres and 
encourage the establishment of Universities in such centres* That 
is cerbiinly not a ‘ noticc to quit.’ From the discussion on the 
subject in the M:idras Legislative Council we find that the idea was 
to establish a University in each linguistic area. In that case the 
Madras University would encourage the idea of a Pan-Kerala rather 
than a purely Travancore University. FiU’ther, the ‘ notice to quit’ 
would apply not only to Travancore but also to Cochin, Malabar 
and other districts, and the presence of a common danger would 
iuduce Cochin and Malabar to co-operate with Travancore for 
establishing a University. Further, the next proposal of the Cochin 
Governmet to raise the Eniakulam second grade college to a first grade
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colloge shows that there is no immediate pros}}ect of the Madras 
University disaffiliating the mofussil colleges. There is every 
reason— ethnic, cultural and otherwise—for the estabUshment of a 
Pan-Kerala University. Financial considerations also support the 
same view- I would therefore recommend the establishment of a 
Pan-Kerala University and, in its al)sence, I would recommend that 
the connection of the Travancore colleges with the Madras University 
should be continued.

With regard to the location of the University, though I consider 
Trivandrum to be a suitable place for it, in view of the educational 
facilities it now affords, I would defer tha consideration of the 
question until negotiations with the Cochin and British Governments 
are completed- If a Pan-Kerala University is possible only if the 
University is located in a more ceiitJ'al place I should be prepared to 
abandon Trivandrum as the university centre. In the view I have 
taken, it is unnecessary to consider the other .points raised in the 
G. 0 . '

K. P a r a m k s w a r a n  P i l l a i ,
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APPENDIX A.
A

1. Is the line now drawn between the University and the schools, 
drawn at the correct point ? If not, where would you draw the line ?

2. What is your opinion of the nature of the work now done in 
the Intermediate classes as regards its being really University work ?

3. (a) Would you favour Collegiate Schools like those in Mysore, 
instead of the present Second Grade Colleges ?

(6) If so, what would you suggest as to the length of the further 
course in such Collegiate Schools and as to the content and character of 
the instruction to be imparted in them ?

4. W hat is your opinion of the merits and demerits of the affilia
ting system, as judged by the experience of your College, as an institu
tion affiliated to the University of Madras?

5. (a) Are you satisfied that instruction in our Colleges in South 
India encourages the able student to make the best of his abilities?

(b) Would you suggest any improvements ?

6. Kindly state the >iet recurring and non-recurring expenditure 
of your College for the past ten years ?

7. {a) Are you satisfied that the equipment of your College is fully 
ad.equate for University work in the several grades and departments 
now open in your institution ?

(b) If not, and if more funds were available, in what way 
would you propose to improve the equipment ?

(c) What would be the probable cost of carrying out your
scJieme ?

8. (i) How much does it cost a student of your College to live in
(a ) your Hostel, (b) in supervised lodgings, and (c) in messes outside, 
foa- food, lodgings and contingencies ?

(ii) Do you consider that your students maintain their health 
anid efficiency ? If not, why not ?

9. (a) Do you consider it possible or desirable to increase the fees 
now  charged by your College for Tuition, Library, Laboratory work &c.?

(6) If BO, what additions would you suggest ?



10. Could you kindly describe the provision which exists in your 
College (1) for the convenience of members of the staff and of students 
in the way of common i-ooms, tiflin rooms, and private rooms (2) for 
the physical culture and the games of students and the staff?

11. What arrangement has been made by your management for 
the provision of residences to members of the college staff in the vicinity 
of your institution ?

12. How many volumes are there in the Library of your College?

Will you kindly give the figures in relation to the several subjects 
of studies pursued in your college ?

Please state the expenditure incurred for each of the past ten 
years (1) in the purchase of books and periodicals, (2) in Establishment 
and administrative charges for the Library, and (3) in binding.
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B.

1. How far is the present system of University Education in South 
India properly adjusted to the physical, mental, moral and aesthetic 
needs of students of both sexes ? And how best can we meet them ?

2. It has been stated that University training at its best involves 
that the student should be placed under the personal guidance of teachers 
of recognised ability and standing, in their subjects, that both the 
students and the teachers should have access' to properly appointed 
laboratories and adequate libraries, that there should be a large degree 
of freedom of teaching and of study, and that teachers should have 
leisure in order to enable them to pursue investigations in their subjects.

Do you accept this view ?

If you do, please state whether, in your opinion, these ideals are 
attainable in a University established in Travancore, and how they can 
be ensured.

3. How far does the existing system of instruction in our Colleges 
encourage, in vour opinion, the able student to make the best of his 
abilities ?

Would you suggest any improvement in the system ?



II

4. (a) With reference to the alternative schemes outlined in 
paragraph 15 of the Proceedings of the Government of His Highness 
the Maharaja of Travancore, No. 276 of 23, dated the 15th April 1923, 
will you please state which of the alternatives you would recommend, 
with your grounds for making the recommendation ?

If you are not in favour of any of these three alternatives, what 
other alternative would you suggest, and on what grounds ?

(b) Will you kindly state how your opinion with regard to these 
alternatives would be affected by the following considerations:—

(i) The existence of a common language.
(ii) The existence of a “  Cultural Unity. ”

(iii) The need for efficient administration.

5. If it is decided to extend the scope of the new University beyond 
Travancore, what inducements will there be for a College outside 
Travancore to associate itself with the new University, rather than 
continue its connection with the University of Madras ?

I l l

6. Are you in favour of a University of the unitary type ?
What are the circumstances which might make such a type 

desirable ?
D o these circumstances now exist in Travancore, the neighbouring 

State of Cochin and the adjacent:;British Districts of Malabar and 
Tinnevelly, all taken together or separately ?

7. If you are in favour of a Unitary University, would you form it.
i. {a) by reorganising and extending the existing resources at 

Trivandrum, or
(6) by organising fresh resources in some other centre, or

ii. W'ould you consider the resources that now exist at Trivan
drum to be sufficient to begin with for the formation of a Unitary 
University ?

8. Do you think it possible, with reference to the area mentioned in 
Question 6 generally and with particular reference to Travancore, to 
combine the advantages of a unitary and an affiliating University ? If 
you do, what methods would you suggest to achieve this object ?
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9. (a) If you are of opinion that the new University should be a 
Unitary University, what are the chief considerations with reference 
to which you will fix its location ?

(i) If you are of opinion that it should be wholly or partially 
an affiliating University, what are the considerations which will weigh 
with you in determining its location ? What practical difference would 
it make, where the centra! offices of the University are located ?

10. Do you consider Trivandrum a suitable place for the location of 
the head-quarters of the University? If not, why not? What other 
places would you suggest and for what advantages ?

11. If you are in favour of an afifiliating type of University, could 
you indicate in what respects the position of a college in the Eerala 
country, or Tinnevelly which joins a new University of this type 
located on the West Coast, will be better than it now is, when it is 
affiliated to the University of Madras ?

12. If you consider that Trivandrum is not suited to be the seat of 
a Unitary University, would your objections be met by the location of 
such a University on an easily accessible site ne^.r Trivandrum, such as 
Aruvikkara mentioned in para. 4 of G. 0 . No. 276, dated the 15th April 
1923, which would allow of the erection of suitable buildings for colleges, 
hostels, halls, offices and residences of teachers and students, the 
expansion of the activities of the University, and the growth of corporate 
university life?

13. If you are not in favour of locating the University at Trivandrum 
or an easily accessible site near it, what other place or places in 
Travancore would you suggest ?

14. If you are not in favour of a purely unitary or a purely affiliating 
type of University, or of a compromise between these two types, what 
other type of University would you suggest for adoption ?

15. Are you in favour of a federal type of University ? If you are, 
would you locate it in one centre or in different centres ?

16. Are you in favour of a Teaching and Eesidential University? If 
you are, will you kindly state your reasons ?

• IV

17. Are you satisfied that the education now given in our English 
Secondary schools ensures an adequate foundation for University 
courses of study ? '  -
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If not, what improveruents would you suggest

18. Would you begin univei’sity work after the stage now 
represented by the Intermediate Examination? What advantages do 
you anticipate from accepting this proposal? Would you suggest any 
alteration either in the character or the duration of the present 
Intermediate Course of the University of Madras, if the University 
courses of study are to begin after the Intermediate stage ?

19. What should be the relation, in your opinion, of the University 
to mstitutions preparing students for University admission? Should 
the University exercise any control over them, and, if so, in what ways 
and to what extent ? Who should conduct the entrance examination to 
the University ?

V
'20. Are there any particular studies, scientific or humanistic, for 

which Travancore or Kerala offers special facilities, and which the 
establishment of a University in Travancore might help to develop?

21. Would you consider the encouragement of independent research 
in any Indian problems by its staff and its alumni a chief aim of the 
new University ?

If you do, will you suggest some of the problems that should form 
the subject of investigation and the facilities that the University could 
provide for the research ?

22. Are there any special measures that the University might adopt 
to improve the study and teaching of the Vernacular and any of 
the classical languages of the East ?

23. Would you suggest the provision of any special arrangements in 
the new University to advance Oriental Studies?

24. (A) Do you consider that any modifications should be made in 
the scope and the character of the education now given in the existing 
Sanskrit Colleges before they can be brought within the purview of the 
proposed University ?

If so, will you indicate them ?
(B) Do you consider that the proposed University should bring 

within its purview institutions training students in the Ayurvedic 
system of medicine, with or without modifications in their scope and 
character ?
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25. Are there any branches of study not at present provided lor by 
the University of Madras, which should, in your opinion, be introluced 
into the new University ? Will you support your recommendation by 
giving your reasons ?

VI
26. Do you consider that the courses of studies open to women in 

the new University should in any way be different from those prescribed 
for men ? If you do, please indicate the changes that you propose and 
the grounds for your recommendation ?

27. To what extent and in what directions will special facilities have 
to be provided in the new University for its women students ? Do you 
consider that it would be necessary to provide increased residential 
accommodation and facilities for physical training for women students, 
or to make residence in hostels and games compulsory for all women 
students ?

28- Are there, in your view, any special difficulties in the way of 
the higher education of our women which are not at present adequately 
met ? Will you state them and make your suggestions as to how they 
may be met ?

VII
29. Are you in agreement with the constitution outlined in 

Section V II of the Interim Report of the last Committee ? If not, what 
changes or modifications would you suggest?
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A P P E N D I X  B.

INTERIM REPORT OF THE TRAVANCORE UNIVERSITY

COMMITTEE.

SECTION I.

P k e l i m i n a r t .

1. The Government of Travancore, by its Order E. 8983, dated 
23-11-1917 appointed this committee to enquire 

Introduction. and report “ whether a University adapted to local
conditions and environments should be constituted.” 

The Committee, as originally constituted by Government, consisted of 
IG members besides the Chairman. Tlie Committee regrets the death 
of Mr. A. R. Rajaraja Yarma, the distinguished Professor of Sanskrit 
and Dravidian Languages, whose place, the Committee feels, could not 
be easily filled.

•2. The Dewan, when he opend the proceedings of the Committee 
on 20-2-1918, said that “ the utmost freedom will be allowed for the 
expression of individual views and every shade and colour of opinion 
will receive full consideration at the hands of Government.” The 
Committee has now reached a stage when it is desirable that an interim 
report of its work should be submitted to Government and the opinion 
of Government solicited on the outlines of the scheme suggested before 
proceeding farther with its deliberations and elaborating details of this 
scheme.

SECTION II.

T h e  P b e s e n t  C o n d it io n  o f  U m v e b s i t y  E d u c a t io n  
IN THE S t a t e .

3. There are at present three colleges prpparing for University 
degrees in the State. Three others prepare candi- 

in th l's 'tuw *C olleges (jg,tes up to an Intermediate fctage. There is one 
other institution, the Sanskrit College, which is not 

connected with any University at present, but which might be 
incorporated into a local University if one existed. Should the Govern
ment at any time open central institutions in Medicine, Agriculture 
Forestry, Technology and Commerce, these schools, when started 
might also be incorporated in the University.
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4. On the 1 0th August 1919, the number of students attending
, , the three colleges under Government managementNumber of stiideiUs. „ ^was 636 m the Arts College, 71 (mcluding 47  

Undergraduates) in the Training College, 260 (including 10 4  Pleader- 
ship students) in the Law College.

5, The total number of students attending the three second grade
colleges is 409 (including 80 girls in the Girls’ 

Nuinl̂ r of StiKleiits College). In the Sanskrit College, there are 95who might ]oni. ®  ̂ ° ’
students, but of these only 55 are of the collegiate

grade.
(). Thus there are about 1,225 students reading for a full degree 

in Travancore Colleges, and 191 students reading for diplomas. In 
addition to these, tliere are many Travancore students (as many as 
•233 in 1917-18) reading in coUeges outside the State.

7. The number of students and the variety of the work of a 
_ university standard done in the various institu-

\ anety o wor - tions would in the opinion of the Committee justify 
the establishment of a University in Travancore.

SECTION III.
T h e  T y p e  o f  U n iv e b s it y  P r e f e e e e d .

8. The various colleges situated within the State are now affiliated
, . to the Madras University with its head-quarters Type of Li Diversity ^

to which State Co!*- located at a distance of about 6 0 0  miles from them,
leges are at present colleges they have no representation on the
aft.-ichfed. ■ .

governmg bodies of the University.
9. Though the State and the colleges in it have derived advantage

from their connection with the University of 
thi^oMcctimr Madras, yet the distance of the head-quarters of

the University, the want of constant co-operation 
between'the University and the colleges in the State, the inability of 
the State colleges to make their voice heard in the University, the 
little benefit which students in the State colleges derive from Univer
sity institutions such as the University lectures delivered outside the 
State, the University Library and the Students’ Club, the holding of 
some of the examinations in Madras only, and the tendency to concen
trate University activities in the city of Madras, are among the reasons 
that lead the Committee to recommend the establishment of a local 
University for Travancore. They also lay stress on the fact that the 
type of University of which Madras is a prominent example has not 
proved satisfactory.
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10. The small area of the State, the number of students of Uni
. , , varsity grade which the State itself can contribute, 

Advantages o f  ^ ^ . 
copoentrating Univer- and the accessibility of the proposed University

centre all point to the fact, that University 
education within the State may very conveniently 

be concentrated in one locality and the Committee after discussing 
various proposals arrived at the conclusion that this locality should 
be as near the capital of the State as possible,

.11. The Committee also discussed the question whether the pro
posed University should consist of colleges under 

One Central Insti- , x n j. i  j  xudinerent management all situated m the same
place and incorporated in one University or should 

consist of one central University institution in the different departments 
of which all teaching should be concentrated, and concluded that it 
would be of great advantage to have a central institution, in the 
different departments of which all teaching might be concentrated, each 
department or several departments conjointly preparing students for the 
various degrees that might be established.

Advautages o f a 12. The advantages of this type of University
central institution. fo U o w s  .—

Firstly, the University proposed will mainly serve the needs 
of the State and even after years of work, it will be a comparatively 
small institution.

Secondly, the proper University esprit de corps and ideal can 
be created only by the concentration of all University work in one 
locality. For the creation of this spirit and ideal close association 
of Undergraduates and Post-graduate students with each other and 
with the Professors and Lecturers is essential and this can be gained 
only by concentrating all University work in one locality.

Thirdly, the sports and games that could be organised within 
the University would, besides affording proper physical culture, aid 
largely towards the formation of character.

Lastly, a most important advantage of this type of University 
is that it is financially economical. It secures this 

Financially econo. economy ly  avoiding all unnecessary duplication 
of equipment and human agency. In the same 

way as University teaching is centred in one institution, all equip
ment and teaching for a single subject will be centred in that
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department; e- g-, the department of Chemistry can afford the training 
necessary for students taking Chemistry for their degrees in Arts or 
Science as well as for students taking Chemistry as part of their conrses 
in Medicine and Engineering. Similar arrangements can be made for 
other departments also. This concentration of work in each department 
will enable the University to afford to pay for the services of able 
professors and thus provide the first condition necessary for efficient 
work in the University. It will also be, in this manner, possible to 
arrange for the funds at the disposal of the University being spent to 
the best advantage of the various departments.

13. From the above, it will be clear that the Committee recommends 
University ol’ unit- establishment of a University of the Unitary

ary type rccoinmeml- type in which all its teaching is given in the various 
departments.

SECTION IV.
S it e  a n d  E e s id e n c k .

14. The type of University recommended iby the Committee will
concentrate all University students within university premises. It

. will also demand the residence within university
HesWential ajstem . q(  1̂1 those that may be engaged in

teaching in the University. In deciding upon the Kesidential system,
the C om m ittee gave full consideration to the difficulties in volved  in it,
such as those arising from the age, sex, etc., of the students, but concluded

. that, notwithstanding the difficulties involved in it, 
Vaet space require Residential system was the best. The above

proposals necessitate the acquisition of at least 1,000 acres for the
purpose of the University.

15. The existing colleges of the University standard are situated in
thickly populated parts of the town and the total

in̂ prMent1*ooâ itieT*̂  acreage at the disposal of all these colleges (includ
ing the Girls’ College) together is only about 

thirty acres. Additional land in the immediate neighbourhood of any 
of these colleges, even if it could be acquired, would involve enormous 

expense. Therefore the Committee decided to look 
New site selected—  suitable site outside the town and yet near it.

Its situatioa and name. . , , , n ■ -i. i. jSeveral sites were mspected and nnally a site situated 
beyond the seventh mile-stone on the Main Eoad to Nedumangad, named 
by the Commitfee the Aruvikkarai site, was approved as the most 
suitable. From the map of the site appended to this report, it will be
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seen that this site has various advantages. In the first place, most 
 ̂ ot it is elevated ground. Secondly, it is thinly

antagoB. peopled and little cultivated. Thirdly, it is in
extent nearly 1,875 acres, which area will afford ample space for all 
immediate University purposes and allow for future expansion. 
P’ourthly, the selected area contains a large amount of building material. 
Fifthly, this area lies within the two rivers, Karamanai and Killiyar 
thus affording an unfailing water-supply and ensuring a satisfactory 
drainage system. It will also he possible to erect within the area a 
power station to be worked by water power, to create sufficient 
electricity for lighting the area and for other purposes within it. 
Lastly, the site is so situated that the University area can be extended 
at a moderate cost at any future time.

16. Though the site is situated; beyond the seventh mile from the
Trivandrum Main Fort Gate, yet the Committee

Within easy reach uf Joes not consider the distance so great as to make 
hospitals, courts, work- . .  ,
shops ami schools. it mipcssible for proiessional students to come to

town. Medical students who want to come to the 
Hospital for clinical studies, Law students who may have to attend 
courts of law to watch cases, or students in the department of teaching 
who may want to attend a high school for pxactical work, or Engineer
ing students who may want workshop practice, will easily be able to 
reach these places.

17. One other consideration that weighed with the Committee in
the choice of the site was the probable moderate 

acquisition as compared with that of other 
sites inspected.

18. The Committee suggest that, if the Government agree with
them in thinking that the area selected is suitable

Suggestion to aoti- jhe purpose intended, the Government might 
fy^acquisition o f  this notification prohibit the further registry of all 

unregistered land comprised in the proposed block. 
It might also notify that the land is likely to be needed for a public 
purpose and order preliminary investigation for its acquisition.

19. The extent and situation of the site afford ample scope for the 
establishment of proper Residential Halls for all students -  including 
women.
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20. The advantage of a Eesidential University on a site such as that
Other ndvautages pi'oposdd in the report is that the students will be 

weaned from unwholesome influences, both physical 
and moral, such as exist in towns, and placed in surroundings conducive 
both to physical health and the formation of good character.

SECTION V.

A G e n t k a l  U n i v e k s i t y  C o l l e g e  w i t h  H a l l s  o f  E e s i d e n c e .

‘21. It is desirable at this stage that the Committee should explain 
in some detail the organisation by means of which 

and proposed that the University should carry on
its work. It has already been pointed out that the 

more formal teaching— lectures and laboratory work— will be organised 
by departments constituted foi' each subject; and it is likely that many 

of the classes, especially the Intermediate classes 
of " ill be very large. It will therefore be necessary,

in order to secure a more intimate relationship 
between students and teachers, to organise a system of tutorial work. 
It is proposed that the tutorial work should not be organised by 
departments, but should be built into and form an integral part of the 
residential system. The Halls of Kesidence will not be buildings in 
which the students merely sleep and have their meals but the students 
will be expected to do a great deal of their work there, especially those 
whose studies do not involve practical work. If this work is organised 
on a reasonable system, it should be possible to reduce the number of 
lectures and the amount of formal class teaching very considerably. 
The tutors responsible for this work in the Halls will, in many cases, 
have no teaching work elsewhere in the University. Their activities 
will be confined to the Halls, but there, their work should include their 
taking part in all the other activities of which the Halls will be 
centres. The wardens of the Halls should be teachers of high standing 
in the University. For all social purposes, the Halls will be the units 

and in many respects they should be self-contained, 
unitfr"* They should have their own libraries, and playing

fields, and generally be so constituted and managed 
that the students will feel first and more immediately their allegiance 
to them and later when their minds broaden they will be able to 
appreciate and be influenced by the larger concepts of a University and 
university life. For the purpose stated above, it is necessary that the
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Halls should be fairly small and we propose that, on an average, they 
should provide for 100 (one hundred) students each at most. This 
system of organisation will provide opportunities for the continuance

of the good work in University education which
Suo o f  Halls- ^ ,

the Church Mission Society and the London
Mission Society have been engaged in for so many years. Instead of
maintaining colleges complete, as far as they go, in all respects, they
should be encouraged and helped to establish and maintain Halls of
Residence and staff them, their students joining with the other students
for all formal teaching and practical work in the University lecture
rooms and laboratories.

2‘2. It will also be possible for other communities to organise Halls 
of Residence to which students may be attracted by special features 
which may appear to them desivable. In this way, the University, 
whilst setting and maintaining standards in all necessary common 
things, will allow and provide for diversity in religious and social 
customs.

SECTION VI.
E n t r a n c e , D e p a r t m e n t s  a n d  D e g r e e s .

23. A question which was very seriously considered by the Com
mittee was as to how admissions to the University should be made. 
The existing system in the Madras University by which thousands of 
pupils from schools are allowed to matriculate, who, as events prove, 
have little or no chance of completing their University course, was 
considered unsatisfactory. To avoid these evils resulting from the 
different aims of School Leaving Examinations and University Entrance 
Examinations, it was decided that the proper authority for decidmg 
the necessary qualifications for admission to the University was the 
University itself. The Committee therefore resolved that admission 
to the University should be by means of a Matriculation examination 
conducted by the University and that this examination should be a test 
of general education.

24. In this connection the Committee desire to point out that the 
provisions for the teaching of Science in schools is not satisfactory.

25. The various departments of the University should provide
„  . , instruction in :—
Departments.

1. Languages— Modern and classical. Modern languages 
include English and Dravidian languages, and classic 
cal languages include Sanskrit.



Q. Mathematicf?, pure and applied.
3. Chemistry, pure and applied.
4. Physics.
5. Natural Science—including Botany, Human Physiology,

Zoology and Geology.
6. History.
7. Geography.
8. Economics.
9. Philosophy.

10. Law.
11. Teaching.
12. Medicine.
13. Engineering.

26. The Committee is of opinion that the University should
provide courses and examinations for degrees in 

Science, Law and Teaching. For the
Arts and Science degrees, they also propose an 

Intermediate examination. Course and examinations should also be 
provided for diplomas in Medicine and Engineering and facilities should 
be provided for research in Agriculture and Forestry and for Industrial 
research.

27. University "courses of studies in Agriculture, Forestry, Tech
nology and Commerce should be undertaken when schools dealing with 
these subjects have been fully developed.

SECTION VII.

CoNSTITtlTlON OF THE UKIVEESITY.

28. The Committee resolved unanimously that the University should
be self-governing und that it sho aid consist of the

University self- Chancellor, Vice-Chancellor, an Academic Body, an 
gove»nm g. Consist . /
o f .  Executive Body, a Legisla ive Body, and the

Convocation. There will also be a students’ repre
sentative council besides.

29. The Committee propose that H. H. The Maharaja should be
the Chancellor exercising the powers of a visitor 

pow ers?"” ***̂ '̂  ^  direct inspections of the University, its
buildings, laboratories and every equipment and 

also enquire into the examinations, teaching and other work of the 
University.
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30. The Vice-Chancellor, who will be the chief executive officer of 
the University, should be appointed by the Chancellor. He should be a 
whole-time salaried officer of high academic attainments and of proved 
administrative capacity. In the opinion of the Committee, great 
importance attaches to the choice of a proper man for the post of Vice
Chancellor, as he will be the chief connecting link between the executive 
body and academic body, and on him will depend the smoothness of the 
working of the University machinery.

31. The Academic Body should consist of “ the Vice-Chancellor and
members of the several teaching activities of the

Aoadomio body to University and others who may be co-opted by the 
oonaist o f— and funot- ■■ ■ ', n ,, r-, i  l , i •jons. academic body . f  or purposes of actual work, this

body will be divided into various Faculties and 
Boards of Studies. This body will sanction the courses of study, 
will be responsible for the efficiency of the whole of the teaching, 
will organise and control the necessary examinations and make 
recommendations for degrees (except honorary degrees). It will also be 
competent for this body to initiate proceedings regarding the institution 
of new branches of study, new examinations and diplomas and degrees 
for the same. It will also carry out such other work as may be entrusted 
to it by the Executive body.

32. The Executive Body of the University should consist of “ the
Executive body—  Vice-Chancellor; Kepresentatives of the Academic

oorapoBitioii, qualifies- Body; members nominated by Government; members 
tion and functions. co-opted by the body itself; and representatives of
the Legislative body; the total of all these members not to exceed 12.

33. It is essential that this body should be small and consist of men 
really interested in University education. The members should also be 
men of business capacity.

34. The powers of this body will be, to draft new statutes for the
consideration of the Legislative body, to frame the

Functions. annual budget of income and expenditure and to hold
itself responsible for the finance, investments and 

accounts of the University, to determine upon the terms of admission to 
the University, to determine the fees payable to the University, 
to determine the terms of appointment, tenure, salaries, etc., of all 
officers of the University including Professors, Lecturers, &c., to appoint 
external examiners, to provide and regulate for scholarships, Fellowships,

3*
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Prizes &c., to frame rules of discipline within the University, to arrange 
for the erection and maintenance of all University buildings and 
Residential halls, to recommend the institution of new degrees, to 
arrange for research work in the University, and to exercise a general 
control and supervision over all kinds of University work,

35. The Legislative body, the body corporate of the University,
should be composed of “ the Chancellor; theDewan;

liegiHlativo body—  the Chief Justice; the Director of Public Instruction- 
CoiupoBition and tuno- ,
tioiis. all member? of the Executive body; members

nominated by Government; members elected by 
municipalities jointly; members elected by the Popular Assembly; 
Representatives of Registered Graduates ; and Representatives elected 
by Graduate teachers of Secondary Schools.” Its functions should be 
limited to the granting of sanction to proposals submitted to it by the 
Executive body and to the suggesting of new lines of work in the 
University, Its chief work should lie in popularising University 
education in the State, by spreading correct ideas about it and by 
removing misconceptions, in securing endowments, and in general 
creating an intelligent interest in the University. It will also bring to 
the notice of the University the special needs of the people.

36. The Convocation, which should consist of “ the Chancellor, the
Vice-Chancellor, the members of the academic body  ̂

fdnoMons***”" members of the faculties, and the registered
graduates of the University” has powers of discussion 

and pronouncement of an opinion on all matters connected with the 
University.

37. The Students’ Representatives Council forms part of the
University organisation in as much as it has the 

iiiid*funoU’n f”''"**' represent officially to the 'Vice-Chancellor
the needs of the students.

SECTION VIII.
U n iv e r s it y  B u il b in g s .

38. In the University, the following buildings will be necessary:—
University offices and Graduation Hall, Lecture Hall,

riuildings. Laboratories with special provision for research
work. Libraries, Museums, Quarters for Professors, 

Lecturers, &c.. Residential Halls, Gymnasia, Student’s Union Buildings, 
Quarters for Sports Unions, Clubs, University Press buildings. Hospital, 
Co-operative Stores, Post and Anchal Offices, &c., &c.
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SECTION IX.

F in a n c e .

3y. The Committee has no reasons to hope that endowments of 
any vahie would be forthcoming at the initial stages. 

When the University has established itself and the 
0̂  the land have begun to enjoy the benefits 

it could confei- on them, then endowments may 
slowly come in, but till they accumulate and produce an income equal 
to the expanding needs of the University, the funds for its organisation 
and upkeep have necessarily to come from the coffers of the Gov
ernment.

40. The Committee would here suggest that the Government might
endow the University by handing over to it 

oiiaowment'̂ * lands, in different parts of the country, which
ought to be of increasing value and which might 

be leased out and the proceeds used for University purposes.
SECTION X.

Co n c l u sio n .

41. Finally, the Committee is of opinion that the present condition 
j f  education in the land warrants the establishment of a University 
of the type described in the above pages.
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DISSENTINQ MEMORANDUM.

428

We are unable to subscribe to the main recommendation of the 
Committee set out in the last paragraph of Sections, II and III and in 
Section X  of the Interim Eeport. We propose in this Memorandum to 
state briefly the grounds for our dissent.

The type of University sketched in the report “ A University of 
the unitary type in which all its teaching is given in the various 
departments ” is perhaps ideally the best. The Report of the Calcutta 
University Commission has since been published, though it has not yet 
become available to the public. We have not had an opportunity of 
studying that report; and we should prefer not to commit oUrselves 
finally to the type proposed and the details thereof as set out in the 
Interim Report, till we have considered the criticisms and recommenda
tions of that distinguished body. W*e desire to reserve to ourselves the 
right to revise the present conclusions of this Committee in the light of 
those criticisms and recommendations.

It may be, as our colleagues say, that, should this State create 
a University of its own, there will be no lack of students seeking 
admission. But it seems to us a matter of serious consideration whether 
the creation of a separate University by this State whose main functions 
will for a long time at any rate consist in teaching and granting degrees 
only in those faculties which are deemed to qualify for the public 
service will conduce to the promotion of the permanent interests of the 
community or of the students. In our opinion, there is really no need 
at present for creating, at the immense cost which the establishment of 
a separate University will entail, additional facilities for higher education 
of the literary type. Nor do we think it desirable to largely swell the 
number of lawyers, with a possibility of a more restricted area for 
the practice of their profession. Our present connection with the 
University of Madras more than meets the requirements of the public 
service and of the legal profession in this State.

Before recommending the creation of a separate University for 
Travancore, it is necessary, we think, that we should consider and 
determine certain aspects of the matter which do not appear to have 
received the attention of our colleagues but which in our opinion they 
deserve. We propose to refer to some of them with a view to justify 
our position that at present there is no necessity for the creation of a 
beparate local University.



In a matter of such importance and significance as the establishment 
of a University for Travancore, it is not inappropriate to consider 
whether there is on the part of the community in general or any 
considerable section of it, any real or genuine demand therefor. The 
people of Travancore are, we think, competent to form a fairly accurate 
estimate of their requirements and to give adequate expression to their 
convictions. On the subject of the necessity for a separate University 
for their peculiar benefit, the people of this country are as capable of 
forming an opinion as some of us. What strikes us in this connection 
is that, outside the Committee of which we have the honour to be 
members, there does not appear to exist any demand on the part of any 
section of the people for a separate University for this State. On the 
other hand, we know that there is a considerable volume of opinion 
adverse to the creation of a local University. We took some pains to 
consult the views of several leading men in Travancore who by reason 
of their poE.ition and education are entitled to speak with some measure 
of authority on this question. We are not sui'prised to find that there 
was little or no desire, and enthusiasm at all on their part for a 
University for Travancore. The leading newspapers of the country, 
both English and Vernacular, have, since the constitution of this 
Committee, expressed themselves as opposed on various grounds to the 
idea uf this State establishing a University of its own. Very few people 
in Travancore desire or demand a separate University. At the sessions 
of the Sri Mulam Popular Assembly, we are aware, there have been on 
several occasions representations on the subject of establishing more 
colleges, especially for one in Central Travancore ; but there has 
not been any definite demand for the creation of a separate University 
in the discussions in the Assembly. It is worthy of note in this 
connection that in the Assembly throughout its sessions the Government 
have been requested to provide facilities for agricultui'al, industrial and 
technical education as distinguished from, purely literary education. 
We are convinced that there is nothing like a demand on the part 
of the people of Travancore for a separate University, that there exists 
a considerable volume of opinion against the proposal, and that the 
grounds on which such opposition is based are not unreasonable.

In paragraph 9, Section III of the Interim Report, our colleagues 
have set out succinctly the grounds which led them to recommend a 
separate University for Travancore and the consequent severance of our 
connection with the University of Madras. While acknowledging the 
advantages derived by the State and the Colleges in the State from
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that connection, oui- colleagues ai'e of opinion that the establishment 
a local University for Travancore should be recommended on grounds 
which have reference either to the disabilities of the teaching staff or of 
the students in Travancore colleges. Owing to the distance of the 
head-quarters of the Madras University, it is said, there is absence ô  
constant co-operation between the University and Colleges in this State, 
and that these Colleges are unable to make their voice heard in that 
University. Students in Travancore Colleges, it is further stated, derive 
little benefit from institutions such as University lectures delivered outside 
the State, University Library and the Students’ Club; while they are put 
to inconvenience by holding some of the examinations in Madras only. 
On the disabilities of the teaching staff, we note that the Director of 
Public Education in Travancore is a member of the Syndicate of the 
Madras University, that our educationists are represented on the Senate > 
Boards of Studies and Boards of Examiners in that University. Three 
members of the local college staff have served on the University 
Commission for inspection of affiliated colleges and two have been 
appointed to deliver courses of University lectures. It seemed to us that 
opportunities for a fair measure of co-operation do exist and that 
Travancore educationists are not without facilities for making their 
voice heard in the councils of the University of Madras. In this 
respect, Travancore colleges and Travancore professors labour under 
the same disadvantages, but possibly not to the same extent, as other 
affiliated colleges situated outside Madras. They are incidental to the 
constitution of a University like that of Madras. We do not understand 
our colleagues to suggest that there is any differential treatment of 
Travancore Colleges by the University of Madras. Turning now to the 
detriments our students labour under, these are neither formidable nor 
insurmountable. We do not see any great difficulty in the way of 
establishing a Students’ Club in Trivandrum, or in arranging for 
University lectures being delivered in Travancore, or in the matter of 
providing requisite books and other publications in the local College 
Library, or in affording further facilities for students who may desire to 
use the Public Library. With regard to certain examinations being 
held in Madras only, Examinations for the Bachelor’s Degree in Arts 
and in Law and for Licentiate in Teaching are held in Travancore and 
the number of Travancore students who are compelled to proceed to 
Madras is not considerable. It may well be asked why Travancore 
Professors and Travancore students should submit to these disadvantages, 
such as they are, when, by creating a University of our own, it ia
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possible to avoid them. There is more than one answer. The cost of 
establishing and maintaining a properly staffed and equipped University 
is not the least important of the answers. This question of finance, we 
propose to deal with separately. Just now we desire only to express 
our conviction that it is not wise in the interests of the young men of 
Travancore to adopt any measure which will deprive them of 
opportunities of association with men and things outside or make them 
feel content with University degrees which,for some considerable time at 
least, will not command the respect and value which a Madras Degree, 
with all its shortcomings, now receives. The matter will of course be 
different if, by circumstances beyond our control, we are compelled to 
sever our connection with the University of Madras. Should the Univer
sity of Madras among whose benefactors the Eoyal House of Travancore 
occupies a very high, position, fov some imaginable reason decide not to 
serve this State, a question of real necessity will arise for this State 
establishing a separate University. We are not aware that such a 
contingency is imminent. Even in such a case, the question may well 
be raised whether the idea should not be to create a University for the 
whole Malayalam-speaking people taking in another Indian State and 
at least one British District. We refrain from further pursuing this 
question as it is outside our present instructions. We are not satisfied 
that our connection with the University of Madras places our teachers 
or our students in a position of such serious disadvantage as will Justify 
us in agreeing to the recommendation of our colleagues to establish a 
separate University.

W e are further of opinion that the revenues of the State, considering 
the various demands thereon and the provision already made for the 
purpose of education, will not permit a diversion of funds sufficient for the 
establishment and maintenance of a University on the scale on which 
alone an institution of that kind is worth having. In the course of our 
discussions, we were more than once told by the Chairman that we 
need not trouble ourselves with the question of finance. We are unable 
to aeree with this view of our duties. The Government have asked us 
to give a clear idea of the financial aspect of the proposals, and to make 
our proposals with reference to local conditions. Even at the stage at 
which the deliberations of the Committee have now reached, and an 
Interim Report recommending the establishment of a University is 
decided on, the Committee should, in our opinion, indicate in the report 
at least roughly the outlay which their proposals will entail. We take
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it further that it is within the scope of the instructions of the 
Government, to consider and report whether, in view of the financial 
position of this State and the several and growing demands thereon in 
other directions, the money required for founding, equipping and 
maintaining a University on proper lines can legitimately be diverted 
from the general income of the State. The Committee have not 
considered these questions, but the Secretary has for the information of 
the members submitted a “ note on the financial requirements of the 
proposed Travancore University.” This note which does not err on the 
side of extravagance provides for a capital outlay of 61 lakhs and a 
recurring expenditure of 11 iakhs of liupees. This latter capitalized at 
three-and-a-half per cent, works out to three hundred and fifteen lakhs 
of rupees. In our opinion such large sums cannot legitimately be 
diverted for purposes of University education of the more or less literary 
type. In the matter of education, it is a truism that the main duty of 
the Government lies in the direction of providing elementary education. 
Secondary and vocational education has the next claim on State funds. 
The annual expenditure on Elementary Education is steadily on the rise 
and must continue to increase with the introduction of better methods 
of teaching and the appointment of more qualified teachers. Manual 
training and instruction in the elements of agriculture will have to be 
added to the curricula of Elementary Schools. The very unsatisfactory 
results shown by the Secondary School Leaving Certificates indicate 
grave defects in the system of secondary education. Surely a scheme of 
education whose final test after more than ten years of teaching declares 
the large majority of students unfit for admission into Colleges and fit 
for nothing else should be gravely at fault. It is of the utmost 
importance that the defects in the system should be discovered and 
remedied before the establishment of a University is taken up for 
serious consideration. We find from the summary of the report of the 
Calcutta University Commission that that distinguished body have 
condemned the whole scheme of secondary education in Bengal. It is 
probable that a study of that report may suggest several important 
modifications in our system of secondary education. In regard to 
vocational education, no serious attempt has been made in this State to 
train our young men in Industry, Commerce, or Technology, so that 
the people of this coimtry may be enabled in some measure to take to 
pursuits which at the present time are in the hands of strangers and 
therefore controlled by people from outside Travancore. These are a 
few of the directions in the field of Education itself from which demands
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from the State revenue are likely to be made in the near future, and 
those demands, it is the duty of the State to meet promptly and 
adequately. The establishment of a separate University may, in our 
opinion, be deferred till the more clamant needs, educational and 
otherwise, are met, or till this State is compelled by circumstances 
beyond local control to create a University of its ovv̂ n.

It is our deliberate conviction that under present conditions a 
University established in Travancore cannot perform its functions 
properly and cannot command the respect of the outside world, if it is 
not governed and manned by men brought from outside Travancore 
preferably from outside India. By the establishment at immense 
cost of separate University under the present circumstances, vî e shall 
be doing nothing more than substituting one foreign agency for another.

These are briefly some of the grounds which have compelled us to 
dissent from the view of our colleagues on the Committee. In addition, 
we think that the Government should be informed that the resolution 
of the Committee on which the Interim Report is based was passed at a 
session when only 8 members of the Committee were present, of whom 
3 abstained from voting. That resolution did not go further than saying, 
that “ A University for Travancore on the lines agreed on was desirable.” 
We would state that the bulk of the Committee’s work set out in the 
Interim Report was done at sessions held prior to the one at which the 
above resolution was adopted. Apart from this, we take leave to doubt 
whether this resolution on the strength of which the Interim Report is in 
the ruain based, justifies the Committee in recommending the establish- 
|uent of a separate University or in asserting that “ the present condition 
of education in the land warrants the establishment of a University of 
the type described in the above pages. ”

Finally, the Government Order constituting the Committee laid 
down the main duty of the Committee in these terms :— “ The Committee 
will, besides enquiring into and reporting on the necessity for the 
establishment of a local University, state definitely their views ” on 
certain matters specified therein, including among others “ the financial 
aspect of the proposals made.”  The report now submitted by the 
Committee does not deal with either the financial aspect of the proposals 
therein made, or with the question of “ the necessity ”  for the 
establishment of a local University,

3f
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For the reasons above set forth, we regret we are unable to sign 
the Interim Report adopted by the majority of our colleagues.

A. G ovinda  P il l a i .
E . J acob J o h n .
J. K u r iy a n .
A . M . M u t h u n a y a g a m .
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DISSENTING MEMORANDUM.

I desire luy signature to the report to signify only (i) that it is a 
true record of the work done by the Committee and (2) my opinion that, 
if a University be established in Travancore, one upon the plan suggested 
in the Report is the most suitable.

I seriously doubt the statements in Sections 7 and 41 which affirm 
that the present state and variety of education in Travancore warrants 
the establishment of a University. Also I am of opinion that the 
omission from Section 23 of my statement as to the point in a scholar’s 
education at which he should apply for Matriculation is serious, as it 
fails to declare what should be the standard of attainment for admission 
to the University which, in my opinion, is one of the most serious 
questions with regard to University education in India at the present 
time, as the first part of Section 23 itself implies.

I can make my attitude towards these points clearer by a short 
general statement.

I am of the opinion that the present standard for admission to the 
University is too low and, as Section 23 says, “ thousands are now 
admitted who have little chance of completing their course.” The 
effect, of this is bad, even upon a University of the nature of that of 
Madras, i. e., an examining University, but the effect upon one of the 
nature proposed in the report would be disastrous, for within a University 
of the Residential and Unitary type the presence of a considerable body 
of unfit students would destroy the good tone of the institution,



Therefore, .assuniiug that the standard of the present S. S. L. C. 
examination is i/t main suitable at present for a School Leaving 
Examination, I am of the opinion that the Matriculation Examination 
should take place after some further period of study beyond the present
S. S. L. C. Examination. I am also of the opinion that the standard of 
the present Intermediate examination of the Madras University is but 
little, if any, too advanced for admission to a University such as the 
report proposes. I therefore think that a course of preparation for 
admission to the University Intermediate between the present school 
course and the University is necessary. This I urged when Section 23 
was first discussed (and the Keport of the Calcutta University Com
mission has since urged the same necessity), but the Committee 
preferred to leave the matter undetermined. This, I think, was 
unfortunate, for important and very different consequences seem to 
follow according as the one or other of the possible ways of understanding 
the Section is adopted. If the Matriculation comes at the end of the 
present school course, two examinations having, as Section 23 says, 
different aims will be held side by side and will bring confusion into the 
school course. If the Matriculation is to be held after a further period 
of study, the last statement of Section 23 is, I think, open to question. 
The more logical position seems to be that the first examination should 
be the general test, and that, in the course designed as a university 
preparation course, the future studies of the student should be more 
specifically regarded.

If the Matriculation Examination takes place after a further period 
of study, and Section 23 may be eventually interpreted in that way, this 
^ ill have a serious effect upon the number of students in the University, 
for it would mean that majority of the students in the present Arts 
colleges would be outside the University. Further, among those 
reckoned in the report as possible students, there are two other groups 
which I do not think it is wise to admit, viz., students of pleadership 
classes and normal students who are not graduates. Neither of these 
Igroups are working for a standard of training equal to the lowest aim of 
the University, viz., theB. A. and they, like the present large number of 
Intermediate students, would seriously affect the tone of the University. 
Reckoning as far as possible from the figures given in the report, if these 
students be withdrawn from the University, the number will be reduced 
to about 700.
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I do not consider that the smallness of the number of students, 700, 
in itself is an argument against the establishment of a University ; but 
that fact taken together with two other considerations does seem to me 
to argue against its establishment at present.

First, these 700 students belong to but a few faculties. Arts, purely 
literary Aits, will have the great majority. In addition, there will be 
apparently, about 150 law students, 25 educational students and a few, 
a very few, science students. Will such a University provide that 
intercourse of scholars (I use the term in its widest sense, including 
Professors) of varied knowledge which is one of the essentials of a 
University ? In this connection, Section 25 is concerned. The list of 
departments in that section is the most optimistic which can be framed 
at present, and contains at least two faculties which, judging from the 
opinions expressed by members of the Committee concerned with these 
studies, cannot at present be formed up to University standard, viz., 
Medicine and Engineering.

Secondly, the small number of students must be considered in 
connection with the cost and the present needs of the country-

Assuming tbat the Government could and was willing to 
provide the large extra cost of such a University as is suggested, 
would the Government be justified in doing so for such a small number 
of students considering the present educational and economic needs of the 
State? Unless a large sum were expended in maintaining faculties 
for science and applied science for which, it is admitted, students cannot 
yet be obtained, as there is not the necessary introductory preparation, 
and for which there is apparently very little demand at present, the 
establishrr'ent of the University would be fostering almost purely literary 
studies, the preponderance of which in Indian education is admittedly 
one of its greatest defects.

The commission of enquiry given to the Committee was a wide 
one and therefore it is not out of bounds to refer to the great need for 
the development of those natural products in which Travancore is so 
rich. The prosperity of the country depends upon this, and therefore it 
is very necessary that it should be carefully considered in the educational 
scheme of the country. But members of the Committee who are 
concerned with these subjects were insistent that in respect to them the 
educational need was work in the schools and the establishment of courses 
of study intermediate between the school and University course. In
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addition to this educational work, they emphasized the great need of 
research work for practical ends. I am strongly in sympathy with these 
views ; and if the expenditure of money upon a University will prevent 
adequate expenditure upon this department of education and economic 
development, I do not think a University is justifiable at present con
sidering the kind of University which is now possible.

As far as my personal experience goes, there has been a remarkable 
quickening of interest among the people in education during the last 
decade, especially for elementary education, and a p p a r e n t l y  the 
Government is finding it difficult to keep pace with this desire in 
securing the building of the necessary schools and their adequate 
equipment. It therefore seems to me that the immediate educational 
problem is to foster and control this quickened interest and endeavour 
to turn school studies away from those purley literary and formal studies 
in which they are in danger of being absorbed and to direct it more 
towards the development of the natural life of the people and towards 
those forms of knowledge which will aid in the increased production of 
the country,

G , P a r k e b .
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Rev. F. N. Askwith’a Note-

I have signed this report not because I agree with the whole of it, 
but because I consider that if a University is to be founded in 
Travancore it should be founded, speaking generally, on the lines 
sketched out in the report.

18-9-19. F. N. A s k w it h .



INTERIM REPORT OF THE TRAVANCORE UNIVERSITY  
COMMITTEE- DISSENTING MINUTES.
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I wish to dissent from the reix)vt on two important points ;—

1. The proposal to ahrdt students to the University hya Matrimlation 
Examination. Page (5, Section VI, para. 23.

By Matriculation Examination I understand sucli an examination 
as is conducted by the Madras University.

1. I do not consider that such an examination is suited to the 
country and I think that in many respects the S. L . C. examination is 
far better suited. Before the S. Ij. C. examination was introduced, the 
Madras University Matriculation ^examination was the standard up to 
which High schools w’orked i-ather than the standard of admission to the 
University. All the boys of Form VI aspired to appear for the 
examination ; most of those who passed went on to a University course, 
some got employment on their certificates, whilst those who failed got 
no certificate whatever and could merely claim to be “ failed matriculates;” 
there were various grades of them. These “ failed matriculates” found 
it very difficult to get employment, and they appeared for the 
examination again and again, one year failing in one subject and the 
next 3̂ ear in another subject, and, if they did not pass eventually as 
many of them did not, they had nothing to show for their money in the 
way of a certificate.

2. I do not consider that the S. L. C. system is perfect by any 
means, but I think it can be greatly improved. It has the advantage 
of enabling boys who are not found fit for a college course to get 
employment in subordinate positions on their certificates, I think that, 
if it were improved, it would be capable of providing a very good test 
for admission to the University, if the University authorities had some 
voice in conducting the examination.

8. I do not think ■̂t would be possible to run both of these 
examinations. In this country a boy cannot give up his ambition of a 
University course nntil he has failed and cannot possibly appear for the 
entrance examination again. I fear that if we have a Matriculation 
and also a S-;hool Leaving Certificate examination, all the boys will want 
to appear for the Matriculation examination, and when they have gone



thi'ough their coui’se for that examination and have failed, it will be 
necessary to start a fresh course to secure a S, L. Certificate, which 
alone will secure them subordinate positions, and this will be very 
difficult.

II. [ s i t  desirable to fuiind such a Uniucrsitij in Tracancore? 
I'age 9, Section X, para. 41.

1. I think there is no justification for founding a University in 
Travancorc unless it is more or less on the lines proposed in the report.

■i. Such a University may be said to be an ideal University, but I 
have grave doubts as to whether it is suited to Travancore and whether 
the scheme is practicable. It would certainly raise the cost of a college 
course to many students and perhaps it would make such a course 
prohibitive, and on this account it \s difficult to see how tUe scheme 
could be popular.

3. The Committee has not yet considered the financial side of the 
scheme, but one can recommend the founding of such a University only 
if there are ample funds in the country to be used for educational 
purposes. This University will be very expensive; and, if it is to be 
founded at the expense of secondary and vernacular education, the result 
will be very detrimental to the interests of education in the State. In 
my opinion, English and Vernacular schools even now require much 
more to be spent on them for buildings, equipment and staff, and I think 
that before embarking on this expensive scheme it would be well to 
build from the bottom and to greatly improve the foundation.

4. I doubt whether Travancore has advanced sufficiently yet for a 
University to be maintained at the level which would be aimed a t ; and 
hence I am of opinion that it is better to work for the founding of a 
University than to found one at present. If Government approve this 
scheme in general, I recommend that it be carried out in a modified 
form with affiliation to Madras University at present, and that it be 
developed gradually, and then in the ordinary course of events a 
separate University will come into existence later.

Kottayam,
18-9-1919. F . N. A s k w it h .
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Note by Dr- S. Q. Barker-

I sign the report with the reservation that in my opinion Section X  
para. 41 should only be interpreted as that the foregoing scheme merely 
shows what would be the ideal for Travancore and that the type outlined 
is highly desirable. This does not include the question of immediate 
necessity or any reference to practical difficulties which would have to 
be overcome if such a scheme was adopted.

12-9-19. S. (t. B a r k e b ,
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Note by J. Kuriyan Esq.

I do not agree with the conclusion in para. 41 of the report. 
Several other circumstances than “ the present condition of education ” 
have to be discussed before'we can say that the establishment of a 
University in Travancore is “ warranted” and such circumstances have 
not, for one reason or another, been discussed in the Committee. 
Prominent among these is the fact that hardly anybody in Travancore 
outside the Committee is favourable to the idea which the Interim 
Report so confidently recommends. The reasons for this attitude of the 
public have to be carefully investigated. This the Committee has failed 
to do. I am signing a dissenting memorandum along with some others 
who do not agree in this conclusion. This will be submitted in due 
course to the Chairman of the Committee.

18-9-19. J. K u b iy a n .

Note by K- Q. Sesha Iyer Esq.

I wish to add that one of the primary aims of the University should 
be to enrich the cultured inheritance of India by what of value the 
West can give, and so contribute to the healthy cultivation and 
promotion of Indian culture. To that end, the Indian standpoints 
should be prominently kept in view in prescribing courses of study in 
the University, in which Indian languages like Sanskrit, Tamil and 
Malayalam, Indian literature, art, philosophy, history, religion, the 
general culture and ideals of the land should be assigned the primary 
place. I wish, further, to add that Medicine, Engineering, Commerce, 
Agriculture and Forestry should not, as is done in the report, be



relegated to the backgi-ound; but their importance, in the present 
conditions and circumstances of the country, deserves that courses and 
degrees should be instituted in those subjects, so that the career at the 
University might, besides ensuring for the students adequate training 
and preparation for the active work of life, also be expected to qualify 
them to solve in some measure the pressing problem of the economic 
and industrial development of the State.

20-9-19.
K. G. S e s h a  I y e e .
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Note by J. Stephenson Esq.

With regard to the constitution of the University, 1 am not in 
favour of having as part of the constitution of the University at the 
outiset a large Legislative body with popular representation. A body of 
12 members, or even less, properly chosen, will, in my opinion, be more 
likely to legislate wisely for the University in its early stages, than a 
large body such as is contemplated in the report, and I consider that 
for some time after the University is established the Executive body 
could also be the Legislative body.

J. S t e p h e n s o n .



APPENDIX C.

Proceedings of the Government of His Highness the iViaha Raja of
Travancore.

G . 0 .  R .  0 .  C. No. 276 o f  ’ 2 3 /L e g i s . /E p u c a t io n , d a t e d  
T b iv a n d b u m ,  t h e  1 5 t h  A p r i l ,  19 2 3 .

More than five years ago His Highness’ Government felt that the 
time had arrived for considering whether the relations of the Colleges 
and High Schools in Travancore to the University of Madras should 
continue, and whether, taking into consideration the material for a new 
University already existing within the State and the probability of its 
expansion, a new University, adapted to local conditions and environ
ment, should not be instituted in Travancore. They accordingly 
appointed, by G. 0 . No. E. 3983, dated 23rd November 1917, a large 
and representative Committee to consider and report on the question.

2. The terms of the reference to this committee included, besides 
the consideration of the necessity for the establishment of local Univer
sity, the following additional points:—

(1) the nature of the University to be established, i. e., whether it 
was to be a teaching, residential or an examining body;

(2) the locality where the University should be established and its 
constitution ; and

(3) the lines on which the University should be worked, including 
the conditions of the affiliation of the colleges, bye-laws, courses of 
studies, examinations and degrees.

The committee was further directed to give a clear idea of the 
financial aspects of its proposals, and even to. draft a bill embodying its 
conclusions. In order to allow of adequate consideration, the commit
tee v.'as given a year for the submission of its report, and this term was 
later on extended by another year, i. e., till the end of Makaram 1095.

3. The committee thus constituted proceeded with its work, and 
after several meetings it presented on the 10th October 1919, two years 
after its institution, an ad interim  report, considering that it had 
attained a stage in its deliberations when such a report should be placed 
before the Government, before it could proceed to consider the remain
ing points referred to it.
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4. The chief deciBions embodied in'this ad interim  report related to 
the necessity for the establishment of a University in Travancore and 
the nature and the location of the new University. The committee 
decided, by a majority, that the establishment of a University for Tra
vancore would be justified, considering the number of students and the 
variety of work of a University standard done in Travancore. It re
commended, accordingly, the estabhshment of a University, and sug
gested that it should be of the unitary, residential and teaching type. 
The committee was of opinion that the new University should not be 
located in the Capital, but that it should be built on a spacious site 
selected by it at Aruvikkarai, outside Trivandrum, but not far away 
from it. In regard to the organisation by means of which it proposed 
that the University should carry on its academic work, the committee 
proposed that, besides Univei'sity Departments and Colleges, there 
should be Halls of Kesidence maintained either by the University or by 
private agencies, in which much of the tutorial work, now done in the 
Colleges could be done hereafter, and which could serve as centres of 
academic and social life. In regard to the entrance test to the Univer
sity, the committee recommended a Matriculation Examination, con
ducted by the University, in place of the present E. S. L. C. examina
tion, and it was also of opinion that this examination should be a test of 
general education. The committee thought that the new University 
should provide courses of studies and examinations for degrees in Arts 
and Science, Law and Teaching, and that courses and examinations for 
diplomas alone should be provided by it at first, in subjects like Medi
cine and Engineering. The committee was agreeable to the new 
University undertaking courses of studies in Agriculture, Forestry, 
Technology and Commerce, when the schools dealing with these subjects 
in the State were more fully developed. It recommended that, mean
while, due facilities should be provided in the University for industrial 
research, as well as for research in Agriculture and Forestry.

In outlining a constitution for the new University, the committee 
proceeded more or less on the lines which were proposed in 1913 by 
Lord Haldane’s Committee for the University of London, and which 
have since been recommended by the Sadler Commission for the Uni
versity of Calcutta. The committee indicated generally the University 
buildings which would be required, and it recommended the endowment 
of the new University by large grants of Government land. The
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committee concluded by declaring its conviction that the establishment 
of a University of the type it proposed was fully warranted by the 
conditions of education in Travancore.

5. These recommendations represented only the views of a majority 
of the committee and, on most of the points, the members were by no 
means unanimous. Four of the members (Messrs. A. Govinda Pillai,
A. M. Muthuuayagam Pillai, E. J. John and J. Kuriyan) held that no 
case had really been made out for the creation of a separate local Uni
versity. They were unwilling, however, to give a final opinion on the 
advisability of a University in Travancore, if one was founded, being of 
the residential, unitary and teaching type, till they had examined the 
recommendations of the Sadler Commission on the subject. The main 
grounds on which they thought that there was no need for a new Uni
versity in Travancore were the following:—

(1) There was no evidence of a genuine popular demand for such 
a University in Travancore, while there seemed to be a considerable 
volume of opinion adverse to the idea.

(2) The alleged disabilities of the teaching staff, and of the 
students in Travancore, arising from the affiliation of the institutions in 
Travancore to the Madras University, were not all very real, and, in any 
case, were not sufficient to justify the creation of a University in Tra
vancore, which, among other things, would result in depriving the 
students and teachers in the State of that healthy association with men 
and things outside the State, which they now enjoyed.

(3) Travancore degrees and examinations would not for some con
siderable time command the respect which the Madras degrees and 
examinations now received, despite their defects.

(4) Basing their calculations on the estimate furnished by Mr. 
K. Venkateswara Iyer, the Secretary of the Committee, they held that 
the anticipated capital expenditure of Es. 61 lakhs, and the recurring 
expenditure of Es. 11 lakhs per year would not be justified in the 
financial conditions of Travancore. They were, however, prepared to 
admit that, “ should the University of Madras, at some future date 
decide not to serve the State, a question of real necessity would then 
arise for the State establishing a separate University.” They consi
dered this contingency to be in no way imminent. If it ever arose 
they were prepared to recommend a University for all the Malayalam- 
apeaking areas, rather than one restricted to Travancore.
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6. On the 8th January 1920, the Government informed the com
mittee that they approved of the establishment of a University of a 
unitary type, on the hnes suggested by the committee, and they 
requested the latter to continue its deliberations and elaborate the 
further details of the scheme. Shortly afterwards, on a further consi
deration of the question, the Government came to the conclusion that 
it was not necessary for the committee to continue its work further as 
the Government would like to see what modifications would be made 
in the constitution of the Madras University, as the result of the con
sideration by its Senate of the Report of the Sadler Commission. 
Government accordingly resolved to await the results of such considera
tion, before proceeding to pass orders on the scheme proposed by the 
committee. The committee was therefore ordered to be dissolved, and 
it was accordingly dissolved (G. 0. No. E. 79‘2|‘280 of 17, dated the 
2nd March 1920).

7. Meanwhile, the question of the reconstitution of the University of 
Madras, in the light of the recommendations of the Sadler Commission, 
had been taken up by the Senate. In October 1919, a few days after 
the Travancore University Committee had submitted its ad interim  
report, the Senate appointed a Committee acl hoc to go into the question 
of the changes to be made in the University of Madras, in view of the 
findings of the Sadler Commission. The report of this Committee came 
up for discussion in the Senate in March 1921. The Senate passed a 
number of important resolutions in regard to the reconstitution. Two of 
the chief findings of the Senate were that the entrance to the Univer
sity should be after an Intermediate Examination conducted by the 
University, and that the Intermediate course should represent the com
pletion of school education. The Senate further held that the bifurca
tion into technical and commercial courses on the one hand, and the 
purely literary and scientific courses on the other, shoul i be made only 
after this stage. The Senate, at the same time, arrived at two other 
important conclusions, and expressed them in the form of the following 
resolutions :—

(1) “  that by a system of co*operation between the Colleges and 
the University, the teaching resources which exist in the city of 
Madras should be organised in such a way as to create a real teaching 
University ” at Madras; and
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(2) “ that the affiliating functions of the University, in regard io 
niojussil Colleges, should he regarded as subsidiary and as more or less 
teniporarij, and that a mode of organisation should be adopted for the 
mofussil Colleges, which will encourage the gradual rise of new Univer. 
sity centres, by the concentration of resources, for teaching and research 
at a few points.”

8. After the recommendations of the Senate had been placed before 
the Government of Madras, that Government introduced, in November 
1922, a Bill for the re-organisation of the University of Madras, and the 
measure passed the Legislative Council on the 5th February 1923.

The aim of this piece of legislation is to create a teaching, resi
dential University in Madras, and to limit it to a ten-mile radius of 
Madias. Its effect will be to create a real difference between tbe “ con
stituent ” colleges located in Madras, and the “  affiliated ” colleges 
situated outside the University limit.

9. Since the question of Univeroity for Travancore was taken up in 
November 1917, Universities of different types have been established in 
various parts of India. The experience of those bodies is thus available, 
for any review of the question which may be now .undertaken.

10. At the last Session of the Travancore Legislative Council, a 
resolution was moved by Mr. T. K. Velu Pillai for the “ immediate 
establishment of a teaching and residential University in Travancore.” 
After discussion, this resolution was withdrawn by the mover, by 
leave of the Council, after the Director of Public Instruction had stated 
that the whole question would be reconsidered by a fresh Committee to 
be appointed by the Government.

11. In the course of this discussion, it became clear that there 
was a considerable volume of opinion in favour of separating from the 
University of Madras as soon as possible and before the full effects of 
the new Madras University Act could be felt, and that the objective of 
the mover and his supporters was not so much a University of the 
unitary, residential and non-affiliating type as a new University founded 
in Travancore which should, if possible, eventually embrace the whole 
of the Malayalam country within its ambit. The sense of the discussion 
in the Council appeared to be that a beginning might be made by the 
early co-ordination of the resources in men and material even now 
available in Travancore, and by the bringing into existence of a local
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University which such conditions rendered immediately possible, leaving 
its further development and expansion to the future. The question of 
the acceptance of the Courses, Diplomas and degrees of the new Univer
sity by the existing Universities outside, was also referred to in the 
Council and specific suggestions were made to ensure such external 
recognition.

12. Since the disposal of this resolution in the Legislative Council, 
His Highness’ Government have placed before the Government of 
Madras their considered views on the probable effects, on higher educa
tion in the State, of the passing of the Bill for the reconstitution of the 
University of Madras. The subsequent completion of this legislation in 
Madras, and the desire evinced by the responsible authorities there to 
bring the changes inaugurated in the University Act into force without 
delay, have rendered the question of providing a new University for the 
State an urgent one, His Highness’ Government have already promised 
to appoint a Committee for the reconsideration of the question- As the 
work of the large committee previously appointed is now available, and 
in order to ensure prompt and continuous consideration, His Highness’ 
Government resolve to appoint a smaller Committee constituted as 
follows:—

1. Eao Bahadur K. A. Krishna Aiyangar, Deputy President of 
the Legislative Council (President).

2. Mr. L. C. Hodgson, the Director of Public Instruction 
(Member, Legislative Council and Fellow of the Madras University).

3. Bao Bahadur K. V. Eangaswami Aiyangar, Member, Legis
lative Council and Fellow of the Madras University (Convener).

4. 5, 6 and 7. To be elected by the non-official members of the 
Legislative Council from among their own number.

8 and 9. Two other gentlemen to be nominated by the Govern
ment.

This Committee is so constituted as to secure such prompt and 
continuous consideration of the questions referred to it as would result 
in the advice of the Committee being available to the Government as 
early as possible.

13. In constituting this Committee, His Highness’ Government 
have carefully considered the desirability of adding to it representatives 
from Cochin and Malabar. While ready to welcome in this matter
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every form of co-operation from the adjacent areas, His Highness’ 
Government are yet compelled to perceive that there would be little 
advaxitage in securing the ivimediaU representation of such areas on the 
Committee. A new University of Travancore must obviously keep in 
line with the University of Madras and other sister Universities of 
India, in regard to its courses of studies, examinations and degrees. 
Section 35 of the new Madras University Act restricts admission to a 
course of study for a degree to those who have either passed the Inter
mediate examination in Arts and Science “ 0/  Madras" or an examination 
recognised by the Syndicate as equivalent to it, and who possess such 
further qualifications as may be prescribed. A Travancore University 
will therefore have to accept the Intermediate examination, which marks 
the end of the course in a Second Grade College, as the Entrance test in 
the new University. However much the latter may continue to retain 
its relation with the existing Second Grade Colleges and High Schools, 
its constituent institutions will be admittedly only Arts and Professional 
Colleges, teaching up to a degree standard and technical institutions fit 
at once to take a similar rank. No institutions of either of these classes 
now exist in the State of Cochin or in the District of Malabar, although 
there are Second Grade Colleges in those areas which could supply 
material to institutions of a University standing. On the other hand, 
the number of students and the variety of^the work of a University 
standard done in the various institutions in Travancore and the condi
tion of education generally in the State were held by the former Com
mittee even in 1919 to warrant the establishment of a local Universily. 
His Highness’ Government now maintain, from their own funds, a First 
Grade Arts College teaching up to an Honours Standard in English, 
History and Economics, and the ordinary degree standard in Mathe
matics, Chemistry, Physics, Sanskrit and Malayalam. Provision exists 
in this institution, which, when developed, will enable it to teach up to 
a degree in Natural Science and Tamil. His Highness the Maha Eaja’s 
College had for many years a Chair in Philosophy, and the equipment 
formerly provided for this branch of study still exists and could be easily 
brought up to date. The State also maintains a Second Grade College 
for women, a Training College with an attached practising school, 
training undergraduate Teachers for a Diploma in teaching as well as 
Graduates working up to the Madras L. T. Degree and a Law College 
teaching up to the same standard as the Law College at Madras. 
Besides these institutions, there are at present within Travancore, four
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other Colleges, all of the Second Grade. The State also luaintaina a 
Sanskrit College, which is not connected with any University at present, 
but which might be incorporated into a local University if one came 
into existence. Central institutions in Medicine, Agriculture, Forestry. 
Technology and Commerce might be evolved in due course, if desired 
from the schools in these branches of study, which the State now 
maintains. In recent years, about 1,500 candidates have qualified for 
admission to the present University Courses from among the High 
Schools of the State, and at least as many students are at present 
undergoing instruction in University courses of study at the Colleges in 
Travancore. A considerable number of Travancore students are also 
studying outside the State at present, mainly owing to the difficulty of 
finding admission for them in the Colleges within the State. The 
proportion of the instructional staff to the students in the Colleges in 
the State is believed to be higher than in the Colleges of the adjacent 
Presidency. These, in the opinion of His Highness’ Government 
constitute a sufficient basis for the early creation of a University 
restricted to the State. But they recognise that other schemes of a 
more comprehensive character are possible and, on a careful considera
tion of all the alternatives, might be found more advantageous, even 
though the necessary foundation for every new University scheme on 
the West Coast must be sought in the resources already available 
within-the State.

14. The new Committee will re-examine generally the conclusions 
and the recommendations of its predecessor contained in the ad interim  
report of the 10th October 1919, in the light of such changes in the 
conditions within and without Travancore as have taken place, since it 
was submitted. It will be advised to do so particularly taking into 
consideration the discussions in the last session of the Legislative Council 
on Mr. T. K. Velu Pillai’s Eesolation, as well as the debate in the Madras 
Legislative Council on the University Bill. Such a review might reveal 
the need to modify in some cases the findings of the earlier Committee. 
Government can think of one such recommendation from which there 
will now be a general agreement to differ. The University Committee 
proposed that the new University should be of the unitary, residential 
and teaching type, located outside Trivandrum but on a site near it, and 
that all University work now done in different stations in the State 
should be transferred to and concentrated in that centre. The outlook
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of this Committee was also limited by the terms of its reference tc the 
area and requirements of Travancore. The type of University thus 
recommended may be good as an ideal. But it has had to be given up 
elsewhere in India when a new University had to be planned which has 
to serve a large territory in which there already existed a number of 
colleges scattered over the area, whose claim for continued individual 
life could not well be ignored, and which could not be removed to a 
new locality without great and disproportionate sacrifices. There now 
seems to be, accordingly, a growing disposition to accept in such cases 
the type which would, whenever it is impracticable to remove a college 
from its station, or undesirable to close it, would allow it to continue in 
the same place, and develop if possible, into an additional University 
centre, where the provision of adequate residential facilities for the 
students and the staff might create the right atmosphere for the growth 
of really satisfactory academic life and traditions. Important changes 
have taken place in the last three years in the academic conditions of 
the State. The Second Grade Colleges at Alwaye and Changanacherry 
have come into existence, a Chair in Natural Science has been establish
ed in H. H. the Maha Raja’s College, a big additional building to the 
Training College is nearing completion, and the construction of a large 
Hostel for H- H. the Maha Raja’s College at Trivandrum has been 
taken in hand. A Government Commercial School has been established 
at Alleppey. In view of the large expenditure incurred in the past and 
present, in the localities where the present colleges are situated, by the 
Government or by private agencies, it would be increasingly difficult to 
view the transfer of all such institutions to a common site as a practical 
proposition, while the idea of such a concentration may a fortiori have 
to be given up, if the new University is to embrace the whole area of the 
Malabar Coast. The advantages of a compromise between the competing 
types of a unitary and an affiliating type of University will have, there
fore, to be fully explored by the Committee even if it recommends that 
the new University does not extend its activities beyond the limits of 
the State.

15. The Committee will have before it the following alternative 
schemes for the University, each of which has some advantages over the 
others:—

(1) A University whose head-quarters will be in Trivandrum, 
which'would confine its activities to Travancore and have no admini
strative connection with institutions outside the State,
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(2) A University started in the first instance at Trivandrum, oii 
the strength of the resources now existing in Travancore, but keeping 
its doors open for the incorporation into it of institutions of a University 
standard in the neighbouring State of Cochin and the adjacent British 
Districts of Malabar and Tinnevelly, when such institutions spring up 
and their authorities desire the incorporation, and also prepared to shift 
the University offices later on, if necessary, to some place within the 
State, which would be more central than Trivandrum for the entire 
territory embraced by the new University-

(3) A University created from the very beginning by the con
joint efforts of all these three Governments, whose areas will be com
prised in a Pan-Kerala University, maintained by contributions (of all 
kinds) made from all the three States, and governed by University 
bodies, on which adequate repreaeutation is provided to the component 
areas and institutions.

16. The first of the above alternatives is substantially the same as 
that recommended in the ad interim j-eport, vî ith the difference that 
the latter contemplated an institution of a non-affiliating type. The 
second alternative is that envisaged in the discussions in the Legislative 
Council on Mr. T. K. Velu Pillai’s Eesolution. The third is very 
similar to that suggested by the advocates of an All-Kerala University, 
with a difference, viz., that some of them have suggested places outside 
Travancore for the University centre.

17. His Highness’ Government will await the advice of the 
Committee now appointed before deciding between these alternatives or 
any other alternative that may be put forward by it. They feel, how
ever, that on a point regarding the location of the head offices of the 
University, they should make their position quite explicit even at this 
stage. Even in an All-Kerala University, Travancore will, it is believed, 
always maintain the first place in virtue of the number, variety, standard, 
anid size of the institutions of a University type that it would contribute. 
Pablic opinion in the State has been fully alive to this and would not 
acicept any scheme which ignores it and seeks to place the centre of the 
Umiversity outside Travancore. The Government would therefore 
instruct the Committee not to consider any proposal which would run 
counter to the idea of locating the head-quarters of the University 
wiithin the State.
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18. His Highness’ Government also requests that the Committee 
regard the following points as specifically within the terms of re
ference.

(1) The location of the head offices of the University now and 
hereafter, within the State, and proposals as to the several institutions 
which should form part of the University and their location ;

(2) The ways and means to co-ordinite the resources in men and 
material now existing within the State, so as to create teaching and 
residential centres, providing facilities for higher work and research ;

(3) The departments in which instruction should be offered, the 
Faculties to be organised and the examinations to be provided in the 
University, on its inauguration, for a few years after it, and in succes
sive stages, with a clear indication of the order of priority in which they 
should be opened;

(4) The additions that must be made for the residential accom
modation now available in possible University centres for the residence 
of students and teachers both immediately and for some years to come ;

(5̂  The immediate and proximate requirements of the University 
within the State, in the matter of buildings, equipment and staff, both 
for the University itself and for its constituent institutions, with a clear 
indication of the additions necessary to bring the existing provision 
under these heads up to the standard, and with rough estimates of their 
probable cost;

(6) The relations of the University to secondary and intermediate 
education;

(7) Special features to be provided in the University, such as 
facilities for University education of women, the advancement of 
Oriental Studies and University publication ;

(8) The relations that should be established between the Univer
sity and the Colleges or Halls of Residence or Hostels;

(y) The safeguards to be devised to prevent any improper 
lowering of the standard of examinations, diplomas and degrees of the 
University and the means by which their acceptance outside the State 
and by other Universities may be secured ;

(10) The constitution of the chief constituent bodies of the 
University such as the Senate, the Academic body, etc., including 
specific proposals for their composition ;
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(11) Probable initial »nd neonrraDg looets of which estimate, as 
accurate as possible in the circumstances, should be furnished.

19. In regard'to items 1 to 5 and 10 and 11 of the reference in 
the^^foregoing paragraph, the Committee is requested to consider and 
formulate definite proposals for the scheme illtimately Miecommended.

20. The Committee is empowered to submit ad interim reports 
whenever it considers that it has reached a stage in its deliberations 
which would justify its doing so.

21. The Committee is empowered to invite and consider-the viewe 
of amy one in or outside the State, whom it might wiah to consult on 
the matters referred to it, and to take such steps as may be neoesaary to 
obtain competent opinion.

(By order)
S. PAR AMES VAR A AIYAR, 
Secretary to the Government.

To
The President and the members of the Travancore University 

Committee.
The Director of_Public Instruction.
The'Account Officer.
The Gazette.
The Pres9 Room.
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APPENDIX D.
No. 57fi. .

This Indenture made the sixth day of October One thousand nine 
hundred and twenty one between Dewan Bahadur T. Baghaviah 
Esquire B. A ., Dewan of Travancore acting for and on behalf of the 
Government of His Highness the Maha Raja of Travancore (hereinafter 
called “  the Government ”) on the one part and the Union Christian 
College, an Association registered under section 26 of the Companies 
Regulation, I of 1092 (One thousand and ninety two) and having its 
registered Office at Alwaye (hereinafter called “ the Association ” ) on the 
other part. Whereas application having been made to the Government 
on behalf of the said Union Christian College for the grant to the said 
Union Christian College of some Government lands at Alwaye for the 
purpose of being used as premises for the educational institutions pro
posed to be established at Alwaye in furtherance cf the objects of the 
Association the Government have been pleased to take the said appli
cation of the Association into favourable consideration and to agree to 
grant unto the Association the free use and occupation ot the lands, 
tenements, hereditaments and premises situate in Airoor Pakuthy, 
Alengad Taluk, containing by admeasurement 18'92 British Statute 
Acres more or less and more particularly mentioned and described in 
the Schedule hereunder written subject to'the terms covenants condi
tions and provisions hereinafter set forth to which the Association has 
also agreed.

And whereas the Government and the Association bave mutually 
agreed that a formal deed should be entered into for the purpose of 
evidencing the said grant of the right of user and occupation of the said 
lands tenements hereditaments and premises subject to the said terms 
covenants conditions and provisions and whereas by a special resolution 
passed by the College Council of the Association under date the eighth 
day of September One thousand nine hundred and twenty-one and to the 
following effect:— That Messrs. K. C. Chacko and C. P. Mathew the 
Joint Secretaries of the Council be authorised and empowered on behalf 
of the Council to accept the terms and execute the deed of agreement 
pertaining to the building and premises of the old Taluk Cutcherry at 
Alengad and to take possession of the said building and premises from 
the authorised representatives of the Travancore Governinent and also 
to grant receipts therefor. K. C. Chacko Esquire M. A., and C. P. 
Mathew Esquire m. a . .  Joint Secretaries to the College Cotincil have 
been authorised to take part in the execution and registration of these
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presents for and on behalf of the Association and to afiix the seal of the 
Association to these presents. Now These Presents Wi-tness and it is 
hereby mutually agreed as follows :—^

(1) That the Government do hereby grant unto the Association the 
right of free user and occupation of the lands tenements hereditaments 
and premises belonging to the Government and situate in Airoor Pakuthy, 
Alengad Taluk and containing by admeasurement Eighteen (18) British 
Statute Acres and ninety two (92) cents more or less and more particu
larly mentioned and described in the schedule hereunder written for the 
purpose of being utilised as premises for the educational institutions 
proposed to be opened at Alwaye in furtherance of the objects of the Asso
ciation subject to the terms covenants conditions and provisions herein
after following.

(2) That the lands, tenements hereditaments and premises aforesaid 
shall not be utilised by the Association otherwise than as premises for 
educational institutions or ior purposes unconnected with such edu
cational institutions.

(3) That the right of free user and occupation hereby granted shall 
be in force only so long as the said lands tenements hereditaments and 
premises are utilised as premises for the educational institutions esta
blished at Alwaye in furtherance of the object of the Association or for 
purposes connected with such educational institutions.

(4) That the educational institutions established by the Association 
on the said lands tenements hereditaments and premises shall be open 
to students of all denominations including Koman Catholic Chrisitans, 
Hindus, Mahomadans and other religionists.

(5) That in the educational institutions established on the said 
lands tenements hereditaments and premises student3 belonging to other 
persuasions than Christianity shall not be compelled to attend the Bible 
or other religious Classes.

(6) That in respect of any collegiate institution established on the 
said lands teneipents hereditaments and premises the Association shall 
be prepared to fall into line with other aided Colleges in the State in 
regard to the future Travancore University should one such come to be 
created in course of time.

(7) That the title to the said tenements hereditaments and premises 
and all buildings and erections now standing thereon shall continue to 
vest in the Government as hithertofore subject to the right of free user 
and occupation hereby granted.

(8) That during the continuance of these presents it shall bo 
competent to the Association to erect new buildings and structures for 
the use of the educational institutions conducted by the Association ox
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for purposes connected therewtih 'and also to effect such alterations 
structural or otherwise to the existing buildings as to the Association 
may seem necessary for the purpose of rendering such existing 
buildings useful for educational purposes connected with the object of the 
Association.

(9) That it shall not be competent to the Association to alienate 
or transfer the right of free user and occupation hereby granted.

(10) That in the event of the Association committing a breach of 
any of the terms covenants conditions and provisions herein contained 
it shall then be competent for the Grovernnient to cancel these presents 
and to enter on the said lands tenements hereditaments and premises 
as if these presents had not been in existence.

(11) That on the determination of these presents for any cause 
whatsoever or in the event of the Government requiring the resumption 
of the said lands tenements hereditaments and premises for public 
purposes it shall be competent to the Governuieiit to cali upon ■lihe 
Association to surrender the said lands tenements hereditaments and 
premises and to the Government and to vacate the same within a time 
(not less than 180 days) to be fixed by Government and on the failure of 
the Association to surrender and vacate the same within the time so 
fixed the Government shall have full liberty and power to enter on the 
said lands tenements hereditaments and premises and to resume the 
same unto the Government.

(12) That on the determination of these presents or on the 
Government entering on the said lands tenements hereditaments and 
premises and resuming the same, the Association shall be entitled to be 
paid by the Government the value of any buildings or structures erected 
by the Association on the said lands tenements hereditaments and 
premises but not to any compensation on account of other improvements 
made provided however that such value of the buildings or structures 
erected by the. Association and payable by the Government shall not 
exceed the initial cost of such buildings or structures or their value at the 
time of such surrender entry or resumption whichever is less provided 
also that the Association shall not be entitled to any compensation 
either on account of the value of land or on account of alterations or 
improvements structural or otherwise made to the buildings and 
structures existing on the said lands tenements hereditaments and 
premises on the date of these presents. In witness lohereof the said 
Dewan Bahadur T. Baghaviah Esquire B. A., Dewan of Travancore 
acting for and on behalf of the Government of H. H. The Maha Eaja
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of Travancore has hereunto set his hand and seal and the common seal 
of the said Union Christian College has hereunto been affixed the day 
and year first above written.

The Schedule referred to in the foregoing IndenUire.

Registration
District.

Sub Regi
stration 
District.

Taluk. Pakutliy. S. No. Boundaries. Area.

Kottayam. ; Parur
I  Additional

Alangad, Airoor. 49/3 and 
2/1 A.

North Survey Noa.
49/2 and 49/1 

Kast Survey Nos.
1/1 and 2/1 B. 

South Public Road. 
VVest Piiblio Road 

S. No. 49/4 and 
Publio Road.

Eifrhteen acres 
and 92 
cents.

Signed sealed and delivered by 
the above said T. Raghaviah Esquire 
Dewan of Travancore acting for and 
on behalf of the Government of 
H. H. The Maha Raj'i of Travancore, 
in the presence of

The common seal of the afore
said Union Christian College was 
hereunto affixed by the order of the 
College Council in the presence of 
the said K. C. Chacko Esquire and 
C. P.Mathew Esquire and witnesses,

(1) A. Gopala Menon, Assistant 
Professor of History and Economics, 
H. H. The Maha Eaja’s College.

(2) S. Ramakrishna Aiyar,
Dewan’s clerk, 

Bhaktiyilas.

(1) A. Gopala Menon, Assistant
Professor of History and 
Economics, H. H. The 
Maha Eaja’s College,

(2) S. Ramakrishna Aiyar,
Dewan’s clerk, 

Bhaktivilas.
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CiM’ liin: Conference with him 10.

Narayana Filial, I’, K. : Menil)crshiii of in the 
Couiniittce ■>. Aeknowli'dtjnient to for 
reference to .a Neot dated the l!tth Valkasi 

M. K. i:l. ttill, ;«»2.
o

Oi’ui'^by, Dr. \\\ : Fii'st I’ roftssoi'of Law HI.

l-’illai : « r  under P. K. Nar.ayana Pillai.
„  „  K. ParameHvaran I’ illai.
„  „  U. I’aramesvaran Pillai.
„  „  T. K. Velu Pillai..
„  „  P. .Sundaraui 1‘ illai

Paraniesvara Aiyar, H. : Acknowledgment to 
forsupply of acopy of a Neet dated the I'Jih 
Vaitnsi !I92 M. K. on vern.acular edneati'jn 
i:i.

I’ araniesvaran Pitl*i, G . : Memliership ol in 
the Committee 5, :!91, 392, loii.

Paramesvaraii Pillai, K. : Meml)erehip of in 
the Committee r., :t91, :!92. Note of dissent 
401-U0. '

Parker, G.: 437.
Parvati^Bai, Rani Gouri : On English Eduoa- 

tion in Travancore 12. Xeet issued by on 
vernacular education ;il.

Patro, Hon’ble Sir A. 1’. : On M.adras Univer
sity Bill 103.

Paulsen, Dr. Frederick : Condemning any sys
tem under which the l.'niversity im|H)ses 
'jailing restrict ions 184.; On Ae.ademic 
freedom 185.

Pnr.akkal, Rev. Father Maithew; Interview 
with 10,

R
Uabindran.ath Tagoro. Dr.: On Viswabharat i 

194.
R.'ij.igopal.ichariar, Uewan Bah.adur Sir P. :Ou 

Educational reforms 23. Widening of the 
scope of the Public Lecinre Committee

llaja, l!.ao l!ahadui' M. C. : t'/bjection of tu 
e.xpenditnre on higher education 124.

Pialeigh, Sii Walter ; Condeninaliim by of the 
method of testi ig the >'.aliie of knowledge by 
its immediate utility 128.

R.ajaraja Varma Koil Tampuran, A. It. : For- 
morly Piincipal of tho Sanskrit College and 
latterly Professor of Sanskrit aud Uravidian 
Languages 21.

Ramakrishna Aiyar. 1\. V. : .\cknowledgineiu 
of st'rviees to a‘.l2.

Rainalinga lleddi, : On the formation of an 
Andhra I’ niversity and ihe creation of 
similar UnUersitieB when ibc time became 
ripe lO:!. Objection to the M:>dras L'niver. 
sity Hill 124.

Rama R.ao ; Direjtor of Vernacular Eduea. 
lion 22.

Rama Uao, Dewaii T. ; Organisation of a Pujilicx 
Lecture (Committee by 24.

Rang.aswami iliyangar, Rao liahadiu' K. V. : 
Memlier of ttie Committee and Convener 

.‘(91. Ack nowledgment to—of services as 
Convener of the Committee !i!t2.

Rashrtall, Dr. : On Kssentials of a L'niversitv 
141). '

Read, If, N. : .\p|X)intmeut of as I’rofessor of 
Chemistry 1 ti.

Reading, Loiil : That large expenditure is not 
the criterion of success in a L’niveiaity :!82,

Roberts, John : Headmaster in Trivandrum 
U.

Robert, Cliarles ; Headmaster 14.
Koss, .lolir. : Fijst Piincipal of the College 15.
Russel: Member, Patna Universitv Committee 

lti7. ■

Sadler, Sir Mich.ael E , Prcsiiient of the Cal
cutta L'nitersity CommiRsion an«l Vicc- 
Cl.aneellor of Leeds University: On in
sufficiency of Elementary education a:̂ 4.

Sankarasubba Aiyar, Dewan S. : Construction 
of the Triv.andrum Public Library 24.

Sankunni Menon, P. ; Pupil in the Raja’s Free 
School 15.

Sanknnni Menon,’! ' . :  Dewan of Cochin, pupil 
in tho Free School in Trivandrum 15.

Sast ri : mv under Seshaiah Sastri.
„  xee under Ganapathi Sastri.

Seal, Dr. Br.ajcndranai h ; 'cc under Brajcndr^. 
nath Seal,
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Soaly, A. K. : Pmgreas of Englisli Ednoati’cm 
in Cocliin iu its earliest staces 20.

Sogim Aiyar, K. G. : On starting a Travanraira 
College in Madras. 404. Dissenting mem
orandum to llie |n-evi<)us Committee bv 
440-441. ■

Soshaiaii 9!i«tri, Sir A. : Predeeessor to Nanii 
IMllai Dewan 15.

8linr|i, Sir H., Educ.Ttioiial iVdviscr to tl\e 
(roverumcnt of India : On localised Iniver 
sities 182. •

Sivnswanii Aivar, Sir K S. : Rx))ression of 
I,ope ftf tlû  formation of a 'J’ravaneitrt* Ijni- 
versity in llie near future 117. Uneven 
level of Cnivei-sitv Education of Women 
I.H.). Opinion rc'javdin!' paid Vice-Oliancel- 
lorsliip 3C1.

Skinner, Rev. W. : Onlodnin;: inspection 2HT. 
Srinivasa Aivaiijrar, Sir K. : Acknowled'_'tnont 

to l l .  ' '
Stephenson .1.; Interview with the Com

mittee 10, Ou provision of tennis courts f)7. 
On physical condition uf stuilcnts :i;tO, 441, 

Stuart, Sir Harold; On the formation of a 
I'tiiversity for tlie West Coast <18.

Sumlaram Pillai, H;ii ISahiidnrP. ; Profcssdr 
of Philoso|)iiy 17.

Sublia Bayar Seslia I'andithar ; \eet issued to 
rci,TirdinK Eniflish Education ,S:i. 

Subrahnianya Aiyar, M. V.: On nnavailabilitv 
ofeheapor <i?vernment hind at Alwaye2lt!. 

Swati Tirunal ; Son of Bmii Parvati Uni 12. 
Noet issaeil by on English Education :i:j.

Tas'ore ; «'<- uniler Dr. Kabindranath Taeore. 
Telau '̂, Justice K. T. : Hi^ îer education m>ces- 

sary for mass education 12,'>.

Tirunal ; .vw under Ayilyani Tirunnl.
„  Mv under Mulam Tirunal 
„  «rv under Bwali Tirunal.

Todhunter, Hon'ble Sir Charles : On attaching 
ofTraiuin!i CoHesres to Arts C(vlletres :!28,

Vc^dadritlasa Miidaliyar ; Pupil iu the Free 
Scho<il TriTandruni 15.

Vehi Pillai, T. K. : On constitution of the 
I'niversity Committee 0. Motion for the 
immediate' establishment of a teaeliinn: and 
residential I'niversiiv in Travancorc 1, l0(i, 
107,:i!tl, 402. '

Venkata Hao, D('wan Peishkar : Neet to 
reu.irdiiii; Wvnacular Ednc.ition in Travail- 
core 12, :12.

Venkalaratn.ini Naidii, Dewan liah.adui 
SirR.; Cli.airinan of the Madras (iovernment 
Committee 105, 248, 2i;U, :!18.

V(>nk.iteswara Aiyar, K. : On tin.'incial require
ments for a sciiarate univcrsitv at .Aruvik- 
karai ll:>. ‘

Visveswarayya, Sir M ; President, Teclmolo- 
;-deal and liidiistiial Education of the 
Bombay (iovernincnt. Xcces,sity of Twhno- 
litjrical subjt‘<‘ts in the I'nivei’sitv ctnirses of 
study It,'!. ■

w
Watts, Mias D. 11. ; Interview with the 

Connnittce lU. On Fcmslc Education 4!». 
Supply of information by—regarding the 
i;nmlx:r of girls who passed out of her 
college, and t heir destination in after life ;>(i,

W'elton, l ’rofessor.J.: On objection to Coj3uuca- 
tion

Williams, Miss S. li. ; First l.ady Principal 
of the liirls' College 18.



SUBJECT INDEX.
[;V. 7/. Thr refei‘C>ii‘ea are tn

A&adcmic Coiineil ; Conipnsitioii iinJ fmintioii 
ot:i48, 349, 35(J.

Accommodation: Cli tl.'.
Acknowletltrmcnrs : 11, 392.
Adult Education : 334-3S8.
Affiliating system, Mffiinin" of ICO, ICl; 

Adoption in India and al>aiidonrannt_ in 
London ol 7, 91; Features and I’csnlts of 
17.j-180; AdvnnlaBCs ot 150; tk'fifts of IM; 
UiiHuitabillty o f ITVISI.

Aj^-limit (for JlatiHculation) : iri-47, 
Ai'riculture : 270-27:1.
Aims of llie iiroposrd University :

C<ir|H>ration of lenrninf; 14ti-147; ftvial ser
vice 1 1.j.l47; Advancement of knowledge by 
B"search 14U-147, ir>4-l.")7; Creation ot'an 
atmosphere of learniii" 14t>, 148;Assoeia- 
tion ot'teachers and o[ Undergraduates and 
Post-graduates 11!); Residence lr>7-158, 
29').M03.

Aligarh L'niversily, starting'ot 7, 92, 93. 
Allahabad: 13S.
Alwaye : Agreement with the L'nion Christian 

College authorities 454-4")8,
Alwaye : University Centre 214.
Andhra University; Madras University Senate 

i-esolution on lOli. Statistics 141-144. Sfe 
also under C'ommitte<^

Ap(>lied Science and Technology : Faeullv of 
2ti:.. ‘

Appointment Board: 288, 310-11.
Do. of the present Committee ; Kee 

under Committee.
Arabic: 27,319.
Arohnjology : 285.
Area of the University : nee under University. 
Arts in the University—Provision for fine 

arts 277-278. ‘
Ariuvikk.arai : University Centre 210-214 
Anitonomy : Need for fnll 307-309.
Average : State or Prcfiidency C8-fi9, 244. 
Amkulam : Besidential qu-irters at 213. 
Ayurveda ; College 52-54 C4, 05; Study of 

■278-277.

B
1!. A. Course : Duration of 259-2C1.
Hcnares Hindu University: Starting of 7, 

92-93. ■
Benefactions ; priv.atc 38 3.3 84.
BieneSts o f higher education to the State: 114- 

U 5.

Board for Secondary and rntovmcd iate Kdu- 
calion: 257.

Board for Women's Education: 322-32;!. 
Bombay University : Government grants to 96. 
Boy Scout movement: 33,'i.
Buildings and Books; 38^389.
Bureau : Rdiieationa! 25,

Calcutta University ; nee under Commissiun 
(Calcutta University).

Cambridge University »ec under Cummiasion 
(O.tford & Cambridge).

Classical languages as an element of high 
culture 318-319.

Chancellor 359-3(i0.
Co.cducation of women 49-50, 325..'!-’ 7.
Ciilleges in Trivandrum : Development of 

Science an<l .^rts branches totiie Honours or 
M. A.8tand;irds 2ti7-270; Cost 3(18-372. 

Colleges: Grade 50-52, ~i5; Of centres 
52-54; Statistics 44; Groups and branches of 
study 57-58; Kcsidentiiil provision of 
students 58-59; Of women studen(s59; ataff 
UO; Kquipment and buil<lings tl3.6(!. 

Colleges ; The need foi- the pri'scrvation of 
their individuality 153-151.

Commerce 273•274.
Commission: (London University) 149, 150, 

1 (58, 239, 357, '
„  Indian Industrial 112-113.
„  (Oxford and Cambridge) 120-128,279, 294. 
„  (SadlerorCalentt.i) appointment .and publi

cation of the Report 19, 34, 4C, (11, 95, H5, 
154-150. ,

Committee : (former Committee) 98—Interim 
lleport 417-477; Dissenting Memorandum 
428-448.

Committee, Technological and Industrial 
Kdiieation 113-114.

Committtie (present): Appointment and Terms 
of reference 1 to 5; Personnel 5; iCommence- 
ment of work 5; Sub Committee (>; Sessions 
9.11; Acknowledgments 11; G. O. eonsti- 

tiitingtext 442-453.
Committee;
„  (Andhra University): .\ppointment 97; 
recommendation re type; modification of 185; 

„(Daeca) 153.
„  (Lytton Committee) 120.122.
„  (Madr.a.s Government) S, 105.
„  (P:itna) 148, 169,170.
„  (Senate) 8, 102.
Conference : with the Dewan and other gen

t iemen of Cochin 10.
„  Of the Council for humanistic and scientific 

societies, England, on the need of a good 
general education for Unive;sltv entrance 
248,
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C(Hist iiHtion nf the Univpi-sily 
Constituent t'ollepies ;i0l-S05; Mnna"pment of 

H(;7-308.
L'onvocatinn 1)50-351.
Courses : Jileiiticul for )x)vs and frlrls 10. 
Oouncil of Afliliated Colleges 3.’>0.
CiiiTiruliv nf studios in tlio S'!('nndurv Scliofils, 

nn'd for revisiun 24fl-2-")4.

D

Danr’a L̂ niv(‘rsit_v :"H2, 13."i.
Daccii Univei'sity ComiiiilIce : I.").'!.
Uc;.!;r»H*: titl e t ten / iu m  ll.'ift.
Divi-re Cours<‘ : Icn'.'tli of 2'>‘.l-2til.
Divri'fs: 27H-27!'.
Dellii University:!):!,

Uepartmcnis Ilf studios in ilirnew L'nivel'sily: 
267-270. '

Deterioration of standards : safojrunrds IKXi-
:tn .

Dissent ini' uieniorandnni bv L. C. IInd;,'son 
:!98-400.

Bv K. raraineswaran I’illai 401-110.

KJinliur^li University : 7, 12.').
Kndowments in the form of lands: ;tS4.;iS(;. 
lMi;.;incenng, 271 •278.
Knglish Education : I’.epnniners in Travancore 

14, 32: Its development 14-lS: Private 
efforts 20-23; Beginnings in Cochin 2-~>: lls 
development 2.’)-2t>: In Malabar 26-27; In 
Tinnevelly 29; South Canara 29-30; Reoeiit 
incre.ise 72-73.

Kntrance : .w  under M.alrieulation, 9. S. I„ 
C., In.adequacy nf S. S. L. -as an entrance 
test 240-24.‘>; Entrance lest to b<‘ conductpil 
by tlie University 245-246; lieconinieiida- 
tioii 247-249; Control over bv the University 
256-259. ' '

Equipment : nee under Colleges 
p’ xamination : 278-279.

Faculties : to be efficient and not nominal 
263-2u6; Distinction Ix^tween Department 
,md 265; Number of 2l)j-2li7.

Features, General : 236-338 
Federal University; meaning ot 160-161: 

difference between federal and affiliating 
162.163; suitability 171-172; 181-184; 
principle of seleetion of centres in 184-18^ 

FellovfS: under Indian University Act 1904 88.
Nomination of 3a4-3.")6.

Female Education; see under women- 
Fin.ancial outlay; On hostels 365-367;

On administration 372-381: Comparison 387. 
Fotrv : 270-271.

Former committee : -we iindet Committee 
French:.) 19.

a
Games: see under physical educatioa 
(iengrapliy : Omission of in schools 36, 41 ; 

Opening of a Department of in tlje Univer
sity 269.

(ierman: 319,
(lir’.s : Dee under women
(1.0 . : eonstiiutinL' tite )>vesent Commit nee 

442-4.
(iovernnient control over University : 33J.3H. 
(iovernment: llelation of L'niver-itv with 

341.31.-,, 381. ■
(Iovernment grant to Universitic's: 96. Ht3, 

114. ■
(iovernment Kdnealional Poliev (India) 19113

120. ■
(ireek : 319
linardiansh'i]): Loose signiticaiiee of 29:.29i‘i.

H
Halls (of Kesidenee) ; xee under resdeuce.
Health ; >ec under physical culture.
Higher education; jnstiticatiiui of l l l . l l t : j  

129-13*.

High SchoiiM under 9<‘eondary luueitioin.
Hindu Thc'oiSgy : see iiniler oriental .ear’n- 

ing. ■
History of the University question in Tnvaiu'- 

core 86-106.
Honorary Degrees; 278.
Honours eoui-ses ; Origin 89-90; As a ptvo- 

vislon for able students 2<!l-262; Diration of 
262.

Jlostel : und(?r Finam’inIJ cjutl.a.v, Lodlg- 
ings and residenci' also.

1
Indian University Commission (1901): ate 

under University Commission.
Instruction ; we under study, course' of anid 

secondary education.
Inter-collegiate instruction; 89, .303.
Interim Bejiort of the last Commitiee : 

117-427; Dissenting Minutes 428-141.
K

Kerala University ; Advantages of 1I>6-H6; 
Necessity for a compromise on the qucstiom 
of 196-199 ; Resources for 203-204

Kundara; as University centre 221. •

Laboratories ; Existing provision of fiP. 
Latin : 319
Lecture Committee: Pulilic 24, 25.
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Luctuic MVi-tcni : criLicism uf 292-293.
Libraries : cxisling piovisiun of 77-80.
Library : Public 21.
],()dgings: 297-2i*S.
iHiclcnow Uuivcrsily: 7, ',12, llui.
LyUun Cuminillco; ■'lec uiulfr CommiUcL'.

M

\L-ulnis Linivcrsit.j : cllucl nl' llir Acl uf lllOi uii 
S;)-90; liill for rccuiislnicliun of 103.1U4: its 
clfcct.u|ioii niofussil cullcgL's 105.

Manual work or trainin": 22, 110
Murk: ,')7; itcliancc on course marks 210-211
Moderation: by the Univci-sity of 213.
Matriculation K.\aniination : jicni'ral jiosilion 

Fcatui'cii 35-3ti; Tncoinc (icrivcil from 
30-ii7; Criticism o f—as fnlraiicc test 10-17,’ 
Medium of instruction in lO-M; A^c-liniil 
^5-17.

Meilical KacuUy: 272-27S-
Me<iieal Ins|icction of studenLs: ;i32-3o:i.
Medicine (indigenous system) : see under 

yurveila,
Mc(Jium of instruction : History nnil presciit 

piisition 312; General opinion on 312-31!); In 
Sfl'Conihu'V 8<"h(Hils 31t.l0, I I ;  In Uni- 
VI ■I'sity classes 3lt»-3 18; UeconinK-ntkUions on 
,i 17-318; In Osinania University 315.3!(».

Miliilary training for University sludcnt-;: 333.
Mii '̂cura: 23.
.Mu' îc: 321,32;i.
.My«ux' Univei-sity: Entrance 252; Educatioinil 

pposition at tlic lime of starting 136-138; 
Klxpciiditurc and reeei[its of 393-397.

N

Patna L'uiversity: 7, 92, 135, 193. 
i’ crsiiin ; 319.
Philosophy : Revival of tiie cliair 2t>9,
Pliysical education or culture: e.x'stinjr pro

vision 67, 329.331.
Post-graduate teaehin;_':[28G-290.
Press: 6, 8, 9.
Prc -University coursc : Duration of ".■)0-253. 
Pro-Chancellor 231, 3(i0.
Professorship; 8it, 288-292, 310-311. 
Publication: 286.
Punjab Univcl-sity: 7, 135.

0
yuestiomiaires 8, lM-118.

R
Italigoon rnivei'sity; 7, 92, 93, 
nu.idership; 89, 287, 2H9. 291.
Registered Ciraduatc: 35 I.
Religious and moral insli-uetiou: 302-303, 

323-321.
Rest'arth ; Studentshiji 291 21)2; Kunils and 

facilities for 281-281; Uelatioii toteaehingof 
281; i’ossiblelines of 281-285; Co-ordin.ition 
of existing' resource^ to facilitate 285-28ti; 
Dugi’ccsi for 278; L)etine<l 279-28(1; Need for 
2S0,

Residence : for existing[irovision 58-59, 75-76; 
Inadequacy of provisions for 296-297; 
DiHiculties of 296-299; Disadvantages of 
299-300; RocommendatioiiB oJl 300-302 
and30o;N ccil for 157-158;

^ag^pul' I'niversity ; 7, 92, 135 Eihiciilicmal 
pHjsition .it the time of starting 138-112. 

Mee;d for a University in Travancorc: 107-13U' 
Vevw Universities; desire for 135-13(1. 
Noimination of Ki llows; 351, 3.)5-3-56, 
Niiinilx'rof students; recent increase in 35, 

7T3; Per teacher iu diflercnl collegca in the 
.iiiva 60; ill outside Colleges 71.

o
drail K.'iaminatiou: 278.
Oriiental learning: 271-277.
Osiniania University (llyderabiid): 7, II 

3115-316.
Otliier sites I'or the locution of the University; 

2222.
Dxtfoid Uni\ei>ily: sei- uiider ( .'onimission 

(tO.sford and Cambridge Univcit-ity).

Sanskrit College: 2t.
Suiiskrit inanuocripts: 21.
Sanskrit studies in Travancorc 21; Cochin and 

Malabar 27.
School of Arts: 18, 22,
Science teaching in secondary school^: 39-10.
Seoul; under Uoy Scout Jlovcmcnt,
Secondary education : Develo|iincnt inTravan- 

coro 21-22; S|ii'oad 31-35;
Second Grade Colleges; Union with liigli 

scli(3ols 253-256; Control of University over 
25(i-259; Position of 257-258.

Senate: 31S-319; Strength of 351-351; Term of 
membershi[> of 351; Lack of e.xporience of 
menibcra iu and how t,o rcmc<ly 358-359.

Site; srr under Aruvikkarai, .Vlwaye, -\nliulain, 
I'l ivandruni, Kmidara, Varkalai, 'I'ricliiir ami 
ulhcr sites.
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Social scrvicc: 145, H7,
8. S .L . C.; ;i7; IIS dotccls iJS-lD; 210-247; 

Criticism of ;is an ciilraiicc 10-J7; 8u<c"cstioiis 
oil 41.18; Inadequacy of as un entrance Lcsl 
lo the University 239-215; Educational 
w.Titayc 242.

Siaft: «re under Oollc^'e and Teaeliers.
Standards; safeguards a^aiust deterioraliun 

ot ;i06-311.
Stale aid (o Universities: 121-J28, :W9.;t!U; In 

the I’ nited Kln-doni 12«-138, M li-Ut.
SludiiiLs’ Ue|)iesentativc Ouuiieil and 

Ouainiillce of students’ welfare: liS, :ial.
Studfntship for research: 8!l, 2!)l-292.
Study: courscs of—need for pnjviRion in 

schools 2t!)-2.)0; Suj'^'estions 2'>0-2'>;i.
Syudieatc: :148, 349, :f50-3o».

I'niversities Oomniission of 1»02; Insti
tutions at thctiiae of 87 88-89.

Universities, Indian; Origin and ricielopnie-nt 
8C-87; Dissatisfaction with 90-a2, 1^1; 
Statistics 94-91); Admiuistratiou of iJl’'j-348. 

University ; Area of—restricted to Travancuro 
186-189; Extended over Keiulu 189-196; 
E.\clasion of Tinncvclly 199 202; Exclusion 
of South Oauara, 202.203; Resources for in 
Kerala 203-204.

I'niTei-sity corps 33, 333.
L'nivcrsily: question in Travancore 8<.-ltWj; 

NeedforTiavaricore 107-13G; E.\islinj:iquip- 
ments 03-85; Strength and comparis'jii with 
Mysore 13ti-l4t).

University training : meaniuj' of 158-l.‘>','. 
University : Various types of teachin;; 

152-163.
Urdu see under Osmania University.

'Vu.vcln;vs . Classiftcalion ot 2S9.
in Coustitucnt Colleges 287-290 and 
in post-graduate instruction 28li-290 
Qualifications of present 85. 
llatio between pupils and 60-(i2, 82-S3. 
Reci>gnition of 289-2;tO.
Ivccruitment and apiKjintmeiit 208. 
Hepresentation of on governini: bodies 

• ill pre-UniTersitv institutions 258- 
Salary 62-63, 81, 290-291.

Technological education: .w  under Applied 
Science 38.

Theses: 278.
Tutorial .sy.-tem: 293-29.i; Need for 293; 
Training (Teachers): 19-20.
Travancore University: .\dvaiitage of 186 189' 
Tricliui': University centre 210-211. 
Trivandrum; University centre 212-214: 222

230; Educational buildings in, 237.

u

Unitary University ; Formation ot 92-93; 
Meaning 160-172; Suitability of— to the tract 
1(14-175.

I'niveisitics Act (1904;: Its cliect S8-90, 151

Varkalai; as University ccnti'e 221.
Vernaculars: .we also under medium of In-'ruu- 

tion.
Vernacular education : Beginiiings in Trsvau- 

eore 12-13, 31-32: Beginnings in Cochin 2-i
Vice-Chancellor: 360-3ti3.
Victoria University: disruption of 91
Visitor: 359-360.
Viswabliarati oi Tagore: 191.
Viva-voce e.xainination 278.

w

Wastage: Educational 242.
Women a (tollegc : Raising of to the Kii'ft 

Grade 329; Cost 371-372.
NVoiiien’s Education : Hegitnings in Travail, 

core 18; Itsdevclopnieiit 18-19; InOu hinanid 
-Malabar 27; Spread of iT-SO, 55^56,320-321. 
Dcntiiialion after 50; Coui'oe.-* of studies 5S,' 
321-324; lmi»cdimenl lo 56-57, 320: Ag'-'iioj 
to be employed for 324-335, Reeomiiiwida- 
tions on 329.

Women ; Physical culture of 331.
Women teachers : Training for .'>28-329.


